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May
Dr.

Hensy Woodward,

1,

1906.

F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Ohaii'.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions that
Society's Menagerie in March 1906
The registered additions to the Society's Menageiie diu-ing the
month of March were 124 in number.
Of these 52 were
acquired by presentation and 6 by purchase, 44 were received on
deposit, 12 in exchange, and 10 were born in the Gardens.
The
total number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 182.
Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to
A young female Gorilla {Anthropojyithecus gorilla) from Cape
Lopez, purchased on March 30th.
A young male Lar Gibbon {Hylohates lar) and a Leopard Cat
{Felis hengalensis) from Perak, presented by the Perak State
Museum on March 31st.
had been made to the

:

:

A ISTarrow-banded M.OTigoo&e{Gcdidictis
new

to the Collection, deposited on

A female Eland
March

'^;^i^ai{a)

March

1

from Madagascar,

2th.

{Taurotragus oryx), born in the Menagerie on

12th.

A

neto /Species of Duiker.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., exhibited the skin of a Duiker
which had been shot in Nyasaland by Mr. S. W. Frank, and
presented by him to the National Museum. It proved to be a
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. XXXII.
32
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—
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ME. OLDFIELD THOMAS ON A

—
NEW ANTELOPE.

[May

1,

most distinct new species, widely different from any known form,
and was described as follows
:

Oephalophus walkeri

Tlios.*

Abstr. P.Z. S. No. 31, p.

1,

(Plate

May

8,

XXXY.)
1906.

Size medium, about as in C. leticogaster.
General groundcolour of body dark greyish brown (between sepia and Prout's
brow^n), the hairs finely speckled with pale buffy
but along the
back, over an area about six inches wide, the speckling died out,
and the colour darkened to nearly black, the hairs here being
" hair-brown " at their bases and dark blackish brown at their tips.
Under surface and innei- side of limbs little lighter than sides,
about " hair- brown." Top of muzzle brownish black forehead to
between ears, including the frontal tuft, deep glossy black.
Cheeks and chin pale fawn, a narrow edging to the black above
the eyes stronger buffy. Ears large, their backs grizzled brown
or blackish, their bases and the fringe along then- anterior edges
Nape with a narrow median black line connecting the
fawn.
frontal and dorsal areas of black, edged on each side first with a
lighter and then with a rather darker longitudinal band.
Limbs
wholly dark, before and behind, the digits nearly black. Tail
imperfect in the type, its base dark above, dull whitish below.
Length of fore foot, from "knee" to tip of hoof, 180 mm., this
being about the same length as in G. leucogaster and other middleNo other exact measurement w^as obtainable, but
sized species.
the prepared skin was 33 inches from nose to base of tail.
Hah. Tuchila River, about 25 miles from Blantyre, Nyasa.
Type. Adult female; skin without skull.
B.M. No. 6.4.21.1.
Shot in September 1905, and presented by Mr. Samuel "W. Frank.
This interesting Duiker differed so widely from any known
species that Mr. Thomas found it difficult to say to what group of
the genus it should be assigned. Perhaps it would prove to have
an affinity with C. niger, but in any case no definite opinion
could be expressed until male specimens, with skulls and horns,
had been obtained.
in some respects Herr Neumann's description of C. leucoprosopus t applied to C. vxdkeri, but the statements that in the
former " Bauch, Lmenseite der Beine und Kehle sind weiss " and
" die Stirn ist roth " conclusively proved that it could not be of the
;

;

same

species.

By Mr.

Frank's wish the species had been named after
Mr. E. G. Walker, of Ndirandi, Blantyre, who had actually shot
the specimen, though Mr. Fi-ank had been the first to see it.

The following papers were read

:

* [The complete account of the new species described in this communication
appears here; but since the name and preliminary diagnosis were published in the
' Abstract,' the species is distino:uished bj' the name being underlined.
Editok.^
t SB. Ges. nat. Pr. Berl. 1899, p. 18.
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Further Notes on Anthropoid Apes.

1.

By

the

465

Hon. Walter Eothschild, Ph.D., F.Z.S.
[Received

May

1,

1906.]

Since my former paper (P. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii. pp. 413-440) was
read, I haA'e obtained a coDsiderable amount of fresh material
inchiding skins, skeletons, and skulls of Gorilla, Simia, and Pongo.
I propose, however, here to deal only with a few facts, corrections,
and additions in connection with the genera Gorilla and Simia.
I have received seveiul fresh skulls of Gorilla gorilla matschiei
from the Camaroons collected by Mr. Bates, and they fully confirm
both the distinctness of this geographical race and my diagnostic
characters.
point in connection with these Gorillas I omitted
to mention in my original article is that both Gorilla gorilla
from Gaboon and Gorilla gorilla matschiei from S. Camaroons have
individuals with red heads and others with dark heads with no
red.
In the case of the typical Gaboon Gorilla gorilla the redheaded individuals outnumber the dark ones by 4 to 1, but of the

A

S.

Camaroons

race,

we have a large number of skulls,
me to gauge the proportion.

although

skins are too few to enable

the

In Gorilla gorilla the dark-headed specimens have the head
of a bro^vnish-olive colour, while in G. g. matschiei the darkheaded individuals have a rufous-brown head
striking difference
between red-headed specimens of G. gorilla and G. g. matschiei is
that in the former the red colour is sharply defined, while in the
.

A

brown forehead passes gradually into a deep rufous red
on the crown and occiput.
In a former collection Mr. Bates sent a skull of Professor
Matschie's G. gorilla diehli and in his last collection is a not very-

latter the

perfect skin of this race of Gorilla.
As Prof. Matschie described
the race from skulls only, this specimen completes the diagnosis.

Gorilla gorilla diehli Matschie.
from the dark-headed specimens of other races in having
the head almost entirely black, only the forehead having a few
brown hairs. Bla,ck colour of arms and shoulders very intense.
Back, belly, legs, and chest ashy grey, but darker than in G. gorilla
and G. g. matschiei. Beard on chin much longer than in G. g.
onatschiei, thus proving that G. heringeri of Kirunga is only a local
race of G. gorilla and not a distinct sjpecies the latter must stand
Beard on sides of face black,
as Gorilla gorilla heringeri Matschie.
instead of yellowish grey as in G. g. matschiei or ashy grey as in
Differs

;

G. gorilla.

Professor Matschie has recently described (Sitzungsb. naturforsch. Pr. Berl. Nr. 10, pp. 279-283, 1905), under the name of
Gorilla jacobi, another race of Gorilla gorilla. The type came from
the station at the mouth of the Lobo River, near the influx of the

River Djong, in the Dscha river-system. West Central Camaroons.
characters given depend on the immensely broad bones of the
32*
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compressed face, and large size
here explain this

skull,

;

1,

the measurements given

:

Gorilla gorilla jacobi.

Gorilla gorilla matschiei.
of Head

Sind

surface
Greatest breadth at the mastoid processes 170

:

mm.

Length of skull from arciis superciliaris
to front oi premaxilla 160 mm.
alveolae
canine
Fremaxilla
across
90

mm.

Width
Width

at last molar tooth 67

outside

upper

edge

of

We

mm.

know

mm.
mm.

eye

154

thus

follows

mm.

138

78
70

mm.

mm.

145

182

mm.

at present 5 geographical I'aces of Gorilla as

:

Gorilla gorilla.

Gaboon.

Gorilla gorilla matschiei.

South Gamaroons.

Gorilla gorilla jacobi.

West Central Gamaroons.

Gorilla gorilla diehli.

North and Central Gamaroons.

Gorilla gorilla heringeri.

Kirunga, German East Africa.

I give here three comparative measurements of the 5 races of

GoriUa
skviUs

Sind

gorilla,

difi'er

which show how very widely the proportions

:

surface of Head.
Greatest width.

of the

:

:

:

:

;

:

ANTHROPOID APES.
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fully adult skin and skeleton and several skulls of Simla vellerosus
fidiginosus (Schauf.), and from these I am able to point out the
most striking diflferences between the skulls of this form and of
an adult Simia vellerosus and to give measurements of both. The

specimens came from Sette Oama.

Simia vEiiLEKosus.
Crista sagitalis :
Slightly developed
3 mm.

SiMIA
height

greatest

;

Supra- and exoeeipital ancJiylosed
Ovoid; from top of crista to base of
foramen magnum, 47 mm.
width
;

mm.

83

JParietals (together)

V.

FULIGINOSUS,

Strongly developed
9 mm.

Triangular; from top of crista to
base of foramen magnum 47 mm.
width 77 mm.

:

Length 62 mm. breadth 95 mm.
Frontal s (together)
Length 76 mm.
breadth at arcus
;

;

superciliaris 114

mm.

Length 72
Length 76

mm.

breadth 87

;

mm.

62

mm.

;

mm.

;

breadth 15

mm.

Length 30

mm.

mm.

breadth at arcus

;

superciliaris 106

Nasa Is
Length 36
Fremaxilla
Length 30

greatest height

;

mm.

breadth 16

;

mm.

:

breadth across canines

mm.

Length 33 mm.; breadth across
canines 58

mm.

Length of skull front of arcus superciliaris
to front
of Fremaxilla
97 mm.
S.inder surface of head
Greatest breadth at mastoid processes
123 mm.
Bi'eadth above mastoid processes 85 mm.

95

mm.

126
84

mm.
mm.

:

Foramen magnum

:

Length 30 mm. breadth 25 mm.
Breadth outside occipital condyles
;

39

mm.

JBasioccipital

Length 25

mm.

;

breadth 21

41

mm,

28

mm,

37
26

mm,
mm.

23
10

mm.
mm.

41
42

mm.
mm.
mm.

24

mm.

29

mm.

58

mm,

32

mm

mm.

:

Length from front edge of foramen

magnum 28 mm.
Occipital condyles
Breadth at base 38
:

mm.

Breadth at anterior edge 29

Vomer

mm.

:

Length 24 mm.
Breadth 9 mm.
Pterygoid processes of sphenoid
Length 35 mm.
Breadth singly 13 mm.
Breadth across 50 mm.
Jirticular condyle of lower jaw
Width 26 mm.
Coronoid process
Greatest width 18 mm.
Width between coronoid process and
articular condyle 24 mm.
Width from outside coronoid process to
outside articular condyle 64 mm.
Width between canines of upper jaw
39 mm.
Loiver jaiv from base of canine to outer
edge of articular condyle 128 mm.
Width oi facial part of skull at zygoma
124 mm.

11

:

135

mm,

106

mm.

Besides the very striking differences in the supra- and exocci-

—
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1,

back of the head, the measurements show that
most of the bones of the skull are differently proportioned. The
width of the face in /S. vellerosus, moreover, is very much greater
than in /S. v./uUginosiis.

pital portion of

2.

On Mammals collected in South-west Australia for
Mr. W. E. Balston. By Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S.*
[Received March

7,

1906.]

Following the generous example of our President and Mr, 0. D.
Rudd, Mr. W. E. Balston has been good enough to defray the
expenses of a zoological collector, working for the benefit of our
JSTational Museum.
The country chosen is Western Australia,
where Mr. Balston has many personal interests, and where few
Mammals have been collected since Mr. Gilbert, about 1842, made
a collection for Mr. Gould, who was then preparing his great
work on the Mammals of Australia.
For his exploration of Western Australia Mr. Balston has
secured the services of Mr. Guy C. Shortridge, who had already
had experience in Pondola,nd, South Afr-ica, where he had collected
Mammals and Birds for the South African Museum.
The collections worked out in the present paper were obtained
during the end of 1904 and the course of 1905 from the following
localities:

King

River, on Mr. Balston's estate near Albany, King
George's Sound, where Mr. Shortridge had the assistance
of Mr. Balston's sons.
Wagin, on the railway halfway towards Perth.
Beverley, just south of York, about 70 miles east of Perth.
York, Northam, Toodyay, and the Wongan Hills, all near
together, are the localities which most frequently occur on

Mr.

Gilbert's labels.

Sovithern Cross, on the Eastern Railway, abotit 220 miles
east of Perth.
Kalgurli, the gold-mining town, 140 miles further east, and
about 200 miles from the south coast.
Laverton, 150 miles N.E. of Kalgurli, and about 470 miles
inland from the west coast at Geraldston.

made at the first four places are full of
has been a great disappointment to find
that the gold-field country, at the two last-named localities, does
not contain any desert mammal fauna, Mr. Shortridge having
found that practically all mammals were absent except Bats.
This seems to be due to the fact that the whole area is saline,
without fresh water of any sort.
Still fm^ther east, on the
Spinifex flats, Mr. Shortridge has hopes of finding a desert fauna
While the

interest

collections

and value,

it

* [The complete account of the new species described in this comrauuieation
appears here but since the names and preliminary diagnoses were published in the
•'Abstract/ such species are distinguished bj-- the name being underlined. Editoe.1
;
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that occurring in Central Australia, the region

of Notoryctes.

But even in the fertile south-west area, although the countrysupports a mammal-fauna rich in individuals, that richness is
unfortunately now largely made up of introduced animals cats,
rabbits, rats, and mice, which appear to be the dominant
members of the fauna at most places. Many of the smaller
species, found in numbers by Mr. Gilbert in 1842, wOuld seem
to have been almost or quite exterminated by these introduced
pests, and Mr. IShortridge has had great difficulty in catching any
but the latter.
The following extract from a letter of his from Beverley will
give some idea of the character of the country and his trapping
experiences
" There are so many trappers about that I am beginning to
get a good idea of the distribution of most of the larger mammals.
With the exception of PseiulocJiirus occidentalism I think I have
obtained all the well-laiown larger mammals around Albany,
" There is a very well-defined coast-belt extending about 25 to
30 miles inland, which is generally low and rather swampy,
thickly covered with Jarrah and Red-Gum. trees intermixed with
very thick undergrowth. On following the railway northwards
from Albany, the country makes a sudden change at about Mount
Barker, where the grass- land begins it then remains very much
the same as far as York, the White Gum being the most plentiful
tree and the undergrowth being replaced by grass.
The country
in the grass-region is much easier to hunt in, as there are patches
In
of undergrowth here and there where the animals collect.
this district there are many species which are quite unknown
around Albany in fact, sill the mammals and birds which I got
during a fortnight's stay at the Arthur River, 20 miles west
I
of Wagin, were different to those collected around Albany,
secured specimens of Macropus eiigenei, Onychogale lunata, Thalacomys lagotis, and Bettongia lesueuri, and I heard that Spiny
Anteaters, Dasyures, and Choeropios castanotis were also plentiful
around the district."
The collection now described contains examples of 32 species, of
Avhich two bats have proved to be new, while 1 have also given
subspecific names to the Dasyure and Echidna, which have been
previously known from Western Australia, but not distinguished
from their eastern allies.
It is, however, not the novelties which give to this fine collection its very great value to the Museum, but the excellent
series of specimens belonging to species of which the original

—

:

;

;

examples have become deteriorated by time, and in many cases
by that most destructive agency of all, exhibition in a public
These good modern specimens, for which we are ingallery.
debted to the generosity of Mr, Balston, will now form a basis on
which further scientific work can be done on the fauna of this
most interesting region.

—
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Nyctophilus timoriensis

1.

King

5 (Bat b).

River,

Geoff.

King George's Sound.

Southern Cross.
Forearms 44-45 mm.

1,

Near

sea-level.

1160'.

190, 191.

Nyctophilus geoffroyi Leach.

2.

1250'.
Jaurcli Hills, near Kalgurli.
$.176,189. Laverton. 1650'.

166.
175.

c?.
c?.

These specimens are of much interest, for they conclusively
prove the correctness of Mr. Tomes's assertion that the small
JV. geoffroyi of Leach, with a forearm of about 35-36 mm., is a
Tomes's specimen No. 1,
different species from JSf. tiinoriensis.
from Albany, King George's Sound, recently acquired with his
collection by the British Museum, may be treated as typical of
Leach's species, whose type was without locality.
Mr. Shortridge's specimens agree very well with this Albany
individual in proportions, but are rather browner in colour.
3.

Yespertilio pumilus Gray.

& 3.

King River, King George's Sound.

Near

Parker's Range, Southern
d. 139, 141, 142, 143.
9-17 August.
Jaurdi
$. 140, 148, 162, 163, 167.
d. 161, 164.

Cross.

S (Bat

2

a).

February.

sea-level.

1163'.

1250'.
Kalgurli.
21 Sept.-5 Oct.
" The most plentiful bat around Albany."
4.

Hills,

G. C. S.

PiPisTRELLUs tasmaniensis Gould.

Noctulina tas'nianensis Gray, List

Mamm.

B.

M.

p.

194 (1843)

{sine descr.).
Vespertilio tasmaniensis

Gould,

(1858).
Vesjjerugo kreffiii Peters, MB.
Cat. Chii'. B. M. p. 232 (1878).

2 (Bat
This

is

Museum
Another
5.

c 1).

Near

1905.

King

River,

Mamm.

Austr.

Ak. Berl. 1869,

p.

iii.

pi.

xlviii.

404; Dobson,

King George's Sound, 26 February,

sea-level.

a very rare bat, no previous specimen having reached the
since the original type referred to by Gray and Gould.
example, from Tasmania, is in the Tomes collection.

PiPISTRELLUS REGULUS,

Sp. n.

Bats 4, 5. King River, King George's Sound. Sea-level,
medium-sized species of the group with minute outer incisors.
Size rather larger than in P. kuhli.
Fur rather long and
shaggy (hairs of back slightly over 5 mm. in length), extending
thickly as a well-defined band on the interfemoral above for its
Below, the same area
basal half-inch to the level of the knees.
is more thinly covered, and there are a few hairs on the membrane
near the sides of the body. General colour above dark Prout's

A
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brown, the terminal third of the hairs lighter and more approaching russet, especially posteriorly, the basal two-thirds
blackish.
Below, the ends of the hairs are nearer wood-brown,
except on the interfemoral band, where they become whitish.
Ears small, too much shrunk and distorted for exact description,
but their inner margin appears to be unusually convex tragus
narrow postnot broadened. Wings to the base of the toes.
;

A

calcareal lobule present.

Skull long and narrow, with an unusually low flattened brainno occipital helmet, the lambdoidal crests commencing
rather low down on each side.
Inner upper incisor bifid, with a well-marked external secondary
cusp near its tip, wearing off in older specimens. Outer incisors
small, not i-eaching halfway from the cingulum to the outer cusp
of the inner incisors
hollowed out behind to receive the tip of
the lower canine a small secondary cusp on its internal edge.
Small premolar quite minute, crushed in the angle between the
canine and second premolar, which press against each other outside it it is evidently in an extreme state of reduction, and has
become altogether lost on one side in the type. Lower incisors
tricvispid, transverse, overlapping.
Dimensions of the type, measured in skin
case

;

;

;

;

:

Forearm 38 mm.
Head and body (c.) 47 mm.
leg and foot (c.u.) 26.
Skull

;

tail

44

;

third finger 65

;

lower

length to base of incisors 12"7 basal length in
— greatestmastoid
breadth 7*2 intertemporal breadth 3
;

middle line 9*5

;

;

;

palate length 4*6 front of canine to back of m^ 4"7 front of
lower canine to back of mg 5.
Type. No. 4, sex not ascertainable. B.M. No. 6.8.1.18.
Althovigh without any very strongly marked characteristics, this
dull-looking little bat does not agree with any species hitherto
described.
Altogether Australia is poor in members of this widely
distributed genus, the only other Pipistrelles being one fi'om
N. Australia, referred to P. ahramus, and the large and aberrant
P. tasmaniensis.
The two specimens of P. regulus sent home by Mr. Shortridge
were not captured by him, but were made into skins from old
mounted specimens.
;

Chalinolobus gouldi Gray.

6.
c?.

1163'.

6

;

144,

145,

146,

147.

Parker's

Range, Southei-n Cross.

9-17 August.

150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 159.
$ 149, 158,
1250'.
21-24 September.
$.168. North Pool, Laverton. 1650'. 28 October.
c?.169.
.

Not

previously recorded from

Western Australia.

Chalinolobus morio Gray.

7.

S

.

Jaurdi Hills, near Kalgurli.

160.

.

50

(in spirit).

King

River,

King George's Sound.

.

472
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1,

SCOTEINUS BALSTONI ThoS.

8,

Abstr. p. Z. S. No. 31, p. 2, May 8, 1906.
North Pool, Laverton. 1650'.
6. 173. $. 170, 171, 172.
19-26 October, 1905.
5 177 (in spirit). Hawksnest, Laverton. 1650'. 7 JSTovember,
.

Allied to S. greyi Gray ; the fur bicolor instead of unicolor.
General characters and size very much as in S. greyi '*. Fur of
medium length hairs of back about 4'5 mm. in length. General
colour above, when the hairs are smoothed down, pale brown
(varying from a tone between wood-brown and fawn to one
between fawn and drab), -this colour occupying the terminal third
of the fur, the basal two-thirds being dark smoky brown, conBelow, the hairs are
trasting markedly with the light tips.
Hairs of
equally dark at base, with their tips pale pinkish buff.
chin, throat, and pubic region nearly or quite pale to their bases.
Ears and membranes pale brown throughout.
Ears slightly larger than in »S'. greyi, but very similar in shape.
well-marked postcalcareal
Wings to the base of the outer toe.
lobule present.
Skull broad, stout and flat, as usual in this group la,rger and
wellflatter than in the alcoholic topotype a of ^S*. greyi.
marked occipital " helmet " present, but the anterior ridge from
it does not run forward on to the middle line of the frontals,
where, indeed, there is a slight longitudinal concavity. Brain-case
i-ather small in proportion to the size of the skull.
Teeth about as in S. greyi. Upper incisors standing rather
further away from the canines.
Dimensions of the type, the starred measurements taken in the
;

A

;

A

flesh

:—

Forearm 36 mm. (four other specimens 34-35).
*Head and body 55; *tail 40 *hind foot 7 *ear 15 (13 in a
;

;

spirit-specimen)
Skull greatest length to base of incisors 1 5 basal length in
middle line 10*8 ; zygomatic breadth 10*1 ; front of upper canine
to back of m^ 5'2 front of lower canine to back of m^ 5*9.
B.M. No. 6.8.1.41. Original number 170.
r?/j9e. Adult female.
Although the essential characters of this bat are very much as
in S. greyi, its conspicuously different bicolor fur readily separates
it from that species, whose fur is quite unicolor, dark brown or
chestnut.
No doubt better material of S. greyi, for comparison,
would show further points of difference.
I have had much pleasure in naming this well-marked species
in honour of Mr. Balston, to whose generosity science is indebted

—

;

;

* The alcoholic specimen a of S. greyi, called " type " hy Dobson (who was under
the impression that the species was first described by himself), is rather smaller than
the skin figured bj' Gray in the Voyage of the Erebus and Terror,' specimen h
of Dobson's Catalogue. Now that a named figure is recognised as conferring priority,
the species will stand to Gray's credit, with specimen b the type of it. Even were
Gray's naming invalid, however, Gould's description in the ' Mammals of Australia'
(1858) would antedate Dobson's.
'
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due to Mr. Shortridge's expedition to

Australia.

Ntctixomus australis Gray.

9.

5 176. North Pool, Laverton. 29 October, 1905. 1650'.
This is the first record of this fine species in Western Australia.
The specimen does not seem to differ in any important respect
from the type described by Gray.
That type, however, is not specimen a of the Catalogue, a spirit
example presented by Mrs. Stanley in 1855, but specimen d, which
was purchased in 1861 at Stevens's sale-rooms, from the collection
of the United Service Museum, to which it had been given in or
Both the original description
before 1838 by Major Macarthvir.
by Gray in 1838, and an independent one by Gould in the
Mammals of Australia (1858), agree so closely with this specimen
as to show that no error lias been made in tracing its history.
Mr. Shortridge says: "These Bats come out rather late and are
When passing over water they often dive right into
swift flyers.
The stomach contained
it, probably in pursuit of water-beetles.
remains of beetles."
.

'

'

10.

Mus

S

53, 61, 62.

.

11.

Mus

d

69.

.

rattus L.
$

.

Eiver.

norvegicus Erxl.

2

.

King

59.

Mus MUSCULUS

12.

King

60.

Eiver.

L.

Cookerdine Lake
$. 127, 128.
d. 126, 129, 130, 131.
Southern Cross. 1163'.
$.132. Parker's Range, Southern Cross.
d. 133.
S. 165. Jaurdi Hills, near Kalgurli. 1250'.
$. 174. North Pool, near Laverton. 1650'.
$ 178. Hawksnest, near Laverton. 1650'.
King
2 3,9, 17, 33, 38, 51.
d. *i, ^, 5, 6, 39, 52, 64.
.

.

River.
13.

_d.

Mus
9,

FUSCiPES Waterh.

12,

14,

31.

15,

$.

6,

7,

10, 11, 32, 54, 63.

King

River.

These specimens are clearly Waterhouse's M. fuscipesf, of
which they are practically topotypes, while the aquatic Rat
figured and described by Gould as M. ftoscipes in the Mammals
'

of Australia
*
Mr.
t
t

The

'

figures

J should bear Gray's
in

name

of

M.

lutreola §.

represent specimens numbered by
the continuous notation of his skins,
p. 66, pi. xxv. (1839).

italics

Shortridge

commenced

Zool. Vov.

'

Beagle,'

Mamm.

Vol. iii. pi. xi. (1851).
§ Grej''s 'Expeditions in Australia,'

ii.

Appendix,

p.

409 (1841).

species

before

—
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14.
c?

.

(^

.

1

Hydromys fuliginosus Gould.
8, 57.
2 4, 65. King Kiver.
4, 6.
$ 5. Big Grove, King George's Sound.
.

.

" Traj)ped near water.

—G.

,

Feeds chiefly on fresh- water Crustacea."

C. S\

These specimens all agree in their dark colour with the original
specimens described by Gould.

Macropus giganteus Zimm.
King River. 100'.
18.
Represents the M. ocydromtis of Gould.
" Caught by dog.
Not ]Dlentiful around King River."
15.

$

.

16.
c?

.

Macropus rufus Desm.
182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 188.

near Laverton.

nest,

G. C. S.

$

.

Hawks-

180, 181, 187.

1650'.

One of these specimens, a male, is abnormal in having a wellmarked rudimentary pouch in the position of that of the female.
Only one of the testes of this example had descended into the
scrotum.

Although at the date of the Catalogue of Marsupials the Red
Kangaroo was not known with certainty to occur in Western
Australia, it has since been recorded by several observers, and
Mr. Rothschild has given a subspecific name to a form of it from
'

'

the north-west corner of the continent.
17.

Macropus irma Jourd.

23.
Mount Barker, Southern Cross. 500'.
$.16. King River. 100'.
d".4, 44.
" Local name, Brush Kangaroo.' Seldom seen in the daytime,
comes out to feed in the evening." G. C. /S.
c?

.

'

18.

Macropus eugenei Desm.

$

-?.

.

Arthur River, Wagin.

Macropus brachyurus Quoy & Gaim.
$ 58, 67, 68. King
5. 19, 20, 23, 34, 56.

19.

.

d.

10,

11,

12,

13,

15.

$.

9,

14,

16.

River.

Big Grove, King

George's Sound.
" Seems to be found only along the
marshy ground with maize as bait."

coast districts.
G. C. S.

Onychogale lunata Gould.
d.
$ i. Arthur River, Wagin.

20.

2.

21.

.

Bettongia penicillata Gray.

6. 5,6.
2-3,4, 35, 40. King River.
" Trapped with oatmeal."
G. C. S.

Trapped in

—

$

Bettongia lesuburi Quoy

.

Tarsipes spekser^ Gray.

23.
05*

& Gaim.

Ai^thur River, Wagin.

1, 2.

.
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—— —

70.

.

$

" No. 70.
" No. 2.

.

King

^.

River.

.

Caught in the bottom of a well."
Had one young in the pouch probably
;

being about the

size of

a grain of wheat."

As Mr. Palmer has shown *,

Gray's

name

of publication over that of rostratus given

just born,

G. G. S.
spenserce has priority

by Messrs. Gervais and

Yerreaux.
24.

Dromicia

$.192.
25.

concinjSta Gould.

Southern Cross.

Trichosurus vulpecula Kerr.
$

cJ

.

24, 25, 27, 28, 30.

c?

.

41, 48, 49, 55, 73, 74.

.

26, 29.

Mt. Barker.

2-3,4,

20, 36, 42, 45, 46, 47, 66,

King River.
" Trapped among Red Gums.
Bait, oatmeal."
G. C. S.
The majority of these specimens have the end of the tail white,

71, 72.

thus corresponding with Ogilby's Phcdangista xanthoinis\.
Mr. Shortridge says that " specimens without the white tip to
the tail are considered rare."
26.

ThalacomysJ lagotis Reid.

Peragole lagotis of the Catalogue of Marsupials.'
S 1- Arthur River, Wagin.
$ 134. Parker's Range, Southern Cross.
"The tail seems to be slightly prehensile." G.
S.
'

.

.

C

27.

IsooDON OBESULUS Sliaw.

Permneles ohesula auctorum.

J.

21.

$

King

1.

.

River.

Big Grove, King George's Sound.
Arthur River, Wagin.
6.
cJ
" Native name, Waint.'
" Trapped in marshy country."
G. G. S.
It appears to me that it would be more in accordance with the
modern estimate of the value of genera to subdivide the old genus
cf"

.

3, 5.

$

.

4.

.

'

* Index Gen.

Mamm.

p. 664, footnote (1904).

t P. Z. S. 1831, p. 135.
j Mr. Palmer (Index Gen. Mamm. p. 677, 1904) criticises my adoption of the
term Thalacomys iovfhis genus on the ground that it is an "obvious misprint" for
Thylacomys, which latter was used (but as a nomen nudum) in the Athena3um two
years before Blyth put IViaZacowys in a tenable manner in his 1840 edition of Cuvier.
But we ought to be very chary of changing names, supposed to be misprints, unless
their obviousness as such is quite clear, and in this case I do not think we are
justified in calling Thalacomys a misprint, when it was the second of the two forms
to occur, as though it had been " corrected," and was again twice repeated by its
author in subsequent editions {cf. Ann. Mag. N. H. [7] v. p. 222, 1900).
'

'

—
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Percmieles into four, coi-responding to the gi^oups A, c, e', and /' of
the cranial synopsis of the species in the Catalogue of Marsupials.'
These are all natural groups of species, easily distinguishable both
by external and by well-marked cranial characters, as follows
'

:

IsooDON Desm.
Type,

/.

Other

ohesulus.

species,

macrur%(,s, moreshyensis,

auratus, harrowensis.
Bullte large, complete, pear-shaped.
Incisors |.

ECHTMTPERA

LoSS.

Other

Type, E. doreyana.
Incisors

|-.

species, cockerelli.

Bullfe small, hemispherical,

Perortctes,

more or

g. n.

Type, F. raffrayamis.

Other

species, hroaclhenti, longiccaulatus,

ornatus.
Incisors

BuUee as in Echymipera.
-f.
Lacrymal bone rounded externally.

Perameles
|-.

Brain-case normal.

Geoff.

Other

Type, P. nasuta.
Incisors

less incomplete.

species, gicnni, hougainvillei, eremiana.

Bullee small, hemispherical, complete.

abnormally short.

Bi"ain-case

Lacrymal forming a sharp overhanging edge

externally.

All the Australian species thus

fall

into Isoodon and Perameles,
different grou^DS by Gould.

which were long ago recognised as very
The other two genera are Papuan.

With
find

name used

for the first genus, Isoodon, I
selection of obesula as the type of
incorrect, as it is in opposition to the sound

regard to the

on reconsideration that

Thylacis lUiger was

my

principle supported by Dr. Allen*, that if a genus contains
exactly the same species as an earlier one it is a synonym of that
one, and no elimination or selection of difi'erent types can make
For Thylacis (and Thylax Oken also) consisted of obesida
it valid.

and nasuta, which were likewise the constituent naembers of the
original Perameles, so that neither Thylacis nor Thylax can be
withdrawn from their positions as full synonyms of that genus,
and the next name in date, Isoodon, has to be taken for the

common

Australian Bandicoot.

28.

Dasyurus geoffroyi

S

1,2. Arthur Eiver, Wagin.

.

fortis, subsp. n.

Alt. 840'.

Similar in essential characters to true geoffroyi, but larger, the
Externally fortis
difference specially marked in male skulls.
has the belly hairs whiter terminally, while in true geoffroyi
they are more or less tinged with creamy yellow. The underside
Skin of palms,
of the tail is dark for a rather greater extent.
*

Bull.

Am. Mus. N. H.

XV. p. 153 (1902).

xvi. p.

116 (1902).

See also Thos., P. Biol, Soc.

Wash.
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and underside of digits wholly blackish in geoffroyi there
generally a whitish tinge on these paints.
In the skull the only point to be noticed, besides the superior
size, is that the buUss are decidedly larger in fortis than in

sides

;

is

geoffroyi.

Dimensions

of the type,

Head and body 650 mm.

measured in the flesh
tad 350 hind foot 63
:

;

;

—basal length 72 mm.

Skull
Type.

Male.

B.M. No,
by G.

lected 1 July, 1905,

Original

6.8.1.340.

;

ear 50.

number

1,

Col-

C. Shortridge.

Catalogue of Marsupials I drew attention to the greater
the West Australian representatives of the Black-tailed
Dasyure and now that Mr. Shortridge's specimens fully confirm
the difference, I think the animal should have a subspecific name.
More detailed skull-measurements are given in the Catalogue.
In the female sex there does not seem to be so marked a
difference between the two forms, but the material available for
comparison is at present very imperfect.

In the

'

'

size of

;

29.

Phascogale flavipes leucogastra Gray.

^- ^,3, 5. King River.
S. l-AThese fresh examples of the West Australian form of Ph. flavipes
are very welcome, as the few skins contained in the Museum
collection are much deteriorated.
Mr. Shortridge's specimens,
coming from the rainy south-west district, are of a rather more
" saturate " colour than the old skins, but how much these latter
have faded it is not easy to say.
30. Sminthopsis

murina Waterh.

1,2,3. King River.
" Trapped on marshy ground in Ti-tree scrub."
c^

.

31.

2

.

32.

Tachyglossus* aculeatus ineptus Thos.

Abstr. P. Z. S. No. 31, p.
c?.

G. C. S.

Myrmecobius fasciatus Waterh.
Arthur River, Wagin.
1.

2,

$.125.

122, 123, 124.

May

8,

1906.

Parker's Range, Southern Cross.

A very spinous form,

with small brain-case and short snout.
Coat completely spinous, no haii's perceptible on the vipper
surface at all, except the well-marked tuft over each ear.
Below
also the fur consists wholly of flattened bristles.
Colour above
more mottled than usual, owing to the large proportion of white or
black and white spines. Third hind claw not lengthened, little
longer than the fourth, as usual in typical acideatus.
Skull small, with a fairly broad but not greatly inflated braincase and very short snout. As a result the index of breadth is as
high as in the large Tasmanian T. a. setosus (average of three
* Not HcUdna.

See Ann. Mus. Genov. [2]

xviii. p.

621 (1897).
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skulls 45-1), while the rostral index (78-8) is very considerably
less

than in any specimens hitherto recorded.

The following measurements, when compared with the table I
published in 1885*, will show these differences better than any
description

:

—

p.z.s. igob.pi.zxxvi.

Horace

Knlglit del.et litK.

West, Newman chromo.
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;

BUTTERFLIES.
By H.

Elwes, F.R.S.

J.

A

large collection of Butterflies was sent to the British Museum
in 1905 made by various officers who took part in the Tibet
Frontier Commission in 1903 and afterwards accompanied the
Expedition to Lhasa. The localities in which they were taken
have been so fully described by Oapt. H. J. Yfalton, who was
Medical Officer and Botanist to the Commission, in The Ibis' for
January 1906, that I need not say much about the country but
remembering that the expedition was, during a large part of the
time, in a state of actual warfare and that there Avas no entomologist with the pai"ty, it will be understood that this collection
must be regarded as only representing a part of the species which
'

;

exist there.

—

Tungu, a valley near the head of
The localities are as follows
the Lachen River in Native Sikhim close to the Tibetan frontier,
Lhanak, a valley to the west of this
elevation 15,000-1 6,000 feet
Khamba Jong, a Tibetan fort
at an equal or greater elevation
fifteen miles beyond the Kongra-lama Pass, at a,n elevation of
15,000-16,000 feet, where the Commission stayed during the
svimmer of 1903 on the march from Phari to Gyantze in June
and July 1904 Gyantze, where the Mission was besieged for
some time and the greater part of the insects were collected and
at and near Lhasa, where a few specimens Avere afterwards taken in
August. With a few exceptions most of the species enumerated
are known to occur in Ladak.
My paper on Butterflies from Sikhim, P. Z.S. 1882, p. 398,
should be referred to; also Col. Fawcett's paper, op.cit. 1904, ii.
:

;

;

;

;

;

p. 134.
1.

Papilio machaon var. sikkimensis Moore, J. A.

S, B. 1884,

p. 47.

Seems to be common in Alpine Sikhim and at Khamba Jong
some specimens have shorter tails than usual, approaching the
variety ladakensis Moore.
2.

Parnassius epaphus var. sikkimensis Elwes, P. Z. S. 1882,
f. 4
vectixis jacqtcemonti var,, id. o^j. cit. 1886, p. 36.

p. 399, pi. XXV.

;

Though Staudinger,

Oberthiir,

and other writers have used the

* For explanation of tlie Plate,

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

No.

XXXTIL

see p. 498.
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of epcq^hus for this insect, I venture to maintain the opinion

expressed in

my

paper on the genus above cited, that it should
A few specimens only from

proj)erly be called jacquemonti Bdv.

Tungu and
3.

Llianak.

Paenassius imperatoe var. Augustus.

P. augustus Fruhstorfer, Insekten Borse, xx.
fair series of specimens taken at Tungu and Khamba
Jong seems to show that this form is not sufficiently unlike
impeixUor to be distinguished, though some of the specimens are
more yellowish in tint and more heavily marked than those from
East Tibet, to which they come closer than to the form im2:)eratrix
Alph., with which Fruhstorfer compares it.

A

4.

Paenassius haedwickei Gray.

Several specimens from

from
5.

J.

A.

Tungu

;

small and as variable as usual

this district.

PiEEis (Apobia) duberxaedi Obth., var. chumbiensis Mcev.
S. B. Lxvi. p. 563, pi. i. f. 6.

A

number of specimens from Gyantze, taken in June 1904, are
smaller on the average than the type, and come nearer to the form
from N.E. Tibet which has been called koslovi by Alpheraky.
6.

PiEEIS BEASSICiE L.

A few specimens from

Gyantze do not

differ

from those found

in Alpine Sikhim and usually called var. sikkimensis.
7.

PiEEis CANiDiA Sparrm. var. pal^arctica Stgr. Stett. ent.

Zeit. 1886, p. 198.

A

good deal of variation is shown in the series sent from Tungu,
Gyantze, and Lhasa, most of them being heavily marked and dai'k
on the under side.
8.

PiERis MELETE var. AJAKA Moore, P. Z. S. 1865.

p.

490.

A few from Tungu and Gyantze.
9.

CoLiAS BEETLLA Fawcett, P. Z.
YI. fig. 13 d.)

(Plate

XXX

C. nioia, id. op.

cit. p.

140,

S. 1904,

t. 9. f. 9,

5

ii.

p.

139, pi. ix.

f.

8,

$

.

.

A

large series of this fine species from Khamba Jong and
Gyantze shows so much variation that I am inclined to believe
that C. nina is nothing more than an extreme form of the female.
mtich greater range of variation is found in some of the Tibetan
Colias, especially in the females of eogene
and some females of
the var. arida Alph. from N.E. Tibet are very similar to this.
The specimens taken at Gyantze are on the average much darker
in colour than those from Khamba Jong, and without the inter-

A

;

mediate forms one might be able to distinguish them.

—
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new name to this difficult
from much synonymy, I am unable to

to add a

genus, which already suffers
avoid so doing under the following circumstances, which I will
describe chronologically
1. In 1865 Felder described from Ladak as G. eogene a large
brilliant form which is now- known to have a very wide range in
Central Asia and to vaiy extremely, though the males without
exception have a black unspotted marginal band on both wings.
:

2. In 1878 Moore described as C. stoliczkana a small highAlpine form of this or possibly a distinct, species (cf. Elwes in

J.A.S.B. 1898, p. 465).
3. In 1893 Griim, in Hor.

Soc. Ent. Koss. xxv. p. 477, described
as eogene var. leechi a female collected by McArthur in Ladak, of
which the type is now in the British Museum.
4. In 1904 Col. Fawcett {cf. P. Z. S. 1904, ii. pi. ix. figs. 10, 10 a)
referred a species which now turns out to be quite distinct to var.
I may say that Colias cocandica var. leechi Elwes,
leechi Griim.
J. B. N. H. S. xi. p. 466, though it belongs to the same section
and comes from the same valley in Ladak, the Chonging Valley,
is a distinct species of a much paler colour and different pattern.
5. In 1903 Fruhstorfer described first in the ' Insekten-Bbrse'
and afterwards in the 'Iris,' vol. xvii. p. 48, t. 1. 3 c?, 4 5, a
Colias from Alpine Sikhim as C. eogene miranda, which was stated
by Col. Fawcett to have been described from his figures; but
Mr. W. Rothschild has kindly lent me for comparison three
specimens sent him by Fruhstorfer, of which two males are un-

doubtedly stoliczkana, and the female marked type is apparently
the same species, but not the specimen figured by Fawcett, of
which the female figured in the Iiis might be a bad copy. In
J. B. ISr. H. S. I. c. I mentioned as probably closely allied to
stoliczkana a pair of small Colias from Alpine Sikhim, of which
the male, being badly rubbed, did not show clearly what I
now see in fresher specimens, namely, that the borders are
In 1904, writing of these specimens in
distinctly spotted.
the Iris,' p. 390, and having no fresh male of the species before
me, I still confused them with the specimens sent as miranda by
Fruhstorfer to Mr. Rothschild but now, on receipt of a pair, of
which the male is from Khamba Jong and the female from the
Lhanak Valley, I find them identical with my old pair, and, so far
as Mr. Heron, Col. Bingham, and myself can judge, they must
have a new name.
The species might be regarded as a distant relative of
cocandica, but the orange colour is much deeper than in any
specimen of that species and as the variety which, geographically,
comes nearest (var. leechi Griim) is most unlike dithia in colour,
If we could adopt the assumption that
I dismiss this theory.
stoliczkana was in this locality sexually dimorphic, having the
males with spotted bands like the females, the difficulty would be
solved but with the exception, perhaps, of C. hoothii Curt, we
33*
'

'

;

;

;

'

,
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know of no

species in which sexual dimorphism exists in the male,
and I am thus driven to give a name to an insect of which my
knowledge is not sufficiently complete to enable me to describe it

properly.
11.

COLIAS FIELDII.

A

large series from
variation as usual.

Tungu and Gyantze shows a good

Oallerebia waltoni,

12.

sp. n.

(Plate

XXXVI.

deal of

figs.

14

c?

15?.)
one of the group named Paralasa by Moore, to which
and mani belong, but it seems to be sufficiently
distinct to be described as a new species.
It is smaller than any
of the above-named, and above shows only a faint trace of chocolate
on the fore wing, where the ocelli are veiy small and sometimes
the hind wing is plain dark brown.
absent
Below, the fore
wing is chocolate with the apex and outer margin pale fawncolour, a large apical ocellus with two black spots surrounded by a
yellowish ring.
Hind wing below pale fawn freckled with darker
spots, an indistinct submarginal band, having obscure whitish
spots on its outer edge in the same position as those of shallada.
Female like the male, but showing more or less chocolate on the
fore wing above.
2 S ^i^nd 1 $ come nearer in all characters to
C. kalinda, of which they might be considered a small, starved
This

is

shallada, kalincla,

;

form.
13. CExEis

PUMiLus var. sikkimensis Stgr. Cat. 1901,

p. 53.

pumilus Elwes, P. Z. S. 1882, pi. xxv. f. 3.
Numerous specimen.s from Tungu agree with the figure above
cited, which has been considered by Staudinger and others
sufficiently distinct from the paler form from Ladak and that
from the Pamirs and N.E. Tibet [pcdcea7'cticus Stgr.) to require a
varietal name.
(E.

14.

CoENONYMPHA siNicA Alph.

Stett. ent. Zeit. 1888, p. 66.

A few taken at Chaksam on the Brahmaputra River at
12,000 feet on July 30 agree with those in Leech's collection
from near Ta-tsien-lu,
1

Argynnis pales

var. sifanica Grlim,

Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross.

xxv. p. 456.

Four specimens from Tungu agree with two previously received
by me from Alpine Sikhim, where it seems to be rare, and belong
to a race which occurs in Eastern Tibet near Ta-tsien-lu and at
Amdo in N.E. Tibet, so named by G-riim.
16. Argynnis lathonia var.
Soc. Lond. 1885, p. 556.

is^ea Elwes {ex Gray), Trans. Ent.

A few specimens of the usual Himalayan type.
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17.

iv.

p.
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20, Ins.

t.

(1844).

A. Claudia Fawcett, P. Z.

S. 1904,

ii.

p. 136, pi. ix.

3.

f.

Specimens from Kliamba Jong and Gyantze seem to be intermediate between the typical form from Kashmir and the smaller,
paler form described as darina by Staudinger from N.E. Tibet.
I venture to think that if Col, FaAvcett had seen a series of both
he woidd not have described A. claudia.
.

18. Argynnis gemmata Butl. Ann. N. H, 1881, vii. p.
Numerous specimens from Khamba Jong and Tungu.

Argynnis altissima Elwes, P.Z.

19.

Many

32.

S. 1882, p. 403.

specimens from Tungu and the Lhanak

V^i.llfiv^

Melitjda sindura var. sikkimensis Moore.

20.

M.

tihetana Fawcett, P. Z. S. 1904,

ii.

p. 135, pi. ix.

f. 3.

A very long series of specimens from Khamba Jong and Gyantze
me

whether to treat the insects as va,rieties of
those from the former locality being the same
as those which I formerly described and figiu"ed in my Catalogue
of the Butterflies of Sikhim as a variety of sindura, afterwards
whilst those from Gyantze, bein
called sikkiviensis by Moore
larger, might be referred to halhita Moore by those to whom
names are dearer than Nature. I confess my inability to draw a
line between them on account of the great variation in both sexes.
Anyone who will examine carefully the magnificent series of
Melitcea from Asia now incoi'porated in the British Museum
Collection must see that any attempt to define many of them in
such a way that they can be recognised with any degree of
certainty will be a failure, and Staudinger's Catalogue, full as it
is of marks of interrogation, proves the truth of what he told me
himself, namely, that their classification must be largely a matter
of personal opinion.

leaves

in doubt

the same species

:

'

'

;

21.

Yanessa kashmirensis

Koll. Hiigel, Kaschmir, p. 442,

A few specimens from Tungu,

Khamba

t.

9.

Jong, and Gyantze.

I cannot follow Staudinger in placing V. kashmirensis as a
variety of urticce, which is represented in the Western Himalayas
by var. rigana, and in the east by var. chinensis, which, however,
has not yet been taken, so far as I know, in Sikhim.
22.

Yanessa urtic^

p. 258, pi.

XXV.

A few specimens from
23.

Yanessa

var.

chinensis Leech, Butt. China &c.

f. 1.

Gyantze.

ladakensis Moore, Ann. Nat. Hist. 187

p. 227.

A

few specimens from

Khamba Jong and

Gyantze.

8^
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Pyrameis indica Herbst,

One specimen from Kliamba Jong.
25.

Pyrameis cardui Linn.

Several specimens from Gyantze.
26. PoLYGONiA c-ALBUM var. TiBETANA Elwes, Trans. Ent. Soc.
Lond. 1888, p. 197, pi. x. f. 1.

A

few specimens from Gyantze agree with those formerly

received from the
27.

Chumbi

Valley,

Ohrysophanus phlceas Linn.

Specimens from Lhasa and Gyantze might be
chinensis Felder
but this variety is not constant.

called

var.

;

28.

Lyc^na younghusbandi,

sp. n.

(Plate

XXXVI. fig.

10

c? .)

Nearest to L.felicis Ob. (£t. Ent. si. p. 21, t. 7. f. 52
Leech,
Butt. China, ii. p. 307) from Eastern Tibet. Both sexes, however, diflfer from that species in being dark leaden grey instead
of greyish brown above, and in having the marginal spots on the
hind wing absent or but very faintly marked and on the under
side in having the second external band of marginal spots on the
fore wing absent or only faintly marked.
This may stand a good species until intermediate forms are
obtained, and though allied to felicis it has no other near ally
known to me. It was abundant at Gyantze, and was also taken
further south on the march from Phari.
I name thi.-s species in recognition of the great assistance given
by Sir F. Younghusband to the officers of the Mission in their
;

;

scientific explorations.

29.

A

Lyc^na ORION

Pall., var.

from between Phari and Gyantze is
it might be called var. orithyia
which the types, from Amdo, are before me.

single specimen only

not separable fi'om orion, though
Griim, of
30.

Lyc^na semiargus Rotb.

XXXVLfigs.

12

c?,

var.

annulata, var.

n.

(Plate

11$.)

Though this may be distinguished from all the numerous
varieties of semiargus known to me by the well-marked white
Ting round the central spot on the fore wing below, yet this is
hardly a character of sufficient importance to be specific, being
found as a local variation in some others of the genus. The
males are of the same dull blue above, but the border is darker
than usual in semiargus, and the under side is more silvery as in
sehrus.
There is also a more or less well-marked series of marginal
black spots on both wings below as in var. hellis, the eastern form
of semiargus,

that form.

but no orange

ocelli

on the hind wing below as in

The females are dark brown above

as in semiargus.

1906.]
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This variety was taken abundantly at Gyantze. No form of
semia7-gus lias hitherto been found in Tibet, so far as I know,
though it is found in the Pamir and Thianshan Mountains.
31.

Ltc^na pheretes

Hiibn.

Two

forms of this species, which seem distinguishable, were
One is from Gyantze, and is large, and, like the form from
taken.
East Tibet, of a duller blue above than the European insect.
The other, var. asiatica Elwes {L. plieretes var. pilaris Fawcett,
P. Z. S. 1904, ii. p. 138, pi. ix. ff. 5, 6), from Tungu, Khamba Jong,
and the Lhanak Valley, is smaller and has the hind wing below
suffused with blue on the inner half of the wing, by which when
fresh it may be distinguished from the West-Tibetan form lehanus
Moore. Some specimens are of a brighter more silvery blue above
than the majority, but I do not think this is constant, and it may
be due to a change of colour in the relaxing-box. The characters
by which Col. Fawcett has tiied to distinguish his var. pilaris
seem to me to be merely individual variation.
32.

LYCiENA ICARUS, var.

Specimens from Lhasa are larger than the next species, and
agree with the form which Leech calls icarus from "West Tibet
in having black margined spots on the hind wing above.
The
forms of icariis in Central Asia, of which Grtim. described several,

seem extremely
33.

variable.

LYCiENA stoliczkana Feld.

L. ariana var. arene Fawcett, P. Z. S. 1904,

ii. p. 137, pi. ix. f. 4
Specimens from Gyantze and Khamba Jong agree best with this
species from Ladak, but are on the average larger.
Two or three
of them are marked below almost as in «re«e, which I cannot look
Staudinger thought that stoliczkana
upon as a distinct form.
might be a form of veiius, of which I have a good series from
various places in Turkestan, and all these may perhaps best be
treated as allies of e^'os, which has many local variations in

Cent]'al Asia.

There were no specimens of Hesperiidse in the Collection.

LEPIDOPTERA-PHAL^N^.
By

Sir

George F. Hampson,

Bt., B.A., F.Z.S., &c.

The Moths taken by the Tibet Expedition were unfortunately
few in number, under 150 speciraens in all, and of these about
half came from low elevations in the Teesta Yalley and are
of comparatively small interest.
Those, however, from Alpine
Sikhim and the Tibet Plateau, belonging to the Palaearctic fauna,
which I mark by an *, contain a large proportion of new and
interesting species, and larger collections from the same district
would be certain to contain many new forms.

;;
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SYNTOMIDiE.
Eressa multigutta Wlk.
SiKHiM, Gantok, vi. 03.

p.

i,

§

1

134 (1854)

Moths Ind.

;

p. 220.

i.

.

ARCTIADiE.
LlTHOSIANiE.

AsuRA STRiGiPENNis
(1855) Moths Ind. ii.
;

SiKHiM, Gantok,

Aussereur. Schmett.

HeiT.-Scliaff.

f.

437

p. 111.

vi. 03, 1

5

Raitdong,

;

vi. 03, 1

$

.

Arctian^.
*DiACRisiA bretaudiaui Oberth. Et. Ent. xx,
180 (1896); Moths Ind. iv. p. 491.
SiKHiM, Tiingu,

vii.

03.

c?

SiKHiM, Gantok,

1

Moths Ind.

;

614 (1855); Moths Ind.

iii.

vi. 03.

ff.

$

ii.

ii.

p. 24.

p. 21.

.

Pericallia galactina Hoev. Tijdschr. Nat. Ges. Phys.
p. 280, pi. vi.

f.

5 (1840)

SiKHiM, Raitdong,

;

Moths Ind.

vi. 03.

179,

.

DiACRisiA IMPLETA Wlk, xxxi. 286 (1864)
SiKHiM, Raitdong, vi. 03. I d

EsTiGMENE iMBUTA Wlk.

p. 55, pi. x.

2

$

ii.

vii.

p. 25.

.

AGARISTIDiE.
ExsuLA viCTRix Westw. Cab. Or. Ent.
Moths Ind. ii. p. 150.
SiKHiM, Raitdong, vi. 03. 1 $

pi.

33.

f.

3 (1848)

.

N O C T UID^.
Agrotin^.

*Anartomorpha flavescens, sp. n.
Head and thorax clothed with
cJ
.

and hair

XXXYI.

(Plate

black, brown,

fig. 3.)

and grey scales

palpi whitish banded with bi"own
lower part of frons
whitish fore tibiee and tarsi with white rings abdomen ochreous
white irrorated with fuscous.
Fore wing black-bi-own sufi'used
with greyish subbasal line indistinctly double filled in with grey,
angled inwards in cell and extending to vein 1 antemedial line
indistinctly double filled in with grey, oblique from costa to submedian fold, then erect claviform moderate, defined by black
orbicular and reniform with brown centres and slight whitish annuli
defined by black, the former oblique elliptical, the latter angled
inwards on median nervure and touching the former an indistinct
dentate whitish mark below end of cell on vein 2
postmedial
line double filled in with greyish, bent outwards below costa,
oblique to vein 5, where it is angled, then inwardly oblique and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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minutely waved
subterminal line whitish slightly defined by
black on outer side, angled outwards at vein 7 and to termen at
veins 4, 3, incurved at discal and submedian folds
a terminal
series of slight black lunules
cilia whitish and brown with a
blackish line through them.
Hind wing white sti'ongly tinged
with ochreous
the basal area sufiused with fuscous
a black
discoidal lunule
a terminal fuscous band, rather broad at costa,
narrowing to a point at tornus
some black striae on termen
cilia pure white
the under side ochreous white, the costal area
slightly irroi-ated with fuscous, a slight discoidal lunule and diffused
subterminal band.
Hah. SiKHiM, Tungu, vii. 03. 1 S type. 11x2^. 28 millim.
The mid and hind legs are missing, but the small reniform
hairy eyes and the close resemblance in pattern to A 2^otanini
Alph. from IW. China, and dioclonta Piing. Iris, xix. p. 80 (1906)
from Lob-nor, makes it practically certain that it belongs to the
genus Anartomoiyha Alj^h. (1892) =Alcc Stand. (1882) nee Lock.
Crust. (1877) = Trichanarta Hmpsn. (1896).
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

.

*Chloridea translucens
Moths Ind. ii. p. 176.
Tibet, Gyantze,

vi.

*Chloridea nanna,

S

.

Feld. Reis. Nov. pi. 108.

04 {E. J. Walton).
sp. n.

(Plate

S

1

XXXYI.

f.

49 (1874)

•

fig. 1.)

Head and thorax ochreous white mixed with

fuscous and

sometimes tinged with rufous
palpi at base, pectus, and legs
white, the fore tarsi banded with fuscous
abdomen ochreous
dorsally sufiused and irrorated with fuscous black.
Fore wing
pale ochreous, sometimes tinged with rufous, the basal area
sufiused with grey and irrorated with fuscous; an indistinct
antemedial line, oblique from costa to vein 1, then bent inwards
a medial fuscous or rufous band, diffVised
to inner margin
on outer side, incurved from costa to median nervure, where it is
strongly angled outwards, then again incurved reniform blackish,
rather diff'used and with grey lunule in centre postmedial line
brown, slightly bent outwards below costa, excurved to vein 4,
then incurved, the postmedial area fi-oni just beyond it fuscous or
rufous, its outer edge forming the subterminal line, slightly angled
outwards at vein 7, excurved at middle, then incurved a terminal
Hind wing ochreous white the basal area
series of dark points.
suffused with black, leaving a pale streak below median nervure
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a large black discoidal lunule terminal area broadly black, its
inner edge curved inwards between veins 4 and 1 and leaving
some ochreous on termen between veins 3 and 1 cilia ochreous
white. Under side of both wings ochreous white, with large black
discoidal spots and black postmedial line excurved at middle and
with dark sufi"usion beyond it, slight on fore wing, broad on hind
wing.
Hab. Tibet, Khamba Jong, vii. 03. 2 cj" tyipe. Exp. 28 millim.
Allied to G. dijisacea.
;

;

,

;;
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*IsocHLoRA METAPH^A, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 2.)
Head and thorax emerald-green palpi and sides
(^

of frons
antennse fulvoiis pectus and legs greyish ochreous,
the front of pectus and fore and mid legs in front purplish red
abdomen pale ochreous, the ventral sixi-face suffused with purplish
Fore wing emerald-green, the costal
red, the anal tuft fulvous.
Hing wing ochreous white
edge white
cilia white at tips.
uniformly suffused with pale brown cilia yellowish white. The
under side of fore wing pale purplish red, the termen greenish
hind wing brownish white, the costal area tinged with purplish red.
Eah. SiKHiM {Walton), 1904. 2 c?,type. Ex2). 42 millim.
.

;

pnrplisli red

;

;

;

;

*EuxoA coNFUSA Alph. Hor.
f.

Soc. Ent, Ross. xvii. p. 61, pi. 2.

47 (1882); Stand. Cat. Lep.

pal. p. 136.

SiKHiM {Walton), 1904.

$

1

*EuxoA BASiGRAMMA Staud.

.

Berl. ent. Zeit. 1870, p. Ill;

id.

Cat. Lep. pal. p. 150.

Tibet, Gyantze {Walton),

vi, 04.

*EuxoA OBERTHURi Leech,
Cat. Lep. Phal.

B.M.

iv. p.

Tibet, Gyantze {Walton),

$

1

.

Hmpsn.

Trans. Ent. Soc. 1900, p. 30;
310, pi. 67. f. 1.
vi.

04.

S

1

-

*Metalepsis aletes, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig, 6.)
S Antennfe ciliated.
Head and thorax pale rufous with a few black hairs patagia
with a white fascia edged on each side by black pectus, legs, and
abdomen brownish grey, the anal tuft ochreous. Pore wing pale
rufous, the veins streaked with white and defined on each side by
grey a slight black streak below base of costa a black streak
below base of cell and another above basal half of inner margin
two black streaks in cell, the upper interrupted beyond middle,
the lower not reaching lower angle an obliquely curved postmedial series of wedge-shaped black streaks in the interspaces
from above vein 7 to above 1, the streak above vein 5 displaced
inwards and the streak above vein 1 longer a terminal series of
wedge-sha]3ed black streaks in the interspaces. Hind wing pale
brownish grey.
Sab, SiKHiM (T'F«?i05i), 1904. 1 J, type. ^£cp. 30 millim.
The antennae are missing, but the base of the shaft of one is
This Zeiocania-like Agrotid
sufficient to show they are ciliated.
it, however,
is like nothing known to me from the Old "World
closely resembles a species of the same genus with pectinated
antennae from Tierra del Fuego and several species in allied
genera from the Higher Andes.
.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

*Episilia vittata Staud.

L^is, viii. p.

314,

pi. 5. f.

15 (1895);

id.

Cat. Lep. pal. p. 137.

Tibet, Rhamba Jong, vii. 03, 1 c? 8 miles S. of
{Walton), 1 c? with the orbicular stigma absent.
;

Khamba Jong

;;
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COMMISSIOjS'.

XXXYI.

figs.

4

,

c?

5

$

.)

Head and thorax brown

sufiused with fiiscous, the hairs
tipped with grey ; tarsi with slight pale rings abdomen ochreous
Fore wing dull
brown, with fuscous-brown lateral stripes.
rufous, the basal, inner, and terminal areas suffused with fuscous,
(S

.

;

the costal edge and veins f uscoiis subbasal line represented by
a slight black striga from costa antemedial line oblique, very
minutely dentate, slightly angled inwards on vein 1 orbicular
absent reniform represented by a dark line on discocellulars
postmedial line single, black, bent outwards below costa, then
minutely dentate and produced to short streaks on the veins,
obliquely incurved below vein 4, the area from just beyond it
sufi'used with fuscous and with slight pale points on costa ;
subterminal line absent a terminal seiies of slight black lunules
cilia fuscous, with fine whitish line at base.
Hind wing pale
brownish grey, the terminaFarea slightly darker cilia pale brown,
with a whitish line at base the under side whitish, the costal
area tinged with brown, a faint discoidal spot and postmedial
series of minute dark streaks on veins 8 to 6.
5 Fore wing much blacker, showing a faint rufous tinge on
medial area in cell only, irrorated with a few white scales.
Sab. Tibet, Gyantze ( Walton), vi. 04. 1 c? 1 $ type. Exp,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

,

,

34-38 minim.
E.emotely allied to E. suhplumhea Stand.

*Lycophotia poliochroa,
17$.)

S

.

sp. n.

Antennae strongly serrate and

(Plate

XXXYI.

figs.

16

d*,

fasciculate.

Head and thorax grey-white mixed with some brown and
fuscous abdomen ochreous white.
Fore wing grey and white,
tinged with ochreous and slightly irrorated with brown subbasal
line represented by black strife from costa and cell antemedial
line single, black defined by whitish on inner side, interrupted at
the veins, erect from costa to vein 1 and angled outwards above
inner margin claviform moderate, defined by black orbicular
and reniform defined by rather difiused black, the former with its
inner edge produced inwards as a streak to antemedial line
traces of a diffused medial line touching orbicular and claviform ;
postmedial line single, black slightly defined by whitish on outer
side, bent outwards below costa, then dentate and produced to
short streaks on the veins, confluent with outer edge of reniform,
obliqvie below vein 4
faint traces of a whitish subterminal line
slightly defined by fuscous on inner side, excurved at vein 7 and
middle a terminal series of slight black lunules cilia ochreous
white, with two slight dark lines through them.
Hing wing
white tinged with pale brown, the cilia pure white the under side
white, Avith slight discoidal spot and indistinct postmedial line
from costa to vein 4.
$ Wings aborted, small the fore wing elongate, nairow^ the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;
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hind wing triangular. Fore wing with the
excurved below cell and above
orbicular reduced to a point,
claviform absent
;

tlie

lines browner, the antemedial line

inner margin
the reniform a slight lunule well separated from postmedial line
the subterminal line more distinct and dentate.
Hind wing
;

;

;

whiter.

Hah. Tibet,

Khamba

Jong, vii. 03. 1 S type. Sikhim, Teesta
1 $.
Valley, vii. 03.
Exp., <? 36, $ 12 millim.
There is no proof that these are sexes of one species, but the
structure is identical, and the genei-al colour, scaling, and pattern
the same. In Episilia argillacea Alph. from Tibet, of which the
5 has aborted wings, the fore wing is very produced and acute at
Valley,

,

Lhanak

apex and the hind wing rounded.
HADENINiE.

*Barathra
Ind.

ii.

BRASSiCiE Linn. Syst. Nat.

i.

516 (1758); Moths

p.

p. 202.

Tibet, Gyantze {Walton),

3

vi. 04.

*Trichoclea albicolon Sepp,

Ins.

c?

,

$

1

pi. 1.

ii.

•

ff.

1-9 (1786); Stand.

Cat. Lep. pal. p. 156.

Tibet,

Khamba

Jong,

03.

vii.

*Manobia xena Stand. Iris,
Cat. Lep. pal. p. 161.
Tibet, Gyantze {Walton),

5

1

viii. p.

vi. 04.

1

•

317, pi. 6.

$

8 (1875);

f.

id.

.

CUCULLIAN^.

*Blepharidia paspa Pung.
Lep.

123 (1900)

Iris, xiii. p.

;

Stand. Cat.

pal. p. 255.

Tibet, Gyantse

(

Walton),

vi. 04,

1

d

.

ACRONYCTINiE.

*EuPLEXiA lateritia Hlxfn.

Berl.

Stand. Cat. Lep. pal. p. 173.
Tibet, Gyantze {Walton), vi. 04.

Mag.

1 c?

,

5 $

iii.

p.

306 (1766)

;

.

CATOCALINiE.

Ntctipao glaucopis Wlk.

1306 (1857)

xiv.

;

Moths Ind.

ii.

p. 461.

Sikhim, Chengtong,

vi. 03.

1

$

.

Plusian^.

*Omorphina aurantiaca Alph. Plor. Soc. Ent. Boss. xxvi. p. 452
Stand. Cat. Lep. pal.
(1892) id. Rom. Mem. ix. p. 41, pi. 1. f. 2
;

;

p. 220.

Sikhim

(TFaZio9i),

1904.

2^,1$.

.
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NOCTUIN^.

Sypna punctosa Wlk.
SiKHiM, Kaitdong,

939 (1865)

xxxiii.

vi. 03.

I

cS

;

Moths Ind.

ii.

p. 447.

.

Erastrain^.

*Kerala multipunctata Moore, Lep. Atk.
(1882); Moths Ind. ii. p. 62.
Sikhim, Tungu, vii. 03.
1 $

p,

93, pi.

4.

4

f.

.

Hypenin^.
DiCHROMiA TRiPLicALis Wlk.

16 (1858)

xvi.

;

Moths Ind.

iii.

p. 73.

SiKHiM, Raitdong,

vi. 03.

$

1

.

LYMANTRIADiE.
Pantana bicolor Wlk.
SiKHiM, Raitdong,

iv.

787 (1855)

vi. 03.

1

Mardara caligramma Wlk.
p.

c?

;

Moths Ind.

i.

p 444.

•

Moths Ind.

402 (1865);

xxxii.

i.

455.

Sikhim, Gantok,

vi. 03.

$

1

.

H YPSID^.
Argina ARGUS KoU.
Moths Ind. ii. p. 51.
Sikhim, Raitdong,

Kaschm.

Hiig.

vi. 03.

1

§

iv. p.

467,

pi. 21. f.

3 (1844);

.

Sphingid^.
Herse convolyuli Linn.
Ind.

i.

Syst. Nat.

798 (1758)

i.

p.

;

Moths Ind.

;

Moths

p. 103,

Sikhim, Gantok,

vi.

03.

Marumba dyras Wlk.
Sikhim, Gantok,

1

c?

250 (1856)

viii.

vi. 03.

1

c?

,

1

5

i.

p. 69.

•

GEOMETRIDiE.
BOARMIAN.?;.

Anonychia grisea

Butl. P.Z. S. 1883, p. 172

;

Moths Ind.

iii.

p. 178.

Sikhim, Gantok,

vi.

03.

1

6,1 $

.

*Orocallis obliquaria Moore, P.Z.
Ind.

iii.

Tibet, Gyantze (Walton),

vi.

04.

1

Dalima schistacearia Moore,
Ind.

iii.

S. 1867,

p.

622;

Moths

p. 232.
cJ

P. Z. S. 1867, p.

p. 239.

Sikhim, Gantok,

vi. 03.

1

c?

,

.

1

$

.

615; Moths

;,
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294 (1857)

Moths Ind.

;

1

iii.

p. 253.

Tibet, Gyantze (WccUon),

vi. 04.

1

c?

.

*BoARMiA SELENARiA Hlibii. Saminl. Eur. Schmett., Geom.
Moths Inch iii. p. 264.

(1827)

SlKHiM, Gantok,

vi.

03.

2

1

iii.

vi. 03.

1

cJ

293 (1888)

;

Moths

•

Obeidia millepunctata, WaiT. P. Z.
iii.

p.

p. 258.

SiKHiM, Raitdong,

Ind.

163

•

BoARMiA DUPLEXA, Moore, Lep. Atk.
Inch

f.

;

S.

1893,

389;

p.

Moths

p. 310.

SiKHiM, Chengtong,

3

vi. 03,

c?

;

Gantok,

d

vi. 03, 7

.

Laeentian^.
*CiDARiA siLACEATA
Ind.

iii.

Wien. Yerz.

Schiff.

p.

113 (1776); Moths

p. 357.

SiKHiM, Gantok,

vi.

03.

6

1

.

*Larentia albigirata KoU. HUgel's Kaschmir,
Moths Ind. iii. p. 367.
Tibet,

Khamba

Jong,

vii. 03.

*Yenusia conisaria Hmpsn.
SiKHiM, Tungu,

vii.

03.

1

d"

419 (1844)

•

Bomb.

J.

1

c?

iv. p.

647 (1903).

Soc. xiv. p.

•

ACIDALIAN^,

Erythrolophus hyriaria Wlk. XXXV. 1617 (1866)
iii.

;

Moths Ind

p.

459(1895).

p. 453.

SiKHiM, Gantok,

vi.

03.

5

1

.

Timandra correspondens Hmpsn. Moths Ind.
SiKHiM, Gantok, vi. 03. 1 $

iii.

.

Bombycid^.
Andraca bipuxctata Wlk.

xxxii. 582 (1865)

;

Moths Ind.

i,

p. 40.

SiKHiM, Gantok,

vi. 03.

12.

LlMACODID^.
Ceeatonema albifusa Hmpsn. Moths Ind.
SiKHiM, Tungu,

vii. 03.

1

d

Ar^ogyia ph^opasta,

sp. n.

Fore wing with veins

7, 8, 9,

i.

p.

394 (1892).

•

(Plate

XXXYI.

fig.

22.)

10 stalked; fore and mid

tibise,
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the 1st joint of fore tarsi, and the first two joints of fore and hind
with long scales.
d Head and thorax grey irrorated with dark brown, the tips
of scales on the legs black
abdomen ochreous tinged with
rufous.
Fore wing ochreous thickly irrorated with dark brown,
leaving an indistinct oblique ochreous line from lower angle of
cell to inner margin, an elliptical spot between bases of veins 5, 4,
some ochreous on costa towards apex and on termen from vein 5
to tornus
cilia fuscous, with an ochreous line at base.
Hind
wing uniform silky brown; cilia ochreous at base, brown at
tarsi fringed
.

;

;

tips.

1

Sab. SiKHiM, Darjiling (Atkinson), 1
^a?p. 22 millim.
in bad condition.

c?

,

type; Gantok,

vi.

03,

liii, pi.

10.

c?

Zygjsnid^.
Chalcosian^.

f.

Oampylotes histrionica "Westw. Royle's
1 (1840); Moths Ind. i. p. 274.
Sikhim, Raitdong,

vi. 03.

$

1

i.

Himal.

p,

.

Philopator basimacula Moore, P. Z.

Moths Ind.

III.

S. 1865, p. 800, pi. 42.

f.

6

;

p. 282.

Sikhim, Raitdong,

vi. 03.

$

1

.

Zyqmni-nm.

Platyzyg^na molleri Elwes, P.
Moths Ind. i. p. 243.
Sikhim, Chengtong,

vi. 03,

1

$

Z. S. 1890, p. 385, pi. 32.

vi.

03.

1

$

•

357 (1876)

•

.

Artona conpusa Butl. Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool.
Moths Ind. i. p. 236.
Sikhim, Raitdong,

13

f.

xii. p.

.

Phaudin^.

Phauda plammans Wlk.
Sikhim, Raitdong,

i.

vi. 05.

257 (1854); Moths Ind.
1

§

i.

p. 287.

.

Drepanid^.
EucHERA rectificata Wlk.

xxiv. 1142 (1862);

Moths Ind

i

p. 328.

Sikhim, Gantok,

vi.

03.

Id".

Thyridid^.
&

Oamadena vespertiltonis Moore, Lep. Atk.
Moths Ind. i. p. 367,
7 (1888)

pi. 8. f.

;

Sikhim, Raitdong,

vi.

03.

1

c?

•

p. 214, pi. 7 f

13

;;
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Oamadena polystacta, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 7.)
Head and thorax dark brown sufiiised with greyish
<5
abdomen red- brown sufiVised with dark greyish brown. Fore wing
.

red-brown thickly striated with dark brown, on terminal area
forming numerous annulate spots the costal and inner areas
two indistinct,
suflused with dark brown to the medial band
somewhat irregular dark aiitemedial lines a broad oblique dark
medial band before the indistinct postmedial line, which is bent
outwards below costa, excurved to vein 5, then oblique; an
indistinct subterminal line excurved from costa to vein 5, then
Hind wing red-brown thickly striated with dark brown,
oblique.
a small
on terminal half forming numerous annulate spots
black discoidal spot and slight medial line excurved between
veins 5 and 2 the termen strongly excurved at middle.
Hab. SiKHiM, Gantok, vi. 03. 1 S type. £xp. 32 millim.
;

;

;

;

;

,

P Y R A L I D iE.
Gallerianje.

Megarthria velutina Hmpsn.
id. Rom. Mem. viii. pi. 53. f. 12.
SiKHiM, Gantok,

vi. 03.

1

c?

J.

Bomb.

Soc. xii.

j).

304 (1901)

•

ORAMBINiE.
no. 620 (1763); Stand.

*Crambus perlellus Scop. Ent. Carn.
Oat. Lep. pal. p. 4.

Tibet, Lhasa {Walton),

viii.

*Crambus brachyrhabda,

04.

S

1

•

(Plate

sp. n.

XXXYI.

fig.

18.)

Fore wing
Head, thorax, and abdomen black-brown.
a white fascia on median
fuscous brown with a cupreous tinge
nervure emitting very short streaks on veins 2, 3, 4; cilia brown
Hind wing fuscous brown cilia
at base, brownish grey at tips.
brown at base, brownish grey at tips.
Rab. SiKHiM (Walton), 1904. 1 d", type. Uxp. 16 millim.
Allied to C furcatellus Zett., which is redder with the white
streaks beyond lower angle of cell of fore wing much more produced.
d"

.

;

;

Eschata chrysargyria Wlk.

634 (1865); Moths Ind.

xxxiii.

iv. p. 29.

SiKHiM, Raitdong,

vi.

03.

1

$

.

Pyraustin^.

*Phlyct.enodes sticticalis Linn. Faun. Suec. no. 1354 (1761);

Moths Lid.

iv. p.

407.

Tibet, Gyantze,

vi.

04, 11

c?

,

4

$

;

Lhasa {Walton),

viii.

Qi,

5 c?,3 $.

^PhlyctjiNODEs xxjTHUSALis, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig.
Head, thorax, and abdomen yellow irrorated with brown

19.)
;

palpi

;;
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brown at sides, white below.
Fore wing yellow the costal area
suffused with brown to beyond middle
the inner area suffused
with brown to the blackish streak in basal half of submedian fold,
then to vein 2, below which it ends in a dark point near tornus
a very elongate oblique wedge-shaped brown mark in end of cell
an oblique irregularly quadrate discoidal blackish spot with a
slight dark streak beyond it usually present
an oblique band
formed of confluent brown streaks in the interspaces from apex to
vein 2, where it joins the brown suffusion on inner area, the streaks
longer and paler below vein 5 a fine blackish terminal line cilia
brownish at base. Hind wing orange, the costal area rather paler,
the inner area faintly tinged with brown ; an indistinct diffused
brown sabterminal band a fine blackish terminal line and brown
line at base of cilia except towards tornus.
Uah. Tibet, Khamba Jong, vii. 03, 12 cj*, 3 $ type; Gyantze
{Walton), vi. 04, 1 $
Uxp., c^ 30-34, $ 26 miUim.
Allied to F, rhcibdcdis Hmpsn. from Thianshan.
;

;

;

;

;

;

,

.

*Evergestis perobliqualis,

sp. n.

(Plate

XXXYI.

fig.

20.)

Head and thorax

greyish mixed with dark olive-brown
frons with lateral white lines
abdomen pale olive-brown with
slight segmental pale lines.
Fore wing grey tinged with olivebrown and thickly irrorated with dark brown a slight dark
discoidal bar; a very oblique black line slightly defined on inner

S

.

;

;

by flesh- white from median nervure near end of cell to vein 1
a very oblique black line defined on inner side by a band of
flesh- white from apex to middle of vein 1
an oblique flesh- white
postmedial line from vein 4 to vein 1 and a subterminal narrow
flesh -white band between veins 7 and 1
cilia whitish with three
slight brown lines through them.
Hind wing fuscous brown, the
apical area rather darker a diffused fuscous subterminal line
a
fine dark terminal line
cilia yellowish white with a brown line
near base the under side brownish grey, the costal area tinged
with brown, the subterminal line indistinct, fine, waved.
Hah. Tibet, Gyantze (Walton), vi. 04, 1 c? type.
Uxp. 38
side

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

millim.

Remotely

allied to

E. umhrosalis F.

E..

Sesiad^.
*Trochilium lasicera,

sp. n.

(Plate

XXXVI.

fig.

21.)

Proboscis absent
palpi with the 2nd joint fringed with very
long hair in front and reaching above vertex of head, the 3rd
joint long antennse of male with fascicles of very long hair.
Head and thorax black, with some white hair palpi ochreous
with some black hair and scales, white behind frons white legs
mostly white, with some ochreous hair and black scales abdomen
black, with ochreous and white segmental bands except on 1st
segment, the band on 3rd segment slight, the ventral surface with
the bands broad, the anal tuft ochreovis with subdorsal black
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. XXXIV,
34
;

;

;

;

;

;

;;
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Fore wing with the costal ai-ea black-brown, with
ochreous streak on costa to beyond middle and slight streaks in
the interspaces the median nervure and veins 4, 5 black-brown
the inner area ochreous white the cell and a slight streak below
it before middle and streaks beyond it above veins 3 to 6 hyaline
discoidal spot black-brown with ochreous outer edge a terminal
black-brown line with ochreous suffusion on its inner side cilia
Hind wing hyaline with some black at base, the
pale brown.
veins and margins black cilia pale brown, yellowish white towards
streaks.

;

;

;

;

;

tornus.

Hah. Tibet, Gyantze
20-26 millim.

(lFa^^09^), vi. 04.

5

c?,

3 $, type.

Uxp.

TINEINA.
By

Hartley Durrant, F.E.S.

J.

CECOPHORID^.
365.

=PSECADiA Hb.

;

Ethmia Hb.

Stgr.-Rbl. Cat.

Ethmia assamensis Btl.
=hockingeUa Wlsm.
Hyponomeuta assamensis Btl. Tr. Ent.

3145

:

1.

Soc.

Lond. 1879. 6-7

(1879) \
Psecadia Jiockingella Wlsm. Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1880. 90-1,
pi. xii. 8-9 (1880) ^
Azinis assamensis Wrn. Pr. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1888. 338 (1888) ^
Psecadia hockingella Swinh. & Cotes, Oat. Moths Ind. 718,
No. 4912 (1889) ^
Azinis assamensis Swinh. & Cotes Cat. Moths Ind. 719.
No. 4918 (1889) ^

—

Punjab Dharmsala,
Hab. Cashmere {ex Coll. Ragonot).
Larva " Poonah " {^v6hah\j=Ehretia serrata) iv-v, excl. vi^;
Sikhim— Gantok, 24-26 vi. 1903
Kulu*; Kala Pani, iv ^
7000 ft., vi. 1894 (Pilcker) 5000 ft.,
(Tibet Exped. 1905 172)
Bhotan ix. 1894 {Dudgeon).
Assam
IX. 1895 {Pilcker).
Cachar ^; Golaghat (Naga Hills, Doherty 1890).
:

;

;

—

—

Hyponomeutid^.
292. Plutella Schrk.

2448

:

PiiUTELLA viatica,

1.

sp. n.,

Drnt.

Antennce ochreous, becoming blackish from two-thirds. Palpi
ochreous, the triangular tuft on the median joint almost fuscous
externally terminal joint suffused with dark fuscous, except on
its upper edge and towards the tip.
Head ochreous. Thorax whitish. Forewings dirty creamy
;

;;
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whitish with fuscous markings (the specimens are not in good
condition and they will be more recognisably desci-ibed as fuscous
with a sinuate creamy-white dorsal stripe) the paler colour, which
is most noticeable on the dorsum, leaves the base at about onethird the wing-Avidth descending obliquely to the fold, it is thence
slightly sinuate upwards, thence descending it ascends triangularly,
and again obscurely, thence occupying the terminal area of the
wing (and perhajts irrorating the subcostal portion) there is
a strong short black streak from the base to above the flexus,
and along the dorsum are some irregular dark spots above the
pale dorsal portion of the wing the fuscous colouring becomes
more concentrated, appearing as a length-streak from the base
oi'iginating from the costa are several transverse dark markings,
the most distinct being a cloudy spot at about two-thirds, below
which is a cloudy patch at the end of the cell there is a dark
(somewhat triangular) spot at the apex and others along the costa
and termen cilia greyish ochreous, with a cinereous dividing
line near their base.
Exp. al. 23 mm. Hindwings plumbeous
cilia greyish fuscous, with a dark dividing-line near their base.
Abdomen cinereous. Legs pale cinereous, tarsi blackish, with
narrow whitish bands above.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Type S.
Hah. Tibet, Gyantse, 13,000 ft., vi. 1904 {H. J. Walton, Tibet
Expedition 1905 172). Two specimens.
Intei'mediate between senilella Zett. and annulatella Crt.
in
size and coloration more nearly resembling the former, but in
pattern more like the latter, from which it differs in the pale dorsal
marking being less abruptly (less angularly) bent upward and
being divided by a black length -streak from the base these would
appear to be good diagnostic characters, but the poor condition of
the specimens makes the matter uncertain.
:

;

—

TOETRICIDiE.
249.

1990:

1.

Enarmonia Hb.

Enarmonia vexilla,

sp. n.,

Drnt.

Antennce (broken) fuscous. Palpi whitish cinereous.
Head
and Thorax cinereous. Forewings appearing greyish, but actually
chalky- white with fuscous markings and irrorations
a basal
patch terminated at about one-third by a darker sooty marginal
line, which leaving the costa obliquely outward becomes concave
and thence projects strongly along the fold, receding obliquely
backward to the dorsum this basal patch is slightly darker than
the rest of the Aving and contains some darker transverse markings
before two-thirds a somewhat similar dark fascia includes a chalky,
transversely irrorated, band beyond this the wing is whiter in
appearance, and on the costa are three distinct fuscous triangidar
spots separated by the white ground-colour and succeeded by a
from the last dark marking
patch of a more creamy colour
34*
;

—

;

;

,
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descends

slightly

becoming

foi'ked at the tornus

inwardly a

transverse
;

beyond

narrow dark

1,

fascia,

this fascia the terminal

area of the wing is fuscous with a white transverse dorsal patch
divided by a dark line cilia whitish tipped with blackish, with a
blackish line near their base, followed by two obscure lines which
coalesce and vanish at the position where a white subapical spot
interrupts the dark tips of the cilia (in really fine specimens it
would seem that the extreme tips of the cilia would be white),
Hinchoings appearing dark cinereous (but
Exf. al. 15 mm.
actually blackish tessellated with whitish)
cilia cinereous, with a
;

;

dark dividing-line near their base. Abdomen cinereous. Legs
whitish, the tarsi with blackish bands externally.
Type $.
Hah. Tibet, Gyantze, 13,000 ft., vi. 1904 {H. J. Walton, Tibet
Expedition 1905 172). Unique.
:

227. ToRTRix L.

Tortrix

sp.

Hah. SiKHiM— Teesta Yy., Tungu, 13,000-14,000 ft., 1-15.
1903 (Tibet Exped. 1905 172).
A broken and woni specimen in unrecognisable condition.

vii.

:

1607. Tortrix argentana CI.

argeniana CI. -\-'plumheana [B.-Haas, Stgr. List 42. 24 (1899)ZiV].
Hah. Siberia {Stgr.). Kashmir Deosai Plains, 13,000 ft., viii.
1887 {Leech). Sikhim— 1904 {H. J. Walton, Tibet Exped. 1905:
Khamba Jong, 15,000-16,000 ft., 15-30. vii. 1903 (Tibet
172)
Exped. 1905: 172).
Two specimens belonging to the Siberian and Centi-al Asian
form distributed by Staudinger as var. plumheana.
As this
melanic form is quite recognisable, it will be well to refer to it

—

;

under this varietal name, describing it briefly as plumbeous irrorated with white, the white scales tending to be more distinctly
noticeable between the veins, along the fold and on the cell, but
in most specimens no such attempt at white markings is to be
observed the hind wings are cinereous or plumbeous.
;

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVI.
1.

CJiloridea

2. Isoclilora
3.

nanna $

p. 487.

,

metafhcea

$

,

12.

p. 488.

Anartomorpha flavescens $

,

p. 486.

astigmata S , P- 489.
astigmata ^ p. 489Metalepsis aletes $ p. 488.
Camadena polystacta <?, p. 494.

4. JSpisilia

5. JEpisilia
6.

7.

,

,

Colias dtihia $ p. 481.
9. Colias dtihia i^ p. 481.
10. Lyotena i/omiglmshandi
8.

,

,

11.

Lycana semiargus
9

,

p. 484.

^

,

p. 484.

var. anmilata,

Lyocena semiargus

annulata

var.

$

p. 484.
13. Colias berylla $ p. 480.
14. Callerehia ivaltoni $ , p. 482.
15. Callerehia tvaltoni ^,p. 482.
,

16. Lycopliotia poliochroa $, p. 483.
17. Lycopliotia poUochroa $, p. 489.
18. Cramhus hracliyrliahda ^ , p. 494.
19. FJilyctcenodes xuthusalis (?,p.494.

20. JEvergestis perohliqualis $ , p. 495.
21. Trocliilium lasicera ^ p. 495.
22. ArcBogyia pJicsapasta ^ , p. 492.
,
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KnowJedo-e o£ the Vascular and
Respiratory Systems in the Ophidia^ and to the Anatomy

Contributions to the

4.

of

Genera Boa and

the

[Received March

By Feank

Corallus.

Beddard, M.A., F.R.S., Prosector
7,

E.

to the Society.
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(Text-figures 86-93.)

The facts of structure which I lay before the Society, in
continuation of other memoirs* dealing with the Ophidia,
may be conveniently considered under the following headings,
viz,

:

(1)

On certain Arteries and Veins in the Genera Erythrolamprus

(2)

Some Notes upon the Anatomy

and Coluber,

p.

499.
of

Boa

diviniloqita

and

B. constrictor, p. 507.
(3) Notes upon the Boine genus Corallus, p. 516.
(4) On the Modifications of Structure in the Lungs of certain
Ophidia, p. 519.
(1) Oil certain Arteries

and Veins in the Genera Erythrolamprus
and Coluber,

Inasmuch as the arrangement of the arteries and veins
in so few genera of Ophidia, it is clearly useful

known

is

to

they appear to have for the time being
and relations of the group,
I therefore direct attention in the following pages to a few new
facts concerning the vascular system of Erythrolamprus cescidapii
and Coluber corais, especially of the former species, which was
very successfully injected in both the arterial and venous systems.
I may observe that with the exception of Tropidonotus natrix,
collect the facts,

even

no bearing upon the

if

classification

investigated by many anatomists, and most recently by Hochstettert, no Colubrine snake has received so much attention as
I give to Erythrolamprus in the following account of some of
the principal features in the arrangement of its arteries and
veins.

Intercostal Arteries.

— The

arrangement

of these arteries in

Erythrolamprus

(see text-fig. 86, p. 501) recalls in some particulars
the intercostal arteries of Python, and in others the intercostal

arteries of Oolubiine Snakes generally +,
The anterior region
of the aorta down to about the middle of the liver, or rather
beyond that point, gives ofi" very numerous intercostals which
* " Contributions to our Knowledge of the Circulatory System in the Ophidia,"
" On the Trachea, Lungs, &c., of the Hamadryad," P. Z. S.
i.
1903, vol. ii. " Notes upon the Anatomy of certain Snakes of the Family Boidaj,"
" Visceral Anatomy of Hydrus and Flatyiiriis," ibid. /' ConP. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii.
P. Z. S. 1904, vol.

tributions to the

Anatomy

of Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1906, vol.

t Morph. Jahrb. xix. 1893.
X P. Z. S. 1904, vol. i. p. 335,

fig.

67.

i.

,
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bifurcate as in Python, &c., and thus supply both sides of the
vertebral column.
Interspersed among these are a few arteries
which, as in Colubrines generally, plunge into the dorsal parietes
on one side or the other of the middle line. There is in these
arteries no question of a bifurcation.
In this anterior section
of the body from the junction of the two aoi-tse I counted 16
bifurcated intercostals, and only three which were single arteries
throughout supplying only one side of the body.
It must
be pointed out, however, that there is not here, as there is
in Python, an artery to each intercostal space.
There are
interspaces of several vertebrae between consecutive arteries.
Rarely there are arteries following each other immediately. For
a considerable region of the body, beginning towards the end of
the liver, the intercostals are mostly single trunks, and therefore
entering the body- wall to the right or to the left of the dorsal
median line as the case may be. Further back the arteries again
become prevalently double.
It is clear therefore that there
are some grounds for comparing the intercostal arteries of this

genus with the Pythons on the one hand and with the Colubrines

The irregularity of those arteries in the Colubrines
generally (though it must be remembered that after all our
knowledge is at present very deficient) is shown in Erythrolamprus,
and coupled with this the bifurcation in the middle line befo:6"e
entering the body-wall of some of those arteries, which is a
on the other.

Pythonine characteristic.

We may perhaps also see in this latter

character a point of likeness to the Viperidfe. In these Snakes
there is up to the present no exception to the rule that the intercostal arteries arise irregularly, but enter the middle line of the
dorsal parietes instead of to the right or to the left as in the Colubrines.
The division of these vessels therefore takes place within
the thickness of the parietes, instead of outside as in Python and
It seems therefore that, starting from the conditions
its allies.
observable in the Boid^ and there is now much evidence for the
reasonableness of the assumption that this family lies nearest to
the base of the Ophidian series we can trace the modifications of
the intercostal arteries in at any rate two directions. The usual
Colubrine arrangement may be derived, as I have already
suggested *, by an obliteration, now on one side and now on the
other, of one of each of the paired intercostals, the usual gaps being
already indicated among the Boids by the secondary longitudinal
intercostal trunks which are connected only at intervals with the
aorta.
The second path of development is completed in the
Vipers, where in one way the Boid arrangement may be looked
upon as more obviously preserved.
It appears to me that
Erythrolamprus may be looked upon as a stage in this metamorphosis.
The Boid character has been largely retained and the
Colubrine character correspondingly feebly developed. The disappearance of the latter and a slight change (already referi-ed to)
in the former would give the Yiperme character.
It is iiote-

—

—

* P. Z.

S. 1904, vol.

ii.

p. 108.
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Text-fisr. 86.

A portion
a.
b.
c.

of body-wall of Uri/fJirolamprus cesciilapii, to show arrangement
of intercostal arteries.

An intercostal bifurcating to supply both
An intercostal supplying only left side;
An intercostal supplying only right side.

sides of mid-dorsal line;
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worthy that the opinion has been expressed that the Yipericlee are
nearer to the Opisthoglyphs than to other Cokibrines.
Renal Arteries. Coupled with the usual inequality of size of

—

Text-fiff. 87.

;'

Right kidney aud adjacent blood-vessels of Erythrolamprus
Ao. Aorta
vein ;

;

It.

int.

Rectal branch of i-enal afferent vein
arteries ; r.aff. Afferent renal vein ;

Renal

;

cesculapii.

K. Kidney

r.eff.

j>.v. Parietal
;
Efferent renal vein.

the kidneys in Serpents and their asymmetry in position, there is
frequently, though not always (the Boidse furnish exceptions),

\
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an inequality in the number of renal arteries supplying each,
kidney. I find two renal arteries only in the case of the right
kidney, and three in the case of the left.
The vertebi'cd artery also varies in the Ophidia. In the present
Text-fio-. 88.

r.c/r.

Left kidnej'- and adjacent blood-vessels of Ert/throlamprus asculapii.
Letterins? as in text-fig. 87.

run superficially, perforating the musculature
about 4 inches behind the snout. The branches of the vertebral
Each
are almost segmentally disposed one to each vertebra.
species it ceases to
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enters a distinct foramen larger than itself, formed in the tendons
exactly in the middle line. Before entering this foramen it gives
off a slender branch to the oesophagus.
The intercostal artery
can then be plainly seen to divide into two.
Erythrolamprus has only one gastric artery proper. This arises
from the aorta about on a level with the posterior end of the
liver*.
The following superior mesenteric artery arises from
the aorta about on a level with the gall-bladder. It sends off, of
course, a gastric branch.
The number of gastric arteries varies
much among Snakes t, and it is therefore of importance to record
the fact, though its systematic value is not yet apparent.
The azygos vein of Erythrolamprus is in some ways remarkable
as compared with that of other serpents.
For it is particularly
short though its branches are of considerable calibre. There are,
in fact, only three branches, supplying as many intercostal spaces,
which unite to form the single azygos trunk. This lies on the
right side of the body, and of coui-se joins the anterior vertebral
vein before the latter enters the heart. This is apparently shorter
than the azygos of any snake yet described. The azygos of
Coronella getula is just larger four interspaces.
In Coluber corais the single azygos vein also lies on the right
side of the body.
It is, however, a little more extensive though
perhaps slighter. It supplies six intercostal spaces. It is to be
noticed that in both these Colubrines the azygos vein is of very
limited extent as compared with the P}d:honine and Boine Snakes,
speaking generally, for Eunectes is an exception. This fact is in
correspondence with the generally limited development of superficial parietal veins in non- Boine Snakes as compared with the
Boidse.
Even in Eryx, though a genus containing small-sized
species, the azygos is, as I have pointed outj, comparatively long.
I may take this opportunity of pointing out that in Python regius
a small Python the azygos extends over about 15 vertebrae,
to 2 inches or so behind the heart.
The vena cava inferior of Coluber corais shows an interesting
vestige of the umbilical vein.
ISTear to the anterior end of the
Kver the vena cava has a short diverticulum, which seems hardly
to be pervious, lying to the left side and extending obliquely
backwards. I take it that this seam is the equivalent of the thick
branch of the same vein in the same position which I have
described in Python sebce §, and which I then regarded, and still
regard, as a last remaining fragment of the embryonic umbilical.
It is clearly even more rudimentary in the present species.

—

—

—

* I take this opportunity of noting that in JErythrolamprus eesculapii there is a
detached fragment of the liver lying upon the post-caval vein about an inch behind
the extremity of the liver. This is quite analogous to the division of the pancreas
and of the spleen which is to be seen in other Snakes. It is also to be compared to
the extremely thin posterior end of the liver in Corallus {vide infra, p. 518). In
these cases the gland appears to be in course of reduction in length. It is possible
that this is connected with a shortening of the body generally which has conspicuously taken place in certain Vipers.
t Beddard, " Circulatory System in Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1904, vol. i. p. 331.
§ P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 28.
t P. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii. p. li9.
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It is to be noted that there is no development of longitudinal
trunks running along the vertebral column in the liver-region
which give off branches to the poi^tal vein. There are a number
of the branches to the portal
but each of these emerges separately
from the parietes or is formed of the junction of two or three.
There is no extensive fusion such as occurs in the Boine Snakes
generally.
I do not think that this absence of a longitudinal
trunk is due to the emptiness of the blood-vessels. It seems to
me to be an anatomical fact.
The vena renalis advehens (text-figs. 87, 88, pp. 502, 503), as is
known to be the case in other Snakes, communicates directly with
the mesenteric vein underlying the gut*. Between this point
and the right kidney the renal vein receives about eight branches
from the parietes. In the case of the left kidney, which is neai'er
to the cloaca than the right, there are only five of these branches.
At the anterior end of the kidney the vein distinctly ends, though
at the very extremity.
There is no continuation forwards such
as occurs so generally (? universally) among the Boidae and
occasionally (Zamenis gemonensis) among the Colubrines.
Each
kidney also receives a special branch from the dorsal parietes,
which is not mentioned by Hochstettter in Tropidonotus. This
arises from the parietes at about the middle of the kidney and
from several intercostal spaces on the left side of the body, but
from one only on the right. In both cases these veins closely
accompany the second renal artery (reckoning from the anterior
end of the kidney). Their course, however, is rather different on
the two sides of the body. The vein of the left side (text-fig. 88)
perforates the kidney, or rather runs between the lobules of that
organ it ultimately joins the renal afferent vein. It is remarkable that the corresponding vein of the right side of the body
is different in its relation to the veins of the kidney.
It was
thoroughly injected, and therefore quite easy to follow. The vein
is seen to have no connection whatever with the renal afferent
vein of the right kidne}'', but it opens without doubt into the
renal efferent vein (see text-fig. 87) at a point roughly opjposite
to its point of emergence from the parietes.
This anatomical
relationship is obviously very Lin expected, and it is quite possible
that we have here an abnormal state of affairs.
The venous system of the hidneys in Coluber corais differs in
some details from that of other genera. The afferent renals, some
way before they reach the kidneys, give off two important
branches. One of these is to the dorsal parietes, and is a vein
which is very general among the Ophidia. The other forms with
its fellow of the opposite caiidal, which it meets at an angle of 180
degrees, what is practically the commencement of the inferior
mesenteric vein running along the dorsal surface of the intestine.
;

;

* In Tropidonotus and Coluber asculapii, according to Hochstetter (Morph.
Jahrb. xix. p. 489), who thus confinns Schlemm and Jourdain as regards the former.
I have found this vein in Coluber corais, in Zamenis gemonensis, and Ancistrodon
piscivorus.

'
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That this vein originates from the afferent renal has been shown
The afferent
by Hochstetter and myself in other Snakes*.
renal runs along the margin of the kidney and only dies away at
the veiy end anteiiorly. It is distinctly not continued forwards
In the
as in the Pythonidee, or if so by the minvitest of twigs.
case of the right kidney, the renal afferent receives affluents from
The
the dorsal parietes along its course upon the kidney.
existence of affluents occupying this position seems in the present
state of our knowledge to be a distinctive feature of the Colubrine
Snakes as opposed to the Boidse f.
These affluents are two in number. The first is near to the
posterior end of the kidney, and is formed by the junction of two
intercostal veins. The second is at the end of the first third of the
kidney, and seems to arise from only one intercostal space. These
veins join the main trunk of the afferent renal; they do not plunge
independently into the kidney- substance, as they apparently do in
I could find no corresponding veins upon the
Erythrolcmiprtis.
opposite side of the dorsal middle line supplying the left kidney.
The efferent renals do not retain their independence until they
The two vessels
are free of the region occupied by the kidneys.
join at the anterior end of the left kidney, which is situated, as
The anterior
in other Snakes, behind the larger right kidney.
part of the conjoined renal efferents, which is of course the vena
cava inferior, received twigs from the right kidney. It is to be
noted that in both cases the branches flowing from the kidneys
into the venae renales efferentes have a free course of some
millimetres after emerging from the kidney-tissue.
Hepatic Portal System. The portal vein receives very few
Directly
affluents from the parietes before it reaches the liver.
after reaching the liver the portal trunk shows a spiral twisting,
such as is figured by Hochstetter % in the case of the portal vein
As in other Snakes,
of Lacerta, just before entering the liver.
The
the portal runs to the extreme anterior end of the liver.
vein are, as usual, dorsal and ventral.
affluents
of the
The dorsal affluents are mainly in the region of the liver. In fact
I could find only one dorsal parietal vein before the liver is
This vein, which springs from three intercostal spaces,
reached.
joins the portal in the region of the gall-bladder, and corresponds
It is apparently
in position with the first mesenteric artery.
In the course
general in Snakes for a vein to exist in this region.
of the liver, the portal receives seven or eight twigs from the dorsal
parietes, which all arise from the left side of the ver-tebral column.
The one nearest the
These are roughly at equal distances.
posterior end of the liver, situated at about the beginning of the
posterior third of the liver, arises by three roots from the parietes,

—

* Hoclistetter, Morpli. Jahrb. xix., and supra p. 505 footnote.
t See infra, p. 509. But in Sunectes (P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 21) we may find an
exception. It seemed to me that in tliis snake an affluent vein entered the kidney
as in OjpMsaurics (P. Z. S. 1905, vol.

X Morph. Jahrb.

ii.

xix. pi. xvi. fig. 14.

p. 477),
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another equally stout dorsal

which also arises by three or four twigs from the
parietes.
Between these two are smaller affluents which spring
from two roots. In every case, these vessels are joined by a
branch or branches from the stomach before entering the portal
vein.
At the extreme anterior end of the liver the portal vein,
greatly diminished in calibre, is continuous with a slender vein
which runs along the dorsal side of the oesophagus this vein was
ti-aced forward to the front end of the heart, and apparently
extends rather further, but I am unable to be exact as to its
relationships here.
It has, I think, a branch from the parietes
very far forward, in which case it conforms in its construction to
the other veins from the parietes. It is noted that these dorsal
parieto-hepatic veins are not in any way connected together to
form a continuous longitudinal vein running along the parietes
in the region of the liver or near to it.
In the Boidte there is
constantly such a development of longitudinal veins in the hepatic
It is possible to compare the anterior vein, which enters
region.
the portal vein in a straight line with it at the extremity of the
liver, to a somewhat similar vein which in Yaranus enters the
parieto-hepatic,

;

anterior tip of the left lobe of the liver *.
There are also the usual branches of the epigastric vein concerned
with the circulation of the liver. The most anterior of these are
two which enter, close together, the oesophageal vein already
referred to as joining the portal at the anterior extremity of the
Along the course of the liver there are also two branches
liver.
from the epigastric, each of which arises from that vein by two or
three roots. Finally, at the end of the liver a strong branch joins
the epigastric and portal just before the latter reaches the liver.
There are some further connections between the epigastric and
the portal andT anterior abdominal posteriorly but I have not
mapped them accurately. The occurrence of a marked anterior
and posterior communication between the epigastric vein and the
vessels of the liver appears to be general in the Ophidia.
It should
be noted that the epigastric branches entering the liver at its
middle plunge into the liver-substance, and are not directly
connected with the portal vein.
;

(2)

Some Notes

iqjon the Anatomy of
B. constrictor t.

Boa diviniloqua and

I have had the opportunity of dissecting two specimens of the
former Snake which have recently died in the Menagerie. I am
therefore able to make known a few anatomical facts which have
not hitherto received much attention. So far as I am aware, this
particular species has not been studied up to the present.
Some
other species have been examined with regard to particular points,
* Beddard, P. Z. S. 1906,

vol.

ii.

t For a few notes on anatomj^
1860, p. 103.

see Hering,

Wiirttemb. naturw.

Jahi-esliefte, xvi.
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sliall take occasion to refer in the coui-se of the following
notes to what is already known relating to the organs and systems
which I have myself examined in Boa diviniloqua. My own notes
chiefly refer to the vascular and respiratory systems.
These veins in the present species
AnLerioo- Abdominal Veins.
of Boa retain their distinctness until within an inch of the gallPosteriorly each arises, as Gadow has figured *, from the
bladder.

and I

—

divided caudal.
The exact arrangement in Boa diviniloqua is shown by disEach half of the divided caudal vein
section to be this
again divides into two trunks considerably behind the kidneys.
This occurs at a slightly different level on the two sides of
the body. On the left side, the division took place, in a male
individual measuring 52 inches from the tip of the snout to the
cloaca, at a point 3g inches from the cloaca and 6g inches from the
On the other side of the body,
posterior end of the left kidney.
the point of separation was a trifle further forward, in correspondence with the anterior shifting of the right kidney. Only the left
side is figured in the work referred to below, but the junction of
both anterior abdominals with the corresponding renal afiferent is
mentioned in the text. The figure* of Pelophilus madagascariensis
shows a difference from what I have found in Boa diviniloqua.
In the latter species, immediately after the separation of the
renal trunk from the caudal vein, the renal branch receives an
This is found on both
important affluent from the parietals.
I ascertained with care the exact point of
sides of the body.
entrance of this vein, since there are apparently differences among
the Boidas. By Gadow the vein is represented as debouching into the
caudal before it has divided into the renal afferent and anterior
abdominal. In Eunectes and Eri/x I have described and figured or
described the vein as opening exactly at the point of divergence
of the afferent renal and anterior abdominal t, or as in the present
In the example of Boa constrictor which I dissected the
species.
The two anterior
details (text-fig. 89) are somewhat different.
abdominals retain their separateness until within 4^ inches of the
As the snake measured 70 inches from the snout to
gall-bladder.
the cloacal orifice, the porportions are very much the same as those
given above. The origins of the two posteriorly from the caudals
they are exactly opposite to each other.
are quite symmetrical
And this is in spite of the fact that the kidneys are unsymmetrical
In fact the kidneys are more unsymas in Boa diviniloqua.
metrical. The left kidney, which is 5| inches in length, is 12 inches
The right kidney is smaller, 4| inches,
from the cloacal orifice.
and only overlaps the left kidney for the space of 1| inches. There
is a greater overlap in Boa diviniloqua.
Renal Veins. The afferent renal veins, after parting from the
roots of the anterior abdominal, receive affluents from the parietes.
:

—

;

—

* In Bronn's Thierreich,' Bd. vi. pi. cxxxv. fig. 2v.a.s., v.a.d.
" Notes upon the Anatomy of certain Snakes of the Family Boidse," P. Z.
f
'

vol.

ii.

p. 113, text-figs. 21, 22.

S. 1904,

;
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89.

RAnt.Ahd\

Anterior abdominal and renal afferent veins of
€]p.

^oa

constrictor.

Epigastric veins ; K. Kidneys: L.Jnt.Abd. Left anterior abdominal vein
B.Ant.Abd. Right anterior abdominal vein ; V.r.aff.
jp. Parietal veins
;

Renal afferent

vein.
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In Boa constrictor the left vein had only two of these I counted
four joining the right renal afierent.
I did not count these veins
In the latter species (of which one example
in Boa diviniloqua.
was in a particularly good condition for observing the point) the
renal afierent, as in other Boidse*, extends beyond the kidney
and forms a delicate vein running up to the testis. This is
doubtless the posterior cai-dinal.
Bpigastric Vein.
I did not note the number of branches
which connect in Boa diviniloqtta the anterior abdominal with
the epigastric vein. In Boa constrictor I was able to observe
that all these branches connect the epigastric vein with the left
I couild find no branches running
larger anterior abdominal.
between the smaller right anterior abdominal and the median
This vein appeared to be concerned
single epigastric vein.
Several branches, however, join the
only with the fat-body.
anterior abdominal and the epigastric after the former has become
a single vessel by the union of the right and left halves. Posteriorly
to this point there were in all about eight transverse vessels
uniting the left anterior abdominal and the epigastric.
The
epigastric, I may take this opportunity of remarking, is one of
the most constant veins in the Ophidia in its position, form, and
It appears to be nearly always single.
relations with other veins.
In the case of Liolieterodon madagasca7-ien sis, however, a specimen
which I dissected showed an epigastric vein constantly alternating
betAveen the single and double condition, like the dorsal vessel in
certain Earthw^orms.
As is so usual in the Ophidia, a considerable parietal vein flows
into the afferent renal shortly before the latter reaches the kidney.
At the anterior end of each kidney there is another such vein
and a careful dissection of the same shows that it does not open
into the kidney-substance or into the efi'erent renal, but into the
very slender forAvard prolongation of the afferent renal. This
vein, the posterior cardinal, is traceable, as already mentioned,
In the neighbourhood of
to a little Avay in front of the testis.
each testis the A'ein receiA'es the
Of these veins (text-fig. 90, p. 511) I
Sup^^arenal Portal Veins.
counted three separate trunks on the left side tAvo of these reached
the cardinal in the region of the corresponding testis the third
vein lay further back, it emerged fi-oni the parietes, and joined
the cardinal some little way behind the left testis. On the right
side of the body there were only two of these parieto-suprarenal
They reached the posterior cardinal of their side of the
veins.
body in the region of the corresponding testis.
In describing cei'tain points in the anatomy of the Anaconda t,
I recorded the pi'esence of an extensi\'e vein running along the
body-Avall on both sides of and near to the spinal cohimn in the
region of the kidney. This A'essel connects the afiluents of the
:

—

;

—

;

;

* Gf. Beddard, " Contiibutions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia," P.
vol.

i.

p. 28.

t P.

Z. S. 1906, vol.

i.

p. 23, text-iigs. 6, 7.

Z. S. 1906,
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afferent renal before it reaches the kidney with its affluents after
has left the kidney in front. I have not referred to any similar

it

vein in Boa, and I have not found one. The existence or nonexistence of this vein does not, however, seem to be of any
systematic importance. I find, in fact, that it may either exist
Text-fio-. 90.

\i

IT

S.B.

P c.

pc-

r.eff.--

•K

Posterior cardinal and suprarenal veins of

K.

5o«

diviniloqua.

Left kidney pc. Post-cardinal vein (continuation forward of renal afferent
vein); S.B. Left suprarenal bod}'; sr. Suprarenal portal veins; r.eff.
Efferent renal vein of left side ; T. Testes.
;

or not in the Pythonine division of the Boidee. In both Pyilion
molurus and P. sehce I have found this vein to be very extensively
developed both in the region of the kidney and behind it, and
furthermore on both sides of the body. It seemed to me to be
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. XXXY.
35
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on the right side than on the left in
This vein ran nearly to the cloaca. It is connected
by numerous branches with the renal afferent up to the point
where the latter reaches the kidney but after that point there
are no more branches to the renal afferent until the latter
leaves the kidney antei-iorly.
Here the vessel is connected with
he anterenal prolongation of the renal afferent by one branch, or
rather ends in it, for the lateral dorsal is not itself prolonged
beyond the kidney, although numerous intercostal veins arise
separately in front of the kidney and join the post-cardinal, as
I regard this forward prolongation of the afferent renal.
The
absence of any intercostals running from the parietes in the region
of the kidney across that gland to the renal afferent vein, such as
are met with in Erythrolamprus and Coluber'^', may prove to be a
distinguishing feature of the Boine Snakes.
Python regius may be an exception. In an injected example
of that snake, the renal afferent vein was seen to receive from the
parietes a branch just behind the kidney and one a little way in
front.
Just behind the latter, and therefore arising from the
parietes just in the kidney- region, was a vessel of which I could
not detect the ending. It may, however, very well have reached
the post-cardinal in front of the kidney. In this species there is
no continuous lateral vein in the kidney-region. And as the
specimen was well injected in this region, I am confident of this
difference from P. molurus.
Azygos Vein. The azygos vein in Boa diviniloqua is in many
respects much like that of other Snakes
that is to say, it is not
very extensive, extending down the body not much beyond the
beginning of the liver. It gives off branches of two kinds, both
of which are not always developed in Snakes, or are, at least, not
always visible in examples which I have dissected. These branches
are firstly those which flow from the body close to the median
ventral line, on the right side of the vertebral column of course,
i. e. on that side which the azygos lies upon.
Besides these there
is a series of veins which run so superficially to the lateral
parietes as to lie actually above the surface of the body-wall.
They are supported by membranes, and are not in close connection with the parietes. Two of these veins arise from the
main azygos trunk before the latter reaches the level of the
parietes.
The main trunk of the azygos divides into two branches
soon after the region of the heart. An outer branch runs back
for some distance before again approaching the median line and
giving branches to the intervertebral spaces.
These branches
generally are fewer than the intercostal spaces, and they must
therefoi'e divide within the parietes.
The azygos, then, of this species supplies two regions of the
body. It draws blood from the parietes in the immediate neighbourhood of the dorsal median line, and also from the body-wall
slightly better developed

P. molurus.

;

—

* See

—

p.

502

(text-fig, 87)

and

p.

503

(text-fig.
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laterally.
In Boa constrictor the same area is drawn from,
but there is more specialisation in the veins.
There are, in fact, two longitudinal trunks, one of which is
lateral in position and the other close to the medial dorsal line.
These arise by separate origins from the jugular. The branch of
the azygos which draws blood from the immediate neighbourhood
of the vertebral column does not form a long vessel running
freely in the body-cavity.
It divides directly after its opening
near the heart into three equally sized branches, which run
straight to the body- wall and plunge into the parietes between

more

two

This specialisation of the azygos into
trunk is an approach to the conditions observable in the Crocodilia, and is an advance upon the
structure which has been as yet recorded among most of the
Ophidia. In Python sehm, however, there is a similar division of
the azjrgos into two branches concerned Avith different regions of
the dorsal parietes*.
successive vertebrte.

a proximal and a more

distal

A

specimen of Python sebce which I have dissected since \vriting
the account of the azygos of that sna,ke referred to below affords
confirmation of that account (which is of importance in view of
getting at the normal arrangement of the veins in these animals)
and enables me to add a few details. In the indiAddual to which
I now refer, a female, the azygos shows the same division into a
more dorsal and a more lateral branch. The trunk is bifid behind
the point where the third intercostal is given off from the undivided trunk.
The more lateral branch only supplies three
After this point the main trunk gives off
intercostal spaces.
eleven branches to as many rib-spaces, the last two of which are
There is then a gap, but the very next rib is
very slender.
accompanied by a vein which is the first of a continuous series
of fourteen intercostals arising from the right side of the
median line which communicate with the hepatic portal system.
So large a development of intercostal veins on the right side is
not common in Snakes. On the left side, in this specimen as in
other snakes, there is a strong development of the longitudinal
parietal vessel.

—

In the case of Boa cliviniloqua the
Pemaiois of Umbilical Vein.
male and female examples which I dissected showed traces of
the umbilical vein (text-fig. 91, p. 514).
I do not think that
there were any noticeable differences in the several examples.
But I made more complete notes in one case than in the other.
In the larger female specimen the vena cava, immediately after
emerging from the liver, was joined by a slender vein expanding
somewhat at its debouchment into the vena cava. The extreme
anterior end of the liver occupied the angle formed by the confluence of the two veins.
Traced backwards, this affluent of the
vena cava continued to be full of blood for some little distance
but soon it seemed to be impervious, and to be a mere ligamentous
;

* See Beddard, " Contributions to the

Anatomy

of the Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1906,

p. 30.

35*
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thread lying on the ventral surface of the body-waU. It did not
extend for a great distance, but was visible for four inches or so
down the body. It did not join any of the veins putting the
epigastric into communication with the portal system v/ithin the
liver.
It was quite clear from dissection that such of these veins
as occurred in its neighbourhood crossed it without forming a
junction with it. These various facts leave little doubt in my
mind that this vein is the persistent umbilical, which is longer
than in Python, and more like that of Eunectes for this reason.
Text-fig. 91.

umh.
Umbilical veins of (a)
ep. Epigastric veins

;

Boa and

(b) Tytlion regius.

L. Liver; umh. Umbilical vein; Vci. Post-caval

vein.

The umbilical vein in Boa co7istrictor offers some interesting
variations from the condition found in Boa diviniloqua, though I
do not assert for the present that they are actually specific variaIn the example which I dissected, the vein was longer than
tions.
in the last species, and also vascular for a greater extent, thus
resembling the Anaconda. Its relations to the postcaval vein
were, however, quite as in Boa diviniloqua. The vein is as usual
attached to the ventral surface of the liver, and it extended down
careful examination of the
to about the middle of that organ.
vein showed that it gave off, or rather received, a number of

A

These branches run over
subsidiary trunks of very small calibre.
the liver, but they do not appear to form any part of the portal
system. They are, in fact, so far as I could make out, distributed
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the peritoneal sac in which the liver lies. They ramify
over the walls of this sac, and do not plnnge beneath it to enter
the siibstance of the liver. This recalls the branches of the umbilical vein of Birds, many of which ramify
the umbilical
ligament which bears the vein. It may be that these veins are
also present in Boa diviniloqua
indeed, one would assume that
they were present but they were not visible.
With regard to the Arterial System, I call attention here to two
points only.
Firstly, in both Boa diviniloqiuc and B. constrictor
each kidney is supplied by a single renal artery, which enters the
kidney at the anterior end. These additional instances increase
the probability that the Boidag in general are to be characterised
by this anatomical fact. Though it has to be admitted that the
number of Boine genera at present examined from this point of
view is not large, only one exception has been met with, viz. Eryx
jacttlus, in which snake there are sometimes, but not always, two
renal arteries to each kidney.
I may take this opportunity of increasing the Hst of Boidas
known to possess only a single renal artery to each kidney. I
have recently had the opportunity of dissecting an example of
Python molurus measuring over 9 feet in length. In this snake
the right kidney measured eight and a quarter inches in length,
and the left kidney was nearly as long. In spite of this length,
each kidney had only one renal artery.
In Python regiics, which is a smaller species but still of considerable size, there was no doubt about the fact that each kidney
had only a single artery.
In an example of E^iygnos carinatus* the left kidney at any
I did not examine the right.
rate had but one renal artery.
The second point concerns the intercostal arteries, which
resemble those of Eanectes and Eryx'f and Python spilotesX, and
not those of Python sebce and Corallus. Each pair of arteries, in
but several paii-s are
fact, does not issue dii^ectly from the aorta
given off from a common trunk which runs longitudina^Uy for
varying distances in different cases. These trunks arise at varying
intervals from the aorta.
Lungs. In Boa diviniloqtca there are two lungs which are, of
course, unequal in size, though both are vascular. The trachea in the
neck-region has incomplete rings, which are united postei"iorly by
a tract of membrane. There is, however, no trace, that I could
The lungs, both of them, end in a
discover, of a tracheal lung.
very distinct Hne at the point of opening into them of the bronchi.
The vascular and red membrane ceases abruptly.
point in Avhich the genus Boa difiers from Python is in
entii'ely to

m

;

;

—

A

* I owe the opportunitj' of examining this snake to Dr. C. G. Seligmanu. I may
take this opportunity of remarking that the kidneys are very small, as in 'Eryx,
measuring respectively 16 and 17 mm. The right kidney lay 72 mm. from the cloaca.
The snake measured 19j inches from the tip of the snout to the cloaca.
t Beddard, " Anatomy of Boids," P. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii. p. 108.
X Beddard, P. Z. S. 1904, vol. i. p. 362. This species has been placed in a separate
genus.

;
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the bronchus in each case iDeing continued far into the interior
of the king as a gutter, which is, however, so narrow as not to
be functionally a gutter at all it is for the greater part merely
a flat band composed of tracheal, or rather bronchial semirings.
Relatively to the length of the two lungs, the bronchial
rings extend perhaps nearly as far towards the posterior extremity
of the lung in both cases.
In the larger lung the bronchial semirings reach down a long way, nearly to the anangious part of that
sac.
They die away rather gradually, becoming narrower at the
end of the series. It is also important to notice that the two
bronchi do not diverge as they do in Python. In Boa the shorter
bronchus does not arise by a perforation of the tracheal rings
but the aperture is seen to lie in a thickened area on one side of
the bronchial rings appertaining to the right bronchus.
The lungs of Boa constrictor present certain differences from
those of B. diviniloqua.
Milne-Edwards has mentioned the
tracheal gutter in this species.
The larger lung is vascular up to
about the end of the first third of the liver. The bronchial gutter
runs nearly as far as this point and ends rather abruptly its
rings do not decrease much in breadth towards their termination
they do not fine off" to a point. The smaller lung is vascular to a
point about one inch beyond the commencement of the liver. It
extends altogetlier about halfway down the liver.
There is no
trace of a bronchus belonging to this lung.
It presents the
appearance at its orifice of communication of being merely a lobe
of the larger lung.
It is clear that there is no orifice in the
tracheal gutter such as is obvious in various Snakes which are
provided with a second lung.
But on a careful examination it
may be seen that the edge of the tracheal gutter is slightly bitten
out, as it were, for a space of a few lines where the smaller lungarises. There is no question of a bronchial gutter continued along
this lung.
;

;

;

(3) JSfotes

upon

the

Boine gemcs Corallus.

This snake is placed by systematists among the Snakes of the
Boine division of the Boiclfe*. A dissection of the Madagascar
species Corallus madagascariensis enables me to record certain
anatomical facts which bear upon the question of its systematic
placing, and which will also serve as a contribution to our knowledge of the anatomy of this division of Serpents.
The example of this serpent which I dissected was not in a
very favourable condition for unravelling the details of the circiilatory system, for the veins, and, naturally, the arteries, were
largely empty of blood, an anaemic condition which is not infrequent
in reptiles that die in the Society's Gardens. Nevertheless, I have
been able to ascertain a few facts about the veins which are of
importance from the systematic standpoint.
The first vein which I endeavoured to find was the umbilical.

* Boulenger, Catalogue of Snakes

in the British

Museum,

vol.

i.

p. 99.
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It will be remembered that in Python^, contrary to what is found
in Utmectes t, and even, though to a less extent, in Boa t, the
umbilical vein is represented in the adult by a rudiment only.
Nevertheless this rudiment was quite obvious in the several
I
examples in which I sought for, and succeeded in finding, it.
am therefore inclined to regard my inability to find the least
trace of such a rudiment in Corallus as evidence that the vein has
This state of afiairs is,
completely disappeared in that snake.
however, more like that of Python than of the two Boine genera
Eunectes and Boa. The vein running from the front end of the
liver to the pericardium showed no indications whatever of a

branch.

Although in this particular the evidence afforded is rather in
favour of "the placing of Corallus in the Pythonine subdivision,
it has less value in that it is a negative character.
The intercostal arteries offer a positive character pointing in
the same direction. In Boa, Uimectes, and Eryx § the intercostal
arteries are apt to arise at widely separated intervals from the
aorta, a single branch thus arising running backwards or forwards
or both for a considerable distance, and giving off a regular series
of branches to the right and left of the dorsal middle line of the
body. In Python, on the other hand, as the researches of Jacquart
and my own observations have shown, the intercostals arise
Each artery springs
regularly from the main trunk of the aorta.
separately from the aorta and divides below into two, one for
each side of the body. In E7yx, &c. each arterj^ may leave the aorta
There is but a slight
separately from the point of its origin.
development at most of secondary longitudinal intercostal trunks.
Now it is important to record the fact that in these characteristic features Corallus is on the side of Python, and departs
equally from the conditions observable in the Boas.
I do not venture upon any further details concerning the
circulatory organs for the reasons already stated.
The position of the viscera in the Ophidia is of importance to
note as a means of comparison between various genera and even
|i

various species.
In the present serpent, which measured 55 inches including the
short tail, the liver begins fairly close to the heart, its anterior
The liver
end being only 2^ inches from the apex of the heart.
itself presents peculiarities worth noting. It is very long, measuring
Of these the last 4 inches belong to a
12| inches altogether.
backward extension of one of the two lobes. It is very usual for
this lobe to extend back beyond the other lobe among Ophidia,.

and the proportions vary somewhat in
not, however, as yet had the opportunity

different cases.
of dissecting a

I have
snake in

* Beddard, " Contribution to the Anatomy of the Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 28.
this opportunity of recording the fact that Tytlion molurus and P. regiuif
ao-ree with P. seha in the retention of a similar rudiment.
loc. cit. p. 18.
Beddard,
J Snpy^a, p. 514.
t
§ Beddard, loc. cit. p. 33, and P. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii. p. 109, text-fig. 19.
Ann. Sci. Nat. (4) vol. iv.
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which the posterior

tail-like extremity of the right lobe is so
lengthy in proportion as it is in Corallus madagascariensis.
Not
only is it very long, but it is also very thin, ending posteriorly in
the tiniest filament of liver-tissue. There is no doubt, however,
that the extreme end is liver-tissue, and that I have not confounded
with this unusual extension a portion of the vena cava, with
which, possibly, in a badly preserved specimen one might have
confounded it. The liver almost, if indeed not actually, touches
the spleen behind, and comes very near to the gall-bladder, which
organ is, as a rule, separated by a considerable space from its
posterior termination.
The spleen is smallish and dark red in
colour and uneven in form, being lobulated, the lobules, however,
showing no tendency to become separate from each other. It
lies, as will be gathered, just in front of the gall-bladder.
The
pancreas is firmly fixed at the junction of the slender pyloric
part of the stomach with the wider small intestine and lies on
both sides of the gut. The ducts arising from the gall-bladder
form a plexus upon it.
Both lungs of Corcdlus are functional but there is the usual
disparity of size between them.
The difi'erence of size, however,
is greater than in Python.
Both lungs possess a headward
extension in the form of a shoi't pyramidal cfecum directed
forwards. The tissue of the larger lung is continued headwards
as the membranous interval between the tracheal rings dorsally.
There is, however, no trace whatever of any invasion
;

membrane by lung-tissue. It is merely membranous.
The bronchus belonging to the larger lung is continued for a
long way down it, very much further than in any species of

of this

Python which I have had the opportunity

of examining.

This

tracheal or bronchial extension reaches, in fact, some little way
down the liver. Its exact place of ending is rather difficult
Towards the end it narrows rather rapidly, but
to define.
is thereafter continued further as a fibrous band.
similar
fibrous band exists in the Python, P. spilotes but it begins much
earlier in the lung.
The extension of the bronchus is reminiscent of the lung of Boa diviniloqua rather than of any
Python with which I am acquainted. In the smaller left lung
the bronchus is also continued, but extends only for two or three
The origin of the left bronchus appears as a perforarings.
it is exactly in the middle of the
tion in the right bronchus
rings of the latter, not to one side for example.
It is to be noted
that the extension of the bronchus down the right lung differs
from a similar extension in Coluber and some other Snakes by
reason of the fact that the rings are flattened out. There is no
such occlusion of the rings dorsally to form a practically closed
tube as we meet with in the genus Coluber. The fibrous band
which seems to continue the bronchus down the lung is probably
really to be looked upon as morphologically the posterior end of
the cartilaginous series of bronchial semirings.
The present
species, when compared Avith Python, offers evidence that this is

A

;

;

;
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actually the case.
For the shorter the tract of bronchial semirings "vvithin the lung, the longer the seam running clown that
organ.
The lungs of CoraUus therefore conform to the usual
Bold pattern.
They lean more towards the Boine than the
Pythonine structure, but offer differences of detail from those of
other genera which have been examined.
These facts therefore
clearly justify the generic independence of CoraUus, coupled with
its inclusion within the Boine section of the Boid93.
The only other organs which I have especially noted are the
kidneys, and this by reason of the fact that they offer characters of systematic value in discriminating certain Ophidia.
In Coralkcs, as in the Boidae generally, the renal glands lie at a
considerable distance from the cloaca. I did not make an absolute
measurement, since at the time I only noted that they appeared
to occupy much the same position as do those of Eryx, &c.
Furthermore, the kidneys are very small relatively speaking. The
two of them measure about an inch and three-quarters, and there
is not a great deal of difference between that of each side of the
body. The smallness of the kidneys is exactly the same as in the
cases of Eryx and Enygrus and, as in those two genera, the kidneys
of CoraUus are deeply separated into lobes, more so than can
be noted in some Snakes. Finally, the present genus agrees with
other Boidfe in the fact that each kidney is served by a single
renal artery.
This latter appears to be one of the most decisive
characters of the Boidfe, and, so far as present observations enable
a statement, is only found in Ilysia outside that family Ilysia
has also other Boine characters*.
;

;

(4)

On

the Modifications

of Structure in the Lungs of
Ophidia.

cei^tain

The most recent general paper dealing with the lungs in the
Ophidia is by the late Prof. Copet, who refers in that communication to some of the previous work upon the subject, mainly
to be found in Siebold & Stannius' well-known text-book.
It
is now known, both from Prof. Cope's work and from the memoirs
of others, that the chief variations in structure which the lungs in
this group show are
(1) the existence in most Boidse of two
:

—

a right and left, of which the right is the lai-ger
(2) that other Snakes have only one functional lung, which Butler %
has proved to be the right in every case; (3) that the rudimentary
and (4) that the lung- substance
left lung may be altogether absent
may exist from the very commencement of the trachea forming
the so-called "tracheal lung," which itself shows considerable
variations in its condition in different Serpents.
To the facts collected together by these authors I have been
f vinctional lungs,

;

* Beddard, P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 31.
t " On the Lungs of the Ophidia," Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. xxxiii. p. 217.
"
X On the Complete or Partial Suppression of ... the Left Lung in Snakes, &c.,"
.

P. Z. S. 1895, p. 691.
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able to add the description of the lung in the Hamadryad *, which
shows a new form of tracheal lung or rather air-sac, and an
account of the lung in the two sea-snakes Platyunis coluhrimis
and Hydru.s 'platyurus'X, extending the observations of Cantor
upon one of these, and I have lately brought forward some evidence in favour of regarding the existence of the tracheal lung
as typical for the SquamataJ.
I have now to direct attention
to further facts collected during the last few months which fill
in several lacunte in our knowledge of the respiratory system in
the Ophidia, and permit of some more general statements than
could be made by previous observers, who had examined comparatively few species and genera.
I am able considerably to extend
the knowledge of the occuiTence of the tracheal lung, and thus to
put upon a firmer basis my view that this part of the lung is
not a. secondary development, but that its presence is a primary
condition of the lung in those reptiles, and probably in the allied
In the following pages I direct attention to the
Lacertilia.
structure of the lungs in a few Colubrine Snakes. I have already
referred to the lungs of certain Boidee §.
The lungs of Coluber corais are in several respects remarkable.
In this serpent the tracheal lung is developed to a very great
The trachea ceases to be a closed tube
extent, but as an air-sac.
almost immediately after its origin half way between the free
and the attached ends of the mandibles the trachea opens out into
a gutter. It is not a question here of a narrow* membranous
interval dorsally between the free ends of the tracheal i"ings.
These extremities are connected by a wide thin-Avalled sac several
times the diameter of the trachea itself. Towards the heart this
tracheal lung becomes slightly honeycombed in structure and vascularised but it is a very small tract that can possibly serve as an
organ of respiration. The lung jDroper begins at the heart there
is no change at this point either in the calibre of the tracheal
lung, which is continuous with the thoracic lung, or in the form
The latter ceases almost immediately after
of the tracheal gutter.
An aperture leads into
the commencement of the thoracic lung.
the rudimentary left lung. This lung although small is evidently
functional its walls have the usual honeycomb structure and are
red with blood capillaries.
Moi-eover, the cartilaginous semirings of the trachea are continued for a shoi't distance into the second and smaller lung.
The la,rge and principal lung retains its vascularity down to just
After this point it is merely a
after the beginning of the liver.
thin- walled air-sac lilje the tracheal lung. Its length is unusual, at
least if it be compared, for instance, with the lungs of the Python.
It must therefore
It is traceable nearly to the cloaca posteriorly.
form, a very efficient swim-bladder or enable the snake to pufF itself
;

;

;

;

* " On the Trachea, Lungs, &c. of the Hamadryad," P. Z. S. 1903,
f " On the Visceral Anatomy of Pelagic Serpents," ibid. 1904, vol.
X "Contributions to the Anatouiy of the Ophidia,"
§ Supra, p. 515.

ibid. 1906, vol.

ii. p. 319.
p. 147.
p. 41.

vol.
ii.
i.
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up, when adopting a threatening demeanour, to an unusual
extent.
It will be observed that the tracheal lung of Coluher
corais is planned on the model of that of the "Viperidfe.
But
instead of being vascular as in those Snakes, it is just the part of
the lung which is non-vascular, the vascularity commencing with
the thoracic lung. In the Vipers it is the tracheal lung which is
vascular and the thoracic lung which is not so,
I am fortunately able to compare the state of affairs in this
species Coluber corais with that of other species of the genus
Coluher.
These will now be dealt with.
In Coluber longissimus {=C. cesculapii) there is also a tracheal
lung, which is, however, different in detail from that of C. corais.
The lung-tissue is, as usual, continuous with the dorsal membranous interval between the tips of the incomplete tracheal rings.
This interval is narrow as in Serpents, with no tracheal lung but
for some distance, an inch or so, in front of the heart it has the
honeycombed structure of the lung proper.
This fades away
gradually anteriorly into the ordinary membranous appearance
of this part of the respiratory apparatus in those Ophidia which
possess no tracheal lung.
It does not seem to be vascular exce|')t
perhaps just at its commencement below, and has not the pink
colour characteristic of the functional lung.
There is a rudimentary second lung which is vascular as in Coluber corais, and
the existence of which has been duly noted by G. W. Butler*.
Coluber ohsoletus {= alleghaniensis).
In a spirit-preserved
example of this Coluber there are also traces of the tracheal lunginvading the membrane for some little distance in front of the
heart.
There is also in this species a very distinct headwardly
directed caecum of the lung, as in other species of Coluber. There
is also present the second though rudimentary lung, which is,
however, cellular in structure and not a mere thin-walled sac.
The orifice into the second lung is exactly on a level with the
apex of the heart. The orifice has the form of a perforation of
the tracheal gutter. It does not lie in the lung- substance beside
The tracheal gutter is in this species fairly extensive. It can
it.
be traced easily to a point lying about half an inch behind the
commencement of the liver, that is about 4 inches behind the
Its termination coincides with the end of
apex of the heart.
the vascular region of the lung. The total length of the Snake
itself from mouth to vent is 47 inches.
;

—

Coluber leojjardinus, though a small Snake like Coluber longissilung more like those of the large
Coluber corais. It resembles that species, in fact, by reason of the
grea,t width of the anangious membrane which divides the tracheal
rings at their tips anteriorly.
The honeycomb structure of the
lung extends for a shorter distance than in Coluber longissimus in
front of the heart, and in this region the width of the " lung " is
Close to the apex of the heart a little in
less than anteriorly.
mtts, has vestiges of the tracheal

—

* P. Z.

S. 1895, p. 705.
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—

front of it the thoracic lung is marked off from the tracheal by
a short forwardly extending pouch of the former which lies
dorsally, and therefore, as seen in dissection, beneath the lower
end of the tracheal lung. Such a forward process of the thoracic
lung is common in Snakes, but I have not found it in Coluher
longissimius.
It has in G. leopardinus obviously nothing to do
with the tracheal lung.
There is a second honeycombed and vascular rudimentary lung.
In Cohtber inelanoleucus * there is a type of lung differing in
many respects from that of the three species of Coluber already,
or to be, dealt with. The trachea is continued down the lung for a
very great distance. It is from high up in the neck an open gutter
and runs as such to a point about half way down, or not far from
the posterior end of, the liver. The trachea does not cease at the
end of the vascular region of the lung, but extends some way
beyond the point at which the lung ceases to be vascular. When
a transverse section is made of the lung behind the heart, the
appearances presented suggest at first that the trachea is quite
independent of the lung. The elasticity of the cartilaginous rings
keeps the trachea closed, and produces the impi-ession of a, closed
tube running within the lung.
It is not, however, closed but
freely communicates along its whole length with the cavity of
the lung.
The lung-tissue does not extend foi-wards beyond
the region of the heart
this species has therefore no tracheal
lung.
The honeycombed structure ceases in a very abrupt
fashion along a line which is rather oblique.
I found a pocket
running forwards such as is met with in Coluber longissimus
and is not uncommon among Snakes. There is a considerable
distance in the neck-region between the separated extremities of
the ti'acheal semirings. But the membrane which divides them is
not swollen out into such a thin-walled sac as occurs in Coluber
corals.
It is rather thick, and nowhere could I find any traces of
a honeycombed structure, which, considering the abrupt way in
which the lung ends at the heart, would hardly be expected.
Furthermore, there does not seem to be in this serpent any
rudimentai-y left lung at all. If it be present, which I doubt, it is so
small as to have escaped my observation.
It is clear that Coluber inelanoleucus presents more differences
from the three species of Coluber that have been described than
any of them do from each other.
The absence of a rudiment of
the left lungt, the enormous extension down the lung of the
trachea, and finally the abrupt ending of the lung-tissue in the
region of the heart, are the salient points of difference. I am much
inclined to doubt whether the inclusion of this species in the same
genus with the three species already referred to is, anatomically
considered, a sound procedure.
But I hope later to offer some
observations upon the systematic arrangement of certain Ophidia.
;

* I dissected two examples.
t Even if this has been overlooked considerable
howevei", was unable to find it like myself.

differences

remain.

Cope,

—
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Coluber catenifer agrees in most respects with Coluber onelanoand tliese species, together with two or three others, have
been placed in a genus apart, viz. ^Fiti/ojyhis. The trachea in the
same way extends a long way down the lung, further, indeed, than
in Coluber melanoleucus. I traced the tracheal gutter some way
behind the liver, in fact to a point about two inches behind that
In this region of the body
organ and close to the gall-bladder.
As in the last species, the
the lung has ceased to be vascular.
lung-tissue is sharply marked olFanteriorly and there is an anterior
diverticulum of the lung, l^or could I find the oi'ifice of a second
Transverse sections of the lung in the vascultir part of that
lung.
organ showed precisely the same features as have been indicated in
The structure of the trachea
describing Coluber 'melanoleucus.
and lung, in fact, of the present species shows a slightly exaggerated
replica of the structure of the same parts in Coluber melanoleucus.
Coluber catenifer var. sayi. I have examined a snake which
is thus labelled, but I am not aware by whom it was identified.
It forms part of a small collection of Snakes in spirit belonging to
the Society. In Boulenger's Catalogue of Snakes in the British
Museum,' " Coluber catenifer var. sayi " is placed under Coluber
onelanoleitctos, which is distinguished from C. catenifer.
In the
example referred to here, I find absolutely no difference from the
lungs of Coluber catenifer as described above.
So alike are they
that I find no occasion for a description t.
leucus,

—

'

* Of the 45 species of Coluber described bj-- Boulenger (Catalogue of Snakes in
the British Museum, vol. ii. ISOi, pp. 29 et seq.) the two above mentioned are the
only species in which only one labial scale forms a part of the margin of the ej'e and
In four other species which have been assigned to the
there are two suboculars.
genus Pityopliis both of these characters do not occur. The presence of a subocular
segmented otf from the preocular is common and occurs, I maj' take this opportunitj^
of remarking, in an example of Coluber longissimus which I have examined, on one
side of the head with indications of approaching separation on the other. This point
is not mentioned by Boulenger in his definition of the species and is therefore, I
presume, not usual. I am able therefore here to correlate a peculiaritj' of internal
structure with an external modification, viz. in the scaling of the head. But without
a more exhaustive survey of the structure of the species of Coluber, it would be
unwise to attempt generic rearrangements.
t It is clear therefore that the question of the species requires some consideration
I extract from Boulenger's description in the Catalogue (p. 68; the following features
as distinctive of the two, viz.
:

Rostral as broad as deep or slightly deeper. Anterior chin-shields
longer than the posterior. Subcaudal scales more than 65.
C. melanoleucus. Rostral much deeper than broad.
Parietals usually broken up
behind. Anterior chin-shields much longer than the posterior. Subcaudals
less than 65.
Some or all of labials with black sutures.

C. catenifer.

The other characters used either overlap or are not diagnostic so far as these two
species are concerned.
In one specimen of C. catenifer and two of C. melanoleucus belonging to the Society
I distinguish the above-mentioned characters with the exception of the black edo-es
of the labial, which occur in both species. In the latter the subcaudal scales were
48 and 57 pairs respectively in the single specimen of C. catenifer 71 pairs.
In
this specimen, the prefrontals were not broken up, as is the case, according to Cope
there was a subocular below the preocular
(P. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1892), with C. wHJcesii
and one subocular below the two postoculars. In the two specimens of C. melanoleucus there was no subocular in front and one below the two postoculars.
In all
other respects, save colour, these several individuals agreed with Boulenger's
Yet Baird & Girard (Cat. N. Amer. Reptiles in Mus. Smiths. Inst.
description.
;

;

—
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Coluber guttatus has a lung which is'slightly different in various
The ti'acheal gutter
fi-om the species ah-eady described.
extends a good way down the lung, in fact a little way beyond
the point where it ceases to be vascular. This point is 5 inches
from the apex of the heart, and rather more than 2 inches after
the commencement of the liver. The lung-tissue does not cease
abruptly anteriorly, but dies away gradually some little way in
front of the heai't.
Here and further forward the membrane
Ijvcig between the extremities of the tracheal semirings is of
At about on a level with the apex of the
considerable breadth.
heart there is an aperture in the lung-tissue which leads into a
I could find a
forwardly directed diverticulum of the lung.
minute though decided trace of a second lung arising from the
tracheal gutter on a level with the apex of the heart.
The lung in Erythrolamjjrus cescula2ni is single, there being
only a rudiment of the second lung. This rudiment, however, is
distinctly vascular and cellular in appearance, and a branch from
It is not, however, more than
the pulmonary artery serves it.
about I of an inch in length, and communicates with the trachea
not by a separate bronchus, but hj a round hole in the trachea
The
before the latter ends in the interior of the perfect lung.
complete lung extends headwards beyond the point where the
trachea enters it, as in various Snakes and Lizards. This section
of the lung has a kind of independence, for it possesses a restricted
lumen which is not broadly continuous with that of the lung

ways

1853, pp. 65 & 69) distinguisli " Piti/op7iis " catenifer and " P." melanoleiiciis by,
inter alia, the numerous dorsal blotches of the former and the fewer and larger of
the latter. Bouleuger does not use this difference, and for the good reason (so far as
his own views are concerned) that he regards as a sj'nonym of C. melanoleucus
" Churcliillia" or " Fitoi/phis" hellona of Baird
Girard {loc. cit. p. 66), which
has, like C. catenifer, numerous smallish dorsal blotches, but has the narrow rostral
and other characters of C. melanoleucus. The specimen of Coliiier described above
as " Coluber catenifer var. sayi " is quite obviously Baird & Girard's JPityophis
hellona.
It has the additional frontal shield mentioned and figured bj' those authors.
In other respects, save colour, it agrees in all the characters that I have just menmelanoleucus ; the subcaudal scales are 55 pairs.
tioned with nxy two examples of
The colour is paler than that of my example of C. catenifer, but the pattern is the
same. These facts seem to me to support the view (held by Cope and others) that
Coluber sayi is a distinct species. And I have further evidence pointing the same
way. The arrangement of the tracheal gutter is like that of Coluber catenifer, not
of C. m.elanoleuc7is.
In Coluber melanoleucus (measuring 41 inches from snout to cloaca) the liver, 7f
second specimen
inches long, commences 4 inches away from the apex of the heart.
showed the same proportion. In an example of Coluber catenifer (SBJ- inches from
from
inches
long)
commences
2
inches
the apex of the
snout to cloaca) the liver (7j
heart.
Finallj--, in " Coluber catenifer var. sayi," measuring 32 inches from snout
to cloaca, the liver (6f inches long) begins 2 inches from apex of heart. To resume
the snake called Coluber sayi by Schlegeland ChurcMllia bellonahy Baird & Girard
While the scaling
is not to be confused with either C. melanoleucus or C. catenifer.
of the head agrees with that of C. melanoleticus, the colour plan is that of C. catenifer.
Certain visceral characters also agree with those of C. catenifer rather than C. melanomust therefore either fuse all these varieties into one species or
leucus.
The latter course seems to be the more reasonable. But it
distinguish three.
remains
to be determined what are the limits of the species, so far as
obviously
external characters are concerned.
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itself, but certain, of the alveoli (about two I think) of the latter
are deeper than the rest and communicate with the pulmonary
appendage. In a transverse section of the latter it is seen to be
for the most part solid, with a cavity at either side.
It seems to
be a prolongation of the outer edge of the lung proper, which is
thicker in its wall than the rest of the lung.
There is no special
communication of the headward extension of the lung with the
trachea.
The lung ceases to be vascular some way doAvn the
liver, and ends altogether a few inches before the termination
posteriorly of the liver.
When the trachea of Erythrolaniprus (text-fig. 93, p. 526) is cut
open, it is seen that, as in many (probably in all) Snakes, the tube
is not completely encircled with the cartilaginous hoops.
There
is a median dorsal area Avhich is occupied by soft tissue.
This
area of soft tissue is continuous with the lung-tissue, and, more
than that, it is not merely a fibrous membrane but is divided into
hexagonal cells. It presents, in fact, the honeycombed appearance
of the lung though less marked.
This is obviously a tracheal
lung, recorded in this Serpent here for the first time, so far as I
am aware. The tracheal lung of Erythrolamjirus is, however, of
The cells are ranged not more than two or
small dimensions.
three deep. The lung therefore does not project doi'saUy from
the trachea as in the better-developed forms of tracheal lung. It
is not, in fact, wider than in many forms where there is no development of pulmonary tissue in this region, but merely a fibrous
connecting-band between the tracheal semirings.
The tracheal
lung, however, inextensive as it is, seems to function as a lung,
for it is vascvilar and of the same red colour as the functional
lung below. It has, moreover, a special branch of the pulmonary
artery supplying it. The pulmonary artery of this Snake is single
(text-fig. 93).
It reaches the lung at the apex of the anterior lobe,
and passes obliquely back, lying ultimately to the outside of the
lung outside of the vena cava inferior, which covers in the natural
position of the viscera the pulmonary vein.
The artery before it
quite reaches the lung gives off a branch which at once divides
The lower of these branches supplies the anterior
into two.
The upper branch turns back, and runs up the
lobe of the lung.
trachea along the pulmonaiy surface of that tube. It corresponds
therefore to the anterior branch of the pulmonaiy artery in
Bitis *, and to the tracheal branch of the pulmonary artery in
The pulmonary artery can be traced nearly to
certain Lizards f.
the end of the lung it is to be seen in the posterior anangious
region of that viscus.
At regular intervals it gives oflf branches
running across the lung. In the anangious region these branches
are slender it is an interesting fact that they end by anastomosing with the intercostals above. The nutritive blood of the
lung is therefore not separated frora the respiratory blood.
;

;

* Beddard, " Contributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia," P. Z.

S. 1906, vol.

p. 36.

t Id.

ihid. p. 44.
,
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It is correctly stated by Duvernoy * that " on voit dans un
long espace des traces de la trachee intrapulmonaire dans le
poumon unique t de V Erythrolampnt^s aescidcqni." There is not,
however, a distinct gutter such as occurs in so many Snakes
Text-fi^. 93.

Text-fio-. 92.

Text-fig. 92.
a.

— Commencement of lung of lSrt/throIamj>rus cesculapii cut open.

of lung along trachea I. Lung ; I'. Eudimentar}' second lung,
the orifice into which is shown in the tracheal semirings o. Orifice of headward extension of lung (a) into main lung. The tracheal lung is shown in
front of (above) o.

Forward extension

;

;

Text-fig. 93.

— Lung of 'Erythrolam/prus cesculapii.

pa. Pulmonary artery

;

tr.

Trachea, along which runs

pulmonary

referred to in the present communication.

narrow

flat

* Le9ons

band, showing no incurving of

d' Anatomic

Comparee de Georges Cuvier,

vol. vii. (Paris, 1840) p. 138.

f This particular statement

is

inaccurate.

sj^ecial

branch of

artery.

It

is

a stout, though
form a

its sides to

red. par G.

L. I)uvernoj%

ed. 2,
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gntter, which extends beyond the commencement of the liver.
This band seems to me to present a stage which I have not yet
met with in any other Snake, lying between the more usual tracheal
gutter and the rudimentary seam, which in a few Snakes (e. g..
Python sehce and, which is more to the point at the prasent
moment, Tarbophis) seems to be all that is left to represent the
continuation backwards of the trachea within the lung.
Tarhopliis obtusus closely resembles Erythrolamprus msculapii
in the structure of its respiratory organs, and both Snakes are
placed by Boulenger in the same subfamily of Opisthoglypha.
This tracheal lung, howIt has a very distinct tracheal lung.
ever, as in Erythrolamprus, is of very modest dimensions.
Although it presents the characteristic honeycombed structure
only, two or three of the cells intervene between the free ends of
the tracheal semirings.
The tracheal lung is, in fact, very
naiTOw. The trachea is continued for a short distance into the
lung proper, and shortly before its termination gives off a
bi'onchus to the rudimentary left lung.
From the point where
the tracheal semirings apparently terminate in the interior of the
lung a fibrous seam is continued onwards, which recalls at once a
very similar seam or ridge in the lungs of the Lacertilian genus
Tehis * as well as of Python sebce, and of ErylhrolaTnprus just

described.

In Leptodira hoiambceia, which belongs, lilce Erythrolamjjrus
to the Dipsadomorphine family of the Opisthoglypha, the lungs are not widely difierent from those of Ta7-bop>his.
The advantage of examining a recently dead specimen is chiefly
seen in the ease with which the vascular can be marked off from
the anangious region of the lung. The minute portion of the lung
which in this Snake (and others) serves as an efficient breathingorgan, contrasts with the large extent of the functional lung in
such a snake as Bitis arietans. There are about 10 inches of
vascular lung in the Puff-Addei- and about 1 k inches in Leptodira
Nor is this enormous difference to be explained by
hotambceia.
relative bulk. Leptodira possesses a rudimentary left lung which
in spite of its small size is red, and thus entirely vascular. I have
had to remark in other cases upon the vascularity of the rudimentary lung in Snakes. Assuming that the point where the
rudimentary lung arises marks the line of division between the
thoracic and tracheal lungs, Leptodira may be said to possess a
As there is no headward extension of
functional tracheal lung.
the larger lung, it is not possible to fix the boundary of the
thoracic and tracheal lung otherwise. There is, however, an extension of lung-tissue further forward than the very short tract lying
in front of the bifurcation of the trachea which is vascular.
The
The membranous interval between
tracheal lung is very wide.
the dorsal ends of the tracheal semirings is very much wider than

and Tarbophis,

the diameter of the trachea

itself.

* Milano, Zool.

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

.Jalirb.

No.

This Snake, therefore, in the
Abth.

f.

XXXYI.

Anat.

vii.

36

—
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relations of the tracheal to the thoracic lung, bears the same
relation to Tarhopliis as does Coluber cordis to e. g. Coluber
Finally, I have to point out that the bronchus does
melanoleucus.
not extend very far down the functional lung.
The bronchial

which is quite flattened out and not gutter-like as it is
in Coluber *, reaches back to a point not more than half an inch
behind the apex of the heart.
In a fresh example of Boodon lineatus the conditions of the
lung were very plainly visible on opening the body. The limits
gutter,

between the vascular and the anangious regions of the respiratory
organ were easily mapped. The trachea was seen to be provided
dorsally with a tracheal lung, the cells of which were especially
plain and presented the appearance, before the trachea was split
up, of bubbles of air lying between the ends of the tracheal rings.
At a level with the commencement of the ventricle, this tracheal
ring took on a red hue, this part being vascular. The vascularity
of the lung was seen to continue down about an inch along the
liver, before the middle of which it ceased to be visible.
The
bronchus is not, in this species, continued far down the lung. It
ceases, in fact, at the very commencement of the thoracic lung,
careful examination failed to reveal any trace of a second rudimentary lung. There was no perforation of the open bronchus
Neither is there any forward extension
at the end of the heart.
The lung of this Snake is
of the functional lung headwards.
therefore primitive in that it has retained considerable traces of
the tracheal lung, but modified in the entire absence of a second
lung and of a forward extension of the lung headwards.
second
specimen showed identical characters.
In view of its relationship to the Hama/Se2)edon hcemachates.
dryad, I have been particularly anxious to examine this Snake,
which, however, shows only slight resemblances to the peculiar
precardiac diverticula of the windpipe in Opliiophagus'f.
The
single lung
I have been unable to find a rudimentary lung +
commences to be vascular in the region of bhe heart and continues to be so a little distance down the liver.
The lung-tissue
does not, however, abruptly end or begin anteriorly it commences
gradually at about on a level with the auricles of the heart, this
portion being the equivalent of the tracheal lung of other species,
though not vascular. In front of this again the ends of the
tracheal rings are separated by a very wide membranous interval,
fully as wide as the true thoracic lung, and forming an air-sac
continuous with the lung which extends up to the head. The
arrangement is, in fact, like that of Coluber cordis described above.
The tracheal gutter does not extend far into the thoi'acic lung and
is continued a little way further by a fibrous band.
The new facts which have been here detailed seem to afibrd

A

A

—

—

;

* See p. 522.
t P. Z. S. 1903, vol. ii. p. 332.
X Milne-Edwards (Phys. et Anat. Cornp.
is

one.

ii.

1857, p. 308 footnote) states th.it there
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additional evidence for the position which I ventured to take up
in a recent communication to the Society*.
I there expressed the
view that the tracheal lung typically exists in the Ophidia, and
that those cases where no traces are to be found are to be looked
upon as a reduction from a former state of affairs where the
tracheal lung was fully developed and functional.
It seem
unlikely that the reverse is the case, and that the various genera
in which undoubted remains of a tracheal lung are now to be
found have independently acquired that structure.
If such
instances were limited in number to a very few, that view might
with greater reason be adopted. As it is, it appears, from wha,t
we know of compai-ative anatomy, to be not at all likely that a
complex series of modifications, resulting in the change of
structure and vascularisation of a membrane uniting the separate
edges of the tracheal semirings, should independently and so constantly occur as the facts would then demand.
The new instances which I have been able to bring forward in
the present communication thus furnish additional arguments for
the correctness of my way of looking upon the matter, as I think.
It is interesting to note the v/ays in which the tracheal lung has
disappeared.
In two Snakes so remote in the system as are
Coluber corals and Sepedon hcemachxites we have a practically
irlentical disposition of the lung.
In both, the precardiac portion
of the lung is a very wide sac along which the trachea runs as a
gutter, and at the lowest extreme of which only is there any
development of lung-tissue.
There is no question here of a
tracheal sac sepa,rate from the ensuing lung.
Both organs are
evidently continuous. Nor is there a fixed line of demarcation
between the two regions the one fades into the other. On the
hypothesis of a reduction, the sti-ucture of both of these genera
can be derived from such a condition as is preserved in the
Viperidfe or, if the introduction of a family, generally regarded
as much modified, be objected to (though it does not follow that
the Yipers are not archaic in one particular structure), then the
Bold Ungalia may be adduced, so far as I can judge from
Prof. Cope's statements.
In Coluber longissimus and Erythrolamprus cesculapii, two
Snakes equally as remote from each other as are the two examples
just treated of, the modification is evidently taking place along
In these Serpents the lung has apparently
slightly different lines.
shrunk in diameter before commencing to atrophy as a lung, but
the process of lung disappearance has taken place from before
backwards. The initial stage of this series of modifications is
ofiered by such a type as Ghersydrus granulatus, in which the
tracheal lung, according to Cope's figure t, is of considerably less
calibre than the tracheal lung of a Yiper,
These are the two
principal lines along which the degeneration of the tracheal lung
has taken place: i. e., firstly the disappearance of the lung-tissue,
;

;

* " Contributions to the Anatomy of the Opliidia," P. Z.
f Loc. cit. pi. xiii.

S. 1906, vol.

36*

i.

p. 41.
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of the membrane left
or, firstly the reduction in diameter of the lung and then the disappearance of
the lung-tissue. That degeneration of this kind should occur in
It may be obviously
more than one way is not surprising.

and then the restriction

;

matched by

parallel instances.
It is well known that among the Boidfe, for example, the lung,
or lungs, extend, like those of Lizards, beyond (^. e. headwards of)

the point of entrance of the bronchus into the lung. I have
mentioned several instances in the present communication. This
recess is enormously exaggerated in Heterodon platyrhinos, as
Pi-of. Cope (as well as others) has pointed out, and I can confirm
him from the examination of several individuals. It is in this
pocket of the lung that Prof. Cope seeks the origin of the tracheal
lung, if I rightly interpret the following passage, viz. (loc. cit.
" The dorsal lung may present proximally alongside of
p. 218)
the trachea an auricle or pocket, and this is so developed in the
genus Heterodcm as to reach to the head, without communication
with the trachea, other than that furnished by the normal portion
In the Solenoglypha, without exception, this exof the lung.
tension of the dorsal lung is present, and extends to the head, and
its lumen is continuous with the trachea throughout its length.
The same structure exists," &c. In the above-given account of
various species of Ophidia, it will be seen that I have found the
pocket in question to coexist with the rudiments of a tracheal
:

—

lung independent of it.
I cannot therefore accept Prof. Cope's view of the origin of the
tracheal lung, and I put forward my own suggestions in its place.
His attempt to classify Serpents by the character of the lungs will
possibly form the groundwork of a more successful scheme.
At
present the facts are not sufficient for the elaboration of a comCope is probably justified
plete arrangement of those Reptiles.
in some of the details of the scheme, for example in the separation
of the genus JJngalia from other Boas and Pythons.
It is clear,
however, that he is not necessarily right in separating Leptognathinse from Scytalinse, for though the former doubtless possess
a tracheal lung, I have shown that Erythrolamjyrus has considerable
In details I have myself pointed out that the
traces of one.
characters of the lungs offer useful facts of assistance in classiThis is shown, for instance, among the species of the
fication.
genus Coluber, and the minute points of likeness between Erythrolamprus and another Opisthoglyph genus, viz. Tarhophis, are
noteworthy. The presence or absence of the rudimentary lung is
obviously not so useful a character.

The usefulness

the lung-structure in settling details of
shown in the case of Lioheterodon. This
genus was confused by earlier systematists with the American
Heterodon. Boulenger has shown *, utilising a structural peculiarity in the dorsal vertebrse first made use of by Prof. Cope,
of

classification is also well

* B. M. Cat. Snakes,

vol.

i.

1893, p. 171.

—
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that Lioheterodon and Heterodon are distinct.
The lung confirms Boulenger's view of the separateness of these genera.
I have
already referred to the long headwai'd extension of the lung in
Heterodon, which nearly reaches the head.
In LioJieterodon
Tnadagascarwnsis this diverticulum of lung is only | of an inch in
length, and is anangious at its free extremity.
Moreover, in
Heterodon, the interannular membrane is very narrow in Lioheterodon on the other hand, as I have already partly indicated
in another communication upon the Ophidia *, the membrane in
question is much wider than are the tracheal semirings. Near to
the heart are two folds across the membrane which result in the
formation of a pouch. This is not unsuggestive of the pouches
in the Hamadryad Snake t.
In any case the differences in lungstructure between the two genera will be obvious.
;

§ Resume of Principal Facts.

From

the foregoing account of new facts in the structure of the
may select the following as embodying the principal

Ophidia I
results

:

(1) The umbilical vein largely persists in Boa, as in Eunectes,
In Python there are less conspicuous
as a functional vessel.
traces of it but it is distinctly recognisable in P. molurus and
P. regius as well a.s in P. sehm. ISTo blood-holding diverticulum
of the post-caval has been yet met with in Oolubrine Snakes, the
only vestige of the embryonic umbilical being a membranous seam
on the liver of Coluber corais.
(2) The additional facts recorded in the present communication
support the probability that a forward prolongation of the renal
afferent vein to the region of the gonads, which is to be regarded
as part of a persistent post-cardinal, is characteristic of the Boidse
and at least not characteristic (though rudiments may occur) of
the Oolubrine Snakes. So far the Boidse lie at a lower level than
other Snakes.
(3) In some, but not in all, Boidse the parietal tributaries of
the renal afferent vein are connected at their emergence from the
body- wall by a continuous longitudinal trunk which extends from
behind to in front of the kidney. In the region of the kidney
this longitudinal vessel gives off no branches to the kidney itself.
In the Oolubrine Snakes, on the contrary, there is no such longitudinal dorsal parietal vessel but intercostal veins may eraerge
from the parietes in the region of the kidney to cross it and enter
the afferent renal vein. But there is no direct connection of
these intercostals with the capillary network of the kidney such
as has been found to occur in the snake-like Lizards Ophisaurus
and Amphishcena.
(4) The generality of the occurrence in the Boidse of but a
;

;

* P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 12.
t Beddard, P. Z. S. 1903, vol.

ii.

p. 319.
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single renal artery to each kidney, a fact quite independent of
the size of the kidney, is confirmed by several fresh examples.
(5) More evidence is adduced to show that among the Boine
Snakes the relations of the anterior abdominal vein to the afferent
renal veins are those of the Lacertilia and it has been pointed
out that (in Boa constrictor) these veins may be symmetrical
in their origins in spite of the asymmetry of the kidneys. This
is, of course, a further point of likeness to (presumably) primitive
;

conditions.
(6) In considering the relations of the more or less double
anterior abdominal vein of the Boidse to the same vein or veins
in other Sauropsida, it is (or may be) important to note that, at
any rate occasionally {^Boa constrictor), the left trunk is associated
by transverse connections with the epigastric vein, and the right
ti'unk only with the fat-body, and not at all with the epigastric

vein.

Attention is directed to the intercostal arteries of Erythrowhich appears to offer an intermediate condition between
the Boid Snakes and the Viperidse. To others it has appeared
that the Viperine Snakes are to be derived from the Opisthoglyphous Colubrines.
(8) The structure of the genus Corallus on the whole confirms
the current view that it is to be referred to the Boine section
of the Boidse.
(9) The existence of rudiments, apparently functional, of the
tracheal lung are more numerous in the Ophidia than would be
inferred from a consultation of the literature of the subject.
Such traces have been described above in a number of species
where they have not been hitherto recorded.
(10) The prevalence of at least traces of a tracheal lung in so
many and often not nearly related families is an argument for
considering that its existence is a retention that it has not been
acquired separately in the several genera or families where it
occurs, but has rather been lost in those genera, &c., where there
(7)

aviprus,

—

now no

tracheal lung.
of Prof. Cope that the tracheal lung is a further
extension of the Lizard-like pocket extending beyond the entrance
of the bronchus, which is found in the functional lung or lungs of
many Snakes, cannot be correct, since this pocket coexists with
remains of the tracheal lung in some forms.
(12) The structure of the lungs offers facts of detailed classificatory value ; but the wide prevalence of the tracheal lung or
remains of it does not tend to support the scheme of classification
set out by Prof Cope in its entirety.

is

(11)

The view

—
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Dr. J. Rose Bradford, F.E.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The Secretary read the
had been made to the
April 1906

following report on the additions that
Menagerie dviring the month of

Society's

:—

The number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie
during the month of April was 171, Of these 71 were acquired
by presentation and 6 by purchase, 80 were received on deposit,
4 in exchange, and 10 were born in the Gardens. The number of
departures during the same period, by death and removals, was
150.

Among

the additions special attention may be called to
[Cercopithecus smrnamgo) from South Africa,
deposited on April 25th.
Pallas's Gat {Felis maiiul) from Tibet, deposited on April 3rd,
new to the collection.
Fourteen Desert Jerboa Rats {N'otomys cervinus) from
Australia, deposited on April 20, new to the collection.
Canadian Porcupine [Erithizon dorsatus) from North America,
presented by Mr. Munro Walker on April 11th,

A

:

Samango Gvienon

A

A

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., exhibited a nearly full-time foetus
of the Red-fronted Lemur (Lemur rufifrons), and called attention
to the carpal vibrissae, which were extremely conspicuous, though
the rest of the ventral surface of the arm was devoid of hair.
Mr, Beddard also exhibited, on behalf of Dr. C. G. Seligmann,
a cock of mixed breed which had been caponised for commercial
purposes whilst young. The bird, which had been under obseivation for over a year, at no time showed any evidence of sexual
On dissection, there was no
attraction for or towards either sex.
The head was hen-like, but the bird
trace of testicular tissue.
possessed well-marked and rather stout but short spurs, whilst
the tail, which contained sickle-feathers, was " over-furnished,"
Mr. R. I. Pocock, F.Z.S., Superintendent of the Gardens,
exhibited and made remarks upon a specimen of a Leaf- insect
(Phyllium) from the Seychelles, which had been brought to the
Gardens bv Mr. E. G. B. Meade-Waldo, F.Z.S.

Mr. Henry Munt, F.Z.S,, exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Busseli,
a skin of the Spotted-necked Otter [Lutra maculicoUis) obtained
The skull and carcase had been
at Fort Johnston, Uganda.
extracted through the mouth, thus leaving the skin intact.

The following papers were read

:
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Zoological Results of the Third Tanganyika Expedition,

1.

by Dr. "W. A. Cunnington, 1904-1905.
Report on the Hydrachnida,
By J. N. Halbert,
Dublin Museum *,
conducted

[Received March

9,

1906.]

(Text-figure 94.)

The Water Mites collected by Dr. W. A. Cunnington were
taken in Lake Nyasa and are referable to two species, which
have been described by Dr. F. Koenike in his papers on the
Hydrachnida of Madagascar and East Africa.
Encentridophorus spinifek (Koen.).

Two of the three specimens of Hydrachnida collected at Nyasa
Dr. Koenike includes it in the
are to be refei-red to this species.
Text-fig. 94.

A. Dorsal view of Arrlienurus plenipalpis, Koen.
B.

End

(legs

and palps not drawn).

segnaent of fourth pair of legs oi JEiicentridophorus spinifer (Koen.).

genus Atax {1); but Piersig makes a new genus Encentridophorus
for its reception (2), chiefly on account of the peculiar spine
which
replaces the claws on the end segment of the fourth pair
of le^s
* Communicated by Dr.

W.

T.

Calman,

P.Z.S.

OF THE THIRD TANGANYIKA EXPEDITION.
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and the absence of a large chitinoiis disc-bearing
plate on each side of the genital field.
The genital discs are
imbedded in the soft skin of the body.
(text-fig. 9 B),

The colouring of the ISTyasa specimens is pale green with
brownish blotches on the dorsal surface, the central csecal area is
yellow, and the legs and palps green.
Localities. Zanzibar [jSiuMmann)
Dromira Bay, Lake Nyasa,
;

June

19, 1904,

among algse

&c. {Cunnington),

Arrhenurus plenipalpis Koen.

A

male Arrhemijnts found in the same locality as the preceding
species seems to be referable to A. plenipalpis Koen.
On comparison, however, with the description and figures of this species
some rather puzzling difierences are apparent, notably the presence
in the Nyasa specimen of a chitinous petiolus-like organ.
This
structure is situated in the middle line of the body and projects

in the posterior indentation of the body appendage in the form of
a short bluntly-pointed process (text-fig. 94 A). This, however, is a
sexual characteristic, which in the Micrurus section of the genus
may possibly be prominent only in some specimens or under
The forked chitinous organ in the centre of
certain conditions.
the appendage, which Dr. Koenike calls the " Hautgebilde," seems
to differ somewhat in outline, but I suspect that this may be due
to the preservation of the specimens or to slight differences in

Otherwise the Nyasa mite agrees closely with
the drawing.
the description of A. plenipalpis (3), and a full description of
the ISTyasa specimen is unnecessary.
Althovigh Dr. Koenike
describes the present species in the letterpress of his paper (3)
under the name of A. jdeiiipalpis, and makes reference to plate xxi.
figures 36-40, yet in the explanation of the plates these particular
figures are referred to as representing a new species, pertusus
(page 427). No explanation is given for this change of name.
The species is included in Dr. Piersig's recent work on the
Hydrachnida (4) as A. plenipalpis.
Localities. Madagascar
Nossi-B^ German East Africa (Quilimane) Dromira Bay, Lalce Nyasa (Cunnington).
;

;

;
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On Mammals from Northern Australia presented to the
National Museum by Sir Wm. Ingram, Bt., and the Hon.
John Forrest. By Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S.*

2.
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The Northern Territory

of South Australia has a Mammalian
fauna of a very peculiar type, and one that is far from being
worked out, in spite of the labours of Dr. Elsey, Mr. Gould's
collectors, and others in early days, and of Dahl, Tunney, and

others more recently.
Similarly the centre of the continent is
badly represented in the National Collection, although Prof. W,
B. Spencer, of Melbourne, who first went there with the Horn
Expedition, has laid the foundation of a proper knowledge of it.
Now, thanks to the liberality of Sir William Ingram, Bart.,
and of the Hon. John Forrest, of Brisbane, a zoological collector
has been put to work at Alexandria, a station intermediate in
position between the two areas above referred to, and therefore
in a district possessing a very special interest to the student of
Australian zoology.
Alexandria is situated about lat. 19° S., long. 137° E., about 200
miles inland from the S.W. coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria, and
lies in an area draining inwards to the Polygonum swamp.
The
watershed-boundaiies would, however, appear to be low, and
unlikely to act as barriers to the dispei'sal of species, so that in
this region the question of drainage is not likely to be of great
zoological importance.
Collections have also been made near
Alroy, about 100 miles to the west of Alexandria. Perhaps later
the exploration may be extended still further west to the ranges
along the Trans-continental Telegraph-line.
Mr. W. Stalker, the collector employed, has naturally found
immense difSculties in the way of collecting in this desert region,
owing to the long-continued drought, no rains of any value having
fallen for several years, and the fauna being therefore at its
lowest ebb.
For this reason the collection of which I here give a list is a
most creditable one for the time in which it was obtained, and as
rain has since fallen in the district we may hope that Mr. Stalker
will now be enabled to capture many further forms of interest
that have hitherto escaped him.
The present collection contains examples of 16 species, of which
five are new.
The most interesting of these is the peculiar little
fiat-headed Marsupial mouse which I have named Phascogale
* [The complete accounts of the new species described in this communication
appear here; the names and preliminary diagnoses of two of the species were
published in the Abstract,' and these are distinguished by the names being under'

Editor.]
t For explanation of the

lined.
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;

higrami, after Sir William Ingram, thougli a new species^ of Mus
{M.forresti) has such peculiarities of dentition that their study
has resulted in a recent rearrangement of the murine genera of
Australia.

Nyctophilus geoffroyi Leach.

1.
c?

.

Alexandria.

Forearm 35 mm.
Chalinolobus gouldi Gray.

2.
c^.

$. 125, 128.

122, 127.

Bluff Hole, Alexandria, 21-24

May, 1905.
SCOTEINUS GREYI Gould.

3.

Ten specimens.

Alexandria.

Nyctinomus plicatus colonicus, subsp.

4.

B.M. No.

n.

Type.
J.Alexandria.
Similar in all essential particulars to the true Indian plicattos,
but rather larger in body and limb dimensions, and markedly
larger in the skull, the cranial crests, sagittal and lambdoid, very
well developed.
Dimensions of the type, measured on the spirit-specimen
6.3.9.16.

:

Forearm 50 mm.
Head and body 67 mm.

third finger, metaear 22
tail 42
carpal 50, 1st phalanx 21, 2nd phalanx 22 lower leg 18.
greatest length to occipital ci'est 22 basal length 17-7
Skull
zygomatic breadth 13"5 mastoid breadth 12 palate length 8'7
front of upper canine to back of m^ 8 front of lower canine to
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

back of mg 9.
Hab. and Type as above.
A South-Australian specimen of JV. plicatus received from
On the
Prof. Leche in 1890 also belongs to this larger race.
other hand, examples from New Guinea and the Fiji Islands
correspond in size with Javan and Indian specimens,
Canis dingo Blum.

5.

Skin and two

Mus

6.

M.

skulls.

Alexandria.

villosissimus Waite.

longijoilis

Gould nee Waterh.

106, 108, 139, 140, 142.
$. 114, 137,
Alexandria.
141, 143.
S 145, 186, 187. 2 147, 148, 184, 185. S.W. of Alroy.
This species is so common at the station as to be a serious

S.

.

86, 87, 89, 101,

.

pest.

The type locality of Gould's M. longynlis was the Victoria
River, about 400 miles to the west of Alexandiia, but in the
same faunal area.

—
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Mus

7.

PORRESTi Thos.

(Plate

Abstr. P, Z. S. No, 32, p.

6,

XXXVII.

May

fig. 1.)

22, 1906.

5 92, 101, 104, 117, 118, 119. Alexandria.
Caught on diy grassy plain.
Native name Keragenga.'
Mammas 4."— IF". S,
Size medium, intermediate between "rat " and "mouse."
Fur
of medium length hairs of back 9-10 mm. long, fairly coarse, but
.

*'

'

;

not spinous. General colour above pale " drab-grey," paling to a
creamy drab on the sides. Some specimens are, however, more
buffy in tone. Under surface pure sharply defined white throughout, the hairs white to their bases.
Ears rather short, their
proectote pale bi'own, not darker than the general colour of the
head a tuft of creamy-drab hairs at their anterior base. Upper
surface of hands and feet pure white. Tail well-haired, greyish
white, little darker along the upper side.
Skull rather lightly built, with a slender muzzle. Interorbital
region narrow, parallel-sided, its centre concave upwards, its
edges rounded anteriorly, squared behind, but without ridges.
Palatal foramina long, reaching backward to the anterior fourth
of m^, unusually narrow, especially posteriorly, their edges
rounded. Palate extending in middle line some way behind m^,
the interpterygoid fossae commencing further forward than the
mesopterygoid one between them the former very broad, the
latter narrow.
Bullse comparatively little swollen.
Incisors slender, even in old specimens.
Molars of rather
unusual structure as compared with typical Mus (ratms, &c.), but
there is a great deal of variation among the Australian Muridse
in this respect, and the characters of M, forresti are led up to by
other described species e. g., M. nanus and M. gouldii. M} with
a very strongly marked cingular ledge at its antero-internal
corner, practically forming a small supplementary anterior lamina
the normal anterior and second laminse very strongly slanted
backwards intei'nally, their outer cusps hardly perceptible. M'
with the large antero-internal cusp (" 6 " of Winge) about equal
to the poster 0- external (" 5 "), the normal main lamina between
them strongly tilted, as in m\ and with its inner and median
cusps subequal, the outer practically absent a minute anteroextei-nal supplementary cusp present.
Lower teeth unusually
brachyodont m^ and m^ each with a small median supplementary
cusp behind.
Dimensions of the type
Head and body 104 mm. tail 72 hind foot 19 ear 15.
Skull greatest length 25
basilar length 21
zygomatic
breadth 13*5
nasals, length 8*5
interorbital breadth 3"6
palatilar length 13; diastema 7'6
palatal foramina 5*5x1 '4;
length of upper molar series 4'4.
Hah. Alexandria.
Tij2)e. Old female.
B.M. No. 6.3.9.39. Original number 118.
Collected 10 May, 1905.
;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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This striking species may be readily distinguished from all
others by its intermediate size, pale colour, pure white belly,
peculiarly narrowed palatal foramina, and the unusual dental
characters above described. Mus fieldi Waite, in other respects
apparently near it, has a very much longer tail.
I have named
it in honour of the Hon. John Forrest, who has shared with
Sir William Ingram the expense of supporting a collector at

Alexandria station.

Mus HERMANNSBURGENSIS

8.

S. 126, 131.

Waite.

$. 124, 130.

Bluff Hole, Alexandria,

May

1905.

S 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 169, 179, 182. $ 167,
35 miles S.W. of Alroy, Alexandria.
168, 170, 180, 181, 183.
Alt. 800'.
"These Mice make large burrows in the hard stony ridges,
piling up the excavated stones on the sui'face.
The entrance
is about 1 5 or 20 feet from the pile of stones, and is a small hole
surrounded by a ring of stones." W. S.
Many of the dental peculiarities of M. fm^resti are present in
this species, notably the strong development of the antero-internal
cingular cusp of m\ and the slanting position of the inner part
of the laminae of the same tooth.
There is, however, an unusual
amount of variability in the development of the different cusps,
.

.

which the outer cusp of the upper
molars is separated from the main middle one.
The palatal
foramina are not specially narrowed behind.
No skins of this interesting species had been previously sent to
Europe.
especially in the degree to

9.

ISTOTOMYS MITCHELLI Og.

<S. 153, 154, 157, 158, 172, 177, 178.
$. 149, 150, 151,
152, 156, 171, 173, 176; and one in spirit.
S.W. of Alroy,

Alexandria.

Mammas
The range

—

2

= 4.

N. mitchelli seems to extend through the western
part of New South Wales and Queensland. The British Museum
contains examples collected by Sir Thomas Mitchell in Central
New South Wales, while the type, now in the Sydney Museum,
was obtained near the junction of the Murrumbidgee with the
Murray.
of

My

i^easons for applying the name Notomys to the Jerboafooted members of the Conihirus group have been explained
elsewhere *.
All these specimens have an indication of a glandular organ on
the throat, but whether it is such a " pouch " as that on which

Mr. Waite founded the genus Aseopharynx^ the condition of the
specimen does not enable me to state.
* Ann.

&

Mag. N. H.

(7) xvii. p.

81 (1906).

—
;
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10.

Macropus rupus Desm.

5 (young).
11.

Alexandria.

Trichosurus vulpecula aenhemensis

$. 123, 133.
12.

1 5,

Coll.

Alexandria.

Dasyurus hallucatus Gould.

2 . 138. Alexandria, 800'.
" Trapped near water.
Lives in lakes under

and

in rocks."

W.S.
13.

Phascogalb mimulus,

sp. n.

2 Skinned from spirit. Alexandria. (B.M.
A small species with a red patch behind each
.

N'o. 6.3.9.75.)

No

ear.

lower

secator *.
Size small, the general bulk far less than in Ph. macdonnellensis,

with which alone comparison is needed. Fur short and fine
hairs of back only about 5 mm. in length, as compared with
8 mm. in the allied species. General colour above rather browner
than " smoke-grey," rather greyer than " broccoli-brown," but
some slight alteration may have occurred during the few months
the specimen has been in spirit. Under surface dull cream-bufF,
probably whiter originally, the hairs dark slaty for three-fourths
their length.
Head clearer grey than back, a light line edging
the eyes above and below. Ears of medium length, their fine
Behind each ear a large and prominent
hairs rufous brown.
patch of light rufous hairs, contrasting strongly with the genei'al
colour.
Upper surface of hands and feet dull whitish soles with
the main pads arranged as in Ph. macdon^iellensis, but the general
surface less granulated and the foot itself markedly narrower,
measuring in the type only 3*4 mm. in breadth as compared with
5*2.
Tail nearly the length of the head and body, slightly
incrassated at base, thinly haired, not tufted or crested, dull
;

rufous brown above, rather paler below.
Skull considerably smaller than that of Ph. maGdonnellensis,
but of the same general proportions. Nasals rather shorter and
broader. Bullae conspicuously smaller.
Teeth as in the allied species, with the remarkable exception
that the last premolariform tooth, the " secator " (p* of the
Catalogue of Marsupials), while similarly absent in the lower jaw,
is in the upper well developed, two-rooted, barely smaller than
the tooth in front of it, and slightly larger than p'. In Ph. macdonnellensis this tooth is minute and single-rooted above in the
usual correlation to its total absence below.
* The secator is the changing premolar, "p*" of the Catalogue of Marsupials, but
probably more correctly homologised with the tritus, or p-* of other mammals
In that footnote the
cf. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xvi. p. 425 (footnote) (1905).
words " or more probably mp^ " should be deleted.
:
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Dimensions of the type, measured in spirit
Head and body 76 mm. tail 74; hind foot 13'5

541

:

ear 16.
basal length 22
zygomatic
interorbital breadth 5-3
height of
9
crown above basion 5*6 palate length 13 breadth at outer corners
antero-posterior length of bullae 5"8
of penultimate molar 8*8
;

length
—greatestnasals
breadth 14-6

24' 7

Skull

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ph. macdonnellensis) combined length of three anterior
molariform teeth 5*2.
Hah. and Type as above.
This species shows affinity to the Central- Australian Ph. macdonnellensis by its absent lower secator and its rufous ear-patches,
but is distinguished by its smaller size, shorter fur, greyer colour,
smaller buUse, and by the increased development of its upper
secator, a development quite anomalous in the case of a species
without a lower one. In Ph. macdonnellensis Prof. W. B. Spencer
records that in every one of 13 specimens examined this tooth is
either absent or very minute, so that the presence of a welldeveloped double-rooted upper secator clearly indicates specific
(6'8 in

;

distinction.
14.

Phascogale iNGRAMi Thos.

(Plate

Abstr. P.Z. S. No. 32, p.

May

6,

XXXYII.

fig. 2.)

22, 1906.

2. 109, 113. Buchanan, Alexandria, 600'.
S. 110, 111.
S. 120. Blufi'Hole, Alexandria, 600'.
A remarkably small species, with minute teeth and flattened
skull.

Size veiy small, slightly smaller even than in Ph. minutissima.
soft, close, and fine; hairs of back about 4 mm. in length.

Fur

General colour above not unlike that of the paler wild-living
forms of lius muscuhos, something between Ridgway's " woodbi-own " and " broccoli-brown," the hairs slaty grey with pale
tips.
A younger specimen is clearer grey, without the drabby
Under surface paler, with a yellowish tinge, not sharply
tone.
defined, the hairs slaty at base except on the chin.
Crown like
Cheeks and chin whitish. A whitish-buflfy line just over
back.
each eye. Ears of medium length, their fine hairs buffy whitish.
Upper surface of hands and feet whitish. Tail of medium length,
vmiformly short-haired, about as in 31iis muscidus, not pencilled,
pale brownish white, scarcely lighter below.
Skull remarkable for its extraordinary flattening, a flattening
only equalled in 4 other mammals *, three being bats, the height in
view from the base of the skull in front of the bullae to the
crown only 3-3 mm., as compared with 4-7 mm. in a skull, otherwise little larger, of Ph. minutissima. Zygomata evenly convex
outwards. Nasals well expanded in their posterior half. Interorbital region flat, its edges without ridges.
Occipital crests
almost obsolete. Anterior palatine foramina reaching to the level
profile

* Graphiurus platynps, Tijlonycteris pachi/pus, MimctiUvs
tjjmops macmilla ni.

Tiioloneyi,

and Fla-

—
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Posterior palate practically without
of the front of the canines.
Anterior portion of bullae considerably larger than
vacuities.
posterior.

Teeth with the same relative proportions to each other as in
Fh. minutissi7)ia^ but conspicuously smaller throughout, both absolutely and in proportion to the size of the skull.
Upper secator
(last premolar, the " p'* " of the Catalogue of Marsupials) about
twice the size of the subequal anterior and median premolars.
Lower secator about half the size of the anterior premolar,
which is in turn about half the size of the median one.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh
Head and body 80 mm. tail 60 hind foot 10 ear 9.
Skull greatest median length 1 8 basal length 1 7 zygomatic
breadth 9'7 nasals 6"6 X 3 inter orbital breadth 3"8 breadth of
brain-case 8"5 palate length 8'7 length of upper tooth-row 8
combined length of three anterior molariform teeth o'l length
of lower tooth -row 7'2.
female skull is smaller, 16 mm. in greatest length.
Hah. Alexandria, central part of Northern South Australia.
:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

Alt. 600'.

Type. M.&\e.

B.M. No.

lected 30 April, 1905.

6.3.9.77.

Original

number

111

.

Col-

Three specimens.

This remarkable little species looks externally like a more pallid
representative of Ph. minibtissima, but the peculiar characters of
its skull and teeth show that it is really a quite distinct animal.
I have miich pleasure in naming it after Su" William Ingram,
to whose initiative and generosity the Museum is indebted for the
sending of a collector to this most interesting locality.
15.
c?.

Smtnthopsis larapijSTTA Spencer.
101, 102, 112, 116.

?. 93, 100, 119, 144.

Alexandria,

600'.

S 146.
" Native
.

S.W.

of Alroy, Alexandria.

Caught among dead timber on
Baraga.'
plain."— IF. ^.
This is a very beautiful drab-grey species, with a contrasted
dark line running down the muzzle, and with the centre of the
sole naked as far back as a point equidistant between the heel

name

'

It was first obtained at Charlotte
tip of the hallux.
Waters, Central Australia, dui'ing the Horn Expedition, and was
described by Prof. Spencer, who unfortunately, working only
from spirit-specimens, did not mention the dark facial line,
which is, however, clearly marked in a metatype in the Museum

and the

collection.

S. nitela CoUett *, of which we have a co-type, would appear
to be the same animal, Dr. Collett having been misled by the
absence of all reference to the facial line in the original description, and the metatype in the Museum having only been received
* P. Z.

S. 1897, p. 334.

—
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was published. Dr.
from the Daly River, so that Alexandria
intermediate between the two localities.
after his description

16.

Sminthopsis stalkeri,

6. 174, 175.

S.W.

and shorter

is

examples were

to a certain extent

sp. n.

of Ah'oy, 800'.

A small species coloured
soles

Collett's

543

like

/S.

larapinta, but with

more hairy

tail.

Size i-ather less than in S. larapinta, but neither of the two
specimens is more than just adult. Fur soft and fine, about
6 mm. long on the back.
General colour above more bufTy than
in *S'. larapinta, the light rings on the hairs dull cream-bviff, their
fine tips dark brown.
Under surface creamy white, the extreme
bases of the hairs slaty.
Head like back, a dark line on the
forehead between the eyes, not so distinct or so long as in
Ears of medium length, quite unlike the long eais of
S. larapinta.
Upper surface of hands and
S. hirtipes, pale grey throughout.
feet white.
Palms and soles intermediate in their characters
between those of the hairy-footed S. hirtipes and of the ordinaiy
naked-footed species the palms apparently with low granulated
cushions, but these cannot be accurately described on dried specimens, even when re-damped the soles with a compound cushion
at the end of the metatarsus, as in S. hirtipes, but this is naked
and granulated as in other species, and has three minute nonlineated pads upon it the centre of the foot is finely hairy to
beyond the tip of the hallux, a few hairs even extending to the back
Tail shorter than in S. larapinta,
of the large compound pad.
incrassated at base finely hairy, greyish white above and below,
the tip not darkened.
Skull and teeth very much as in S. larapinta, the muzzle rather
shorter bullee much smaller than in *S'. hirtipes.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh
Head and body 70 mm. tail 65 hind foot 15 ear 17.
basal length 21*4; zygomatic
Skull greatest length 23'2
breadth 13 nasals 8; combined length of three anterior molari;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

form teeth

4" 7.

The other specimen has head and body 72 mm. tail 70.
B.M. No. 6.3.9.91.
Type. Subadult male.
Original number
;

Collected 1 August, 1905.
This pretty species forms an interesting link between the
hairy- soled S. hirtipes Thos., described from Charlotte Waters,
and the ordinary naked-soled species of the genus. Its shorter
175.

tail and more buffy colour will also distinguish it from S. larapinta.
Prof. Spencer's S. psammophilus would appear to have a similar
foot-sti'ucture, but is considerably larger.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVII.
Fig. 1. Musforresti, p. 538.
2.

Froc. Zool.

JPhascogale ingrami, p. 541.
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Young Specimen of the Ribbon-fish,
B. Benham, D.Sc, M.A., F.Z.S.,

By W.

Regalecus.

Professor o£ Biology in the University of Otago, and

W.

J.

Dunbar.
[Received April

1906.]

2,

XXXVIII. & XXXIX.*)

(Plates

I.

Introduction.

Whether the small Ribbon-fish described by me (1) as Begalecus
parheri be a distinct species, or, as seems probable, merely a young
stage of the Great Ribbon-fish, R. glesne, it seemed desirable to
ha,ve the skull described and figured for comparison with the
detailed account of the latter fish published by Professor Parker
in the Transactions of the Society f.
The correct name for the Ribbon-fishes of the New Zealand as
'

'

of other coasts

described and

is

somewhat doubtful.

named by Von Haast

Specimens have been

(2) as

B. pacijicus, and by

&

4) as E. argenteus, while Forbes (5) inclined to the
opinion that the specimen which came into his hands was identical
This matter of the synonymy was
with R. grillii of Lindroth.

Parker (3

treated at some length by Paiker, and after a comparison of the
measurements and of other external features given by various
naturalists for difierent specimens studied here and in the l^orthern
hemisphere he came to the conclusion (3) that the specimens
obtained in the neighbourhood of Dunedin belonged to a new
species, R. m^genteus and under this title he described the skeleton
in the Society's 'Transactions' (9), but in an "Addendum" to his
second article (4) (inserted at the commencement of the volume,
immediately following the titlepage) he expressed a doubt as
He wrote
to whether, after all, he was justified in this step.
" Everything seems to lead to the conclusion that most of the
siipposed species of Regalecus are identical, and that the more recent
specific names (including argenteus) will have to give way probably
in favour of Ascanius' original name glesne."
To the same effect wi'ote Goode & Bean in 1895 in describing
On p. 481 of
the Ribbon-fishes of the North Atlantic (6).
" It is not certain that there
Oceanic Ichthyology they write
is more than one species of Regalecus, although various names
have been suggested in connection with the comparatively few
individuals which, during the past century and a half, have been
captured in the North Atlantic." Consequently, they register
these fishes under the name R. glesne.
If this be the case, we have an interesting instance of a practically
:

'

:

'

cosmopolitan deep-water

—

fish.

* For explanation of tlie Plates, see p. 556.
f Foi- this purpose I handed the skull to my pupil W. J. Dunbar, who to my great
regret was drftwned just after the paper was completed in MS. I have retained his
name as co-author, as he contributed the description and figures of this skull, and
the notes comparing ft with Parker's account. W. B. Benham.

—
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Parker (3) dealt so fully with the various accounts of the
specimens captured on the coasts of JSTew Zealand and Australia,
that it is needless for me to repeat the record. But since he
wrote his second article in 1888, additional specimens have been
recorded and described by Forbes (5), by Drew (7), and by
Clarke (8), the last being a quite perfect individual, with the
pectoral fins still uninjured, and the article is illustrated by a
good figure of the entire fish.
Finally, a couple of years ago, a large specimen was reported to
me as having been thrown on shore near the entrance to the Otago
Harbour, but while my informant was engaged in telephoning to
the Museum, to arrange for its despatch to me, the usual fate, in
the form of boys and stones and sticks, awaited the rarity so
that by the time my informant returned to the shore the fish
was so damaged as to be valueless.
We thus have records of more than a dozen of these rare fishes
having been obtained in these seas within the last 50 years and
the majority on the coast of the South Island.
Of these all but
one have been apparently nearly or qviite full-grown, reaching a
length of from 12 to 18 feet, Drew's specimen being only 7 feet
4^ inches. Judging, however, from his other measurements, it
appears probable that a part of the posterior end was missing he
says, " the fish ended abruptly with thick rounded end, and there
were no spines at the caudal end." He does not state the height
of this truncated extremity, and we are left in doubt as to how
:

;

:

much

missing.
howevei', to the markings on ^^ R. parkeri" that I would
draw attention. It will be remembered that one of the most
striking difierences in the external features of this specimen— apart
It

is

is,

from body- proportions

—

lies in its colour-markings.
described
Parker, "Von Haast, Clarke, and others have
(and figured) the peculiar, irregularly vertical streaks of black or
very dark-blue, irregu.lar in form, size, and arrangement, but
limited to the anterior region of the body.
Parker (4. p. 23) says
" In addition [to these marks] tlie
whole body was covered with oval or circular grey spots, covered,
and thus toned down, by the silvery coating" (of the skin).
" These very obscure spots are hardly visible in certain lights."
"As the fish gra'duaily
Clarke (8. p. 262) says of his specimen
dried, numerous transverse markings developed themselves, more
especially along the whole of the postanal division, and the round
and greyish markings became more apparent."
ISTow,
in " ^. parheri " the characteristic black, irregular
streaks are entirely absent, but the silver ground-colour was
traversed by "14 dark transverse bands set at fairly regular
intervals from the back of the head to the end of the body.
Each
band extends over the entire depth of the body and is separated
from its neighbour by a space about equal to its own length."
" These colour-bands are not black, but extremely pale grey, and
could only be recognised by reflection in certain lights, the grey
:

—

:

—
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being due to minute pigment-cells below the silver " (Benham, loc,
After being in formol for a couple of years these marks are
cit.).
still present, and more distinct than in the recently dead fish.
Another feature in which B. parkeri differs from the specimens of
7?. glesne is in proportions of parts and in the greater number of
dorsal fin-rays for whereas, in most of specimens of the full-grown
fish, these number from 200-260, as given for difierent individuals,
there are 400-500 in the specimens of R.2xirkeri but Forbes gives
422 as the total number in the full-grown individual described
by him.
As the number of fin-rays in the dorsal fin has been utilised by
ichthyologists as a specific character, this variation in the adults
-of what are regarded as one species is interesting.
For convenience of a comparison of " ^. ^jfwA'eH " with the
adult forms, I here tabulate the sei'ies of measurements adopted
by Parker and followed by Forbes and Clarke
The specimen A is the one described in the body of my article
B is that referred to in the footnote (1. p. 200), the skull of which
:

;

:

is

described below.

";
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Otherwise one might state that these denominators decrease as
the fish increases in length.
The really important differences in these relations occur in
those cases in which the greatest height is a factor which is veiy
much less in proportion to the length in the young than in the

—

adult.

then, " R. parheri " be the young of R. glesne, we have not
gi'eat change taking place during growth, in the pi'oportions
of all the parts, especially the height-length I'elation, but a
diminution in the total number of fin-rays in the dorsal fin, and
the breaking up of tiansverse coloured bands into oval and
circular spots, and also the appearance in the fore part of the body
of much darker iriegular streaks.
"We know that somewhat similar changes do take place in fishes
belonging to the family in which Regalecus is included.
In
Trachypterus, for example, such changes are illustrated in
Giinther's 'Study of Fishes,' p. 521, and apparently Liitken
had already expressed the opinion that such growth-changes
would occur in Regalecxis (3. p. 294).
I was disappointed in finding so little about this subject in the
recent volume on Fishes in the Cambridge Natuiul History
but in the systematic portion Boulenger (p. 714) remarks " The
If,

only a

'

'

:

very imperfectly kno'^vn, and
changes of form take place during growth " but nothing
further is said about the matter.
I have been unable, owing to the poverty of our libraries in
New Zealand, to ascei'tain whether any, and if so what, work has
been done on changes in the detailed structure of the skull diu-ing
growth.
The references to be found in Wiedersheim, or in
Ziegler's
Vergleich. Entwick. d. nieder. Wii-belthiere,' refer
only to embryonic changes, so far as I have been able to ascertain
fi'om abstracts in the Zoolog. Jahresbericht.'
The present contribution, together with my previous ai'ticle on
the external form of R. parheri^ is a step in this direction, if this
fish be, in fact, the young of R. glesne.
life-histories (of Tajniosomi) are still

gi-eat

;

'

'

II.

Description of the Skull.

(By

W.

J.

Dunbar.)

A. The Bones of the Upper mid Lower Jaw.
consists of two regions, namely, a thin plate
lying at the side of the oral aperture (pnix.), the " alveolar portion"
of Prof. Parker, and a long dorsally situated " nasal process
(p7nx.'), which is connected with its fellow of the other side by a
laterally compressed plate of cai'tilage (pmx.", PI. XXXVIII.
This process extends back over the
fig. 1 and PL XXXIX. fig. 3).
cranium on the dorsal surface, lying in a cartilage-lined "anterior
In R. glesne the
dorsal " groove in which it can slide to and fro.
bone has relatively a much shorter- nasal process, the two regions

The Premaxilla
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being almost equal in length whereas in the present species the
nasal process is more than twice the length of the alveolar plate.
Again, the longer axis of this plate is, in R. glesne, vertical and
perpendicular to the nasal process, while in R. parkeri the longer
axis of the plate is almost horizontal and parallel to the nasal
;

process (PI. XXXVIII. fig. 1).
The Maxilla, instead of being, as in a typical teleostean skull, a
narrow rod of bone, is broad and subquadrate, marked on its
outer surface by ridges as in other dermal bones of Regalecus
which rise from a point near the dorsal posterior border (fig. 1).
The maxilla overlaps the hinder part of the alveolar plate of the
premaxilla, and can be distinctly seen through the silvery

—

—

On its inner side is a pronounced ridge, which is
continued beyond the posterior margin of the bone as a peg-like
process {mx.') lying alongside the nasal process of the prem.axilla
epidermis.

(PL

XXXVIII.

fig.

1

and

PI.

XXXIX.

fig. 3).

The antero-

posterior length is somewhat greater than the vertical height,
whereas in R. glesne the bone is long and narrow, and is at least
twice as high dorso-ventrally as it is wide in fact its relation
to mouth is more like that commonly met with in Teleosteans.
:

The lower jaw (PL XXXVIII. figs. 1 2) consists of the usual three
bones, the Dentaiy, the Articulare, and the Angulare, enclosing
Meckel's cartilage, which is distinctly visible through them. The
region above Meckel's cartilage may be termed the supra-meckelian,
and the part below that line the infra-meckelian region. In R.
glesne, Prof. Parker describes the supra-meckelian part of the lower
jaw as having " something the form of an equilateral triangle and
the infra-meckelian of a right-angled triangle with altitude about
one-fourth of its base, so that the whole jaw comes to be rather
higher than long." In the present species the height of the lower
jaw is veiy much greater than the length, and the proportions of
the two regions are different from R. glesne. The supra-meckelian
portion has the form of an isosceles right triangle with one limb
The infra-meckelian portion is an
of the dentary as hypotenuse.
it
irregular four-sided figure whose height is one half its length
is thus just twice as high proportionately as that of Regalecus
,

;

glesne

(PL

XXXVIII.

fig. 2).

Hhe Articulare («r.) is a thin plate of bone somewhat triangular
The posterior side is vei-tical and extends upwards as
in form.
This posterior margin is much
far as the peg of the maxilla.
The lower margin is also slightly thickened, and
thickened.
extends horizontally below Meckel's cartilage, overlapping and
concealing the angulare externally.
The thii'd side slopes downwards and forwards and meets the dentary along the edge.
The Dentary {d.) is a V-shaped bone placed with the angle
forwards and bearing at the extremity one tooth which is not
present in R. glesne. The two limbs meet one another at an angle
of 90°, one being directed backwards and upwards to meet the
articulare above, the other passing below Meckel's cartilage to
meet the lower border of the articulare.
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of the infi"a-meckelian part of the articulare.
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on the inner suiface
It does not meet the

dentary as the angulare of H. glesne does,
B. The Suspensorium

and Hyoid Arch.

The Quadrate has the usual triangular shape with a curved base
directed backwards the apex, which is directed forwards, not
downwards as in ordinary fish-skulls, articulates with the articulare
at the level of Meckel's cartilage.
The Ectopterygoid (PI. XXXYIII. figs. 1 & 2) is a smaU triangular bone lying in a nearly vertical plane. At its lower end the
bone is pointed and gradually widens to its upper border, where it
meets the palatine. The posterior margin fits on to the anterior
;

upper margin of the quadrate, and the dorsal border continues the
curve of that bone (PI. XXXIX. fig. 7), Relatively it is a short
bone compared Avith that of R. glesne, in which it projects for a
considerable distance almost half its total length beyond the

—

—

quadrate.

Behind the Ectopterygoid lie the Ento- and the Metapterygoid,
extending below the orbit and curving in towards the middle line.
The entopterygoid stretches from the posterior border of the
palatine, pteiygoid, and quadrate anteriorly to the hyomandibular posteriorly only the upper mai'gin is ossified, a considerable amount of cartilage still existing along the lower border.
The metapterygoid is a very smaU ossification of oblong shape
In R. glesne
lying below the hinder end of the entopterygoid.
the latter is a somevv^hat quadrate bone about as high as it is
long. In the present species the great length and relatively small
vertical height of this bone f oi'm a marked contrast, as it extends
beyond the metapterygoid nearly to the hyomandibular, whereas
in R. glesne the bone does not reach the hinder end of the metaThe metapterygoid, too, is longer and narrower,
pterygoid.
relatively, than in R. glesne, and wholly undei'lies the ento;

pterygoid.

Above the pterygoid lies the Palatine, a V-shaped bone with
the sharp apex directed forwards. The two Kmbs embrace the
end of the mesopterygoid. Although this bone in R. glesne is
very irregular, there is little indication of this deep notch.
The Hyomandibular articulates with the cranium just behind
the orbit and below the pterotic. At this end it is broad and
thick, but narrows to a point as it passes downwards and forwards.
This narrow portion lies on the inside of the pterygoid plate.
The articular end is capped by cartilage, and under this is a
convex articulation for the opercular bone.
At its anterior, pointed, end the hyomandibular is connected
with the Symplectic, which extends to the quadrate, thus connecting it with the hyomandibular. In shape the sjonplectic is a
long rod-like bone, slightly curved and much more elongated than
that of R. glesne.
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The Interhyal, connecting the hyomandibular with the rest of
the hyoid arch, articulates with it almost at the same point as
the symplectic does. It is a small bone tipped at both ends with
cartilage.

The

rest of the

hyoid arch

much compressed

laterally so as
Prof. Parker, and is made up of
four bones, the epi- cerato- and two hypo-hyals.
Of these the
Epihycd, a flat semicircular bone, articulates with the interhyal,
forming the upper rounded end of the cornu. It lies posteriorly
to the ceratohyal as in R. glesne.
The Ceratohyal, like that of R. glesne, is the largest of these
bones, but relatively much longer and narrower than in that
species. It intervenes between the epihyal and the two hypohyals,
forming the posterior lower margin and but a small part of the
dorsal margin of the arch.

to

form the " hyoidean cornu

is

" of

The Hypohyals, of which there are two, take a greater share in
the formation of the " hyoidean cornu " than in R. glesne, being
together almost equal to the ceratohyal.
The larger and upper
one forms most of the anterior margin of the cornu, while the
smaller and lower one {h.hy.') forms the rest of the anterior and
the whole of the mesial margin where the hyoidean cornu is
a,ttached to the glossohyal.
This lower one seems forked on the
inner side, but this is due to the lower corner of the ceratohyal
overlapping and concealing part of it. In fig. 2 the concealed
part of the margin is indicated by a dotted line.
C.

Of these there are
uninjured fish.
The Opercxdar

The Opercular Bones.

four,

itself is

and

all

are visible through the skin of

a subcircular bone having a concave

facet for articulation with the hyomandibular.
It has three
borders, all curved, one of which faces anteriorly, one dorsally,

and the other

postei-o-ventrally.
Below the opercular is the
Suhopercular, a narrow plate of very delicate bone.
In neither
of these bones is there a marked difference from the corresponding
bones in R. glesne (PI. XXXIX. figs. 6 & 7).
The Preopercular is one of the largest bones in the skull,
extending from the anterior border of the opercular to the
anterior end of the quadrate, making a total length of one and
three-quarter inches. Thus it forms a considerable part of the
suborbital region of the face.
Instead of the greatest length
being in a vertical direction as is usual, it is here in a horizontal
direction.
The difference between the preopercular in the two
species is very marked.
In the present species the greater part
of the bone is horizontal and suborbital, whereas in R. glesne the
greater part is vertical and postorbital.
Again, in the latter
species the anterior and posterior margins are gently and regularly
curved, but in R. parkeri the lower margin is straight for some
distance and then curves suddenly upwards (PL XXXVIII, fig. 1),

;
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is as much elongated as the preopercular
not so broad and also presents considerable difference from
that of R. glesne. In the latter the posterior margin is curved
sharply upwards and the dorsal edge is straight but in li. parkeri
the posteiior end of the bone is scarcely turned up and the upper

The Interopercular

but

is

;

margin is excavated.
The markings on this bone originate
almost exactly in the centre, whereas in R. glesne they are
described as originating "at the junction of the antei'ior and middle
thirds."

D. The Craniwm.
After the removal of the jaws and suspensorium, the form of
the cranium, as jseen from the side (PI. XXXIX. fig. 6), is somewhat like that of a bird's skull. Tliis appearance is due to its
length, to the large orbit, and to the beak-like prenasal rostrum.
On the dorsal surface are two median grooves, lying end to end,
meeting above the centre of the orbit (PI. XXXIX. fig. 4). The
anterior dorsal groove has as its floor a plate of cartilage named
the " tegmen cranii " by Parker, while its sides are formed by
the frontals. In this groove the nasal process (jmixJ) of the premaxilla lies (PI. XXXIX. fig. 3). The posterior groove has as its
floor the supraoccipital and as its sides the epiotics and parietals
it is scarcely existent in R. gles7ie.
If the cranium of R. piarkeri
be compared with that of R. glesne, the most striking difi'erence is
the greater length and less vertical height in the present species.
This excess of length is mainly due to the greater development
of the preorbital region or " beak," which is nearly as long as
the orbital region, whereas in R. glesne (PI. XXXIX. fig. 7) it is
less than half this proportion.
The length of the cranium in the
latter species is 1 1 times the greatest height, but the propoi'tion
of length to height in the present fish is 2:1.
This difference in
relative length is due partly to the greater development of the
preorbital region, and in a small degree to the absence of the
"subcranial crest" described by Parker, formed by parasphenoid,
:

basi-occipital,

The

and

opisthotic.

Occipital Region (PI.

XXXIX.

figs. 4, 5, 6, 8).

The Basi-occipital forms the greater part of the

occipital condyle

(PL XXXIX. fig. 8), and is produced forwards and downwards as
a median ridge which extends anteriorly to meet the end of the
parasphenoid. In contrast to the condition in R. glesne, we may
note that it is the most posteriorly placed bone in the skull
Dorsally and anteriorly it is bounded by
(PI. XXXIX. fig. 6).
the exoccipital and opisthothic, ventrally and anteriorly by the
parasphenoid.
entirely bound
the foramen magnum
each meeting its fellow below it, so that each
takes a small share in the occipital condyle. The greater part of the
exoccipital is a posterior vertical plate which extends upwards to
meet the epiotic and outwards to meet the pterotic, while it sends

The

(PI.

ExoGcipitals

XXXIX. fig.

8),
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XXXIX.

^^- ^).

.

.

The Supraoccipital is feebly ossified.
dorsal groove and forming its floor, it
exoccipitals, however,
(PI.

XXXIX.

by the

fig. 4).

it

—

a very unusual condition
reaches the meeting-place of

epiotics

Anteriorly

Lying in the posterior
is separated from the

the two dorsal grooves.
Otic Bones (PI.

XXXIX.

figs. 4, 5, 6, 8).

Above the exoccipital lies the Epiotic, which is partly covered
by the post-temporal. The position of the post-temporal is shown
in PI. XXXVIII. fig. 1 and PI. XXXIX. fig. 8, but in the other
figures it has been removed.
The two epiotics nearly meet one
another in the middle dorsal line, thereby excluding the occipital
from the sujjraoccipital, which, as Prof. Parker pointed out, is a
most unusual condition. The epiotic is a squarish bone as seen
from above, raised into a prominent ridge along the dorsal
surface, which forms the margin of the dorsal groove.
The Pterotic is a large well-ossified bone extending from the
exoccipital to the posterior margin of the orbit.
Dorsally it is
bounded successively by the frontal, the parietal, and the epiotic
bones, and ventrally it touches the sphenotic and prootic.
The
outer edge forms a prominent ridge under which the hyomandibular articulates.
The pterotic is much grooved on its outer
surface, the ridges being very delicate while the grooves are deep.
The Sphenotic is a more or less vertical bar at the posterior
region of the oi-bit, forming the post-orbital process. The lower
end slopes inwards and forwards to meet the upwardly-projecti]ig
process of the parasphenoid, and thus to form tlae post- orbital bar.
Above, it touches the under surface of the pterotic and anteriorly
the alisphenoid, while by a forward process it just reaches the
frontal.

The Prootic lies below the ridge formed by the pterotic. It is
bounded anteriorly by the sphenotic, ventrally by the opistliotic,
and posteriorly by the exoccipital.
The Opistliotic, as seen in side view, is a large bone forming a
plate above the parasphenoid and meets its fellow in the middle
ventral line. Relatively it is a larger bone than that of P. glesne,
and instead of the suture between it and the basioccipital being
vertical, the opisthotic passes backward over the forward plate
of the basioccipital to meet the exoccipital on the external surface

XXXIX.

of the skull (PI.
fig. 6).
This external plate corresponds
to Parker's " oph."
the descending process.
The other three
processes which exist on the inner surface of the cranial wall
ai'e not figured.
If the side view of the skull of Pegalecus be

—

compared with that

of the Salmon, it will be seen that the
opisthotic occupies the place of the prootic of the Salmon in its
relation to the exoccipital and basioccipital but Parkei''s dissection
shows the true interpretation of t-lie bone.
;
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of bones contributing

and orbito-sphenoids

figs. 5, 6).

The Alisphenoid is a flat bone not quite reaching to the outer
edge of the orbit.
Between and somewhat behind the two
alisphenoids is a large triangular foramen which Parker discusses
at length.
He mentions that the only diiEculty in the way of
the interpretation that these bones are alisphenoids is, that
there is no foramen for the fifth nerve behind them but he
points out that in many mammals the first division of the fifth
nerve passes out altogether in front of the aUsphenoid. In the
Rabbit, too, the first two divisions of the fifth nerve pass out of
the skull by the sphenotic fissure, which lies between the alisphenoid and the basisphenoid. This is relatively in the same
position as the foramen in the skull of R. parheH.
In front of
the alisphenoid is a large bone extending as far forward as the
This Parker identified as the orhito-sphenoid.
mesethmoid.
There is no suture in the middle line, so that the two bones must
The oi'bito-sphenoid is not perforated by the
be hei'e fused.
;

second nerve, which must pass out through the foramen between
the alisphenoids.
Cranial Hoof.

The

is formed by the frontal and the
bones along with the median plate of cartilage, the

roof of the cranial cavity

pai'ietal

" tegmen cranii" (PI. XXXIX. figs. 4, 6).
The Frontal is a large bone, relatively much larger than in
E. glesne, extending as far forwards as the ectethmoid and
backwards nearly to the posterior end of the supraoccipital.
Thus they form the greater part of the upper surface of the skull
and the lateral margin of the anterior dorsal groove for almost its
whole extent. Further, each sends back a small process on the
mesial side of the parietal, which thus only just reaches the
margin of the posterior dorsal groove by a corner. The fi'ontals
do not, as is usual in Teleosts, meet in the middle line, as Parker
pointed ou^t for E. glesne, but are separated by the "tegmen
Posteriorly, the frontal meets the parietal and pterotic,
ci-anii."
and sends a process back under the parietals which nearly meets
the epiotic. On the under surface of the skull the frontal is
seen to form a supraorbital plate (PI. XXXIX. fig. 5).
The Parietal is a small bone, very different in form and size
from that of JR. glesne it is long and narrow, extending forwards
between the frontal and the " tegmen cranii," and forming a
rounded prominence at the side of the supraoccipital. In the
present species, although the boundaries of the bone were very
difiicult to determine owing to its thinness and friability, it seems
The internal backward process
to have a very difierent form.
of the frontal almost cuts ofF the parietal fi'om participation in
forming the side of the dorsal groove, and far fi'om forining a
;
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barely readies the groove

fig. 4).

Preorhltal Region.

In front of the orbit is the prenasal " beak," a solid structure
composed pai-tly of bone and partly of cartilage. It is compressed
from side to side, with a shai-p dorsal and ventral edge.
The
greater part of the beak is formed by the mesetlunoid," wliich is
mainly cartilaginous, and by the ectethmoiil cartilage.
The
Mesethmold is, as its names implies, a mediaii sheet "extending
from the orbit half way to the anterior extremity of the "beak,"
whei-e it meets another vertical plate, a part of the vomer.
Its
posterior end is laterally broadened and appears on the roof of
the oi'bit, of which it forms the anterior median wall.
The Ectethmoiil cartilage is a thick mass of cartilage (without
aiiy ossification, such as occurs in B. glestie) extending outwards
at light angles to and continuous with tlie mesethmoid, forming
a rounded prominence, the anterior boundary of tlie orbit. The
lower mai'gin of the prenasal rostrum is formed by the vooner.
This bone tapers from its middle to each end the anterior end
curves sharply down to form a median tooth, and on each side of
this are two smaller lateral teeth*.
Of this thei-e is no mention
in the description of B. glesne.
The posterior end of the bone
meets the parasphenoid. As mentioned above, the vomer sends
a vertical plate up\\'a.rds to meet the mesethmoid by its posterior
;

—

Above this vei-tical sheet is a stidp of cai'tilage the
prenasal cartilage extending back over the mesethmoid" to the
" tegmen cranii " and forming the dorsal edge of the " beak."
Behind the vomer, the Parasphenoid foi-ms at least two-thii'ds of
the ventral mai'gin of the skull. It is sword-shaped, the posterior region or ''handle" having two Literal projections
the
"guards" near this end. These slope outwards and very slightly
backwai'ds and shai-ply upwards to meet the sphenotics.
In
R. glesne the parasphenoid is greatly extended backwards and
upwards as a vertical plate undeilying and extending behind the
basioccipital.
In the present species there is, howevei-, no trace
of such a plate, and the posterior end of tlie bone tapers to a
point which lies well in fi'ont of the hinder end of the basimargin.

—

—

—

occipital.

Lying in front of the orbit, close under the skin, are the nasals
and'preorbitals (PI. XXXVIII. fig. 1). The Nascd is a small
rod-like bone which articulates with the anterior end of the frontal
and, passing forwards and inwards, abuts loosely against the sides
of the premaxilla.
Under the nasal lie the rreorbiials, two on
each side. These thi'ee bones readily separate fiom the skull and
ai'e shown only in figure 1.
The fact tliat this youns: specimen is pi-ovided vvitli teeth in botli the npiier
is sug£.estive
for in some of the siiecimeus of R. (/leme that have been
described they are present (cide Luiuthei'), in others absent (I'idc Parker).
*

and lower jaw

;

:
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Summary.

From

these notes, it will he evident that nearly ever}' hone
in the skull of this small Eihhon-fish differs, to a greater or less
extent, either in form or proportions, from the corresponding
hone of the Great E-ihhon-fish.

—

The specimen was undouhtedly a young one a fact which is
shown not only hy the amount of cartilage in tlie skull, hut also
hy the condition of the ovary, in winch aU the eggs were small.
There are, therefore, two possible explanations of the differences
(1; that the fish was the young of a known species, probably
it.

glesne,

which

the

is

common

to a different species.

species

;

or (2)

tliat

the

fish

belongs

specimen is the young of i?. glesne,
the changes which it must undergo before becoming adult must
be far-reaching, especially in the skull.
For example, the
posterior pai-t of the parasphenoid must gr-ow backwards with
gi-eat rapidity, while the rest of the bone continues its ordinary
growth. In order' that the parietad could assume the position
occupied by that bone in R. glesne, it would have to grow
enormously antero-posteriorly but, before it could do so, the
backwardly directed process of the frontal, which lies between
the parietal and the posterior dorsal groove, would have to
Tlie maxilla, too, would have to change its shape
disappear,
Now the maxilla is a particularly well-ossified bone
entirely.
one of the best ossified in the skull and so least likely to undergo
Such great changes as are here
f ui'ther developmental change.
indicated would hardly have been expected after the animal had
attained more than its half adult length.
If the

;

—

Conclusion.

Taking

the facts into consideration, it seems more than
probable that the so-called R. parkp/ri is but the young stage of
R. glesne.
all
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EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.
List of Abbeeviations.
als.,

ancf.,

alispheuoid.
angulare.

mtp., metapterygoid.
na., nasal.

ar., articulare.
b.o.,

op., opercular.

hr.r., brancliiostegal rays.

op.o., opisthotic.

c, occipital condyle.
ceratohyal.
d., dentary.
ec.p., ectopterygoid.

pa., parietal.
pi., palatine.
pas., paraspbenoid.
p.mx., premaxilla.
p.mx.', post-nasal process of premaxilla.
pmx.", post-nasal cartilage of premaxilla.
pn., prenasal cartilage.
pr.or., preorbital.
p.op., preopercular.
•pr.o., prootic.
p.tm., post-temporal.
pt.o., pterotic.

c.hi/.,

ect.eth.,

en.f.,

ectethmoid cartilage.
endopterygoid.

ep.o., epiotic.
e.o.,

exoccipital.

e.Jiy.,

epihyal.

f.m,.,

foramen magnum.

fr., frontal.

for., foramen between alisphenoids.
g.hy., glosso-hj^al.
hy.c, hjroidean cornu.
h.hy. & li.hy.', h^fpohyals.

qu., quadrate.

liy.m., h3'omandibular.

m.,

sjmplectic.
subopercular.

sy.,

iJiy., interliyal.
i.ojp.,

orbito-sphenoid.

OS.,

basi-occipital.

s.op.,

interopercular.

supraoccipital.

S.O.,

membrane connecting some of

sp.o., sphenotic.

the bones of tlie upper jaw.
mck., Meckel's cartilage.
mx., maxilla.
mx.' process of maxilla.

t.,

t.cr.,

tooth on dentary.
tegmen cranii.

u.hy., urohyal.
vo.,

,

m.eth., mesethmoid.

vo.',

vomer.
vomerine tooth.

PlATE XXXVIII.
The
Fig.

figures are

drawn fth

their natural size.

The complete

skull of Begalecus, with the jaws protruded,
of the otic bones are not indicated in this figure.)
2. The suspensorium of the left side, seen from within.
1.

(The outlines

PlATE XXXIX.
Fig. 3. Dorsal view of the complete skull of Hegalems.
4. Dorsal view of cranium, after removal of the upper jaw.
5. Ventral view of cranium.
6. Side view of cranium.
7. Front view of cranium.
8. Hind view of cranium.
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On Worms of
By

the

Family Gordiidce from Corea,

Dr. von Linstow

[Received
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1,

*.

1906.]

(Text-figure 95.)

These worms were obtained by Mr. Malcolm P. Anderson, who
has been sent out to the Far East by H.G. the Duke of Bedford
to make collections of the Fauna.
They consist of specimens of

two new

species.

* Commimicated by F. Jeffrey Bell, F.Z.S.
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(Text-fig. 95 A.)

sp. n.

Freshwater pond in Korea. Three males.
Length, respectively, 265, 292, and 305 mm.
Breadth
in the middle,
at the anterior end, 0*59 mm.
Locality.

;

:

0'75

mm.

A

Coloiir yellowish white.
broad, crescentic, cuticular fold on
the ventral side at the posterior extremity, the inner sides of the
posterior lappets and a ring around the cloacal opening yellow-

brown.

Text-%.

A. Gordius pallidus.
B.

95.

Posterior extremity of the male from

Faracliordades coreanus.

tlie

ventral aspect.

Cuticle.

The

posterior end of the body is produced into two rounded
The cuticle is traversed, at an angle of from 50° or 130°,
by two bands separated by an interval of from 0*031 to 0-039 mm.
between these bands are two systems of fine lines, running in the
same direction as the bands but too minute to measure.
lappets.

Parachordades coreanus,

sp. n.

A freshwater stream,

Locality.

(Text-fig. 95 B.)

Korea.

One

Length 322 mm.
Breadth
at the anterior end, 0-28 mm.

female.

in the middle,
at the posterior end, 0-71 mm.
Colour dark brown anterior end whitish, without a cervical
:

1*18

mm.

;

;

;

band.

The rounded

posterior extremity is sharply truncated.
The
exhibits five- to six-sided patches of from 0'026 to
0-031 mm. in size between the patches there are glistening knobs

cuticle

;

each surrounded by a light- coloured ring, fi-om which two lines
pass outwards at a definite angle.
The cuticle also exhibits two
extremely delicate systems of lines parallel with those Just
described, and a third system running longitudinally.

—
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Notes upon Menstruation, Gresfcation, and Parturition of
some Monkeys that have lived in the Society's Gardens.
By Reginald I. Pocock, F.L.S., Superintendent o£ the

5.

Gardens.
[Received

May

15, 1906.]

The matter contained in the following pages is an amplification
upon the reproductive phenomena of certain Cercopithecoid
Monkeys and Baboons that recently lived, or are still living, in
the Society's Gardens, and upon the ofispring of some species
of Maoacus (Macaques) that bred in the Menagerie in the early
months of the present year (1906).
Through the kindness of Dr. E. Steegmann I am able to
supplement and confirm my own observations on these qiiestions
by some new and interesting items of information concerning
some of the Apes and Monkeys he has had of late years in his
hands. Dr. Steegmann has most generously placed his notes at
my disposal and since they are extracted from a letter and form
a connected whole, I have decided not to incorporate them with
my own notes but to print them in full at the end of this paper.
of notes

;

Menstruation in Monkeys and Baboons.
Menstrual Iiiflammation.
that the females of many Monkeys and
Baboons when " on heat " exhibit extreme inflammation of the
The
naked area surrounding the genital and anal orifices.
It

is

well

known

swelling, however, does not take place in all species of OercoI have never detected it in any of the Guenons
(Gercopithecus) nor in Macaques (Macacus) of the Common

pithecidse.

[fascicularis = cynomolgics), Bonnet [sinicus), Rhesus (rhesios),
and Japanese [fuscatus) species. On the' other hand, it is very
couspicuous in Mangabeys {Cercocebus) of the Sooty {fuligi?iosits). White-crowned {lumdatus), and White-collared {cethiopicus)
in all the Baboons (Papio) of which I have seen adult
species
female examples, namely, the Chacma (porcariits), Guinea {sphinx),
Green {olivaceus), Yellow {cynocephalus\ and Hamadryas {liamadryas), and in the Pig-tailed Macaque {Macacus nemestrinus).
The present state of my knowledge on the subject may be
summarised as follows
;

:

A conspicuous subcaudal

a.

female

when

"

inflammatory swelling in the adult
on heat."

Cercocebus fidiginosus, (ethiopicus, lunulatus.

Macacus nemestrinus and M.

sp.

?

Papio porcarius, cynocephalus, sphinx,

a

.

No

olivaceus,

dryas.
such swelling in the female.
Gercopithecus all the common menagerie species.
Macacus sinicus, fascicular is, rhesus, fuscatus.

—

hama-

—
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hardly the classification to be expected

is

on a priori grounds from the usually accepted views of the affinities
of the species concerned.
It seems to me to be probable that the
swelling will be found to be characteristic of all the species of
Mangabeys and Baboons but in the case of the Macaques no
generalisations can be drawn until further observations have been
made. In 1904 I recollect seeing in the Berlin Gardens a female
Macaque of a species whose name I have now forgotten, with the
swelling like that of M. nemestrinus.
Thus at least two species
of this genus fall under section a of the above-given table.
On
the other hand, it is by no means certain that all the forms
related to rhesus and fascatus can be ranged with these species
For example, P. L. Sclater (P.Z.S. 1864, p. 710)
under section a
says that a female of the Formosan Macaque (if. cyclopis) upon
reaching matiirity " acquired a most extraordinary development
of the parts surrounding the oi-gans of generation."
The figure
that accompanies this description, however, shows a long lobate
swelling extending on each side down the back of the thigh and
along the proximal third of the tail a development quite unlike
anything known to me in other species. It is significant, too,
that Sclater speaks of this swelling as if it were permanent and
not periodic. If permanent the development must probably be of
a difierent kind from that now under discussion. If periodic and
connected with menstruation it must indicate an important
physiological dififei-ence between M. cyclopis and M. rhesus, two
;

.

—

species structurally

The

swelling

somewhat nearly

may

related.

be nothing but a useless correlative or

accompaniment

of the physiological processes incidental to menBut, in
opinion, the development of a highly
struation.
vascular, sensitive, and thin-skinned outgrowth of this nature
an obvious inconvenience to the monkey, since it involves special
precautions to prevent injury, impairs activity, and is liable to

my

—

probably, rather than otherwise,
laceration when quarrels arise
carries with it some compensating advantage to the species.
What may this be ? Possibly the following considerations may
throw some light on the subject. The similarity in form and
colour between male and female Monkeys leaves no clue to the
sex of a particular individual when seen at a distance.
The
males, moreover, are not apprised by the sense of smell of the
condition of the females when "on heat" as are the males of
Carnivora, Ungulata, Rodentia, and of other orders of Mammals.
Hence it may be that the function of the swelling in question is
to serve as a source of information to the males on the two points
mentioned above. I think it may be claimed that such information
But whether the
is of use for the maintenance of the species.
usefulness in these particulars of the swelling be or be not the
factor that has guided its evolution, it is difficult to see how such
a coloured excrescence can fail to convey the said information in
the case of animals so intelligent and keen-sighted as Monkevs.
For, as is fully attested by flowers like scarlet geraniums and by

Proc. ZooL.

See— 1906, No.XXXVIIT.
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tomatoes or cherries which are conspicuous, be it
no colour is more
noted, for the purpose of attracting attention,
Red is
conspicuous in green foliage by daylight than bright red.
also in an eminent degree visible at a great distance in the open,
The crimson swelling, therefore,
as a scarlet uniform proves.
must, it appears, reveal to the males the sex and condition of
adult non-pregnant females alike in the case of Mangabeys which
fruits like ripe

—

in the forests and of Baboons which frequent open rocky
country.
Again, preferential mating cannot perhaps be altogether eliminated as a factor in the question. It may be that the colour and
inflammation appeal to the aesthetic sense and sexual emotions of
the males and act as an aphrodisiac impelling them to pair with
females in which the characters are pronounced rather than with
Preferential
those in which they are poorly developed or absent.
mating on the part of females was regarded by Darwin and others
as the principal agent in fostering and fixing (not causing ah
If
initio) ornamental colour's and crests characteristic of males.
females are thus influenced, why not males ? Whether or not
the theory can be logically and confidently applied to animals
probably remote from Man in mental processes, it seems illogical
to exclude it as a probable factor in determining the development
of female sexual ornamentation in the case of animals with so
many human attributes as Baboons and Monkeys,
live

Menstrual Hcmnorrliage.

In females of two species of Baboons, namely, a Chacma
{Papio porcarms) and a Yellow {P. eynocephalus)^ I have noticed
that the period of "heat" is hei'alded by inflammation of the
genito-anal area and is followed after a day or two by a show of
blood which continues for four or five days, dimng which time
The
the inflammatory swelling gradually increases in size.
quantity of blood emitted varies greatly in the two specimens. In
the Chacma it is relatively small, sufficient only to stain with
in the Yellow Baboon, a
small patches the floor of the cage
younger animal, the amount is at least ten times as great, so that
It is probable, I think, that
the cage becomes quite unsightly.
the variation in the quantity given out by the two animals is
merely an individual characteristic and is not connected with their
After the hfemorrhage stops, the swelling
specific distinctness.
continues to grow and extends laterally so as to conceal comIt
pletely the ischial callosities and the naked skin adjacent*.
reaches its maximum in about two weeks' time and remains at
It then begins to shrink and in
that stage for about one week.
;

* The swelling involves the whole of the circumanal area, so that the anal and
the vaginal orifices are thrust considerahlj' behind their normal jjosition. Pairing
between the sexes takes place after the hfemorrhage has ceased. The correlation
between the swelling in the female and the extreme length of the intromittent organ
in the male of Baboons is obvious.

—
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about another two weeks has disappeared, so that the female at
a distance is indistinguishable from, the male.
After a few days'
rest inflammation again sets in and is almost at once followed by
the appearance of hpemorrhage.
In the case of the female Ohacma, the data upon which the
foregoing epitome is, in the main, based ai-e as follows
:

April

a
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genus Cercopitliecus and also in the Rhesus, Common, and Japanese
Macaques but I learn from Dr. Hamish Nicol that a Bonnet
Macaque (J/, sinicus) he had for some years in captivity always
showed a bloody discharge at menstruation, so much so as to
redden the places where she sat and compel her confinement to
the cage for the two or three days that it lasted*.
Keviewing the above-mentioned facts it seems to me to be
impossible to draw any satisfactory conclusions with regard to
the incidence of menstrual haemorrhage in Oercopithecidse. In
Baboons it may or may not take place and may be great or little
It has been noticed to occur in some profusion in a
in amount.
female Macacus sitiicus, and not to occur appreciably in a female
;

Obviously, therefore,
of the closely allied species M. fascicularis.
cannot be associated with the inflammatory swelling of the
genito-anal region and it is hardly likely to have a specific value
it

;

Perhaps the nearest guess at the truth that can at
present be made is the surnaise that it is dependent on the conin taxonomy.

stitution or health of the individual.

Pregnancy and Parturition in Macaques.
In the first half of the current year three Monkeys were born
in the Gardens, namely a Japanese Macaque {Macacus fuscatus =
:

a hybrid between a male Common
on Jan. lOth
Macaque {Macacus fascicidaris = c^nomolgics) and a female Pigand a hybrid between the
tailed (M. nemestrinus) on March 1st
same male Common Macaque and a female Rhesus {M. rhesus) on
Congress between the parents of the Japanese
April 27th.
Macaque was not seen, and the young was born at night. No
observations, therefore, were made upon the period of gestation
speciosus)

;

;

and parturition in this species.
The same remarks apply to the young born from the specimens
of AI. fascicularis and M. i'hesus, except that the devouring of the
placenta by the mother was noticed by the keeper in charge.
In the case of the hybrid M. cynoviolgus and M. nemestrinus
were watched. Unfortunately the young was born dead, or died soon after birth f.
practically all the stages of parturition

Pregnancy.
Neither the Pig- tailed nor Japanese Macaque was known to be
pregnant, in spite of the large size of the young. In the case of
the Japanese Macaque this was due to the long and thick hairy
winter coat of the mother and in the case of the Pigtail to the
;

—

* This Monkey, I hear on the same authority, was addicted to masturbation
habit by no means uncommon in males of some Baboons and Anthropoid Apes
(Chimpanzee, Orang), but of very rare occurrence, I believe, in females.
f I was not mj'self present on the occasion. Foi- the information given abdve I
am indebted to the two keepei's, Harrod and Rodwell, whom I cross-examined
independently without finding any important discrepancies in their accounts.
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inactivity of the Monkey, which was out of health and habitually
sat with her knees pressed against her abdomen and her arms
folded across them.
The Rhesus, however, who was very active,

showed decided signs in the enlargement of the nipples and the
swelling of the abdomen, more particularly in its anterior portion
behind the thorax. As compared with the human species the
alteration in appearance due to pregnancy was small, although
the foetus was comparatively larger in the Monkey. A week or
two before the birth of the young, the Rhesus in one night lost
all the hair off her cheeks.
The skin was perfectly healthy, and
looked as if it had been shaved clean. The bareness gradually
spread on to the front of the shoulders and chest, extending
ultimately to and round the nipples. It persisted until the young
was about six weeks old but within two months of birth the
naked areas were covered with a coating of short hair.
;

Period of Gestation.

A small and not fully grown specimen of the Pig-tailed
Macaque [Macacus nemestrinus) was observed to be in season in
the latter part of August, 1905 *, and to be covered more than
once by a male of the so-called Common Macaque (il/. fascicularis).
There was no subsequent menstruation. Hence it may be inferred
that conception took place some time between the middle of
August and the beginning of September.
Soon afterwards the Monkey was removed from that cage and
placed, together with another female of the same species, in a
cage with an adult male hybrid between a Pig-tailed and Common
Macaque bred in Singapore by Mr. H. IS". Ridley. The behaviour
of this male towards the two females was markedly diflerent.
Beyond tyrannising over the female in question and keeping her
.

in a state of nervous subjection, he treated her with complete
indifference.
The other female, on the contrary, was regarded
with decided favour. Possibly his disregard for the pregnant
female was due to her condition. This may have brought about
some subtle change in her, a difference or deprivation of odour
may be, which perhaps robbed her of an attractiveness she might
otherwise have held for him. In the winter she was placed in
another cage and was not in company with a male Monkey of any
kind until the young was born on March 1st.
Judging by analogy of the human species, the foetus was very
The nails were completely
nearly, but not quite, at full term.
formed but the testicles had not descended into the scrotum.
They had passed out of the abdominal cavity and were lying in
the pelvic rim, the left a little lower than the right. Inguinal
;

* I am able to fix this date within a few weeks from the testimonj- of one of the
keepers, Rodwell, who being a newly appointed and inexperienced hand was profoundly impressed by the excessive inflammation of the genito-anal area exhibited
by the Monkey at the time. This man came on duty on Aug. 7th, and assures me
that he noticed the phenomenon within the following week or two.
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position of the testicles in the human foetus suggests a month's
prematurity but in the Monkey, where development is more
rapid, it probably denotes a shorter period, perhaps about two or
Hence assuming that the young Monkey under
three weeks.
discussion may have been premature by about that length of time
on March 1st*, and that conception occurred at some date in the
latter half of August, it may be concluded with some confidence
that the period of gestation in the Pig-tailed Macaque is not more
than seven and not less than six months. It does not appear to
me that the data furnished by the present case justify a more
exact estimate of its duration. The probability of the correctness
of this calculation is supported by R. B. Sdnydl'sf statement
that a female Oercopithecus cynosurus, in the Calcutta Gardens,
carried her young seven months.
;

Parturition.

Macaque

in which parturition was observed
refused food during the day, and seemed to be generally lowThe precise time at which labour
spirited and out of health.
began is imknown. The first indication that it was in progress
was the utterance of a scream by the mother late in the afternoon. The birth, a case of foot-presentation, took place about
one hour afterwards. The Monkey remained seated on the perch
dui-ing this time, aiding the extrusion of the young with her
hands when a laboiir-pain supervened, and cleansing her offspring
with her hands and licking them afterwards in the intervals.
Towards the end of the time, the contractions of the uterus
took place at intervals of about five minutes, the sci'eams and
moans .of the mother attesting the suffering she endured. The
concluding stages and the severance of the timbilical cord could
not be seen on account of darkness but the placenta was found
on the floor of the cage next morning detached from the yoving,
which was dead, with its head partially crushed, as if by a fall or
by being stepped upon. Whether the ci-ushing of the head by
either of these means was the cause of death, or whether the
mother let the dead body fall on its head from the perch to the
floor, is not known.
If this had been the only case to sup^^ly data regarding parturition In Monkeys the following inferences might have been
drawn
(1) that the process is painful
(2) that it lasts for
about one hour
(3) that the placenta is not devoured by the

The

Pig-tailed

;

,

:

;

;

mother.
But, so far as the suffering
* I

is

concerned, there

is

no evidence

not sure of the accuracy of this inference, because in the young male hybrid
bet'jveen II. rhesus and M. fascicularis, now living in the Gardens, the scrotum,
which is of large size, appeared to be empty at birth and the testicles inguinal in
position.
The same appearance is presented b}' these organs now that the animal
aaii

weets old.
t Quoted by W. L.

is five

the period
p. 13).

is

Sclater, Mammals of S. Africa, p. 9.
Blanford also says that
about seven months in Indian Macaques (Fauu. Brit. India, Mamm.
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that it is considerable in normal cases, and Dr. Steegmann's
observations prove that the actual birth may be accomplished
in not more than fifteen minutes.
Both the suflering and the
duration of the birth in the Pigtail must be attributed, I think,
at all events in part, to its being a case of foot-presentation,
which I assume, from the analogy supplied by other animals, to be
abnormal *. Abnormality was further attested, as I afterwards
learnt, by the leaving of the placenta by the mother, for Dr. Steegmann's evidence on this point was fully confirmed by the behaviour
of the female Rhesus, who was actually seen by the keeper, Hefier,
to devour the placenta entire.
Devouring the placenta by the mother seems to be the invariable
rule in all species of Mammalia, with the exception of Man t.
The habit has no relation to the natural food of the species, being
common to purely herbivorous ruminants, to herbivorous or
omnivorous rodents, to Monkeys, and to Carnivora. The catholicity of the habit suggests that it must have some significance
from the point of view of utility to the species practising it. In
the case of animals like Rabbits, Rats, and Carnivora, where the

mothers

may

lie

up Avith helpless young, a certain measure of utility
in the necessity for keeping the spot clean and sweet-

lie

smelling.
That this

is

not a complete explanation, however,

is

suggested

by the reflection that in the case of Dngulata the young are active
and soon after birth wander away with the mother. The same
argument applies to Monkeys, where the young are born in trees
and are carried away by the mother directly afterwards. Again,
some animals, as is shown by the female N. -American "Wolf
[Canis occidentalis), now in the Zoological Gardens, stay for a
couple of days with their young without feeding. In instances of
this kind it is conceivable that the eating of the placentte has a
nutritive as well as a hygienic significance.
But this view of the
matter does not meet the case of Antelopes and their allies, which
will start grazing as soon as the young is born.
That the habit
has some deeper meaning than those discussed above seems therePerhaps, as has been suggested to me by
fore to be pi'obable.
Dr. J. Rose Bradford, the hastening of milk-secretion is its
underlying physiological cause. In this hypothesis may possibly
be found the explanation of the delay that commonly occurs in
the human female betv/een parturition and lactation, since practical synchronism between the two phenomena is met with in
placentivorous mammals.
The amount of haemorrhage that took place after birth diflfered
greatly in the Japanese and Rhesus Macaques.
In the Rhesus
scarcely any was noticed, but in the Japanese it continued for
two daj's and was quite considerable in quantity.
* Dr. F. G. Parsons, F.Z.S., suggested at the Meeting when this paper was read
that the length of time occupied by the birth might have been due to the young
being the tirst to which the mother had given birth.
f I have been unable to discover if the instinct has been retained by any savages.
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Young at and after Birth.

At birth, Monkeys of the genera Macacus and Cercopithecus
are clothed with hair not differing materially in thickness, length,
and distribution from that of their parents. In this respect they
markedly from newly boi^n Chimpanzees, which, as I am
by Dr. Steegmann, are nearly naked at birth. The smallest
Chimpanzees that have come under my notice were thickly coated
like the adults, with the exception of one young female, perhaps
fi'om twelve to eighteen months old, in which the head was bald,
but became covered subsequent!}-. Dr. Steegmann, on the contrary,
has had in his hands newly imported specimens, believed to be
about six ixionths old, which were almost destitute of hair. Thus,
in the nakedness of the young, Chimpanzees are more like Man
than they are like Cercopithecine Monkeys. They show, indeed,
the commencement of the postponement in the growth of the
body-hair characteristic of Man, where, apart from its local
development at puberty in both sexes, it only appears with any
degree of luxuriance upon the appendages, ventral svirface, and
to a lesser degree upon the back in some, mostly middle-aged or
differ

told

old males *.

In the young of the Japanese Macaque and in the hybrid
7'hesus X M.fascictdaris the colour differs considerably from
that of the adults of these species.
The hairs are uniformly
tinted throughout, being in the first-mentioned form olive- grey,
and in the second blackish grey, without gloss and without any

M.

subapical pale area.
As recorded by Dr. H. O. Forbes, this was previously known to
be the case in the Japanese Macaque, as also was the absence of
the red hue in the face. It was not, however, previously known,
so far as I am aware, that the infant coat is moulted during the
fifth month and gradually replaced by a coat resembling in colour
that of the parents.
The little Japanese Macaque was born on
Jan. 10th, and the moulting which set in near the begiiniing of
May was finished by the end of that month, with the exception of a
dark tuft of hair on each cheek, which was unchanged by the end
of

September.

Newly born Macaques
activity

the matter of
which remain prac-

differ extraordinarily in

and independence from human

babies,

tically helpless for at least a year.
The Monkeys are able soon
after birth to maintain a secure hold of their mother by clutching
the hair of her sides with hands and feet, and within a week can
crawl feebly about unaided. This was particularly noticeable in

the case of the young Rhesus x Common Macaque, which I saw
trying to creep over the straw of her cage when only four days
old.
When between four and five weeks old it could climb up the
bars and about the perches of the cage with considerable activity
and skill. The young Japanese Macaque appeared to be less pre* This remark applies particularly to the xanthochroic and melanochroic Euroand still more so to the Tcdas of Hindostan and to the Ainos of N. Japan.

peans,
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what extent this was due to the greater solicitude
mother in keeping the baby with her, either to protect it
from the cold * or from the Monkeys in the adjoining cages, it is

cocious, but to

of the

Certain

impossible to say.

it

is,

however, that long after the

baby was able to crawl the mother habitually frustrated its
efforts at independence by pulling it to her side before it could
get out of arm's reach.
The male took no share in nursing or
tending to the young. He treated it with complete indifference,
and with good-humoured tolerance allowed it to take the liberty
When
later on of climbing over his back and pulling his hair.
sleeping, the parents usually sat front to front with the little one
between them, completely concealed by their long and thick coats
In addition to nursing and suckling the baby in the
of hair.
usual way, the mother kept it clean, as clogs and cats clean their
puppies and kittens, namely by licking up the excrement and
urine while being passed.
It was amusing to see her every now
and again seize the baby by the tail and inspect its hind-quarters
for indications of excretion.

I have never seen the young Macaques suck more than one teat
at a time.
In this they differ from the baby Vervet {Cerco2)ithecus lalandii) born in the Gardens in 1893, which is alleged
to have held both nipples in its mouth at once (P. Z. S. 1893,

They soon began to feed on their own. account.
four weeks old the baby Rhesus x Common Macaque
helped himself to his mother's bread and milk and at two months
was trying, albeit inefi'ectually, to crack nuts. I did not see the
615).
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When

young Japanese Macaque eat anything until six weeks old. At
five months he was still being suckled.
He was weaned when he
was between seven and eight months old.

Age

am

not aware of any

of Monkeys.

Monkeys.
on record the fact that Col. S.
M. Benson kept, he informs me, a Rhesus Macaque alive for
I

statistics as to longevity in

It is interesting therefore to put

twenty-eight years. The animal ultimately died of heart disease,
and was probably about twenty-nine years old at the time.

Supplement by Dr. E.

J.

Steegmann f.

My experience of birth amongst Monkeys is limited to one kind,
the common Indian Rhesus, and the cases are few in number.
All the females that gave birth to young ones were already
pregnant when I bought them, and I have absolutely failed to
* This Monkey, be

it

remembered, was born on Jan. 10

in

an unwarmed

open-air cage separated by wire partitions from cag-es to the right and left, containing
Uaboons and Monkeys of diverse species. The baby of the Rhesus, on the contrary,
was born on April 27th in a warmed house, and two days afterwards was transferred
with its mother to a cage boarded off from adjoining cages.
f These notes were kindly compiled by Dr. Steegmann in reply to certain definite
questions on matters about which my knowledge was defective or my observations
wanted confirming.
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from the commencement. I have therefore no facts whatever that can throw any light on the question of the length of

bi-eecl

gestation.

Altogether, I have had five Rhesus Monkeys born in captivity,
four of them apparently at full time and the fifth prematurely.
I have also had several other mothers which gave birth to young
within six days of arrival.
The following facts are only ones on which I can speak with
certainty from my own observations.
The signs of pregnancy in the female are not easy to recognise.
I have purchased several under the impression that they were

with young, and on subsequent post-mortem examination found
no sign. Those females that were really pregnant showed considerable enlargement and prominence of the abdomen.
The
breasts were swollen, but in only one case could I detect any
areola round the nipple, and this may of course have been normal.
The pregnant animals appeared to be just as active as the others.
There was in all cases a veiy large amount of liquor amnii.
Unfortunately, I never saw the actual delivery of the young.
In one case I could fix the time within 15 minutes, in the other
1 did not see the young ones till from two to three hours after
birth.

know how

the mother separates the umbilical cord, but
by biting. Examination of the abdominal end of
the cord showed a condition that would have been caused by a
I have no doubt that the mother
clean bite rather than a tear.
I do not

1 suppose

it is

1 could never find a trace of it, even in the
saw within a quarter of an hour of delivery.
In the one case where the young was born apparently before
full time, the mother had been ill some days previously.
She was
very wild and nervous, and resented any interference. The sign
of ill-health was the one to which I generally attach a good deal
of importance in Monkeys, namely, loss of appetite. I also noticed
once or twice a slight discharge of what looked like blood-stained
This discharge may have been normal,
mucus from the vulva.
tliough I never noticed it in any other Monkey before the birth
I have frequently ?een a bloody discharge
of the young one.
from the rectum in Monkeys, both male and female. In this
particular case I found the young one dead in a corner of the
It had evidently been dead some hours, but had been
cage.
born alive. There was no sign of the mother having killed it, at
least there were no wounds or injuries to be seen, but she had
tried to push it out of the cage, and was sitting as far away from
The placenta was still
it as she could when I first saw her.
attached to the young by the umbilical cord, and no attempt
seemed to have been made to separate it. ISTo reliable data can
be drawn from this placenta, as it was obviously not normal nor
healthy.
The young animal was fully developed, except for the
teeth, which had not appeared.
All the others that were born
here had teeth.
eats the placenta.

case that I

;.
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The mother of this one died a few days after its birth, but
the uterus was in too septic a condition for any satisfactory
examination.
In all cases where the young were born alive the thing that
struck me most was the extraordinary strength and activity they
The one I saw
displayed practically immediately after birth.
when it Avas certainly not more than twenty minutes old could
already cling by itself to its mother whilst she climbed about the
cage.
They hold on to the mother's fur by both hands and feet,
and frequently also hold the nipple in their teeth. I am not able
to form any opinion as to how long the young suckle they can
One
certainly eat solid food within less than a month of birth.
young Rhesus I had was born not more than a week before arrival
The mother died when it was between three weeks and a month
old, and I had no difficulty in rearing it by hand, as it could
;

drink and eat soft food.
One Monkey born here I kept with its mother for six months,
and another for about seven. Both these young animals suckled
all the time, although they also, during the greater part of it,
shared the ordinary food given to the mothers.
The last point that is at all useful is the fact that young Rhesus
Monkeys are born completely covered with hair, in all respects
resembling the hair of the adult animal. I think that probably
this is a feature in which they differ from Anthropoids.
I have reason to believe that Chimpanzees are born entirely or
nearly naked. I have had eight young Chimpanzees imported.
They were not less than six months old, though one of them was
certainly more. Seven of these animals had very little hair indeed
most of them were practically naked on the ventral surface, but
had scanty fur on the head and back. I have had a large number
of other young Chimpanzees, but all of them had good coats.
Unfortunately, all the seven uncovered young ones died of
broncho-pneumonia soon after arrival, so I had no chance of
observing when the coat appeared.
I tried an experiment to see if Rhesus would breed in captivity.
One of the mothers whose baby had actually been born here was
very tame and not easily frightened. I kept her with the young
I then put her in
one, suckling all the time, for six months.
another large cage with an adult male Rhesus, and kept them
During the whole of the time
together for another six months.

they were together they copulated frequently. Both my man and
I then kept the female alone
I witnessed this on many occasions.
She had the appearance of being pregnant
for three months.
At the end of three
(enlarged abdomen and swollen breasts).
months she became ill and died. On post-mortem examination
there was no sign of pregnancy. The uterus was no larger than
that of an ordinary adult Rhesus, and the ovaries, &c., were
normal. The post-m.ortem did not reveal the cause of death.
I cannot say anything about menstruation in the Rhesus during
pregnancy or suckling, as I have not been able to make reliable
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observations on this point even in the non-pregnant adult female.
is certainly no swelling of the vulva and perinfeum such as
occurs in the Baboon, and I have never noticed any discharge.
As I have already said, the Rhesus often suffers from some
inflammatory condition of the large intestine causing a discharge
of bloody mucus from the rectum, and this may have been mistaken

There

in

some

6.

cases for menstrual blood*.

Additions to the Herpetology of British East Africa.

By

a. A. BouLENGEK, F.R.S., F.Z.S.
[Received

May

10, 1906.]

(Text-figures 96-98.)

Seven years ago I described and figured in these Proceedings f a
genus Zacerta, belonging to the grovip of L. muralis,
discovered by Mr. F. J. Jackson in the Mau Ravine, Uganda.
This was a very unexpected discovery, considering the range of
the genus
it is now paralleled by Mr. Degen's find, also in
Uganda, of a Lizard of the genus Algiroides, the known distribution of which was believed to be restricted to Sardinia, Corsica, the
East Coast of the Adriatic, and Greece. The collection made in
Uganda by Mr. Degen, which has been productive of so many
new fishes, has also yielded a new Snake and a new Toad, which
species of the

;

are here described.

Algiroides apricanus,

Head

(Text-fig. 96.)

sp. n.

strongly depressed snout rather long, obtusely pointed.
Rostral not entering the nostril a single postnasal four or five
upper labials anterior to the subocular
a series of granules
between the supraoculai^s and the supraciliaries occipital shorter
and a little broader than the interparietal temple covered with
uniform small keeled scales. No gular fold; 19 scales in a line
between the third chin-shields and the collar, those in front of
the latter enlarged and faintly keeled collar with serrated edge,
composed of 6 plates. Dorsal scales more than twice as large as
the laterals, diagonally keeled, obtusely pointed, the strong keels
converging towards the median line 24 scales across the middle
of the body; two or three lateral scales correspond to the length of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* [Evacuation of apparently blood-stained faeces appears to be not an uncommon
in Monkeys.
Dr. Mary Gordon, P.Z.S., tells me she has noticed it in
a. Y)i2M^ {Cercopitliecus diana) hrvA. a. Mozambique
Vervet (C. pygert/thrus), hut is
not sure that the staining was caused by blood. I have myself been completelj'
deceived by the faeces of a Chimpanzee, which, while in perfect health, passed a stool
suggestive of serious intestinal ulceration. I subsequentlj^ learnt that she had been
fed the previous day upon blood oranges
In any case, whether the staining is
sometimes due to blood, as Dr. Steegmann says, and sometimes not, it appears to
occur in Monkeys in other respects perfectly healthy and passing normal faeces. This
conclusion may be useful to those who keep Monkeys, since it shows that the

phenomenon

!

occurrence of such staining does not necessarily indicate ti'eatment for colitis or
enteritis.— R. I. P.]
f 1899, p. 96, pi. x.
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aventral. Ventrals in 6 longitudinal series, median and outer series
considerably narrower than the others, and 18 transverse series.
Prseanal plate with two small azygous plates in front of it and
The hind limb reaches between the
small scales on the sides.
Text-fiff. 96.

Algiroides africanus.
a, side

view of head

;

h,

upperside, and

e,

underside of body.

foot once and one-fourth the length of the
collar and the ear
Femoral pores 13-15. Coppery brown above, with a wellhead.
defined dark brown lateral band and small dark brown spots on
;
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the back; a light streak from the upper lip to the shoulder,
interrupted by the lower border of the tympanum, and continued
upper surface of tail with
as a series of round spots on the body
dark and light bars lower parts orange (green in spirit), the
throat yellowish.
;

;

A single male

specimen from Entebbe.

From snout to vent
Head
Width of head
From end of snout to

51 millim.

14
9
fore limb

20
22
30

...

Forelimb

Hind limb
This lizard resembles

„
,,

,,

„
,,

strikingly A. nigropimctatus D.

&

B.,

from the East Coast of the Adriatic and the Ionian Islands, differing
principally in the scaling of the temple and in the single postnasal
shield.

Leptodira degeni,

(Text-fig. 97.)

sp. n.

broader than deep, just visible from
above internasals not or but slightly broader than long, much
shorter than the prsefrontals frontal once and a half as long as
broad, a little longer than its distance from the end of the snout,
one
loreal much longer than deep
.shorter than the parietals
temporals 1 + 2 eight upper labials,
prse- and two postoculars
fourth and fifth or third, fourth, and fifth entering the eye three
Rostral small, a

little

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Text-fig. 97.

Leptodira degeni.
a, rostral, 6, upper,

and

c,

side views of liead.

pairs of chin-shields, the antei^ior longer than broad and in conYentrals
Scales smooth, in 19 rows.
tact with five lower labials.
Dark brown above,
170-175; anal entire svibcaudals 32-33.
the outer rows of scales lighter, or whitish in the centre upper
lip and lower parts yellowish white, with a brown line along the
'

;

;

middle of the tail.
tail 50.
Total length 450 millim.
Two specimens from Entebbe.
Distinguished from L. hotamhoeia Laur. by the narrower rostral,
the longer loreal, and the absence of black or. the temple.
;
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Crown without bony
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(Text-fig. 98.)

ridges
snout short, rounded, with distinct canthus
interorbital space concave, narrower tlian the
upper eyelid tympanum very distinct, nearly as large as the eye
and close to it.
Fingers rather pointed, first not extending
beyond second toes one-third webbed, with simple subarticular
tubercles; two moderate metatarsal tubercles; no tarsal fold.
The tarso-metatarsal articulation reaches the tympanum. Upper
;

;

;

;

Text-fia-. 98.

-^
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Frederick Gillett, Esq., Yice-President, in the Chair.
Mr. R. H. Burne, F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of Prof. Stewart,
some dissections prepared for the Museum of the Royal College of
The
Sui'geons from material derived from the Society's Gardens.
specimens included the head of a Ki-wi [Apteryx manielli) in sagittal
section, showing the relatively large size of the olfactory parts of
the brain and the complexity of the olfactory chamber the head
of a Crowned Crane {Bcdearica regidorum), showing the dilatable
pharynx, which by its inflation when the bird crows causes a
sudden distension of the gular wattle, and apparently acts as a
;

preparations of the cheek-pouches of a
resonating-chamber
Spotted Cavy {Godogenys paca) and the stomach of a fcetal
;

Giraffe {Giraff'a camelopardalis antiqttoi'umi

(S

X

G.

c.

ivardi $

).

Dr. L. W. Sambon exhibited a series of diagrams illusti'ating
the transmission of diseases by Insects and Ticks.

Robert T. Jackson

photograph of the
taken before the
collection Avas dispersed, and made remarks on specimens of the
He also exhibited a
bird that had lately come under his notice.
Prof.

Champley

a

exhibited

collection of eggs of the Great

lonff-focLis lens for

museum

woi'k

and

Auk

dissections.

The Secretary exhibited the skviU of a Wild Boar that had
been dug up during building operations in James Street,

lately

Oxford Street,

W.

^

Mr. R. E. Holding exhibited and made remarks upon the skull
and horns of a fine male so-called Wild Irish Goat. He stated
that these animals existed in considerable numbers in the mountainous district of the West of Ireland, and wei-e undoubtedly
domesticated Goats which had taken to a wild life and had .'o
become to all intents and purposes feral that they were of wary
At
disposition and sure-footed, and diflicult to get a shot at.
times, however, during the breeding-season the males came into
the lowlands to the she-goats and so were occasionally shot. The
age of the specimen exhibited was probably 7 or 8 years.
Mr. Holding also exhibited the skull of a male domestic Cat, in
which the posterior border of the orbit was complete. In the
majority of the existing Felidce this portion of the orbit remained
open throughout life. There were, however, about four or five exist;

ing species, viz. Felis viverrina, F. suhrugosa, F.planiceps, in whicli
the orbit was complete there was also a figure in de Blainville's
Osteographie called F. longicaudata in which this condition was also
;

'

'

—
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Whct}u3r the specimen was a reversion to those
existing species which had a corn[)]ete orbit, or whether it was
simply a case of imlividnal vai-iation, it was difficult to ascertain.
Mr. Holding also exhibited a large calculus weighing 5 lb. 6 oz.,
taken from the descending colon of a Horse, and remarked that
calculi were fairly common amongst older horses bred and reared
in towns, where there was a preponderance of dry and impure
food, and where, as in London, the water was largely impregna,ted
with impurities the composition of these calculi being usually
50 p. c. ammonio-phos. of magnesium, 20 p. c. of cnlcic phosphates,
with soluble salts and fatty material as shown in the. concentric
characteristic.

;

—

rings.

The following papers
1.

wei-e read

;

The Rudd Exploration of South Africa.— V. List of
Mammals obtained by Mr. Grant in N.E. Transvaal.
By Oldfield Tpiomas, F.JL8., and Hakold Schwann,
f'.z.s.
[Ileceived

May

11, 1906.]

After completing the work at Knysna, of which we gave an
account in our last paper*, Mr. Grant journeyed by way of Delagoa
Eay and Pretoiia to the Zoutpansberg District of the Transvaal,
a i-egion hitherto practically untouched, so far as the collections
Indeed, the whole
in the National Museum are concerned.
drainage-area of the Limjiopo had been remarkably little worked,
such few collections as had been sent from within it having been
from its northern pai't in Matabililand or the westei-n in
Bechuanaland, the Limpopo part of the Transvaal having been
quite neglected.
In this interesting region Mr. Grant has worked with his usual
energy and success, and his collection includes 250 specimens belonging to 51 species. This fine series, by Mr. Rudd's generosity,
is, as before, added to the treasures of our National Museum.
The localities at which the collection was made were two

Klein Letaba on tlie low veldt, and Woodbush on the high veldt
and these localities are so distinct from each other both geographically and zoologically, that we have thought it advisable
to separate altogether the collections received from them and to
write two distinct lists as follows
:

—

I. Klein Letaba.
Klein Letaba is situated in about 23° 21' S. and .30° 40' E., on
a branch of the Letaba River, which runs south-eastwards to

join the Olifants River, uniting again

still further eastwards
with the main stream of the Lower Limpopo. It is at an altitude
of about 1000 feet to the east of and below the high range of the
Drakensberg.

* P.

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

Z. S. 1906, p. 159.

No.

XXXIX.
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—

;
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Its mammal fauna proves to be more like that of the high
veldt than one vi^ould have expected from the difference in
altitude, so that we are disappointed to find fewer of the coast

tropical forms than we had hoped, and it is evident that to
get the true coast fauna a still lower level must be visited.
Even here, however, several interesting northern forms have
been added to the South African list, the most notable being a
representative of the Nyasan RapMcerus sharpei, an Antelope so

and

strikingly different from any South African species that the
tardiness of its discovery is somewhat surprising.
Other interesting forms are a new Helogale and two new Genets.
Mr. Grant's notes on the Klein Letaba district are as follows
" The low veldt, that is the country under the Berg, is mainly
undulating grass country with long stony rises and some few
kopjes and mountains.
"It is thickly timbered, principally with Mopani (Shinatsi of
the Tchangaan) ; a large, fine-growing tree called Ntuma, which
bears a small green fruit ; the Marula, on the berries of which
Funisciurus cepapi feeds and from which the natives make beer
' wait-a-bit
thorns (" Ikaya ") ; and wild fig and cream-of-tartar
:

'

trees.

" Water is scarce in the dry season and only to be found in the
main rivers that intersect the country, except for some few pools
left in the rocks in some of the spruits.
The soil is sandy and
very fertile in good rainy seasons. The climate is not healthy,
and the weather generally very warm. The thermometer frequently records 106° and seldom less than 90° in the shade.
" The natives are a tribe called the Tchangaan, and are an
offshoot of the Zulu nation.
They have a language of their own,
but all understand Zulu and speak it readily. Though very keen

on hunting big game, they gave but
small mammals."

little

assistance in securing

MiNIOPTEECJS NATALENSIS Smith.

1.

?. 1275, 1299, 1300.
already noted in our Knysna paper, the Miniopterus of
South Africa generally, apart from the extreme southern coast
region, is a brown species, very uniformly coloured, its head quite
The forearms of these examples measure 44,
like its body.
44"5, and 45 mm.
To this species, of which the type is still in the British Museum,
we refer Svindevall's Vesperngo scotinus, kept separate by Dobson
because of its much smaller size. But in so distinguishing it he
only took account of the Madagascar specimens he referred to it,
with forearm 38-39 mm., and ignored the fact that Sundevall
himself gave the forearm measurement as 44 mm., a size quite
similar to that of other examples of M. natalensis.
One of
Sundevall's typical specimens, collected by Wahlberg, is also in

As

the

Museum

collection.

Of the Miniopteri previously sent home by Mr. Grant, those

—
1
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from Klipfontein, Namaqualand, and Ngoye Hills, Zululand,
referred by us on Dobson's authority to M, schreibersi, now both
prove to be referable to the present species.
" This species, which is not very common, does not appear until
it is

quite dark."— 0,

H. B. G.

SCOTOPHILUS NIGRTTA Schr.

2.

$. 1271, 1293.
S. 1272, 1285, 1289, 1311.
These specimens are rather paler than a Zululand skin which
may be taken as representing S. n. dingani Smith, described from
the country " between Natal and Delagoa Bay." Perhaps they
will prove to be similar to S. n. planirostris Peters, the Zambesi
form, of which we have as yet no good specimens available.
" Fairly common, but apparently confined to the low country.
Makes its appearance soon after sundown, and is strong and rapid
on the wing."— 0. H. B. G.

brachyrhynchus Smith.

3. IsTasilio

1315.
$. 1224, 1247, 1280, 1309, 1318.
Two of the females were pregnant, with one foetus each. One
of Mr. Darling's specimens from Mazoe, however, " gave birth to
two very large young after capture," so that these animals do not
always have only one young.
With regard to the generic position of this animal, we are of
opinion that it is fully time that the three very distinct groups
contained in " Macroscelides " should be recognised as genera.
These may be briefly distinguished as follows
c?.

:

I.

„

Macroscelides.

Type.

Macroscelides Smith, Zool. Journ.

iv. p.

435

M. proboscideus,

(1829)

Rhinomys

pi. xxxviii.

A.

a. of

Darst.

Licht.

W.

Saug.,

text to

M. probosddeus.

(1834)

Sclater's synopsis of Macroscelides *.

Lower molars two. Bullae much enlarged.
Macroscelides, as thus restricted, would contain only

M.

proboscideus and
II.

M.

Elephantulus.

No. 33,
A.

b.

p.

species,

„

Type.

&

Schw. Abst, P. Z.
10, June 5, 1906

Elephantulus Thos.

two

inielanotis.

S.

E. rupestris.

of Sclater's synopsis.

Lower molars two. Bullae normal, not specially enlarged.
This genus would contain the great mass of the ElephantShrews, and its range extend from Algeria (E. rozeti) to
the Cape.
*

Mamm.

S. Afr.

ii.

p.

146 (1901).

39*

—
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Nasilio

No.

Thos.

29,

Type.

& Schw.

33, p. 10,
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Abstr.

P. Z. S.

1906

iV^.

hrachyrhyncJiiijS.

B. of Sclater's synopsis.
Lower molars three in number, a small cylindrical m^ being
present behind the large m^ and m^. Bullae normal.
To this genus there belong the forms described as hrachyrhynchus, fitscus, schinzi, and malosce, but the specific or subspecific
standing of each of them is as yet by no means settled.
" Tchangaan name Madauri.'
" Common and inhabiting all stony places on the flats, hillsides,
or mountains. When pursued they take cover under any availThey are
able object, even the old piping lying on the veldt.
diurnal only and were not observed in pairs." 0. H. B. G.
'

—

4.

Felis core at a cafra Desm.

5. 1295.
" Tchangaan name

Goye.'
" The specimen sent was the only Wild Cat seen at Klein
Letaba and was shot while sunning itself in the daytime on the
open veldt. It is considered a great delicacy by the natives."
C. H. B. G.
5.
c?.

'

Genetta letaba,

sp. n.

1242.

A

Genet of the G. tigrina group, but with the tail longer than
the head and body, and the skull much constricted and heavily
ridged.
Size rather greater than in
considerably longer.

Cape specimens

of tigrina,

hind feet

Fur comparatively short, rather finer in texture than in
long hairs
G. ludia (infra), rather coarser than in G. tigrina
about 20 mm. in length, underfur about 15.
General ground-colour of upper surface including flanks rather
greyer than " ci-eam-bufF " ; dorsal crest not so marked as in
G. ludia, extending from the anterior point of the lumbar region
to the root of the tail ; spots edged with black, centres varying
from dark tawny to chestnut, mostly of oblong shape, about one
inch in leng-fch, smaller, darker, and rounder on the flanks.
Long hairs of the light ground-colour
Underfur slate-grey.
grey for the basal third, middle third white, distal third black.
Under surface of body light buffy, the sternal legion marked
wdth a few faint brownish spots, bases of the hair slate-grey.
Head considerably darker than ground-colour of body, cheeks
smoke-grey forehead rather darker, tips of hairs tawny. Ears
Interof medium length rounded, darker than in G, ludia.
ramia, throat, and chest light yellowish grey, the last speckled
with a few light reddish spots fore limbs coloured like groundcolour of back, not black as in G. tigrina or G. ludia posterior
surface of hind limbs blackish owing to the dark underfur,
remainder of hind limbs and feet coloured like back. Tail
;

;

;

;

^
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longer than head and body, covered with long fine hair about
ten black rings, alternating with narrower ones, yellowish above,
creamy white below, the last two not complete above, leaving a
black streak on the upper surface.
Skull of the same general size as in Cape specimens of G. tigrina,
but more delicately built, more constricted over the frontals, and
more heavily crested, Nasals narrow and running to a point
posteriorly, their lateral edges not roughly parallel as in tigrina
ascending processes of the maxillaries produced considerably
;

;

behind the posterior limit of the nasals, postorbital constriction
elongated sagittal crest unusually developed, commencing immediately behind the postorbital processes and running the whole
length of the brain- case. Teeth as in G. tigrina, the third upper
premolar with no internal cusp.
Head and
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
body 487 mm. tail 519 hind foot 90 ear 48.
zygomatic
basal length 83
Skull greatest length 90 mm.
breadth 44 nasals 20 x 5 interorbital breadth 10*5 brain-case
breadth 31-8; palatal length 40-5; length of bullae (including
outer
paraoccipital process) 17'1
greatest diameter of p* 9'4
diameter of p* 8 transverse diameter of m^ 7*5 length of p^ 6' 3,
of m, 7"3.
Hah. Klein Letaba.
Original number 1242,
Type. Male. B.M, no. 5.12.9.15,
Collected 24 July, 1905.
This very intei-esting species appears to be the Zoutpansberg
representative of G. tigi^ina, and is, as might be expected, rather
more thickly and coarsely haii-ed. It may be distinguished from
that animal by the rufous centres to the spots, by the absence of
black on the under surface of the body and on the fore and hind
limbs, and by the tail being longer than the head and body. The
skull is chiefly remarkable for the very conspicuous constriction
of the postorbital region and the greatly developed sagittal crest.
It might have been supposed that these skull-characters, varying
during life and only present in an advanced state in extreme age,
as is certainly the case in most genera, are worthless as specific
But it is to be noted that in the British Museum'.^
characters.
large series of skulls of G. tigrina no other specimen shows thespeculiarities to anything like the same extent, although maWy
a,re obviously older than the type of G. letabce, which has^its
;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

basilar suture

unclosed.

still

"Tchangaan names 'Ngauny' (for the large brown-spotted
Tisimba (for the smaller dark-spotted species.
species) and
They frequ^t the
Both species are apparently uncommon.
'

'

and open bush veldt, are nocturnal pi their
and feed principally on beetles." 0. H. B. G.
/

kloofs, river-banks,

habits,
6.

Genetta ludia,

—

sp. n,

J. 1276, 1297.
A Genet of the G. dongolana type, with black
small rusty -red spots.

/

/

doi-sal stripe

and

—

—
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Gape specimens

of G. tigrina,

H,

longer than head and body. Fur of medium length, stiff and
rather coarse, about 50 mm. long on the median crest, about
tail

30

mm. on

flanks.

Ground-colour on back and flanks pale sandy, whiter than
cream; dorsal crest strongly marked, jet-black, extending from
neck to base of tail; spots tawny, becoming darker on flanks,
small, numerous, arranged in five or six rows.
Underfur grey
basally, pale sandy yellow terminally.
Light ground-colour hairs
white for theii- proximal tAvo-thirds, distal third black, occasionally
with a faint intermediate tawny ring.
Under surface of body
rather lighter than cream-buff. Underfur fine, thick, grey (no, 7)
basally, sandy terminally.
Head sandy grey lighter than bodyy
the long hairs with wliite tips; infraorbital spot, not defined
posteriorly, merging into the grey of the cheeks
ears rounded,
covered with short whitish-grey hairs lips and interramia dark
brownish black ; throat and chest white with faintyellow suffusion.
Upper surface of forearm rather yellower than back, speckled
with small black spots; feet yellowish white orbuffy; under surface
of upper arm smoky grey suffused with creamy white, forearm
brownish black, sharply contrasting with it. Hind limbs below
the knee jet-black, with the exception of a line of the ordinary
ground-colour passing down the front of the limb to the anklejoint
feet dirty white with a few black hairs interspersed.
Tail
longer than head and body, thickly covered with long coarse hair,
having about ten black rings, broadest towards the tip and
narrowest at the base upper s-urface of the white rings conspicuously yellow owing to the presence of tawny hairs.
Skull decidedly larger than in G. tigrina, more heavily built, the
anterior wing of the squamosal more widely curved, postorbital
breadth greater, bullae more noticeably constricted in the middle ;
third upper premolar with a very well-marked internal cusp.
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
Head and body 486 mm. tail 496 hind foot 99 ear 59.
The corresponding measurements of a G. tigrina (B.M, no.
;

;

;

;

:

from Knysna
Head and body 443

5,5.7,41,)

;

;

;

are as follows

397

:

hind foot 81

ear 49.
basal length 85-5
zygomatic
x 7; interorbital breadth 16; braincase breadth 31-6; palatal length 44
length of bullas 19-5;
greatest diameter of p'^ 9-1
outer diameter of p*' 8 transverse
diameter of m^ 7-5 length of p^ 6-5 ; of nij 7-2,
Hah. Klein Letaba,
Type. S. B.M. no, 5,12,9,17.
Original
number 1276.
Collected 5 Aug., 1905,
This species may be distinguished from G. tigrina by its very
difi'erent external proportions and by the whole of the under
surface of the body and fore limbs being dark brown or black in
tigrina ard only the forearm black in G. ludia.
;

tail

;

—greatest length 93 mm.
breadth 46-4; nasals 18-8
Skull

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

^

The

close

resemblance this species bears to G. dongolana,

—

—
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be easily dis-

larger size.

Herpestes gracilis punctulatus Gray.

7.

$. 1288.
d. 1307.
" Tchangaan name Mungauba.'
" This species is not common.
'

veldt

and

It frequents the

lives in holes or in hollow trees

and feeds

open bush
chiefly on

insects."~C. H. B. G.
8.

Helogale brunnula* Thos. & Schw.
Abstr. P. Z. S. No. 33,

p. 10,

June

5,

1906.

$. 1229, 1265, 1274
J. 1218, 1219, 1262, 1263, 1264.
brown species, not so black on head and limbs as If. parvula.
Colour above uniform brown finely ticked with bufiy whitish,
the general effect between " bistre" and " vandyke brown," with a
certain warmth in the tone not present in if. parvida, which more
This warmth is due to the underapproaches seal-brown.'
fur being broadly dull buffy or clay-colour for its terminal half,
Under surface not
while in H. -parvida it is smol^y grey.
conspicuously difierent from upper. Head greyer than back, with
a slightly olive tone in H. parvvXa^ on the other hand, the head
Limbs like body,
is if anything more blackish, than the back.
grizzled and ticked, not darkening terminally to black as in
H. parvula. Tail of the same general colour, evenly tapering, the
terminal pencil inconspicuously blacker.
Skull much as in H. parvtda^ except that the bullae are decidedly
larger and more evenly inflated, the increase being particularly
noticeable in their posterior, mastoid portion.
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
Head and body 207 mm. tail 165 hind foot 42 ear 21.
interSkull basal length 44 mm.; greatest breadth 29"3
breadth of brain-case 22 palatal length 24
orbital breadth 8*2
breadth between outer corners of p* 16'8; greatest horizontal

A

'

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

diameter of p"* 5"6 of m^ 3'5.
Hah. Klein Letaba, Zoutpansberg Disti-ict. Alt. 1050'.
Original number 1263..
Type. Male. B.M. no. 5.12.9.22.
Collected 30 July, 1905.
The eight specimens of this Helogale are all precisely similar in
colour, and ail equally different from a co-type of H. jxirvula in
the Museum Collection. Unfortunately the locality of H. parvida
is not known, though from the general account of Wahlberg's
localities given by Sundevall in his paper on the birds, the
present region might have been the " Oaffraria superior, juxta
tropicum." However, since the Letaba Helogale does not agree
;

* [The complete account of tliis new species appears here but since the name and
were published in the 'Abstract,' it is distinguished by the
name being underlined. Editok.]
;

prclirainarj' diag'nosis
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with H. 2Ktrvula, the latter must have been obtained further south,
perhaps on the Crocodile River.
H. brunnula may readily be distinguished from H. parvnla by
its head being paler instead of darker than the body, by its buffytipped underfur, and by its head and feet not darkening
termmally.
" Tchangaan name Mashli.'
" Faii'ly common in the low country.
They were observed in
parties of from four to eight, and live and take refuge in the
deserted ant-heaps.
They become commoner towards the
Portuguese frontier." 0. H, B. G.
'

—

9.

FuNisciURUS CEPAPi Smith.

S. 1223,

1228, 1237, 1261, 1281, 1283, 1286, 1287, 1291,
1293, 1302, 1303, 1317.
$ 1227, 1232, 1244, 1268, 1277, 1282,
1292.
" Shot in tree " is on most of the specimens, so the species is
evidently an arboreal one.
" Tchangaan name Mashinyane.'
" Yery common on the low veldt, to which it is confined. These
.

'

Squirrels bi'eed and sleep in a hollow tree, in which they take
when pursued. They ai-e easily captured, and form an
article of food with the natives."
0. H. B. G.

refuge

—

10.
d".

Graphiurus murinus Desm.
1269.

This example shows strongly the peculiar staining of the chesthairs, on which Smith's name of erythrohronchus was based.
" Tchangaan name Ndabidabi.'
" The specimen sent was found asleep in the woodwork of an
outbuilding and was very fat. This species is not easy to obtain
as it hibernates during the winter."
0. H. B. G,
'

—

11.

Tatera brantsii Smith.

6 5. 1305.
" Tchangaan
"

name Masingaan.'
'

Common and

gregarious in habits.
Forms burrows in sandy
places but never of any great size."
C. H. B. G.
12.

Tatera miliaria salsa Wrought.

c?.1255.
13.

—

$.1233,1301.

Arvicanthis dorsalis Smith.

6. 1260, 1284, 1312. $. 1241, 1290, 1316.
" Tchangaan name Matsutsa.'
" This species is fairly common on the low veldt, where it apparently replaces A. pumilio, to which its habits are similar.
It
frequents the grassy flats and thick undergrowth in the kloofs.
Diurnal only and a vegetarian."— C. H. B. G.
'

—
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Steatomys pratensis Peters.
1217, 1238, 1254, 1270.

$

1221, 1222, 1230, 1239, 1248,

.

1252.

Specimen 1270, a male, is immensely larger than any of the
other individuals of the series, but it is very old, its teeth being
quite worn down.
Its skull is 26"5 mm. in total length, thus
equalling the typical skull of aS'. bocagei, but the latter belonged to
a much younger individual. The two equally old female skulls
measure 25 mm. in length.
" Tchangaan name Ntenyane.'
" Common and confined to the low country.
They sleep
throughout the winter, roughly from April to October, in a grass
nest at the end of their burrow.
All the specimens were dug out
and were excessively fat and unable to move fast. The natives,
who consider them a great delicacy, say they cannot find them in
the summer, and firmly believe they tui-n into bats." C. H. B. G.
'

—

15.

Mus

CHEYSOPHiLus de Wint.

$. 1256.
d. 1245, 1267, 1304.
" Tchangaan name Magundane.'
'

"

Common

everywhere, especially so in the undergrowth
kloofs and in outbuildings.
Nocturnal only." C. H. B. G.
16.
cJ.

"

—

Mus coucha

Smith.

1220, 1225, 1226, 1237, 1250, 1306.
or

Tchangaan names
Mkundlo
Very common." C. H. B. G.
'

'

'

—

17.

in

?

.

1234.

Magundane

'

(a

I'at),

Lepus zuluensis Thos. & Schw.

?. 1294, 1313.
d. 1266.
In oiu' paper dealing with the mammals obtained by Mr. Grant
inZululand a Hare, belonging to the saxaiilis-grou-p, was described
as a new subspecies under the name of Le/jms saocaiilis zuluensis *.
On the receipt of the material with which the present paper deals
a careful examination of the whole group was undeitaken, and
we are led to the conclusion that no intergrading takes place
between the large-eared Hare, Lepus saxaiilis, and its eastern
I'epresentative.
We therefore consider the small-eared one to be
Vv^orthy of specific rank.

" Tchangaan name Nfundla.'
" This species is fairly common in stony places and on the sandy
flats, especially round old mealie-patches.
They move about only
at night and spend the day under a bush or in the long grass."
B. G.
0.
'

K

18.

Eaphicerus sharpei colonicus, subp.

n.

1278, 1279.
Similar in all essential characters to the true shar-jKi of Nyasa,
dr.

* P. Z.

S. 1905,

i.

p. 270.

—
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but the feet decidedly longei^, though both the specimens are immaIn three fully adult specimens of sharpei the hind feet,
ture.
including hoofs, measure 196-198 mm., while in the two Letaba
individuals, which still retain their milk-dentition, this dimension
is 208 and 215 mm.
Genei'al colour slightlj^ richer and moi'e purplish than in true
sharpei, the intermixed white hairs more numerous.
Throat,
chest, and belly purplish buff, the line of demarcation on sides of
belly little marked in sharpei the under surface is white or whitish
with but little tinge of buffy.
Skull much as in sharpei, but the bullae appear to be slightly
;

larger.

Dimensions of the type, taken in
Head and body 722 mm. tail 76
;

ear 89.
Skull

flesh
;

:

hind

foot,

without hoof 195

;

—

greatest length 126 mm.; basal length 112; greatest
breadth 64; nasals 35 and 15; muzzle to orbit 59; muzzle to

front of

mp^

30.

mm. diameter at base 12.
Type. Immature male. B.M. no. 5.12.9.81.
Original number
1279.
Collected 10 August, 1905.
" Shot on grass-covered hillside, dotted with trees."
C. H.
B. G.
The discovery of the peculiar Nyasan Steinbuck Raphicerus
sharpei south of the Zambezi makes an important addition to the
known fauna of S. Africa. Possibly it has been obtained before,
but sportsmen might easily have confounded it with the Grysbok,
which it resembles by its hoary-mixed coat, though its short
horns, even when adult, and the absence of supplementa.ry hoofs,
show that it is really quite distinct from that animal.
The British Museura owes to the kindness of Col. Manning
sevei'al specimens of R. sharpei from Iilpimbi, Nyasa, and these,
though fully adult, are so uniformly smaller than the two obtained
by Mr. Grant, that we think it advisable to give a subspecific name
to the Transvaal form.
Horns, length 38

;

—

19.

E,APHICBRUS NEUMANNI CAPRICORNIS, Subsp. n.

6. 1258.

?. 1314.
Similar to the East African Steinbuck in all respects, except
that the bullfe are very markedly larger, and the nasals ai'e rather
smaller and narrower.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh
Head and body 814 mm. tail 65 hind foot 236 ear 102.
Fore-hoofs, length anteriorly 26-5, transverse breadth 19.
Skull greatest length 147 mm.; basal length 128; zygomatic
breadth 72*5; nasals 43x17; muzzle to orbit 71; muzzle to
anterior premolar 36 palatal length 74
length of upper molar
series (alveoli) 45
bullae, greatest diameter on inflated part 24'5,
height below level of glenoid surface 20, greatest breadth between
inflated parts of opposite sides 49*5.
:

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

—
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Horns, length 92 mm. diameter at base 13"5.
Type. Adult male.
B.M. no. 5.12.9.78.
Original number
;

Collected 27 July, 1905.
a comparison of the numerous beautiful specimens of
Raphicerus obtained during the Rudd exploration with such
East African examples as are available, we find that the latter
are readily distinguishable from the Cape forms by their paler
general colour and by the greater extent of their white facial
markings. Their eyes are completely ringed with white, their
lips are white, the edges of the ears are more broadly whitened,
and there is a considerable increase in the extent and brightness
of the white chin, throat, and limb-markings.
Their skulls are
rather larger.
In all these respects the Letaba Steinbucks absolutely agree
with the East African specimens, and differ from the Cape ones,
not being in any way intermediate ; and we therefore think we
should recognize newmanni as a distinct species, and consider the
Transvaal form of it characterized by its very large bullse as a

1250.

On

—

—

special subspecies.

The dark coronal horseshoe-mark

is

absent in the male, slight

in the female.
20.

Cephalophus grimmii L.

$. 1259, 1300.
" Tchangaan na.nie

"Very common
patches of bush.

Munti.'
everywhere, especially in long grass and
They vary a great deal in colour and size."
'

C.H.B.G.
21.

Cbrvicapra arundinum Bodd.

1296, 1298.
" Tchangaan name ' Mhlangu.'
" Fairly common, observed singly or in pairs, occasionally even
This species feeds during the night and drinks
three together.
at sundown and between dawn and sunrise."
C. H. B. G.
<S.

—

II.

WOODBUSH,

Woodbush lies on the slopes of the Drakensberg Eange, about
30 miles to the north-east of Pietersburg, at an altitude of about
Its fauna is therefore that of the high veldt in
4500 feet.
general, and the collection gives us valuable information as to
the north-eastern range of the high-veldt animals. New forms
are less numerous than in the Letaba collection, but we have
found occasion to describe a new Elephant-Shrew and a new
Crocidura, while several rarities, notably Myosorex tenuis and
Gynictis selousi, are added to our series.
Mr. Grant has sent us the following notes on the Woodbush
District and the High Veldt
"The high open veldt which extends round Pietersburg for
:

—
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many miles consists of grass-covered flats and undulating country
dotted with kopjes and long stony ridges, with here and there
patches of cactus and thorn trees. Euphorbias (Naboom) and
milk-bush are common in the kopjes, though water is by no means
plentiful.
"When the country is dry and grass is scarce, the
country is very karoo '-like and most monotonous to travel over.
" The Woodbush Hills are part of the northern spurs of the
Drakensberg, and very similar to the high veldt of Zululand both
in vegetation and climate.
" Woodbush village lies in the hills of the same name, but at a
rather lower elevation than the hills proper. It is surrounded by
rocky country fairly well timbered, but not nearly so thickly
as the bush- veldt.' The vegetation consists chiefly of mimosathorn (Acacia), large specimens of Euphorbias, fig-trees (Moga)
along the streams, and Ntuma trees on the warmer sides of the
'

'

large kloofs.
" The natives throughout the high veldt are Basuto, and,
except in a few instances, gave no assistance in collecting

specimens."
22.

Oercopithecus albigularis Sykes.

$. 1340.
This is the second record of this East African species in South
Africa proper.
Sclater* mentions the captui-e of the first

specimen at Umtali in Mashonaland.
" Basuto name Duru.'
" Common, but difficult to obtain on account of its wariness.
This species inhabits the deep kloofs in the depths of the forests,
seldom visiting the open parts." 0. H. B. G.
'

—

23.

Elephantulus rupestris myurus,

subsp. n.

2. 1137.
Similar to the tj^pical rupestris from Namaqualand in general
colour and proportions, but with a much more closely-haired and

untufted

tail.

and silky, about 10 mm. in length on middle of
General colour of upper surface between drab and
back.
fawn-colour, passing into yellowish drab on flanks
under
surfa,ce pure white, bases of hairs blackish slate.
Eyes not so
conspicuously ringed with white as in the typical subspecies, the
white line partially interrupted posteriorly.
Ears of medium
length, light drab externally, not rufous-brown as in rupestris,
and with no rufous hairs internally, only white.
Nuchal region
light rufous in colour, not so markedly so as in the typical
Namaqualand race. Upper surface of hands and feet pure white.
Tail long, closely covered with minute hairs, reddish brown above,
white below, not tufted at the tip.

Fur

soft

;

Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
Head and body 127 mm. tail 154 hind foot 34
:

;

*

Mammals

;

of Soutli Africa,- vol.

i.

p.

12 (1900).

;

ear 26.

—

—"
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Skull (damaged) nasals, length 15
20-2, of lower tooth-row 18-8.

;
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length of upper tooth-row

Hah. "Woodbush, x^orth-eastern Transvaal.
Original number 1137.
Type. Female.
B.M. no. 6.4.3.2.
Collected 17 May, 1905.
This subspecies can be easily distinguished from the typical one
by its much lighter- coloured tail and by the absence of a tuft.
" Basuto name Umsiti.'
" This species is undoubtedly very rare on the high veldt."
'

C.H.B. G.
24.

Crocidura argbntata Sund.

c^. 1186.
" Basuto name Mezitri.'
" This species was not observed in the low country, and the
specimen sent home was the only one seen." C. H. B. G.
'

—

25.

CrOCIBURA SYLVIA,

sp. n.

c?. 1114, 1134, 1143, 1148, 1153, 1156, 1199, 1200, 1210.
$. 1203, 1352.
dark-coloured Shrew, probably allied to G.fumosa Thos., but
with a less hairy tail and narrower skull.
Fur long and velvety, about 6 mm. in length on the middle of
back.
General colour of upper surface between "seal-brown"
and "clove-brown," darker on the rump. Under surface paler
and browner. Hands and feet brown. Tail more than half the
length of head and body, not incrassated bristle-hairs pi'esent
only at the base, much fewer than in famosa
dark brown,
almost black, above and below.
Skull finer, narrower, and more slenderly built than in fumosa,
but i' stronger and larger.
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
Head and body 81 mm. tail 43 hind foot 15 ear 8"5.
Skull condylo-incisive length 21 '5 mm.; basal length 19*5;
greatest breadth 9*0
length of upper tooth-row 9'0
i'
to

A

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

p* 4-8.

Hab. Woodbush, Zoutpansberg District. Alt. 4500 ft.
B.M. no. 6.4.3.10.
Type. Male.
Original number

1200.

Collected 14 June, 1905.

This species may be distinguished from any other SouthAfrican Crocidura by its very dark colour and the scarcity of the
bristle-hairs on the tail
characters that might lead to its confusion with Myosorex sclateri unless a comparison of the skulls
were made.
" Very common on the high veldt, not observed in the low
Inhabits vleis and thick grass by the river-banks
country.
C. H. B. G.

—

—

26.

Crocidura

S. 1147.

sp.
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Myosorex tenuis Thos. & Schw,

27.

c?. 1109, 1113, 1121, 1126, 1140, 1144, 1149, 1157, 1158,
1160, 1209, 1327, 1329, 1330, 1336.
?. 1110, 1325, 1326.
The present series was obtained in the Woodbush Hills at a
height of 4900 feet, and the single specimen on which the species
was founded was caught by Mr. Grant at Zuurbron in the
Wakkerstroom District of the Transvaal at an altitude of
4600 feet. It is therefore probable that tenuis is the high-veldt
representative of M. varius, to which it is certainly more allied
than to M. sclateri, the latter differing from it very considerably
Its only point
in external measurements and skull-characters.
of agreement with sclateri is in its general colour, and not, as we
stated in the second account of Mr. Rudd's exploration of South
Although the difference
Africa*, in the length of its tail.
between the types of sclateri and tenuis in this measurement is
only 8 mm., extreme specimens show a difference of nearly twice
this, and the average may be considered as about 12 mm.
" Very common on the kopjes, cultivated lands, and the vegeC. H. B. G.
tation on the banks of streams."

—

Genetta letab^ Thos. & Schw.

28.

S. 1159, 1177.
These specimens are practically identical with the type of this
No. 1177 is
species described in the first part of the paper.
young and naturally proportionately smaller, and both specimens
have slightly redder spots, but the difference is so slight as to be
negligible.

" Basuto

name

'

Chipa.'

Rather uncommon. Inhabits the kopjes and bush-covered
Nocturnal only." 0. H. B. G.
hillsides.
"

—

Herpestes galera Erxl.

29.

5. 1139, 1142, 1155.
''
Basuto name Muliza.'
'

"Uncommon.
rivers.

Inhabiting vleis and thick reed-beds by the
Apparently feeds on tadpoles, frogs, crabs, &c. Nocturnal

only."— 0. H. B. G.
30.

Herpestes gracilis punctulatus Gray.

$ 1125, 1130, 1138, 1346.
1173, 1198, 1212, 1356, 1357.
" Basuto name ' Kanu.'
" This species was observed in the forest on the Woodbush

S

hills,

.

.

though

it is

common

everywhere, especially by the rivers.
C. H. B. G,

Its food consists principally of insects."

31. Oynictis selousi de

d. 1178.

—

Wint.

$ 1361.

The only specimens

of this
* P.

remarkable species hitherto received

Z. S. 1905,

i.

p. 132.

—
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are the skull obtained by Mr. Selous, on which the species was
founded, and an example collected by Mr. P. 0. Reid at Linyati,
and figured in our Proceedings'*.
'

" Basuto name Manhauta.'
" Rare everywhere.
Nocturnal only."
'

32.

Canis mesomelas Ehrenb.

$. 1348.
" Basuto name
"

— 0. H. B. G.

Pagure.'

'

Not uncommon, but seldom seen and very

difficult to trap.

A considerable source of annoyance to the farmers, who persecute
them
33.

at all times

and

seasons."

—

0.

H. B. G.

IcTONYX cAPENSis Kaup.

6. 1193.
" Basuto name Kopani.'
" Not uncommon, frequenting the kopjes and open countiy at
night in search of food." C. H. B. G.
'

—

34.

Tatera brantsii Smith.

2. 1171, 1196.
" Basuto name Leboka '."— C. H. B. G.
'

35.

Tatera miliaria salsa Wrought.

5. 1172, 1175, 1176, 1187, 1188, 1211.
5. 1164.
This is the series on which Mr. Wroughton founded the
subspecies f.
36.

Otomys irroratus

Bts.

$. 1133, 1134, 1135.
These specimens approximate in colour to the Otomys lamiiiatiis
described by us in an earlier paper on Mr. Rudd's mammals,
though their laminal formula shows them to be true irroratus.
" Basuto names Beba' and Ibuka.'
" In the Woodbush hills they were found on the steep
srass-covered hillsides some considerable distance from water,"
c?.

1131, 1132, 1158.

'

'

b. H. B. G.
37.

Dendromus mesomelas

Bts.

6. 1338.
This specimen has the black dorsal stripe less prominent than
appears to be usual.
38.

Mus

CHRYSOPHiLus do Wint.

d. 1181, 1191.
1208, 1339.
" Basuto name
"
0.

Common

'

$.

1124,

Lohauto

'

1128, 1154,

1165, 1169,

1205,

(a rat).

everywhere, especially in the cultivated lands."

H. B, G.
* P. Z. S. 1901, i. p. 2,
t Ann. Mag. N. H. (7)

pi.

i.

xvii. p.
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Smith.

5. 1116, 1131, 1204, 1319.

?. 1111, 1112, 1127, 1132,
1179, 1207, 1323, 1349, 1350.
Specimens nos. 1204, 1111, and 1127 are slightly lighter in
colour than the remainder of the series, which is otherwise very
uniform.
No. 1127 shows the multimammate character very
clearly, which is the only character that in many cases serves to
distinguish the
Golo7ius Bts.
40.

2

.

41.

members

Mus DOLiCHURUS
No number.

of this very difficult

group from

Mus

Smuts.

Arvicanthis pumilio dileotus de Wint.

$. 1118, 1122, 1123, 1146.
6. 1115, 1117, 1135, 1150.
" Basuto name Dari.'
" Common on the high veldt, but not observed in the low
'

country.
42.

Diurnal only."

— C. H. B. G.

Dasymys incomtus Sund.

$. 1353.
" Basuto names Beba and Ibuka.'
" Apparently very rare, as the specimen sent was the only one
seen."— 0. H. B. G.
'

43.

'

'

Saccostomus campestris Pet.

6. 1337.
" Basuto name Lohauto.'
*'
Rather rare and apparently confined to the high veldt.
pouches contained seeds of various plants." C. H. B. G.
'

—

44.
c?.

Georychus

The

sp.

1163,1170,1185,1189,1201,1202,1321,1324.

$. 1161,

1322.

Until this group has been monographed we are not prepared to
to an exact specific determination.
" Basuto name Puga.'
" Common, especially in cultivated lands, where it forms runs.
In the low country the scarcity of rain during my stay prevented
C. H. B. G.
their working, and so none were trapped."

commit ourselves

'

—

45.

Pedetes cafer

Pall.

$. 1345, 1360.
S. 1347.
" Basuto name Sidula.'
Tchangaan name Jeng\vy.'
" Fairly common on the high veldt.
The natives reported
them to be in the low country, and though I found some of their
They do great damage
holes at Klein Letaba, none were recent.
'

to the mealies."

— C. H. B. G.

'

p.

Z.S.1906. Pl.XL.

M P.Pa.r>er Utk.
R.Broom

Pa-T-ier feWest- imp.

iol.

HOV/ESIA BRO^VNI.

p.

Z.S.1906. Pl.XLI.

23
Br

4-

ur

(M/^^^
24*

M T^.Pa-r-keTR. Broom

Utk.

Pa.T*"ker & "West imp.

del.

HOV/ESIA BRQ-WNI,
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Lepus zuluensis Thos. & Schw.
1151, 1166, 1174, 1355.
$. 1152, 1180, 1206, 1213.

46.
c?.

" Basuto

name Muda.'
"Very common in all stony
'

places.

It is not

open country round Pietersburg, where
Lepus ochropus" 0, H. B. G.
flat

—

Lepus ochropus Wagn.
$ 1215. Pietersburg.
" Common, but confined to the high
0. H. B. G.

it

is

found on the
replaced by

47.

.

Pronolagus crassicaudatus

48.

veldt round Pietersburg."

Geoff,

juv. 1328,

c?

" Curiously uncommon, considering the great stretches of
country suited to its habits. I only observed two of these Hares
during my stay here." C. H. B. G.

—

Procavia capensis

49.

Pall.

6- 1182.
$. 1194, 1344.
" Basuto name Imbile.'
'

" l^ot nearly so common as P. brucei, with which it inhabits
the same kopjes and krantzes. Diurnal only." C, H. B. G.

—

Procavia brucei Gray.

50.

6. 1133, 1342.
$. 1184, 1193, 1354, 1359.
" Basuto name ' Imbile.'
This species

*'

more

is

much commoner than

difficult to secure,

P. capensis, but
being more wary." C. H. B. G.

—

is

much

Cephalophus grimmii L.

51.

2- 1129, 1167, 1341, 1351.
S. 1214.
" Basuto name Imputi.'
'

"

Common

Woodbush, but

at

It feeds during the night

kopjes".

-C.H.B.G,

2.

on the flats round Pietersand spends the day lying on the

scarcer

burg.

On the South African Diaptosaurian Reptile Howesia.
By R Beoom, M.D., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., Victoria College,
Stellenboscb.
[Eeceived

(Plates

May

15, 1906.]

XL. & XLI.*)

I published in the Records of the Albany
preliminary notice of a very interesting small

About a year ago

Museum t

a

* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 600.
f " Preliminaiy Notice of some new Fossil Reptiles collected by Mr. Alfred Brown
at Aliwal North, S. Africa." Rec. Alb. Mus. Grahanistown, vol. i. pt, iv. p. 269
(1905).
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remains of which had been discovered by Mr. Alfred
Bi'own near Aliwal North. As the animal somewhat resembles
Sphenodon in size and genei-al appearance and is evidently a
Rhynchocephaloid reptile, I thought it befitting to name the genus
Howesia, in honour of the late Prof. G. B. Howes, who has done
such brilliant work on the osteology of Sphenodon, and whose early
death has left such a serious gap in the ranks of moi'phologists.
In Mr. Brown's collection there are three specimens which
Specimen A, which I take
I regard as belonging to Howesia.
The
as the type, is a very badly crushed and imperfect skull.
middle parts of both mandibles are preserved, including portions
of both dentaries, the right jugal, much of both maxillaries, a
large pai-t of both pterygoids, parts of the hyoid, and a few other
Specimen B, which there is
crushed and fragmentary bones.
little doubt belongs to the same genus and species, consists of a
number of bones of the skull, crushed and much displaced, par'ts
of most of the cervical vertebrse, the left shoulder-girdle and
the left humerus. Among the cranial bones the following can
be identified with some degree of certainty f rentals, parietals,
postfi'ontal, postorbital, squamosal, jugal, maxillary, and pterygoid.
consists of the pelvis, most of the bones of the hind
Specimen
limbs including the tarsus, and a considerable number of caudal
vertebrae of a Rhynchocephaloid reptile which may provisionally
be regarded as belonging to the same genus and species as
and B. In the absence of head there is of course an
specimens
element of doubt, but as all the specimens are from the same
hoi'izon, and as the pelvis in specimen C is such as we should
expect to find in Hoioesia from the size and charactei's of the skull
and shoulder-girdle, I shall assume that it belongs to the same
species as the others.

fossil reptile,

—

A

Skull.

Though both specimens of the skull are in a vei-y unsatisfactory
condition, it is nevertheless possible to make out most of the
In the main the skull
principal points in the cranial anatomy.
resembles fairly closely that of Sjj/ienodon, though there is a
marked difierence in the dentition. At the time the preliminaiy
note was written I was unable to determine with certainty whether
the rows of Ryperodapedon-like teeth were borne by the maxilla
or by the palatine or by both. As the result of the further development of specimen A, it would appear that the teeth are on the
maxilla, and on the maxilla only.
The maxilla is shaped as in the better known Diaptosaurian
The facial portion is flat
reptiles Procolophon and Pcdceohatteria.
and triangular, and probably about 25 mm. in length and 12 mm.
The inferior or tooth-bearing portion is thick and
in depth.
one of the maxillfe measures 5 mm. in
rounded. In specimen
thickness in specimen B a maxilla,ry fragment is 5 "5 mm. in
In front the tooth-beaiing poi'tion is considerably
thickness.
thinner at least as thin as 3 mm. In the middle portion of the
maxilla there are three rows of obtusely pointed teeth, but

A

;

—
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perhaps in front there may be only one or two rows. Behind,
there are four rows of similar-sized obtusely pointed teeth, and on
the inner side of the bone three additional rows of more minute
teeth, which apparently do not meet the dentaiy and are unworn.
The teeth seem to have a thin layer of enamel and to be implanted
in the bone rather than anchylosed to it. When the jaw is worn,
the teeth and bone together form a grinding-surface. The exact
relations of the teeth to the jaw could be certainly determined only
by sectioning one of the fragments, and this I do not feel at
liberty to do.

A

large part of the jugal is preserved in specimen B, and in
the cast of almost the whole bone.
It forms
In its
practically the whole of the lower border of the orbit.
relations to the maxilla, to the postorbital, and to the quadratoThere is
jugal it is almost identical with that in Paloeohatteria.

specimen

A

clear evidence of a lower temporal fossa

bounded below by the

posterior process of the jugal. PI. XL. fig. 3 represents the cast of
and fig. 4 part of the jugal in specimen B.
the jugal in specimen
The postorbital bone is preserved in perfect condition in
It is ti'iangular, and strikingly like the correspecimen B.
sponding bone in Sphenodon. It divides the upper from the lower
temporal fossa and, in part, both from the orbit. It is represented

A

in

fig. 4.

The

postfrontal is preserved in specimen B.
It is a small
triangular bone not unlike that of Sphenodon.
It articulates by
a long sutvire with the frontal and by a shoi-t one with the
parietal.
It is shown in fig. 5.
The f rontals ai-e broad and rather flat. They form only a short
part of the supraoi'bital margins between the prefrontals and the
postfrontals.
The whole of the supraorbital ridge is slightly
elevated, owing to there being a depression along the frontal bone
and on to the postfrontal. On the whole of the upper surface of
these bones, but chiefly in the depression, are a number of shallow
pits, which suggest the possibility of their having lodged glands in
connection with the skin. The narrowest pait of the interorbital
region measures 10"5 mm., and the greatest measurement across
the frontals is 14 mm.
The parietals are well preserved in specimen B. They are
anchylosed, and like those of Sphenodon form, in their posterior
two-thirds, a low median ridge. In the anterior third this median
ridge divides intot wo feeble ridges, which pass forwards and
outwards and end at the suture between the parietal and the
frontal. To the naked eye there appears to be no parietal foramen,
but when the bone is examined microscopically there is seen to be
a small median foramen about as large as a pin-point. I think
there can be little doubt that this is a rudimentary parietal
-5
It measures about
mm. in greatest length.
Posteriorly the parietals pass outwards to meet the squamosals as

foramen.

in Sphenodon.

Though portions
exoccipitals,

of the squamosal and probably quadrato-jugal,
and a few other bones are present, they are either too
40*
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imperfect or insufficiently displayed, or the determination too
uncertain to warrant description.
A portion of the nasal presei-ved shows that the bone was of
considerable size, as in Palceohatteria.
I n specimen A a number of bones of the palate are preserved.
Though these are imperfect, yet as the pterygoids are fairly
com plete it is possible to make an approximate restoration of the
palate.

pterygoids are of the triradiate type found in most early
such as Dimetrodon, Proterosuchus, Procolophon, &c., and,
The anterior process is
as in these genera, are dentigei'ous.
long and narrow, and along apparently its whole leng-th is a
single row of small teeth, which must lie almost parallel with
the corresponding row on the pterygoid of the opposite side. The
posterior half of the anterior process is about twice as broad as
the anterior, and on it is a second dental ridge with at least two
rows of faii'ly well-developed teeth passing forwards and slightly
outwards from near the back end of the inner dental ridge. The
anterior ridge articulates by much of its outer side with the
From the posterior part of the toothed portion of the
palatine.
bone the median process passes outwards and slightly forwards.
From about the same point the
It appears to be devoid of teeth.
posterior process is sent backwards and outwards, doubtless to
meet the quadrate. This process is broad, fan-shaped, and concave,
and recalls rathei- forcibly the posterior pi'ocess of the pterygoid
in ProGolophon and Dimetrodon.
The palatine is very imperfect, but it appears to be moderately
fiat and devoid of teeth.
considerable poition of each mandible is preserved, but not
The dentaiy carries four rows
in a very satisfactory condition.
of small obtusely pointed teeth almost exactly similar to those of
the maxilla. Unfortunately, only the back part of one dentary
The
is preserved, and the cast of the back part of the other.
preserved portion is 4 mm. wide. The post-dentary portion of
the jaw has a swollen appearance, recalling that of Proeolophon,
but it is much larger in Hoivesia. The bone which forms the
greater part of the outer side I believe to be the surangular. In
situation it quite agrees with the supposed surangular in ProcoIn Proterolophon, but in the latter genus it is much smaller.
suchus the surangular is also of very large size. There appears to
be a small but distinct coronoid bone. The angular seems to form
nearly the whole of the lower border of the posterior two- thirds
In the middle of the jaw there is a very lai'ge cavity
of the jaw.
as in Procolophon.
Lying on the pterygoids were two long, i-ounded, slightly
These ai-e
curved rods of bone at least 22 mm. in length.
probably hyoid bones.

The

reptiles,

A

Vertehrce.

Though portions of many cervical and caudal vertebrse are preserved as well as parts of a few others, they are for the most part not

.
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permit of a satisfactory
examination. The cervical vertebne are about seven in number,
and from the position of the shoulder-girdle we may infer that
Howesia had a neck of about the same length as the skull. The
axis has a large spine almost of mammalian type.
Of the other
There
cervical vertebras, only the zygapophyses are displayed.
There appear to
are no dorsal or lumbar vertebrae preserved.
Twelve
have been two sacral vertebrae, as in Erythrosuchits.
caudal vertebrae are preserved, but not well displayed. The first
It has well-developed
of these is probably the 3rd caudal.
transverse processes and spine. Across the transverse processes
it measures 26 mm., and the total height of the vertebra as
preserved is 24 mm. There is probably not much of the spine
missing. The body is much constricted, as in Phytosaurs, Pelycosaurs, and most primitive reptiles, and appears to be amphiplatyan
or amphicoelian. It is certainly not distinctly notochordal.
well-developed intercentrum lies between this vertebra and the
The second preserved vei'tebra (probably 4th) has a small
next.
chevron, and the succeeding vertebrae have very long doubleheaded chevrons. In the case of the supposed 5th caudal, the
chevron as preserved is 24 mm. long, and in the 6th it is probably
Except in being slightly smaller, the posterior
even longer.
they have the same
caudals are very similar to the anterior
slender trans vei"se processes and similar long chevrons.
sufficiently well displayed or preserved to

A

;

Shoulder-girdle

Though the shoulder- girdle is rather badly preserved, sufficient
remains to show all the principal features. The scapula is comparatively short and moderately flat.
Its greatest length is
The upper end is 16 mm. wide, and has evidently
29 mm.
supported a large cartilaginous suprascapula.
The postei-ior
border curves gently and unifoi'mly to the glenoid cavity. The
anterior border

is

badly preserved, there being only indications

In fig. 10 (PL XL.) a view is given of the shoulderof the cast.
girdle as preserved, and in fig. 11a restoration of the whole girdle.

The lower end
is

14 mm. wide, and there
The coracoid is very imperfect,
half and the glenoid portion are

of the scapula is probably

no evidence

of

any notch.

but the whole of the anterior

It has evidently been a large flat rounded bone.
no coracoid foi-amen seen in the specimen so far as
preserved.
Perhaps the foramen was in the cartilage at the
There is no precoracoid.
anterior and upper corner of the bone.
The interclavicle is a slender T-shaped bone, but only a part of
the upper end is preserved. The clavicles are long, fairly sti'aight
bones which meet each other above the interclavicle. The length
of the one which is fully preserved is 23 mm.

preserved.

There

is

Humerus.

The humerus

is

in bad preservation, the

represented only by a

much weathered

vipper

impression.

half

being

The length
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Both the upper and lower ends are
other an angle of about 60°.

make with each

delto-pectoral ridge is fairly well developed, but the imperfect
impression does not show very clearly its relations to the shaft.
There is apparently no epicondylar foramen. The lower end of
It has evidently been ca,pped
the bone measures about 10 mm.
by a large pad of cartilage.

The

Pelvis.

in specimen C are much better preserved than in
or B. All the pelvic bones are preserved and in almost
either
true apposition. The under and outer sides of both pubes and
ischia have been displayed, and the inner side of the right ilium.

The remains

A

a slightly modified variety of the well-known
type found in all primitive Diaptosaurian reptiles.
The ilium is broad and flat, and its axis is directed vipwards and
backwards from the acetabulum. It is presumed that the acetabulum is of large size from the shape of the lower part of the
The
ilium, and probably it had a thick coating of cartilage.
Above
acetaijular portion of the ilium measures 19 mm. across.
the acetabulum the bone becomes constricted and measures only
12 mm. across. From this point the upper part forms a fan-like
expansion, which measures 25*5 mm. from front to back. The
greatest length of the ilium is 34 mm., and the least, measuring
from the surface for articulation with the ischium to the anterior
On the inner side of the ilium is a
part of the crest, 22 mm.
hollow depression just above the constricted portion, with a second
slight depression behind it and sepai-ated from it by a low ridge.
These depressions are for articulation with the two sacral ribs.
The ischium is a flat semicircular bone not unlike the flat bone
in Procolophon or Stereosternum. Though the acetabular portion
is not displayed in Howesia, it is probably of much larger size
than in these other genera. It seems probable that the ischium
The
sloped downwards and inwards at an angle of about 45°,
whole margin of the bone has manifestly been bordered by
The
cartilage except the margin which is directed upwards.
lower margin for about 17 mm. is fairly straight, and forms, with
the bone of the opposite side, a symphysis with probably comparaAnteriorly there is another fairly
tively little cartilage between.
straight margin of 10 mm., which served as an articulation with
the pubis, probably again with but little cartilage between the
Between the two ischia and the two pubes there is left a
bones.
lozenge-shaped gap, like the anterior fontanelle in the head of a
This may have formed an obturator foramen, but I am of
babe.
opinion that it was completely covered by cartilage.
The pubis, though of the plate-like type, does not resemble at
all closely the flat pubes of Procolophon, Stereosternum, or PalceoThis is owing to the fact of the anterior third of the
hatteria.
bone being bent rather abruptly down so as to form an angle of
about 75° with the posterior part. The deflected poi-tion has its
outer and inferior end terminated by a t>|iick mai'gin, which seems

The

pelvis is

plate-like
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by cartilage. Whether this cartilage has
only been a narrow border round the front of the bone, or a welldeveloped prepnbie cartilage, the evidence does not conclusively
show. About the middle of the outer side of the pubis is a wellmarked bony process. There is a large pubic foramen in the
bone near its posterior and upper corner. The greatest length of
the pubis is 25 mm., and the greatest breadth 19 mm.
In fig. 15 (PL XLI.) is shown a side view of the pelvis slightly
restored as regards the acetabulum.
All the bones are shown in
what is believed to be true side view.
In fig. 16 there is
given for comparison a view of the pelvis of the large SouthAfrican Phytosaur Erythrosthchtis. Here the pubis and ischium
are also of the plate-like type, but the modification is carried
further than in Howesia.
The pubis is bent down still further
and the lower part stouter. The symphysial portions of both
pubis and ischium are directed more inwards.
Fig. 18 shows
the left pubis as viewed from below and slightly from behind and
the outer side.

to have been covered

Portions of both femora are preserved, and both the upper and
lower ends of the left are in good condition. The bone is slightly
curved downwards towards its lower end, as is the case in the
femur of the Crocodile. Both ends have been largely cartilaginous.
PI. XLI. fig. 20 represents the appearance of the proximal end.
There is a large trochanter which has probably been devoid of
cartilage, and a large, flat, semicircular surface which has supported
the cartilaginous head. The lower end of the bone is broad and
powerful, and has doubtless had large cartilaginous condyles.
Tibia and Fibula.

The

left tibia is practically

slightly displaced,

complete, but the lower third

is

owing to a fracture which occurred during the

and united with the fragments in a slightly false
The bone is much expanded at the proximal end, which
ha,s a rounded upper surface and had probably little cartilage on
The bone is much constricted
Its greatest width is 16 mm.
it.
The lower end is
in the middle, measuring only 5 mm. across.
not much expanded, and probably had a well- developed pad of
cartilage.
The total length of the bone is 50 mm.
The fibula is slender in the middle and considerably expanded
animal's

life

position.

It has a slight double curve.
It is probably a little
shorter than the tibia.
In fig. 21 a view is given of the front of the tibia restored so
far as the correction of the slight displacement of the lower
fragment. Fig. 22 shows the tibia and fibula as preserved in the
specimen.
Pes.

at both ends.

A considerable portion of the right foot is preserved, and
though some of the bones are displaced it is possible to make a
fairly satisfactory restoration of both the tarsus and metatarsus.
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and 24 show two views of the tarsus as preserved. There
seen to be three lai^ge bones in tlie pi'oximal part of the tarsus,
and the tibia seems to be in connection with the inner and the
fibula with the middle one.
These three bones we may fairly
confidently regard as tibiale, intermedium, and fibulare.
On the
outer side of the foot is a large curved bone which is manifestly
the 5th metatarsal.
This is supported by a large tarsale which
we may regard as the 4th. The other tarsal elements are small.
If these determinations are correct, then it would appear that the
foot has been folded on the leg and the sides crushed together.
Making allowance foi- the crushing the foot may be i*estoi'ed as in
Figs. 23

ai-e

fig.

25.

The

tibiale is an irregularly oval -shaped bone and is the smallest
of the elements of the pi'oximal row.
The intermedium is a large

rectangular bone. On its under or posterior surface there is a
The fibulare forms a well-marked heel pi-ocess.
large groove.
There is no centrale displayed, but it is probable that one existed
though it may have been cartilaginous. Of the distal tarsal bones
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd are of small size, each supporting a single
metatarsal.
The 4th tarsale is about as large as the tibiale and
supports both the 4th and 5th metatarsals. The 1st metatarsal is
rather short and stout. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th are all imperfect at
their distal ends, but the 2nd is considerably longer than the 1st,

and the 3rd and 4th much longer than the 2nd. It is not certain
whether the 3rd or 4th is the longer, but the little evidence
available points to the 4th being the longest of the metatarsals.
Affinities

o/Howesia,

The only animals with which it seems necessary to compare
Howesia are Sj^henodon, the Gnathodonts Hyperodapedon, Sienometopon, and Rhynchosatirus, the Phytosaurs, and the Proterosaurians such as Palceohatteria. The jugal, postorbital, and post
frontal bones bear considerable resemblance to the corresponding
bones in Sphenodon^ but almost quite as much to those of the much
more primitive Diaptosaurians, the Pelycosaurs, and of Pcdceohatteria. There is also considerable resemblance to the facial bones

In the other Gnathodonts the resemblances
of Rhynchosauriis
The frontals and parietals
are obscured by the specialisations.
are more like those of Rhynchosaihrus and even of Stenometopon
than of Sph&nodon, and the resemblance is increased by the fact
The
of the parietal foramen being practically absent in Howesia.
maxillary and dentary dentition is unlike that of any other reptile
hitherto known except Hyperodapedon; and though this latter
genus is extremely specialised, the mode of implantation of the
teeth in the bone is so essentially similar to that in Howesia, as to
The palate is more
suggest a relationship between the genera.
primitive than in either Sphenodon ov Hyperodapedon, and resembles
more that of the Pelycosaurs. It also bears some resemblance to
the palate of the Rhynchocephaloid reptile, Proterosuchus.
The shoulder-gii'dle differs from the earlier types in having no
In many respects the girdle resembles that of
precox acoid.
.

—
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iSphenodon, hilt the imperforate condition of the coracoid is a feature
found in a few Diaptosaurians.
The pelvis is not much modified fi-om the type found in most
Diaptosaurians.
The plate-like pubis and ischium are found in
Rhynchosaui'us.
In the Phytosaur Erythrosuchus the pelvis is
very similar in structure in Sphenodon the pelvic structure is very
;

different.

It is impossible to compare the tarsus with that of most allied
forms, as little is known of the tarsus in the Gnathodonts or
Phytosaurs.
There is, however, an undoubted resemblance
between the tarsus of Iloioesia and that of Sphenodon, and this is
more marked when that of the embryo is considered. The
similarity is so close, that it is difficult to doubt that it indicates a
It is
relationship.
In ProcolopJion we also see some affinity.
interesting to note the similarity of the mode of articulation of

the 5th metatarsa\
Taking the various points into consideration, I conclude that
Howesia is a very slightly specialised Gnathod ont It seems to show,
moreover, that the Gnathodonts are not true Rhynchocephalians,
but are pi-obably moi-e neai'ly lelated to the Phytosaurs. I incline
to agree with Osborn in placing them in a distinct order, no doubt
showing some points of resemblance to the Rhynchocephalians,
but not so nearly related to them as is generally held.
In the following table an attempt is made to indicate the
phylogenetic relationships of the Diaptosaurian orders
.

:

(COTTLOSAURIAN AnCESTOE)
(R, P, PI, Permian).

Peouanosaukia

Peocolophonia

(Mesosauria)

(R, P, PI, Permian).

(?,

P, Pl, Permian).

Pelycosatjeia

Pbotoeosauria

(F, P, PI, Permian).

(P, A, PI, Permian).

Rhtnchocephalia
(F, A, T,

? Triassic).

Gnathodontia
(F,

A,

PI, Triassic).

Phytosatjria
(F, A, PI, Triassic).

Peoteeosuchia
(F,

?, ?,

Triassic).

In the above table the

first letter

of the formula,

R

or F, indi-
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cates that the skull has the temporal region roofed or fenestrated
the second letter, P or A indicates that a precoracoid is present or
;

,

absent

;

and the

triradiating.

the Permian

third, PI or T, that the pelvis is plate-like or
It will be observed that all the orders occurring in
have the pelvis plate-like, all have notochoi-dal

and most have retained the precoracoid, while all those
appear in the Tiias show no trace of a precoracoid. I
have included among the Diaptosaurians a new suborder, or
possibly order, Proterosuchia, of which ProUrosimlius may be
taken as the type. Boulenger is inclined to place it near to
Ornithos'uchus, but the palate is very different in the two genera,
and the presence of rows of teeth on the pterygoids of the African
genus seems of sufficient importance to remove it from the
Phytosauria. It seems to me woi'thy of being placed in at least
a distinct suborder. The Phytosauria might, I think, be included
among the Diaptosaurians. Further research in the Permian
and Triassic rocks is pretty certain to reveal a large number of
new groups groups which are ancestral to the Plesiosaurs, the
Chelonians, the Lizards, and the Ichthyosaurs at least.
vertebi-a3,

that

fiist

—

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Ang., Angulare; c, centrale

;

CI., clavicle

;

Co., coracoid

;

D., dentary

;

JP.,

fibula

f., fibulare; J^r., frontal ; IIy.,\\yo\A; i., intermedium ; J.cZ.,interclavicle; J^., ilium
Is., ischium; Ju., jugal ; £., lachrymal; Mx., maxilla; Na., nasal; Orb., orbit

Fa., parietal Pal., palatine Pmx., premaxilla Po.f., postfrontal Po.o., postorbital
Pi., pterygoid; P.Vo., prevomer
Pu., pubis; S.Ang., surangv^lar; So., scapula
Sg., squamosal; /S.Sc, suprascapular; I"., tibia
iJ., tibiale
T.P., transpalatine ; 1,2,
3, 4, tarsalia ; I, II, III, IV, V, metatarsalia.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Plate XL.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Restoration of skull of Soioesia ij'owni. Nat. size.
Jiestorsdion of Tpalate of Mowesia hrowni.
Nat. size.
Specimen A showing portion of mandible and cast of jugal and other bones.

Nat. size.
Jugal and postorbital bones of Sowesia hrowni (specimen B). Nat. size.
Portion of upper surface of skull of Soioesia browni (specimen B). Nat. size.
Kemains of palate as shown in specimen A. Nat. size.
Portion of left dentary showing teeth (specimen A).
X 3.
Middle portion of left maxilla showing teeth (specimen A). X 3.

Posterior part of left maxilla showing teeth (specimen R).
X 3.
(specimen B). Nat. size.
11. Restoration of shoulder-girdle of Soioesia hroivni.
Nat. size.
12. Shoulder-girdle of yoiing Splienodon, after Howes & Swinnerton.
13. Humerus of Sowesia broioni.
Nat. size.
9.

10. Shoulder-girdle as preserved

Plate XLI.
Fig. 14. Anterior caudal vertebra of Soioesia broioni. Nat. size.
15. Side view of pelvis of Sowesia broioni.
Nat. size.
16. Side view of pelvis of Erythrosuclms africanus.
X xg.
17. Inner view of right ilium of Sowesia broioni.
Nat. size.
18. Under view of left pubis of
„
„
„
19. Front view of left femur of
„
„
,,
20. Proximal end of left femur of
„
„
„
21. Front view of left tibia of
„
„
„
22. Side view of left tibia and fibula of Sowesia broioni.
Nat. size.
23. View of the foot as isreserved.
Nat. size.
24.
second view of the foot as preserved. Nat. size,
25. Restoration of the tarsus and metatarsus of Soioesia.
Nat. size.
26. Foot of Sjjhetiodon punctatus.
Stage R. Magnified.
27.
Stage Q.
Magnified, after Howes
„
„
„

A

Swinnerton.
28.

Foot of Procoloplion trigoniceps.

Nat.

size.
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(Text-figures 99-106.)

Although much work has been done upon the blood-system of
the Lacertilia, especially by Rathke and Hochstetter *, there
remain a number of important genei-a of which we have at present
either no knowledge whatever, or the very slightest only. Among
these is the genus Heloderma, with the general anatomy of which
the recent investigations of Boulenger, Stewart, and particularly
Shufeldt t have made us well acqviainted. In the present communication I bring before the Society some facts concerning the
blood-vessels of this Lizard in continuation of former contributions
to the anatomy of this Order of Reptiles J.
Having had the oppoi'tunity, during the last year or two, of dissecting seveiul examples, comprising several species, of Varamis,
I incorporate these notes into the pi'esent communication for the
reason that Heloderma is in some respects not very remote fi'om
Varanus §, and indeed shows certain apparent resemblances to
that genus in the ai'rangement of the blood-vessels, as will be
pointed out in the course of the following pages.
Since both in Heloderma and Vai'amcs there is a departure in
many directions from the arrangement of the blood-vessels found
in other Lacertilia (e. g. Iguana, Skinks, Geckos, Ophisaurus,
AmphisbcEna, Anguis), a,nd on the whole in the direction of greater
complication, it seemed to me important to compai'e the ascertained facts with those relating to the Crocodilia, since the vascular
system of the Crocodilia is perhaps the most advanced among the
Reptilia. In this department I am able to add some details to the
classical treatise of Rathke, in axldition to the facts accumulated
by Jacquart and Hochstetter, whose contributions will be referred
Of the Crocodilia I have been able to dissect
to on a later page.
several species belonging to more than one genus.
(1) O71

some Veins and Arteries in Heloderma suspectum.

In a specimen of Heloderma sitspecttom which died in the
Society's Gardens in January of the present year, the veins wei-e
turgid with blood, and therefore in an excellent state for
anatomical observation. I had the arterial system injected, and

am therefore able to give, as I trust, some reliable notices of various
* Morph. Jahrb. xix. 1893, were earlier papers are referred to.
t Boulenger, P. Z. S. 1891, p. 109 Stewart, ihid. 1891, p. 119
;

;

Shufeldt, ibid.

1890, p. 148.

t In P. Z. S. 1904 and 1905.
§ This is not a prevalent view though adopted by Banr.
1891, p. 116) for discussion of the subject.

See Boulenger (P. Z. S.
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and veins in this genus, of which we have at present no
knowledge save a few notes by Dr. Shufeldt *.
Umbilical Vein.
It is extremely interesting to find in Helo-

arteries

—

derma very considerable

vestiges of the umbilical

vein of the

Text-fig. 99.

-I7rnl>.

Ventral surface of liver and related veins in Seloderma suspectum.
Ej>. Epigastric vein

;

L. Liver

;

Utnh. Umbilical vein

;

V.c.i.

Postcaval

This vein ends ofi" somewhat obscurely posteriorly, gradu.fading away without being connected, so far as I could

foetus.

ally

* " Contributions to the Stud}' of HeJoderma suspectum," P. Z. S. 1890,
This paper concludes with a full bibliography.

p. 148.
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ascertain, with

any veins in the posterior region of the abdomen.
upon the ventral side of the abdominal cavity
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It runs, of course,

This position
lying to the left of the anterior abdominal vein.
at first led me to think that the vein in question was a left
anterior abdominal vein, such as is met with in addition to a
right in the Orocodilia invariably and in the Ohelonia generally. I
think, however, that the facts which I have to state about this vein
disprove the idea that it is a second anterior abdominal vein and
prove it to be a persistent umbilical. This vein is by no means
a ligamentous rudiment such as Hochstetter has described and
It contains
figured * the umbilical to be in Anguis fragilis.
plenty of blood but it looks rather like an artery owing to its
pink colour due, I imagine, to thickish walls. It is, however,
not an ai-tery for anteriorly it could be followed between the
lobes of the liver ventrally, and perhaps about halfway along the
length of the liver was traced into communication with the vena
cava posterior, which latter, on separating the lobes of the liver,
can be seen lying between them. It could be distinctly observed
at the same time that various branches of the epigastric vein
(see p. 609) which enter the liver near the entry of the umbilical
did not communicate with the vena cava but entered the liverThere can be no confusion therefore of this presumed
substance.
persistent umbilical vein with a branch of the epigastic system
It is fui'ther to be noted that the umbilical vein is in
of veins.
its relations to adjoining viscera more like that of birds than of
the Boidse, where alone among existing Sauropsida so far as we
know at present this vein persists in the adult. That is to say,
the vein is lost to sight until the two lobes are separated at about
the middle of the liver as in the Class Aves, instead of extending
beyond the liver as in the Python f for example, and joining the
On another pagej 1 call
vena cava in front of that organ.
attention to the possible persistence of the umbilical vein in the
Monitor lizards, which vein, however, shoM^'s certain diflerences
from that which I describe in Heloderma as an umbilical. There
is no doubt, however, that the vein in Heloderma corresponds to
what is clearly the persistent umbilical in the Anaconda, &c. in
bearing no part in the cu-culation, i. e. in not being furnished
with branches.
Anterior Abdoviincd Vein. This vein is, as is universal among
the Lacertilia §, a single median vein, and was very full of blood in
the specimen which I dissected. The origin of the vein in the
pelvic region seems to me to be more like that of Varmius than of
such other Lizards as have been examined. Of Varanus arenarius
has written
" Ein zvi^eiter wich tiger
( = F. griseus) Hochstetter
Differenzpunkt betriift die Lage der Wurzel der Abdominalvene,
;

—

;

—

—

—

:

—

|i

* Morpli. Jahrb. xix.
f Beddaid, "Contributions to the

Anatomy

p. 28.

§ Excepting: possibly Varanvs (see
Morph. Jahrb. xix. p. 467.
II

of the Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1906, vol.
X Below, p. 611.

below, p. 611).

i.
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die sich bei Varanus als unmittelbare Forsetzung der Y. ischiadica
The accompanying figure given by Hochstetter*
prasentirt."
shows this point clearly, the vein in question merely giving off a
branch in passing to the afferent renal behind the kidney. In
Lacerta, &c., on the other hand, it is rather that the ischiadic

vein joins the afferent renal and gives off the anterior abdominal
as a branch before doing so, and that this junction takes place at
or near the middle of the kidney.
Iguana^' and some other
lizards agree with Lacerta in these points
but hitherto Varanus
has stood alone among the Lacertilia, though showing resemblances, in the arrangement of the vein under discussion, to the
;

Crocodiles.
Text-fig. 100.

Origin of anterior abdominal vein in

Selodemm

Two

suspecUim.

roots of anterior abdominal vein ; K. Kidneys M.a. Renal afferent
veins; O. Fat-body arter}' (this and others, i. e. femoral and sciatic arteries,
indicated in black).

Ant.Ahd.

;

In Heloderma, however, there is a distinct likeness to the
Varanid£e which cannot be overlooked.
In the accompanying
illustration the roots of the anterior abdominal are shown upon
both sides of the body (text-fig. 100), and it will be observed that
* Loc.

cit.

Taf. xvi.

fia;.

17.

.

t Beddard, P. Z.

S. 1904, vol.

i.

p. 442.
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somewhat asymmetrical a fact which does not disguise
the resemblance which they bear in details to the corresponding
veins of Varanus.
On the right side, the two veins which issue
from the leg are connected below the pelvic region by an anastomosis whose calibre is as great or nearly so as that of the two
The junction lies to the dorsal side of the
veins which it joins.
The more anterior of the
femoi'al artery which ci'osses it below.
two veins, which I presume to be the sciatic, then bends upon
itself, but passes directly into the anterior abdominal vein, of
The other vein, the femoral,
which it forms the right root.
receives the usual latei-al caudal vein a.nd joins the right bi-anch
of the caiidal, forming with it the renal afferent vein of the right
The
kidney. This junction takes place behind the kidney.

tliey are

;

ischiadic artery lies dorsal of this vein,

and

is

crossed ventrally

by

the conjoined femoral and lateral caudal. It appears from Hochstetter's figure that the i^elative positions of these blood-vessels is
exactly the reverse in Varamos, that the artery is ventral of the
vein.
On the left side of the body, the likeness to Va7'ami,s is
exhibited in a more striking way, since the junction of the veins
The two veins of the leg unite with
in the leg is more normal.
each other, and shoi'tl}^ thereafter divide into the left i-oot of the
anterior abdominal vein and a branch joining the left renal
afierent vein behind its point of contact with the correspondingkidney. Just before this division the common trunk from the
leg receives the lateral caxidal. The arrangement of these various
veins is therefore exactly as in Varamos, and thus differs equally
from that prevalent among the Lacertilia. The anterior abdominal
is chiefly concerned with the blood returned from the fat-body,
from which it receives a considerable number of affluents.
I
noticed only one branch from the fat-body to join the right root
of the anterior abdominal, the rest poured their contents into the
common trunk.

The hepatic portal system of this Lizard is more complex than
In addition to the usual veins,
that of many other Lizai'ds.
derived from the parietes and viscera, common to the Lacertilia as
a whole, there are, as will be seen from the following account,
certain veins which are not represented, or are I'arely represented,
in other genera of the Lacertilia,
System of Vertebral Veins and branches to Liver. It is the
rule among the Lacertilia for the azygos and the vertebi'al veins
and their bi-anches to the liver to be mainly developed upon the
right side of the body, and for the separate gastro-hepatic affluents
of the portal system to be independent not only of the main portal
vein, but also of the dorsal parieto-hepatic veins running from the
body- wall to the liver- substance. In these various particulars the
venous system of Heloderma is rather different fi'om that of other

—

Lizards,

The Azygos Vein

in

Heloderma

is

short and to be found only

MR.
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side of the body, its usual position not so much in
the Lacertilia as in the Ophidia generally.
It is of very limited extent in the present lizard, and after
reaching the neighbourhood of the vertebral column plunges at
once into the thickness of the parietes. It appears on the surface
for a brief intei-val between the two following intercostal arteries.
Five intercostal arteries then intervene before the next appearance
superficially of the vertebral vein, which is here developed iipon
The longitudinally running
both sides of the vertebral column.
vein of the left side is the more important of the two and draws
the right-hand vein is shorter
blood from six intercostal spaces
but developed in the same region of the vertebral column as the
left.
The two vessels join and enter the liver near to its anterior
This trunk receives before it
end together by a common trunk.
reaches the liver a branch from the stomach, the gastro-hepatic,
which is in its turn composed of two vessels, one of which runs along
the stomach forwards and the other passes along the stomach
towards its posterior end. This posterior gastro-hepatic vein has
other rather unusual relations with the portal system. It gives off
a small branch which goes at once to the liver. Posteriorly it
does not communicate with the general portal system of the
alimentary tract as in other Lizards, but ends by joining the anterior
abdominal vein behind the point where the latter receives the
The somewhat complicated relations of these
intestinal portal.
several veins will perhaps be rendered clearer by an inspection of
In
the accompanying diagram of their course (text-fig. 101).
possessing that anterior system of parieto-hepatic veins which are
connected with the gastro-hepatic veins, Heloderma does not
merely differ from the more typical Lacertilia, but agrees with
the Boine snakes, the snake-like Lizard Ophisaurus* with Hatteria, and, as will be seen presently t, with the Yaranidfe, though
The entire
to a less extent with these also aberrant Lizards.
separation of the gastric from the intestinal portal system is also
noteworthy and it will be obvious that, in spite of the points of
resemblance with other Squamata insisted upon, the details of
this part of the venous system are peculiar to Heloderma and
distinguish it from other Lacertilia.
Heloderma possesses, as do all other Lacertilia which have been
examined, a series of veins entering the light lobe of the liver
close to its posteiior extremity, the posterior doi^sal pa7^ieto-kepaiic

upon the right

;

,

;

veins.

These vessels originate by several roots, which unite to form one
trunk as in Varanus. There are four separate roots, which arise
from the parietes on the right side of the body and lie between
The single trunk formed by their
three intercostal arteries.
union enters the right lobe of the liver close to the postcaval
vein, and by the aid of a fold of membrane which, as in so many
* Beddard, P. Z.

f Infra,

p. 616.

S. 1905, vol.

ii.

p. 474.
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Lacertilia including Varanus, attaches the extremity of the liver
Two of the four roots lie between two
to the lateral parietes.
These do not 30m
intercostal arteries, each close to an artery.
Text-fiff. 101.

Certain liepatic veins of

Seloderma suspecUmi.

Ant.Ahd. Anterior abdominal vein g. Gastro-hepatic vein h. Hepatic vein joining
postcaval {V.c.i.) L. Liver (viewed laterally) f. Parieto-liepatic veins from
right and left of mid-dorsal line St. Stomach.
;

;

;

;

;

some distance from
The second pair of roots

for

Proc. Zool.

from the parietes.
between the second of the two inter-

their point of origin
lie

Soc— 1906,

No. XLI.

41
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costal arteries just referred to and the next tliey join immediately
to form one stem.
The conjoint stem receives branches from the
fat-body.
The following intercostal is embraced by the two roots
of a vein belonging to the same series, which, however, belongs to
the suprarenal portal system.
Oviducal Vein. The oviduct is borne by a membrane which is
attached to the lateral parietes and anteriorly passes over the
lung, becoming attached to its proximal section in its passage,
and is inserted on to the liver. Anteriorly, therefore, this membrane is transversely disposed to the longitudinal axis of the body
;

—

Text-fig. 102.

Oviducal membrane in Seloderma stispectum showing attachment to

L, Liver (pushed over

to left

Ov. Oviducal

and viewed

membrane

laterally) ; Lu.
bearing vein.

liver.

Right lung;

of the lung.
This membrane
edge.
Anteriorly, the oviducal
vein gives off a branch just at the funnel of the oviduct, and

and arches over the distal
bears a vein which follows

pai^t
its

another where the oviducal membrane arches over the lung,
which runs towards the line along which the oviducal membrane
is attached to the lung.
It ends by entering the liver-substance,

1906.]
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pai^t of the hepatic portal system.
On the right
side of the liver, a little process of liver-substance juts out to
meet the vein. This does not occur in the case of the left-hand
vein.
The arrangement of oviducal membrane and the vein

and thus forms a

it bears appears to me to be exactly the same as a corresponding series of structures which I described some time ago in
the Chamteleon*.
Epigastric Veins.
These veins va. Heloder^ma (text-fig. 99, p. 602)
form a median unpaired system unlike the corresponding veins of
Varanibs.
The principal vein of the system enters the liver very
anteriorly quite close to the end of that organ.
The epigastric
generally, it is to be observed, is connected with the liver well in
front of the entrance of the umbilical vein. The main stem of the
epigastric was broken off, and a corresponding break on the largest
branch of the abdominal vein may perhaps indicate the junction
of the two. The main stem, whose actual course I am thus unable
to map, gives off a backwardly running branch which extends
beyond the liver. This latter stem is also connected directly with
the liver itself by two branches which it gives off just before ending
in the main stem of the epigastric. These form an anastomosis
with each other, and there are altogether formed three exits into
the liver, in addition, of course, to the main epigastric stem.
Arterial System.
Dr. Shufeldt, in his memoir already referred
to t, has made a few comments upon the arteries arising from the
aorta behind the heart. He has not, however, dealt in any way
with the arteries at their point of origin from the heart. The
general arrangement of the exits of the arteries does not seem to
me to differ from what is found in the Lacertilia generally. The
heart also is bound to the pericardium by the tag which is so
On the right side, the systemic trunk and
general in the group.
the carotid run side by side for a long distance after their
emergence from the common trunk by which they originate from
the ventricle. The systemic trunk then doubles upon itself to
pass back towards its point of junction with the aorta of the
opposite side of the body, the carotid continuing its forward
There is not the least trace, that I could discover, of the
course.

which

—

—

ductus Botalli joining the systemic and carotid arches, which is so
prevalent among the Lacertilia. The contact between the two
trunks concerned is so close and exists for so long a space, that
there is, so to speak, every opportunity for the connection to have
been presei-ved. Yet it is absent.
In this feature Heloderma
obviously agrees with Varanus and Amphishcena, in which genera
there is no such ductus Botalli to be found.
The left aortic arch gives off no branches. The right aorta
gives off several pairs of intercostals as well as the subclavians,
which, as in many Lizards, arise the one behind the other. As
is the rule elsewhere, the left subclavian arises behind the right.
Yery shortly after the junction of the two aortse arises a slender
* "Contributions to the Auatomj- of the Lacertilia," P.

t P.

Z. S. 1904, vol.

Z. S. 1S90.

41*

ii.

p. 9.

—

:
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oesophageal ai^tery there is then a considerable gap nntil, on a
with the anterior extremity of the liver, an artery arises
which closely accompanies the branches of the vertebral vein
already described, and supplies the liver and the stomach.
There
is then a considerable gap until the oiigin of the three usual
arteries which supply the greater part of the alimentary tract.
The first of these is that supplying the stomach, spleen, and
commencement of the intestine the two which follow are so close
together that they may almost be said to arise in common.
Of
these the csecal artery is the anterior.
;

level

;

§

Summary

of miore imjwrtant facts in the Vascular System of
Heloderma.

As compared with other Lacertilia, the following facts in the
anatomy of the vascular system of Heloderma are particularly
noteworthy
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

:

The absence

of any ductus Botalli between the cai-otid and
Varanus (as well as some other
systemic arches.
Lizards) agrees Avith Heloderma.
The origin of the anterior abdominab vein as a direct
continuation of the ischiadic veins as in Varanu^s and
the Crocodilia.
The persistence of the foetal umbilical vein as an affluent
of the postcaval vein, not in front of the liver as in
Snakes, but in the region of the liver as in Birds. It is
possible that F«r«;^^^6S agrees in this*.
The existence of anterior parieto-hepatic veins as in Snakes
and certain snake-like Lizards, in addition to the usual
posteriorly developed veins opening, as in other lizards,
Here
into the extremity of the right lobe of the liver.
also Varanus agrees with Heloderma.
The independence of the gastric portal system from the
The veins of the stomach
intestinal portal system.
either open directly into the liver, or by way of the
anterior abdominal vein f they do not join the portal
;

vein.

(2)

On

the

Venous System in the Genus Yaranus.

The only notes hitherto published upon the venous system of
the genus Varanus relate exclusively to the species V. griseustHaving made a careful dissection of this § as well as of two other
species, and having accumulated some notes upon a few facts in
* Below, p. 611.
t The connection of the gastric veins with the anterior abdominal vein is of
course also to be seen in the Crocodilia.
De Systemate Vasorum Psammosauri grisei, 1847. Hochstetter
X Corti
"Beitrage z. Entwicklungsgeschichte des Venensystems, &c.," Morph. Jahrb. xiv.
The species is called V. arenarius, a synonj-m. Beddard "On the Venous
p. 464.
.

—

:

—

System in Certain Lizards," P. Z. S. 1905, vol. i. p. 447.
§ Not the same individual described in the paper above quoted.

:
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able to add something to the recorded
aberrant
of this
as I consider it

knowledge of the venous trunks
genus of Lacertilia.

—

—

—

Hepatic Portal System. The Lacertilia generally differ from
the Chelonia and the Crocodilia in possessing but one anteiior
abdominal vein, while the latter, with the exception of Dermochelys, possess

two*.

The Ophidia and Hatteria agree with the

Lacertilia with

some

slight exception.

Thus in certain Boidse f the anterior abdominal divides after
the union of the two pelvic roots to reunite again before entering
the liver. It is therefore noteworthy that Varanus nilotious (only
this species among those which I have examined ad hoc) has, like
these Ophidians, an anterior abdominal which is double for a
part of its length. In one specimen the arrangement was as
follows
the right root of the anterior abdominal vein before
joining the left root gives off two branches the first of these is
the right anterior abdominal, the second is a vein which brings
blood from the ventral surface of the pelvis. The right anterior
abdominal is of less calibre than the left or main anterior
abdominal trunk the two unite not far behind the junction of
the portal vein with the conjoined anterior abdominal vessels.
In a second specimen of the same species the anterior abdominal
was also double but I am unable to give exact details. So also
with a third individual which was dissected by me a good many
years ago, but of whose anatomy I possess notes.
It will be noted from the above description, that the double
character of the anterior abdominal vein in Varanus niloticus
may be rather different from that of the Python and nearer to
that of the Crocodilia.
For in the serpent the double vein occurs
after the fusion of the two pelvic roots, while in Varanus the
second, smaller, anterior abdominal vein is a direct offshoot of
the corresponding pelvic root. It is, that is to say, separate from
Vaixinus does not show, so far as I have observed,
the very first.
any signs of a doubling of the anterior abdominal vein at the
If the comparison between Varanus and the Crocodilia
liver end.
be justified so far as concerns these features, it is clear that the
posterior junction between the right and left antei-ior abdominals
in Varanus niloticus is to be compaa-ed with the junction in
CroGodilus catafkractusX between the two antei'ior abdominals,
though the situation of this connecting vessel is not precisely the
same in both reptiles.
Besides the two epigastric veins already
Umhilical Vein.
described, there is a median vein which is connected posteriorly
with the anterior abdominal and anteiiorlj^ opens into the postIts course was ascertained
caval vein between the two liver-lobes.
:

—

;

;

;

—

" Notes on the Muscular and Visceral Anatomy of the Leathery
* Bume
Turtle," P. Z. S. 1905, vol. i. p. 320.
" Notes upon the Anatomy of Certain Snakes of the Family Boidse,"
f Beddard
P. Z. S. 1904, vol. ii. p. 116.
% Infra, p. 620.
:

:
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accurately.
It does not foriXL part of the liver circulation, but
is definitely connected with the general circulation by means of
It seems to me to be possible, although I am
the postcaval.
unable to offer any embryological evidence, that this vein is a
persistent umbilical.
It has very much the same relations as has

the vein in Heloderma *, which is, as I think, to be referred to a
persistent umbilical, except for the fact that it communicates in
Varanus with other veins this is not the case with the umbilical
of Heloderma, or of snakes, in which it occurs with one exception.
That exception is Bitis nasicoriiis f, where I found that the undoubted umbilical vein was connected with the epigastric system.
There is thus a precedent for a persistent umbilical connected in
the adult with other veins among the Squamata.
The same is the case with the persistent umbilical of Birds and
Thus the connection with the parietal and other
oi Echidna %.
veins is not at the least evidence against regarding this vein in
Varanus as the persistent umbilical. Moreover, the connection
does not occur in both of the species, in which I have detected
what I believe to be a persistent umbilical. In Varamos niloticus
the umbilical is connected just at its entrance into the postcaval
with a forwardly running branch. On the other hand, in Varanus
exanthematicus the vein had no such branch and appeared to end
posteriorly without making any connection with the epigastric
system or being elsewhere connected with the parietes. I have
not any notes or sketches showing this vein in Vai-anus griseus,
and its occurrence is not mentioned by either Corti § or Hochstetter
It is particularly difficult to prove a negative in the
case of veins and accordingly I prefer rather to dwell upon the
presence of the vein that has just been described in two species of
;

ji.

;

Vai'anus.

—

Azygos and Lateral Parietal Veins. On the right side of the
body is a vein which seems to correspond to the azygos of other
reptiles, but to be of more limited extent than is often the case.
The vein, in fact, plunges into the thickness of the parietes directly
In another specimen
it reaches the side of the vertebral column.
the azygos consisted of two branches, which also disappear into
the parietes at once. The vein of course arises from the right vena
cava superior. I am inclined to think that Hochstetter is in
error when he speaks of a vessel obviously corresponding in the
following words
" Eine dritte sehr machtige [Intervertebralvene]
findet sich rechts als die vorderste im Brustraum und geht in
weitem Bogen in die V. cava superior sinistra^ ein." From this
azygos, before it reaches the side of the vertebral column, arises
the posterioi"ly running lateral abdominal or, better, lateral parietal
The vessels have already been to some
vein, as I pi'opose to call it.
:

—

* Supra, p. 602.
t " Contributions to the Anatomj^ of the Ophidia," P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 41.
j Cf. Beddard "Anterior Abdominal Vein in Echidna," V. Z. S. 1884, p. 553;
and Hochstetter in Semou, " Zoologische Fovschungen," &c., Jen. Uenkschr. 1895.
Loc. cit. (on p. 610).
§ Loc. cit. (on p. 610).
:

||

^

Italics

mine.

;
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extent described by myself in the present species
hardly referred to by Hochstetter,

*.

They are

Text-fig. 103.

Ant.Abd.
Liver and certain adjacent veins in Varanus griseus,

Anterior abdominal gJi.p. Gastro-liepatic ; J/._ Liver;
L.p.v. Lateral parietal vein ; P. Portal ; p. Anterior parieto-liepatic vein
p./i. Posterior parieto-hepatic veinj V.C.S. Precaval veins (venae cavae

^Z. Azygos; Ant.Ahd.

:

superiores).

On

the

rigiit side of

the body in the example of Varanus griseus

* P. Z.

S. 1904, vol.

i,

p. 448.
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upon which I i-eport here, the lateral parietal vein was defective
here and there between its origin with the azygos stem from the
right superior vena cava and the origin from it of the anterior
hepatic branch. After this point it was present as a continuous
vessel to some way beyond the origin from it of the suprarenal
portal stem.
On the left side of the body, the vein originates
from the left anterior vena cava at a point nearer to the head than
does the right. Thence it is traceable as a continuous vessel to a
point just short of the origin from the parietes of the left suprarenal poi'tal. Neither in this individual nor in those previously
described by me * is there any connection with the pelvic veins.
In other resj)ects there is a fairly close agreement between all
three specimens.
In Varanus exanthematicus I found rather different features in
the azygos and lateral parietal veins. Both anterior venee cavee
gave off a backwardly running vein. This vein on the right side
arose in front of the subclavian and had a very short course upon
the parietes. The vein of the left side arose behind the orifice of
the subclavian vein and divided into two short branches. Neither
of these veins was connected with the posteriorly situated lateral
parietal veins.
Posteriorly these veins were obvious on both
sides of the body.
On the right side they could be traced from
opposite the testis into direct communication with the root of the
anterior abdominal vein.
In this connection therefore with the
pelvic veins, the lateral parietal vein of Varanus exanthematicus
appears to differ from that of Varanus griseus. On the left side,
the connection with the left root of the anterior abdominal vein
was also quite obvious, but there was a slight gap along the course
of the vein.
The connection of the lateral parietal veins with
those of the hind limbs obviously brings Varanus more into line
with other Lacertilia, where these veins are general and where
such a connection occurs.
Remains of Posterior Cardinals. Hochstetter has mentioned in
the case of Varanus griseus a vein which runs along the vas
deferens and which he termed the vena deferentialis, describingat the same time its connection with the suprarenal portal veins.
The commencement of this vein from the afferent is also figured
by him. I have elsewhere t compared this vein to a similar vein in
the Boidge and suggested its equivalence to the posterior cardinal.
This view was obviously uncertain as long as the conditions obtaining in the female Varanus were unknown. For a vein supplying
the vas deferens might be merely regarded as the necessary physiological equivalent of a vein supplying the oviduct and developed

—

ad hoc, without any moriDhological meaning at all. The same vein,
however, exists in the female. I found in a female V. niloticus
that the afferent renal vein was prolonged headward of the kidney
and ran alongside of the efferent renal vein over the suprarenal
body, receiving the suprarenal portal vein, which will be described
* Loc. cit. (on p. 610).
t P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 21.

;
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This vein also was found in a male V. exantheIts existence is probably therefore a characteristic of

immediately.
maticiis.

the Yaranidfe.
Text-fi^. 104.

Veins of suprarenal body and adjoining regions in Varanus exanthematieus
(left-hand figure)

and

V. niloticus (right-hand figure).

Ayit.Abd. One root of anterior abdominal ; Ca. Posterior cardinal
K. Kidney; O. Vein from omentum; S.i?. Suprarenal body; jp. Parietal
veins ; T. Testis ; v.d. Vas deferens ; V.c.i. Postcaval.

A. Aorta

;

Suprarenal Portal Veins.

— These have been already recognised

They vary
by Corti, Hochstetter, and myself in V. griseus.
somewhat in numbers and in arrangement in the several individuals which I have dissected.
These suprarenal veins, as is the case in other Lizards it is not
mentioned by Hochstetter for Varanus, arise in two ways.

—

—
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lateral parietes, either actually

when

that

is

present in this region

from the area usually occupied by it. Others arise
from the parietes near to the dorsal line, and are therefore connected with the posterior vertebral vein. In Varanus niloticus
(text-fig. 104, p. 615) I found on the right side two suprarenal
portal veins.
The anterior of the two was formed by the union
of three vessels springing from the lateral parietes.
A small vein
from the " omentum " joined this vessel. The posterior of the two
Both
suprarenals arose from the parietes close to the dorsal line.
opened into the posterior cardinal vein where it traversed the
of the body, or

suprarenal body. On the left side of the body, the anterior of
three suprarenal portals arose from the body- wall close to the
dorsal line, and thus corresponds exactly to the dorsal parietohepatic vein opposite to it.
In a specimen of Varanus exanfhematicics the arrangement of
these portal veins was a little different and is represented in
text-fig. 104.
The lateral parietal vessel, after leaving the root of the anterior
abdominal on the right side of the body, ends in the suprarenal
The vein
portal in the way illustrated in the figure referred to.
thus emerging from the lateral parietal arches over the suprarenal
body and divides into two branches, one anterior and one posterior.
Each of these again divides into two to supply the suprarenal
body, and is also connected with the posterior cardinal vein.
second suprarenal portal arises in front of that just described by
a number of branches from the body-wall and joins the continuously running cardinal vein.
It also receives a branch
arising by many twigs from the " omentum " in the liver region.
third suprarenal portal is anterior to this again and enters the
front of the suprarenal gland.
On the left side of the body the
arrangement was, save for minute details, the same as that which
has been described upon the right side of the body. The fewness
of the suprarenal portals is thus a characteristic of Varanus as
contrasted, for example, with Iguana^'.
Dorsal Parieto-hepatic Vein. In the chapter entitled "Systematis
venosi fragmenta " t Corti speaks of " Vena intervertebralis quae a
posteriori pulmonis dextri extremitate obtecta, atque a foramine
quodam intervertebrali scaturiens, se in accessorio hepatis lobulo
prope venam renaleon commicnem abdit." The vein is figured by
Corti, and is also described by Hochstetter J in the same species
of Varanus.
I have already confirmed the sta,tement of the two
anatomists for Varanus griseus §, and I find now precisely the
same arrangement in another example of the same species, of
which this single vein is doubtless characteristic. It may be
obsei'ved that in this species, as well as in V. exanthe^maticus and
V. niloticus, V. bengalensis, and V. ocellatus, the vein in question is

A

A

—

* P. Z. S. 1904, vol.
t Log. cit. p. 466.

i.

p. 44.3.

f ioc.

cit. p. 48.
§ P. Z. S. 1904, vol.

i.

p. 448.

—
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supported by a fold, of membi-ane which attaches the " Hohlvenenthe liver to the parietes and forms a pocket as in
Iguana and some other Lizai'ds, including ^eZofZer«^a. The single
vein is not, however, a generic character of Varamcs. It is single
in V. exatithematicios and in V. ocellatus but in two out of four
examples of Varanus niloticus which I have dissected the
conditions were different.
In two small specimens there was only
a single vein as in other species in one large individual there
Vv^ere distinctly two veins, which reached and penetrated the liver
separately in the fourth specimen, also large, and a female like
the last, there were also two veins, which, however, joined soon
after their emergence from the parietes to form a single trunk
entering the liver as such.
In the two small individuals which
were males (and not very well preserved in sjoirit) it seemed to me
that there M^as a junction between two veins quite close to the
body-w^all.
The more prevalent arrangement among the Lacertilia
is that there are several of these veins * running a parallel course
to the liver.
In addition to this vein (or, rarely, veins) the liver also receives
blood from the dorsal or dorso-lateral parietes in its anterior
region.
In Varanus griseus Hochstetter has mentioned a vein
" eine Zweite Leibeswandvene dringt direkt in die kopf warts
gerichtete Spitze des rechten Leberlappens, diese wurzelt in der
entsprechenden Partie der dorsalen Leibeswand " f. There is no
further description of the vein.
The vein in question is
accurately described by Hochstetter as entering the very tip of
the right lobe of the liver. It corresponds exactly in position to
a vein from the stomach which enters the tip of the left lobe %.
The origin of the vein from the parietes is of some interest. It
originates in fact from a longitudinal vein, the lateral abdominal,
whose relations to other veins has been already described. The
same vein occurs in Varanus niloticios, where I found it fuller
than in the example of V. griseus. The same vein plainly exists
in V. exanthematicus, with the same connections with the vein of
the dorso-lateral parietes.
The existence of these venous affluents of the portal system is
In the
of interest in comparing Varanus with other Reptiles.
presence of vessels from the dorsal parietes joining the liverfoi-tsatz " of

;

;

;

circulation anteriorly as well as posteriorly, Varanus differs from
Lacerta, Iguana, and some other Lacertiha.
It agrees, however,
in this with Heloderina, as has been already set f oi'th in the present
communication§. The connection, however, in this latter instance
is with the vertebral vein, while in Varanus the hepatic affluent
in question is only indirectly connected with the vertebral vein
system, and arises directly from the lateral abdominal vein, which
* I may take this opportmiity of referring to another character which I have
found only in one species, and not in a considerable number of others. In Y. gouldi
the apex of the heart has a gubernaculum tying it to the pei-icardium. This is
generally stated to be absent, and I have not found it in V. bengalensis, V. griseus,
v. niloticus, and F". exanthematicvs.
§ V. supra, p. 606.
t Zoc. cit. p. 466.
X ^- infra, p. 618.
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a particularly prominent vein in the yaraniclse as contrasted with
other families of Lacertilia.
In the connection of the lateral vein
system with the hepatic circulation, Varanus shows a point of
resemblance to the Orocodilia, where such a connection also occurs,
and with which I deal in a subsequent page of the present
communication*. I do not, however, lay so much stress upon
this comparison as upon the difference Avhich Varanus shows in
this part of its circulatoiy system from other Lacertilia.
Gastro-hepatic Vein.
It is important to note that Varanus
differs from many other Lacertilia t in the limitation of the
gastro-hepatic veins to a single vein.
Hochstetter has already
correctly noted that there is but one vein of this series which
enters the extreme anterior tip of the left liver-lobe.
I have
found exactly the same state of affairs in an example of Varanus
I find also exactly the same vein
griseu,s recently dissected.
occupying the same position in V. exanthematicus.
In Vara^ius
niloticus the same gastro-hepatic vein was present and appeared
It is a point worthy of note that the
to be particularly large.
position of this vein, that is of its place of entrance, is exactly the
same in the left lobe as the anterior parieto-hepatic vein in the
right lobe.
It is possible that the great width of the liver in
Varanus is responsible for the separation of two veins which in
Helodervia % enter conjointly, the liver being in that Lizard
is

—

narrow anteriorly.
(3)

On some

Veins in the Crocodilia.

Although the main features

of the vascular system generally,
including the veins, in the Orocodilia are fairly well known §, there
are a few details which have not received attention and, moreover, there yet remains, as it seems, a good deal to be ascertained
before the variations of the venous system from genus to genus
I shall show in the following pages that the
is at all understood.
veins with which I deal are by no means uniformly disposed in
all Crocodiles.
The observations which I place before the Society
were almost entirely conducted upon well-injected specimens, and
are therefore, as I hope, trustworthy as records of positive fact.
It is obviously less possible to insist upon the absolute reliability
of negative facts.
;

§

Azygos Veins

or Vence Vertehrales.

Rathke's description of the azygos veins would not give lise
to the impression that they show differences among different
* V. infra, p. 622.
t Not, however, from Phelsuma madagascariensis and Tarentola annularis,
where there is also but one gastro-hepatic vein.
t Above, p. 607.
Rathke, " TJntersuchnngen iiber die Entwickelung und den
§ See especially
Korperban der Krokodile," Braunschweig, 1866 .Tacquart in Ann. Sci. Nat. (4) ix.
1858, p. 129 Hochstetter in Morph. Jahrb. xix. 1893, p. 476 Jourdain in Ann. Sci.
Nat. (4) xii., 1859 Beddard in P. Z. S. 1905, vol. ii. p. 466.
:

;

;

;

;
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kinds of Crocodiles.

This vein (the vena vertebralis communis) *",
stated to arise from the anterior cava as a single trunk and to
have a very short course superficially along the vertebral column,
disappearing from sight "nach dem er die vierte V. intercostalis
absesendet hat in den Kanal des Riickgrats um sich mit den Yense
spinales zu verbinden."
It has thus, as he remarks, only a short
course, which terminates immediately behind the fourth rib.
There is no indication given as to what species or which species
this description refers to.
The general account of the venous
system is stated merely to refer to " altere Krokodilen," though
definite species are now and again referred to in footnotes appended
to the description; not so, however, in the case of the veins which
concern us here. There is no evidence that I can extract which
points to any particular species.
I find, however, that there are
variations, and that the three species which I have examined do
not agree.
In GroGodilus cataphr actus the azygos veins answer pretty well
to the descriptions given by Rathke
though there are certain
is

—

;

differences,

and

also

some other matters not touched uj)on by

Rathke, to Avhich I desire to direct attention. The number of
mentioned by him f. I find that there

ribs in this species is not

are only 12 pairs, i.e. 2 false anterior ribs, 7 true ribs, 3 posterior
The azygos veins are of exactly the same size on both
false ribs.
They arise from the anteiior cava on each
sides of the body.
side behind the origin of the subclavian.
On the right side of
the body the origin was by two distinct affluents, forming with
each other and the vena cava a triangle +. I did not find any
such double origin on the left side. The vein runs in a direct^
transverse direction (^. e. transvei-se to the longitudinal axis of the
body), and close to the vertebral column on each side plunges at
Thence it never reappears upon the
once into the parietes.
surface of the musculature as a longitudinally running vessel, but
remains completely buried and hidden below it.
The azygos vein is closely accompanied by the corresponding
artery (arteria vertebralis communis), which also rises below the
sui'face of the musculature, but is visible at intervals below the
peritoneal membrane.
At a point about halfway between the
origin from the vena cava and the disappearance into the parietes,
both artery and vein give off a longitudinally and posteriorly
running branch along the lateral body- wall which has its counterpart (in the case of the vein) in Varanus §.
In Osteolcemtts tetraspis the azygos veins show features of difference which obviously aid in establishing the justice of the generic
As the following statement of fact
separation of this Crocodile.
is based upon the examina,tion of two individuals, I imagine that
it can be taken as a description of the normal conditions obtaining
The azygos arises from the vena cava, at least
in this species.
*

Zioc. cit. p. 255.

X Cf.
^

p. 620,

See p. 616.

where the same state of

f

JLoc. cii. p. 55.

affairs is described in

Osteolcemus tet7-asvis.
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on the right side, in common with the internal mammaiy
from
which it soon diverges and runs the usual course to near the
''",

dorsal middle line.
It is remarkable that on the left side (only, not on the right)
the azygos arises by two origins a thicker anterior trunk, and
a much more slender posterior vessel. This is quite analogous
to what has already been described in Crocodilus cataphractzis,
including the asymmetry, which is still more remarkable. The
azygos also gives off, precisely as in Crocodilus catcq^hr actus, a
vein running along the lateral thoracic parietes.
Arrived at the
side of the vertebi-al coloumn some little vfay in front of the origin
of the longus colli muscle (also as in GrocodAlus catcqyhr actus), the
azygos does not plunge into the thickness of the parietes as in
the last-mentioned Crocodile, but runs back quite superficially as
It is thus displayed for the whole of its course to
in a Mammal.
as far back as where the dorsal parieto-hepatic trunks communicate
with it. This course corresponded (at any rate in one of the two
The chief difi'erence, therefore,
specimens dissected) to 6 ribs.
which this species shows from Crocodilus ccdaiilir actus is in the
possession of superficially running azygos veins.
In Caiman sclerops the two azygos veins arise symmetrically
with regard to each other from their respective jugulars, light and
left.
In both cases they arise behind and not very near to the
subclavians and separately from the jugular, i. e. not in common
with any other vein. Each is closely accompanied by the correI could detect
sponding artery which is a branch of the carotid.
no lateral parietal branch of each vein but as the specimen was
Each
quite a small one, they may have remained undetected.
azygos reaches the dorsal line far forwards at the level of the
fourth rib in front of that whose veitebra bears the origin of the
longus colli muscle. Then the vein disappears and does not run
but some way in front of
superficially on each side of the body
the liver it reappears and passes in a slightly sinuous course to
the end of the liver, where it gives rise in the usual way to the
hepatic branches, which will be described later. Thus the present
genus agrees to some extent with Osteolcemus in the superficial
course of the two azygos or posterior vertebral veins, there being
the difierence that in Caiman the vein runs superficially only
The artery is superficial throughout.
posteriorly.
These veins, which, as is well
Anterior Abdominal Veins.
known, are completely double in the Crocodilia, show certain
Rathke has called attention t to
diflferences in different species.
He does not
the fact that the two veins often diff'er in calibre.
mention certain points to which I shall now refer.
In CroGodihis catajihracttis, as in Crocodilus acutus, a slender
vessel leaves the left anterior abdominal vein some way behind
the liver, and running obliquely forwards joins the right anterior

—

;

;

—

* Whether this is also the case with G. cataphractus I
According to Rathke thej' are separate in origin,
Loc. cit. p. 257 footnote.
•j-

am

not able to say.
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In the
abdominal vein not very far from the edge of the liver.
smaller example of Osteolcenius tetraspis which I have dissected I
could detect no such coianection at all
the two veins were quite
independent throughout their course.
In a larger specimen of
this species, a vein ran from the left anterior abdominal and was
observed to pass obliquely forwards I lost it in the neighbourhood
of the gall-bladder, and so am inclined to suspect that it did not
join the right anterior abdominal but entered the liver separately.
Its point of origin, moreover, was fui^ther forward than the
;

;

connection in Crocodihos cataj^hr actus.
Text-fia-. 105.

Portal veins of liver in Osteolesmus tetraspis (left-hand figure) and
Crocodilus cataphractus (right-hand figure).

A. Aorta; As. Azygos of

L. Liver; B. Entrance into liver of veins
connected with azygos.

left side;

I am uncertain as to the destination of the branch of
anterior abdominal vein in Osieolcemus, I have noted and
been able to follow the course of an apparently identical vein in
Caiman scleroi^s. The left vein in this Crocodilian is smaller than

Though

the

left

the right, and a little way behind the liver it divides into two
branches, of which the right is rather the thicker. The latter
enters the liver in the furrow between the two lobes and receives
a branch from the stomach before so entering. The left branch
enters the portal system of the left lobe.
The division of the left
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anterior abdominal takes place almost exactly on the middle of the
stomach, as also in an example of Alligator onississippiensis with
which I have been able to compare this Caiman. Moreover, in both
Alligators the right branch received a twig from the stomach which
underlay (when the reptiles were examined in the usual position of
dissection) the left division of the left anterior abdominal.
The
same branching is described by Jacquart in the " Caiman a museau
de brochet," but the details seem a little different.
The material does not at present exist for a comparison of the
different genera of the Crocodilia, and for a classification based
upon the entire structure of these reptiles. It is in the meantime
interesting to note though it is obviously premature to found
any generalisation upon the facts that the West African OsteoIceonus does show certain points of likeness to the American
Crocodilia in respect of some of the veins that have been
In Alligator, as shown by
dealt with in the foregoing pages.
Jacquart's figure oi Alligator lacitis*, and by my own observations,
which I take the opportunity of recording in the present
communication, upon A. mississipjnensis, the two anterior
abdominal veins are not connected by an obliquely running
commissure t. The same vein is also absent or at least modified
On the other hand, as I have shown, certain
in Caiman sclero2:>s.
Xow this connecting
species of the genus C^^ocodilus possess it.
vein is absent or at least modified in Osteolamiiis. Again, the
latter genus has the two azygos veins exposed superficially along
their course, while in Crocodilus the same veins are for the most
In this particular
part entirely buried under the musculature.
also Osteolcemus agrees with the species of Alligator which I have
referred to in the foregoing pages, viz. Alligator onississippiensis.
Dorsal and Lateral Parieto-hepatic Veins. These veins, tei-med
by Rathke venfe vertebralis postrem^e, really consist, as was not
noted by him, of veins arising from two sources. There are A^eins
connected with the vena vertebralis posterior or azj^gos, on each
side, or, if the latter be not visible superficially, emerging from the
parietes close to the vertebral column, and there ai'e trunks of more
Save for the VaranidfeJ, this
lateral origin from the parietes.
double origin of the dorsal parietal affluents of the hepatic portal
system is not found among the Lacertilia, or at least has not been
The
as yet recorded, and certainly does not exist in many forms.
presence of the lateral parieto-hepatic affluent is accompanied in

—

—

—

both the Crocodilia and the Varanid^e by the development of a
longitudinally running lateral parietal vein, which, though represented in the Lacertilia, is not so important in them. I have
already given some accoimt of these veins in Crocodilus acutus §.
I am now able to give further details of this, system in the
Crocodilia from the examination of other species.
* Ann. Sci. Nat. loc. cit. pi. 3. fig. 1.
t It is noteworthy that in both All. mississippiensis and Caiynati sclerops the
vein is nearer to the middle line than the right vein.
§ P. Z. S. 1905, vol. ii. p. 466.
X Supra, p. 616.

left
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In Crocodilus cata'phractus the arrangement of these vessels on
the right side of the body was as is shown in the accompanying
figure (text-fig. 105, p. 621). Two branches arise from the parietes
close to the vertebree, of which the anterior is the more slender ;

Veins connecting azj'gos with

Upper

liver in

Caiman

figure the left side, lower figure the right side.

Proc. Zool.

See— 1906,

No. XLII.

sclerops.

Lettering as in text-fig. 105
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Shortly
these unite some little way before they reach the liver.
after reaching the liver, but before burying itself in the substance
of the same, the vein receives another which is made up of three
tributaries, of which two are from intercostal spaces immediately
following those which give rise to the first two of these dorsal
The third vessel arises from the
parieto-hepatic branches.
The vein formed by the union of the five venous
pai-ietes laterally.
twigs which have been just enumerated enters the substance of
the liver considerably to the right of the entrance of the right
Between the two enters a vein which
anterior abdominal vein.
conducts only blood from the lateral parietes. As is also shown
in the figure referred to, the posterior vertebral artery arises
from the aorta and reaches the parietes between the two anterior
This is the same on both sides of the body.
intercostal veins.
These branches from the azygos to the liver are also arranged
with perfect symmetry in relation to each series on the two sides
They commence in each case opposite to the same
of the body.
The actual sizes, however, of the several branches difier,
vertebiu.
though the total volume appears to me to be much the same. On
the left side there are two thick trunks which are not far short of
These join before reaching the edge
the azygos itself in calibre.
After joining, the common trunk
of the left lobe of the liver.
The wider branch
bifurcates into a wider and a narrower branch.
The
enters the liver at the apex of the left lobe immediately.
narrower branch receives almost at once a thinnish parietal branch,
and passes downwards along the free posterior edge of the left liverlobe to some way along that margin, though considerably short of
the middle line. Here it enters the liver- substance independently
of not only the anterior abdominal vein, but also of the lateral
The wide
parietal and considerably to the left of both these veins.
calibre of these various veins contrasts with the very narrow
This
corresponding intercostal arteries and their branches.
contrast is much more marked than in other regions of the
vascular system, where the arteries and veins are more equisized.
I have examined only one individual of Crococlilus cataphractxis,
and it might therefore be supposed that the conditions observed
being subject to variation were hardly distinctive of the species.
Whether this be so or not I do not, know but in any case there
between two individuals of
is so considerable an agreement
Osteolcemus tetrasjns of which I have dissected the veins vmder
consideration, that I describe the following conditions with some
On the left side of the
confidence as distinctive of that species.
body there are four vessels belonging to the system of veins which
The three anterior of these belong
is at present dealt with.
entirely and only to the A^ena vertebralis posterior, and they arise
from it. The actual way in which these vessels join and rejoin
with each other before reaching the liver is illustrated in the subjoined figure (text-fig. 105, p. 621), and is rather more complicated
than the arrangement found in Crocodilus cataphractus and
that is to say, there are anastomoses between the trunks
(7. acutv.s
";

;

;
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in question before they finally join to enter the liver. An inspection
of the figure will do away with the necessity of a detailed description.
In addition to these three stouter vessels a more slender trunk
arises (behind them) and is connected above with the veins
running directly from the stomach to the liver. This vessel (in
both specimens, I believe, but certainly in one) is also derived
from the lateral parietes, and thus exactly corresponds to a similar
vessel in Crocodilus catcqohr actus, which is also in the same way

the

last of

the

series.

In Caiman sclerops there are again difierences of detail. The
right and left sides are shown in the accompanying figures (textfig. 106, p. 623).
In both cases there is a branch from the lateral
parietes, which, as in other Crocodilia, is the last of the sei'ies of
the parieto-hepatic veins. On the right side only two trunks arise
from the azygos, but the posterior immediately divides to shortly
On the left side
reunite with both of the primary branches.
there are only two vessels arising from the corresponding azygos.
These are fused immediately after their origin, but divide again
Further details will be obvious from an inspection of
at once.
In comparing the course of these vessels in the
the illustrations.
several Ci'ocodilia which I have had the opportunity of examining,
it is possible to arrive at certain differences and agreements
between the four species dealt with.
In the Crocodiles [C. acutus'* and C. cataphractus) the number
of trunks forming the dor-sal parieto-hepatic aflluent of the portal
system is greater by one or two than in either Osteolcemus or
Caiman. On the other hand, in the two last-named genera the
interconnections between the several trunks before they unite to
open into the liver are to be remarked, and are not seen in the two
species of Crocodilus.
Furthermore but as this depends upon
negative evidence, less stress is laid upon it the vein in question
in Osteolcemus and Caiman is connected before its entrance into
the liver with the stomach plexus of veins. It is interesting to
observe that in this system of veins as well as in others
Osteolcemus and Caiman show likenesses to each other and
corresponding differences from Crocodilus.
In addition to the constantly present laterally arising trunk
which in all the Crocodilia examined joins the dorsal parietohepatic vein, there are other vessels also lateral in origin which
In Osteolcemtcs tetraspis
have a separate entry into the liver.
three slender veins arise from the parietes laterally more ventrally
than the lateral aflluent of the dorsal parieto-hepatic already
described each enters the liver separately. On the left side I
could find only one corresponding vein. In Crocodilus cataphractits
each lobe of the liver has also a corresponding vein originating
It enters the liver between the
from the lateral parietes.
I have
anterior abdominal and the dorsal parieto-hepatic veins,
not observed this vein in other Crocodiles,

—

—

;

* P. Z.

S. 1905, vol.

ii.

p. 466.
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Description of the Bxtevnal Characters of an unborn Foetus
of a Giraffe {Giraffa camelojjardalis xoardi).

E. Beddard,

By Fkank

M.A., F.R.S., Prosector to the Society.
[Received

May

29, 1906.]

(Text-fig-ures 107-109.)

5th (Saturday) of the present year the female Transvaal
by the Society in 1895* died, and was examined
on the Monday foUowing at the Prosectorium. The animal was
found to be pregnant, and the foetus was female.
Inasmuch as the foetus was not of fuh-time, it became a matter
of importance to determine its age and to compare its appearance
with that of the newly born Giraffe. The newly born Giraffe has
been described by the late Sir Richard Owen t, and the time of
gestation varies from 431 to 444 days, according to his state-

On May

Giraffe purchased

ments.

upon which I report here is a matter of
Mr. Pocock has been so good as to fvumish me with
the following facts bearing upon this question. It appears that
the mother was " on heat " from May 1905 to the end of August

The age

of the foetus

inference.

This condition then ceased. The
or beginning of September.
reason for this cessation must have been either conception or the
end of the period of heat. The latter view was the one taken
Thus the foetus
until the death of the animal revealed the foetus.
nearer estimate than this
was about 8 calendar months old.
cannot be fonned. The foetus may be said therefore to have passed

A

about two-thirds of the normal

pei-iod of gestation.

striking feature exhibited by the foetus is undoubtedly
the total absence of the least trace of the characteristic markings
The colour was nearly uniform, and I give later
of the Giraffe.
a fuller description of the hues of the coat in various regions of

The most

hairs, and a
horn-core could be felt within each. The early
development of these as compared with some ruminants is noteworthy.
The proportions of the body are shown in the accompanying
figure (text-fig. 107) and the lengths of different regions of the

the body.

The bonis are very prominent with long

cartilaginous

(?)

body and limbs are indicated by the table of measurements which
The most striking difference from the adult Giraffe is, as
follows.
it appears to me, the comparative shoi-tness of the neck, which is
The general appearquite visible in the figure (text-fig. 107).
ance of the head and neck is, apart, of course, from the horns, not
unlike that of a. Lama there is no particular suggestion of the
;

* See P. Z. S. 1895, p. 161.
t Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. iii. p. 21, and
1868, vol. iii. p. 739.

Comp. Anat.

&

Phj'S. Vertebrates,

London,
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Okapi aboiit this or any other region of the body. It will be
noticed in the figiire that the neck is much creased, more so than
the skin of the body, which is perhaps indicative of a rapid gi'owth in
this region.
The veiy soft hoofs terminate in quite pointed
extremitie.s.

Text-fi^^ 107.

Foitus of GirafFej illustr itiug the general proportions of the bodj-.

The following are some of the principal measurements, many of
which correspond with those tabulated by Owen for the newly
born Giraffe.
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Feet,

inches.

3

5
9

1

9|

From

the muzzle to the root of the tail following'
the line of the back
From the muzzle to the interspace of the horns ...
From the horns to the ternoination of the mane
at the shoulder
Lengt^h of the back, from the mane to the root of

the

10|

tail

From

the base of scapula to the end of the forehoof (in straight line)
From the base of scapula to olecranon
From the olecranon to the carpus
From the carpus to the end of the hoof
Length of neck from occipital to anterior edge of
scapula placed vertically
Length of back from anterior edge of scapula to
root of tail
Length of hind limb from superior border of ilium
to end of hoof,

measured in a straight line

From border of ilium to fabella
From patella to calcaneum
From calcaneum to end of hoof

...

2

9g
10
9|

1

3

1

3

1

1|

2

6^
9
11

1

4

In comparing these measurements, we may note

first of all that
exactly half the length of the newly
born Giraffe measured by Owen in the year 1839.
It is remarkable to find, from a further compaiison of these
measurements, that there is a serious discrepancy between the
relative lengths of the neck and body in the foetus examined by
myself and in the newly born animal measured by Owen " a few
minutes after its birth." According to the latter, the length of
the back from the end of the mane to the root of the tail is
considerably more than the length of the nock. According to my
own measurement (with which, as will be seen, the drawing made
independently of my own measurements agrees) the back is
I feel convinced that, though I may
shorter than the neck.
have erred in failing to arrive at an extreme accuracy of measurement, so great an error cannot have crept in.
The hairy covering of the foetus was in more than one respect
At first sight it appeared to be for the greater part
interesting.

-the foetus described

here

is

Examination with a lens, however, showed
without hair at all.
very pale-coloured hairs everywhere in those tracts which a
superficial study would pronounce to be naked. This very delicate
hairy covering was, however, manifest vipon the neck and legs as
a whitish bloom when the skin was comparatively dry, not, howIn those regions where the
ever, upon the trunk and flanks.
hair was thus evident without the use of a lens the hairs were
naturally longer
still they had the same whitish colour, and
the suggestion given is as if the neck and feet, and especially the
feet, had been powdered.
fine,

;
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The head was completely furry with longish close-set hairs,
brown in colour though palish, and showing distinct
whorls.
There was one whorl above each eye, another between
the eye and the ear, and a median unpaired whorl in the occipital
region.
I saw nothing of the kind in the nasal i^egion.
The
definitely

eyelashes were quite conspicuous (see text-fig. 108).
Text-fig. 108.

Head

of

f'cetus

of Giraffe.

A, commencement of mane ; B, C, D, wLorls of

-

hair.

Besides this general hairy covering, most pronounced upon the
head, there were other tiucts covered with much stouter hairs.
Each fore limb had (see text-fig. 109) a strongly marked tract,,
extending -over a part of the carpus and a portion of the meta-
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carpus for 5| inches, which was densely covered with strong hairs
whity-brown colour. This tract was wider above and eiaded
below in a fine point.
It would touch the ground if the animal
of a

Text-fia-. 109.

Front view of fore foot of foetus of

Giraffe.

A, patch of strong hair on the carpus and metacarpus.

were placed in a kneeling posture, as
position.

The

posterior surface of each

it

was quite anterior in

"hock" (calcaneum) had

FCETUS OP
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a

much

less extensive,

marked patch

THE GIRAFFE.

more feebly developed, and

631
less

sharply

of hairs.

On the head each horn consisted of a fold of skin in which the
separate and movable horn-core could be felt as of gristly consistency.
This fold of skin was capped by long hairs, which were
black at the extremity as in the newly born and adult Giraffe.
The mane was quite visible as a distinctly marked tract of close-set
longish hairs definitely fawn-coloured it ended just below the
shoulder.
At the root of the tail and for a little way down it
there was a continuation of this crest, but not nearly so wellmai-ked or so circumscribed. The tuft of black hairs at the end
of the tail was quite obvious.
smaller tuft of shoiter whitybrown hairs also existed at the extremity of the tail below the
black patch.
On the ventral median line in the abdominal region and upon
the sternum was also a band of hair, not so pronounced as the
mane, but still very conspicuous this was not found between the
legs, either hind or front.
Finally, the vulva was encircled with longish white hairs.
These are, I believe, the chief facts concerning the distribution
of the hairy covering of the young Giraffe.
The material does
not exist for much comparison with the mode of hair-growth in
other Ungulates, and it is therefore all the more important to
record the facts with a view to future comparisons.
In the meantime I have been able to compare this foetus with
one of evidently not very different age of Ovis vignei. I propose,
however, to accumulate more facts with regard to the distribution
of the hair and other external characters in the foetus of Mammals
as opportunity serves me, and do not therefore give any detailed
description of this foetus, the characters of which, moreover, are
probably well enough known.
I desii'e, however, to call attention to a patch of strongish haii-s
upon the winst, exactly in the same position as the tuft of hair in
the Giraffe illustrated in text-fig. 109. In the foetus of Ovis the
patch was of very much less extent, not reaching nearly so far
down the metacarpus. It was, furthermore, not nearly so sharply
marked off from the surrounding integument as in the Giraffe,
though composed of hairs of exactly the same whity-brown
;

A

;

colour.

—
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June
Sir

Edmund Loder,

[June 19,

19, 1906.

Bt., Vice-President, in tlie Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions that
had been made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

May

1906

:—

The number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie
during the month of May was 391. Of these 169 were acquired
by presentation, 25 by birth, 14 by purchase, 179 were received on
The number of departures during
deposit and 4 in exchange.
the same period, by death and removals, was 229.

Among

—

the additions special attention may be called to
Black-footed Cats {Fells nigripes) from the Zambesi, new
to the Collection, presented by Mr. A. W. Guthrie on May 26th,
male Eland [Taurotragits oryx) presented by the Duke of
Bedford, K.G., President, on May 16th.
Three Thrush-like Bulbuls (Ixocinda crassirostris) from the
Seychelles, a Black Hang-nest {Cassidix oryzlvora) from Brazil,
new to the Collection, and three Red-crowned Vigeona {Alectnenas
2ndcherrima) from the Seychelles, presented by the Earl of
Crawford, K.T., F.R.S., F.Z.S., on May 14th.
:

Two

A

The Hon. Walter Rothschild, Ph.D.,

F.Z.S., exhibited specimens
the Forest-Pigs Hylochceras meinertzhageni, Potomochoerus
cheer opotcmnus dcemonis, and Potomochoerus johnstoni, and made
the following remarks
The adult male of Hylochoerus meinertzhageyii Thomas is
distinguished at a glance from Phacochcerus by the absence of the
second pair of " warts " behind the tusks and the presence of
gigantic warty excrescences below the eyes, some three times the
It is also covered with much longer
size of those in Phacochosrus.
and thicker hair than Phacochosrus. The specimen exhibited is
from the ISTandi Forest.
Potamo cheer us choerojjotamus dcemonis Major is distinguished
The specimen exhibited is
at once by its intense black colour.
from Kilima-njaro.
The male of Potamochcerus johnstoni Major has the pelage
dirty red mixed with a few black hairs, and it is generally intermediate in colour between that of Potomochoerus chceropotmnus of
S. Africa and P. porcus of W. Africa.
The skull shows the same distinctive features pointed out by
Dr. Forsyth Major in P. Z. S. 1897, pp. 367-368. The supraoccipital is exactly as in the 5 type, hardly incised at all, but the
malar and squamosal are enormously thickened and shortened,
more as in P. larvatus. The portion of the maxillary containing
the tusk, however, is very attenuated, and though an old beast
the tusk-stump is small.
The specimen was obtained at Fort Jameson, N.E. Rhodesia.

of
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Mr. W. Savile Kent, F.Z.S., exhibited a series of lantern-slides,
taken from photographs in natural colours, illustrating the FLsh
and associated fauna of the Polynesian Coral Reefs.
Dr.

W.

T. Caiman, F.Z.S., exhibited a photograph of a Lobster
Text-fig. 110.

Lobster (Somarus gammarus) vvith similar

clieloe.

—
634
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{Homarus gammarus Linn.) with symmetrically developed

chelse

(text-fig. 110, p. 633), recently

presented to the ISTatural History
Museum by the Directors of Harrod's Stores, Ltd. In the Lobster,
as in many other Decapod Crustacea, the large chelse are normally
unsymmetrical on the two sides of the body, one being armed with
blunt crushing-tubercles and being lai-ger than the other, which
has sharp, serrated cutting-edges. Occasionally, however, specimens are found, more frequently in the Euroi^ean * than in the
American f species, in which both chelae are of similar size and
shape. In all such cases hitherto recorded, with the «fexception of
one mentioned by Herrick on the authority of a fisherman, but
doubted by Stahr, both chelfe were of the seri-ated, cutting type.
It has been supposed that this might be due to regeneration
it is known that, in Brachyura, on removal of
the crushing-claw, a cutting-claw is regenerated. Przibram J,
however, failed to obtain such " heteromorphic " regeneration in
the Lobster, and the present specimen throws still further doubt
on the regeneration theory, since it posesses well- developed and
quite typical crushing-chelse on both sides of the body.
In all
other respects it is a perfectly normal male and weighed, when
alive, foiir pounds ten ounces.
It was caught near Stromness,
Orkney, and its peculiar character was noticed by Mr. Thompson,
manager of the Fish department in Harrod's Stores, by whom it
was brought under Dr Caiman's notice.

after injury, since

Dr. Caiman also exhibited, on behalf of Dr. A. Duges, C.M.Z.S.,
a specimen of the Crustacean Palcemon jamaicensis Herbst, from
the Atoyac River, Yera Cruz, Mexico.

Dr. C. G. Seligmann, F.Z.S., the Society's Pathologist, exhibited
the aorta of a Tiger showing many aneurysms, and made the
following remarks
The specimen shown to-night was derived from a tigress which
had been for thii-teen years an inmate of the Society's Gardens.
The aorta shows advanced arterial disease, most pronounced in
the des^cending aorta, where there is marked atheroma and where,
in a length of about 180 mm., there are fourteen aneiuysmal
swellings varying in size frora that of a pea to that of a fair-sized
plum. The two largest swellings, the walls of which are of stony
hardness, occur close together on opposite sides of the artery. The
tricuspid valves were perhaps thickened, and there may have been
some tricuspid incompetence, but there was little or no change in
the aortic valves, and, except in the neighbourhood of the
anevuysms, there is no appreciable calcification of the vessels.
The kidneys showed changes of a chronic tubal character,
without any marked excess of fibrous tissue.
:

* Stahr, Jena. Zeitsclir. xxxii. p. 464
t Herrick, " The American Lobster," Bull. U.S. Fisli Comm. 1895, p. 143.
X Przibram, Zool. Aiiz. xxv. p. 12 (1902), and Arch. Entwickmech. xix. p. 191 (1905).

—
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The liver was tough and showed evidence of passive congestion.
The suprarenal glands also seemed tougher than they should
have been, but no excess of fibrous tissue existed, and the relation
Osteoarthritis existed in
of cortex and medulla seemed normal.
the large joints of both fore and hind limbs.
Considerable interest attaches to this case, since when Dr.
R. ]Sr. Salaman read a note before this Society two years * ago on
the death of the Polar Bear from the burstiiag of a false aneurysm,
he was able to quote Professor McFadyean to the effect that he
knew of no case of aneurysm in wild animals, and that this
condition is extremely rare in the domestic carnivora.

Dr. Seligmann also exhibited some tail-feathers from a Common
Pheasant i^Phasianus colchicus), showing the markings peculiar
-The feathers
to both sexes, and made^' the following remarks
exhibited are derived from the tail of a cock of the Common
Pheasant which is still alive, and which during the greater part
of 1905 was deposited for observation in the Society's Gardens.
The feathers were removed in July 1903 from the bird, then
said to be between two and three years old.
All of them
show the same change that is to say, the distal portion of each
feather is male in pattern and colouring, while the proximal
portion of the web shows the female character of these qualities.
The bird from which these feathers were deiived has shown no
changes in any other part of its plumage, nor have its sexual
habits been otherwise than normally male, and during the spring
of the present year it fertilised a number of eggs. At the present
time its appearance is fully male, and this has been the case ever
since the summer of 1903, when the feathers shown, and others
similarly marked, constituted the bird's tail.
The history of this
bird is that about Christmas, 1902, the base of the feathers of the
tail, which were then predominantly male, began to show the
female colouring and patterning at their bases, and that this
spread as the feathers grew till in July 1903 the present
condition was present. Unluckily there is no information as to
its behaviour during the breeding-season of 1903, but probably
its behaviour was normally male.
The specimens shown have
been deposited in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
and one of them has been figured by Mr. S. G. Shattock and
myself in the Transactions of the Pathological Society of London
:

—

;

'

'

for the current year.

The following papers were read

:

* Redcliffe N. Salaman " On the Cause of Death of a Polar Bear recently living
in the Society's Gardens," Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1903, ii. p. 3i8.
:

'
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XLII.-XLVIT.*)

is mainly an attempt to settle the synonymy
Nudibranchiata of the Indo- Pacific with the help of

The present paper
of various

material preserved in "the Hancock Museum at Newcastle-onTyne. The genus Doriopsilla is discussed, and some new information as to the anatomy of several species (pai-ticularly Flatydoris
formosa, PI. papillata, Doriopsilla miniata, Kalinga ornata, and
several Pleurophyllidiidse)

is

also given.

The material preserved at Newcastle, and kindly placed at my
disposal by the authorities of the Museum, is of two kinds,
The oriental collections of Alder
collections and di-awings.
and Hancock appear to consist of three separate consignments
They are not kept separately, but can be
sent fi'om India.
distinguished.
(a) The collection made by Walter Elliot near Yizagapatam in
1853-4, and described by Alder and Hancock in the Transactions
This collection
of the Zoological Society for 1864, pp. 113-147.
contains an almost complete series of Alder and Hancock's types,
but, most unfortunately, many of them have
all duly labelled
heen allowed to dry up entirely, and nothing whatever can be said
In some
of either their anatomy or their external appearance.
cases it has been possible to extract the buccal parts from these
dried morsels, but when there were only one or two specimens it
was found that they had been already dissected by Alder and
Hancock. The collection of " Diphyllidiada?, Pleurobranchidse,
Bullidse, and Aplysiadse," mentioned by Alder and Hancock in
the first paragraph of their paper, is also preserved, and the
The hardPleurophjdlidiidpe ( = Diphylliad8e) are noticed below.
ness of the animals and the distinctness of the buccal characters
They were not named by
make it possible to identify them.
'

;

Alder and Hancock.
Even the specimens which have not become dry are in poor
condition, which is hardly surprising since they are more than
But many of them have jDreserved their external
fifty years old.
appearance fairly Avell, and the hard parts, such as the teeth, armature of the genitalia and of the labial cuticle, &c., are uninjured.
The ribbon of the radula, however, is generally decayed, so that
the arrangement of the teeth is disturbed.

A

few specimens collected by Kelaart are sufficiently well
(b)
preserved to repay examination, but, as in the previous collection,
* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 690.
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many

are useless.
Kelaart's specimens are marked as snch,
apparently in Hancock's writing, and generic and specific names
are usually but not invariably appended.

A

by the label " Madras (or India)
This collection does not aiDjjear to
have been sorted or named by Alder and Hancock. Besides
Nudibranchs, it contains Tectibranchs, Pulmonates, Lamella ididfe,
and Echinoderms.
(c)

1

867.

collection designated

Walter

Sir

Elliot."

The drawings consist of figures of about 55 species of Kudibranchs made fi'om life by Kelaart in Ceylon. Thirty- five of
these figures are now reproduced.
The rest have been left aside,
in most cases because other figures of the animals which they
represent have been published, but in a few cases because they
add nothing to the printed description.
The poorly executed
figure of Doris cerisa, for example, adds nothing to Kelaart's statement that it is a small Doris of a cherry-red colour.
It may be asked whether it is worth while to j)ublish these old
drawings. Bergh seems inclined to think that it would be better
to leave aside all inadequate descrijDtions of Nudibranchs and
pay no attention to them. This would be convenient if it were
practically jDossible, and little would be lost.
But is it practically
possible ?
Bergh's own lists contain a selection of Kelaai't's
names, and yet I think he has sometimes redescribed Kelaart's
species under other names, which he would hardly have done if
he had seen the drawings. Further, there is a great practical
advantage in giving animals old names, because they are less liable
to alteration.
If a nudibranch bears a name given by Kelaart, it
need not be i-ebaptized if it is found to be identical with species
imperfectly described by Pease, Angas, Abraham, and others.
Apart from this, Kelaart is by no means an authoiity to be
despised, though he has not found favour with many of his critics.
He totally ignored anatomy, and his descriptions of external
characters have not that wealth and precision of detail which
might be desired. But he is exact in recording localities and
seasons, and he adds many notes on the habits of the animals,
particularly on their spawn.
His papers are of little service to
the student of preserved specimens, but, taken together with his
drawings, they wiU probably enable a naturalist in Ceylon to
identif}^ most of his species.
They appear to have been published
three times
(a) As a pamphlet (pp. 1-64), dated " Trincomalie.
1st November, 1857."
I have a copy of this pamphlet, which I have
used in preparing the present paper.
(b) In the Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Boyal Asiatic
:

Society in 1858.
(c)

In the Annals and Magazine
three separate papers
I.

II.

III.

Ann. & Mag. 1859,
„
„

„
„

of ISTatural History, 1859, in

:

„
„

vol.

iii.

pp. 291-304.

vol.

iii.

pp. 388-496.

vol. iv. pp.

267-270.

— —
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to the

Magazine as being moi-e accessible than the other
and the three papers are cited as Kelaart, 1. c. I.,
Similar abbreviated references are

'

Annals &

jjublications,

'

II.,

and

III.

:

=

Alder and Hancock, " Notice of a Collection
1. c.
ISTudibranchiate Mollusca made in India by "Walter
Elliot, Esq.," in Trans. Zool. Soc. 1864.
Report on the Pearl-Oyster Fisheries of the
Fai^ran, 1. c.
Supplementary
Gulf of Manaar Royal Society, 1905.
Report, xxi., " On the Opisthobranchiate Mollusca," by

& H.

A.

of

=

:

G. P. Farran.
Bergh, Siboga = Siboga-Expeditie.
^Bergh.
1905.

L.

R.

Opisthobranchia.

The three editions of Kelaart's paper do not appear to contain
any difierences of importance, but the pamphlet opens with a
preface which gives little scientific information, but emphasises
the fact mentioned from time to time in his descriptions, that he
studied Nudibranchs by keeping them " in a glass vivarium,"
often for considerable peiiods.
the
English Oyclopredia

from

'

He

also quotes a long passage

I'especting

'

the

structure

of

Nudibranchs.
published a description and
under the title " Description of a
new Ceylonese ISTudibranch," in the Ann. & Mag, Nat. Hist. 1858,
Besides these papers, Kelaart

figure of Trevehjana ceylonica
vol.

i.

p. 257.

My examination of these collections and drawings (supplemented in a few cases by other material) resvilts in notes on
64 species. Of the identifications suggested, I think the following
may be i-egai-ded as more or less certain
:

1.

2.

& G. 1832 = Doris gloriosa
Kelaart.
Chromocloris diardii (Kelaart) = Chr. semperi Bergh, of which
Chr. nigrostriata Eliot and Chr. temcilinearis Farran are

Ilexahranchus margioiatus Q.

varieties.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Casella maccarthyi (Kelaart) = C. cincta Bergh.
Kentrodoris maculosa (Cuv.) = A'. annuligera Bergh = i)o?'^s
fanehris Kelaart.
Disc, concinniformis Bergh.
Discodoris condnna (A. &, 11.)
Archidoris violacea Jievg\\ Arch. africana Eliot.
2'A. macuUgera Bergh.
Thordisa villosa (A. & H.)
Tr'ijypa Inteola (Kelaart) = Thordisa ? caudata Farran.
Trevehjana ceylonica Kelaart=7'. ruhromaculata Bergh.
Bornella digitata Ad. & lieexe J^ornella hancockana Kelaai-t.
Samla hicolor (Kelaart) /S'rt?»/rt annuligera Bergh.

=

=
=

'

9.

10.

=

=

11.
12. Elysia cmridea 'K.e\-xcivt=Elysia Uneolata Bergh.
13. Elysia

pimctata Kelaart =^^ys?"« nigropimctata (Pease).

——

.
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The following idontiOcations are probable, but cannot he
regarded as certain until further specimoiis are examined
:

1.

2.

Chromodoris fidelis (K.ehi!irt)=i C'hr.Jlanimulata Bei'gh,
desmoparypha Bergh
Platydoris papillata

=

Hcjplodoris
Eliot.

3.

Astaronotus

Ehrcnberg

hemprichi

=

exanthemata

JJoriH

JCelaai-t.
4.

Thord/isa

Eliot

crosslandi

1904 := JJiaulula (?)

(jifjanlea

Bergh 1905.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Doris int('xta Yib\i)^vt=^Tri'pp)a ornataJi(iY^.
Doris hojjcj/rda K.elaart=7V. monsoni Eliot.
Doridopsis tuberculosa (Q. & G.) viir.
Doris ca/rbv/nculosa

=

Kelaart.
Dlphyllidia raarraorata Ke]iif!ii-t= Linguella cinerea Farran.
PhyUohra/nchus orientalis (Kelaart)

Ph. prasinus Bergh.

J
\ Ph. ruhicundus Bergh.

In both these

ILsts

the

name

first

lias priority if

the identity

is

established.

The following

references to genera are certain or probable

1

(Jhromod^oris

2.

C'hr. ? araahilis

(jlev/iei

:

(Kelaart).

(Kelaart).

Chr. tennenta'aa (Kelaart).
Platydoris ellioti (A. k H.) not Discodoris elUoti.
5. JlalyerdM ? apnculata (A. & 11.).
6. Slaurodoris rusticata (A. &l H.).
7. Doriopjsilla miniata (A. & H.).
8. Stiliyer ? viridis (Kelaart).
3.

4.

;

A

specimen marked " Doris osseosa, Ceylon, Dr. Kelaart,"
appears to be the animal described by me as tS'clerodoris osseosa

(Kekart) in Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903,

ii.

p. 380.

No

one who attempts to determine the species of tropical
can fail to be struck with the great variability
Probably no gr-oup of animals offers
of their external characters.
ISTiidibrarichs

striking illustrations of how species arise out of varieties.
land-slugs show how susceptible the soft moUuscan skin is to
changes of colour when it is not protected by a shell and in the
Nudibranchiata, the watery habitat of which favours the gr'owth
of processes and appendages, varijttions of form also are frequent.
Again, form, as well as colour, is liable to be distorted by the
ordinary methods of presei-vation, and it may happen that two
descriptions of the same animal
one treating of the external
characters during life, and the other chiefly concerned with the
anatomy of a deatl specimen have nothing in common and are
not recognised as referring to the same species. The principal
types of structure in the group are now fairly well known but it

more
Even

;

—

—

;

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 190f3,

No. XLIII.

43

—

;

sm
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is mucli to be desired that some naturalist in the tropics may
follow the example of Kelaart with his vivarium, and by observing
the living animals throw more light on their development,
variation, and habits.
best thanks are due to the Council of the Hancock Museum
at Newcastle-on-Tyne for the loan of drawings and collections,
and to Mr. T. J. Evans, Lecturer in tlie University of Sheffield,
for assistance, especially in the preparation and examination of

My

sections.

Hexabranchus marginatus

= D. gloriosa Kelaart.

(Kelaart,

Whatever

c. I.

1.

Q.

&

G.

p. 291.)

and varieties within
doubt that his D. gloriosa
the form called D. marginata by Quoy & Gaimard.
limits be assigned to species

this genus, Kelaart's plate leaves little
is

Chromoboris a. & H.
Journal of Malacology, 1905, Oct.,

(Eliot,

and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904,

Bergh in

i.

p.

36

pp. 382-6.)

his 'System' (p. 1104) gives a

list

of 105 species.

Of

these, Ghr. elizabethina is probably the Doris quadricolor of
Rlippell and Leuckart, and, as shown below, Chr. semperi is

probably the Doris diardii of Kelaart. Chr. nigrostriata Eliot
and Ghr. tenuilinearis Farran are both varieties of Chr. semperi
{v. Eliot, I. c), and therefore should be classed under Chr. diardii.
Ghr. petechialis (Gould) is probably the same as Chr. tumidifera
Collingwood.
Chr. maccarthyi is certainly a Casella and should
be omitted from the list, to which the following species may be

added

:

105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
123,

Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.

agassizii Bergh.

portercB Cockerell.

viacfarlandi Cockerell.
epicurea Basedow & Iledley.
sykesi EUot.

anmdata

Eliot.

splendens Eliot.
vichia'EMot.
inconsjncua Eliot.
Chr.? flavam.\ot.
Chr. tasmaniensis Bergh.
Chr.figurata Bergh.
Chr. ccgialia Bergh.
Chr. a,topa Jievgh.
Chr. tennentana (Kelaart).
Chr. gleniei (Kelaart).
CAr. ? «ma&'ifo"s (Kelaart).

Chr.flammidata Bei'gh.
'^.

— Chr.fidelis(\'Le\vin,vt).
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123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
Chr.
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Tnarpessa Tiei'gh.

venusta Bergh.
ophihrdmica Borgh.
nodulosa Bergh.
2}(j('ntherina Bei'gh.

papulosa ^iGv^x.
sihof/cn Borgb.
inopinata Bergb.
lactea Bergb.
himaensis Bergb.
virgala Bergb,

V

All

from

tlio 'Hiboga'
Expedition.

Basedow and Hedley have described

Chr. epicurea under
(Trans. Roy. Soc. South Australia,
vol. xxix. 1905, pp. 141 & 153), and wish to substitute this
generic name (Stimpson, Proc. Ac. ISTat. Sci. Philadelphia, vii.
It would be a pity to drop an
1855, p. 388) for Chromodoris.
accepted and widely used name like Chromodoris in favour of one
which has never been in use and which was only tentatively
proposed for an imperfectly described animal. But in any case
8timpson's name (1855) cannot claim priority, for Ehrenberg's
Glossodoris, Fterodoris, and Actinodoris (1831) are admittedly
Ohromodorids, though for the sake of convenience the names
have not been revived (see Bergh, " Kritische Untersticbung dor
Ehrenberg'schen Doriden," Jahrb. d. d. malakozool. Ges. iv. 1877,
pp. 45-70).

the

name

The

of Hypselodoris

list of

133 Ohromodorids will no doubt be found to contain
Many of the tropical species are known only

many synonyms.

by their external

many specimens

coloration,

and when

it is

possible to

examine

the coloration generally proves to be variable.

Very often

different colours become predominant in different
Chr. diardii var. nigrosiriata is generally bluish
individuals.
grey with faint blotches of pale yellow, but sometimes the yellowis developed at the expense of the blue and the whole animal

a,ppears to be lemon-colour.

Chr. qitadricolor sometimes looks as
were light-coloured with black bands, and sometimes as if it
were black with light bands. A difference of intensity oftens
produces a difference of colour thus, red becoming paler may
fade into orange, deep yellow, light yellow, and yellowish white,
or becoming darker it may be intensified into reddish brown or
lake, purple, purplish black, and black.
In pale specimens
markings, especially borders, have a tendency to disappear in
full-coloured specimens they tend to multiply, and scattered dots
may collect and fuse so as to form blotches. Lines sometimes
break up into a row of dots, but on the whole the distinction
between the spotted and striped forms seems more persistent tha,n
Though these variations of tint and pattern show that
others.
we must not expect uniformity in a species, it is also clea,r that
unless the resemblance in colour is striking and detailed, it is by
no means safe to concbide that similar forms are specifically
43*
if

it

:

;

:
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though the variations may be within specific limits,
equally possible that two dissimilar forms, both varying, may
roughly coincide. For the determination of species the most
important internal characters are the radula and labial armature,
the other organs not varying much in the genus. Good external
characters are often furnished by the greater or less development
of the dorsal margin, which in several species bears small knobs
underneath. In a few species the back bears tubercles or even

identical, for,
it is

papulosa B., Ghr. ? roseopicta Verrill). The precise
of branchiae is not a character of importance, but the
species seem divisible into those where the plumes are few (3-7),

papillae {Chr.

number

moderately numerous (8-12), and many (12-20 or more). In
some species the plumes have a strong tendency to develop
accessory branches and become bipinnate.

(Kelaart,

1.

c. I.

XLII.

(Plate

Ohromodoris (?)amabilis (Kelaart).

fig. 1.)

pp. 294-5.)

perhaps a Ghromodoris, though the bipinnate
It may even be Chr. porcata (Bergh
branchife create some doubt.
in Semper's Reisen, xvi. 2, pp. 831-3), which is white or yellowish
with purple spots on the back, yellow rhinophores, white foot and
This form

is

The gills are 8 and two of
recorded from Mauritius.

branchise.

Ghromodoris fidelis (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,

1.

c. I. p.

295.

them subdivided.

(Plate

XLII.

Bergh, System,

It is

fig. 2.)

p. 1106.

Cf. Bergh, Chr. Jlammulata & Ghr. lacfea in Siboga-Expeditie
Opisthobranchia, pp. 151 & 159-160.)

This form, which is said to be common at Trincomalee, will
probably be recognised by its striking coloration.
It is possibly identical with Ghr. Jlammulata B., which has
black gills and rhinophores, and is said to be red with a broad
This is merely
irregular white patch down the centre of the back.
another way of regarding a pattern which Kelaart describes as a
white surface, " the edge lined with red and irregular tooth-like
transverse internal prolongations of the same colour." In other
details, such as shape, number of branchiae, and the anterior
expansion of the foot, the two forms agree.
It is pure
Ghr. lactea B. appears to be a closely allied form.
white with black branchiae and rhinophores, and difi'ers chiefly in
not having the red border. The radula is much the same as that
of Ghr. Jlammulata, but there are some differences in the labial
armature.

Ghromodoris preciosa (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

II. p. 295.

(Plate

XLII.

Bergh, System,

fig. 3.)

p. 1106.)

This form appears to belong to the group of Chromodorids
which are somewhat flat and have an ample mantle overhanging
the foot

all

round.
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The coloration is not uncommon, and it is quite possible that
the species has been described again with a fresh name, but I
cannot identify it with any other form.
Ohromodoris tennentana (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

(Plate

XLIII.

fig. 1.)

III. p. 268.)

This appears to be another Ohromodoris with an ample mantlemargin. In colour it offers analogies to Chr. ohsoleta (Riippell &
Leuck.), Chr. impericdis (Pse.),

and Chr. atireopurinvrata Colling-

wood, but does not agree completely with any of them.

Chromodoris diardii (Kelaart).

(Plate

XLIII.

fig. 2.)

(Kelaart, 1. c. III. p. 267.
Chr. semjyeri Bergh in Semper's Reisen, Heft xi. pp. 482484.)

=

The resemblance in coloration seems to me sufficientl}'- strong
Chr. rimcinaia is
to justify the identification of these two forms.
nearly allied, but neither Kelaart's description nor his figure gives
a hint of the conspicuous spherical glands beneath the mantleedge.
I regret to substitute Kelaart's name for that given by Bergh,
bu.t follow the precedent of the latter authority, who has changed
his Chromodoris elizahethina into Chr. quaclricolor (Riippell &,
Leuckart). See Bergh in Samper's Reisen, Theil vi. Lieferung ii.
p. 68.

Chromodoris gleniei (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,

1.

c. I.

(Plate

XLIV.

fig. 1.)

pp. 294-5.)

This form appears to be clearly a Chromodoris in virtue of its
It is said to be
general shape and simply pinnate branchiae.
found " in the Inner Harbour (Tiincomalee), as also at Oottiar
opposite Fort Frederick," and will probably be identified without
Kelaart's picture
difficulty on account of its striking coloi-ation.
has probably faded, for he describes the back as bearing " a deep
golden- coloured patch, bordered and spotted with purplish red,"
whereas in the plate the patch is reddish brown with a margin of
The mantle appears to be
spots of the same colour but darker.
ample and the animal probably belongs to the same group as
Chr. reticidata, Chr. syhesi, Chr. cavcB, &c., and may even be
identical with the last of them, in which case the name gleniei
has priority. Chr. alderi (Collingwood, Trans. Linn. Soc. ser. 2,
Zool. vol. ii. 1878, p. 132) also presents resemblances.
;

Chromodoris inopinata Bergh.
(Bergh, Siboga-Expeditie, Opisthobranchia, 1905, pp. 157-9.)

This species
i.

pp. 387-8).

is allied

to Chr. sykesi Eliot (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904,
same shape and a similar though not

It has the
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But there are differences of detail
identical gorgeous coloration.
in the buccal parts, and the branchit^ of Chr. sykesi have not been
observed to be subdivided like those of Chr. ijwpinata or to be so
long.

Casella.
This genus, though offering hardly any structural differences
from Chromodoris, is easily recognisable by its undulated dorsal
margin, which is generally marked by a conspicuous border.
Casella rubra Bergh, 1905, seems to be a distinct species, but
it may be doubted whether the other specific names cover more
than one species which appears in several colour varieties.

Casella maccarthyi (Kelaart).
Doris maccarthyi Kelaart.
Chromocloris maccarthyi (Kelaart).
Casella cincta Bergh.
? Casella atromarginata (Cuv.).
(Kelaart,

1.

pp. 462-3

c.
;

I.

p.

Bergh in Semper's Reisen,
831-37 xvii. pp. 941-4.)

292.

xvi. 2, pp.

xi.

;

are preserved and also a specimen from Ceylon.
Casella with the characterThere are no spots or motthngs
istic strongly undulated margin.
of any kind, but the mantle is bordered Avitli bright blue, the
upper part of the rhinophores is blue, and there are indications of
blue on the stems of the branchise. The pi'eserved specimen
corresponds with the drawing. The colour is of a uniform greyish
yellow without a trace of spots. The mantle-edge is marked by
a purplish-brown border, with traces of an accompanying white
The length is about
border particularly on the under side.
28 mm. and the maximum breadth nearly 20 mm. The mantlemargin is strongly imdulated, but narrow, particularly behind.

Two drawings

The drawings represent a pinkish-grey

are distinctly raised, but the margins of
the branchial pocket are not elevated. The branchiae are retracted.
The buccal mass has been removed.
There can be but little doubt that this is the Casella cincta of
Bergh. It has all the characters, except that the back is not
spotted and the foot is not bordered with blue. The branchire
are given as fewer (15 as against 22), but the difference is not
important, and it is very likely that the smaller branchiae were not
The preserved specimen was not
visible outside the pocket.
opened in order to preserve the appearance.
I think that Casella cincta and Casella atromarginata are merely
varieties of one species which shade into one another through
If this is so, the species
various shades of blue, purple, and black.
must be called C. atromarginata (Cuv.) and the blue-bordered
form var. maccarthyi. If thought advisable, the term var. cincta
can be used for forms with a blue border and a spotted back.

The rhinophore-sheaths

—
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Halgerda Bergh.
(See Eliot on Dictyodoris tessellata, in Proc, Malac. Soc.
vol. vi. pt. 4, 1905, p. 229.)

The Boris
this genus,

apiculata of Alder

Several new
graphica Basedow
if not a synonym.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

J 7.
\ 8.
9.

10.
11.

my opinion

& Hedley

& H.

is

is

closely allied to

The genus may be tabulated

H.

vnlleyi Eliot

as follows

:

^. /brmos« Bergh.
H. ? apiculata (A. & H.).
H. (Dictyodoris) tesselata (Bergh).
H. ivasinensis Eliot.
ff. (Dictyodoris) macidata Eliot; probably
the young of H. wasinensis.
H. p)imctata Farran.
H. willeyi Eliot.
H. graphica Basedow & Hedley.
H. elegans Bergh.
H. rubra Bergh.
H. inornata Bergh.

Halgerda apiculata
(A.

& Hancock

probably belongs to
not separable from Dictyodoris.
species have been described lately, of which Halgerda

which in

1.

c.

(A.

&

H.).

p. 122.)

The type specimen is preserved at Newcastle, but the buccal
parts have been extracted and the remains are so dry and hardened
that nothing can be added to Alder and Hancock's description.
That description, however, which includes the radula, makes it
eminently probable that the animal is referable to Halgerda, and
the filaments which surmount the tubercles should render it easy
of recognition.
Platydoris.
of 27 species belonging to this genus given by me in
Journal of Conchology,' vol. ii. Oct. 1905, pp. 252-3, may be

To the
the

'

list

added two more from the

'

Siboga' Collection

:

28. PI. flamviidata Bergh.
29. PI. sanguinea Bergh.

Several of the species described are probably colour varieties. It
is remarkable that the ' Siboga' obtained a form undistinguishable
from the Mediterranean PI. argo in the Malay Archipelago.
The chief characters of the genus are the hard and leathery
consistency, the flat shape, and the armature of the reproductive
The efferent ducts are very thick and strong. The
organs.
lining is raised into lumps and folds, generally yellow in colour,
and in the male branch these lumps are in most species further
developed into hard scales bearing hooks. These hooks, however,
have not been found in PI. striata and PI. flaimnidata.
Through the kindness of Prof. Herdman I have been allowed
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examine the specimen from Ceylon described by Farran as
? spinulosa, but doubt if it is referable to this genus.

Platydoris

Platydoris FORMOSA (A.

&

H.).

(Plate

XLYII.

fig. 3.)

{Doris formosa A. k H. 1, c. p. 116.
Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii. p. 376.)
Two specimens * are preserved, one about 60, the other about
40 mm. long. They agree with Alder and Hancock's description

and

plate.

The back

is smooth, and the minute granulations are visible
only with difficulty even under a lens. But scattered over the
larger specimen quite irregularly are a number of hard white
tubercles which look like parasitic growths or accretions.
They
are not detachable, and there are none on the smaller specimens.
The lobes of the branchial and rhinophorial pockets are very
distinct.
The foot is grooved and deeply notched in front. The
oral tentacles are rather large, and so distinctly grooved on the
outer side as to be almost ear-shaped.
The tissues of the radula have decayed, but the teeth are well
preserved.
They are hamate, with moderately stout bases and
rather slender elegant shafts which often have a distinct ridge or
wing at the side. They differ considerably in size and somewhat
in shape, some being more strongly hooked than others, but it is
not now possible to assign them to theii^ respective places in the
radula.
Alder and Hancock say they decrease in size towards
the centre. It is noticeable that no denticulate or degraded teeth
are to be found, so that the hamate form is probably retained to
the extreme end of the rows and does not degenerate, as so often

happens in Platydoris.

The genitalia are much hardened, but it is still plain that the
large efferent ducts of both branches are extremely strong and
muscular. One tube (probably the vas deferens) is thickly set
with large round granulated scales, bearing short strong spines
(PI. XLYII. fig. 3). The other tube (probably the female branch)
is lined with very conspicuous folds and lumps.
This handsome species appears to be characterised by its
coloration, its distinctly grooved tentacles, and the armature of
the genitalia, particularly the granulated appearance of the discs.
The East African form referred by me (Z. c.) to this species with
a query does not agree with the type specimen, and
to be PI. sanguinea

Bergh

is

more

likely

(Siboga, p. 139).

Platydoris scabra (Cuv.).
'= Doris coelestis Kelaart.

(Quoy

& Gaimard, Voyage

p. 258.

de I'Astrolabe, Zoologie, tome

Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903,

ii.

p.

375.

ii,

Kelaart,

I.e. I. p. 293.)

The Doris

coelestis

of Kelaart seems to be

clearly the older

the specimens described by A. & H. in Trans. Zool. Soc. 1864 are
carefully labelled by Hancock, so that there is no doubt of their identity.

* These and

all
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Doris scahra, referable to the genus Platydoris.
which is not reproduced, leaves but little doubt of

The drawing,
this.

Platydoris striata (Kelaart).
Kelaart, 1. c. I. p. 302.
(A. & H. 1. c. p. 117.)

A

single specimen is preserved in bad condition, having apparently been allowed to dry before being put in fresh spirits.
As preserved, it suggests that the colour was lighter than in
Alder and Hancock's plates, and the fine brown lines, though
distinct, much fewer.
The buccal mass had apparently been extracted, but a few
scattered teeth were found among the internal organs.
They are
hamate and rather slender.
Little could be made out of the genitalia, which were small and
hardened.
tube lined with the characteristic yellow folds and
lumps was found, but no scales or hooks. It is very probable
that they are really present, but Bergh (' Siboga,' p. 138) reports
that in PI. Jlammulata the male organs are provided with a
" Langsfalten bildenden Cuticula mit spitzen und gerundeten

A

Hockern versehen aber ohne
Scheiben."

die gewohnlichen

It is therefore possible that they

Dorntragenden
be absent in

may

this species too.

Platydoris ellioti (A.
(A.

& H. 1. c.

p. 116.

&

H.).

Discodoris

ellioti

Bergh, Siboga,

p. 102.)

Alder and Hancock's type specimens are preserved.
One is quite hard, and was probably dried before it was put into
spirits.
Nothing could be made of it.
The other two are soft and somewhat decayed. The texture is
not that usual in Platydoris, but the present flaccid condition may
be due to decomposition. The buccal parts had been removed from
one specimen but remained in the other. No labial armature was
found, but a number of yellowish hamate rather slender teeth, set
in no apparent order, the ribbon of the radula being decomposed.
The armature of the genitalia is very distinct. The efferent duct
is thickly covered with discs bearing spines of the form typical of
the genus. The spines are mostly stout and straight some are a
little inclined, but not bent.
There is no doubt of the existence
of this characteristic armature, but owing to bad preservation it
is hard to say if it is on the vas deferens or the vagina, but

Three

of

;

probably the former.
Bei'gh originally placed this species under Platydoris (Syst. d.
p. 1102), but subsequently {I. c.) identified it with a
Discodoris obtained by the Siboga from Makassar. It would
appear, however, that the earlier classification was correct, for
the genitalia are armed as in Platydoris and there is no labial
armature. The absence of the latter is confirmed by Alder and
Hancock's description, for under D. ellioti they say " Tongue as in

Nud. Gast.

'

'
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D. tuherculata" and under B. pardalis, the species described next,
" Tongue as in tlie last species, with the addition of a prehensile
collar."

The animal obtained by the Siboga' should perhaps be known
'

as Disc, herghi.

Platydoris papillata

Eliot.

%^=Ro'plodor%s desmoparypha B. var.
(Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii. pp. 379-380.
Bergh, in
Semper's Reisen, Suppl.-Heft i. p. 51 Siboga, p. 113.)
;

In making an examination of further specimens of this animal,
I have found a spine in the accessory gland attached to the female
genitalia.
The structure of the gland seems to be as described by
Bergh for Hoplodoris, but the spine is straighter. I cannot help
thinking that the species is Hoplodoris desmoparypha, or at least
very closely allied to it but I have not been able to find a labial
armature as described by Bergh. In one specimen there seemed
to be something like a plate or girdle on the labial cuticle, but it
was formed of fibres or filaments and not of the rods found in
DisGodoris and other genera.
As a labial armature is generally
unmistakable and easily found, I do not think its presence can
have been overlooked. On the other hand, it is often developed
in very different degrees in different individuals of the same
species, and may perhaps disappear.
In his first description
(S. R. 1. c. p. 53, note) Bergh seems to imply that it was vestigial
;

or imperfectly preserved.

In my specimens the buccal cavity is black or brown. The
teeth are as previously described by me {I. c), but the outermost
are sometimes slightly and irregularly serrulate *.
The formula
of the radula is about 40x80.0.80.
There is a large sausageshaped prostate.

The external characteristics correspond in most respects with
the descriptions of Hop. desmojxirypha, but the dorsal papillag are
far more developed and sometimes become branched processes
but there is much variety in this respect, as also in
5 mm. long
The spots and borders on the under side are particularly
colour.
;

The gill-pocket is sometimes distinctly stellate, and
sometimes merely irregularly jagged or undulated. The tentacles
are in all specimens large but flat.
The anterior margin of the
foot is deeply grooved and notched, and the upper lamina overhangs the lower.
The animal has been observed to bury itself in sand, and the
dorsal papillae resemble bits of sand when it is alive.
It may be doubted whether Hoplodoris is best regarded as a
separate genus or a section of Platydoris.
Most of the characters
agree with that genus, and I do not think that the presence
of either an accessory gland and spine or of a labial armature
variable.

*

Pi-oc. Zool. Sec. 1903,

ii.

a misprint for " outermost."

p. 379,

fourth line from the bottom

:

" innermost "

is

—
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proved to be the rule) can exclude it from the genus.
Bergh has a labial ai^mature. On the other hand,
the dorsal papillje are a mai'ked point of difference. In any case,
the form seems to be intermediate between Platydoris and
Aster onotus, and to have little affinity to Discodoris.
(even

if

PI. variegata

Doris exanthemata Kelaart.
(Kelaart, 1. c. I. p. 300.)
Aster onotus heniprichi Ehrenberg.

'i

=

" D. mmiritiana
This latter species is identified with Asteronotus
ciespitosus, and Kelaart's drawing, more than his description,
supports the idea that the animal is the common Asteronotus
of the Indo- Pacific.
Whether there is really more than one
species is doubtful.
If there is only one, the name A. hempricM
Ehrenberg has priority. Kelaart's statement that D. exanthemata
is " semi-gelatinous and
when dead rapidly dissolves and
cannot be preserved in spii'its " is against this identification.
Asteronotus may perhaps be compared to a stiff solid jelly, but it
can be preserved without difficulty.
The statement that tlie spawn is of a beautiful I'ed colour
I have found this red spawn and Asteronotus
is interesting.
in the same locality at Zanzibar, but cannot prove by observation
the connection between the two.
Kelaart had a strange dislike of this animal, which he thinks
" gives one more the idea of a horrid disease than the charms of a
sea-nymph." But Asteronotus^ though not particularly beautiful
Yery fair
either in shape or colour, is not a revolting object.
representations of it are given by Bergh (Siboga, pi. i. fig. 5,
and Notes from the Leyden Museum, 1887, pi. vi. fig. 9) and
Eliot (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii. pi. xxxiv. fig. 5).

Hancock has written on Kelaart's drawing

Q.

&

G.

?

"

.

.

.

Kentrodoris Bergh.
to Jorunna. They
K. maculosa {cmnidigera), allied to TJiordisa and
Diaidtda, from which they differ chiefly in having the verge armed
with a spine. Only three species have been described, all from
the Indian Ocean
1. K. rid)escens B.
2. K. gigas B.
3. K. maculosa (Cuv.)
=^K. annuligera B.

The Kentrodorids are perhaps nearly related

a,re also, especially

:

Kentrodoris maculosa

(Cuv.).

Quoy & Gaimard,
(Cuvier, Ann. du Mus. iv. 1804, p. 466-7.
Astrolabe, 1832, Zoologie, tome ii. p. 249,
Doris funebr is Kelaart, Ann. ISTat. Hist. 3rd series, vol. iii.
and A. & H. 1. c. p. 122.
1859, p. 293

=

;

— Kentrodoris

amiidigera Bergh.)
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One specimen is preserved in "Walter Elliot's collection, and two
others were found at Newcastle marked as having been sent from
Ceylon by Kelaart.
The largest specimen is 38'5 mm. long, 18 broad, and 15 high.
The extex"nal characters of all are much the same. The colour is
dull yellow-ochre, with black ring-like spots of irregular outline,
the largest about 6 mm. broad. These spots are not as a rule
simple ocelli, but areas surrounded by a ring and containing
a considerable number (as many as 50) of smaller spots. The
black pigment is almost entirely on the papillae, and not on
the dorsal skin. Besides these rings there are black spots without
a light centre on the margins of the mantle and foot. The number
of spots on the under surface is very variable.
The whole back is covered with thick-set minute papillae, which
can be scraped off. They are soft, but contain straight colourless
spicules *, The rhinophore-pockets are large but not raised. The
perfoliations of the rhinophores are black, but the base and tip of
the column are white. The branchial pocket is a conspicuous
transverse slit, 10 mm. long and 2-5 broad. Though it has not
raised edges, the region all round it is distinctly elevated.
The
branchiae are six, large, quadripinnate, yellow with a black
rhachis.
The anal papilla is subcentral, large, yellow with a black
crenulated margin.
The oral tentacles are long, digitate, yellow
with black tips. The anterior margin of the foot is very deeply
grooved. The upper lamina is divided in the middle and forms

an ample

on either side.
parts had been removed from two specimens, but the
teeth were found in the third, though the ribbons of the radula
had entirely decayed and it was not possible to state their
arrangement with certainty. The formula may have been about
25 X 20.0.20. The specimen was small. Some of the teeth are
like Bergh's figures of the first lateral of K. annuligera, but their
position is no longer plain.
The other teeth also agree with Bergh's
flap

The buccal

figures.

In two specimens the penis terminates in a transparent colourless
about two-thirds of a millimetre long. The end is blunt
and not pointed a shape which is also indicated in Bergh's
figures (Semper's Reisen, Heft x. pi. xii. fig. 16).
These specimens are undoubtedly identical with Kentrodoris
cmnuligera, described by Bergh in Semper's Reisen (I. c. and xvii.
1890, p. 921). In his description of the Mollusca collected by
Kiikenthal at Ternate (Abhand. der Seckenberg. Gesellsch.
Band xxiv. Heft i. p. 99) he expresses the opinion that his
Kent7'odoris annuligera is the Doris funehris of Kelaart and
also the D. maculosa of Cuvier and of Quoy & Gaimard.
As the
examination of Kelaart's specimens shows, the first of these
identifications is correct.
The others are perhaps less certain.
Cuvier {I. c.) described his D. mactdosa as " presque aussi plat
.

stylet

—

* They correspond with Bergh's description in Semper's Reisen,

xvii. p. 922.
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que le scahra et encore plus rude," which suggests a flat rovigh
Platydoris.
But the identification may be allowed to stand,
for it cannot be disproved, and it would be a pity to change the
nomenclature established by Bergh.
Neither do I feel sure that Quoy and Gaimard's animal from
Vanikoro is really identical with either Cuvier's species or
K. annuligera. They say it is " a dos tres bombe, de consistance
assez moUe," which does not agree with Cuvier's accovint given
above.
The figure of the under side [I. c. pi. xvi. fig. 4) does not
indicate that the anterior mai-gin of the foot is developed into
lappets ; the tentacles are expressly said to be yellow at the tips
and the mantle has a white border. These are no doubt small
points, but they may indicate real differences.
At least one other Dorid, Platydoris townsendi (Eliot, " Nudibr.
from the Indo-Pacific," Journal of Conch., Oct, 1905, p. 253), has
the same coloration and superficial appearance as the species
here described and there may be others, for instance Diauhda
sandiegensis, which is velvety, yellowish, with dark brown or
;

black rings.
From the various descriptions and plates, it would appear that
the colour of the living IC. maculosa varies from pale yellow-green
or grey to white.
Kelaart represents hardly any spots on the
underside. Alder and Hancock's figure [1. c. pi. xxx. figs. 9, 10) is
much more elongated than those of other authors. It no doubt
represents the animal as fully extended and moving.

DiSCODORIS.

Three forms described by Alder and Hancock seem referable to
and the types of all three are preserved at Newcastle,
but in indifferent condition. The specimen of D. pardalis corresponds with Alder and Hancock's description of the external
characters, but the buccal parts have been removed.
The texture
this genus,

is soft.

DiSCODORIS CONCINNA (A.

&

H.).

concinnifortnis Bergh, Mai. Tint, in Semper's
Reisen, xvi. 1, pp. 807-811, and xvii. pp. 900-902. Id.,
Siboga, pp. 100-102.)

(Cf.

Disc,

Four specimens labelled in Hancock's writing "Nos. 14, 23,
Madras. Mr. W. Elliot."
82, 115. Doris concinna.
There is
also a note to the effect that the specimens were found partly
dried up in 1902. They are now in spirit but their hard and
;

texture

probably the result of their desiccation.
So far as one can judge from such old material, Alder and
Hancock's description and plate are quite accurate. The colour of
the under side and the foot appears to be variable, being in some
specimens pale and spotted, in others darker and livid {cf. the
varieties of i>. concinniformis Bergh).
The shape and elevation
stiff

is

"
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In one specimen it is
of the branchial opening are also variable.
But in its natural
nearly closed in another it is almost stellate.
The foot is broad,
condition it seems to be broad and circular.
;

and notched in front. The oral tentacles are long,
and pointed. The most distinct external character is
that the back is studded with small tubercles of varying size and
The peculiar effect
of a lighter tint than the ground-colour.
which this produces in the appearance of the animal is well
rendered in Alder and Hancock's plate. The tubercles are of
somewhat irregular outline, and often have a long pointed tip.
Though they are numerous, they are separated from one another
by distinct intervals.
Though the tissues of the buccal organs are decayed, the hard
The labial armature is formed of
parts are still recognisable.
grooved,
digitate,

longish, bent, transversely striated rods.

The teeth are

yellowish,

hamate, moderately stout, and of a somewhat wavy outline. They
are very like Bergh's plates in the Siboga Expedition [l. c.
The genitalia are decayed, but no armature was
pi. xiv. fig. 4).
'

'

found.

Bergh, in describing various specimens of his Discodoris concinyiiformis, has indicated its probable identity with this species.
There is no divergence in the buccal parts but it is curious that
;

describing D. concinniformis as bearing lightcoloured spots, does not state definitely that the tubercles are
lio-hter than the dorsal surface, which is the cause of the peculiar
coloration of D. concinna.

Bergh, while

Discodoris pragilis (A.
(A.

& H.

1.

c.

&

H.).

pp. 118-119.)

The remains of two specimens are preserved, but in so fragmentary a condition (the result probably of self-mutilation, not of
dissection) that nothing can be profitably described except the
No buccal parts were found.
dorsal surface.
The ribbon-like strips, of which the remains mostly consist, are
This is
soft and slimy, but rather stiffer on the upper surface.
covered with round, blunt, white tubercles, contrasting with the
ground-colour, which is brown of different shades. The general
appearance, however, is not like Disc, concinna. Towards the
mantle-edge the tubercles become harder, and the edge itself seems
The
to be marked in places by a continuous calcareous deposit.
integu.ments are not visibly spiculous, though they contain
numerous spicula. These are as described by Alder and Hancock
small rods of rather irregular outline, often bent in the middle
and with blunt or broad extremities.
:

Staurodoris rusticata
(A.

& H.

1.

c. p.

?

(A.

&

H.).

120.)

Four smallish specimens labelled " Madras from Sir
are probably Doris rusticata A. & H., though ihere

W.
is

Elliot

no name
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on the

label.
They are all covered in places with some hard
reddish substance like sealing-wax, which seems to be adventitious
and to have no natural connection with them. They are yellowish
in colour and plump and convex in shape. The largest is 17 mm..
long and 7 broad.
The dorsal surface is rather sparsely studded with large, almost
clavate warts, between which are smaller ones.
Near the margin
all the warts are smaller and more crowded.
The integuments
are full of very long, thin, straight, colourless tubercles arranged
in stellate patterns.
The rhinophorial pockets are closed by two
tubercles, the branchial pockets by 8-10, apparently set in more
than one row. The branchite are entirely reti-acted, small, and
badly preserved. Perhaps there are 5, in any case not many
more. The head seems to be prolonged on each side into a short,
blunt, tentacular process.
The foot is broad without markings
the lateral margins are thin and expanded the anterior margin
grooved, but the upper lamina apparently entire.
The internal organs are too much hardened for examination,
but a large free stomach was found. ISTo labial armature was
found. The radula is broken up, but perhaps the formula is
about 40 X 50.0.50. The teeth are hamate, rather strongly bent,
and with long bases. They seem shorter and thicker near the
rhachis.
No denticulate teeth were seen.
This form seems clearly referable to the section Staurodoris, of
which it has all the characteristics, except that the branchiae are
not simply pinnate as in the typical species.
St. pustidata
Abraham (see especially Basedow & Hedley, Trans. Royal Soc.
South Austr. vol. xxix. 1905, p. 151) from Australia seems allied,
but is probably specifically distinct.
As I have indicated elsewhere, I think that both Staurodoris
and Archidoris should be regarded as subgenera of the old
;

;

Linnsean genus Doris.

Archidoris viol acea Bergh.
(Bergh in Semper's Reisen, Bd. ix. Th. vi. Lief, i., January
1904.
Cf. Eliot, on Archidoris africana, Proc. Zool. Soc.
1903,

ii.

p.

361

:

published April

1,

1904.)

Through the kindness of Mr= Suter, I have been able to examine
some specimens of this form from Auckland, and think they are
identical with my A. africana, the description of which was
published a few months later. The difference of habitat is considerable, but the nudibranchiate

fauna of

New

Zealand includes

and Doridopsis.
The chief differences between the African and New Zealand
specimens are that the former have large tentacles and a number
of small tubercles (probably glandular) scattered over the under
tropical elements like Ghromodoris

Similar tubercles are found in other
side of the mantle- margin.
East- African forms, and are pei-haps not a specific character.

—
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Thoradisa Bergh.

The following

species
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

have been referred to this genus

:

Th. villosa (A. & H.).
Th. Tnaculigera Bergh.
Th. stellata Miot.
Th. tristis Bergh,
Th. hilaris Bergh.
Th. ? maculosa Bergh.
Th. ? carinata Bergh.
Th. clandestina Bergh.
Th. ladislavii (von Jher.).
Th. ? miUegra7ia (A. & H.).
Th. crosslandi Eliot.
Th. ? duhia Bergh.
Th. ? pallida Bergh.
.77i. ? catidata Farran.

The queries are due to the authors who have created the species
or referred them to this genus.
Bergh's original diagnosis of the genus (Semper's Reisen, Heft
" Forma corporis fere ut in Discodoridibus, dorso
xii. 1877) is:
Lingua ut in DiscoArmatura labialis nulla.
fere villoso.
Penis inermis." In his
doridibus, dentes extimi denticulati.
most recent work (The Opisthobranchs of the Siboga Expedi"Die
tion, 1905) he returns to this __ definition and says:
Gattung .... zeichnet sich im Ausseren besonders durch die
Die ausseren pleuralen
villose Beschaffenheit des Rlickens aus.
Zahnplatten sind sehr schmachtig und kammfdrmig entwickelt."
Meantime, however, several forms have been referred to the
genus which have neither a villous back nor pectiniform external

—

'

'

—

teeth.

The points emphasised by Bergh in the passages quoted above
The
seem to characterise the genus with fair distinctness.
animals are externally not unlike Discodoris, but the dorsal
surface, instead of being granulate or tuberculate, bears soft
labial armature is
elongated processes of moderate length.
The rhachis of the radula
absent, at least in the typical forms.
is bare and the side teeth are simply hamate, bu.t towards the end
of the row they become thin and have a tendency to split up into
If, however, these denticles are not developed,
hair-like denticles.
I do not think that their absence is sufficient to exclude a form
from the genus. It is admitted that in Platydoris, Halgerda,
and Staurodoris such denticles may be present or absent, and they
should not be used too rigidly as a generic character. On the
other hand, it may be justly said that in such genera as Thordisa,
Platydoris, and Halgerda the outermost teeth show a strong
tendency to split and develop denticles whereas in Archidoris,
Discodoris, and other genera they have a tendency to diminish in
size but to remain entire.

A

;
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Bergh says (Siboga, I. c.) that only Th. maculigera, Th. carinata,
tristis, and Th. hilaris ca,n be included in the genus with
certainty, though it is noticeable that he originally (Semper's
Reisen, xvii. 1890, p. 913) marked Th. carinata with a query.
Th. dubia and Th. pallida seem to conform fairly well to the
generic diagnosis, though in the descriptions of the dorsal surface
it is very difficult to linow exactly what is meant by Zotten,
Knotchen, and similar terms.
Th. ? clandestina B. is smooth and the external teeth are not
denticulate. Th. ladislavii was described by von Ihering (" ISTudib.
Th.

der brazil. Kiiste," in Mai. Jahrb. xiii. 1866, p. 234) as Etidoris,
System regarded this genus as a synonym of
Thordisa. The validity of the genus Etidoris may be doubted,
but, as von Ihering remarks, the animal described by him comes
near to Archidoris. It is tubercvilate the tentacles are thick and
grooved, and the rhachis of the radula bears thickenings. It differs
from Archidoris only in having the outermost teeth denticulate.
Doris millegrana was described briefly by Alder and Hancock
(Monogr. pt. vii., Appendix, p. i). Von Ihering {I. c. p. 238)
created for it the genus Aporodoris, regarded by Bergh in his
System' (p. 1098) as a synonym of Thordisa, but in the Opisthobranchia of the Siboga' Expedition (p. 94) recognised again as a
separate genvxs and provided with a second species, Aporodoris ?
The genus remains very doubtful, but, so far as the
rubra.
descriptions permit one to judge, seems allied to Archidoris.
Alder and Hancock do not hint at any affinity between their Doris
Thordisa caudata
millegrana and their Doris (Thordisa) villosa.
Farran has not a villous back, and is perhaps referable to Trippa.
See below vmder Trippa luteola. Th. crosslandi is discussed below.
The remarkable Doris lanuginosa* of Kelaart, which is " green
and covered with short downy hair," is perhaps a Thordisa or
Diaulula.

but Bergh in his

'

'

;

'

'

Thordisa villosa (A. &
(A.

& H.

1.

c. p.

119.

H.).
Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903,

ii.

p.

367-8.

Cf. Thordisa maculigera Bergh, in Semper's Reisen, Heftxii.
p.

540.

Id.,

Danish Exped. to Siam

:

Opisthobranchia,

p. 182.)

Two

specimens, labelled Doris villosa, are preserved in fair
They differ somewhat in appearance. One is larger
and more leathery than the other, and its dorsal tubercles are
hard and warty. The smaller specimen is softer and the back
villous rather than warty, the dorsal tubercles bearing soft
It still resembles Alder and Hancock's plate \l. c.
filaments.
pi. xxxiii. fig. 1), and I also have but little hesitation in referring
it to the same species as the specimens from Zanzibar described
by me {I. c.) as Thordisa villosa.
Further, it seems to me almost certain that the species, as
condition.

*

Proc. Zool.

No

drawing of

Soc— 1906.

No.

tliis

species

XLIV.

was fonnd.

44
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Unforsurmised by Bergh, is identical with Tli. maculigera.
tunately the buccal parts have been taken out of both the
Newcastle specimens, and we must be content with Alder and
no collar."
" Tongue as in D. tuherculata
Hancock's statement
This, of course, ought to mean that all the teeth are simply
hamate and smooth, whereas in Bergh's Th. maculigera and
in my specimen from Zanzibar the outermost teeth bear hairIt is probable that there is some variation in
like denticles.
this respect, for the shape of the teeth is not exactly similar in
my specimen and in Bergh's. Also, after examining Alder and
Hancock's two specimens, I am inclined to think that the animal
described by me {I. c. p. 368) as Th. stellata is merely a variety of
It differs fi'om the typical form in its harder
this species.
consistency, stellate branchial pocket, and in that the outermost
teeth of the I'adula are entire.
The outermost teeth are found to vary within the limits of the
same species in Platydoris argo and Halgerda formosa, being
sometimes smooth and sometimes denticulate.
:

—

Thoedisa crosslandi

:

Eliot.

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii. p. 368.
Cf. Bergh on
Diaulula ? gigantea in Siboga-Expeditie, Opisthobranchia,

(Eliot,

1905,

p. 119.)

After re-examining my specimens, I think this species is
The two deidentical with the Diaulula gigantea of Bergh.
scriptions are in general agreement and there are some remai-kIn both the nervous system is much
able coincidences in details.

there is a large prostate, and the penis has a
concentrated
The
curiously twisted shape, somewhat as in Phialodoris.
dimensions and coloration also agree. There are two points of
Firstly, in
difference, which perhaps admit of explanation.
Th. crosslandi there is a minute, but quite distinct, labial
armature, I have found it in all the specimens which I have
examined, but it may easily escape notice and may possibly
Bergh found 70 rows of
really disappear in some individuals.
teeth in the radula, and " in den Reihen schienen 150-200
Flatten vorzukommen." If this means 150-200 teeth on each
side of the rhachis, the radulse in my specimens were smaller and
do not exceed 50x110.0.110 as a maximum. Secondly, Bergh
describes the dorsal surface as " iiberall fein und dicht granulirt,
An
die Noppchen gerundet, hier und da auch Kegelformig."
inspection of my specimens, confirmed by notes in the living
animal (v. Eliot, I. c), shows that the back is covered with
elongate pointed papillae, sometimes bearing filaments at their
But when preserved in alcohol they often become round
tips.
owing to contraction and accidental pressure, and sometimes
disappear entirely, although in life they are 2-3 mm. long.
The distinction between the genera Diaulula and Thordisa is
Bergh's diagnosis of the former is
perhaps not very clear.
" Notaeum holosericeum [explained as " sammetartig
Dentes
"J.
;

—
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Prostata magna." There is perhaps not much
pleurales hamati.
essential difference between a velvety surface and one which is
covered with elongate soft papillae (Thordisa), but, so far as the
two can be distinguished, the form under consideration belongs
In Thordisa the outermost teeth are
decidedly to Thordisa.
typically pectinate or denticulate, which is not the case in

Dimdula. But, as explained above, I do not think that this is
a safe generic characteristic, Diaulula has a large prostate, but
the organ is also reported as present in Th. macidigera (Bergh,
Danish Expedition to Siam, Opisthob. p. 184), Th. dubia, and
Th. pallida.
It is not impossible that this form should be referred to PhialoThe
doris, which has a penis of similar shape and a prostate.
But in Phialodoris the
radula presents no essential differences.
nervous system

crammed with
and

is

is

The

not concentrated.

spicules,

which seem to be

described as granulate.

dorsal

set in

a

svirface

is

stellate pattern,

Its appearance in

life,

however,

may have been different.
On the whole, it appears

to me safest to leave the present form
provisionally in Thordisa until a further examination of Phialodoris podotria (described from one alcoholic specimen) has been
made. The specific name crosslandi has priority over gigantea.
Kelaart's Doris marmorata is not improbably Phialodoris
It is " hard and granular," and the six branchial
podotria.

plumes are united at the base. Cf. Brock's figure reproduced by
Bei-gh, in Semper's Reiseri, Heft xvii. pi. Ixxxv. figs. 5 & 6.
Trippa.

This genus, in which Bergh has incorporated Phlegmodoris,
is characterised externally by a rather soft consistency and compound tubercles of irregular shape. Between the tubercles there
are often deep pits rendered conspicuous by their black colour.
There is no labial armature, and the radula, which is generally
rather short, consists of hamate teeth which sometimes bear a few
Ptyaline glands as well as salivary glands are present.
denticles.
There is no armature in the genitalia and a prostate seems not to
be i-ecorded.
The following forms are perhaps referable to the genus
1.

T. ornata Bergh.
(?

= Doris intecta

Kelaart.)

T. areolata (A. & H.).
3. T. spongiosa (Kelaart).
{ = T. mephitica Bergh.)

2.

4.

T. monsoni Eliot.

{% = D. leoparda Kelaart.)
T. hispida Bergh.
6. T. affinis Bergh.
7. T. luteola (Kelaart).
(= Thordisa caudata Farran.)

5.
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T. anceps Bergh (Bull, of Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Harvard, 1890, p. 169) is a doubtful form omitted by Bergli in
subsequent lists of the genus, and perhaps akin to Atagema.
T. hispida is also regarded by Bergh as doubtful, but, so far as
one can judge from the plates (Opisth. der Sammlung Plate,
p. 527, pis. XXX. & xxxi.), seems to possess most of the characters
of the genus.

sometimes difficult to distinguish the external characters
and Trippa verbally, for some species of Tkordisa
have soft tubercles which bear secondary papillae or filaments.
But whereas the typical Thordisa is rather flat and covered with
soft, elongate papilke, the typical Trippa is spongy, though often
It is

of Thordisa

and bears
between them.

full of spicules,

with

pits

large, irregularly

compound

tubercles,

Trippa ornata Bergh.
xii. p. 543, and Heft xvii.
Siboga-Expeditie, Opisthobr. p. 129.
Cf. Kelaart, Doris intecta, 1. c. I. p. 302.)

(Bergh in Semper's Reisen, Heft
p. 905.

Id.,

The original specimen described by Bergh in 1877 was
reddish-brown with a yellowish median longitudinal band. In
another specimen (1890) he found a white longitudinal band (not,
however, marked in the figure, Semper's Reisen, Heft xvii.
pi. Ixxxiv. fig. 7), and suggested that the animal might be Kelaart's
Doris intecta. This suggestion is rendered even more probable
by the description and figures in the Siboga Expedition volume.
Kelaart's figure represents a reddish-brown, tuberculate Dorid
with a white line extending from the branchiae to the rhinophores.
The only objection to identifying it with Trippa ornata is that
it is said to have long oral tentacles, whereas the accounts of the
preserved specimens suggest that the tentacles are rudimentary.
As Doris intecta is said to be very common at Trincomalee in low
water during September and October, the identitj^ may perhaps
be decided by an examination of further specimens.
'

Trippa luteola (Kelaart).
{Thordisa caudata Farran,
1.

c. I. p.

(Plate
1.

c. p.

'

XLII.
341.

fig. 4.)

Doris luteola Kelaart,

299.)

Two specimens from
me by Prof. Yoltzkow.

the reef at Tamatave, Madagascar, given
note with the specimens says " Saum
Kieme schwarz." Through
Flihler schwarz.
citronen galb.
the kindness of Prof. Herdman, I have also been able to examine
the single type specimen of Thordisa caudata in the Museum of
Liverpool Univeisity. All three specimens undoubtedly belong
to the same species.
The specimens from Madagascar are much bent, but if straightThe
ened out would be 35-40 mm. long and 20-25 broad.
The back is in most parts covered
colour is a, rathei- dirty white.
with flat tubercles of various sizes, generally bearing secondary

A
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But
excrescences, from which spicules project here and there.
in all three specimens there are sevei-al bald spaces on either
side, not connected, but arranged in a more or less continuous
The integuline from the rhinophores to the branchial pocket.
ments are stiif, but not harsh to the touch. They are full of
rod-like spicules, straight or slightly curved but not branched,
set in an irregular stellate pattern which is not conspicuous.
They form columns under the tubercles. The rhinophores are
dark grey. The pockets open in hillocks covered with tubercles
like the rest of the back, but not protected by special valves.

The branchiae are also grey, five or six in number and mostly
The margin of the pocket is
bip innate, but tripinnate in places.
hardly raised, undulated, but not stellate and not protected by
The anterior
tubercles.
The mantle-margin is fairly wide.
m.argin of the foot has a shallow groove and a rather distinct
notch in the middle. The oral tentacles are white, digitate, and
tapering small, but quite distinct.
The blood-gland is flocculent and pinkish. The central nervous
system is enclosed in a strong capsule and is granulate. The
ganglia touch one another. The pedal ganglia are i-ound the
cerebro-pleural are separated into two divisions with moderate
Under the oesophagus passes the strong, broad,
distinctness.
Mr. Farran found both salivary and
short, common commissure.
ptyaline glands on the buccal mass, and I also found at least two
Two glands open into the oesophagus
sets of glandular organs.
they are band-like and
close to the central nervous system
Two other glands, apparently
granulate, with long thin ducts.
connected with the buccal mass, are large, white, opaque, flocculent,
but compact. I could not discover where they open. Close to
the mouth I found a gland-like bladder containing irregularlyshaped spicules. JSTo labial armature was found.
The yellow radula consists of 38 rows, two of which are unThe lateral teeth are 39, as in
developed and shadowy.
Mr. Farran's specimen, and the number seems remarkably constant.
The 1 innermost are smaller than the rest, rather straight,
and bear a single minute denticle, sometimes connected with a
In the middle of the half row the teeth
ridge, on the outer side.
The two or three outerare larger and more distinctly hamate.
most are small and bear hair-like denticles.
The stomach is rather large and not enclosed in the liver;
under it lies a rather large, white, pear-shaped gall-bladder. The
externally it is covered by a thick
liver is greenish internally
The genitalia are
white layer of the hermaphrodite gland.
unarmed. Both the spermatothecas are pinkish and globular, but
one is three times as large as the other.
Generically this form seems to me referable to Trippa rather
than to Thordisa. Both Mr. Farran and myself found ptyahne
The
glands, which are regarded as characteristic of the genus.
back is covered with prominences which are often compound.
The bald patches perhaps correspond to the pits found in other
;

;

;

;
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The comparatively short radula and small inner teeth
are also characters of Trifpa, and the denticulation, though rare
in the genus, is found in Trippa monsoni.
Specifically, I think the form may be identified with Kelaart's
Doris hoteola. His drawing is not very good and his description

species.

Mr. Farran's type specimen of
though not inaccurate.
Thordisa cmcdata was found in Ceylon, and the remarkable
coloration, supported by this identity of habitat, seems a sufiicient
reason for regarding the forms as the same.
slight,

(Plate

Trippa spongiosa (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,
p. 119.

Heft

1. c.

302.

I. p.

XLIY,

fig. 2.)

Cf. Boris areolata,

A. & H.

1.

c.

Phlegmodoris mephitica Bergh in Semper's Reisen,

xiii. p.

594.)

Kelaart's figure and description seem sufficient to identify this
The coloration, conspecies with Phlegmodoris mephitica B.
sistency, rhinophore-sheaths, and branchise are all points of
Kelaart was apparently unable to find the oral
agreement.
tentacles, which is not inconsistent with Bergh's account of them
as folds on either side of the mouth.
Andr6 (" Mollusques d'Amboine," in Revue Suisse de Zoologie,
tome iv. 1896, p. 401) suggests that' I', spongiosa is the same as
Trippa (Boris) areolata A. & H. He apparently had before him
specimens from Amboina, but unfortunately gives no description.
The identity is not improbable, for the only certain distinction
between the forms is that there are several black pits in the
dorsal surface of T. areolata, whereas in T. spoiigiosa the black
pigment is wanting, though the back is said to be " deeply pitted."
But without a further comparison of specimens it is impossible
to decide whether the two forms are colour varieties or distinct
species.

For some account of T. areolata, see my paper on " JSTudibranchs
from East Africa and Zanzibar," in Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii. p. 369.
Trippa monsoni

Eliot.

(Plate

XLY.

(Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903,

leoparda,

1. c.

I. p.

ii.

fig. 1.)

p. 371.

Cf. Kelaart, Boris

294.)

These two forms are probably identical. They agree in size
and in a somewhat remarkable coloration, composed of greyish or
The rhinophores
purplish spots separated by white reticulations.
and branchise are yellowish or greenish. Kelaart, however, does
not mention any pits such as are found on the back of T. monsoni.
An examination of specimens from Ceylon would probably
decide the question of identity.
be Trippa leoparda.

If it is established, the

animal

will

DORIDOPSID^.
Bergh and Yayssiere contain much valuable information about this family, but Hancock, " On the Anatomy of

The works

of

—
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Boridopsis" (Trans. Linn. See. 1865, xxv.
w'ell

661

pp. 189-207),

2,

is still

worth reading.

The family

is

dopsis.

divided into two genera, Doriopsilla and Boriwhich is discussed below, contains at present

Boriopsilla,
about six species.

{Boriopsilla granulosa (Pease)
Boriopsilla areolata Bergh.
2. B. pelseneeri Oliviei-a.
3. B. Tniniata (A. & H.).

is

doubtful.)

1.

4.
5.
6.

B. pallida Bergh.
B. loevis Bergh.
B. reticidata Oockerell

&

Ehot.

3, 4, and 5 are perhaps very closely related.
In a paper by Prof. Cockerell and myself (Journ.

Species

of Malac.
1905, vol. xii. pt. 3) Bergh's list of the species of Boridopsis
given in his System was brought up to date, and 64 species
were indicated. Of these, B. miniata and B. reticulata are now
shown to be Boriopsillce, but the following additions from Bergh's
Opisthobranchs of the Siboga may be made
'

'

'

63.
64.

:

'

B. erubescens Bergh.
B. amo&na Bergh.

65. B.flaccida Bergh.
66.

B. weberi Bergh.

These sixty-six species probably include many synonyms, and
many of them, particularly those described by D'Orbigny, Crosse,
and Pease, are only doubtfully referable to the genus. Neither
the buccal parts nor the genitalia supply specific characters
in the majority of cases, and the external appeai^ance is even
more variable than in Chromodoris. One of the best known
It not only
species, B. nigra, is protean in its transformations.
ranges from black to white, with or without coloured borders and
As
spots, but is sometimes smooth and sometimes tuberculate.
a rule, however, the smooth and tuberculate forms appear to be
distinct.

DoBiDOPSis TUBERCULOSA (Quoy
{Boris carbunculosa Kelaart,
Reisen, xvi. 2, p. 845.)

&

1. c.

Gaim.) var.
I. p.

301

;

Bergh in Semper's

Alder and Hancock {I. e. p. 128) pointed out that Kelaart's
B. carbunculosa is probably the same as Quoy and Gaimard's
B. tuberculosa, though it difiers in not having white spots on the
under side. These white spots are very conspicuous in the living
animal and remain in alcoholic specimens. Bergh, however (l. c),
has described a variety from Mauritius in which the white spots
are absent, and which agrees with B. carbunculosa in several
It is very soft, and the under side of the mantle is
details.
" mit feinen Langsf urchen ," corresponding to Kelaart's state-

ment that

it is

veined.
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As Bergh observes, it is somewhat doubtful if this is merely a
variety of JDoridopsis tuherctdosa or a new species.
I have a
specimen captured by Mi-. Gardiner at Rotuma, which is of a
uniform brownish yellow without a ti'ace of spots, but in other
respects apparently a typical Doridopsis Puhercidosa.
DoRiDOPSis DENisoNi (Angas).
{Dorisdenisoni Angus, "Descrip. d'especesnouv. deMoll. nud.,"
J. de Oonchyl. 3 ser. iv. 1, 1864, p. 45.
Doridopsis denisoni
Bergh in Semper's Reisen, xv. p. 694, ff. Doridopsis

gemmacea A. & H.

1.

c. p.

126,

and Hancock, "Anatomy

of

Doridopsis.")

According to Bergh, Angas's name has a few months' priority
over Alder and Hancock's D. gemmacea.
The three specimens ai-e not veiy well preserved, but appear
to agree with Alder and Hancock's two descriptions cited above
both externally and internally.
The mouth-gland is large and consists of many finely divided
lobes.
The liver is flattish, much lobed, and deeply cleft behind.
No hooks or spines could be found in the male genitalia, although
they are no doubt really present. The vas deferens is extremely
long and elaborately coiled.
Doridopsis atromaculata A.
(A.

& H.

1.

c. p.

k H.

129; and Hancock,

"Anatomy

of Doridopsis,"

p. 193.)

One specimen,

rather well preserved.

It

is

as described

by

Alder and Hancock, though the sti'ueture of the mouth-parts is
obscured owing to this portion of the body having been opened.
Superficially the back appears to be white with black tubercles,
but on a closer examination it is seen that the whole surface is
studded with groups of tubercles, or with compound tubercles,
which are in some places white and in others black. Even in the
black regions the tips of the tubercles ai'e whitish.
The structure of the branchia is remarkable. The plumes arise
fi'om a large common ring which, as pi'eserved, projects considerably above the edge of the bi'anchial pocket.
Three of them
are tripinnate, elongate, but not very ample in position they
are right, left, and posterior.
The anterior pai-t of the ring bears
a number of small inconspicuous bipinnate plun\es, and there are
a few more between the left and the posteiior plumes.
The
right and postei-ior plumes are close together, the arrangement
not being quite synimetrical. The large anal papilla lies somewhat to the left of the centre of the ring.
Doridopsis punctata has also only three branchiae, but the
ari'angement is difierent, the plumes being tripinnate and faiily
ample, without intermediate smaller tufts.
Hancock's statement that " the pi'oboscis is quite slender and
tapers imperceptibly into the ci-op " I'aises a doiibt if the animal
may not really be a DoriopsiUa (see below).
;
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DOKIDOPSIS CLAVULATA A.
(A.

& H.

c. p.

1.

663

& H.

Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904,

127.

ii.

p. 278.)

Three specimens in a fair state of preservation. Though the
animal has a general resemblance to Doridopsis denisoni, it would
seem to be easily distinguishable from it externally. The margin
of the branchial pocket is much more distinctly tuberculate, and
the large dark green areas on the back are veiy plain.
There also seem to be difierences in the genitalia. They are
much hardened, but it is clear that the vas deferens is much
shorter than in D. denisoni and not so elaborately coiled. The
lower part of the vas deferens and the penis are thickly covered
with small, slightly bent, yellowish spines.
The arrangement of the alimentary canal, so far as it can be
still ascertained, is as in D. denisoni.
A large double mouthgland lies beneath the buccal mass and opens into it by a single
duct.
There is a constriction after the proboscis, and another
about halfway between the proboscis and liver.
Doridopsis

grisea (Kelaart).

(?)

(Kelaart,

1.

c. p.

297.)

The statement that the " mouth is surrounded with a white
veil " makes it probable that this species is a Doridopsis.
Kelaart
uses a similar expression concerning D. carhuncidosa and it is
evidently an attempt to describe the two small tentacles cha;

genus which a,re often attached for the greater
part of their length and inclined towards one another above the
poinform mouth.
D. grisea is possibly the same as the animal figured by Bergh
in the Opisthobranchia of the Siboga' Expedition, plate v. fig. 19,
racteristic of the

'

as " Doriop)sis

?

"

DoRiOPSiLLA Bergh.
(See Bergh, Jahrb. d. Deutsch. malak. Gesell. 1880, pp. 20-30
id., Zool. Jahrb., Abth. fUr Syst., Jena, 1896, Band ix.
Heft iii. pp. 454-8 and Yayssiere on Doriopsilla areolata in
'Talisman' Opisthobranches, 1902, pp. 235-7, and Opist.
de MarseiUe, iii. 1901, pp. 50-52.)
;

;

In Doriopsilla the dorsal surface is granulate and harder than
in Doridojjsis
but the chief difference between the two genera
is that whereas in Dorioptsilla the buccal ganglia beneath the
;

alimentary tube lie immediately behind the main body of the
central nervous system, in Doridoi^sis they lie at some distance
behind it on a constriction of the alimentary tube, and are united
to the nerve-collar by rather long connectives.
The difference may seem slight, but is of considerable structural
importance, as will perhaps be understood by an inspection of
figs. 4-7, PI. XLYIL, which give comparative views taken from
beneath and fi-om the side of the central nervous system and
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alimentary tube in JDoriopsilla miniata and Doridopsis nigra
respectively.
It should be remembered, however, that these
forms may not be typical in all their details, and that other

may show minor variations.
In Doriopsilla miniata the tube which issues from the proboscis
describes a curve below the nerve-collar {cf. Vayssi^re, I. c. 1901
"II [le tube] decrit un cercle complet en avant du collier nerveux,
puis traverse celui-ci), and then passes through the collar and
above the buccal 2;an2:lia which touch the collar to the liver. Its
diameter is uniform, and its course behind the collar fairly
straight.
In Doridopsis nigra the nerve-collar lies immediately
behind the proboscis. A straight narrow tube runs through it
without making any curves until it has passed through the main
body of the nervous system. It then makes two conspicuous
bends to the right before entering the liver. In the angle between
these two bends the tube is constricted, and here are situated two
small salivary glands and the buccal ganglia, which latter are
united to the nerve-collar by a pair of connectives which run
Behind the
straight and do not follow the bends of the tube.
buccal ganglia the tube dilates and makes another bend to the
species

:

right before it enters the liver.
It looks as if the arrangement in Doriopsilla miniata were the
more primitive. It is much the same as that found in an ordinary
Dorid, except that the radula with its pouch and the whole buccal
mass have disappeared, leaving in their place a curved suctorial
But in Doridopsis nigra this curved tube has been pulled
tube.
backwards through the nerve-collar, and the buccal ganglia have
moved with it, and if, as it is reasonable to suppose, the buccal
ganglia mark the commencement of the oesophagus, that organ
has very different dimensions in the two genera. Though nothing
is known about the food of the Doridopsidae, it is clear that their

alimentary organs form an exsertile proboscis and a powerful
and perhaps the arrangement found in
apparatus
Doridopsis nigra (which seems to be by far the most usual in
the family) allows this apparatus, which probably expands and
contracts when taking nutrition, to move more freely.
Doridopsis nigra (PI. XLVII. figs. 5 & 7) has not only the two
small salivary glands already mentioned, but also a large bilobed
gland (PI. XLYII. figs. 5 d & 7 d) discharging by a single duct,
which enters the wall of the proboscis rather far back, runs
forward as a thin tube (PI. XLVII. fig. 5 e) in the lower wall
It is generally
of the proboscis, and opens close to the mouth.
known as the ptyaline gland, but, as Hancock suggests, it may
supply a secretion which can pierce or benumb the animal's prey.
Neither salivary nor ptyaline glands could be found in my specimens of Doriopsilla oniniata, and if present at all they must be
Bergh reports their presence in Doriopsilla areolata and
small.
D. pallida, but could not find them in D. Icevis (Siboga, p. 179),
suctorial

which

ment

offers

;

many

analogies to D. miniata.
in Doridopsis

of the ptyaline gland

The

large develop-

would doubtless be
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an additional reason for pulling the alimentary tube back to give

more room.

A

further examination by sections of Doridopsis reticulata
(Cockerell & Eliot, J. of Mai. xii. 1905, p. 41) indicates that this
species also is a Doriopsilla.
The real buccal ganglia are not, as
stated, 4
it

mm.

behind the central nervous system, but

close to

and united by short connectives to the part that seems to

correspond to the pleural ganglia. The alimentary tube differs
somewhat from that of D. reticulata.
The part in front of
the nerve-collar is broad and pouch-like just under the collar
(as preserved) is a valvular apparatus separating this anterior
dilated portion from the long narrow posterior portion.
Before
entering the liver the alimentary tube dilates again into a pouch
divided by a constriction.
Under the buccal parts is a large
bilobed gland, probably, but not demonstrably, connected with the
:

proboscis.

Doriopsilla miniata (A.
(A.

&H.

I.e. p.

&

H.).

(Plate

XLVII.

figs.

4

&

6.)

130.)

Four specimens are preserved, hardened and in bad condition,
but quite recognisable. The following notes are the result of
examining recent specimens from Karachi, which I have no
hesitation in identifying with this form.
The animal was described by me in the 'Journal of Conchology,'
vol. ii. no. 8, Oct. 1905, as Doridopsis miniata, and stated to have
long buccal connectives.
Subsequent examination by sections
has shown that this is incorrect. The poi-tion of the alimentary
canal lying between the central nervous system and the liver is
supported by several strong filaments, and some of these were
mistaken for connectives running between the buccal ganglia and
the central nervous system.
The sections show clearly that the ganglia are arranged in the
manner characteristic of Doriopsilla.. The main mass {a) is of
somewhat irregular shape and surrounds the oesophagus. Immediately behind it and touching it, but below the oesophagus, are
the two buccal ganglia close to one another.
Not far from the
buccal ganglia a short connective runs to the right and terminates in a small ganglion near the penis, which apj)arently
innervates the genitalia. The anterior portion of the alimentary
canal is a thin tube, which preserves a uniform diameter until
On issuing from the proboscis it describes
it enters the liver.
a Z-shaped figure. The lower curve of this figure is free and lies
below the nerve-collar, which surrounds the upper loop.
On
reaching the liver the tube runs for some distance just below the
surface before descending into the interior.
In spite of a careful
examination, the presence of ptyaline or salivary glands could not
be demonstrated. It seemed certain that the wall of the proboscis
does not contain a long duct coming from the ptyaline gland as
in Doridopsis nigra.

—
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Hancock's observations on D. miniata ("Anatomy of Doridopsis"
He says nothing about
193) agree on the whole with mine.

salivary or ptyaline glands.

The following Dorids, described and figured by Kelaart, cannot
be referred with certainty to any of the modern genera, but if
rediscovered will perhaps be recognisable
:

Doris elizahetliina (Kelaart, 1. c. II. p. 267) (PL XLIII. fig. 3)
has the appearance of a Ghromodoris in most respects, but the
fairly wide bipinnate branchiae would be abnormal in the genus.

Boris papulosa (Kelaart, 1. c. I. p. 297) (PI. XLY. fig. 3)_ is
The back is covered with
coriaceous and bears large papillae.
reddish spots and markings, but the rhinophores are green or
blue.
The three anterior branchiae are white, the three posterior
reddish.
In the plate the anterior plumes are hardly visible.

The very poor
Doris corritgata (Kelaart, 1. c. I. p. 303).
drawing, which is not worth reproduction, represents a flat
greenish-grey tuberculate dorid, with no spots. The erect, simply
pinnate branchiae are conspicuous. It may be either a SplicRvodoris or a /Staurodoris, and it will perhaps be possible to identify
it by the greenish coloration of the upper surface and the black
spots on the lower.
Doris lockyerana (Kelaart, 1. c. II. p. 268) (PI. XLVI. fig. 1).
This "splendid species" looks as if it might be sm Asteronotus,
but has evidently no resemblance to the D. exanthemata which
Kelaart disliked so much. It may be an Orodoris.
Doris viperina.
Doris picta,
Doris hellicosa.

]
j-

J

These large handsome species are pi-obably
Platydorids or Discodorids. The drawings of
the under sides are not reproduced.

D. viperina (Kel. 1. c. I. p. 299) (PI. XLVI. fig. 2) is " coriaceous
.... covered with short spinous tubercles." The drawing of the
Both
under side repi'esents the oral tentacles as very large.
the foot and the under side of the mantle are white and spotted
with reddish brown.
D. picta (Kel. 1. c. I. p. 303) (PL XLIV. fig. 4) is said to be
" coriaceous .... granular .... sheaths of rhinophores large,
The drawing of the under side represents the oral
granular."
tentacles as moderately large the foot as white the mantle-edge
as white with a broad red border round the foot.
;

;

D. hellicosa (Kel. 1. c. I. p. 303) (PL XLIY. fig. 3) is " coriaceous
The figure of the
.... granular, and covered with small spines."
under surface represents the oral tentacles as white and moderately large the foot of a deep brick-red the mantle white, but
largely covered with brick-red spots and blotches, especially near
;

;

the foot.

Doris variabilis (Kelaart,

1.

c.

I.

p. 300).

The drawing

is

very
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poor and adds nothing to Kelaart's description, but the animal
may perhaps be identified, as it is said to be " found in great
abundance on rocks in Dutch Bay at low-water mark." Kelaart
associates it with Doris atrata ( = Doridopsis nigra)
so it may
perhaps be a Doridopsis.
Allowing for variations, Doridojjsis
tristis B. and Doridopsis indaca Tapp.-Oan. have a somewhat
;

similar coloration.

Doris rufo2yunctata (Kelaart,

There are not

1.

c. I.

p.

297) (PI. XLII.

fig. 5).

form to any genus.
coriaceous and stiff; so it may prove

sufiicient data for assigning this

It is expressly said that
to be a Platydoris.

it is

Doris Gonstcmtia (Kelaart,

1. c.

I. p.

298) (PI. XLII.

Both the description and the drawing seem
animal sufficiently externally, but
genus it belongs.

it is

figs.

8

&

9).

to characterise the

impossible to say to what

Doris castanea (Kelaart, 1. c. I. p. 303) (PI. XLII. figs. 6 & 7).
This is possibly the animal desci-ibed by me as Sderodoris
[

= Pero7iodo7'is)

titberculata (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903,

ii.

p.

381),

but the identity cannot be proved from the materials supplied by
Kelaart.

Doris arij)ona (Kelaart, 1. c. II. p. 269) (PI. XLY. fig. 2). It
impossible even to guess to what genus this species should be
referred, but it looks recognisable.

is

Doris nivea (Kelaart).
(Kelaart,

may

1.

c. I. p.

be doubted

296.)

Kelaart is i-ight in suggesting that this is
the Doris [C/iromodoris) pallida of Rlippell & Leuckart.
His
alternative suggestion that it is akin to Doris {Cadlina) rej^anda
is more probable, but in Cadlina the oral tentacles are generally
It may belong to the Doridopsid8e,
flat and grooved, not linea^.
Doridopsis hataviensis and Doriopsilla pallida are whitish. No
drawing of the species has been found.
It

if

Trevelyana.
This genus was founded by Kelaart for T. ceylonica in the
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, 1858, vol. i. p. 257. Perhaps
the Gymnodoris of Stimpson (1855) is a synonym. If so, the
name has priority, but Stimpson's description is inadequate.
Trevelyana and JSTembrotha form a small group within the
Polyceridae, characterised by the entire absence of frontal and
The dorsal margin and frontal veil are
dorsal appendages.
The rhinophores are retractile, the
vestigial or entirely absent.

The penis is armed
The foot is narrow
and the general shape limaciform. Greilada somewhat resembles
this group in external characters, but has frontal appendages, and

branchiae non-retractile.

with spines.

The

There are no jaws.

oral tentacles are small.

the buccal parts are as in Folycera.

—
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two genera are

clearly distinguished. Externally the chief
that Trevelyana has numerous small branchiae and
Netnhrotha a few (3-5) large branchife. In Trevelyana the radula
the rhachis bare the teeth are awl- shaped or
is fairly wide
slightly hamate, and though the innermost is generally distinguished from the rest, it is not of an essentially different shape.
In Neimhrotha, on the other hand, the radula is narrow there is
a rhachidian tooth the first lateral is large and falciform, the
rest are mere plates. Also, whereas in Neimhroiha the hermaphrodite gland is spread over the liver, as is usual in the Dorididfe,
in Trevelyana it is quite separate from the liver and forms two
globular masses in front of it.
This arrangement is very rare in the Dorididse and is characIt might be
teristic of such forms as Scyllcea, Bornella, &c.
supposed that it would not occur in a Doridiform animal without
being accompanied by other profound structural modifications
but it is found not only in Bathydoris, but also in Alloiodoris,
which, but for this peculiarity, seems to be a perfectly ordinary

Tlie

difference

is

;

;

;

;

Dorid.
It will thus be clear that it is not easy to see how Trevelyana
can be derived from JSfemhrotha or vice versa. Nembrotha may
be regarded as an animal analogous to Triopa which has lost its
appendages, though the dentition is not exactly the same. But
Trevelyana cannot be so explained. In its dentition, though not
in other respects, it shows greater resemblance to Rotodoris.
About nine species of Trevelyana seem fairly certain
:

T. ceylo7iica Kelaart.
T. ruhromaculata Bergh,
T. picta Pse.
? = Boris impudica Biipp. & Leuck.
2. T. bicolor A. & H.
3. T. citrina B.
4. T. alba B.
5. T. inornata B.
6. T. plebeia B.
7. T. crocea B.
8. T. coccinea Eliot.
J
[9. T. rubropapulosa B.
1.

=

=

Bergh in his ' System,' p. 1144, includes in his list Trev. ? rubra
Pease, but in the Opisthobranchs of the Siboga has inadvertently
The
registered a form under the same name as a new species.
specimen was, however, small, and its state of preservation
rendered a full description impossible. It may be the same as
T. concinna
T. rubra Pse., which is very incompletely described.
Abraham, of which nothing is known except the external features of an alcoholic specimen, does not seem to me sufficiently
characterised.
The remarkable Tr. ? defensa described by Bergh (Siboga,
pp. 192-3) must, I think, be regarded as a new genus if not a
'

'

.

:
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name Thimna,

G69
as suggested

by

Bergh.

About thirteen species of Nemhrotka are fairly well characThe dentition of N. ruhro-ocellata B. (Siboga, pp. 201-2)
is unknown, and it does not seem to me that the animal is
sufficiently distinguished externally from other forms such as

terised.

i\^.

ruhropapulosa

—

nigerrima B.
cristata B.

1.

i\^.

2.

N.

{

3.

(See Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904, ii. p. 90,
and Bergh, Siboga, 1905, p. 195.)
iV. kubaryana B.

'^

4.

iV. c<x.rulea

5.

N.

f
j

J
I

J
\

6. iV.
7.

J\^.

r

8.

iV^.

'

9. N'.

Ehot.

lineolata B.

amitina B.
morosa B.
diaphana B.
gratiosa B.

^\ affinis Eliot.
11
N. verconis Hedley & Basedow.
(Trans. Roy, Soc. S. Austr. 1905, vol. xxix. p 158.)
10.

j

(_

r

12,

\ 13.

JSF.

g7-acilis

B.

N. ruhropapulosa B,

The brackets merely mean that the species are allied, and do
not necessarily imply probable identity. It is possible, however,
that some of the species are only colour varieties. Nos. 1 to 4
are dark, with a comparatively wide radula containing about
12 teeth on each side of the rhachis. N. lineolata is yellowish
with fine brown lines and 8 teeth on either side of the rhachis.
In the remaining species the radula is narrow and there are only
Xos. 6 and 7 are dark nos. 8 and 9
3 or 4 teeth on either side.
present a brilliant combination of colours in which bright yellow
and dark blue are prominent. N. gracilis and N. ruhropapulosa
both have a tricuspid rhachidian tooth and a similar coloration of
black and red.
;

Teeveltana ceylonica Kelaart.
(Kelaart, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. April 1858, vol. i. no. 4,
Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904, ii.
p. 257, and pi, x. B.
pp. 86-7.
Cf. Trev. ruhromaculata Bergh, Siboga, pp. 189-191.)

There can be but little doubt that Bergh's T. ruhromaculata is
the same as the earlier T. ceylonica, for the agreement in characters,
both external and internal, is almost complete. The radula in
Bergh's specimen seems to have been somewhat larger than in
mine (from East Africa), though it is not quite clear whether
there were 16 or 32 teeth on each side of the rhachis.
The species can be recognised externally by the colour and by
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the large branchiae. Pease's T. picta (Amer. Journ. of Conch.
1871, vol. vi. p. 301) is perhaps a synonym, since it has a similar
coloration and the " branchial star large .... wider than the
body." Perhaps also Riippell & Leuckart's Doris impudica (1828)
If this can be proved, the specific name has
is the same species.
priority.

The Newcastle collection contains a good coloured drawing by
Kelaart, which is not reproduced here since it has already been
published in black and white in the Ann. & Mag. of ISTat. Hist.
See also the coloured edition of H. & A. Adams's Genera
\l. c).
of Recent MoUusca,' pi. cxxxvii. fig. 14.
'

Kalinga a. & H.
This remarkable genus was regarded by its discoverers. Alder and
Hancock, as intermediate between Euplocamus and Plocamopherus, but it does not possess the characteristic conformation of
the radula and prostate which distinguishes those genera. There
can be no doubt, however, that it belongs to the Polyceridse.
Externally it difiers from most members of the family in its
somewhat doridiform shape, the absence of a tail, and in having
its branchiae entirely separate from one another, much as in
In the Dorididse phaneroHexahranchus'^ and Bathydoris.
branchiatse, where the gills are not retractile, the complete
isolation of the separate plumes does not necessarily imply any
considerable structural change, but it may be a survival of an
arrangement which is more primitive than the symmetrical
circuit of united branchias.
The genitalia, so far as they are

known, seem to be of the type
found in Polycera and its allies, but the shape of the glans penis
The radula difiers
is unusual and resembles that of Phialodoris.
from those of all known nudibranchs. It is very broad and comThe specimens here
posed of very numerous tricuspid teeth.
examined indicate that the buccal organs are of extraordinary
size and strength, though it is hard to say what may be their
natural position and modus operandi.

Kalinga ornata A. & H.

& H. I.e. pp. 134-6.
Farran,
pp. 959-962.

(Plate

XLVII.

Bergh

(A.

1.

c.

fig. 2.)

in Semper's Reisen, xvii.

p. 347.)

The Newcastle collection contains three pooi-ly preserved
specimens, which are the types used by Alder and Hancock for
their description published in 1864, and also a very large specimen,
relatively well preserved, and labelled " Sir W. Elliot, Madras,
* The descriptions of the gills of HexabrancJms are often most misleading, for
they state that the organs are retractile into separate cavities or pockets, the natural
is that each branchia has a separate parmanent cavitj- into which
it can be retracted.
But in reality there are no such cavities. The plumes are contractile separately, and when they contract, the skin, being soft, forms a temporary
hollow at their bases. But they do not disappear into a pocket, and when they
spread out again the hollow vanishes.

meaning of which

—
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It appears to be specifically the same as the smallei'
specimens.
It is rather rectangular in outline and measures 106 mm. in
length, 49 in breadth, and 41 in height.
The coloration is brown
of various shades the dorsal sui'face and most of the branchiae
are dark brown the sides of the body, the foot, the exserted
proboscis, the rhinophores, all the dorsal processes and in places
the tips of the branchiee are light yellowish brown.
The back is flat the margin does not project, but is clearly
marked by a line of ramose processes extending at least as far
back as the branchiae. Of these processes, eight on each side are
taller than the others, and the largest are about 6 mm. high and
5 mm. broad. They are branched three or four times, but as
preserved suggest not so much branches as aggregations of
tubercles.
There are ten similar but rather smaller processes
on the oral veil, varying from 2 to 5 mm. in length. Besides
these marginal aj)pendages, both the back and the sides of the
body are ii-regularly spi'inkled with processes of all shapes and
sizes, varying from a height of 2 mm. to microscopic dimensions.
The larger are distinctly ramose, the smaller apparently simple.
The rhinophore-pockets are not much raised and the margins
are studded with small processes like the rest of the back. The
rhinophores are completely retractile, smooth below, but bearing
about 40 perfoliations on the top part, which is bent backwards.
The large branchiae cover the posterior third of the back.
They are quadri- or even quinque-pinnate and consist of four
;

;

;

groups

:

An enormous plume, 30 mm. long and
35 broad, arising from a single stem, but dividing close to
the base into two large and two smaller branches. There
is a pocket-like hollow round the base, but the plume is by
no means retractile and extends beyond the doi'sal margin,
In front of this large plume and a little nearer the median
line is a smaller group (14 mm. x 16 mm.) with three main
divisions,
(c) Rather to the right of this and on the
middle line of the back is another group of two plumes
(about 20 mm. x 12 mm.), which seem to rise from a

(a) Left posterior.

(b)

{d)

common base.
On the right is

another group, about the same size as the
which seems to consist of two plumes arising from a
common stalk, though it is hard to be certain of this as
the back is much corrugated. There is no large plume on
the right corresponding to (a), and the whole arrangement
la,st,

The anal papilla is on the
of branchiae is asymmetrical.
median line just to the right of [a). Though the opening
very large, it is low and inconspicuous. In front of it
another opening, probably the renal pore.
On the
right side of the body, about halfway down and 25 mm.
from the frontal veil, is the genital opening a large simple
is

lies

—

which ai-e
No.
XLV.
1906,
Soc—
Zool.
Peog.
pit in the interior of

th-e

separate sexual orifices.
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Just below the oral veil on either side are two flat folded lobes
mm. long by 3 bi'oad) which appear to i-epresent tentacles.
huge prolDoscis, unlike anything which I have ever seen in
the JSTudibranchiata, is everted under the oral veil and folded
under the body of the animal (PI. XLYII. fig. 2 b). It is 98 mm.
long, and 34 mm. broad at its base, but tapei'S towai-ds the tip,
The radula, which was found at
whei'e it is about 8 nmi. broad.
the point marked c on this proboscis, is torn into several longitudinal strips, and the rhachis and innermost teeth can no longer
be distinguished. When perfect, the ribbon must have been very
large, consisting of between 300 and 400 tiunsverse rows, each
containing at least 200 teeth on eithei' side of the rhachis. All
the teeth examined are as figured by Fari'an {I. c. plate iii.
figs. 23, 24), tricvispid with long bases.
Fi'om this strange buccal apparatus a strong muscular tube,
ahout 30 mm. long, 12 mm. wide, and nearly straight, runs to the
AVithin the liver
liver, entei'S it and I'e-emerges as the intestine.
is a small stomach which seems to receive onlj one hepatic duct.
The walls of the stomach and intestine are quite distinct within
the liver. The liver itself is about 57 mm. long and 38 bi'oad,
tapering posteriorly. It is elongate-ovate in shape and greyish
Its relations to the hermaphi-odite gland are not clear.
in colour.
The central nervous system is enclosed within a strong white
The general outline is a,s
capsule, but is itself I'ather dar-k grey.
usual, suggesting the three pairs of ganglia, but no division into
ganglia is traceable in its substance. It seems to be composed of
a mass of large and small giunules not set in groups.
The genitixlia are not well preserved, but owing to their large
The ampulla
size the principal features can still be ascertained.
It is about
of the hei'uiaphrodite gia,nd is much convoluted.
At its end comes the
3 mm. broad and, as coiled, 30 mm. long.
The first part of
bifui-cation of the male and female branches.
the male bi'anch is enveloped in a lai'ge lobed organ, which is
apparently the mucus-gland, and enters the female bra rich close
When free fi-om this gland, the male branch
to the bifurcation.
appears as a broadish tube (5 mm.) with rather thin walls. It
dilates into an elliptical expansion (presumably a prostate) about
15 mm. long and 10 mm. broad, with thickish walls and empty
After this dilation it becomes a thin-walled fi'ee tube,
inside.
35 mm. long and 5 mm. broad, running to the penial pouch.
The vas deferens within the pouch is straight and not convoluted.
The lower part of the vas deferens beai'S an a,rmature of numerous,
minute, brownish spines of very various shapes and sizes long,
short, straight, wavy or hooked, but mostly with narrow bases.
The glans penis is formed, as Bergh says, somewhat as in
Thei'e seem to be two elongate lateral folds of skin,
Phicdodoris.
and in the middle another fold suri'oundiug a rather ii-i'egular
opening.
After the bifurcation the female bi'anch is thin and
constricted. It receives the ducts of the above-mentioned mucusgland (?) and of the large hard albumen -gland. Then comes the

(4
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small pear-shaped sperma.tocyst (9 mm. x 3 mm.) full of brownish
matter. Below thi.s is the roughly spherical spermatotheca with
a diameter of about 20 mm., sessile, or rather forming simply a
From the spermatotheca runs a tube
dilatation of the tube.
about 45 mm. long to the vestibulum genitale, and at the point
where it enters it there is a much laminated body of glandular
appearance which is probably the Blase of Bergh {I. c. p. 962).
foUiculate
No other organs could be identified with ceitainty.
gland found detached among the genitalia may perhaps have
been the blood-gland dragged out of place, and have had no real
connection with them.
The eversion and protrusion of the buccal parts found in this
specimen have also occurred in the three smaller specimens, but
are less conspicuous owing to the relatively small size of the
organs. In the specimen examined by Bergh the buccal parts had
disappeared. No doubt they had been protruded and then accidentally torn off. In Farran's specimen, too, " the whole buccal
mass had been everted through the mouth-opening, so that the
radula lay along the u.nder surface of the everted organ." It is
therefore clear that the buccal parts are habitually protruded in
pr^erved specimens but it is impossible to say whether this protrusion is due to convulsive action at the moment of death, or
whether the living animal can protrude its radula voluntarilj'^.
Information as to its feeding-habits is much to be desired, for
whatever may be the cause of the protrusion, it is evident that
the buccal organs are of unusual size and strength.
An inspection of the parts protruded in all Alder and Hancock's specimens, particularly of their musculature, suggests that
the portion nearest to the body of the animal (PI. XLVII.
fig. 2 a;) is everted, that is to say turned inside out, but that
the distal portion (fig. 2 h) is in its natural condition and
simply protruded. The smaller (but badly preserved) specimens
entirely support this view, because, in them, if the protruded
portion is straightened the radula is, or appears to have been, on
the upper side. But in the large specimens and in j\Ir. Farran's
specimen the radula lies on the under side a position which it is
diificult to explain, unless we suppose that the radula has been
dragged round and is not in its normal place.

A

;

;

Phyllidiid^.
Few recent additions have been made to this family, which,
though abunda,nt in the Indo- Pacific, has not hitherto proved
nvimerous in species. It appears to me, however, that Phyllidia
zeylanica Kelaart mvist be regarded as separate from Ph. varicosa,
The beautiful a^nimal described by
vfith which Bergh unites it.
Bergh as Ph. ccelestis (Siboga, pp. 182-3) is perhaps a distmct
species
but its coloration, though lighter and brighter, is
Many specimens at any rate of
essentially that of Ph. varicosa.
;
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fonn are, when alive, glossy black with slate-blue ridges and
orange tubercles on the back.
Bergh (Siboga, p. 180) observes that the genus CeralophylUdia
It is not
Eliot "ist wohl mit der Phyllidiopsis identisch."
denied that the mouth-parts are as in Phyllidiopsis, but the back

tliis

papillae which consist of soft globes mounted on
which shake when the animal moves. They seem
to me strikingly different from the flat hard tubercles of the other
Phyllidiidee, and to constitute a suiScient generic character.

is

studded with

flexible stalks

Phyllidia zeylanica Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

Bergh (System,

(Plate

XLII.

fig.

10.)

II. p. 494.)

p.

1120, and elsewhere) regards this species

as equivalent to Fhyllidia varicosa, but the identification oflers
many diificulties. The rhinophores and oral tentacles are said to
be black, whereas in Ph. varicosa they are yellow. The foot is

whitish, whereas in Ph. varicosa it is blackish or purplish with
Also the general arrangement of the
a deep black median line.
It cannot be said that in Ph.
dorsal pattern is not the same.
varicosa "three continuous black lines run round the whole
length" of the back. The foi-m seems to have greater affinities to
Ph. rosans, but here also differences of shape and colour present
themselves, for among other points Ph. zeylanica is more disIt must, I think, be regarded provisionally
tinctly tubei-culate.
as a separate species.

BoRNELLA DiGiTATA Ad. & Reeve.
(=jg. hancockana Kelaart, 1. c. III. p. 269.)
Among the drawings are two labelled " Bornella digitata " and
" Dendronotus vel Bornella HancocMi" both containing figures
of the entire animal and of the rhinophores and papillse separately.
In both there are five pairs of papilla? behind the rhinophores, and
no difi'erence is discei-nible except that in B. digitata the rhiuophorial papillfe have five branches and the others three, whereas
all five are repi-esented as having four branches in B. hancockii.
But even this difference is not observed in the figures of the
entire animals.

The two names

are clearly synonyms.

SCYLL^ID^.
The family contains two genera
The latter is closely allied

:

Scyllcea L.

and Crosslandia

to Scyllaea in structure but
differs in appearance, since the dorsal margin instead of bearing
two large papillae on either side, is expanded into a single wingEliot.

like flap.

such
Hexahranckus, Scyllcea presents
numerous varieties differing in colour and external details, among
which it is extremely hard to find valid specific chai-acters. Also

Like other genera of

as

GlatLcus,

Phylliroe,

pelagic, or semipelagic, nudibranchs,

and
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some

of the older species ara very imperfectly known.
Bergh
recognises eight species altogether, and in the commonest,
iSo. pel^ic/ica, four varieties besides the typical form.
Basedow
& tledley (Trans. Roy. Soc. South Australia, vol. xxix. 1905,
pp. 148-9, pi. ix. figs. 1 & 2) have i-ecently figured some forms of
very divergent appearance which they refer to this species.
According to the structure of the radula the species fall into two
groups.
In tSc. pelagica the teeth are flat and bear only a few
denticles Sc. viarmorata belongs to this group.
In Sc. elegantida
and *S'c. bicolor the teeth are erect and bear more numerous (1015) denticles.
:

Alder and Hancock

and

{I.

c.)

desci-ibed

two

species

:

Sc. viridis

No

specimen of the former is forthcoming,
but the animal should be recognisable by its shape if found again.
Notes on the specimens of Sc. inarmorata are appended.
On Kelaart's drawing of the animal which he has called
Scylli^a (?) draccena, Hancock has written
" Not a Scyllma
belongs to the Bullidae." The drawing suggests tha,t it is a
mutilated Lohiger with only three wings. But no shell is visible.
Sg. viarmorata.

:

—

;

ScYLL^A MAEMORATA A. & H.
(A.

& H.

1.

c.

p. 136.)

Two

specimens from Newcastle, preserved in alcohol. They are
high and narrow, about 15 mm. long and 3 mm. broad. One has
been dissected already, and two large globular masses of the
hermaphrodite gland are very conspicuous.
So far as can be now seen, the external characters are as described by Alder and Hancock.
The most remarkable features are
the row of very distinct yellow tubercles on each side of the body,
and the large size of the whitish branchiae which are set inside the
cei'ata and on the ca.udal crest.
The largest tufts are 3 mm. wide
and the branches 2'5 long.
The jaws are greyish, of the shape usual in the genus, with
edges which are iireguLir in places, but not denticulate. The
surface is covered with fine striations and with numerous very
short rods, which look like minute spicules.
In parts near the
edge is developed a fine mosaic. On the labial cuticle are two
grey triangular patches with a colourless triangle between them.
They appear to be of the same substance as the jaws and exhibit
the same short rods. This formation is perhaps analogous to the
labial

armature in Bornella.

somewhat fragile and decayed, but conrows when complete, with at least 27 teeth
in the longest rows. The teeth do not diiFer materially from
The central tooth has a strong, flat,
those of Scyllcsa pelagica.
elongate, rectangular base, but is not very broad.
It bears
four denticles on either side of the central cusp. The first laterals
are similar to it, but narrower.
The rest become gradually
broader and bear as many as six longish denticles on either side.

The ludula

is,

as usual,

sisted of at least 16

—
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outer teeth approach the hamate shape, but all have the
double row of denticles.
In the specimens already dissected by Alder and Hancock were
found in the stomach (presumably the second stomach) twelve
yellowish triangulai' plates of somewhat varying size. Other parts
of this digestive tract are mottled with reddish-brown spots which
bear papillee.
The buccal mass was removed from the second specimen, which
was not further dissected in order to preserve its external
appearance.

The

PLBUEOPHYLLIDIIDiE,
The Oriental collections belonging to Alder and Hancock
contain twelve specimens of this family referable to six species.
This is an unusually large number. It is probable that the
animals burrow in sand or mud and escape the notice of ordinary
collectors, though Avhen once discovered they may be found in
considerable plenty and variety.
Four genera have been described Pleurophyllidia Meckel,
Linguella Blainville, Gamarga Bergh, Pleurophyllidiella Eliot
and to them I think should be added Pleuroleura ( = Dermatohranchus). Bergh and others make this last genus the type of a
separate family, which differs from the Pleui-ophyllidiidfe only in
having no gills or lamellae under the mantle. But as the organisation of the two groups is the same and somewhat remarkably
difierent from that of other Nudibranchiata, it seems better to
recognise their afSnities by uniting them in one family, just as
has been done in the case of Tethys which has branchial tufts, and
Melihe which has none.
in Pleiirophyllidui the anterior dorsal margin forms a continuous
fold behind the rhinophores, so that the space in front of the
rhinophores is sepai'ated from the rest of the dorsal surface.
In Linguella, on the other hand, the anterior fold is not
continuous, and the dorsal surface passes between the rhinophores without interruption, and then spreads out into the area
Though this character is clear
in front of the rhinophores.
and decisive in well-preserved specimens, it is often obscured by
distortion, and most of the Linguellce in the present collection have
superficially the appearance of Pleurophyllidia, the real structure
being visible only on careful examination. It would seem that
when the animals are put into spirits the head is withdiawn and
contracted, with the result that a fold is formed behind the
This artificial fold may illustrate the manner in
rhinophores.
which the natural fold of Pleurophyllidia has arisen in the course
Linguella is probably the more primitive form, for
of evolution.
in Nudibranchs the i-hinopbores generally rise out of the dorsal
surface and it is the exception that they should be separated from
But if the rhinophoi'es come close together and the anterior
it.
parts are often retracted, there must be a natural tendency to
form a

fold as in Pleuroj^hyllidia.

—

—
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Bergli in his Sj^stem mentions 19 species of Pleuroijliyllidia.
Of these I think that P. onarmorata Kelaart is probably Linguella
cinerea Farran, though the description is somewhat vague.
P. luguoris Bergh seems to have been accidentally omitted from
the list. Only two species appear to have been described since
'

'

:

20. P. rosea Bergh.
21. P. stenidia Bergh.

To the
be added

five species of

Linguella enumerated by Bergh

[l. c.)

may

:

6.
7.

L. variolosa Bergh.
L. cinerea Farran.
(?

= Di2:)hyllidia inarmorata Kelaart.)

Camarga., represented by one species, C. marginaia (Oersted),
Pacific Coast of Nicaragua, seems to have a ridge in
front of the rhinophores connected with the mantle by a wide

from the

commissure*.
The genus Pl&urophyllidiella was proposed by me (Proc. Zool.
Soc. 1903, vol. i. p. 250) for a species, P. horatii, from East Africa,
M^hich appears to have no traces of branchi?e or a branchial cleft,
though lateral lamellse are present. The head parts appear to be
as in Linguella.
Bergh (Siboga, 1905, p. 208) suggests that the
branchicie may be so deeply retracted as to be invisible.
I doubt
if this is the case.
If the branchise are merely obscured and not
really absent, the more probable explanation is that they are so
far from the body that they are undistinguishable from the lateral
lamellae, which is much the same as saying that they have
disappeared if the conformation described exists in the living
animal. While fully admitting that the preserving fluid may
strangely distort external features, I see no particular reason to
suspect this specimen f.
In several Pieurophyllidias (especially P. pallida, P. com/)i«, and
P. stenidia) the lateral lamellfe are greatly reduced in Pleuroleura
The
both branchise and lateral lamellfe are entirely absent.
radula of Pleuroleura is narrower than in the other genera, and
The head
in one species {P. 2ncteti) there are only four laterals.
parts seem to be as in Linguella, though the plates show some
discrepancy in this respect, probably due to distortion in preserved
specimens. Some of the species are quite small, and none seems to
exceed about 3 centimetres in length. Probably the total absence
of a specialised breathing-apparatus is unfavoui'able to the growth
It is hard to say whether the genus should be
of large molluscs.
:

* I am not sure that I clearly understaiid Bera;h's dia2;nosis of this genns, and the
figures in his Monograph on the Phyllidiadas (pi. ix.) do not throw much light on
the external characters. The diagnosis is:— "Corpus minus elongatum. Cb^peus
ten taculai'is latus, semilunaris, angulis productis; caruncula nuchalis humilis, lata,
in jiallium commissura latiore transiens ; rhinophoria sejuncta.
Sacci enidogeni
nulli."
In
description,
lateral
7.
the
first
tooth bears
c, the statement that
p. 252,
t
denticles " only on the internal side " is a misprint
read " external side."

my

:

—
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more primitive than the forms which have developed
and lateral lamellae, or as retrograde. Perhaps the latter
hypothesis is more probable.
To the five species mentioned in Bergh's System may be
added
regai'ded as
bi'aiichife

'

'

;

Krause.
Andre.

6.

PI. ivalteri

7.

PI. picteti

8.

PL

9.

PI. pallida

10.

PL

alba Eliot.

Bergh.

suluensis Bei-gh.

The family, especially the genus Pleurophyllidia, is probably
cosmopolitan, being at present recorded from Spitzbergen, the
Northern Atlantic, the Mediterranean, Brazil, California, "Valparaiso, Honolulu, Japan, China, the Peisian Gulf, India, Ceylon,
the Malay Archipelago, East Africa, and West Australia.
Linguella seems confined to the Indo-Pacific, all the eight species
being recorded from Indian, Chinese, and Japanese waters.
Pleuroletora has much the same distribution, with the striking
exception of P. walteri from Spitzbergen.
The coloration is usually sober, but some of the tropical species
are rose-coloured, and Pleurophyllidia iceniolata is striped with
purple and yellow.
In all the genera each species has a characteristic dentition, but
it may be observed that in many species only a single individual
or very few have been examined, so that the radul^e may show a
wider range of variation than is at present known. The arrangement of the teeth is in all cases essentially the same. There is a
rhachidian tooth bilaterally symmetrical and bearing sevei'al cusps,
a somewhat clumsy first lateral which sometimes resembles half
the rhachidian tooth, and a varying number (from 3 in Pleuroleura picteti to 180 in Pleurophyllidia formosa) of subsequent
hamate laterals. The species difler chiefly in the amount of
denticulation, and all degrees of it are found, from Pleurophyllidia
natalensis and P. cygnea, in which all the teeth are smooth, to
The
Ple%irop)hyllidia undidata^ in which they are all denticulate.
various transitional stages can be easily traced, but it is hard to
say whether we should regard them as the gradual disappearance
of denticles fi-om denticulate teeth or the gradual splitting up and
It may be noticed, however, that
serrulation of smooth teeth.
the radula of such forms as P. cygnea is very like that of Tritonia,
and the jaws are similar in the two groups. The buccal parts
might therefore be regarded as derived from those of Tritonia
but otherwise the Pleurophyllidiidse occupy an isolated position,
and their pecuHar chaia,cteristics are probably correlated with
burrowing habits, which are known to prevail in some species.
It would be interesting to know if their resemblance to the
Phyllidiidse, which is merely external, can be explained by any
similarity in their manner of life.
Of the Newcastle specimens, Pleurophyllidia formosa and
;
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Lmguella cinerea appear to have been pi-esented by Kelaart,
which is agreeable to the supposition that they represent his
Diphyllidia formosa and D. marviorata.
PiiEUROPHYLLiDiA FORMOSA (Kelaart).

(Plate

XLII. figs,

494

11, 12.)

Bergh, " Anato-

{Diphyllidia formosa Kelaart,
niische Untei-suchung der Pleurophyllidia formosa" Yerh.
d. k.-k. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. in Wien, xix. 1869.)
1.

c. II. p.

;

One large specimen seems to be identical with botli the animal
It is unfordescribed by Kelaart and that described by Bergh.
tunately very badly preserved and the body has become soft and
crumbly. It is 62 mm. long and 28 broad. The shape is linguiform. The colour is yellowish white, but the frontal shield is
still faintly I'eddish, and the back bears traces of about 30 longitudinal stripes. The rhinophores have also preserved their pink
and black coloration.
The side-lamell* are almost obliterated,
but the branchiae are distinct and set in a deep cleft. There is a
Of the
longitudinal furrow in the posterior part of the foot.
intei-nal organs only the hard buccal parts were sufficiently well
preserved to be examined. They appear to be as described by
Bergh.
The jaws are large, brown, convex externally,
bearing on the edges many denticles which can be seen with a
hand-lens.
The median tooth of the radula is very broad. It
bears four denticles on each side of the centi-al cusp, which is
The fii'st lateral is large and beais a
itself slightly denticulate.
few irregular indentations. The next few laterals are smooth
after that the rest are bifid, except the three or four outermost,
which are again smooth.
One of Kelaart's diuwings represents this species lying half
buried in sand with the head and tail exposed. I have seen
P. californica behave in the same way, and no doubt the habit is
common in the genus. The sides of the mantle are held against
the body so as to form a tulie, through which a current of water
is sent over the gills and side-lamellye.
P. formosa is allied to P. ceylanica, which has a smaller radula
and the outermost teeth serrulate, and also to P. cygnea and
The
P. natalensis, in which all the teeth are quite smooth.
figure of P. cygnea given by Basedow and Hedley (Trans. Royal
Soc. of South Austraha, vol. xxix. 1905, p. 149, pi. x.) is remarkably
like Kelaart's drawing, and differs chiefly in representing the
frontal veil as colourless, not pink.
;

Pleurophyllidia t^eniolata Bergh.
(Bergh,
Eliot,

Conch,

Bidrag Monogr. Pleurophyllidierne, pp. 42-46.
" Nudibranchs from the Indo-Pacific," Journ. of
vol.

ii.

no. 8, Oct. 1905.)

One specimen of this fine species, which has hitherto been
recorded from Mozambique and Maskat.
Length if stretched
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jiiitteni of yo^llow

stripes is still very plain, thouglv the colours hn.ve
The external ninl intern:il ch;irn.cters
faded to white and black.
agree with previous descriptions. The fornnda of the r:vdula is
The rhachi<lian
about 57x65.1.1.1.(55 in the longest rows.

mid purplish

tooth bears one denticle rather high up on either side of the
central cusp and 5-6 rather low down. The first lateral is clumsy
Tlie
in shape, and bears 4-5 min\ite denticles on its outer edge.
remnining teeth are hamate, with projections behind the base.
All except the 10-20 outermost have one or more denticles, often
only one, but in this case the tooth never appears bifid.

LiNGUELLA cixEREA Farran.
(Farran,

1.

c. p.

334.)

One specimen obtained from Kelaart ap]">cnrs referable to
Through the kindness of Prof, llerdman I ha.vo
species.

tliia

also

of examining the type specimen preserved in
the IMuseuni of Liverpool University.
JCelaart's specimen is yellowish grey with dai'ker shades hero
and there, and ver}-- flat and broad. Length 25 mm., breadtli
21 nun., height 6 mm., breadth of foot 15 nun. The external
characters are as described by Farran, but he does not allude t.t)
the narrowness of the branchial lamella', which is remai-ktvble in
both specimens. They are about 30 in number, and set on the
under side of the mantle so as to form a narrow band 2 or
This band is separated from the maiitle3 millimeti-es wide.
margin by a clear space, and from the side of the body by ;inother
These side-lainelkxj inni
clear space as wide as the band itself.
into the gills, which in places are hardly distinguisha,ble from
them. The true gills are about 25 in number and pi'olouged into
On each side of the large round mouth there
ai distinct cleft.
appeal's to be a process attached to the under side of thetentacidnr
There is a groove in the hinder part of the foot.
shield.
The jaA\s are yellow, long and nari-ow, with several rows of
denticles, which are most developed on the masticatoiy process.
In places there are at least eight rows of them, but they ai-e often
The i-adula. is decayed and veiy fiagile, but there are
indistinct.
at least 40 rows of teeth, and perhaps 50 teeth in ea.ch row on
The central tooth is strongly ai-ched,
either side of the rhachis.
with a moderately long median cusp and 6 or 7 lateral denticles,
of which only the highest is on the side of the central cusp as a
The first latei'al is lower and broader than the rest, and
rule.
The succeeding^
usually bears 8 rather distinct blunt denticles.
teeth are hamate, and become taller and slenderer in shape and
bear more denticles. In the middle of the half row the number
of denticles amounts to 18 or 20; then it somewhat decreases,
and on the outer teeth the denticles are more minute and less
distinct but all the teeth, except the outermost of all, bear ti'aces
In the broken condition of the radula, however,
of serrulation.
This
it is difficult to bi^ sure which ai'e the outeruiojst teeth.

had an opportunity

;

'
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is essentially the same as in Farran's* specimen, but the
median tooth is a little lov/er and broader and the side-teeth are
more distinctly denticulate.
Kelaart's specimen is not accompanied by any name or note,
but I strongly suspect that it is JJiphylUdia marmoraia'^. His
description is vague antl the plate, which is very bad, adds
nothing to it. But perluips the living animal might be identified
Kelasirt says the body (^. e. the sides of the
by its coloration.
body under the mantle, as the plate shows) is white find spotterl
the mantle yellowish brown and rmwbled with darker brown or
greenish brown
the veil white, with a yellow margin. The
colour of L. cmerea in life is unknown.

radula

;

LixGUELLA VAETOLOSA Bergh.
Malac. Unters. in 8emper's
Lieferung i. 1904, pp. 21-24.)

(Bergli,

E,eisen,

Theil

vi.

Five specimens are perhaps referable to tliis species, which is
recorded from China. They represent two well-marked varieties,
which may possibly prove to be distinct species, and in all the
raduia differs slightly from Bergh's description. That description,
however, was made from a single specimen, and the differences
observed do not appear to exceed the variations possible within
the limits of a species.
In two specimens (A) the external characters correspond closcily
with Bergh's description. In two others (B) the doi-sal tubercles
are much smaller and arranged in continuous ridges, which
The fifth (C), howmaterially modify the geneiul appearance.
ever, stands midway between these groups, and suggests that they
are both varieties depending on the size and arrangement of the
The buccal parts are essentially the same in all.
tubercles.

A. The larger of the two specimens is about 43 mm. long and
The conformation of the anterior part seems to
17 mm. broad.
be as in Tjlngudla, but the portion before the rhinophores is much
The colour is
contracted and bears only a few minute tubercles.
uniform bi-ownish yellow. The back is studded with large and
small tubercles, which towards the rhinophores show a tendency
to arrange themselves in 5 longitudinal lines. The larger tuljercles
are as much as 1'5 mm. in diameter, and bear a dark spot or
The branchiaj and side-lamellae are as
depression in the middle.
described by Bergh, and behind the branchiae is a globular or ovate
body, apparently a modified lamella, measuring about 2*5 mm. by
1'5 mm.
The foot is grooved in front and Avitli small pointed
* Farran's doscription of tlie raduia is liable to misinterpretation. He says
" The first lateral tootli with 9 denticulatioiison the outer edge. The teeth increase
in length outwards, the number of denticulations decreasing." But the denticles do
They attain the number of 18 or 20 before they
not decrease from 9 downsvards.
begin to decrease.

f lie expresslyD.furmnga.

registers

DipUyllidm

and

Linf/uelia

as

synonyms

under
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as in many Aeolids.
The formula of the radula is
47 X 20.1.20, increasing in a few rows to 23.1.23.
B. The larger of the two specimens is bent, but about 25 mm.
long and 15 mm. wide, the margin being spread out. The colour
the under sui'face, and especially the side-lamellpe, darker.
is grey
Most of the external characters in both specimens are the same as
in A the globular body behind the branchiae, the anterior groove
and corners of the foot, and the parts in front of the rhinophores.
But the dorsal surface appears very different, since it bears 15-20
ridges divided by smooth areas.
These ridges are formed of
corners,

;

:

tubercles

more or

less

fused together.

They are

all

small com-

pared with those of A, but in one of the specimens they are larger
than in the other, less fused together, and some bear spots as in
A. The two specimens do not agi'ee in details, showing that there
is a considerable tendency to variation.
The radula in the
specimen opened is about 42 x 16.1.16 as a maximum, but many
I'ows are shorter.
I propose to call this form L. variolosa, var.
striata.

C. One rather large specimen, yellowish with traces of red and
brown here and there. Not so well preserved as the others and
rather soft. Length about 60 mm., breadth about 27. The
external characters are mostly the same as in the other specimens,
but the organ behind the branchiae is less globular and more
clearly resembles a swollen lamella.
The greater part of the back
is covered with large and small tubercles as in A, the larger being
pitted at the top and having a diameter of about 2 mm.
But in

the median part of the anterior half these tubercles give place to
ridges like those found in B, composed of small prominences more
or less fused together. The formula of the radula is 63 x 25.1.25.
In a few rows there are 27 laterals.

The character of the dentition and jaws is the same in all the
The median tooth is broad, and bears 8-9 denticuspecimens.
lations and ridges on either side of the central cusp, which has
In specimen
this
itself one or two small denticulations.
centi'al cusp is lower than in the others.
The first lateral bears
about 8 denticles on the outer side. The second lateral also bears
about 8 denticles, and has something of the clumsy shape shown
The third lateral is
in Bergh's plates {I. c. plate ii. figs. 17-20).
more erect, and bears about 4 denticles (rarely 5-6) near the top,
and often one or two more arranged irregularly lower down and
sometimes quite near the base. The fourth lateral bears one or
two denticles, rarely three. The remaining teeth are smooth and
hamate. The jaws are large, strong, brownish yellow, and bear
5-6 rows of knob-Hke dentitions along the edge.
In Bergh's specimen only three laterals were denticulate,
whereas in all which I examined the denticulation extended to
the fourth tooth. This difierence, however, hardly amounts to a
specific character, unless it be found to persistently accompany
other peculiarities.
The proper description of the radula is
probably the first few laterals denticulate, the rest smooth.

A
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Bei'gh.

(Bergli, "

Weitere Beitr, zur Kennt. der Pleiiroph.," Verli.
k.-k. zool.-bot. Gesells. Wien, 1890, pp. 10-12.
Eliot,
" Nudibr. from the Indo- Pacific," J. of Ooncli. ii. 8, 1905,

pp. 240-1.)

A

which looks well-preserved but is very soft
and flat, but rolled up. If stretched
out, it would be about 60 mm. long and 40 wide.
The colour is
yellowish grey of various shades, with a white border round the
mantle. The back is covered with tubercles of various sizes. The
single specimen,

and crumbly.

It is broad

smaller are mostly pointed. The larger are flat roundish plates,
as much as 2*5 mm. broad, and showing signs of a central peak
which has perhaps been flattened by artificial pressure.
At first sight the conformation of the anterior part seems to be
as in Pleu7-ophyllidia, the mantle-margin being continuous behind
the rhinophoi'es. But the white border is interrupted, and a
careful examination proves that the apparently continuous fold is
due to contraction, and that the dorsal surface is prolonged uninterruptedly between and before the rhinophores.
The surface
in front of the rhinophores is studded with conical papUlse and
flat tubercles like those of the back but rather smaller.
The giUs
lie between the body and the mantle-edge, not in a cleft.
They
are only 30-40 in number, thin and of vaiying size, the largest
being 7 mm. The side-lamellse are much larger and thicker than
the gills, but are not numerous (20-30). They are often interrupted a,nd broken, so that it is hard to count them. The tail is
short, and there is a deep furrow in the posterior part of the foot.
The yellow jaws are large, each being about 1 1 mm. long and
5 mm. broad. The middle part is very convex. The edge bears
minute irregular lumps, but is not denticulate. On the inside of
the masticatoiy process is a triangular membranous flap about
2 mm. long.
The radula consists of 55 rows containing 120-130
The rhachidian tooth is not
teeth on each side of the rhachis.
very wide but arched, with a deep sinus behind. The central
cusp is moderately prominent, and bears 2-3 denticles on its
below them are about 8 ridges terminating in denticles on
slope
The first lateral is hardly hamate, but
either side of the tooth.
squarish with a iew (generally 4) denticles. The remaining teeth
The second and third bear 8-12 denticles. Then
are hamate.
the number of denticles decreases, and after about five teeth the
appearance is bifid, though accessory denticles beneath the bifurIn general, the denticulation
cation occur throughout the row.
Smooth teeth occur here and there throughout the
is irregular.
outer half of the row, and the last ten are usually, though not
invariably, smooth.
I think this form may be referred to L. sarasinica, recorded
from Trincomalee and the Persian Gulf. The jaws, however,
present differences, and are not denticulate as in the specimens
previously examined.
But the denticulations may wear ofiE" in the
larger and older individuals.
;
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LiNGUELLA FALLAX (?) Bergh.
(Bergh, " Beitr. zur Kenntniss der japaBischeii Nudibranchien," Vei'h. k.-k. zool.-bot. Ges. in Wien, xxx. 1880,
pp. 177-180.)

Three specimens are possibly referable to this form.

Con-

The dorsal surface,
sidering their age they are well preserved.
the mantle,
gills, side-lamellfB, and foot are all brownish pink
foot, and tentacular shield are bordered with yellow, and the
rhinophores are tipped with the same colour the dorsal surface
bears 15-20 yellow longitudinal stripes, with indications that
there were narrower stripes between them which have disappeared.
Under the lens it is seen that some of the stripes are composed of
a series of minute yellow rings. The largest specimen is about
40 mm. long (but much bent) and 16 broad.
The dorsal surface is smooth, except that some of the stripes are
distinctly raised, and is continuous with the smooth tentacular
shield, which is not very wide and not much produced at the ends.
The central dorsal stripe passes between the rhinophores and
beyond. The gill is a tightly-packed collection of lamellre, which
lie not in a cleft, but between the body-wall and the mantle-edge.
Immediately behind the gill there is in all the specimens a large
lobe (as much as 5 mm. x 3 mm.), and in one there is a smaller
The side-lamellie are numerous
accessory lobe on the left side.
and thick, not so well preserved as the rest of the animal, but
seemingly fan-shaped. The largest is 4 mm. long and 2 mm.
broad at the tip, but narrower at the base. The penis projects in
;

;

It is about 5 mm. long, cylindrical, slender, and
gill.
unarmed. No cnidopores were found.
The jaws are yellow, not very strong, with 6-8 rows of mosaic-like
In the two specimens opened, the radula consisted of
denticles.
55 and 60 rows of teeth respectively. In the smaller radula the

front of the

number
to 21.

of laterals did not exceed 17 or 18, in the larger it rose
rhachidian tooth is very broad, and bears 10 denticles

The

on each side of the central cusp. The fii'st lateral does not overlap
it much, and is not very markedly different from the succeeding
The first four laterals
teeth, though stouter and more hamate.
bear eight denticles. The rest are smooth and erect, but the fifth
sometimes bears one or two denticles. After the fifth no denticles
were seen.
In most of their external characters and in their buccal parts
these specimens agree with L. fcdlax, described by Bergh from a
Bergh, however,
single specimen found at Enosima, Japan.
mentions no dorsal stripes, and it is remarkable that they should
have disappeared in a comparatively recent specimen and lasted
Also, although the radula is
so long in those kept at Newcastle.
essentially the same as that described by Bergh, the central tooth
The identification must therefore
is wider than in his figure.
remain somewhat doubtful until more Indian and Japanese

specimens can be compared.
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In general appearance the animal must be something like
more uniform light

Pleurojjhyllidia formosa, but is probably of a
rose-colour.

Phidiana unilineata (A. & H.). (Plate XLYII. fig. 1.)
Bergh, System, p. 1031.)
(A. & H. 1. c. p. 143.
Six specimens are preserved, but have become completely dry
and hard. No characters could be ascertained except the buccal
parts, which were found in one specimen.
The jaws are rather long and narrow, somewhat decayed, but
showing in places a row of large distinct denticles.
Twelve teeth were found. They are yellow and bear from 6
to 9 (PI.

XLYII.

fig. 1)

denticles on either side, the highest of

The number of denticles often
appears to be only seven when it is really more, because the
additional denticles are very small.
This form seems to be clearly a Phidiana.
which

is

on the central cusp.

Samla bicolor (Kelaart). (Plate XLV.
= Samla anmoUgera Bergh.

fig. 4.)

Kelaart, 1. c. II. p. 490.
Bergh, Schauinsland's
Raise nach der Pacific Die Opisthobranchier, pp. 236-9.)

{jEolis hicolor

:

on external characteristics, these two
forms are undoubtedly identical as they agree both in shape and
Not only are the arrangement* and coloration of the
colour.
cei'ata the same, but both have the oral tentacles strongly developed
and rhinophores with a short stalk and perfoliate club. It only
remains to ascertain that Eolis hicolor has a triseriate radula. It
is said to be found among seaweed in Back Bay, Trincomalee,
and will be easily recognisable.
The genus Samla, founded on a single specimen, differs from
Flahelliaa only in having the corners of the foot rounded and no
penial armature.
It may be doubted if these characters are of
more than subgenei-ic value.
If reliance can be placed

EoLis SMEDLEYi Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1. c.

(Plate

XLY.

fig. 5.)

II. p. 492.)

The ringed rhinophores and tentacular processes of the foot
indicate that this is probably a Facelina, and the large oral
tentacles and disposition of the cerata are in keeping with the
supposition.
But none of Kelaart's Aeolids (with the exception
of E. hicolor) can be identified with known forms or refei-red to
modern genera with any certainty. This is not the fault of his
drawings (which are better than those of the Dorids), but is due
most tropical Aeolids have been described from
preserved specimens. The external appearance in life is often
wholly unknown, for they lose their colour and shape in alcohol
even more completely than Dorids.
to the fact that

* Kelaart's statement that the anterior clusters are "composed of 34 or more
branchiae, the others of two rarely of three," is clearly a misprint for " three, four,
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EoLis nussEYi Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

(Plate

XLV. %.

[June

19,

6.)

II. p. 490.)

is described and figured with a distinctness
probably be sufiicient for recognition, it is not easy to
assign it to any definite genus.
It may be a Cratena or Guthona.
Several Gratence, are recorded from the Indo-Pacific, and Guthona
hicolor from Japan.
It is also not impossible that it may be a
Phestella, as the form of the head cannot be distinctly seen.

Thoiigla this species

which

will

EoLis NODULOSA Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

(Plate

XLV.

fig. 7.)

II. p. 491.)

This species will perhaps be recognised by the character of the
rhinophores.
The plate, confirmed by the desciiption, represents
them as bearing three strong annulations, an unusually small

number.
EoLis EFFULGENS Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

This

is

1.

c.

(Plate

XLIII,

fig. 4.)

II. p. 491.)

The rhinophores are

perhaps a Facelina.

perfoliate,

and a sketch of the lower surface (not reproduced) shows that the
produced into distinct tentacular processes.
of the body, large oral tentacles, and the
general arrangement of the cerata agiee with the generic characteis.
The animal will probably be found again, as it is said to occur
in great numbers in Dutch Bay and other parts of the sea near
Fort Frederick.
front of the foot

is

The elongate shape

The

dra.wings of Eolis jxndince. (PI. XLIII. fig. 6) and Eolis
XLIII. fig. 5), which are reproduced, will probably
enable any one Avho re-discovers the animals to recognise them,
but in the absence of further details it is useless to speculate on
their generic position.
trisiis

(PI.

Stiltgee, ? viRiDis (Kelaart).

(Plate

[Pterochilus viridis Kelaart,

1.

c.

XL VI.

fig. 3.)

II. p. 492.)

PterocMlus is the original nnme of Umhietonia A. & H., discarded because it was found to be already used in Entomology.
The present aninjal is more probably allied to StUiger. It can
hardly be Ercolanda zanzibarica Eliot (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1903, ii.
pp. 256-7), which has club-shaped cerata, though the coloration
is similar and both animals are found in seaweed.
The " numerous, long, linear, acutely pointed cerata" somewhat resemble
Trinchese's figure of Placida tardyi.
It is diflicult to distinguish satisfactorily StUiger, Ercolania,
and Placida i^Laura).

Phyllobranchus orientalis

(Kelaart).

(Kelaart, 1. c. II. p. 492.
Alder & Hancock, 1. c. p. 145.
Of. Phyl. prasimos Bergh in Semper's Reisen, Heft ii.
pp. 52-87.)

Six specimens are preserved,

much

contracted and hardened,
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Nearly ail the
of them have been ah-eady opened.
have been detached, but are preserved separately.
The specimens are dark brownish green, from 15 to 20 mm.
long, and from 5 to 7 mm. wide.
The papillae are greenish. The
largest have a stalk about 2'5 mm. long, and the foliaceous expanThe edge of the
sion at the top measures about 6 mm. by 5 mm.
expanded part is symmetrically indented
from the funnel at
its base radiate about five raised tuberculate lines, some of Avhich
bifurcate or trifurcate.
The grooved and bifid rhinophores are
still quite plain, as are also the grooved tentacles below them.
From these tentacles runs down a ridge on either side, which seems
to mark off the head from the rest of the body. The large tubular
anal papilla is on the right side a little below the dorsal margin,
and 4-5 mm. from the anterior end. The lateral margins of the
foot are expanded the anterior margin appears to be grooved.
There is no trace of any transverse division of the sole, as in

and three
papillae

;

;

Cyerce.

The state of the internal organs rendered dissection impossible,
but the long pinkish buccal crop was still discernible. The radula
consists of 37 teeth, the number mentioned by Alder and Hancock,
arranged in a spiral like that represented by Bergh {I. c. plate vii.
The outline of the teeth is as represented by Bei'gh
and they bear 15-18 blunt, truncate denticles. The
the rest are
first four at the base of the spiral are mere plates
perfectly formed and increase rapidly in size.
According to both the statements and drawings of Alder &
Hancock and Kelaart, the dorsal papillae pass round the head
and in front of the rhinojDhores, which they do not do in the
figs. 2, 3).

{\h. fig. 4),

;

other known species referred to Phyllohranchus. The preserved
specimens do not throw much light on^this point. None of them
has any papillfe in front of the rhinophores, but it is impossible
On the other hand,
to say that such papillfe have not fallen ofi\
a comparison with the specimens of Phyl. 2)7-asi7ius collected by
me in Zanzibar suggests that the conformation of the head-parts
It is also noticeable that Alder and Hancock
is precisely the same.
complain that the specimens were too hard and brittle for anatomical examination. This suggests that they were then in much
the same condition that they are now, and that Alder and Hancock
merely repeated Kelaart's statement as to the papiUae extending
round the head. They no doubt extend up to the lappets connected with the oral tentacles, and, when the animal retracts its
head and assumes a circular form, might appear to surround the
rhinophores. But it is remarkable that both Kelaart and the
Indian artist, whose di'awings are certainly not copied from one
another, agree in representing the papillae as ai-ising in front of
the rhinophores. It is also probable that Kelaart referred the
animal to Proctonotus because he thought that the papillae passed
round the head.
Nevertheless, I think it likely that this species is identical with
Phyl. prasinus and Phyl. ruhicundus, which do not appear to be
differentiated by any marked characters.
Kelaart's draAving is

Proc. Zool.
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paler than Alder and Hancock's, but has a faint pmk tinge
in places, particularly on the rhinophores.
In any case, Phyllohranchus orientalis A. & H. is the type of

much

the genus, and the points in doubt can probably be settled by an
examination of specimens from Ceylon. Phyl. viridis B., from,
the West Indies, and Phyl. horgninii Ti'inchese, from Naples,
seem to be distinct.

E L y s 1 1 D ^.
Though the genera Elysia and Placohranchus are

clearly

me

that the differences between
the two groups called by Bergh Elysiidte and Placobranchidfe are
sufficient to constitute two families.
The whole family (comprising Placobranchus, Elysia^ Tridachia,
Thuridilla, Elysiella, and Bosellia) is nearly related to the
Limapontiidse, which differ in the reduction of the tentacles, the
absence of lateral expansions of the body, and the slight ramifications of the liver. Elysiella and Bosellia seem to be connectingdistinguished,

does not seem to

it

but neither genus is well known. The genus T]n(,ridilla is
well characterised there is a buccal crop, and the anal papilla is
median and posterior as in Alderia. But the distinction between
Elysia and Tridachia is less satisfactorj^ In the latter genus the
wings are very ample with crinkled margins, and in the type
species {T. cris2xita) united behind the head. But this connection
between the two wings seems not to occur in the other species.
Bergh (Journ. Mus. Godeffroy, i. 1873, pp. 79-80) gives a list
links,

:

Of these, the Elysia sp. Schramm
of Elysia.
It is almost certainly identical with one of the
species created by Verrill, and, as it is nameless, has no claim to
be maintained. Elysia nigropunctata (Pease) 1871 appears to
be the same as the earlier E. punctata Kelaart 1859. I have not
been able to identify the animal cited as Elysia neap)olitana d'Ch.
of

twenty species

may

be omitted.

without a reference.
Since the publication of this list several species have been
described, of which E. lineolata Bergh seems to be clearly a
synonym of E. cceridea Kelaart. E. hendersoni Eliot is not
Other species are
characterised in sufficient detail.
:

E. dubia Eliot. East Africa.
E. ornata Yerrill. Bermuda.
(There is a Pterogastron ornatum Pease, which may
be an Elysia and have priority for the specific
name.)
Bermuda.
21. E. suhornaia Verr.

19.

20.

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

E.flavaYevT.
E. picta Verr.

do.

do.

do.
E. jxipillosa Yerr,
E. thysanopoda Bergh. Malay Archipelago.
do.
E. haingsisiana Bergh.
E. crispa Verr. Bermuda.
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Several of these twenty-seven species are probably mere colour
It is, for instance, clear that in both the tropical
Pacific and tropical Atlantic there is found a greenish Elysia in
which one or more coloured borders and spots of variovis colours
may be present or absent. More distinct are the forms with a
coloration offering vivid contrasts and often brilliant, such as
E. ccerulea, E. picta, and E. haingsisiana. Other good characters
may perhaps be found in the shape and denticulation of the teeth,
and in the conformation of the wings, tentacles, and pericardial
varieties.

prominence.

Elysia gkandifolia * Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1.

c.

(Plate

XLYI.

fig. 4.)

II. p. 493.)

Two specimens preserved with the rest of Kelaart's molluscs
They are
are probably referable to this form, but have no label.
of a uniform yellowish grey, much contorted, and so decayed and
fragile that it is hardly possible to unroll them without breaking
them. They are about 30 mm. long and 20 mm. broad. The
wings are ample and the tail long and pointed. The rhinophores
The mouth is ventral. The
are well developed and auriculate.
sole is not in any way marked off from the under side of the wings.
Though the specimens are in such bad condition, it seems clear in
both of them that the pericardial prominence is not a simple
round lump, but that the pericardium or some accessory organ is
The projection is not
prolonged posteriorly for about 10 mm.
From either side of it spring
even, but constricted several times.
about seven main trunks of prominent vein-like reticulations.
Each is subdivided many times and the whole upper surface of
wings is covered with an elaborate raised network.
The radula consists of 8 teeth in the ascending series, 1 2 in the
descending, and about 20 in the heap. They are of the form
usual in the genus, hollowed in the back and rather straight in
outline.
Under the highest power the lower edge appears
minutely serrulate, but this serrulation is not visible under lower
powers.
Kelaart's figure agrees fairly well with the specimens, but
the head, as drawn, is rather small. The coloration resembles
Bergh's figure of Elysia ornata (Siboga., pi. ii. fig. 20) and my
figures of Elysia marginata (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904, ii. pi. xvi.
figs. 7, 8), but neither of these has the pointed tail and the
elongate pericardial prominence. The latter feature appears in
E. ciuhia Ehot (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1. c. p. 297).

Elysia c^srulea Kelaart.

(Plate

II. p. 493.

XLIII.

fig. 7.)

Bergh on Elysia ?

Uneola,ta,
(Kelaart,
Cf.
in Siboga-Expeditie, Opisthobranchia, pp. 85-87.)
1. c.

This can hardly be anything but the Elysia lineolata of Bergh,
* By an error Bergh has registered this animal in his
Kelaart calls it g rand ifolia both in MS. and in print.

lists as

JEJ.

grancliflora.,

46*
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which has a similarly gorgeous coloration, though there are some
For instance, in Kelaart's animal the
differences of detail.
rhinophores have not red tips, but a red ring below a black tip.
Elysia pictcc Yerrill, from the Bermudas, has a somewhat
similar brilliant coloration, and also the unnamed species noticed
by Magarelli in his " ISIote biologiche sugli Opisthobranchi del
Golfo di Napoli" (Atti della Soc. Ital. Milano, 1903, vol. xlii.
p. 283).

It

is

possible that these forms are not true Elysias, but belong

to Thioridilla or

some

allied genus.

Elysia punctata Kelaart.
(Kelaart,

1. c.

XLYI.

(Plate

493.

II. p.

fig. 5.)

Cf. Elysia nigrojninctata Pease,

Amer. Journal of Conchol. 1870-71, p. 304; and Bergh,
Journal des Mus. Godeffroy, Heft ii. 1873, pp. 80-82.)
This species appears to be the same as Elysia nigropunctata
Pease and as the plate indicates that the rhinophores and the
pericardium are boixlered Avith red, it probably represents the
var. sanguinea of Hedley (Mem. of Australian Mus. iii. 7, March
;

1897, p. 486).

The name punctata (1859) has

priority over

nigropunctata

(1871).

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.
Plate XLIl.
Pig.

1.

Chromodoris amahilis,

p. 642.

C.fidclis, p. 6i2.
C. preciosa, p. 642.
4. Trippa htteola, p. 658.
2.

3.

5.

Doris rvfopunctafa,

6.

D. castanea,

7. Do.,

p. 667.

Pig. 8. Doris constantia, p. 667.
9. Do., underside.
10. Phyllidia sej/lanica, p. 674.
11. FJetcTopJii/lUdiaformosa, p.
12. Do., underside.

p. 667.

underside.

Plate XLIIL
Pig.

1.

Chromodoris tennentana,

2.

C. diardii, p. 643.

3.

Doris elizahethina,

4.

Eolis effulgens,

1.

Chromodoris gleniei, p. 643.
Trippa spongiosa, p. 660.

p. 643.

Pig. 5.

p. 666.

EoUs

tristis, p. 686.

6.

^. paulinw,

7.

Elysia cmrulea,

p. 689.

Doris bellicosa,
D. picta, p. 666.

p.

p. 686.

p. 686.

Plate XLIV.
Pig.

2.

Pig. 3.
4.

Plate
Pig.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Trippa monsoni, p. 660.
Doris ai-ipona, p. 667.
D. papulosa, p. 666.
Samla hicolor, p. 685.

Pig. 5. JSolis smedlei/i, p. 685.
6. JS. hussei/i, p. 686.
7. S. nodulosa, p. 636.

Plate
.

2.

Doris lockt/erana, p. 666
D. viperina, p. 666.

3.

Stiliger ? viridis, p. 686.

1.

XLV

XL VI.
Pig. 4. JElysia grandifolia, p. 689.
5. E. punctata, p. 690.
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Plate XLVII.
Pig.

1.

Fliidiana unilineata, tooth

2.

Kalinga ornata

(p. 685).

a, the proximal ; h, the distal region of the pro(p. 670).
truded huccal parts
c,
the place where the radula was found
d, the mouth.
Flati/dorisformosa^p.QiQ). Scales from the reproductive organs, a, lateral
view of a scale showing granulations; b, view of a scale from above;
;

3.

section through a scale.

c,

Doriopsilla miniata (p. 665). Nervous system and anterior part of alimentarycanal, seen from the side.
Doridopsis nigra (p. 664). Do., do.
BoyiopsiUa miniata (p. 665). Nervous system and alimentary canal, seen
from below.
Doridopsis nigra (p. 664). Do., do.

4.

5.
6.

7.

In the last four figures the nervous sj'stem is drawn in red and the digestive tract
in black, and the following lettering is used
a, central nervous system
h, buccal
ganglia; e, genital ganglion; d, ptyaline or mouth-gland; e, duct of do.; f. proboscis ; g, salivarj'- glands ; I, liver; m, mouth.
:

;

2.

By

the Hon.

Description of a

new

Zebra.

Walter Rothschild,

Ph.D.^ F.Z.S.

[Received June 19, 1906.]

Equus annectens,

sp.

nov.

This very distinct form of Zebra is at once distinguishable by
the very narrow white stripes and broad black bands extending
from behind the ears to the root of taih
Tlie black bands
extend from root of tail much further longitudinally towards
the shoulder than in any other form, all being joined up with
the transverse bands, and not broken up as in most forms of
E. hicrchelli. It differs at first sight from E, zebra and most forms
of E. hurchelli by the entire absence of red on the face and
muzzle, thus approaching E. hurchelli selousi. Head, legs, and
tail evenly banded with narrow white bands on an intense black
ground. Ears strongly banded.
This shows, from its less bombiform frontal aiid
Skull.
greater width across the palate, an intermediate character between
the forms of Equus hurchelli and Equus zehra a very distinct
feature is the great breadth and convexity of the malar and

—

;

maxillary.
Habitat. Neighbourhood of Fort Jameson,

3.

By

Description of a

the Hon.

JST.E.

Rhodesia.

new Bush-Buck.

Walter Eothschild,

Ph.D., F.Z.S.

[Received June 19, 1906.]

Cephalophus robertsi,
This

sp.

nov.

(Male type.)

nearest to C. harveyi, C. castaneus, C. callipygu,s, and
C. natalensis, but difiers from them all by being quite uniform
in colour, of an orange-chestnut of a much paler, yellower, and
brighter shade.
is
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Colour of body, legs, and head orange- chestnut or pale
Chinese-orange. Occiput, outside of ears, and a large patch above
the nostrils, ash or mouse-grey. Chest and inner side of fore legs
above knee more whitish. Crest between horns and on forehead
dark rufous and very long and thick. Horns long, basal third
ringed and rugose much slenderer than in the four allied forms.
Leng-th of horns 80 mm.
Habitat. Portuguese East Africa (Roberts Collection).
;

4.

On the Entomostracan Fauna of the New Zealand Lakes.
By G. Stewardson Beady, M.D., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.,
C.M.Z.S.
[Received

(Plates

May

18, 1906.]

XLVIII.-LI.*)

I am indebted to my friends Messrs. Keith Lucas, M.A., and
G. Hodgkin, M.A., for the opportunity of examining the very
interesting Plankton collections made by them during their
bathymetrical survey of the New Zealand Lakes. The present
paper deals with the Entomostraca only.
The higher Crustacea comparatively few in number are
reported upon by Professor C. Chilton of Canterbury College,
Christchurch, in a separate paper (infra, p. 702).
Besides the
Crustacea, which constituted almost the whole bulk of the nettings,
there were a few Hydi-achnse, a very few insect larvse, and in some
of the gatherings a considerable number of a rotifer belonging
Fragments of
to, or closely resembling, the genus Asplanchna.
confervoid and unicellular Algge were also abundant, and some
very small fragments of a polyzoan were also noticed. Samples
of about seventy nettings came under my review.
These were
taken from seven different lakes in depths varying from the
shallow- water of the shore to an extreme depth of about 1450 feet.
The proceeds were preserved in various solutions picronitric,

—

—

—

formalin, and alcoholic.
The picronitric solution is objectionable,
acting as a solvent on the calcic material of the shells, and
formalin is liable in a less degree to the same objection. But,
as a rule, the specimens were well preserved.
The most striking fact arising out of this research is the small
niimber of species found in so extensive a series of nettings from
so many different lakes.
The climatic and physical conditions of
these lakes may be taken as closely approximating to those of the
English Lake-district of Cumberland and Westmoreland and it
is interesting to compare the results of the investigation of the
two areas so far as is at present possible. The following table
embraces those species which occur only in the lakes themselves,.
;

* For explanation of the Plates, see

p. 701.
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—not those

Had these latter been
of nameless outlying pools.
included the English list would have been much longer, but would
have compared unfairly with that of New Zealand, where similar
gatherings are not at present attainable.
The list represents as nearly as possible what one might expect
to get in the English Lakes from a series of hauls such as those
dealt with from ISTew Zealand.
New

English Lakes.

Zealand Lakes.

CLADOCERA.
Sida crystallina 0. F. 3Iuller.

Diaphanosima brachyurum Lievhn.
Latona setifera O. F. 3IiUler.
Holopediura gibberum Zacldacli.
Daphnia galcata G. O. Sars.
Hyalodaphnia jai'dinii JBaird.
Simocephalus vetulus O. F. Miiller.

Simocephalus gibbosus G. O. Sars.
obtusatus G. M. Thomson.
„
Ceriodapbnia globosa, sp. n.
Bosmina meridionalis, G. O. Sars.
Chj'dorus sphajricus Baird.
glohosm? Baird.
,,
„

Ccriodaplinia quadrangula ? 0. F. Miiller.
Bosmhia obtusirostris Gf. O. Sars.
Drepanothi-ix deiitata Furen.
Camptocercus macrurus O. F. Miiller.
Eurycercus lamellatus O. F. Miiller.
Acroperus harpa3 Baird.
Alanopsis elongata G-. O. Sars.
Lynceus costatus G. O. Sars.
guttatus G. O. Sars.
„
Graptolebsris testudiiiavius Fischer.
Alonella cxigua Lilljehorg.
liana JSaird.
„
Peracantha truncata, 0. F. Miiller.

Pleuroxus uncinatus Baird.
Chydoi'us globosus Baird.
sphsericus O. F. Miiller.
„
barbatus G. S. Brad;/.
„
Bythotrephes longimanus Leydig.
Polj'phemus pediculus Linn^.
Leptodora kindti Focke.

COPEPODA.
Diaptomns

gracilis

Boeckella triarticulata G. M. Thomson.
Calama3cia lucasi, gen. & sp. nov.
Cyclops distinctus -Bic/iarfZ.
serrulatus Fischer.
„

G. O. Sars.

Cyclops albidus Jurine.
bicolor G. O. Sars.
„
fuscus Jurine.
„
,,

„
„
„

gigas Claris.
leuckarti Glaus.
vobustus G. O. Sars.
seiTulatus Fischer.

„

strenuus Fischer.

„
„

abyssorum G. O. Sars.
vicinus, Tlljanin.

OSTRACODA.
Cypi'ia ophthalmica Jurine.
exsculpta Fischer.
„
Cyclocypris laevis O. F. Miiller.
sereua Koch.
.,
Cypris fuscata Jurine.
G. S. Brady.
obliqua
„
Notodronias monachus O. F. Miiller.
Herpetocypris reptans Baird.
Cypridopsis vidua O. F. Miiller.
Candona Candida O. F. Miiller.

Newnhamia
Cypriuotus

fenestrata King.

sarsi, sp. n.

;
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ISOPODA.
Parantliura nigrofuscata lAicas.

Asellus aquaticus Linne.

AMPHIPODA.
Gammarus

pulex

De

Paracalliope fluviatilis G. 31. Thomson.

Geer.

Paracorophium
Thomson.

excavatum

G.

II.

SCHIZOPODA.
Tenagomysis novae-zealandias G. M.
Thomson.

MACRURA.
Xipliocaris cui'virostris Seller.

BRACHYURA.
Hymenosoma

lacustris Chilton.

The foregoing list of British species might have been considerably enlarged, but of many I do not possess accurate records
and have therefore omitted them altogether. The dispropoi'tion,
however, between the numbers of British Lake species and of
so far as our
species inhabiting similar places in ISTew Zealand
present knowledge extends does not need to be further dwelt
upon. The disproportion is not, perhaps, greater than that found
among vertebrate animals, both aquatic and terrestrial. To name,
for example, only aquatic animals, it may be noted that while
New Zealand possesses only one native Amphibian, Great Britain
has eight and that while the freshv/ater fishes of Great Britain
are very numerous, the number of New Zealand species is extremely smalL It is not, therefore, at all surprising to find that
the freshwater Crustacea of New Zealand, as at pi'esent known,
number only about one-third or one-fourth of the British species,
and it seems scarcely likely that further research will materially
But it is noticeable that the great prealter these proportions.
ponderance of British species is confined to the Entomostraca
while of the higher Crustacea, which are very poorly represented
in Great Britain, New Zealand possesses a considerable number.
The lakes explored by Messrs. Lucas and Hodgkin were
Waikare, Tavipo, Rotoiti, Koto Aira, Waikaremoana, Wakatipu,

—

—

;

and Manapouri.

Cladocbra,
SiMOCEPHALUS GiBBOSUS G. 0.

Sars.

Simocephcchcs gihhosus Sars, On Freshwater Entomostraca from
the Neighbourhood of Sydney (1896), p. 15, pi. ii. figs. 4-6.
Numerous examples of this fine species were found in " nettings
from among reeds at a depth of six feet," in Lakes Rotoiti and
"VVaikare.

SiMOCEPHALUS OBTUSATUS (Thomson).

Daphiia ohtusata Thomson, On

New

Zealand Entomostraca,

;;

NEW ZEALAND
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LAKES.

Proc. New Zealand Institute, vol. xi. (1878) p. 261,
E, 2, a-e G. O. Sars, Freshwater Entomostraca of New
Zealand, 1894, p. 10, pi. ii.
few specimens found in company with the preceding species
in the Rotoiti gathering and in a similar netting from Waikare
Lake.
Ti-ans.

&

pi. xi. fig.

;

A

Ceriodaphnta globosa,

sp. n.

(Plate

XLYIII.

figs.

1-3.)

Female. Outline as seen laterally subquadrangular, rounded
the head separated from the rest of the body by a very deep
cervical depression, much flattened in front and produced ventrally
into a rounded lobe the extremity of which is almost filled by the
hinder part of the body almost circular, with a large
lai-ge eye
triangular, sharply pointed projection above the middle of the
;

dorsal margin boldly arched, ventral
2)
than the dorsal seen ventrally the outline
is broadly elliptical (fig. 1), greatest width in the middle and equal
to about two-thirds of the length, anterior extremity forming a
rounded protuberance which is nearly filled by the eye, posterior
produced into a sharp triangular spine. Shell devoid of marginal
hairs, and showing no surface-markings except a uniform dotting.
The antennte and other appendages are of the usual form. Caudal
lamina armed with a long, slender terminal claw (fig. 3), which is
quite simple and destitute of marginal setae or pectinations
posterior margin of the lamina bearing at the distal extremity a
series of about eight slender spines.
posterior

margin

also arched

Length

but

"76

(fig.

;

less so

;

mm.

Habitat. Roto Aira, in vertical nettings to a depth of 50 feet,
in Taupo Lake at 450 feet, and in a netting among reeds in
Waikare Lake abixndant in all these gatherings.
It is interesting to note that all the three lakes in which this
Ceriodaplmia occurs lie, as Mr. Lucas tells me, on a single river,

—

the Waikato.

BosMiNA MERiDiONALis G. 0.

Sars.

(Plate

XLVIIL

figs. 4, 5.)

0. Sars, Pacifische Plankton- Orustaceen
(Zoolog. Jahrbiich. v. 1903) p. 631, Taf. 34. figs. 3a-c.

Bosmina meridionalis G.

Professor Sars's type specimens were taken in Wakatipu Lake,
and it occui-s in greater or less abundance in most
of the lake gatherings,
I have seen only females, nor did any
males occur in the gatherings examined by Sars.

New Zealand,

OOPEPODA,
BOECKELLA TRIARTICULATA (G. M. ThomSOn).
Boeckia triarticulata Thomson, Trans. & Proc. New Zealand
Institute, vol, xv, (1882) pi. vi. figs. 1-9.
Boeckella triarticulata G. 0. Sars, Freshwater Entomostraca of
New Zealand, p. 49, pis. vii. & viii.
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Boeckella propinqiia G. O. Sars, Pacifische Plankton- Crustaceen
(Zoologisch. Jahrbuch. v. 1903), p. 636, Taf. 35. figs. 10 a-li.

This species seems to be the commonest of all the lacustrine
It occurs abundantly in almost all
Copepocla of New Zealand.
the gatherings submitted to me. It has been fully figured and
described by Professor G. O. Sars {loc. cit.) and by Mr. G. M.
Thomson. Mr. Thomson's specimens were found in a pond near
Canterbury, and those described by Sars were raised artificially
from mud collected in the same place. Those described by the
latter author under the name '' j^rojnnqica" difi'er only very
slightly from the type species, chiefly in the greater length of the
anterior antennae and in the build of the fifth pair of feet, more
But specimens referable to both forms
particularly in the males.
occur intermixed in various New Zealand gatherings, and I think
can scarcely be looked upon as distinct one from the other. The
pro2nnqi(,a-ioTm. is generally the longer and more deeply pigmented,
and I am disposed to think is really the fully developed condition
of triarticulata.
The types of B.

D'Urville Island,

propinqiM were taken in a f reshv/ater pond in

New

Zealand.

Genus Oalamcecia*, gen. nov.

Body slender and elongated posterior angles of the metasome
in \hQ female produced sharply backwards urosome of \hxQ female
caudal rami short and
four-jointed, of the male five-jointed
Anterior antennee of the female composed of
rather broad.
twenty-four joints; posterior antennse two-branched, the outer
branch six- (or seven ?) jointed and equal in length to the inner
Mouth-organs as in Limnocalamus, except that the
branch.
anterior maxillipeds are destitute of strong terminal claws, being
simply setiferous. Inner branches of the first four pairs of feet
biarticulate, and, like the outer branches, bearing very long and
Fifth pair of feet in both sexes twodelicate marginal setse.
branched ; in the female the penultimate joint of the threejointed outer branch is produced into a strong marginal spine, the
inner branch is simply biarticulate in the male (Plate XLIX.
fig. 9) the terminal joint of the outer branch of the right foot
forms a very long curved claw, the inner branch is simply biarticulate the foot of the left side somewhat smaller, its outer
branch short and club-shaped, inner branch elongated and
composed of a single joint.
This is more nearly allied to Limnocalamus than to any other
described genus, but difiers as regards the two- jointed inner rami
of the swimming-feet and in the build of the fifth pair of feet in
the male.
;

;

;

:

;

Oalamcecia lucasi,

sp. n.

(Plate

Female. Seen dorsally the outline
* KaXapos, a reed;

XLIX.
is

figs.

1-10.)

very narrow and elongated

oixeio, I dwell.
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the greatest width of the cephalothoi-ax scarcely equalling
one-third of its length, a distinct cervical sinus in front i.u'-osonie
very narrow, and, including the caudal rami, less than half the
length of the cephalothorax caudal rami short, scarcely longer
than the last abdominal segment, about twice as long as broad
(fig. 10).
Anterior antennse very long and slender (fig. 3), reaching
as far as the extremities of the longest caudal setee, very sparingly
setiferous
the two branches of the posterior antennfe (fig. 4)
nearly equal in length, the median joints of the outer branch very
small and indistinctly separate, three (or perhaps four) in number.
anteiior
Mandibles and maxillae of the usual calanoid type
maxillipeds (fig. 5) very densely setiferous
basal joint of the
posterior maxillipeds produced distally into a short, blunt, digitiform lobe second joint swollen, its inner margin rather strongly
arcuate (fig. 6).
Swimming-feet long and slender, the basal
portion much elongated.
Fifth pair bearing on the second joint
of the outer branch a strong marginal spine which reaches as far
as the apex of the last joint, this joint bears one long terminal
seta and two very short ones the inner branch is biarticulate and
bears terminal seta3 similar to those of the outer branch (fig. 8).
The ova are excessively large and very few in number never
more than four (fig. 1). Length, exclusive of tail-setae, "SS mm.
Male. The anterior antennae of the male (fig. 3) are geniculated,
but none of the joints is excessively enlarged or tumid, neither
are there any marginal serrations, though there are two not very
conspicuous spines on the 13th and 14th joints. The foot of the
fifth pair (fig. 9) on the right side has the outer branch ending in
a very long fiexuous spine, the inner branch short and simply
biarticulate
the left foot has both branches simple and uniarticulate, the outer branch curved, emarginate near the apex and
bearing a single terminal bristle, the inner branch much longer
and simply setiferous at the apex.
Habitat. Abundant in a netting taken among reeds in Lake
"Waikare and in a "vertical netting" up to 120 feet. Lake
(fig. 2),

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Rotoiti.
I have much pleasure in naming this interesting species after
Mr. Keith Lucas, to whom I am indebted for the oppoiiiunity of
examining the proceeds of his painstaking investigation of the

New

Zealand Lakes.

Apart from

its small size, this species proved unusually difficult
of examination owing to the tenuity of its tissues and the very
indistinct jointing of the various appendages, and I am by no

means sure that the account I have given

is in all cases entirely
correct, as, for instance, in that of the swimming-feet, where some

specimens seemed to show doubtful traces of three joints in the
inner branches.

Cyclops distinctus Jules Richard.
Cyclops temdcornis var. distinctus Richard, Liste des CladoceresCopepodes d'eau douce observes en France (1887).

ot des
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Cyclops distinctus Lilljeborg, Synopsis specierum hue usque in
Suecia observatarum generis Cyclopis (1901).

This species was found in most of the nettings. It is closely
So far as appears from Mr. Lucas's
collections, it seems to be the prevailing form of Cyclops in the
New Zealand Lakes.

allied to C. albidus Jurine.

Cyclops serrulatus Fischer.
This

common Northern

in several of the nettings
is

;

species occurred, though only sparingly,
but the serrulation of the caudal stylets

seldom so distinctly marked as in European specimens.

OSTRACODA,
Genus Newnhamia King.
Like N^otodromas, except that the mandibular palp bears a
small rudimentary branchial appendage the filaments of which
are directed upwards, and that the posterior maxillae have two
branchial filaments attached directly to the limb and not arising
from a distinct plate the shell profusely tuberculated over the
whole surface. (Mr. King's description of the genus is " eyes
two, distinct, pedunculated, with a corresponding tubercle on each
valve a boat-shaped plate on ventral margin.")
:

:

:

Newnhamia fenestrata King*.
and Plate L.

figs.

(Plate

XLYIII.

figs.

6-9

1-13.)

King, On Australian Entomostraca
Royal Soc. Van Diemen's Land, vol. iii. pi. ix A. 1-12
Vavra, Die Ostracoden vom Bismarck- ArchiiDel (Archiv f. NaturjYeionkamia fenestrata

(Pi-oc.

;

gesch. 1901, p. 180, pi.

viii. figs.

1-15).

Female. Shell seen laterally broadly elliptical height equal to
three-fourths of the length
extremities rounded, subtruncate,
the anterior rather the narrower of the two
dorsal margin
feebly arcuate, ventral rectilinear in the middle, rounded off
toward each extremity
seen from above (PI. L. fig. 2) the
outline is ovate, broadly rounded behind, tapering evenly from the
middle to the acuminate anterior extremity greatest width equal
to more than two-thirds of the length and situated behind the
middle the greater part of the ventral surface occupied by two
broad, sinuous flanges on the contact mai'gins of the two valves,
and by broad crescentic flattened plates stretching from these
the
flanges nearly as far as the lateral margins of the shell
flanges are smooth and longitudinally sulcate, but each lateral
plate is beautifully ornamented with four roAvs of concentric
parallel rows of rounded tubercles (fig. 3)
the general surface
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

* " On Aiistralian Entomostraca," by tlie Eev. E. L. King, B.A. (Papers and
Proceedings of the Roj'al Societ3' of Van Diemen's Land, January 1855).
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of the shell is covered with closely-set and irregularly sliape^l
rounded or pointed tubercles (figs. 1, 2, 3) a prominent transparent tu}>eicle in front of the middle and just within the dorsal
:

margin, tluough which the darkly coloured eye is conspicuous.
Colour dark grey. Length '77 mm.
3fale. Tlie shell of the nxale, seen dor-sally (fig. 2), is moreangular in outline, widest near the rounded, subti-uncate, posterior
extremity, abruptly tapered in front. The two paii-s of antenrue
are like those of JVotodromas monachus, the posterior pair with
very slender apical joints Cfig. 5) and with swimming-setfe reaching
beyond the apices of the terminal ungues the second joint beai-s
at its distal extremity a long hair with a delicately bulbovLS
base the teioninal unguis in the male is minutely bipectinate.
Mandible-palp (fig. 6) beaiing a minute branchial process which
has a few (4 or .5 ?; upward-pointing setie. The first pair of
maxillae (PI. XLVIII. fig. 6) of the usual type and provided
with a large branchial plate; second maxilla in the female
(PI. L. fig. 7) consLsiing of an expanded club-shaped lamina which
bears a hinge of plumed setfe at the distal extremity and a simple
fusiform palp near the base, between which and the apical fringe
are two stout plumose branchial filaments in the male the maxilke
of the second pair form strong prehensile organs (figs. 8, 9), differing
somewhat on the two sides and destitute of branchial setae. The
feet of the first pair are of the usual t}'pe (fig. 10), but have an
unusually long apical claw those of the .second pair (fig. 11) bear
two slender apical sette, one of which (the longer) is reflexe^L
Caudal rami (fig. 12) .slender, with three slender, closely approximated apical setfe. The male sexual apparatiLS is of the usual
type (PI. XLTIII. figs. 8, 9) a pair of simple, very prominent,
subspherical, pedunculated eyes (PI. L. fig. 1.3;, which are deeply
pigmented and liave a colourless transparent cor-nea
HoMtal. About a dozen examples of this species were taken, in
a netting among reeds in Lake Waikare. Being pre-iewed mostly
in picric acid, the shells have lost their mineral substance and
become very thin and flexible, so that the norxoal characters are
not easily ascertained especially the distinctive sexual characters.
I have no doubt, however, that this is the species described by the
Eev. R. L. King {loc. cit.) but his &gmeH are scarcely adequate,
and I liave here given drawings, so far as my material would
allow, of the more important parts.
As regards the shell, some
allowance must be made for the softened, mernbr-anous condition.
;

;

:

;

:

—

;

The slight differences between this species and Soiodromas seem.
perhaps, scarcely to call for a separ-ate generic name, but the tenn
Kevyaho/raia. having been already proposed by ]ilr. Kinrr it may
very propeiiy be retained, at any r-ate provisionally.
[Since v.T;iting the foregoing description, I find that J^ /«r<««ira<« has been dascribed and figured by Ya%Ta in a paper
" Die

—

Ostracoden vom Bismarck- Ar-chipel
(Archiv f. ^Taturgesch
Vdvra's .specimens were taken in the Lsland of Xeu1901).
Pommem. ]SIr. King's specimens were from Tasmania.]
''

:;
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1-11.)

Shell of the female, seen laterally (fig. 1), subreniform, highest
near the middle, height equal to more than half the length
anterior extremity narrower than the posterior, evenly rounded
posterior wider, rounded ofi' below, sloping with a steep curve
above; dorsal margin boldly arched, almost gibboiis, highest in
the middle, thence sloping rather steeply and almost in a right
line toward the front and with a more gentle curve backwards
Seen from above
ventral margin slightly sinuated in the middle.
(fig, 2) the outline is elongate- ovate, moi'e than twice as long as
broad, the greatest width in the middle lateral margins evenly
curved, anterior extremity obtuse, posterior subacuminate.
Surface of the shell smooth, rather densely clothed at the anterior
extremity with very fine, silky hairs, very spaiingly hairy behind
colour creamy bufi", profusely blotched or almost covered with
patches of dai-k brown. The valves of the two sides are equal
or nearly equal in size, without any overlapping dorsally or at the
extremities the right valve is veiy feebly almost imperceptibly
tuberculated round the postero-ventral angle. Length 1 "4 nnn.
The swimming-setfe of the posterior antennte (fig. 4) reach slightly
beyond the apices of the claws caudal rami (fig. 1 0) veiy slender,
bearing one very long and one shoi't apical seta and two posterior
marginal sette, both of which are closely approximated to the
;

;

;

;

—

;

.

;

apex.

The shell of the mcde (fig. 3) is smaller and higher in proportion
The maxillae of both sides
to length than that of the female.
(fio's. 6, 7) are strongly built, that of the right side bearing a
very strong, falcate terminal claw, that of the left side a triangular
copulative
plate which ends in a slightly hooked prominence
organs (fig. 11) and ejaculatory duct of the usual type.
About eight specimens divided evenly
Habitat. Taupo Lake.
between the two sexes taken by " netting on bottom in a depth
;

:

—

sandy, with patches of weeds."
of 5-25 feet
So far as the soft parts of the animal are concerned, thei'e is
little or nothing to distinguish this species from CT/j^rinoius
dahli G. 0. Sars, but the characters of the shell difier in some
important points. There is not the veiy steep posterior declivity
of C. dahli nor the marked convexity of the ventral margin

moreover, the valves of the two sides are nearly equal and the
rio'ht valve is not raised dorsally above the level of the left, neither
is there any tuberculation of the margins except perhaps a
very indistinct appearance of it at the anterior extremity of the
The New Zealand shells, as they reached me, Avere
rioht valve.
very thin and membranous in structure, but this Avas probablj'' a
The
consequence of their having been preserved in picric acid.
specimens of Cyprinotus dahli* on which Professor G. 0. Sars
founded the species were raised by him in his laboratory from
* G. 0.
•(Archiv

f,

Sars, "

On some West-Anstralian Entomostvaca raised from
Mathem. og Natnrvidenslvab), 1896, p. 24, pi. iv. figs. 1-5.

dried sand

"
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Australian sand, and I am much indebted to him for having
kindly sent me specimens for the jjurpose of comparison. I have
pleasure in naming the species in honour of Professor Sars.

(Irierl

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.
Plate XLVIII.
CeriodapJinia glohosa,

3.

Female seen ventrally. X 84.
Female seen ft'om rig:ht side. X 84.
Extremity of post-abdomen. X 240.

4.

Female seen from right

5.

Post-abdomen.

Fig. 1.
2.

Jjosmina meridionalis,

X

X

side.

7.

8.
9.

p. 695.

90.

240.

Netonliamia fenestrata,
6.

p. 695.

p. 698.

Maxillar lobes.
X 240.
Caudal rami with egg-masses and spermatic bundles.
Ejaculatory duct of male.
X 100.
External copulatory organ of male.
X 240.

Plate XLIX.
Calamcecia lucasi,
Fig.

1.

Female seen from right

X

X

side.

p. 696.

84.

2.

Do. dorsally.

3.

Anterior antenna of male, distal portion.
Posterior antenna.
X 300.
Anterior foot-jaw.
X 240.
Posterior foot-jaw.
X 240.
One of the swimming-feet. X 240.
Foot of fifth pair of female. X 240.
Fifth pair of feet of male.
X 240.
Furca.
X 240.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

81.

Plate
1.

Outline of shell of male

Do.

2.
3.
4.
5.

do.

—from

p. 698.

from above.

13.

Eye.

8, 9.

10.
11.

X

Plate
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

X
X

240.

240.

LL
p. 700.

Outline of shell of female, from left

Do.
Do.

85.

85.

140.

Cyprinotus sarsi,
Fig.

X

Shell of female seen from below.
X 84.
Posterior antenna of male.
X 84.
Apical joint of posterior antenna; female.

12.

7.

X

left side.

Mandible and palp. X 240.
Second foot-jaw of female. X 240.
male, right and left.
Do.
Foot of first pair. X 200.
Do.
second pair.
X 200.
Caudal ramus. X 200.

6.

240.

L.

Neionhamia fenestrata,
Fig.

X

do.

side.

from above.

X 40.
X 40.

of male, from left side.
X 40.
Posterior antenna.
X 84.
Mandible and palp. X 84.
Second maxilla of right side (male). X 200.
prehensile portion, left side.
Do.
X 200.
Foot of first pair. X 84.
foot.
Last joint of second
X 84.

Caudal ramus. X 84.
External copulatory organs.

X

84.

X

84.
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Note on some Crustacea from the Freshwater Lakes of
New Zealand. By Chaeles Chilton, M.A., D.Sc.^
F.L.S., Professor of Biology, Canterbury College, New
Zealand.
[Received

May

18, 1906.J

Dr. G. S. Brady has been good enough to submit to me the
few Amphipoda and other higher Crustacea collected by Messrs.
Lucas and Hodgkin during their recent investigation of the
The first specimens reached
principal lakes of New Zealand*.
me in November 1905 and were at once reported upon; a few
additional specimens were received in March 1906, and an examination of these has necessitated some alteration of the general
remarks at first made. It will be seen from the following list that
the collections of the higher Crustacea were rather meagre and
that all the specimens secured belong to species already known.
For many years I have looked forward to making collections
from the freshwater lakes of New Zealand in the hope of finding
there Crustacea allied to the blind forms inhabiting the underground waters of the Canterbury Plains, just as forms closely allied
to European subterranean species are found in the deep waters
The Crustacea first sent me by Dr. Brady
of the Swiss Lakes.
were, however, disappointing from this point of view, but among
those lately received there are two specimens of the blind species
Parcde]ytampliopus subterraneiis (Chilton), one specimen from
Lake Wakatipu (depth not stated) in the South Island, and the
other from Lake Taupo in the North Island, taken at a depth of
700 feet. This species is widely distributed in the underground
waters of the Canterbuiy Plains, and has also been found in
surface streams at Castle Hill in Canterbury and in the Longwood
Range in Southland, and its occurrence in the two lakes named
It is closely allied to
still further widens its area of distribution.
Paraleptamjjhopus cceruleus (G. M. Thomson), first described from
a small stream at the top of the Old Man Range in Otago, at a
height of about 3000 feet, but since found to be, like its underground representative, more widely distributed.
The next most interesting species is the little Isopod that I
have identified as Paranthura oiigro-jmnctatcc (Lucas). Though
a surface form it is of particular interest, since it is the only
known freshwater species of the Anthuridte, and thus helps to
throw some light on the origin of the subterranean species
Cruregens fo7itam(,s, which belongs to the same family. Taken in
connection with the recent discovery of a Caprellid in the Lake
of Geneva, the occurrence of this Anthurid in freshwater leads us
to hope that other unexpected finds may be looked for on a
further examination of the lakes.
Two other species, Tenagomysis novce-zealandice and Para* "

A

Batliymetrical Survey of the Lalves of
May & June 1904.

Geographical Journal,

New

Zealand," by Keith Lucas.
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coroj^hium excavafiim, were previously known only from salt or
brackish water on the sea-coast.
The little crab Hymenosomoj
lacusiris was previously known to occur in New Zealand only in
a small freshwater lake near the coast, but it has also been i-ecorded
from streams in Victoria and in Norfolk Island.
In the following list I have given only the most important
references under each species.

Brach Y URA.
Hymenosoma lacustris (Chilton),
Elamena C?) lacustris Chilton, Trans. N.
Hymenosonxa

Hymenosoma
(new

lacustris Chilton,

lacustris

Fulton

I.

c.

&

Z. Inst. xiv. p. 172.
xv. p. 69, pi. i. fig. 2.
Grant, Proc. R. S. Vict, xv,

series) p. 60, pi. viii.

One male and one female specimen from Lake Waikare, the
male taken on the stony shoi'e, the female in 5 feet of water.
These resemble the typical specimens from Lake Pupuke
Auckland, except that the posterior tooth of the carapace is quite
absent and the anterior one forms a slight projection ot the
outline of the carapace i-ather than a definite tooth.
This species has been found in freshwater streams in Norfolk
Island and in Lake Colac in Victoria. A full account of the
slight difierences observed between the specimens from difierent
localities will be found in the paper by Messrs. Fulton and Grant
mentioned above.

M ACRURA.
XiPHOCARis cuRViROSTRis (Heller).
Caridina curvirostris Heller, Voy. Novara, Crust, p. 105.
Xijihocaris Jluviatilis G. M. Thomson, Trans. Linn. Soc. viii.
p. 447, pi. xxix. figs. 2 to 1.3.
Numerous specimens from Lake Waikare, from nettings among
reeds *,
This species

is

common

in freshwater streams throughout the
I have specimens also from the

main islands of the Colony
Chatham Islands.

;

ScnizoPODA.
Tenagomysis nov^-zealandi^ G. M. Thomson.
Tenagomysis novcs-zealandice G. M.
Soc. xxvii. p. 484, pi. xxxiii. figs. 6 to 8

Thomson, Journ. Linn.

&

pi.

xxxiv.

figs.

9 to 17.

Six specimens from Lake Waikare, in a netting from

among

reeds.

This species has hitherto been known only from the sea-coast,
Mr. Thomson records it from the Kaikorai lagoon (brackish water),
estuary of Waikouaiti River, and rock-pools at Brighton all

—

* In the tube with this specimen was a single example of a terrestrial Isopod,
Forcellio scaler Latr., an introduced species which must have got among the
collections from the lakes bj' some accident.

Proc, Zool.

Soc— 1906,

No. XLVII,
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near Dunedin, and from the Bay of Islands, dredged in 8 fathoms.
1 have taken it near the mouth of a little stream at Brighton,
in water which was at the time almost fresh to the taste, though
close to the sea and affected by extra high tides.

Amp HIP CD A.
Paracalliope fluviatilis (G. M. Thomson).
Calliope fluviatilis G. M. Thomson, Trans. IST. Z. Inst. xi. p. 240.
Paracalliope jiuviatilis Stebbing, Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 7, iv.
p. 210.
ISTumerous specimens from Lake Waikare.
This species is vei-y common in all freshwater streams in New
Zealand I have also taken it in perfectly salt-water in Dunedin
Harbour and elsewhere.
;

Paraleptamphopus subterraneus

(Chilton).

Calliope suhteri-anea Chilton, Trans. N. Z. Inst. xiv. p. 177.
Calliopius subterraneus Chilton, Trans. Linn. Soc. ser. 2, Zool.

234.

vi. p.

Paraleptamphopus subterranetcs Stebbing, Ann.
Hist. ser.

7, iv. p.

& Mag.

iNat.

210.

One imperfect specimen fi-om Lake Wakatipu (no depth
mentioned), and one from Lake Tapu, taken at a depth of
700 feet.
These are both blind, and do not differ appreciably from specimens from the underground waters of the Canterbury Plains.
This same blind species has also been taken in surface streams at
Castle Hill, Canterbury, at an elevation of 2000 feet above the
sea and more recently Mr. R. M. Laing has brought me specimens
from the Longwood Range in Southland. The extension of it&
distribu.tion as shown by its occurrence in Lakes Tapu and
Wakatipu is very interesting.
;

Paracorophium excavatum

(G.

M, Thomson).

Coi^ophium excavatum G. M. Thomson, Trans. N. Z.

Inst. xvi.

p. 236.

ParacoropMum excavatum, Stebbing, Ann. & Mag. IST. H.
iii.

pp. 241

&

ser. 1 ^

350.

Several specimens from Lake Rotoiti, 5 fathoms, and Lake
Waikare (netting among reeds).
This species was described by Mr. Thomson from specimens
I siibsequently
obtained from " Brighton Creek (salt-water)."
in Brighton Creek along with Teiiagomysis novce-zealandioi
the Avater was almost fresh to the taste, and specimens lived
in a small bottle of this water for some months. I have specimens
also from brackish water at Napier.
It thus appears probable that the last thiee species are all
capable of living in fresh or in salt water and the occurrence of
Paracorophium excavatum in freshwater lakes far fiom the sea

took

it

when

;

P.Z,S.1906. Pl.LIl.

1

Fig.l.C.G.Hewitt.del.
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fresliAvater

Oorophiiclfe.

ISOPO

Pakanthura nigeo-punctata

D A.

(Lucas).

Paranthura costcma Thomson, Trans. IST. Z. Inst. xiv. p. 230
Index Faunae N. Z. p. 262.
Paranthura nigro-punctata Stebbing & Norman, Trans. Zool.
Soc. xii. p. 129, pi. xxvi.

fig.

11.

A small specimen, about 6 mm. long,

from "VVaikare Lake, taken
at a depth of 5 feet, must, I think, be referred to the species found

on the New Zealand coast, which was long ago identified with this
European species by Mr. Thomson. The specimen is immature,
the seventh segment of the pereion being small and lacking
appendages. It possesses large distinct black eyes, the colour is
pale yellow with markings of black on the back, and it is evidently
a surface form. Another specimen from the same locality was
dissected and drawn by Dr. Brady, who kindly sent me the

drawings he had made.
So far as I am aware, this is the only freshwater species of the
Anthuridse known, with the exception of the subterranean form
Cruregens fontanus from the underground waters of the Canterbury Plains, and it is of especial interest for this reason, though it
is quite distinct from Cruregens fontamis.
The species to which I have referred it, Paranthura nigropunctata, was first taken by Mr. Thomson among some seaweed
washed up on the beach near the mouth of the Taieri River I
have several specimens taken at different localities on the East
Coast of Canterbury, which agree closely with the description and
figures given by Stebbing and ISTorman.
;

6.

On the Marine Fauna o£
lections

made

Turbellaria.

in

the Cape Verde Islands, from Col1904 by Mr. C. Crossland. The Polyclad

By

F. F.

—

Laidlaw, M.A. Cantab.

[Received June

(Plate

LIL* and

8,
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Notes on the Specimens in Mr. Crossland's Collection
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:

:
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:

i.

Introduction.

made by Mr. Crossland is of interest
not only on account of the hitherto uadescribed species represented
in it, but also because it is the first collection which makes it
The

collection of Polyclads

* For

esfjlanatiou of the' Plate, see p. 719.
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possible to form any idea as to the characters of the Polyclad
fauna of the warmer waters of the Eastern part of the Atlantic.
Its close general resemblance to the Mediterranean fauna is
Compared with that of the "Western Atlantic, so far as
obvious.

been made known to us through the researches of Verrill
[1888], it need only be said that the two areas, the Cape Yerde
Islands on the one hand and the New England Coast on the other,
When condo not appear to have a single species in common.
trasted with the fauna of our own coasts, it is evident that there
is a limit to the northward extension of many of the species
characteristic of the Mediterranean and warmer parts of the
Thus Prosthiostomtcm siphunculus occurs on the Jersey
Atlantic.
coast, but has never been recorded from the northern shores of

this has

the Channel. But at the same time our Polyclad fauna must
not be regarded as being merely an impoverished Lusitanian
type, there is some evidence that it includes also Boreal species
which find in British seas the southern limit of their range. For
example, Cryptocelides loveni has been taken in the Clyde area, but
has not been found further south than this (I am strongly inclined
to believe that the locality given for a specimen in the British
Museiim, namely Port Phillip, is a mistake).
So that it will, I believe, in the future be possible to recognise
faunistic areas in the Atlantic for Turbellaria just as such areas
have already been delimited for Mollusca.
The absence of any species of Pseudoceros, and the presence of
several members of the Eui-yleptidae in a collection containing
some sixteen species, at once marks a striking conti'ast with any
series of specimens I have had the opportunity of examining from
the Indian Ocean, though perhaps further collecting may serve
to decrease the distinction.
'

'

'

ii.

Notes on the Specimens in the Collection.

Notes supplied to me by Mr. Crossland on his material are here
printed between inverted commas. Numbers in square brackets
give reference to literature. Numbers between curved brackets
Crossland's register of specimens.
) refer to Mr,
(

Planocerid^,

Planocera grafpii Lang.
Planocera
p.

graffii

Lang, Naples Monograph

xi.,

Polycladen, 1885,

434.

Three specimens. (15-17.)
"Translucent brown with sparse reticulum of darker, more
opaque lines. Outline very wavy during the act of crawling the
animal uses muscular action in progression and extends and
attaches a small part of the margin of the front of the body, then
It reminds one somewhat of an
hauling itself along by this.
;

octopus

when

crawling."
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1 fathom, Boa Yista.
(15.)
This specimen is 25 mm. long and 18 mm. broad much smaller
than the Mediterranean specimen described by Lang, which had a
length of 65 mm. and a breadth of 40 mm.
Except for the
difference in size, however, I can find no character which will serve
to distinguish Mr, Crossland's specimen from the type.
Two smaller specimens found at St. Yincent at low tide (17) are
to be referred here.
They are about 5-6 mm. long and, unlike
the Boa Vista specimen, quite immature sexually.

Dredged

;

STYLOCHIDiE.

Stylochus neapolitanus (Delle Chiaje)

?

Lang [1884] pp. 447-449, Taf. i. fig. 7.
Fi'om the bottoms of lighters in crevices of compound

Stylochus neapolitanus
(9.) "

;

ascidians

;

empty lamelhbranch shells. Large and thick, and
stiff when alive.
The specimens differed in colour.

or in

though soft,
Of two (dated 30-7-04) the larger is uniformly of a dull brown,
under a lens appearing as dull pink with small grey spots the
smaller specimen is brighter, light orange with large grey spots.
Of three specimens found together (dated 17-8-04) one is bright
orange in colour, the others brown. In all cases the tentacles are
dark grey and the ventral surface white."
The largest specimen is about 35 mm. long.
I have some doubts as to whether this species is really identical
The species of this
with the Mediterranean S. neapolitanus.
genus are difficult to diagnose in a satisfactory manner, and their
structure does not vary in such a way as to facilitate the
Consequently I
description and ready recognition of species.
think it best to record these Cape Yerde Is. specimens under this
name. They certainly resemble the typical S. neapolitanus very
closely and are nearly related to it.
;

Leptoplanid^.

Sttlochoplana

(?)

SARGASSICOLA von Graff.

Stylochoplana sargassicola
"

v.

Graff [1892] pp. 207-213, Taf.

ix.

1-5.

figs.

Two

(15.

A

W.

specimens, Boa Vista.

Dredged

in 1

fathom of water."

4.)

widely distributed species,

from other forms referred to

dift'ering to

a considerable extent

this genus.

Leptoplana alcikoi Schmidt.
Lep)topla7ia alcinoi

Lang [1884

pp. 486-489, Taf.

iii. figs.

2-5

Several specimens which appear to belong to this species " from
amongst nodules of nullipore dredged in from 5-10 fathoms,"
with Oligocladus sanguinolenttcs. (2. W. 2.)
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Leptoplana pallida (Quatrefages),
Leptoplana pallida Lang [1884J pp. 459-492, Taf. iv. figs. 2-3.
One specimen " from a bucketful of the incrustations of rocks
exposed to surf." Port Sal Rei, Boa Vista Is. (W. 9.)
The specimen is about 15 mm. long and has the uteri crowded
with eggs.

Leptoplaxa graffii,

sp. n.

(Text-fig. 111.)

Found amongst nodules of nullipores dredged in from 5-10
fathoms. Ribbon-like and a strong swimmer. Light colour, only a
broad sandy longitudinal mark centrally and ramifying lines.
"

Contracted on killing."

(3.)

Text-fio-. 111.

Leptojilana graffii.

X

5.

This species, represented by a single specimen, has a body
longer and narrower than is found in any other
Leptoplana.
relatively

Length
Breadth

25

Brain
3
Buccal opening 8
(S

aperture

mm.
mm.
mm. behind
mm. behind
mm. behind

3*5

6

the anterior margin.
the brain.
the buccal opening.
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The eye-spots have the arrangement which is typical for the
genus. There are a pair of tentacle eye-groups, one on either side
In
of the brain, each consisting of four or five large eye-spots.
front of these on either side are a very few (seven or eight)
smaller eyes.
The musculature of the dorsal body-wall is unusually well
The dorsi-ventral
developed, especially the oblique inner layer.
fibres also ai'e unusually abundant and of large size.
The short blunt muscular penis projects downwards and a little
backwards into the antrum masculinum.
It has no stylet.
From it the muscular ductus ejaculatorius runs forward,
rapidly widening to form a prostatic compartment whose walls are
From
lined with a secretory epithelium, but are not chambered.
the anterior end of this chamber the duct runs forward again
as a narrow muscular tube, again soon widening to form a
vesicula seminalis, which receives at its anterior end the vasa
deferentia.
The prostate and vesicle are not so clearly segmented
off from each other as in most species of Leptoplana in fact with
the conducting part they form a nearly straiglit tube whose walls,
surrounded throughout their entire length by circular musclefibres, vary somewhat in thickness being thickest in those parts of
the tube v/here the lumen is greatest, that is to say in the prostate
and in the vesicula seminalis.
The antrum femininum, opening close behind the antrum
mascidinum, passes dorsally into a narrow duct which receives the
secretions of the shell-glands, and then, turning backwards, opens
after a short course into a large accessory vesicle lined with a
This vesicle contains in the
vacuolated secretory epithelium.
present specimen a quantity of spermatozoa. Just before it opens
into the accessory vesicle the vaginal duct is joined on its ventral
side by the common termination of the uteri.
The shell-glands are very large, disposed in a dorsal and ventral
layer on either side of the middle line, converging on the sides of
the vagina. They extend outward to the margins of the body.
Lp^jjtojjlcma graffii may be defined as a Leptoplana vnlh a very
Penis vnthout a stylet prostate uncharahered,,
elongated body.
moderately dAstinct. Antrwni femininii/rii non-niuscida/r ; a large
;

;

;

spherical accessory vesicle present.

Zygaxtroplana, gen. nov.

Zygantroplana verrilli,

Two

sp. n.

(Plate LII.

figs. 1

&

2.)

Yincent Harbour. (6.)
" Amongst weed collected by a diver in 1 or 2 fathoms.
•'
Oval with a much waved margin. General colour brown, with
broad, nearly colourless margin, the edge itself with a light redspecimens.

St,

brown tinge. Under side colourless."
Length 7 mm. breadth 4 mm.
The eye-spots are arranged in two rows convex inwards, lying
;

at the sides and in front of the level of the brain.

This organ

is
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situated at about a fifth of the total body-length from the anterioi"
margin. The pharyngeal opening is subcentral, and the pharynx
is fairly large and similar to that of Leptoflana in appearance
(see text-fig. Ill, p. 708).
The gut-branches are numerous.
The male and female genital ducts open together into a small
antrum at the extreme hind end of the body.
The ejoidermis contains no rhabdites, but many of the cells
composing it resemble in appearance goblet-cells, and are no doubt
concerned in the production and excretion of mucus or pseudorhabdites.
The preservation of the epidermis is unfortunately
not good.
The basement membrane is readily distinguishable in the
sections.
Under it lie first a layer of longitudinal muscle-fibres,
within these are circular and diagonal fibres not differentiated into
separate strata, and lastly, on the ventral side only, an inner
longitudinal layer.
As is the case in many other Polyclads, the main gut is clearly
marked ofi" from the branches by the fact that in its walls are
present large numbers of unicellular glands which are not present
elsewhere in the alimentary tract.
The main features of the anatomy of this sjpecies are shown
diagxammatically in fig. 2 of Plate LII.
Male apparattis. The vasa deferentia unite below about the
hinder end of the large female accessory vesicle to form a single
rather convoluted duct, which runs backwards through a special
sheath or casing of tissue which appears to be prostatic in character.
In this part of its course the ductus ejaculatorius has a very thin
wall.
As it approaches the antrum the wall becomes thicker, and
at the same time the tissue surrounding it takes on gradually a
definite muscular character.
Finally the duct opens at the apex of
a small, conical, muscular penis which projects into the antrum
immediately below the termination of the vagina (PI. LII. fig. 2, S )•
It will be most convenient to describe the female apparatus by
following its course in the opposite direction, that is to say
forwards.
The vagina is a simple non-muscular tube which
leceives the secretion of the shell-glands near its termination and
runs forwards, lying at first above the sheath of the ductus
ejaculatorius.
It passes beyond this for some distance, nearly as
far as the hinder level of the pharynx, there turning first upwards
and then backwards, it opens at once into a large accessory vesicle.
Just before this it receives the common opening of the two uteri.
Beyond the point where the shell-glands lie, the vagina is suri-ounded along its whole course by unicellular glands which form as
it were a second outer laj^er of the wall of the duct.
The accessory vesicle is large, non-muscular, with glandular

—

It extends backwards nearly as far as the antrum, and is
distended with a granular secretion to such an extent that it
presses on and nearly occludes the lumen of the vagina when that
walls.

lies

below

it.

•
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uteri are crowded with eggs (PL LII. fig. 1, itt.).
ovaries lie dorsally to the gut-branches and to some extent

between them, whilst the testes are on the ventral side.
The affinities o£ the genus are doubtful, but seem to me to be
most probably with the Leptoplanidte, though perhaps some
affinity with Stylochocestics may be suggested.
Zygantroplana may be defined as follows
An Acotylean genus in tohich the hocly is of an elongate-oval
The terminal genital ducts o^jeii into a
shape, loithout tentacles.
small common ant7^um situated at the extreinie hinder end of the
Penis small, without stylet, no definite prostate gland.
body.
:

—

Pharynx stihcentral. iVo imarginal eye-groups.
The species bears some resemblance to Leptoplana angusta
VerriU [1888] pp. 485-486, pi. xl. fig. 8, pi. xliv. figs. 2, 2 a, 3, but
the latter has, according to Yerx'ill's figure, more distinct traces of a
tentacle eye-group. L. angtista may perhaps prove to be congeneric
with the present species.
LATOCESTIDiE.

Latocestus plehni,

sp. n.

(Text-fig. 112.)

Several specimens " found in deep crevices of nullipore, or in
The worm will crawl out of its hidingshells, never in the open.
place at night if kept in a basin of sea-water, and will even leave
the water and reach out over the edge of the basin, holding the
anterior half of its body horizontally in the air.
Text-fig. 112.

Xiatocestus plehni, anterior end.

" Uniformly opaque
line darker.

X

9.

and rather dark brown in colour. Central
The margins are kept applied to surface on which

)
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the animal is crawling. It is about 2 inches long but narrow, and
contracts considerably when killed.
In appearance it reminds one
of a horse-leech, but never swims.
It is common everywhere
where suitable crannies in the rocks occur."
The arrangement of the eye-spots at the anterior end of the
body is shown in text-fig. 112 (p. 7 1 1 .) The marginal spots form a
continuous series round the body. This complete ring of eye-spots
serves at once to distinguish the present species from the type of
the genus, L. atlcmticus Plehn [1896], which is recorded from the
same neighbourhood. In fact L. iplehni resembles much more
closely L. argus from the Straits of Mala,cca.
In respect to the
structure and arrangement of the internal organs of the body,
L. plehni shows no noteworthy depai'ture from that found in the
typical species of the genus,

Cestoplanid^,

Cestoplana rubeocincta (Grube),
Cestoplana ruhrocincta Lang [1884] pp. 516-520, Taf.
" Under stones at low tide, Boa Yesta,
" Very contractile. "
(3

A small specimen

ii,

fig, 5.

.

30

mm,

long, 3

mm,

broad.

Anonybiid^.

Anonymus virilis Lang (?). (Plate LII, fig, 3.)
Anonymus virilis Lang [1884] pp. 522-523, Taf.

ii.

fig. 4.

Dredged amongst nullipores, 3 and 10 fathoms, St, Vincent
Harbour. (8. W. 3.)
" Pink or brownish pink with a white transparent border.
Under a simple lens the central part of the body shows a network
of broken light-brown lines, the main lines being radial.
Marginal
eyes extend half way down the sides of the body (at least).
General
texture thick and soft, shape broadly oval, margin wavy when
crawling."

Unfortunately this interesting

species is evidently a most
creature to preserve satisfactorily.
All Mr. Crossland's
specimens are coated thickly with foreign particles felted together
by the copious epidermal discharge. In the second place, they
are all extremely contorted, and any attempt to flatten them for
examination results in the breaking of the soft body.
Two
specimens are already broken into fragments in the bottle. Hence
I give only an incomplete accoiuit of them here.
The larger
specimens are about 12 mm. long and 7 mm. wide. In colour,
distribution of the eye-spots, and arrangement of the penes (of
which there are ten or eleven pairs) they resemble closely Lang's
type.
Sections were cut of a specimen which has the body crowded
with large eggs, and contanis spermatozoa in the " Samenblase "
dilficult

of the penial structures, although thq numerous testes have not
reached a condition of maturity.
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The structure of the penes and other organs of the body, such
as the musculature, shows a complete agreement with that found
difference is, however, to be met
by Lang in his specimens.
with in the case of the epidermal structures.
Lang has described nematocysts or needle-like bodies of four
types, grouped in batteries, occiu-ring in the dorsal epithelium.
In a young specimen which I have examined I could find no
structures of this type.
In sections of the more mature specimen
referred to above are spindle-shaped bodies, each of which has
discharged a thread from its outer end, lying in batteries on the
dorsal surface (PI. LII. fig. 3,/).
These are perhaps to be referred
to Lang's fourth type ("Freie nadeln, an welchen ein Faden spiralig
aufgerollt ist "). Both the spindle and the thread discharged from it
are deeply stained.
nuraber of undischarged needle- or spindleshaped bodies occur in the parenchyma, but I have not been able
to see any spiral thread inside these. These are the only nematocystAs,
like oi-gans that I have been able to find in my specimens.
however, they agree very closely in all other respects with the type
of A. virilis, I have not ventured to give them a distinct name.

A

A

PsEUDOCERIDiE.

Thysanozoon brocchii

(Risso) var.

cruciatum

?

Thysanozoon brocchii Lang [1884] pp. 525-536, Taf. vi. figs. 3, 4
von Stvimmer-Traunfels [1895] p. 161.
Several specimens, " from under stones at low tide at St. Vincent
and at Porto Praya." (1. W. 7.)
Drab-yellow with dark grey markings. There may be veiy little
yellow and the genei-al colour becomes a dark grey. Generally,
but not in all the specimens, there is a narrow longitudinal white
stripe and a, broader transverse one at about -^ of the length of the
body from the anterior end."
The specimens vary in size from about 8 to 16 mm.
;

'

'

EuRYLEPTIDiE.

Oycloporus papillosus Lang.
Cycloporus papillosus
Taf.

Lang [1884]

pp. 568-571, Taf.

vi. figs. 1, 2,

viii. fig. 5.

Under

stones at low tide, Porto Praya.
(11.)
margin colourless, nearly
Small, rather rectangular in shape
transparent. The hinder edge of the body is carried folded into a
;

bag

dorsally.

This specimen is without papillse, and in all probability is to be
referred to Lang's var. Icevigaius.
Hallez has described a second species of the genus.
The examination of a large sei^ies of specimens referable to this
genus from the various localities in which it occurs would in all
probability reveal the existence of several recognisable races.
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PaOSTHECEEiEUS KUBROPUKCTATUS Lang.
Prosthecerceus ruhro2nmctatus~La,\\g [1884] p. 562, Taf. vii. fig. 5.
" From the bottoms of lighters, along with Stylochus."
(12.)
"
very beautiful species."

A

Four specimens, one of them very young.
Length of larger individuals about 13-14 mm.; breadth

6" 7

mm.

pp. 580-582, Taf.

viii.

Oligocladus sa^'Guinolextus (Quatrefages).
Oligodadiis sanguinoUntus

Lang [1884]

fig. 7.

"

From

amongst

dredged in

nullipores
{Lithothamnion)
nodules of
A^incent Harliour, 5-10 fathoms."
of specimens. (2. W. 7.)

St.

A number

Prosthiostomid.e.

Prosthiostomum dohrnii Lang.
Prosthiostomum dohrnii Lang [1884] pp. 601-603, Taf. v. fig. 2.
" Amongst nullipores at low tide, and
Sevei-al specimens. (4.)
Ribbon-like, of a translucent
at 10 fathoms, St. Yincent."
yelloAvish colour, with distinct round spots of a darker tint on
the dorsal sui"face, most numerous medianly. About 2 inches longwhen fully expanded.

Prosthiostomum

sp.

One specimen " from nullipore of Bird Rock, St. Yincent
Harboui'.
It is remarkable that so delicate a creature should live
in a place exposed to the whole force of the Atlantic rollers."
(W. 13.)
The specimen

It has the
is very small, onl}' 7"5 mm. long.
terminal male apparatus developed and the vesicula seminalis full
There is no appearance of ova, though the
of spermatozoa.
position of the female aperture is indicated by the clearly visible
There are very few rather lai^ge eye-spots over
shell-glands.
the brain, and some smaller marginal ones arranged very much
as in the young specimens of P. siphuncidus figured by Lang.
Perhaps this specimen should be referred to that species, but as
I have neither seen any mature specimens of P. siphtmcidus from
this locality, nor have any intermediate stages of P. dohrni
with which to compai'e it, I think it best to leave it without a
definitive

name.
DiPOSTHIID.E.

Trauxfelsia eloxgata.
fig.

sp. n.

(Plate LII.

figs.

4-5 and Text-

113.)

" From sandy shore among weed.
" Yermiform, thin, flattened; about 1| inches long by
inch
Resemblance to a
broad, but can contract to half this length.
worm enhanced by the presence of a pair of slender tentacles
Ground-colour white, but,
carried at right angles to the body.

^
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largely hidden by granular markings

Text-fig. 113.

-ph

-pr.

*^/b

Sketch of anatomy of Traunfelsia elongata.
br.,

brain;

c,

sucker;

X

12.

glandular organs; ph., pharj'nx; pr., prostatic organ;
male aperture $ , female aperture.

gl.,

$

,

;

A very remarkable new species.
The preserved specimens have a length of about 12 mm. and a
breadth I'oughly of 1 mm. The anterior extremity is rounded
and has lying along either margin for about a millimetre a row
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some 20 eye-spots (see text-%. 113, p. 715). Almost at the
extreme anterior extremity there projects outwards on either side
a fine tentacle-like process devoid of eye-spots, and evidently very
contractile, varying much in length in the difierent individuals
of

preserved.
The brain (6r.) lies about half a millimetre behind the anterior
extremity, over it lie a few eye-spots.
The pharynx opening is
near the middle of the ventral surface the pharynx is rather
The genital apertures lie close together
elongate and convoluted.
in the rniddle line, the female behind the male, about a millimetre
and a half behind the pharyngeal ape]?ture. At the extreme hinder
extremity of the ventral surface is a sucker-like organ (c).
The cells forming the epidermis are rather flattened and show
some of them contain irregidar thread-like
no i-habdites
The cells at the margin of the body are more
secretions.
columnar than those on the dorsal or ventral surfaces.
The
ventral cilia are three times as long as the dorsal.
The muscles of the body- wall consist of an outer, longitudinal
layer, and of an inner, circular layer, both feebly developed
on
the ventral side there is a second longitudinal layer internal to
the circular fibi'es, well developed, and occupying neai'ly onefourth of the total thickness of the body.
The main-gut extends from just behind the brain to the
Gut.
hinder end of the body, and gives off numerous lateral branches a
branch also passes forward over the brain.
Structurally the branches are distinguished from the main-gut
by the fact that in them the large gland-cells, which, from their
deep staining, are very conspicuous, are scarce or as a rule absent,
whilst in the main-gut they are very abundant.
The testes and ovaries both lie dorsal to
Genital apparatus.
the gut-branches, though sometimes the ovaries extend down
In the specimen sectionised both testes and
between them.
ovaries are mature, and, as in other Polj^clads, very numerous.
The contorted ends of the vasa deferentia run forwards and
This is a
inwards to open together into the base of the penis.
conical organ which projects backwards into a small cavity, the
antrum masculinum. This organ is not muscular, but consists of
;

;

:

—

;

—

a spongy mass of tissue through which the duct runs to open at
The projecting part of the penis is lined with an
its apex.
epithelium continuous with the lining of the antrum. This latter
opens into a small depression or cup on the ventral surface, and
on either side of it is the opening of a very remarkable duct
leading from a compound racemose gland of a type quite unlike
These ducts are
anything I have met with in other Polyclads.
lined with columnar ciliated cells they run upwards and outwards
on either side of the penis in a transverse plane, and each
terminates by branching into a number of small chambers. These
are themselves lined with columnar epithelium of the same type
as the ducts, but that forming the roof of each chamber projects
more into the knnen of that chamber than does the epithelium of
;

;
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Consequently each chamber-cavity is in section rather
with the horns of the crescent directed upwards. Each
connected with the terminal duct by a well-defined stalk or

the

Avails.

crescentic,
is

neck.'
On either side there are some fifteen or so of these
chambers.
Lying over every one of these is a deeply-staining giomeruluslike mass of cells, each glomerulus having an oval or nearly
circular outline in section and consisting of a central mass of
cells forming a core, and lying round these an irregular scanty
layer serving as a capsule.
The cells of the central core-mass in
one or two cases are wedged at its lower end in amongst the cells
of the roof of the small chamber lying immediatel}^ below them ;
in other cases there seems to be a very minute channel leading
from the centre of the core into the chamber, but this if it exists
is so small that I cannot consider it satisfactorily demonstrated.
The cells which make up the core have abundant protoplasm, which
stains rather deeply and is very finely granular.
Some few of
these cells are larger than the others, more deeply stained, and
'

pyriform.
Lastly, in the saine transverse plane as the two ducts described
above, but in the middle line, the lumen of another conical or
pyriform organ opens into the ventral depression, behind the
penis, directed forwaixls in this case and armed with a short
cylindrical stylet.
At the hinder end of this organ, v/hieh must
be regarded as an intromittent prostate, its lumen ends blindly.
The outer wall is muscular, the fibre being almost entirely
and between the muscular wall and the lumen lies
circular
prostatic tissue crowded with rather large feebly staining granules.
So that the complicated male terminal apparatus consists of
(1) a penis into whose lumen the vasa deferentia open
(2) a pair
of pi-oblematic compound ducts lying on either side of the penis
(.3) an inti-omittent prostate lying behind the penis.
Scarcely less elaborate are the terminal parts of the female
The vagina opening in the middle line, close behind the
organs.
depression in which the outlet of male organs lies, runs at first
;

;

upwards and forwards surrounded by numerous shell-glands.
In
this part of its course it is widened transversely and has a muscuSoon the vagina turns backwards, at
lature but feebly developed.
the same time becoming narrow and cylindrical, so that the
circular muscle coat
level

behind

its

is relatively, if not actually, thicker.
At a
opening to the exterior this part of the vagina

receives the terminations of the two uteri, which run nearly
transversely from without inwards to join it.
Behind this it
widens again immediately to form a spherical accessory vesicle
whose non-muscular walls consist of a single layer of cubical nonThis vesicle contains spermatozoa.
ciliated epithelium.
The uteri pass outwards and a little forwards from the vaoina,
until they reach a point on either side well to the outside of the
.main-gut and at a lower level, where each turns backwards and
runs longitudinally. In this longitudinal part of their course

—
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each bears some five sessile spherical vesicles, which are nonThe cells lining the walls of these vesicles j^roject
muscular.
inwards, so that the vesicle is almost entirely filled up with a
reticulum of protoplasmic matei-ial which contains numerous welldefined vacuoles in these coils of spermatozoa lie, and in two cases
sperm-coils are seen passing between the uterus and a vesicle.
;

altogether a remarkable form, but undoubtedly
Special features to which
attention should be directed are, the presence of marginal tentacles
combined with very elongated body; the remarkable pair of
compound glands developed in connection with the terminal parts
and, thirdly, the coexistence of an accessory
of the male ducts
vesicle opening on the vagina with uterine glands along the course
of the uteri.
The genus shows affinities to Dipostlixis in the central position
of the pharynx and in the structure of the genital glands,
particularly in the possession of an intromittent muscular proIt bears to Divostlius much the same relationship
static organ.
as Disparoplana does to Planocera, and should perhaps be made
the type of a subfamily of the Diposthiidse.
The genus Traimfelsia may be defined as follows
A genus of the Diposthiidce of a very elongated form. A pair
Eye-sp>ots
of margioial tentacles present which, hear no eye-spots.
Pharynx suhcentral.
lie on the anterior margin and over the brain.
In addition to the penis and intromittent
Testes and ovaries dorsal.
prostate which lies behind it, there is a pair of glandtdar structures
opening on the ventral surface on either side of the penial aperture.
Female apparatus provided both with accessory vesicle and with
uterine vesicles.

Traunfelsia

is

most

is

closely allied to Diposthus.

;

:

iii.
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LII.

1.

Zygantroplana

2.

in cedar-wood oiL
X c. 15.
Longitudinal section of the same (diagrammatic).
Group of nematocyst-like structures from the dorsal epidermis of a specimen

3.

of

Anonymus

verrilli, sp. n.

virilis (?)

:

:

p. 709.

X

p. 712.

Appearance of a specimen cleaved

500.

Transverse section across the body of Trmmfelsia elongata (p. 714) at the
level of the penis and accessory male glands (diagrammatic).
X 50.
One of the accessory male glands more highly magnified. X 450.

4.

5.

Explanation of lettering of the JFigures.
gl., accessory male gland.
glom., glomerulus.
nem., nematocysts.
nuc, nucleus of epidermal celL

acc.ves., accessory vesicle.

a.m.,
ant.,
al.,

b.m.,

antrum masculinum.
antrum.
alveolus of gland.

basement-membrane.

ov., ovarj'.

ph., pharynx.
sec, secretion of glomerulus.

br., brain.
cajp.,
d.,

d.',
_/.,
ff.,

g.',

capsular

cells.

duct.

te.,

duct epithelium.
threads of nematocysts
main gut
gut-branches.

Description of an

7.

Coast o£ Brazil.

lit.,

(J,
I

$

testis.

uterus.

vas deferens.

v.d.

,

penis.
external opening of vagina.

unknown Animal seen at ISea
By E. Q. B. Meade- Waldo,

off the

F.Z.S.,

and Michael J. Nicoll, F.Z.S.
[Received June 19, 1906.]

(Text-figure 114.)

The following are accounts

of a large marine animal (text114, p. 720) seen off the coast of Brazil, copied from the
journals made by us during our cruise in the Earl of Crawford's
fig.

yacht
"

'

The Valhalla :—
'

On

Dec. 7th, 1905, at 10.15 a.m., I was on the poop of the
Valhalla with Mr. Nicoll, when he drew my attention to an
object in the sea about 100 yards from the yacht; he said: 'Is that
the fin of a great fish ? I looked and immediately saw a large
fin or frill sticking out of the water, dark seaweed-brown in
colour, somewhat crinkled at the edge.
It was apparently about
6 feet in length and projected from 18 inches to 2 feet from the
water. I could see, under the water to the rear of the frill, the
I got my field-glasses on to it
shade of a considerable body.
(a powerful pair of Goerz Trieder), and almost as soon as I had
them on the frill, a great head and neck rose out of the water in
front of the frill the neck did not touch the frill in the water,
but came out of the water in front of it, at a distance of certainly
not less than 18 inches, probably more.
The neck appeared
about the thickness of a slight man's body, and from 7 to 8 feet
was out of the water head and neck were all about the same thickThe head had a very turtle-like appearance, as had also the
ness.
I could see the line of the mouth, but we were sailing pretty
eye.
Peoc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. XLVIII.
48
'

'

'

;

;
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and quickly drew away from the object, Avliich was going very
It moved its neck from side to side in a peculiar manner
the colour of the head and neck was dark brown above, and
vvdiitish below
almost white, I think. "When first seen it was
about level with the poop of the yacht, and on the starboard
side.
I made it out by the chart to be in about S. lat. 7° 4',
long. 34° 20', but I think this is not quite correct.
Mr. Kicoll
got the correct j)Osition from the captain.
The depth of the
water where we saw it was about 300 fathoms, but quickly went
to as much as 1300 fathoms.
Since I saw this creature I consider on reflection that it was probably considei'ably larger than
it appeared at first, as I proved that objects, the size with which
I was well acquainted, appear very much smaller than they really
a.re when seen on the ocean at a similar distance with nothing
to compare them with."
E. G. B. Meade-Waldo.
fast,

slowly.

:

—

"At 10.15 a.m. on Thursday, December 7, 1905, when in lat.
7° 14' S., long. 34° 25' W., in a depth of from 322 to 1340 fathoms,
Meade-Waldo and I saw a most extraordinary creature about
100 yards from the ship and moving in the same direction, but very
much slower than we were going. At fixst, all that we could see
was a dorsal fin about four feet long sticking up about two feet
from the water this fin was of a brownish-black colour and
much resembled a gigantic piece of ribbon seaweed. Below the
water we could indistinctly see a very large brownish-black patch,
but could not make out the shape of the creature. Every now
and then the fin entirely disappeared below the water. (Suddenly
an eel-like neck about six feet long and of the thickness of a man's
thigh, having a head shaped like that of a turtle, appeared in
front of the fin.
This head and neck, which were of the same
colour above as the fin, but of a silvery-white below, lashed iip
the water with a curious wriggling movement. After this it
was so far astern of us that we could make out nothing else.
" During the next fourteen hours w^e went about twice and
;

'

'

at about 2 a.m. the following day (Dec. 8th), in lat. 7^ 19' (S.,
long. 34° 04' W., the first and third mates, Mr. Simmonds and
Mr. Harley, who w^ere on the bridge at the time, saw a great
commotion in the water. At first they thought it was a rock
awash about 100-150 yards away on the port side, just aft of the
bridge, but they soon made out that it was something moving
and going slightly faster than the ship, which at that time was
doing about 8| knots. Mr. Simmonds hailed the deck, and one
of the crew who was on the look-out saw it too.
Although
there was a bright moon at the time they could not make out anything of the creature itself, owing to the amount of wash it was
making but they say that from the commotion in the water it
looked as if a submarine was going along just below the surface.
They both say most emphatically that it was not a whale, and
that it was not blowing, nor have they ever seen anything like it
After they had watched it for several minutes it
before.
'
sounded off the port bow, and they saw no more of it."
'

'

;

'

Michael

J. Nicoll.
48*

—
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Classification o£ the Selachian Fishes.

By

Tate Eegan, B.A., F.Z.S.

C.

[Received

May

29, 1906.]

(Text-figures 115-124.)

The
follows

classification

of

the Selachians which I propose

is

as

:

Subclass
Series

SELAGHII.*
I.

Order

TREMATOPNEA.'f
1.

PLEUEOPTERYGII.

Family

1.

Gladoselachidce.

Family

2.

Cladodontidce.

Cladoselachiis.

Cladodus, Symmorium..

Order

2.

ACANTHODII.

Family

1.

Acanthoessidce.

Family

2.

Diplacanthidce.

Acanthoessus, Chiracanthus.

Diplacanthus, Climatias, Ischnacanthus.

Order

3.

ICHTHYOTOMI.

Family

1.

Pleuracanihidm.
Pleuracanthus, Xenacanthus.

Order

4.

EUSELACHII.J

Suborder

PLEUEOTEEMATA.§

1.

Division

1.

jSTotidanoidei,

Famil}^

1.

Chlamydoselachidce.

Family

2,

Hexcmchidce.

Chlamydoselachus.

Hexanchus, Heptranchias.
* I use the word Selachii in the same sense as did Miiller
in 1846 and as tlie
equivalent ot the feelaciens of Cuvier in 1817 (Regne Anim ii
p 121)
t The names Trematopnes and Chismopnes, the latter an obvious missnelUnoproposed
1806 by C. Dumeril with a wider 'sigmficance, may be LaTi^
Led and
"« i^atinisea
"^-^
applied to the two series of Selachians.
I The Petalodontida3 and Psammodontid&, comprising several genera from
Permian and Carboniterous strata, appear to pertain to this
Order, but i^auiiui,
cannotZ
ue
assigned a

m

=

definite position.

The Pleurotremata and Hypotremata
Hypotremes of C. Dumeril.
§

are equivalent to the Pleurotremes

and
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Galeoidei.

2.

Family
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Odontaspiclidce.

1.

Odontaspis, Scapanorliynchus.

Family

Lamnidce.

2.

Lamna, Carcharodon, Cetorhinus,
Alopias.

Family

Orectolohidce.

3.

Parascyllium,Ginglymostoma,Rliinodon,
Orectolobus, Ohiloscyllium, Stegostoma.

Family

4. S'cyliorJmiidce.

Scyliorhinus, Pristiurus, Pseudotriacis.

Family

Car char iidce.

5.

Oarcharias, Galeocerdo, Thalassorliiniis,
Galeus, TrijBnodon, Triacis, Mustelus, Sphyrna.

Division

Squaloidei.

3.

Family

1.

Cochliodontidce.

Xystrodus,
Pleuroplax,
Psephodus,
Deltodus, Poe.cilodus, Cochliodus.

Family
a.

2.

Hyhodontidce.

Oampodus, SphenacanHybodus, Acrodus, Astera-

E7jbodo7itince—Orodus,
thus, Tristychius,

canthus.
b. Palceospinacince

Family

3.

—Palseospinax, Synechodus.

Cestracioniidce.

Cestracion.

Family
a.

b.

4,

Squalidce.

Squalince—CentYoscjllium, Echinorhinus, OxyScymnodon,
Squalus,
Etmopterus,
notus,
Centroscymnus, Centrophorus, Scymnorhinus,
Somniosus, Isistius, Euprotomicrus.
Pristiophorince—'Pristio^'hoYiis, Pliotrema.

Family

5.

Sguatmidce.
Squatina.

Suborder

HYPOTREMATA.

2.

Division

Narcobatoidei.

1.

Family

1.

Torpedmidce.

Torpedo. Karcine, HypnoSjNarce, Temera,
Discopyge.

—
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Batoidei.

2.

Family

c.

1.

Rhinohatidce.

Pristince

— Sclerorhynchus, Propristis,
— Rhyncliobatus, Rhina,

Pristis.

b. Rhinohatince

Rhino-

batus, Discobatus, Trygonorliina, Astrodermus.

Family

2.

Raiidce.

Raia,

Psammobatis,

Sympteiygia,

Oyclobatis.

Family

3.

Dasyhatidce.

Xiphotrygon,

Pterojolatea,

Urolophus,

Dasybatis, IJrogymnns, Ptycliodus, MylioAetobatis, Rhinoptera, Dicerobatis,
batis,
Ceratoptera, Ceratobatis.
Series II.

Order

GHASMATOPNEA.
HOLOCEPHALI.
Family

1.

Pyctodontidce.

Pyctodus, Rhynchodus, Paleeomylus.

Family

2. Squalorcdidce.

Family

3.

Family

4.

Squaloraia.

Myriacanthidce.

Myriacanthus, Chimseropsis.
Ghimceridce.

Ganodus, Ischyodus, Edaphodon, Elasmodus, Rhinocliim?era, Harriotia, Callorliynchus, Chimsera.

I am of the opinion that any attempt to apply the rule of
priority to the nomenclature of groups such as suborders, orders,
To call the
&c., unless it is convenient to do so, cannot succeed.
Notidanoidei either Paljeonotidani, Diplospondyli, or Opistharthri
is to give a misleading idea of the chai-acteristics of the division.

Although the Selachians may quite well be regarded

as a subimprobable that they will be generally
accepted as constituting a class distinct from the true Pisces
class of the Pisces, it is not

(Teleostomi) Avhen
widely known.

The

Selachii *

their

may be

characteristic

thus defined

Craniate vertebrates with jaws.

peculiarities

are

more

:

Nasal organs paired blind

* In the definition and classification of the Selachii I have left out of account the
Hetevostraci and their supposed allies, primitive fishes of Palaeozoic times, as to whose
positica in the system no two authors seem to agree.
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each with a single external aperture *. Exoskeleton of
dermal denticles which are strncturally identical with the teeth
no membrane-bones t. Endoskeleton cartilaginous, the cartilage
often calcified.
Gills supported by visceral arches aiad functional
throughout life no lungs J. Median and paired fins with hornydermal rays § and with endoskeletal supports in the form of
series of cartilaginous rods, the arrangement of which may be
variously modified.
Vertebral column comprising the notochord
and its sheath, simple neural and hsemal arches, and intermuscvilar
elements, the so-called i-ibs
no supra-neural or infra-hfemal
arches
In all the livmg forms, the males with intromittent
organs, the mixopterygia, which are appendages of the pelvic fins.
sacs,

;

;

;

||.

* The Teleostomi have two nostrils on each side, except in certain specialised
Teleosts.
It has been supposed that these are homologous with the external and
internal nares of higher Vertebrates, the Dipneusti, in which the posterior nostril is
included within the mouth, being cited as evidence of this, especially by those who
consider them to be transitional between Pishes and Batrachians. The development
of these parts in Rei^tilia, Aves, and Mammalia has also been considered to support
this position, the internal nares being the remnants of open grooves originally
connecting them with the olfactory pits.
From this view I must dissent, regarding the external nares, whether single or
divided into two, as homologous throughout the Fishes and the higher Vertebrates,
and the internal nares as a new formation peculiar to the latter. In the Dipneusti
the absence of ]ir£emaxillaries and maxillaries permits the extension of the nasal sacs
to the palate but it appears to me that the posterior extension of the nasal sacs
external to functional prwrnaxillaries and maxillaries, so as to carry the posterior
In the Amphibia, the lowest group
nostril into the mouth, is quite impossible.
with true internal nares, their development supports the view that they are a new
;

formation.
For a general account, 'with opposite conclusions, see Balfour, 'Comparative
Embryology,' ii. pp. 531-538.
t The exoskeletal peculiarities of the Teleostomi may be summarised in the phrase
" dermal ossification." On the bodj', where flexibility is a requirement, juxtaposed
rhombic bony plates or " ganoid scales," arranged in parallel longitudinal and oblique
these are found in the more generalised forms, and in the more
series, are developed
Other parts of the fish
specialised ones may be variously modified or may disappear.
become strengthened and protected by membrane- bones, and whether we examine the
more primitive members of either the Chondrosteo-Teleostean or the CrossopterygioDipneust series, we find in each the same cranial roof-bones, paired parietals, frontals,
nasals, post-frontals, and supratemporals, also the parasphenoid covering the basis
cranii, the prajmaxillaries and maxillaries (probably originally overlying labial cartilages like those of the Selachians), the dentary, angulare and splenial, sheathing the
Meckelian cartilage, the circiTmorbitals, postorbitals and prseoperculum, the opercular
and subopercular bones, protecting the branchial chamber, and finallj^ a series of bones
overlying the pectoral arch and connecting it with the cranium, post-temporal,
supra-cleithruiTi, cleithrum, and clavicle.
X The Teleostomi have typically either a lung or its homologue, the air-bladder.
§ The dermal rays of the Teleostomi differ froin those of the Selachii in being
more or less ossified in order to retain their flexibilitj^ they have become segmented.
In the two subclasses the dermal rays occupy exactly the same position with regard
to the muscles and the endoskeletal supports, and they appear to me to be unquestionably homologous throughout both a-roups. For another view, see Goodrich,
Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci. xlvii. (1904) p. 464.
In the Teleostomi, in addition to the neural arches which are present in the
Selachii, we find a series of paired elements which are the dorsal equivalents of the
In the living Chondrostei and Dipneusti these supra-neurals are attached
ribs.
proximally to the neural plates (basi-dorsals) on each side of the longitudinal
ligament, and thej^ meet above to form the neural spines. The ribs in the
Teleostomes appear not to be homologous with those of the Selachians in the
former group thej' lie internal to the muscles and bound the abdominal cavity,
whilst in the latter thej^ lie between the dorsal and ventral muscles, corresponding
That the Teleostome ribs
rather to the intermuscular bones of manjr true Fishes.
;

;

II

;

—

—
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relations of the principal groups ma.y be diagrammatically

expressed thus

:

Nareobatoidei.

Batoidei.

(Hypotremata.)
Galeoidei.

Squaloidei.

Notidanoidei.

(Euselachii Pleurotremata

Holocephali.
IchtliA^otomi.

(Cliasmatopnea.)

Acanthodii.

Pleuropterysjii.
"I

(Selachii Trematopnea.)

The, diagnostic features of the two series
follows

may

be compared as

:

Trematopnea.
Gill- clefts

opening directly to

the exterioi'.
Pterygo-quadrate distinct from
the cranium.

Cliasmatopnea.

a chamber
with a single external aperture.
Pterygo-quadrate fused with the
cranium.
Gill-clefts opening into

or infrahfemals are the ventral counterparts of the supraneurals is shown especiallywell in the Dipneusti, the ribs meeting in the caiidal region to form haemal spines, so
that the ventral arches are exactly similar to the dorsal ones. In the Chondrostei
infrahasmal elements are wanting in the posterior abdominal and caudal regions. In
fishes with a bony vertebral column the presence of centra and the co-ossification of
the neural and supraneural and in the caudal region of the haBUial and infrahjemal
elements usually obscure the structure. I would, tlien, define the Selachians as
having neural and htemal arches onlj^, and the Teleostomes as having not only neural
and hsemal arches, but also supraneural and infrahasmal arches.

—
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Ohasmatopnea are the more
but on the other hand they are in some respects more
primitive than any other living Selachians.
Of the Trematopnea,
the Pleiu^opterygii, Acanthodii, and Ichthyotomi are exclusively
Palseozoic, whilst the Euselachii include all the living Sharks and
Rays.
These orders rest solely on what is known as to the
structure of the paired fins, and our views as to their relationships
are determined by our conception of the evolution of those
organs, which must therefore be discussed.
The view which is here taken as to the origin and evolution of

Thus

in their essential features tlie

specialised,

the paired fins in the Selachians is as follows
The median and paired fins wei-e originally continuous and
were supported by series of parallel cartilaginous rods— pterygiophores set at right angles to the axis of the body. At the line
thus we
of junction of fin and body each rod became segmented
get a differentiation into basals the proximal segments within
the body, and radials the distal segments. The radials often
became subdivided, a series of short " marginal " segments being
:

—

;

—

—

the most constant. Hypertrophy in certain regions and atrophy
in others led to the establishment (at least in the Euselachii)
of two dorsals, a caudal, an anal and paired pectoral and
pelvic fins.
In the pelvic fins concentration and fusion of the
anterior basalia on each side led to the foi^mation of a pelvis
in the Euselachii these united
(except in the Pleuropterygii)
to form a single unpaired cartilage, and some or all of the
remaining basalia fused to form a basipterygium. Fi'om their
position of greater importance, evolution has proceeded further in
the pectoral than in the pelvic fins the cartilages formed by the
fusion of the anterior basalia have grown out doi'sally and ventrally
to form the pectoral arch, and the normal course of evolution of
the fin has been in the direction of shortening the base of attachment, thus permitting more varied movements in difierent planes.
This shortening of the base has not been accomplished by a simple
concentration and reduction of elements, as in the Teleostean
Fishes, but by the outward rotation of the basijaterygium, which
has retained its anterior articulation to the pectoral arch, but
posteriorly has separated from the body and has come to lie at the
posterior (inner) edge rather than at the base of the fin. Evolution
in this direction has proceeded furthest in the Ichthyotomi, in
which the posterior radials have extended round on to the inner
edge of the segmented basipterygium.
It is now nearly thirty years since Thacher and Balfour *
independently put forward the theory that the median and paired
fins were of similar origin, both being the remnants of originally
The former based his view on the similar
continuous fins.
structure of the median and paired fins in the Selachians and the
Chondrostean Fishes, whilst the latter came to his conclusions
;

;

* I am not overlooking the fact that Mivart also put forward this theory but
his memoir, although more elaborate than that of Thacher, is less complete. The I'esearches of Dohrn, Mayer, Dean, and others have developed and extended this theory.
;
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from a study

of the development of Selachians.
The memoirs of
both authors were so complete and so lucidly written that no one
who carefully studies them can come to any conclusion other than
that the writers had proved their case, and that the theory of
Gegenbaur, that the paired fins and their girdles were derived
from posterior branchial arches and their rays, had been absolutely

and finally disposed of.
However, this latter theory still continues to be put forward
by the Gegenbaurian school, and raost writers of text-books seem
to consider it of equal importance with the Thacher-Balfour
hypothesis.
Some authors who accept the theory of the similar
origin of the median and paired fins have shown themselves to

be unacquainted with the facts of comparative anatomy and
embryology on which it is based, and have consequently failed in
the attempt to apply it to the elucidation of the relationships of
the various groups of fishes, whilst the writer of a recent memoir
(Kerr, No. 32) has so little understood Balfour's observations as
to ofier an absolutely impossible explanation of them.
Thacher examined the median and paired fins in a number of
Selachian and Chondrostean Fishes. According to him, in the
former group the dorsal and anal fins are supported by a series of
cartilaginous rods, each usually composed of 3 segments [which
miay be called basals (within the body-wall), radials (in the
muscular lobe of the fin), and marginals (the distal segments)],
sometimes of 2 only, sometimes of more. Conci-escence of adjacent
segments frequently occurs. Each cartilaginous rod has on each
side a special muscle, separated from its fellows by the fibrous
sheets which run from between the rods to the integument.
Each muscle develops a flat tendon which lies parallel to the
surface of the fin and inserts itself in the fascia covering the
exterior of the cartilaginous rods and the proximal ends of the
horny fibres.
Comparison of the dorsal and pelvic fins in Mustelus canis showed
Thacher that they were closely similar. He found that in the
pelvic fin the horny fibres, the muscles and their tendons, and the
cartilaginous supports were of the same structure and stood in the
relation to each other as in the case of the dorsal fin.
The
difference consisted only in that the series of basal segments of
the supporting cartilages in the dorsal fin remained separate, but
were represented in the pelvic fin by 2 basal cartilages a shorter
anterior piece, the pelvis, vmited to its fellow in the median line,

same

—

He considered
piece, the basipterygium.
that the resemblance of the pelvic fin to the dorsal was at least as
close as to the pectoral, and that the formation of pelvis and
basipterygium was due to concrescence of the basal segments of
the cartilaginous supports, a process of common occurrence in the
and a longer posterior

unpaired fins.
In the more specialised pectoral fin the pectoral arch was
compared to the pelvis, and the metapterygium to the basipterygium, whilst the propterygium and mesopterygium were

j
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regarded as formed by concrescence of the proximal segments of
the radials articulating with the pectoral arch.
The innervation of the paired fins in Mustelus eanis was
studied by Thacher, who found that the pectoral fin was innervated by branches of the first fifteen myelonal nerves. The
posterior four (12-15) ran direct to the metapterygium and
then divided into dorsal and ventral branches the next four
(8-11) formed a plexus, from which they emerged and then
the first
behaA^'ed in a similar manner to the ones behind them
seven united with each other and with a minute branch of the
vagus to form a cord which passed through the foramen of
the pectoral arch and then divided to form a dorsal and a ventral
branch.
In the pelvic fin a considerable number of nerves
anterior to the fin took part in forming a cord which passed
through the foramen of the pelvis, and posterior nerves I'an to
the basipterygium and bif ui'cated in the same way as the posterior
nerves of the pectoral fin *.
In the Chondrostei the dermal fin-rays are more or less ossified
and segmented except for this, the median fins were found to be
exactly similar to those of generalised Selachians, and the pelvic
fins to be of a more primitive type than the Selachian pelvics,
and to bear even a closer resemblance to the dorsal and anal fins,
inasmiich as the jDOsterior basals remained separate, and the pelvis,
formed by the union of the anterior ones, did not meet its
fellow of the other side.
In Selachii
Thacher's main results may be stated as follows
and Chondrostei both median and paired fins consist of dermal
rays, muscles, and endoskeletal supports which are similar in
;

;

;

:

—

in relative position.
The pectoral and pelvic
must have been formed by fusion and subsequent outgrowth of the anterior basalia. Both median a-nd paii-ed fins

structure and

girdles

are to be regarded as derived from originally continuous fins,
perhaps homologous with the median fin-folds and metaplem-al
"
The type of fin termed ' archipterygium
ridges of Aniphioxus.
by Gegenbaur must be secondary, and the suggested homology of
limb-girdles with gill-arches cannot be seriously entertained.
Thacher must be held to have proved his case from the facts
but, even if it be granted that
of comparative anatomy alone
the extraordinary resemblances between median and paired fins
might possibly have arisen in organs of dissimilar origin, the
proofs of so improbable a hypothesis must be substantial. If they
wish to be taken seriously, supportei-s of the theory of the
dissimilar origin of median and paired fins must bring forward
evidence to show that this similar structure is secondary and if
that be the case we should expect to find signs of it in their
;

;

* Whilst the Gegenbaurian school have explained the innervation of the pelvic
due to their migi-ation, the3' have all ignored the similar innervation of the
pectoral fin, which is absolutely inexplicable in terms of their hypothesis. Moreover,
fins as

since forward migration of the pelvic fins in Teleostei has not led to their innervation

by a number of spinal nerves belonging to the myotomes through which the}'' have
passed, why should such an effect have been produced by their backward migration ?
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development. But here we are met with the fact that Balfonr
independently arrived at the theory of the similar origin of
median and paired fins from their similar development in Selachian
fishes.

In the types which he studied, Balfour found that the median
and paii'ed fins first appeared as special developments of continuous
In the case of the paired fins this
ridges of columnar epiblast.
ridge was a very transitor}^ structure, connecting the fin-rudiments
only at their first development, and disappearing before they
became at all prominent. In the case of the unpaired fins the
connecting ridge attained a somewhat greater development before
Balfonr considered that these facts could only bear
one iiiterpi-etation, viz., that the limbs were the i-emnants of
continuous lateral fins.
But Prof. Graham Kerr gathers from Balfour that this ridge
connecting the paired fins does not occur in Scyllmm [Scyliodisappearing.

and considers that we now know that it is confined to
the Rays (Hypoti'emata), from which he infers that the continuity
of the paired fins in the embryo may only be a foreshadowing of
their extension along the sides of the body, which is so characteristic of this group.
Even if this ridge were confined to the Hypoti-emata, it must
be evident that a very transitory structure, connecting the finrudiments only at their first development, can have no I'elation
to the secondary extension of the pectoral fins in these Selachian?.
But Balfour leaves no doubt as to what were the forms in which
Monograph of the
In the
he observed these phenomena.
Development of Elasmobranch Fishes,' p. 97, a footnote says:
" Unless the contrary is stated, the facts recorded in this cha,pter
[Chapter VI.] apply only to the genei^ Scyllmm and Frisimrtis."
After describing the early development of the fins, without
reference to special genera, he notes that the connection of
In his
the paired fins is especially Avell shown in Torpedo.
wonderful text-book of 'Comparative Embryology,' p. 610, we
•'
For the remaining histoiy it is necessary to confine
find
ourselves to Scyllmm as the only type which has been adequately
The direction of the original ridge which connects the
studied.
two fins of each side is nearly, though not quite, longitudinal,
rhinus),

'

:

etc., etc."

In Balfour's account of the subsequent development the chief
The piincipal points may
interest attaches to the fin-skeleton.
The supports of both median and paired
be stated thus
fins are segmented from continuous laminae, the segmentation
being to a great extent completed before the difierentiation of
:

—

In Scyllium the fin-skeleton of both
a bar
parallel to the long axis of the body, the outer side of which
is continued into a plate which extends into the fin and very
early becomes segmented into a series of parallel luys at right

the tissue as cartilage.
pectoral

and pelvic

fins in its earliest stages consists of
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to the longitudinal bar, or basipterygium, which is
continuous in front with the fin-girdle. Fui-ther changes in the
pelvic fin consist chiefly in the segmentation of basipterygium
from pelvis and of the radials fi'om both.
The pectoral arch
develops as a vertical bar of cartilage at the front border of the
rudimentary fin, and externally to the muscle-plates * the first
part to be formed is that in the neighbourhood of the basipterygium, the dorsal and ventral prolongations being subsequent
outgrowths.
Changes similar to those described in the pehdc
fin occur in the pectoral, but, in addition, the basipterygium
(metapterygium) rotates outwards and comes to form the posterior
border of the skeleton of the fin.
Balfoiu-'s conclusions are that the homology of the pectoral
metapteiygium with the pelvic basipterygium is established,
and its primitive position is shown to be within the bodywall and parallel to the long axis of the body. The pelvic fin
represents a stage in the evolution of the pectoral fin, and what
Gegenbaur conceived to be the primitive axis of the biserial fin is
demonstrated to be really the base, so that post -axial rays must
be secondary. The mode of development of the fin-giixlles is in
favour of the h}^othesis that they are outgTOwths of the basipterygia, and the latter may well have been formed from the
coalescence of the originally separate basal segments of the
supporting cartilages, since in the median fins also these are
segTnented from continuous laminae. On the other hand, it is
difficult to see how a limb formed on the tj-pe of the embryonic
limb of Elasmobranchs could be derived from a viscei'al arch with

angles

;

its

branchial rays.

The fact that the theory of the similar origin of the median
and paired fins was put forward on the gi-ound of their similar
and development in the living Selachians and Ohondrostean Fishes cannot be too strongly emphasised. To consider
the Euselachii and Chondrostei as respectively derived from the
Ichthyotomi and Crossopterygii, in which the paired fins are of a
more specialised type, is to ignore the evidence on which the
theory i^ests.
structui'e

The order Pleuropterygii includes the Devonian

Cladoselachus,
fusion of
the basaiia, the pectorals scarcely more advanced in structure t.
Cladodus and Symmorium, of which only the pectoral fins are
known, may be placed in this order provisionally, but are perhaps
transitional to the Ichthyotomi and Euselachii.
The anterior

which had broad-based paired

fins,

the

pemcs without

* Balfour has evidentlj' italicised this phrase, because he has shown elsewhere
that the branchial bars are developed in the deeper parts of the mesoblast which
constitutes the primitive branchial arches, and on the inner side of the section of the
bodj'-cavitj' primitivelj' present in the arches.
t The stronglj' heterocercal caudal tin described by Dean shows that Cladoselaclius was more or less pelagic, and lends no support to the view that the broadbased paired tins of this fish were a special adaptation to bottom living.

—
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pectoral radials articulated to the pectoral arch are present, but
there is no fusion of their proximal segments the basipterygium
is short and may be followed by a series of basalia *.
The Acanthodii comprise Paljeozoic Selachians apparently
related to the Pleuropterygii, but with a strong spine at the
anterior edge of each of the fins.
As in Cladoselachus mixopterygia do not seem to have been developed, a feature which
The
distinguishes these two orders from the other Selachians.
Ichthyotomi differ from the Pleuropterygii in that the anterior
pelvic basalia on each side have fused to form a pelvis, Avhilst the
pectoral fins are of a highly speciahsed type, the basalia forming
the segmented axis of a biserial fin and the anterior radials
articulated to the pectoi-al arch having been lost.
In the
Euselachii the pelvis is a single unpaired piece basipteiygia are
formed in both pectoral and pelvic fins, and in the former tlie
proximal segments of the anterior radials have united to form
two cartilages, the propterygium and mesopterygium. In the
Holocephali the paired fins bear a considerable resemblance
to those of the Euselachii, but the pelves remain separate, and
the piece formed by the fusion of the anterior pectoral radials
does not seem to be the homologue of either propterygium or
;

;

mesopterygium.

The order Euselachii includes all the living Sharks and Rays
and may be divided into two very natural and sharply defined
suborders, which may be compared thus
:

Hypotremata.

Pleurotremata.

Eyes with

free margins.

Superior margins of eyes not
free.

Gill-openings lateral, the last in
front of or above the base of
the pectoral fin.

Anterior (propterygial) mai-gin
of pectoral fin free.

Pectoral radials typically simple
and of few segments, xtsually
only the anterior ones reaching the free edge of the fin.t
Two halves of the pectoral arch
well separated above (textfig.

123, p. 754).

Gill- openings ventral, all

below

the base of the pectoral fin,
which extends forward above

them.
Anterior margin of pectoral fin
joined to the side of the body
or head,* the elongate propterygium lying at the base
of the fin.
i^adials
numerous,
multisegmented, distally bifurcated, all reaching the
free edge of the fin.
Suprascapular cai'tilages either
united to the vertebral column
or else above it.

Pectoral

* Some authors

liave placed Cladodus with the Ichthyotomi, a view not
endorsed either by Cope or Bouleuger. The structure of the pectoral is very similar
to that of the pelvic fins of the Ichthyotomi or of Syhodiis, as described by

Campbell Brown.
f See exception in definition of the Lamnids.
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Ilypotremata

Fleicrotremata (con.).

Cianium without

cartilages at-

tached to the olfactory

ca,p-

sules* (text-fig. 118, p. 742).

(con.).

Paired prfeorbital cai-tilages,
attached or articulated to the
capsules,
always
olfactory
present and well-developed
(text-fig. 122, p. 753).

Pteiygo-qnadrate with a proce.ss
(palato-hasal process of Gegenbaur) which is ai ticulated
or attached hy ligament to
the cranium.

Pterygo-quadrnte without palato-basal process, not attached
or articulated to the cranium.

Hyomandibular and

cei'atohyal

Hyomandibular purely suspen-

cartilaginous
rays and suppoi-ting the
ceratohyal
first hemibranch
a single cartilage attached to

sory,not bearing cartilaginous
rays first hemibianch supported ordy by the cei'atohyal,
which is segmented into 2 or
3 pieces and is either attached
high up on the posterior edge
of the hyomandibular or else
is entii'ely separated from it.

both

bearing

;

the loAver end

mandibular

of the hyo-

(text-fig.

115,

p. 734.)

It

;

would be

difficult to imagine a gi-oup more natural or better
number of anatomical peculiarities than the HypoThe idea sometimes expressed that the ventral position

defined by a
ti'emata.

of the gill-clefts is of little impoitance,

Sqimtma would be almost

PriHtwplioriiH

and

among the Rays as with
tlie many and sticking

is founded on ignorance of
between the Sharks and the Rays.

the Sharks,
differeijces

and that

as well placed

Dr. Smith Woodward divides the Euselachii iuto two groups, to
which he applies Hasse's terms Asterospondyli and Tectospondyli,
the latter including the Rays and the Sharks without an anal fin.
This is so far natural in that there can be no doubt that the loss
of the anal fin in the Sqiialidai! indicates affinity to the Hypotremata, Init it does not take into account the resemblances between
the Cestraciontidee and the Squalidfe or the differences between
the latter and the Hypotremata.
Dr. Woodward has been influenced by the resemblance of
Pristiophorus to Pristis and by the Ray-like features of Hquaiina.

The Tectospondyli are also said to be characterised by the presence
of large spiracles, even in the most specialised forms
but this
does not hold good for pelagic Sharks of this group (e. g. Homniosus),
;

Ground-Sharks of the other (e. g. Orectolohiis) ha\ e the spiracles
supposed difference in the sti-ucture
as large as in the Rays.
of the vertebral column is the remaining reason for the recognition of the Asterospondyli and Tectospondyli, the latter being
defined as having the vertebrae, v/hen fully developjed, with the
concentric calcified laminae predominating over the radiating
a^nd

A

laminae,

and the foi-mer as having the radiating laminae predo-

* Paii'ed processes of the prjeorbital mar^'n of the ethmoidal region
and ill Septranchias segment off as separate cartilages.

may be present,
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Text-%. 115.

Mandibular and

h3'^oid

A. Squatina angelus
jot,

pterygo-quadrate

maudibular;

;

c,

arches of a Plenrotreme (A) and a

(after

Gegenbaur).

p, palato-basal process
cerato-lij'al

;

;

in,

basi-hyal;

b,

Hypotreme

B. Haia clavata

r,

(B).

(after Parker).

meckelian cartilage
/;,
hyocartilaginous brancbiostegal
;

rays.

These terms have no practical application both groups
include types in which the secondary calcification of the vertebral
centra has no laminar structure (e. g. Hhynchobatus, Oxyrhina),
and others in which it is deposited as a series of concentric
laminfe [Squatina, Getorhinus) also in both are forms in which
the calcification presents a radiating pattern in cross section
(e. g. Narcine, Orectolobus).
minant.

;

;

In order to arrive at a natui-al arrangement of the Euselachii
I have studied at any rate the more important of the numerous
memoirs dealing with their anatomy, and wherever possible, and
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have endeavoured to confirm or to extend the observations which have been
made by others. The endoskeleton of the Selachii may be conveniently considered under the heads: (1) the axial skeleton, or cranium
and vertebral column (2) the visceral skeleton, comprising the
especially in the case of genera of doubtful position, I

;

and branchial arches

labial cartilages, jaws,

;

and

(3) the pterygial

skeleton, comprising the supports of the median and paired fins,
including the pectoral and pelvic arches and the mixopterygia.
Modifications in structure of these three systems are considered

in the account which follows.
In all living Selachians the vertebral column is made up of
the notochord and its cartilaginous sheath and of dorsal and
ventral series of paired cartilages attached to the lattei'. These
paired cartilages consist of principal pieces, neural plates (basidorsals) and hsemal plates (basi-ventrals), and of intercalary pieces
alternating with these, the interneural and interh^emal plates.
Centra may be formed by the segmentation of the cartilaginous
notochordal sheath. The neural plates are typically broad at the
base and narrowed above and vertebral in position, whilst the
interneurals are correspondingly nai'rowed below and intervertebral
Both neurals and interneurals may meet in the
in position.
middle line and unite above the spinal cord or if the interneurals
of one side are juxtaposed above the apices of the intervening
neurals, then only the interneurals may so unite.
median series of cartilages may sometimes apjDarently be
segmented off from the united paired elements. The neurals and
interneurals may not meet above, and in that case the roof of the
neural canal may be completed by a longitudinal strip of cartilage,
apparently of independent origin, usually, but not always, segmented*. Sometimes the incomplete union of neurals and interneurals leaves a series of interspaces, which are filled by a median
The plates composing the neural and
series of cartilages f.
haemal arches may each become secondarily segmented into two or
more pieces +.
The heemal plates correspond to the neurals and are vertebral
The latter
in position, whilst the interhasmals are intervertebral.
In
are often reduced or absent, especially in the caudal region.
the praecaudal region the hsemals remain separate and may bearrib-like cartilages, which are intermuscular in position and probably
not homologous with the ribs of Teleostomi. In the caudal region
the hfemals unite below to form a complete hsemal arch, and a
median series of cartilages may be segmented off. Primitively the
neural and haemal plates are loosely attached to the chordal sheath,
but sometimes they become more intimately united with it, and
;

A

* In aj'oung CarcJiariasmelanoptemsl find an unsegmented median longitudinal
rod of cartilage completing the neural canal.
t The median cartilages of Scyliorhinus are probably not derived from the
neural arches.
X Compare Hasse's plates of various Hypotremata and also Helbiug's figures of
Lcemca'gus horealis and L. rostratus.
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they may even grow round it and meet laterally, each neural
uniting with the corresponding htemal *,
Text-fie-. 116.

Diagrammatic transverse sections of vertebrae of CetorJiinus (A), Ginglymostoma (B),
Galeocerdo (C), Narcine (D), Mmopterus (E), and Squatina (F). (All after
Hasse.)
n, neural arch ; 7i, hajmal arcli; c, calcified double cone; s, secondary calcification ;
a, principal uncalciiied areas, radiating to the bases of the arches in A, B,

and

C.

* This extension of the neural and haemal plates round the chordal sheath appeal's
In
to be often inversely proportional to the secondary calcification of the centra.
nearly all the Galeoidei the calcifications extend throughout the centrum and the
neural and haemal arches do not extend downwards or upwards, but in Pristiurtis,
where the secondary calcification has disappeared, they meet round the centra.
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The notochord may be unconstricted and its sheath unsegmented, as in the Holocephali and in the greater part of the vertebral column of Chlmnydoselachus or it may be constricted by an
annular thickening of the cartilaginous sheath below the middle of
each neural' plate, but without the formation of a calcified ring and
with impei-fect segmentation, as in Ilexanchus or calcified rings
may be formed in the chordal sheath, which usually take the form
of double cones, so that the notochord is constricted vertebi'ally
and expanded intervertebrally, whilst the centra are Ijetter defined
and more completely separated. This type of centrum, with a
calcified double cone and without fui-ther calcification, as in the
Squalidse, is termed " cyclpspondylic " by Hasse (test-fig. 116, E).
Secondary calcification may be dejDOsited round the central double
cone either homogeneously or as a sei-ies of concentric lamellae, and
may form a complete and continuous investment, or may be broken
up by uncalcified areas so as to present a radiating pattern in cross
section. " Asterospondylic" centra (text-fig. 116, A, B & C) may be
defined as those in which the secondary calcification lea,ves four
principal uncalcified areas radiating from the central double cone
;

;

to the bases of the neural and hsemal arches, and are characteristic
of the suborder Galeoidei, although in the Scyliorhinidfe a series of
modifications set in which culminate in a complete reversion to

the cyclospondylic type in the geiiem jPristiurus and Fseudotriacis.
" Tectospondylic " centra (text-fig. 116,
& F) are those with
well-developed secondai-y calcifications not arranged on the asterospondylic plan.
Hasse has applied this term to the various types
of centra found in the Batoidei, and in Sqiaitina and Pristiopliorus,
and it is impossible to give any definition which will include these
and exckide Cestracion. Probably also the so-called asterospondylic
centra of some Hybodonts would have to be included.
In the prtecaudal region the vertebrse are as numerous as the
myotomes, and the neural plate is typically either perforated or
notched posteriorly for the exit of the ventral root of a spinal
nex-ve, whilst the interneiu^al is perforated or notched posteriorly
for the exit of the dorsal root.
In the greater part of the caudal
region of all Plagiostomi the vertebrae are twice as numerous as
the myotomes, and consequently every other pair of neurals and
interneurals are not perforated or notched for nerve-exits.
To
this condition the name " diplospondyly " has been applied, and
the condition which obtains in the caudal region of the Holocephali,
where the vertebrae, as ascertained by the number of neurals and
interneurals, are more than twice as numerous as the myotomes,
as indicated by the nerve-exits, has been turned " polyspondyly "
by Hasse.

D

.,_

The

transition from monospondylic to diplospondylic myotomes
be abrupt, as in Bqualus, or there may be an intermediate
region.
Thus in Eeptranchias, as described by Mayer, the duplication of the arches precedes that of the centra, a number of these
bearing two joairs of neurals and h^emals, so that every other pair
of interneurals in this region corresponds to the middle of a

may
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centrum. In Mustelus, accoixling to the same authoi-, the centra
become more and more elongated in the posterior prsecaudal region,
and we pass from normal vertebree to some in which the broader
neui-al plates bear an extra median cartilage, which are followed
by others with two extra median cartilages corresponding to the
then follow the " half- vertebrae." In
still broader neural plates
Scyliorhimis, as described by Ridewood, the transitional stages
are (1) the broadening of the neural plate and introduction of an
extra median cartilage, (2) the division of the centrum and of the
neural and haemal plates, (3) the intercalation of an extra interneural between two contiguous neurals.
Hasse considered polyspondyly to be the original condition, but
it seems more probable that monospondyly is primitive and that
Hidewood has
diplospondyly and polyspondyly ai-e secondary.
suggested that the diplospoiidyly of the caudal myotomes of the
Euselachii may be due to the need for greater flexibility in this
region, and if we add to this the fact that the caudal myotomes
are longer than those of the trunk *, we seem to have a basis for
a possible explanation of this phenomenon.
;

Some explanation

of the structure of the mixopterygia (textThese paired intromittent organs, which
necessary.
have been especially studied by Jungersen and Huber, are appendages of the pelvic fins, and are supported by a cartilaginous skeleton.
groove extending for the whole length of each appendage is the
duct of a glandular sac at its base, which may or may not contain
a special glandvilar body. In the Euselachii the skeleton of the
appendage consists principally of an axial cartilage, either a prolongation of the basipteiygium, or more probably the last radial,,
enlarged and modified. Proximally one to four short segments
of the axial cartilage may be defined, and an accessory cartilage^
which appears to be the displaced penultimate radial, is attached to
these or to the axial cartilage proper. The groove of the appendage
is bordered by a dorsal and a ventral marginal cartilage, which
Articulated to these
are united basally to the axial cartilage.
distally are dorsal and ventral terminal cartilages, and a varying
number of additional terminal pieces may be present, some of
Finally, one or more covering pieces,
which may be spinous.
sheathing the terminals, may be present.
The contents of the glandvilar sac are driven by means of
duct formed by the closing of
special muscles along the
fig.

117)

is

A

the edges of the groove, and out through the aperture formed by
the extension of the terminal pieces, which appear also to have
the function, when extended, of retaining the organ in position,.
From the structure of the mixopterygia alone Huber has arranged
the Euselachii in three groups— the first corresponding to the
* In a specimen of Sqimlns acantJdas I find 4 anterior praecaudal vertebrse havethe same length as 3 posterior prtecaudals, 5 posterior pra3caudals are equal in length
"
to 8 anterior caudal " half-vertebrae," which again are as long as 6 " half-vertebrae
of the region behind the second dorsal fin one of these last, in fact, is of the same
size as one of the anterior trunk vertebrae, showing that the myotome is twice as long..
;
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Notidanoidei and Squaloidei (except Sqimtina), the second to the
Galeoidei, the third to the Hypotremata and Squatina.
The lastnamed is admitted, however, to belong as much to the Squaloidei
as to the Hypotremata.
The Holocephali have mixopterygia
which differ considerably from the Euselachian type.
Text-fig. 117.

€1-

-

td-^'

Dorsal views of the skeleton of the mixopterygia of Somniosus (A), Lamna (B), and
BJiinobatus (C).
(All after Jungersen.)
In C the covering piece has been
removed, and is shown in a ventral view of the terminal part.

basipterygium
r, radials; a, accessory cartilage ; p, proximal segments
of axial cartilage ; ax, axial cartilage proper ; g, terminal portion of axial
cartilage; rd, dorsal marginal cartilage; rv, ventral marginal cartilage;

I, pelvic

;

dorsal terminal
covering piece.

td,
c,

pife<'e

tv,

;

ventral terminal piece

;

t

and

td.2,

terminal pieces

;

The Euselachii are the only group which call for a detailed
systematic account.
Order
Suborder

1.

Division

EUSELACHII.
PLEUROTREMATA.
1.

Notidanoidei.

Six or seven gill-clefts on each side
a single dorsal
preceded by a spine, opposite to the anal.
;

The Sharks
this suborder

fin,

not

two closely allied families which comprise
show a combination of primitive and specialised

of the
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and form an isolated group without very close relationships to other Euselachii.
The gill-clefts retain their primitive position, as in the Lamnidte and Squalidee, the last being in front of the base of
the pectorals.
It is probable that their large number is a
primitive feature, but the recent discovery of a P7'istio2ohor%is with
six gill-clefts shows that the importance of this character has
been overestimated.
In this case, however, it is accompanied by
a very generalised arrangement of the branchial skeleton.
The snout is supported by a simple anterior prolongation of the
features,

cranium.
In Ghlamydoselachus the notochord is unconstricted, except
anteriorly, where there are a few calcified rings.
In HexancJius
the notochord is constricted by annular thickenings of the cartilaginous sheath, there being no calcification.
In HeptrancMas
the notochord is constricted vertebrally by a series of calcified
rings, which assume more and more the form of a double cone
towards the tail. In the caudal region, secondary calcification
may give rise to four, six, or eight short rays, radiating from the
central double cones.
The dorsal and anal fins have numerous pterygiophores, which
in Gldamydoselachtis are rather irregularly arranged and exhibit
some fusion, especially basally. In Heptranchias the radials are
regular and the basals of each fin are fused to form, two large
cartilages (text-fig. 120, B, p. 747).
The pectoral fin has a rather peculiar and quite unique structure..
The propterygium is rather small, but broad, and distally forms a
convex surface for the articulation of the mesopterygium, which
it partly excludes from the pectoral arch.
The mesopterygium is
well-developed, and extends to the anterior edge of the fin distally
to the propterygium.
In Chlamydoselachus it is smaller than in
Hexanclius and Heptranchias, and bears fewer radials than the
metapterygium, which is composed of a long proximal and a short
distal segment. In the Hexanchidfe the metapterygium consists of
a very short proximal and a long distal segment it bears about as
many radials as the mesopterygium. The radials are simple and
composed of from three to five segments (text-fig. 119, D, p. 743).
The mixopterygia are of the Squaloid type, the axial cartilage
being cylindrical and pointed, the ventral marginal cartilage
short and distal in position.
It is evident that this is a more
primitive structure than that of the Galeoid Sharks.
The Hexanchoidei resemble the Galeoidei in the absence of finspines.
They resemble the Squaloidei in the structure of the
cranium and of the mixopterygia.
These features, which they
have in common with the Sharks of the two other suborders, are
undoubtedly primitive and indicate only the derivation of all three
from the same stock. Their peculiar characters may be either
primitive, as in the case of the vertebral column and the gillclefts, or specialised, i. e. the absence of the first dorsal fin and
the structvire of the pectoral.
;
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Family

1.

741

Chlamydoselaciiid^.

Body very elongate mouth nearly terminal. Pterygo-quadrate
not articulated to the cranium. Teeth with broad bases and with
three slender erect subconical cusps.
;

The only representative of this family is the widely distributed
Ghlamydoselachus anguinevs, the anatomy of which has been
described by Dr. S. Garman.
Family

Hexanchid^.

2,

Body moderately elongate

mouth inferior. Pterygo-quadrate
with postoi-bital articulation to the cranium. Teeth with elongate
bases and with a series of compressed oVjlique cusps.
;

Teeth similar to those of the living Ilexanchus and Ileptranchias
are found in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata.
The cranium,
visceral arches, and paired fins of the two genera of this family
have been described by Gegenbaur, the vertebral column by Hasse
and Mayer, the median fins by Mivart and Mayer.
Division

Five

gill-clefts

GAleoide

2.

on each side

by a spine anal fin present.
The relationships of the five

;

two dorsal

i.

neither preceded

fins,

;

order

may be

expressed thus

families

which comprise

this sub-

:

Scyliorhinidse.

Carchariidee.

Orectolobidte.

I
|

I

j

Lamnidte.

I

Odontaspididifi.

In the Odontaspididse and Lamnidse the

last gill-cleft is in front

of or vertically above the origin of the pectoral fin, whilst in the
other families it is above the base of that fin. The Carchariidge
are remarkaVjle for the development of a nictitating membrane,

and

the Orectolobidte for the presence of a pair of oro-nasal

grooves.

The pterygo-quadrate is not ar-ticulated to the cranium, which in
the typical forms is easily distinguished from that of other Sharks
by the structure and ari'angement of the rostral cartilages. These
are three rods, of which the lower median one, an anterior prolongation of the basis cranii, is directed obliquely upwards, whilst
the two upper ones, arising from the walls of the olfactoiy capsules,
converge inwards, the three nearly or quite meeting anteriorly
(text- fig. 118, B, p. 742). This ai^rangement is constant throughout
the Odontaspididse, Lamnida?, Scyliorhinidas, and Carchariidfe. In
the Orectolobid^e, all of which have a very short and broad snout,
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may be present, but short and not convei-gent
may be enth^ely absent (text-fig. 118, 0).

they

Text-fi^. 118.

Crania of Scymnorliinus (A), Carcliarias (B), and Orectolohus (C), seen from
above. (A and B after Gegeubaur, C after Haswell.)
r,

rostrum ;

n, nasal capsules.

The calcification of the vei^tebral centra, although subject to
considerable modifications within the group, is nevertheless of
great importance in determining the relationships of the families.
The primary calcifications take the form of a series of double cones
which constrict the notochord vertebrally. In the Odontaspidid?e,
Lamnidse, and most Orectolobidfe, the secondary calcifications,
usually deposited as concentric laminee, radiate from these to the
periphery in such a way as to leave four principal uncalcified areas
running from the central double cone to the bases of the neural and
hfemal arches (text-fig. 116, A, B & 0, p. 736). In ChiloscyUkim
and in the Scyliorhinidfe and Carchariidfe, modifications of this
arrangement result from a tendency for these calcifications to start,
not from the central double cone, but from points nearer the
In the Carchariidfe and Scyliorhinidse, there may be
periphery.
developed four calcified rays, running from the central double
cone into the four principal uncalcified areas above mentioned
The extreme of specialisation is reached in the
(text-fig. 116, C).
Scyliorhinid genera Pristiurus and Pseudotriacis, in which the
secondary calcification is represented only by a thin peripheral
layer.

The

dorsal

and anal

fins

have their cartilaginous supports

typically well-developed, numerous and regularly arranged, with
little tendency to fusion (text-fig. 120, A, p. 747).
The pectoral fin in the Odontaspididfe, Lamnidse, Scyliorhinidse,
and CarchariidEB has perhaps a more primitive structure than in
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The propterygium excludes the mesoany other Euselacliii,
pterygium from the margin of the fin. The mesopterygium is
small and articulates directly with the pectoral arch, and most of
In the Odontasthe radials are attached to the metapterygium.
pididse the radials are simple, of moderate length and of comIn the Lamnidfe (text-fig. 119, E) they
paratively few segments.
Text-fig. 119.

Mustelus (A), Fristiurus (B), Oreotolohus (C),
and Carcharodon (E). (A after Thacher, B and D
Gegenbaur, C and E after Haswell).

Skeleton of the pectoral

Heptranckias
after

fin of

(D),

p, propterygium

;

m, mesopterygiiim ; mt, metapterygium.

are composed of several segments, and extend to the free edge
they show a tendency to bifurcate, whilst short distal
of the fin
intercalated cartilages are developed, recalling the structure of the
In the Scyliorhinidae and Carchapectoral fin in Cladoselachus.
;
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each radial consists usually of three segments, the proximal
than the middle ones. In the former family (textfig. 119, B, p. 743) the distal segments are short, in the latter
(text-fig. 119, A) they are more or less elongate.
The Orectolohidfe
have a more specialised type of fin (text-fig. 119, C), which bears
The proconsiderable resemblance to that of the Squalidse.
pterygium is usually small or absent, and the mesopterygium is
enlarged and expanded distally it is more or less similar to the
metapterygium, from which it is almost completely separated by an
oval foramen, and bears about the same number of radials, each of
which is simple and formed of three or more segments.
The mixopterygia (text-fig. 117, B, p. 739) have a very uniform
and special structure throughout the suborder. The axial cartilage
is dorso-ventrally flattened
it is usuedly only partly separated from
the basipterygium by a single small proximal segment the accessory cartilage is small, rounded, oval or oblong in shape. The
dorsal and ventral marginal cartilages are elongate and extend
to the proximal end of the axial cartilage
their free edges are
approximated and, in the Scyliorhinidee, may even coalesce. The
terminal cartilages vary somewhat in number. The glandular sac
contains no special glandular body.
riidfe

being- longer

;

;

;

;

Family

No

1.

Odontaspidid^.

nictitating membrane no oro-nasal grooves last gill-cleft
in front of the base of pectoral*.
Rostral cartilages convergent
anteriorly. Vertebral centra with secondary calcifications extending
;

;

from the central double cones to the periphery, leaving

fou.r

principal uncalcified areas radiating to the bases of the neural and
hfemal arches.
Pectoral fin with small propterygium and mesopterygium
radials mostly attached to the metapterygium of
moderate length.
;

The genera Odontasins and Scaj)anorhynchus, which comprise
from the Cretaceous. They may be distinguished

this family, date

from the Lamnidpe by the subequal dorsal fins. I have examined
a centrum of Odontaspis, which presents exactly the same
appearance in transverse section as that of Orectolobus, described

by Hasse.
Family

2.

Lamnid^.

—

Last
Closely allied to the Odontaspididse, diflfering as follows
gill-opening, if small, vertically above the origin of the pectoral fin,
if wide extending downwards in front of the base of the pectoral.
Pectoral radials long, extending to the free edge of the fin.
:

Large pelagic Sharks, with spiracles minute or absent, pectoral
The second dorsal
and caudal strongly heterocercal.
Most
fin much smaller than the first and opposite to the anal.
of the existing genera appear to date from the Cretaceous.
fins falcate

* In a stuffed specimen of Scapanorhynchiis owstoni the last gill-opening appears;
to be anterior to the pectoral fin.

;
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Family

3.

Orectolobid^.

Allied to the Odontaspididse, but distinguished by several
features of specialisation.
Oro-nasal grooves present; last two toRostral cartifour gill-openings above the base of the pectoral.
Pectoral mesolages, if present, short and not convergent.
pterygium enlarged and expanded distally, more or less similar to
the metapterygium ; an oval foramen between the mesopterj'gium

and metapterygium.
Examination of a stuffed Sjoecimen of the large Rhinodon
typicus leaves no doubt that it is closely related to Ginglymostoina,.
from which genus it differs only in those features in which it.
resembles the Basking Shark, Cetorhinus maximus, i. e. the small
teeth, long gill-rakers, wide gill- clefts, &c., which are obviously
of physiological rather than phylogenetic importance.
Probably the Mesozoic Palceoscyllium and Cantioscyllmm should
be placed in this family, all the members of which have the dorsal
fins placed posteriorly, the first not or scarcely in advance of the
ventrals.
Family

4.

Scyliokhinid^.

No nictitating membrane no oro-nasal

grooves; last one or two
above the base of the pectoral. Rostral cartilages
Vertebral centra with secondary calcificonvergent anteriorly.
cations as in the preceding families or variously degenerated
when complete, with four short calcified rays extending from the
central double cones into each of the principal uncalcified areas.
Pectoral fin with small propterygium and mesopterygium radials
of moderate length, mostly attached to the metapteiygium, of 3
Mixopterygia with the edges of the marginal cartisegments.
lages united, forming a tube.
;

gill-clefts

;

Scyliorhinus and Fristiurus comprise Dog-fishes of small or
size, either littoral or inhabitants of the deep sea.
The latter appears to date from the Jurassic, the former from the
Cretaceous. The spiracles are well-developed, the first dorsal i&
above or behind the ventrals, and the caudal is very feebly

moderate

heterocercal.

examined a spirit-specimen of the rare Psendotriacis
which agrees with Fristmrus in general form, in the
shape and position of the mouth, structure and position of the
nostrils and spiracles, in the presence of a fold of skin below the
horizontally elongated eye, in the position of the last gill-cleft and
the shajDe of the caiidal and paired fins. I have examined one of the
I have
onicrodon,

caudal vertebrae, in which, as in Fr-istiurus, the secondary calcifiFrom other
cation is reduced to a thin peripheral layer.
Scylioi-hinidse, Fseudofriacis is distinguished by the longer and
more anteriorly placed dorsal fin.

The Cretaceous and Eocene

Mesiteia

may

belong to this

famil}''.
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no oro-nasal grooves last one or two
above the base of the pectoral.
Rostral cartilages
convergent anteriorly.
Vei'tebral centra with secondary calcifications, starting near the central double cones and extending to
the periphery, forming four principal calcified a,reas (in the shape
of a Maltese cross), between which four uncalcified areas radiate
to the bases of the neural and hasmal arches
from the central
double cones four calcified rays extend a greater or less distance
into the uncalcified areas.
Pectoral fin with small propterygium
and mesopterygium, most of the x-adials being attached to the
metapterygium
radials usually formed of
three segments.
Mixopterygia with the free edges of the marginal cartilages not
;

;

gill-clefts

;

;

coalescent.

The first dorsal is usually in advance of the ventrals, rarely
{Tricenodon) partly above them.
The spiracles are small or absent.
The caudal fin is strongly heterocercal in the pelagic genera, but
not in the others.
The family appears to date from the Eocene
and there are no extinct genera. The Hammer-headed Sharks
{Sphyrna) perhaps deserve to i-ank as a subfamily {Sphyvnince).
Division

3.

Squaloidei.

Five or six gill-clefts on each side two dorsal fins in the
living forms each dorsal fin preceded by a spine or the anal fin
;

;

absent.

The reasons which induce me to include the Cestraciontidse and
their extinct allies in the same suborder as the Sqvialidse are
especially derived from the structure of the median and paired
fins and of the mixopterygia, which affords sufiicient evidence of
the close relationship of these Sharks.
Each of the families
defined below possesses certain features of specialisation and, with
the exception of the Squatinidfe, which are modified Squalidse,
must be regarded as having evolved along divergent lines from
the same ancestral stock, Avhich the Squalidte, although the anal
fin is absent, resemble perhaps more than the Oestraciontides.
The rostrum is typically a simple prolongation of the anterior
wall of the cranium (text-fig. 118, A, p. 742), and never has the
form characteristic of the Galeoidei.
The pterygo-quadrate is
either not articulated to the cranium (Squalidse, Squatinidse), or

may have acquired a prasorbital (Cestraciontidse) or postorbital
(Hybodontidse) articulation.
In the Squalidae, Squatinidse, and Cestraciontidse, the primary
calcifications of the vertebral column are in the form of double
cones which constrict the notochord vertebrally.
In the first
family secondaiy calcification is absent, except in Pr%stiophor%is^
which has a calcified ring external to and separated from the
•central double cone.
In Squatina a series of concentric calcified
laminae stirrounds the central double cone. In the Cestraciontidse
it

"
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the secondary calcification forms a series of radiating ridges,
which do not appear to reach the periphery and are directed
without relation to the neural and haemal arches.
The vertebral
column seems to have been uncalcified in the Orodontidse,
Oochliodontidaj, and Hybodontinre.
According to Smith Woodward, the vertebrae in Palceospinax were " cyclospondylic,
sometimes feebly asterospondylic," and in Synechodus " distinctly
asterospondylic

.

In the Hybodontida? and Cestraciontidae, most Squalidae, and at
any rate some Oochliodontidse, each dorsal fin is preceded by a
Text-fie-. 120.

fin oi Mustehis (A), Septranchias (B), Cestracion (C),
Squalus (D), Fristiophorus (E), and Squatina (F). (A after Thacher,
B and F after Mayer, E after Mivart.)

Skeleton of the dorsal

s,

spine

;

b,

basals

;

r,

radials

;

in,

marginals.

There can be no question as to the homology of thedorsal fin-spines in the Cestraciontidae and Squalidae, since they
spine.

;
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are exactly similar in structure and position, and pierce the skin
Each spine is pointed and more or less
in the same manner.
cylindrical, and is hollow and implanted on a process of a large
basal cartilage which supports all or most of the series of radials.
This cartilage is deep proximally and has the upper edge oblique
it may be triangular or four-sided, but with the posterior edge
precisely similar ai-rangemuch shorter than the anterior one.
ment has been found in Hyhodus. When the spine becomes
rudimentary or is entirely lost, this characteristic ari'angement of
the cartilages maybe slightly modified (text-fig. 120, 0, D, E & F,

A

p. 747).

The cartilaginous supports of the pectoral fin (text-fig. 121) have
The propterygium bears a
typically the following arrangement
single radial and excludes the mesopterygium from the edge of
:

the

fin.

The mesopterygium

is

—

well-developed

;

it is

narrowed

Text-fig. 121.

Skeleton of the pectoral fin of Sqttaiina (A), Squalus (B), and Fliotrema (C).

(B after Gegenbaur.)
p,

propterygium

;

m, mesopterygium ; mt, metapterygium.

it articulates direct with the pectoral arch,
and expanded distally, bearing a considerable number of radials.
The metapterygium is usually similar to the mesopterygium and
bears about as many radials.
The radials are simple and mostly
formed of 3 segments (Squalidse) or 4 (Squatinidpe) or several

proximally, where

(Cestraciontidge).

;
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This type of fin is found in Squalus, Fristiojjhorits, and Hyhodus.
Modifications arise from the fusion of pi-o- and meso-pterygia
[Cestracion), or of meso- and meta-iDterygia {Ce7itrophorus), or of
all three {Scymnorhinus), and also from fusion of the proximal
segments of the mesopterygial radials {Cestracion). The pectoral
fin in Squatina is very similar to that of Squalus, but the propterygium is directed forward and bears several radials.
The mixopterygia (text-fig. 117, A, p. 739) present certain constant characteristics. The axial cartilage is cylindrical and distally
pointed it is separated from the basipterygium by one, two, or
three proximal segments
the accessory cartilage, when present,
retains the form of a radial with but little modification.
Usually
the ventral marginal cartilage is confined to the distal part of the
appendage, but sometimes (e. g. in Scymnorhinus) it extends nearly
to the proximal end of the axial cartilage.
The glandular sac
contains no special glandular body, except in Squatina, which is
peculiar also in that a ventral covering piece is developed.
;

;

Family

Cochliodontid^.

1,

Carboniferous Shai-ks in which " at least one of the transverse
-series of teeth encircling each ramus of the jaw is fused into a
continuous curved plate."
Dorsal fin-spines often present
vertebral column uncalcified and probably acentrous.

Family

2.

Hybodontid^.

Body not depressed five gill-clefts on each
anal fin present
fin preceded by a spine
;

;

;

Each dorsal
pectorals normally

side.

Teeth aU separate.
Ptery go -quadrate with a wellshaped.
developed postorbital articulation with the cranium.
Palpeozoic

subfamilies

and Mesozoic Sharks v/hich may be grouped into two

:^

A. RyhodontincB.
of tubercles

;

Fin-spines with longitudinal lidges or series
vertebral column uncalcified and probably

acentrous.

This subfamily perhaps includes two groups which cannot, at
The Permian and Carboniferous
present, be properly defined.
Orodus, Campodus, etc. are, according to Eastman, characterised
by the presence of a single enlarged series of symphysial teeth,
presumably belonging to the lower jaw. The Mesozoic Hyhodus,
Acr edits, and Asteracanthus form a very natural group
the
males have paired postorbital cephalic spines.
The lateral teeth
are elongate and the symphysial teeth few and large (in comparison
with Cestracion). From Hyhodus, with conical or cuspidate teeth,
we pass to Acrodus, with rounded non-cuspidate teeth, and thence
to Asteracanthus, with flattened quadrate teeth.
Extraordinarily
Avell- preserved remains of Hyhodus have been described by Campbell
They show the postorbital articulation of the pterygoBrown.
quadrate and the structure of the median and paired fins.
The
;

;
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cartilages of the dorsal fin are very similar to those of the existing
The pelvic fin is remarkable for
Cestraciontidse and Squalidse.
its primitive structure, only 6 basalia being fused to form a basi-

pterygium, the posterior 8 being distinct. If Campbell Brown's
interpretation of the pectoral fin be accepted, its structure is quite
unlike that of any knowii Shark. I am convinced, however, that
he has mistaken the propterygium for the metapterygium and
vice versa, and that the fin is in reality almost exactly similar to
that of Squahis or Fristiophorus.

No cephalic
B. Palceospinacince. Dorsal fin-spines smooth.
Vertebral column with calcified centra.
spines.
The Triassic and Cretaceous genera Palceospinax and Synechodus
have a dentition not unlike that of Hyhodus, to which they are
evidently related. The postorbital articulation of the pterygoquadrate has been described in Synechodus by Smith Woodward.

Family

3.

Cestraciontid^.

Body not depressed five gill-clefts on each side, the posterior
ones aloove the base of the pectoral fin. Paired oro-nasal grooves
Each dorsal fin preceded by a spine anal fin present
present.
pectorals normally shaped.
Pterygo-quadrate with prteorbital
articulation to the cranium, the palato-basal process being broad
and greatly developed. Vertebral centra calcified.
;

;

Cestracio7i, ranging from the Jurassic to the present
regarded as allied to the Hybodontidse in so far as
both have been derived from a common ancestor with a generalised
dentition and without articulation of the pterygo-quadrate to the
cranium. The resemblance of the lateral teeth to those of Acrodus
most certainly does not indicate any special relationship to that
genus, which is clearly a modified Hyhodus.

The genus

day,

may be

Family

4.

Squalid^.

Body not depressed. Five or six gill-clefts on each side, the
last in front of the base of the pectoral, which is normally shaped.
No oro-nasal grooves. Each dorsal fin often preceded by a spine
Teeth small or moderate, sometimes conical or
no anal fin.
Pterygo-quadrate not articulated to
cuspidate, often compressed.
the cranium. Vertebral centra calcified.
;

Of the Squalinee, Squalus and Centrophorus appear to date from
the Cretaceous.
Some authors would place the genera with normal snout and
withovit apparent dorsal fin-spines in a distinct family, but it
must be borne in mind that the recent researches of Helbing have
Moreover, in some
shown that rudimentaiy spines are present.
species of Gentroscymnus the spines are very small and do not.
even pierce the skin.
Jaekel has described the anatomy of Fristiophorus in detail and
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The anatomy of
has shown that it is closely related to Squalas.
Pristis has been described by Gegenbaur and agrees in all essential
features with that of Rhinohattts. In spite of these researches the
writers of modern text-books still seem to believe in some special
relationship between these two genera, which resemble each other
to a certain extent in the appearance of the saw-like rostrum, but
difler so widely in other respects.

Family

Body

Five

depressed.

5.

Squatinid^e.

on each

side, the last in front
produced forward external to
the gill-clefts, this anterior extension being fi'ee from the body.
Dorsal fins without spines, situated on the tail anal fin wanting.
Teeth subconical, pointed.
Pterygo-quadrate not articulated to
the cranium, Yei'tebral centra calcified.
gill-clefts

of the base of the pectoral,

which

is

;

The remarkable genus Squatina, dating from Jurassic and
Cretaceous times, is unquestionably related to the Squalidse.
It
has been regarded as a connecting-link between the Sharks and
Rays, but in the strongly depressed form of the body and the
backward shifting of the dorsal fins it has gone further than the
more primitive of the true Batoids, yet without modification of
pterygo-quadrate, hyomandibular, hyoid or pectoral arch fi-om the
Squaloid type. The gill-clefts are lateral in position and crowded
together.
The arrangement of the cartilages of the pectoral fin
is far more similar to that found in the SquaHdse than to that of
the Batoids.
The cartilaginous supports of the dorsal fin are
arranged as in the Squalidse.
The paired praeorbital cartilages
typical of the Batoidei are absent.
In favour of Batoid relationships may be cited the calcification
of the vertebral column, which is rather similar to that of the
Rhinobatidfe, and the structure of the mixopterygia, which,
although extremely similar to those of /S'5'^taZ^ts, present two features
characteristic of the Batoids, viz. the development of a ventral
covering piece and the presence of a special glandular body in the
glandular sac.
To sum up then

—

In all essential characters, i. e. position of
structure of pterygo-quadrate, hyomandibular, hyoid
and pectoral arch, arrangement of the cartilaginous supports of
the pectoral fin, Squatina is a typical Sqiboloid. In these and other
features it shows specially close relationship to the Sqvialidse. The
depressed body, the extension forward of the pectoral fins, and
the backward position of the dorsal fins are Ray-like features of
specialisation which do not, however, appear to indicate Batoid
Finally, the structure of the vertebral column and
relationships.
the mixopterygia point to real affinity to the Hypotremata, and
we must infer that both they and Squatina have evolved from
Sharks similar to the Squalidse, but in which probably the
vertebral column and the mixopterygia had already attained a
structure somewhat similar to that found in Squatina.
the

:

gill-clefts,

Piioc. ZooL.

See— 1906,

No. L.

50

;;
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Suborder

2.

HYPOTREMATA.

19,

In addition to the features enumerated above which distinguish
the members of this suborder from the Pleurotremata, we may
note others which are common to all the members of the group.
The body is depressed. There are 5 pairs of gill-openings.
The dorsal fins, if present, are not preceded by spines and are
placed more or less posteriorly, the first never in advance of the
The elongate propterygium
pelvics; the anal fin is wanting.
is directed forwards and may be divided into several segments
it bears a considerable number of radials the backwardly directed
metapterygium is similar to the propterygium the comparatively
small mesopterygium bears relatively few rays increase in length
of the region of articulation may or may not be accompanied by a
In the former
corresponding elongation of the mesopterygium.
;

;

;

case (Ilhinobatidas, Raiidse) one or more radials become distinctly
attached to the pectoral arch between mesopterygium and metapterygium in the latter (Dasybatidse) the mesopterygium may
segment into two or three pieces *.
The mixopterygia (text-fig. 117, C, p. 739) show the following
The axial cartilage ends in a rather broad, fiat
peculiarities
it is separated from the basipteryprocess with a rounded edge
gium by from two to four proximal segments. The accessory
cartilage (wanting in Narcine) is radial-like, but more or less
flattened ; proximally it is attached to the first axial segment and
distally to the axial cartilage proper. One or more covering pieces
are developed and there is a special glandular body in the glandular
;

:

—

;

sac.

Division

1.

Narcobatoidei.

Paired electric organs between the pectoral fins and the head.
Bostral cartilages paired or branched. Prseorbital cartilages greatly
expanded, reticulated or branched, extending forwards to the
anterior margin of the snout, articulated on each side proximally
to a process of the upper or anterior wall of the nasal capsule and
distally to the anterior end of the propterygium (text-fig. 122, B).
Suprascapulse united above the vertebral column (text-fig. 123, A,
p. 754).

Family Torpedinid^,
Dorsal fins two, one or none, if present situated on the tail
Basalia of the dorsal
caudal fin present; pelvics not notched.
radials in moderate number (8), simple,
fin in small number (3)
of moderate length, not nearly extending to the free edge of the
None of the radials of the pectoral fin directly attached to the
fin.
;

in Dasyhatis and Myliohatis convinces
Gegenbaur
that this is the true explanation of the structure of the latter.
considered that the posterior segments were formed by the fusion of proximal
segments of radials which had become attached to the pectoral arch.

* Comparison of the pectoral cartilages

me
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Mixopterygia with two proximal axial segments,
with the marginal cartilages rather short and distal in position,
with three terminal pieces and a large ventral covering piece, and
with the glandular body extending nearly to the distal end of
the appendage. Yertebral centra with secondary calcifications
deposited either continuously or as concentric laminse, forming
pectoral arch,

ridges which

show various patterns

in cross section*.

Text-fig. 122.

Anterior part of cranium of Rhynchohatus (A), Torpedo (B), and Dasyiatis (C).
(A and B seen from below, after Gegenbaur ; C seen from above, after Haswell.)
r,

rostrum

;

n, nasal capsules

j

p, praeorbital cartilages.

The head and trunk, with the pectoral fins, form a smooth
subcircular disc, and the tail is rather short and stout, with a
longitudinal fold on each side.
Division

2.

Batoidei.

No electric organs between the pectoral fins and the head.
Preeorbital cartilages
Rosti'um, if developed, simple, unpaired.
simple, short or of moderate length, not extending forwards,
attached on each side to the lateral or posterior wall of the nasal
& 0). Suprascapulae united to the vercapsule (text-fig. 122,

A

tebral

column t

(text-fig. 123, C, p. 754).

* The forms figured by Hasse in some cases bear a considerable resemblance to
the Lamnidse, in others to the Cestraciontidae.
f According to Gegenbaur, who has been followed in this matter by other
anatomists, there is no separate suprascapula in these fishes, but a cartilaginous
expansion of the fused neural arches, to which the pectoral arch is on each side either
simply attached (Rhinobatidte, Raiida;) or articulated by means of a ball-and-socket
joint (Dasybatidae).
The
Dissection of several genera has convinced me that this view is erroneous.
neural arches in this region form a ridge to which the suprascapular cartilages are
Although
firmly united, the line of junction in all cases remaining quite visible.
different enough from the Narcobatoid type, the distinction is not so marked as has

been supposed.
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RhinobatiDjE.

pectorals of varying
caudal fin present
Dorsal fins two
extent pelvics not notched. Basalia of the dorsal fin in small
number (2 only supporting the radials of the fin) radials rather
numerous, simple, short or of moderate length, not nearly extending
One or more of the radials of the pecto the free edge of the fin.
toral fin often articulated directly to the pectoral arch between
mesoptei-ygium and metapterygium. Mixopterygia with 3 or 4
proximal axial segments, with the marginal cartilages long and
extending to the proximal end of the axial cartilage (in Bhinobatus),
with three terminal pieces and a large ventral covering piece,
and with the glandular body extending nearly to the distal end of
the appendage. Vertebral column with the secondary calcification
either homogeneous or lamellar in structure, complete or forming
8 rays a dorsal, a ventral, 2 lateral, and the others between them.
;

;

;

;

—

Text-fig. 123.

Diagrams

illustrating the relations of pectoral arch and vertebral column in the
Narcobatoidei (A), Pleurotremata (B), and Batoidei (C).

V, vertebral

column

;

c,

coraco-scapular cartilage

;

s,

suprascapula.

In the Prietinse the produced rostrum is armed on each side
with a series of teeth and the pectoral fins do not reach the prseThe extinct Sclerorhynchus occurs in the
orbital cartilages.
Cretaceous and Pristis dates from the Eocene. In the Rhinobatinse
the snout is not armed with teeth and the prseorbital cartilages articulate with the propterygia. RhinohaUts of the present day had

The
several representatives in Jurassic and Cretaceous times.
remai'ka,ble Jurassic genus Astrodermus should apparent!}'- be
placed here.
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the members of this family the teeth are small and
is a more or less distinct longitudinal fold on each
The differences in the shape of the body and the
development of the pectoral fins are considerable, but from
anatomical considerations there can be no question that we are
here dealing with a very natural group. DiscobaUis, in which
the pectoral fins extend as far forward as in liaicc, resembles
Rhinohatus in the arrangement of the cartilages of the dorsal fin
and in the shape of the ventrals, and should not be placed in the
Raiidse.
The number of radials directly attached to Lhe pectoral
arch varies from none in Sclerorhynchus and one in Pristis to eight
in Trygonorhina.

In

all

There
obtuse.
side of the tail.

Family

2.

Raiid^.

Prseorbital cartilages articiilated to the propterygia.

two small dorsal

fins

near the extremity of the

tail

;

Usually
caudal fin

Text-fig. 124.

Torpedo (A), Rhinohatus
and Psammobatis (D).

Skeleton of the dorsal

fin of

b,

basals

;

(B),

Myliohatis

(C),

r, radials.

pectorals extending to the snout, sometimes
small or absent
Basalia of the dorsal fin
confluent anteriorly pelvics notched.
directed obliquely upwards and backwards, anteriorly imbedded
in the body, elsewhere connected b}'- a membrane to the back of
the tail ; radialia nearly reaching the free edge of the fin, some
;

;
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Some of the radials of the pectoral fin articuof them branched.
lated directly to the pectoral arch between mesopterygium and
metapterygium. Mixopterygia with 2 proximal axial segments,
with the marginal cartilages long, the dorsal one extending nearly
to the proximal end of the axial cartilage and the ventral one
not quite so far, with 5 or 6 terminal pieces and 1 to 3 dorsal
covering pieces, and with the glandular body restricted to the
glandular sac proper.
Vertebral column with the secondary
calcification much as in the preceding family, but with dorsal and
ventral rays most developed.
Principal genera
Rata, Psammohatis, Sympterygta.
The
former dates from the Cretaceous the Cretaceous genus Cyclohatis
:

;

is allied

to

Sympterygia^,

The

Raiidse are clearly modified from Rhinobatidse of the type
which they bear a considerable resemblance. In
the dentition and in the presence of two longitudinal folds on the
side of the tail similar to the preceding family, but in the greater
development of the pectorals and the degeneration of the vertical
fins of a more specialised type.
Psammohatis is peculiar in lacking
of Rhinohatus, to

a rostral prolongation of the cranium.

Family

3.

DASYBATiDiE.

Prseorbital cartilages articulated to the propterygia.
Dorsal fin
absent or else a single small fin situated near the root of the
tail
caudal fin present or not pectoral fins extending to the
extremity of the snout pelvics not notched. Often one or more
strong serrated spines on the tail, behind the dorsal fin if this be
present.
Basalia of the dorsal fin more deeply imbedded anteriorly
than posteriorly radials branched, extending to the free edge of
the fin. Pectoral mesopterygium extending the whole of the
distance between propterygium and metapterygium, sometimes
segmented into 2 or 3 pieces. Mixopterygia with 2 proximal
axial segments, with marginal cartilages of moderate length and
distal in position, with 2 terminal pieces and 1 or 2 ventral
covering pieces, and with the glandular body extending nearly to
the distal end of the appendage. Yertebi-al column with secondary
calcification much as in the Rhinobatidse.
;

;

;

;

Several of the recent genera as well as the extinct Xiphotrygon
occur in the Eocene.
The Cretaceous Ptychoclus appears to be
intermediate between Dasyhatis and Myliohatis.
The lateral tail-folds characteristic of the preceding families
are usually absent, but vertical folds may be developed.
cartilaginous rostrum is absent.
Dissection of a specimen of
Myliohatis aquila shows that the generally accepted idea that the
pectoral fins are interrupted, leaving the sides of the head free
and reappearing at the extremity of the snout, is erroneous. The
propterygia have exactly the same form and extent as in Dasyhatis

A

* In Sympteri/gia the pelvis has well-developed prsppubic processes, as in Cyclobatis.
.
In the latter the enlarged anterior pelvic radial has been mistaken for a lateral
process of the pelvis.

—
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and bear

well- developed radialia throughout.
For Myliobatis and
the allied genera it may then be stated that the pectoral fins are
continuous, but are very muscular and have the anterior edge
emarginate. Gegenbaur's dissection of the pectoral fin in this
species shows a radial attached to the pectoral arch between the
first and second segments of the mesopterygium
this is not the
case in my specimen.
The mixopterygia of Dasyhatis, Tceniura and Myliobatis have
been described by Huber, who has shown that they are extremely
similar throughout.
;
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'
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19,

The following deal with the vertebral column
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literature of the paired fins
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35.
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13, 1906.

HoAYARD Saunders, Esq., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions that
had been made to the Society's Menagerie in Jnne, July, August,
and September, 1906
The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of June were 366 in number. Of these 125 were acquired
by presentation and 36 by purchase, 161 were received on deposit,
24 by exchange, and 20 were born in the Gardens. The total
number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 192.
:

additions special attention may be directed to
Collection of Indian Animals presented by H.E..H. The
Prince of Wales, K.G., on June 9th, amongst which may be
mentioned an Indian Elephant, an Indian Rhinoceros, 3 Tigers,
2 Leopards, 2 Himalayan Bears, 2 Nylghai, 5 Indian Antelopes,
2 Albino Barking-lJeer, and 2 Swamp- Deer.
fine pair of Siberian Tigers from Yladivostock, presented
by H.G. the Duke of Bedford, K.G., President of the Society, on
June 11th. This is the first occasion on which this fine race of
Tiger has been exhibited in the Society's Gardens.
young male Banteng i^Bos sondaiciLs), received in exchange on

Amongst the

:

A

A

A

June

9th.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of July were 393 in number. Of these 249 were acquired
by presentation and 22 by purchase, 66 were received on deposit,
The total
2 by exchange, and 54 were born in the Gardens.
number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 188.
additions special attention may be directed to
Collection of 81 South- American Birds, including three
Violet-tailed Humming- birds {Laifnpornis vioUcaitda), an OEnone
Humming-bird {Chrysioronia cenone), new to the Collection, a
Sun- Bittern [Euryjyyga helias), as well as repi'esentatives of many
other interesting species, presented by Capt. Albert Pam, F.Z.S.,
on July 3rd.
Twenty-four birds, including four Great Saltators {Saltator
magnus) and two Red-breasted Guiana Marsh-birds {Leistes guianensis), from British Guiana, presented by Mr. E. W. Harper,
F.Z.S., on July 14th.

Amongst the

:

A

A Japanese Bear [Ursus japonicus) and a White- whiskered
Boar (8us leucomystax) from Japan, presented by Mr. Frederick
Ringer on July 17th.
Thirteen birds, including a Levaillant's Parrot {Pceocephalus
a White-necked Crow [Coi'vus scapidatus), a WhiteProc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. LI.
51

rob'ustus),

—
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bellied Anietlij^st Starling {FhoUdaicyes letccogasier), from 8enegambia, presented by Dr. E. Hopkinson, D.S.O., F.Z.S., on
July 20th.
An African Rhinoceros [Rhinoceros hlcornis), and two Gi'ant's
Zebras [Equus grauti), dej)osited on July 24th.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of August were 298 in number. Of these 104 were
acquired by presentation and 11 by purchase, 96 were received
on deposit, 66 by exchange, and 21 wei-e born in the Gardens.
The total number of departures during the same period, by death
and removals, was 136.
Among the additions special attention may be directed to
female Dusky Gelada [Therojyithecus ohscurus) fi'om Abyssinia^
new to the Collection, presented by the Hon. George Savile on
:

A

August 16th.

A Collection of

53 South- African Birds, including many species
to the Menagerie, amongst which a Two-banded Courser
{RhiiwjM'Us africanus), and a Lesser Red-shouldered Glossy
Starling {Lamprocolius j^hcenicojiterus hispecularis) are of special
interest, presented by Capt. Horsbrugh, F.Z.S., on August 7th.

new

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of September were 2 1 1 in number. Of these 92 were acquired
by presentation and 9 by purchase, 74 were received on dej^osit,
The total
6 by exchange, and 30 were born in the Gardens.
number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 319.
the additions special attention may be directed to
specimen of Hamlyn's Mangabey {Cercocehus hamlyni) from
the Upper Congo, new to the Collection, deposited on Sept. 18th.
specimen of Chapman's Squirrel [Schtrus chapmani) from
Trinidad, new to the Collection, presented on Sept. 22nd by
Mr. A. Giuseppi.
specimen of a new local race of the Serow [Capricornis
sumatrensis) from Selangore, new to the Collection, presented on
Sept. 13th by the Government of Selangore.
A specimen of the Chilian Mocking-bird {Mimios thenca) from
Chile, new to the Collection, deposited on Sept. 28th.

Among

:

A

A

A

Dr. P. L. Sclater, F.R.S., read some extracts from a letter of
Capt. P. H. G. Powell-Cotton, F.Z.S., about the Okapi [Okapia
j ohnstoni), \jnh\ifihec\ in 'The Times' of Sept. 27tli, 1906, and
made the following remarks
In his very interesting letter to The Times on the Okapi,
Capt. Powell-Cotton states that he fancies " there must be some
misunderstanding as to Dr. David having himself hunted the
To this I reply that Dr. David
Oka,pi in its native wilds."
certainly claims to haA^e performed this feat, as I have ah'eady
:

'

'

—
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stated to this Society (see P. Z. S. 1904, vol.

ii.

761

p. 180).

In his

Easier Nachrichten of May 22nd, 1904
(of which I produce a copy), Dr. David distinctly says— "Also,
Ende November schoss ich (als erster Weisser) eine Okapiar
the statement of Capt. Powell-Cotton's native hunter (who alleges
that he shot the specimens sent home by Dr. David) should be
preferred to that of a European scientific man, I cannot understand.
The stories of native Africans on such subjects are not
letter published in the

'

'

Why

always

reliable.

may add

that I have examined most of the accessible speciOkapi as yet received in Europe, including the very
fine male example recently mounted by Mr. Rowland Ward, and
am strongly of opinion that there are no sulficient grounds for
considering that there is more than one species of Okapi {Okapia
johnstoni).
The 0. liebrechtsi of Major* and 0. erikssoni of
Lankester f are, I believe, based upon individual variations.
I

mens

of the

Mr. Arthur Dicksee exhibited a strange variety of the cock
Golden Fheaseint {Thaumcdea 2}icta) that he himself had bred in
1905, the colouring of which was about half way between the
normal colour of the first and second moults, with the excej)tion
of the fact that the back was a most brilliant scarlet. Mr. Dicksee
considered this to be a case of arrested development and believed
that the bird would come correctly to colour at the next moult.

Mr. Horace 0. Beck, F.Z.S., exhibited a skull of a Capybara
(ffydroc/uerus capyhard) in which the first premolar of the left
side of the lower jaw had overgrown in such a way as to chamfer
off the corresponding edge in the upper jaw, and also to cut
away a considerable portion of the bone. The lower tooth was
extremely loose in its socket, but this may have been caused by
the pushing-out effect of the two chamfered edges of the teeth.
The whole skull showed considerable signs of disease. Perfoi-ations were present through the outer lamina of the ramus into
the cavity of the last molar on each side, and several of the other
teeth showed signs of decay.

Prof. E. A. Minchin, F.Z.S., exhibited some diagrams of Trypanosomes from Tsetse-flies and made remarks on the dissemination
of diseases

by these

insects.

The following papers were read

:

*

P. Z. S. 1902, vol. ii. pp. 72, 343.
Z. S. vol. xvi. p. 279; Ann.
1903, vol. ii. p. 338.

t Trans.

& Mag. N. H.

x.

(ser. 7)

p.

417; P. Z. S.
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1.

By

On

Embryo

the

Prof. B.

[Nov. 13,

of the Okapi.

Burckhardt, C.M.Z.S.

[Received July

9,

1906.]

(Text-figure 125.)

David * on his last expedition shot two Okapis in the
In one, which was a female, he examined
the titerus, and was fortunate enough to find an embryo, which
he removed and preserved in spirit. He brought this rare specimen to me, his former teacher in embryology, with the wish that
Dr.

I.

forests of Semliki.

Unfortunately, the object
I should give a description of it.
in an early stage and not in good enough preservation for
sections to be made.
I can therefore only give the accompanyingsketch showing the outlines and some details of its external
is

features.
Text-fis-. 125.

Embryo

of Okapi, probably about one montli old.

X

3.

The embryo corresponds to that of the Pig, fig. 26 of Keibel's
Normentafeln zur Entwicklungsgeschichte (i.), or of a Deer
(Sakurai, ibidem, vi. fig. 31), or of a Sheep of about one month
(li. Bonnet, Grundr. Entwicklungsgesch. Haussaugetiere, fig. 68).
So it is likely that it is not less than one month old, but as we do
not know if it may persist at the same stage for a certain time like
that of the Sheep, we cannot determine whether it is some weeks
It is a single one, as in the Giraflfe, which also produces
older.
only one at a bh-th. The sketch gives the Okapi embryo from
the right side enlarged 3 times, together with a part of the eggThe head, in comparison with that of a human
membranes.
embryo of the same stage, is rather small. In it may be distinguished the eye with the pigmented choroid, the lens and the
Behind the head the ear is to be seen,
primitive eyelid-walls.
*

'

* See Sclater, P. Z.

S. 1904, vol.

ii.

p. 180.
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shows already a. membranous and somewhat pointed® fold
directed backwards, the future concha.
Between the prominence
produced by the liver and the abdomen in general on the one
side and the snout on the other, appears the fore-leg bent
downwards. On the surface of the abdomen slight traces of 8 or
9 ribs may be observed.
The hind-leg is not very clear, as parts
of the membranes have dried with it. The tail is rather long and
disappears in the membranes.
Thi'ee chai'acteis may be pointed
out as especially ungulate:
1, the small size of the head
2, the
length of the fore-leg, which distinguishes also shoep and deer
from pig embryos of the same stage 3, the length of the tail.
I am obliged not only to Dr. I. David, but also to Prof. F.
Keibel, who kindly veiified my statements.
wliicli

—

;

;

List of further Collections of Mainnials from Western
Australia, including a series from Bernier Island,

2.

W. E. Balston with Field-notes by
Mr. G. C. Shortridge. By Oldfield

obtained for Mr.
the

Collector^

;

Thomas, F.R.S.
[Received August 18, 1906.]

In the March number

number

of

of the

'

Proceedings * I gave a
'

list

of a

mammals obtained in )S.W. Australia by Mr. G. 0.
who had been commissioned for the purpose hj

Shortridge,
Mr. W. E. Balston, by
to our National

whom

a complete series has been presented

Museum.

In making his first collection Mr. Shortridge had been
disappointed at the rarity oi* absence of many of the species
supposed to be common and characteristic of Western Australia.
Fortunately, however, in making the second collection he hit on
a region whei-e the fauna still pei-sists in its original state, and he
has therefore been able to send home a remarkably fine series
of a number of species hitherto only represented by faded old
specimens of the Gould & Gilbert era, or by the one or two
examples picked up as great rarities in regions where the native
animals have been more nearly killed out.
The places now visited were four in number
Stockpool,

—

Dwaladine, and Woyaline, respectively some twenty to thirty
miles to the east of Burnley, Brookton, and Pinjelly, stations
south of York on the Perth-Albany railway-line, and Dale River,
a similar distance to the west of the line. These localities are all
in the upper part of the watershed of the River Avon, in the
county of the same name, about 117° E. and between 30" and
31°

S."

Finally,

Mr. Shortridge paid a
* P. Z.

visit

S. 1906, p. 460.

to

Bernier Island,

ofi:

—
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Shark's Bay, a locality interesting for many reasons, and the
specimens obtained there are included in an appendix to the
present paper.

The

series of

specimens amounts to about 400, a number
amount of energy and hard work on the part
and of the friend who accompanied him,

indicative of a vast
of Mr. Shortridge

Mr. John W. Bell.
Mr. Shortridge's

field-notes on the species occupy the greater
part of the present paper, and are of much value as putting on
record the status of each animal at the present time. Every
species obtained in either the first or second collection is mentioned, as the field-notes 'apply to both but the record of the
specimens sent only refers to the second collection, a list of the
first having been already published.
One novelty only from the mainland now needs description, a
Rat allied to Mtis lineolatits of Eastern Australia. Two of the
Bernier Island specimens also require new names.
It may be noted that before Mr. Shortridge's expedition only
;

two Bats, Nyctophilns timoriensis and

Vespertilio ^^uinihcs

,

were

This number is
recognised as occurring in "Western Australia.
now raised to ten by the capture there of Pipistrellus tasmaniensis,
Chalinolohus gouldi and morio, and NycUno'imis australis and
jjlaniceps, by the discovery of Pipistrellus reguhis and Scoteinus
balstoni, and by the recognition of yi/ctophiltis geoffroyi as a
valid species.
1.

JSTyctophilus timoriensis

2.

Nyctophilus geoffroyi Leach.

Geoft".

Vespertilio pumilus Gray.

3.

specimens from Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale River.

7

Pipistrellus regulus Thos.

4.

Pipistrellus tasmaniensis Gould.

5.

S

.

503.

Dwaladine.

Chalinolobus gouldi Gray.

6.

specimens from Dwaladine and Dale River.
plentiful in the districts between Beverley and Kalgui-li,
extending a.s far eastward as Laverton, where it is not quite so
11

"

Very

common.
" Native name,
7.

'

Tarding

'

(applicable to all bats)."

Chalinolobus morio Gray.

S. 479.

Dwaladine.

8.

Scoteinus balstoni Thos.

S.

Nyctinomus australis Gray.

G. C. S.

—

—

—

—— —
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planiceps Peters.

10. ISTyctixomus

Xyctinomus ivilcoxi Kreflft N'. 2)etersl Leclie.
12 from Dwaladine and Dale River.
"The specimens obtained were always flying over water."
;

G. C.

>S'.

This Bat is an addition to the West Australian
examj)les having come fi-om the south and east.

list, all

previous

It diflers by "its flattened head from N. norfolcensis Gray, to
which Dobson assigned it. He stated at the same time that
Gray's species had six lower incisors, but this is not the case in
any of these small Australasian Nyctinomi, as I have proved by

the examination of a considerable number of specimens, including
Gray's type of norfolcensis, a typical example of wilcoxi, and a
co-type of 2'>stersi.
11.

Oanis dingo Blum.

'.'Apparently occurring throughout the South-west, but very
much thinned out in the fai-ming districts on account of their
being very destructive to stock.
" Native names, Yarging,' Dwert.' "
G. C. S.
'

'

12.

Hydromys fuliginosus Gould.

from Dale River.
Very plentiful throughout the South-west, near rivers and
swamps, not extending very far inland. It seems to feed to a
large extent on freshwater crayfish and shell-fish, the former
3
"

when used
" Native

as a bait being very successful.
wamp.' " G. C. S.
name,
'

Wamp

increase in the length of the hind feet with age

is well
The
exemplified by these Dale River specimens, No. 194 having the
feet only 59 mm., while in No. 198, an old male, they are no
less than 72 mm. in length.

13.

MUS

RATTUS L.

" Plentiful around Albany, where it seems to be the common
I did not obtain any specimens of Mus noroegicus in
house-rat.
the district." G. C. S.
14.

"

Mus

A

swamps
15.

FUSCiPES Waterh.

water-rat, frequenting the banks of
G. C. S.
plentiful around Albany."

rivers

and reedy

;

Mus

S. 542.

B.M. No.

shortridgei, sp. n.

Woyaline, east of Pinjelly, 970', 27 April, 1906.

6.8.1.73.

Type.

" Trapped near water."

G. G. S.

Size rather smaller than in Mtbs lineolatus, about three-fourths
Fur long, soft and loose ordinary hairs of
that of Mus ratt'us.
General
back about 17, longer hairs about 22 mm. in length
;

—
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colour above pale Iiair-brown with a tinge of buffy, the lining
from the dark tips of the longer hairs well-marked. Individually
the ordinary hairs are dark slaty for three-fourths their length,
Under surface similar to upper, but
their ends dull clay-colour.
Ears of medium
rather paler, without lines of demai-cation.
length, their proectote black, their metentote grizzled blackish,
Upper surface of
their edges with a well-defined white rim.
hands and feet dull greyish white. Tail leather short, welldark brown above, dull white
haii-ed, the scales quite hidden
;

below.
Skull with

many

M.

of the essential characters of that of

lineo-

but smaller, the supraorbital margins more sharply angular,
the front edge of the zygomatic plate less deeply concave, the
The
palatal foramen much shorter, and the bullfe smaller.
palatal foramina ai-e narrowly pointed behind, and barely pi'oject
Mesopterygoid fossa
between the front of the roots of m\
broadly open, the palatal edge well in front of the anterior end
of the parapterygoid fosspe.
Molars constructed as in If. Uneolaius, but narrower, though
latus,

than in M. higginsi.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh
Head and body 145 mm. tail 110 hind foot 27

broadei-

:

;

;

;

ear 20.
greatest

—greatest length 32 mm. basilar length 26
breadth 17-2 nasals 11-5 X 37; interorbital breadth 4-2
Skull

;

;

;

;

breadth

palatal foramina 7x2;
of brain-case 14-4 palatilar length 14-6
length of upper molar series 5-7 breadth of m' 2.
Hab. & t'i/2)e as above.
This Eat, which I have much pleasure in naming after its
captor, belongs to the peculiar Australian group of which Mus
South Wales, and M. higginsi Trouessart
lineolatus Gould, of
;

;

;

New

{M. leucojms Higg. & Pett.), of Tasmania, have hitherto been the
only known members. Within the group the Tasmanian species
is at once distinguished from both the Australian forms by its
very long tail and narrow molars, while the new western species

may be separated from its eastern ally by its rather smallei- size,
paler colour, and by the cranial characters above noted, of which
the most tangible are the narrowness of the molars and the
shorter palatal foramina.
16.

Mus

ALBOCINEUEUS Gould.

22 from Stockpool and Dwaladine.
" Frequenting sand plains
Their
plentiful east of Beverley.
bui-rows differ fi'om those of Notomys gouldi by having sand
thrown up ai-ound them they also often seem to fill up the
entrance of these burrows when inside when they are very
difficult to detect." ^(?. C. S.
;

;

17.

Mus MUSCULUS

—

L.

5 from various localities.
" The common House-Mouse,

besides

swarming

in

all

the

—

1
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inhabited districts, seems also to have adapted itself to an
entirely out-door life here.
I have come across it in every place
that I have visited in the South-west, in some places at least
twenty miles frorb. any house." G. C. S.
18.

XOTOMYS GOULDI Gould.

20 from Stockpool, Dwaladiue. and Woyaline.
This fine series is of particular value, as these peculiar native
!Muidda? seem to be dying out everywhere in competition with
the introduced forms, and the preservation of proj>ei- specimens
is therefore of much importance.
This is the Rapcdotis mitchelli of Gould's Mammals of Australia.'
but not the original iJipus mitchelli of Ogilby. Finding out the
mistake when writing the Introduction, Gould said " H. gouldii
of Gray will be the coi-rect designation of the animal I have
called H. mitchelli."
But unfortunately H. gouldii was never
described by Gray, its description having been accidentally
omitted from the Appendix to Grey's 'Austi-alia,' where the name
merely occiu's as a nomen riudiun. Consequently, on the above
sentence, the species seems to stand as goiddii of Gould himself,
and the specimen figured by him as H. mitchelli. recently received
Avith the Tomes Collection (B.M. Xo. 7.1.1.135). would be the
•

:

type.
I may here draw the attention of Australian zoologists to the
fact that the genus I recently called Ammomys has been renamed
Mesemhriomys by Mr. T. tS. Palmer, the former name having been

preoccupied.
'•
The bmTOWs of this species ai-e very difficult to find, the
entiances being very small and often hidden by tufts of gra.ss.
Each burrow has two or more outlets which descend perpendicidarly for some distance and then \\-ind about in all dii-ections,
sometimes nearly three feet below the surface. Each burrow
contains one pair or family, the usual number of young being
foru-, but occasionally as many as .sis.
Frequenting heavily
timbered country and seeming to prefer the neighboiu-hood of
This species is said to be migratory, theii- movements
water.
probably being affected by dry seasons.
'•
Xative name. Gunding.'
G. C. S.
''

"

[Oeyctolagus cuxiculcs Liun.
"

The Rabbit has so far been kept out

of the agricultural districts
South-west by a rabbit-proof fence that passes through
Burracoppiu on the Ea.stern railway, extending to Lsraelite Bav
on the south. It seems to have spread eveiwivhere east of the
fence."— &'.(?. >S'.]
of the

19.

Macropus GiGAXTEUS Zimm.

13 specimens from Stockpool. Dwaladine, and Wovaline.
"The common or grev Kangaroo of the south-west,

not

———

—

—
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and replaced in the interior by

inland,

Macropvs rvfus.
" Native names,
20.

'

Yongure

J

'

'
,

Woyre $
'

."

G.

(J.

S.

Macropus rufus Desm.

—

" Occurring in the Sonth-west
from the west of Southern
Cross throughout the Interior, evidently not so dependent on
water as M. giganteus. The females, which are normally blue,
are not infrequently of the same sandy-red colour as the males.
" Native name, '"Bigoder.' "—G. C. S.
21.

Macropus irma Jourd.

14 specimens from Stockpool, Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale
River.
" Generally distributed over the South-west.
Not gregarious
like the smaller wallabies
more resembling the larger kangaroos
in habits.
When hunted with dogs they are very swift and can
tu.rn and double with great agility.
"Brush Kangaroo of Colonists, Quoirer' of natives." G.
S.
;

C

'

22.

Macropus eugenei Desm.

19 specimens from Stockpool, Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale
River.
" The most plentiful and widely-distributed wallaby in the

Frequenting dense thickets,
South-west.
collect together in large numbers.
" Native

name,

'

Tammar.'

"

where they usually

G. C. S.

Macropus brachyurus Quoy &, Gaim.
Very plentiful around Albany, but not extending very far
inland.
It seems to be far more coastal in its range than any of
the other wallabies, not appearing to occur anywhere at a great
Resembling M. eugenei in
distance from the sea gregarious.
23.

"

;

habits.

" Native name,
24.

'

"

Bangcup.'

G. G. S.

Petrogale lateralis Gould.

9 specimens from Stockpool, east of Beverley.
" Fairly plentiful among low rocky hills around York and
Seemingly local and patchy in its distribution
Beverley.

according to the natives
Ranges.
" Native

name,

'

does not occur

it

Boggile.' "

G.

among the

Stirling

C S.

Onychogale lunata Gould.
18 specimens from "Woyaline, east of Pin jelly.
" More local than Macropus eugenei and seeming to prefer
Very
lower and more scj'ubby thickets than that animal.
numerous in some localities it rather resembles the Kangaroo25.

;

——

—
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Rats [Hetiongia 'peiiicillata) in some of" its Juibits, often running
into hollow logs when disturbed.
" I^J'ative name, Wurrine or Wurrung.' "
G. C. S.
'

'

26.

'

Lagorchestes hirsutus Gould.

" Occui'i'ing. very sparingly on sand -plains to the east of
and Beverley. Known locally as the Whistler.
" Native name, Wurrup.' " -G. C. S.

York

'

No

specimens of this species were sent home by Mr. Shortridge,
so that in working out the Bernier Island form I have had to trust
to the old
27.

Gould & Gilbert material.

Lagostrophus fasciatus albipills Gould.

17 from Woyaline.
" Apparently local in the South-west, occurring very plentifully
about twenty miles east of Pinjelh^, but only in certain districts,
among thick low prickly scrub. Also said to be found east of
Wagin and near tlie Salt Biver.
" Na.tive name, Munning' or Munnine.' "
G. C. S.
For the nomenclature of this animal, see below in the Bernier
Island Appendix {yy. 774).
'

28.

'

Bettongta penicillata Gray.

16 from Dwaladine and Woyaline.

Very plentiful. The Kangaroo- Rat of colonists. Nocturnal.
This species simply swarms about twenty miles east of Pinjelly, as
it probably does in many other places. Said to be rather destructive
Both this animal and B. lesueiori are great scavengers,
to crops.
and collect often in large numbers around camps at night in order
to feed on any scraps that may be lying about.
They become
wonderfully fearless, often approaching within a foot or two of
where people are sitting, when they might easily be knocked over
with sticks. However, when startled they are marvellously quick,
and can double and dodge about with such agility that it is almost
impossible for a dog to catch them at night when put up in the
daytime they will geneiully make for the nearest hollow log or
cover.
Sleeping by day in a grass nest rather like those made by
Bandicoots.
I do not think that the Kangaroo- Rats can be said
to have prehensile tails, although in the case of penicillata' they
seem inclined to curve downwai-ds. But Thalacomys lagotis has
this peculiarity still more strongly developed, thovigh not enough
to be used for any prehensile purpose.
" Native name, Woylyer or Woyre.' "
G. C. B.
'•

;

'

'

29.

'

'

Bettongia lesueuri grayi Gould.

17 from Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale River.
" Very plentiful in most districts throughout the South-west.
Making a rather smaller burrow than Thalacomys lagotis, a number

—— — —
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often getting togetliei- and forming Avarrens similar to those of
rabbits.
Tliis species does not seem to occur around Albany.
" ' Boodee of colonists and natives."
G. C. S.
'

For nomenclature see
30.

"

below^, p. 773.

Tarsipes SPENSER^ Gray.

Seeming

(Melaleicca),

to prefer damp localities in the vicinity of Ti
among the branches of which they are said to

small round nests, like Dormice."
31.

G. C. S.

Dromicia concinna Gould.

" Said to be fairly plentiful near Parker's Range."
32.

some

Plentiful

localities.

" Native name,
33.

G. C. S.

PSEUDOCHIRUS OCCIDENTALIS Thos.

" Apparently local, frequenting well-watered districts.

in

trees

build

'

Wormp.' "

G. C. S.

Trichosurus vulpecula Kerr.

20 from Stockpool, Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale River.
"Abundant and generally distributed throughout the Southwest, although very much thinned out in the more settled districts
not extending in any numbers far inland. The red patch on the
throat only appears in adult specimens, often becoming more
suffused over the rest of the body in aged individuals.
The black
form seems to be local and more plentiful in the coastal districts.
The common method of trapping Possums is b}^ a snare set on a
slanting stick fixed against the base of a tree.
They will always
come down a tree on the sloping side, however slight the slope
is; and the stick being in a more sloping position still, they
invariably run down it and get caught in the snare.
"Native name, Coomul.'" G. C. S.
;

'

'

'

34.

Thalacomys lagotis Reid.

15 from Woyaline.
Mr. Shortridge has drawn my attention to the fact that this
animal has a distinct horny spur at the tip of its tail, of a similar
nature to that in Onychogcde lunata.
" With the exception of Bettongia lesueicri, this seems to be the
only true burrowing marsupial in the South-west. Bettongia
2Jenicillata and the Bandicoots dig little holes in the ground in
It makes a
search of roots &c., but they do not live in burrows.
larger and deeper burrow than B. lesueuri, and, like a badger, it
is difficvilt to dig for, as it will burrow almost as fast as a man can
dig.
Although more plentiful near the coast, it has a wide i-ange
inland, occurring sparingly as far as Laverton
but for some
reason it seems to have become scarcer in the interior than
formerly, for while old burrows are plentiful, it seems to have
almost left parts of the country where it was once well known—
;

————

;
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perhaps on account of the succession of droughts inland of late
years.
" Native
35.

name,

Dalgyte.' "—6'. C. S.

'

Perameles bougainvillei myosoros Wagn.

504.
Woyaline.
(S
For the use of the name myosuros see below, p. 777.
One specimen only was obtained, about twenty miles
Pinjelly, whei'e it is evidently far from common.
" Native name, Marl.' "
G. C. S.
.

•'

east of

'

36.

ISOODON OBESULUS Shaw.

15 from Dw^aladine and Woyaline.
" The common Bandicoot of the South-west, not extending
inland, or far from permanent water. Hiding by day in a nest on
the ground, generally hidden either under a fallen tree or under
a tuft of grass. Making for the nearest hollow log or thick patch
of scriib when disturbed.
Insectivorous
the stomachs of all
specimens examined contained numerous wing-cases and legs of
beetles, and orthopteroiTS inserts.
1 believe they also feed to a
certain extent on i-oots and vegetable mattei-.
The native Pig of
:

colonists.

" Native

name, " Quaint.'

The nomenclature

"

G. C. S.
of the Bandicoots is dealt

with in

my previous

paper.
37.

Dasyurus geoffroyi fortis Thos.

20 from Dwaladine and Woyaline.
" Numerous in some localities, especially wdiere there is rocky
country, but killed oil' as much as possible in the more settled
districts, as they are very destructive to poultry.
Hiding by day
in crevices among rocks, hollow logs, deserted burrows, &c.
Arboreal to a great extent i-esembling the pole-cats and viverrine
animals very much in their habits.
" Native name, Chudich.'"
G. C. >S'.
;

'

38.

Phascogale flavipes leucog aster Gray.

" Five specimens obtained around Albany, in thickly-timbered
This species and the other smaller kinds of Phascogale
country.
seem to be more plentiful in the extreme South-west than further

the coastal districts, which ai'e for the most part heavily
so subject to bush fires, probably being a better
stronghold for the smaller marsupials than the grass country and
farming districts, which are to a large extent annually burnt off
inland

;

wooded and not

between March and April."
39.

G. C. S.

Phascogale penicillata Shaw.

" Reported from around Beverley and York, but not common
said to become more plentiful further south.
Known locally as
the Squirrel. Described as being ai'boreal, and very active among

——

—

;
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the branches of trees. Occasionally found around farms, where
they come, according to the natives, after mice.
" Native name, Coming-coming.' "
G. 0. iS.
'

murina Wateiii.
Not uncommon around Albany, seeming

40. Sminthopsis

to be more plentiful
Occasionally to be
in the coastal districts than further inland.
found in the hollow stumps of dead grass-trees (Jianthorrhcea)."
G. C. S.

"

—

41.

Myrmecobius fasciatus Waterli.

10 from Dwaladine, Woyaline, and Dale River.
" Diurnal.
Fairly numerous throughout the South-west, especially where the prevailing timbers are the white gvan. {Eucalyptus
7'edunca) and the jam {Acacia acuminata), getting less plentiful
It extends very spaiingly as far inland as
outside that area.
Laverton, When alarmed it will make for the nearest hollow
It does not seem to use its
log, but is unable to climb trees.
The stomach
teeth much, either in mastication or self-defence.
of one example proved, on examination, to be full of white ants,
most of which had evidently been swallowed whole.
" Native name, Numbat.' "
G. C. S.
'

Tachyglossus aculeatus ineptus Thos.
Rare in the tSouth-west, but seeming to become numerous
towards the Interior and North-west. Rej)orted to frequent hills
and rocky country. Their claws are very powerful, and when
disturbed they will cling to the ground so tightly that it is difficult
42.
"

to dislodge them.
" Native name,

'

Ningan.'

"

G. C. S.

Appendix on a Collection from Bernier Island.
After making the fine collection above described, Mr. Shortridge
northward by steamer to Carnarvon, and from there
paid a visit to Bernier Island, situated at the mouth of Shark's

travelled

Bay

in 25° S. latitude.

about Bernier Island and its
quite small
16 iniles by 3 sandy, and
covered for the most part rather thinly with low scrub, very like
the mainland. I am sending you a list of the mammals and birds.
Lagorchestes, Lagostroplius, and Bettongia swarmed in the island.
In the case of Lagostrophus I have never seen any animal, not
even rabbits, in such numbers. It has been a particularly dry
Food was evidently insufficient
season, and they were very thin.
for them all, and dead specimens were lying about in all directions.
It would seem that they have no natui'al enemies on the island
and they breed to such an extent that the island will carry no
more, and in times of drought a number have to die. Lagorchestes
was not so plentiful. I believe Bernier Island will be the most
northern locality for all the three forms. The distribution of
Ml-. Shortridge writes as follows

mammals:

—

"

The island

is

—

—

—
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mammals in this part of tlie countiy is very curious, as, with all
these Rat- Kangaroos on the islands ofi' the coast, they are entirely
absent from the mainland about here (Caiiiarvon).
[It remains
to be seen, however, whether there are none on the coast to the
south, which a study of the map would indicate as the natural way
of entry for the animals of these islands.
0. T?^
In addition to
the species sent, the island possesses Perameles hougainvillei, of
which there is an example from Denham Sound in the Perth
Museum but I was unable to secure a specimen, though I picked
up a dried skull, and I fear that, owing to the presence of cats,
they may have been exterminated."
The specimens sent by Mr. Shortridge from Berniei' Island prove
to be most interesting for in eveiy case they are definably different
fnmi the S.W.-Australian form to which he supposed them to
belong, and from which they would appear to be widely separated
geographically.
And in this differentiation there is one interesting and noticeable
point, namely, that all three of the Rat- Kangaroos diflfer from
their respective allies in one character
the compai-ative shortness
of their ears and a correlated reduction of their auditory bulla^.
When we remember that the forms affected belong to three quite
distinct genera, this instance of geographical isomorphism is well

—

'

'

:

;

—

worthy

of mention.

it may be suggested that since, as Mr. Shortridge
the animals have on the island no enemies to fear, the
faculty of hearing would have lost that supreme imj)ortance foithe preservation of life that it would have had in the joresence of
man, dingoes and dasyures. The ears would have consequently
tended to become reduced by the survival of individuals with
duller hearing, who in other places would have been speedily
eliminated by predatory enemies.

As a cause

states,

Bettongia lesueuri Quoy & Gaim.
Three males six females.
These specimens I'epresent the typical lesueuri, which was discovered during the Voyage of the Uranie on the neighbouringisland of Dirk Hartog, and, as in the case of Lagostrophus fasciatus,
prove, on comj^arison with the good series obtained by Mr. Shortridge in Avon County, to be recognisably different.
Their groundcolour is paler, their fur is less long, and their ears (just as in the
case of the Lagostrophus) are very distinctly shorter.
The following are Mr. Shortridge's measurements of a pair from each
43.

;

'

region

'

:

—

B. lesv,euri lesueuri.
Bernier Island.
Head and body. Tail.
Hind foot.

6
$

mm.
350
360

mm.
280
300

B. lesueuri grayi.

S
$

390
360

—Avon

310
285

mm.
102
110

Ear.

mm.
35
36

District.

112
108

42
40

—
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of lesueuri are deeidedly

noted in the

sin;i,ller

thiui in

Catalogue of Mai'supials.'
Gould's Hypsiprymniis (jrayi was described from the Swan
and this name will thei'efore stand for the continental
lliveifoi'm.
Its type is in the Museum, B.M. No. 41.1157.

(jrayi

a,

dift'erence already

'

;

44.

Lagostrophus fasciaxus Per. & Les.

Three males five females.
In 1807 Perouand Lesueuv described the Banded Wallaby from
specimens obtained on this very island so tliat Mr. Shortridge's
examples are absolute topotypes, and as such of vei'y great interest,
no specimens having been again obtained from the islands until
In 1900, however, the British Museum received
quite recently.
from the Perth Museum two skins fi-om Dori'e Island but these
were put away without any special comparison being made of
them with the mainland form. Indeed, at that date, before the
Balston Exploration, no specimens well -enough collected to form
the basis of a compai'ison were available in this country.
Now, howevei', that the Balston seiies contains sets fi-oin both
the one from the
localities, I am able to state that the two forms
islands about lat. 25° S., and the other from the Perth and Avon
are quite definably
regions of the mainland, about lat. 32° S.
The latter would bear the name of L. fasciatus albipilis
different.
(lould, whose co-types are nos. 44.9.30.1 & 2 of the British
;

;

;

—

—

Museum

collection.

pi-esent specimens show, true L. fasciaUis is a rather
shorter-tailed animal than albipilis; the fur is shorter, the
general colour is paler, the ears are both shorter and paler-coloured
than in the allied form, the long white-riuged piles of the coat are
less prominent and numerous, and the bristle-hairs of the toes

As the

only cover the base of the claws, while in albipilis they considerably
the claws are also longer in fasciatus, surpassing the tip of the toes by from 2 to 5 mm. more than is the

sui'pass the latter

;

case in albijnlis.
The following are the measui'ements of a pair of each subsj)ecies,
taken in the flesh by Mr. Sliortridge
:

L. fasclatns fasciatus.

Head and
cT

5

593

mm.
400
400

body.

410
400

Hind

mm.
330
355

L. fasciatus albipilis.

J
5

— Bernier Island,

Tail.

— Avon

405
390

foot.

mm.
106
110

Ear.

mm.
48
51

District.

112
110

62
60

I can find no tangible difference between the Dorre and Bernier
Island examples of Z./«scirtiits.
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Lagorchestes hirsutus berxieri, subsp.

Ten males

;

775

n.

seven females.

General characters as in the typical subspecies but the fur is
not nearly so long (hairs of back in Avinter specimens about
18 mm., wool-hairs 12 mm., instead of 32 and 24 mm. resjDectively)
the ears are slightly shorter the long hairs on the feet
are of a more glossy sandy colovir, instead of brownish
and the
tail, instead of being well-haired throughout and blackish on
the upper side of the terminal half, is practically naked above, the
few minute scattered hairs being sandy.
The skulls are remai'kably uniform in chairacter but, no equally
good material existing of the true L. hirsutus, it can now be
stated only that the bullae, in correlation with the shorter external
ear, are very decidedly smaller than in the ty23e.
Tlie interorbital
is broad and parallel-sided.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh
Head and body 370 mm.; tail 270; hind foot s.u. 112,
c.u. 125; ear 48.
Skull greatest length 76 mm.
basal length 66
greatest
breadth 41*5 nasals 30 X 11"8 interorbital breadth 12-9 palatal
length of secator 4"7
length 42
combined length of three
anterior molariform teeth 15'2.
Hah. Bernier Island, Shark's Bay.
Type. Adult male. B.M. No. 6.10.5.18. Original number 571.
Collected 16 June, 1906, by G. 0. Shortridge and presented by
Mr. W. E. Balston.
This animal, which differs from its mainland relations in veiy
much the same way as do the other two Rat Kangaroos of the
island from theii'S, is fortunately able to take its proper position
in nomenclature as an insular subspecies of L. hirsibtus, the
mainland foi'm having in this case been first described. No
record exists as to how far north the true L. hirsiUus occurs, the
only specimen with an exact locality that I am aware of being
the type, which was obtained by Mr. Gilbert at York, in the
Avon district inland of Perth.
But further, a careful compaiison of two specimens obtained by
Mr. J. T. Tunney on Dorre Island, just to the south, with the
series from Bernier Island shows that a slight difference has already
been developed between the two and one that I think should be
The Dorre Island foi-m may therefore
recognised by name.
be called Lagorchestes hirsutus dorreai.
Externally the differences are not essential, though it may be
noted that the fur of dorreai is slightly softer, and in one example
longer (specimens obtained in the southern summer, and compared
with winter specimens of hernieri), though not so long as in true
hirsutus, and that the ground-colour is more rufous, the ordinaiy
and wool hairs, and not only the long piles of tlie rumj), having a
tinge of sandy rufous.
The skull may be at once distinguished from that of hernieri
;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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by
10

—

narrowness of the

tlie

mill, across as

interoi'bital

compared with over 13

I'egion,

[Nov. 13,

which

nnii. in hernieri,

is

only

and in

this respect the skulls of the latter are I'emai-kably uniform.
Dimensions of the type, measiu'ed in the skin
:

Head and body 400
ear 43.
Skull

mm

;

tail

280

—

;

hind foot

s.u. 109, c.u.

124;

greatest
basal length 66
greatest length 76 mm.
breadth 44; nasals 19xll"5; interorbital breadth 10; length of

secator

;

;

5.

Dorre Island, Shark's Bay.
B.M. No. 0.6.1.18. Original number 93.
Old male.
Collected February 1899 by Mr. J. T. Tunney, and presented by
the Western Australian Museum, Perth.
From true L. hirsuhts the Doia-e Island form difieis in all the
characters mentioned above as distinguishing L. k. bernieri, and
JIab.

Ti/pe.

is

of course very closely allied to the latter.
46.

One

MUS

ALBOCINEREUS SQUALORUM, Subsp.

n.

male, four females.

Quite like the true J/, albocinereus of the
districts in all respects of propoi'tions, colour,

Swan and Avon
and

striicture of

but markedly smaller throughout, as evidenced by the
following measurements, all taken by Mr. Shoi'tiidge in the
skull,

flesh

:

J/, a. albocinereus.

Head and

— Dwaladine, Avon
mm.
115
105

mm.
105

<3

105
98

S
2

97

District.

foot.

Ear.

mm.
23
22
22

mm.

21
21
21

18
16
16

18
18
18

squalorum.

JI. a.

88
82
85

90
83
80

2
$
5

Hind

Tail.

bodj'.

The following are the skull-dimensions of the type, followed in
brackets by the corresponding dimensions of a rather younger
skull of the true M. cdbocinereas
Greatest length 25 (27-5) basilar length 18*5 (21) greatest
breadth 13 (13-7); length of nasals 9-2 (10-2); interorbital
breadth 4 (4) breadth of brain case 11-6 (12-4) palatilar length
10-6 (11"7): palatal foramina 4*7 (5'2) length of upper molar
:

;

;

;

;

;

series 3'6 (3"9).

The tails of all the specimens are entirely white, not darker
above, but this is frequently the case with inland specimens of
true cdbocinereus, although the co-types figured by Gould, from
the coast near Pertli, both have distinctly darker upper sides.
Hab. Bernier Island, Shark's Bay.
Type. Old female. B.M. No. 6.10.5.6. Original number 622,

190G.]
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C

Shortridge, and presented by
Collected 4 July, 1906, by G.
Mr. W. E. Balston.
The range of the beautiful grey M. albocinereus on the mainland
of Western Australia is as yet quite unknown, all the recorded

specimens being from one restricted area.

Mus MuscuLus

47.

L.

Male and female.
Perameles bougaisvillei Qaoy

48.

&,

Gaim,

An

imperfect skull, jiicked up.
Owing to the probable extermination of this species in Bernier
Island, and the fact that we have no specimens at all from Shark's
Bay, whence the species was originally described, this skull,
impei'fect as it is, is of much value to us.
It indicates, as in the case of the other Shark's Bay animals,
that this Bandicoot is diffei-ent from the one found fui-ther south,
to wliich Wagner's name rjiT/osiiros will be applicable.
The chief difference observable is in the size of the teeth,
the combined length of the thi-ee anterior molariform teeth of
hougainvillei being only 9 mm., while in raijosaros they measure
10-10-5 mm.

?).

Zoological Results o£ the Third Tancranyika Expedition,

conducted by Dr. W. A. r'unning-ton, 1904-1905.
Report on the Turbellaria. By F. F. Laidlaw.
Tteceived July 12, 1906.]

(Text-figure 126.)

[The species of Turbellarian described below by Mr. Laidlaw
was the only one observed dming the Expedition. Specimens
were collected at Niamkolo, at the south end of Tanganyika, and
at Xdanvie, near the north end, but the species was observed at
The specimens were taken on the under
several other localities.
side of stones in shallow water.

Plaxaria taxgaxyik.e,

A small species.
8

—W. A. C]

(Text-fig. 126.)

sp. n.

Length

of the largest spirit-specimen

Breadth 3 mm.
Anterior end rather pointed

about

mm.

eyes ifi.e,) moderately distant,
lying in front of the level of the pair of auricles {ait.).
Body (of
sjjirit-specimen) rather oval, the hinder end pointed.
Pharynx
opening {ph') a little in front of the commencement of the hinder
fourth of the body, at the level of its greatest width.
The colour
is black in the larger specimens, grey-brown in the smaller.
The
ovaries lie at the hinder end of the first fourth of the body.
The
oviducts were not seen.
The uterus (?.6i.) is symmetrical and lies
;

52*
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close

behind the free end of the pharynx.

of its

at first very small
base of the penis.
the
of
cavity
the
to
dorsal
immediately
lies
consideris pushed aside by the penis, increases

walls

and

The epithehuni

13.

is

secretory.

Further back

The uterine duct

{id.') is

it

epithelium
ably in size as it approaches the antrum, and here its
duct lie
the
around
whilst
(ej).'),
character
takes on a secretory
There is no indication of any bursa
gland-cells (gl).

numerous

copulatrix.
Text-fig. 126.

Planaria tang any iTcee, much enlarged.
For explanation of the lettering, see text.

The vasa deferentia {v.d.) open into a chamber at the base of
the penis (pr.). This chamber is lined by an epithelium Avhich,
in front of the level of the openings of the vasa deferentia and
dorscdly behind them, is evidently concerned in the production of
a o-ranular secretion; the epithelium of the rest of the chamber is
of'^a different character, flattened, and apparently not secretory,
but in parts this has been lost. The penis {p.) is conical and

—
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The
ratliei- a three-sided ovitline in transverse section.
duct traversing it is very narrow.
Beyond the level of the penis the walls of the antrum {a.) have
an epithelium similar to that of the lower part of the uterine
duct.
Round the penis the walls have a flattened epithelium and
are non-muscular.
The vasa def erentia can be traced forward to a level about halfway along the phaiynx.
The testes are numerous and contain spermatozoa in all stages
of development, the vasa def erentia are crowded with them.
The cells of the gut are large and rounded, and many of them
have broken away fi-om the gut-wall.
Planaria tanganyikce differs from P. neumanni Keppi*, in its
smaller size.
Its penis is more regularly conical and the uterus
The body is perhaps, too, a little
also is more regular in shape.
broader proportionately, and the hinder end not so produced,
though it is impossible to rely on the shape of a preserved
specimen.
Two other Planarians have been described from fresh-water
from East Africa P. venusta Bohmig, and P. hrachycephala
Bohmig t but both these are known only from immature
specimens,
P. tanganyikce is a very ordinary form, and certainly lends
no support to the hypothesis of the marine affinities of the Tanganyikan fauna.
shows

;

4.

—

The Rudd Exploration of S. Africa. VI. List of Mammals
By
obtained by Mr. Grrant in the Eastern Transvaal.
Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., and Haeold Schwann,
F.Z.S.
[Received October

4,

1906.]

During April and May, before going down into the hotter
Mr. Grant made a stay at Legogot, a village in the
northei'n part of the Barberton district, at an altitude of about

coast-belt,

3000

feet.

following

There he obtained the Mammals recorded in the

list.

One species, a Shrew, is new, while the most valuable of the
other animals are the additional specimens of Pronolagus ruddi,
the large ally of the Rooi-haas, the description of which was
based on a specimen collected in Zululand at an earlier stage of
the Rudd Exploration.
Before going to Legogot Mr. Grrant made a small collection at
a place called Turfloop, between Pietersburg and Woodbush, in
* Neppi, Valeria. " Ueber einige exotische Turbellarien." Zool. Jabrb., Systematik, xxi. 1904-1905, pp. 309-316, Taf. 9. iigs. 7-8, Taf. 10. figs. 13-14.
t Bohmig, L. " Die Turbellarien Ost-Afrikas," in Deutsch-Ost-Afrika, iv. (14)
pp. 12-13, figs. 11-14 (1898).

—
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but as he obtained no examples of
mentioned in our list of his Woodbush collection*, we
do not think any list of them is necessary.
;

species not

Cercopithecus lalandei Geoff,

1.
c?.

1418, 1426, 1464.

Legogot.

Rhinolophus augur K. And.

2.

$. 1412, 1416. Lea-ogot.
5. 1366'^ Woodbush.
d'. 1363-5.
"These six specimens give the following range of variation
" Forearms 52-55-7 mm.
"Upper canine to back of m'^ 8'3-8'7 m. Maxillary width
:

—

across parastyles of ni' 8-3-8"7.
" Minute lower premolar joresent on both sides in one specimen;
absent but with trace of the alveolus, in three absent without
trace in two.
" Upper canine and p' slightly separated in three, in simple
;

contact in one

slightly overlapj)ing at base in two."

K. A.

Rhinolophus darlingi K. And.

3.

5

;

.

1427.

Legogot.

Forearm 46"2 mm. Upper canine to back of m^ 7'5. Maxillary width 7'8.
Pg wanting on both sides.
P^ external upper
canine and p* practically in contact.
" Of the five examples of this species in the Museum, p^ is
wanting on one side and present but exceedingly minute on the
other in three in the other two skidls this tooth is wdiolly absent.
In all five skulls the teeth are unworn." K. A.
"

;

;

Yespertilio capensis a. Sm.

4.

$

.

1372.

Pietersburg.

PiPISTRELLUS KUHLII FUSCATUS ThoS.

5.

^. 1437.

5. 1444.

Legogot.

PiPISTRELLUS NANUS Peters.

6.
cJ.

1443, 1449.

Orocidura

7.

c?.

c?.

c?

.

c?

.

Legogot.

(near argentata Sund.).

1371.
Pietersburg, 4350'.
1397, 1417, 1453,1460.
Legogot.

Crociduka

8.

sp.

$.1431,1440.

sp. (near onartensi Dobs.).

1375, 1376.
Pietersburg.
1414.
Legogot.
* P. Z. S. 1906,

p. 585.
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PaCHYURA GRATULA,

9.

<S.

A

1436, 1458, 1476.

Sp.

781

11.

Legogot.

medium-sized species of a bluish-grey colour, with bicolor

taiL
(Size about as in Croddura pilosa^ therefore immensely larger
than such pygmy shrews as P. gracilis and F. varilla. Fur close
and fine, rather over 3"5 mm. in length on the back. General
colour above clear uniform bluish grey (between grey Xo. 5 and
"plumbeous"). Under surface not sharply defined, more whitish
grey (about grey ISTo. 7). Upper surface of hands and feet white.
Tail about two-thirds the length of the head and body, well-haired
dark
with faii-ly numerous bristle-hairs on its proximal half
brown above, white below. Lateral gland of male distinct, halfway between elbow and hip, its hairs whitish.
8kull of normal proportions.
Third unicuspid slightly larger
than second, fourth about half the size of third.
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh)
Head and body 76 mm. tail .50 hind foot 13 ear 10.
Skull greatest length including incLsors 20 mm. basal length
17-2; gTeatest breaclth 8'7
length of upper tooth -row 8*4;
breadth of palate across molars 6 combined length of p^, m^ &
;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

m^

4-4; tip of i^ to tip of p' 4*3.
Hah. as above.

Type. Male.
B.M. Xo. 6.8.2.46.
Original number 1476.
Collected 22 May, 1906.
Il^o membeis of Pachyura have hitherto been described from
South Africa other than the pygmy shrews P. gracilis and varilla.
The bluish pelage and bicolor tail will also distinguish this well-

marked
10.

5

.

11.

.species.

MvosoREX vARius Smuts.
1471.

Legogot.

Lycaox pictus Temni.

$. 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475.
12.

Gexetta letab-E Thos.

5

1445.

.

13.
c?

.

14.

5

.

&:

Legogot.

Schw.

Legogot.

Herpestes GRACILIS PuxcTULATUs Gray,
1466. Legogot.

Dextjromus xigrifroxs True.
1478.

Legogot.

animal agrees so closely with True's description'^of
nigrifrons that we see no reason to distinguish it.
Mr. Darlinf
obtained examples of the same .species at Mazoe. Mashonaland.
In the presence of a nail instead of a claw on the fifth hind toe, it
agrees with the D. melanotis group.
This

little
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15.

Arvicanthis dorsalis a. Sm.

d'.

1410.

16.

Legogot.

Arvicanthis pumilio dilectus de Wint.

J. 1401.
17.

$.1400,1411.

Legogot.

Mus chrysophilus

de Wint.

S. 1395,1421,1422,1429,1430,1431,1434.
1433,1454. Legogot.
18.

[NoV. 13,

Mus coucHA

$. 1399,1428,

A. Sm.

Pietersburg.
Legogot.
(?. 1393, 1394, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1446.
$. 1398, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1415, 1419, 1420, 1423,
Legogot.
1432, 1450.

$. 1370.

19.

Leggada biinutoides a. Sm.

2

1405, 1435, 1457.

.

Legogot.

20.

Steatomys pratensis Pet.

J

1413.

.

21.

Legogot.

Georychus,

sp.

(near hottentotus).

S 1448, 1451, 1452, 1455, 1459, 1461. Legogot.
$ 1439, 1447.
The Legogot specimens seem to show the lateral grooves on the
.

.

molars for a longer period than is customary in this group.
Perhaps the local food is softer, so that the teeth wear doAvn less
quickly than usual.
22.

Lepus zuluensis Thos. & Schw.

S

1462, 1467.

.

Legogot.

23.

Pronolagus ruddi Thos. & Schw.

S

1424, 1425, 1470.

.

Legogot.

These additional specimens of the rare lai'ge form of Pronolagus
The species was only previously known from
are most welcome.
Natal and Zululand.
24.

Procavia capensis

S. 1442.
25.
c?.

?. 1441.

Pall.

Legogot.

Cephalophus natalensis Smith,
1468, 1469.

$.1456.

Legogot.

p.

Z.S, 1906.
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The Mollusca of the

Persiiin
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GUI.P.

duU, Gnl£

of

Oman, and

Arabian Sea, as evidenced mainly throuoli the Collections
o£ Mr. F.W.Townsend, 1893-1 UOC;; witli Descriptions of
new Species. By James Cosmo Melvill, M.A., F.L.S.,
F.Z.S.,and Robert Standen^ Assist.-Keeper, Manchester

Museum.
Part II.— PELECYPODA.*
[Received September 10, 1906.]

(Plates LIII.-^-LVI.t)

In this, the second portion of our enumeration, over 420 species
are mentioned, and, of these, more than one-sixth, say 76 species,
were discovered either by Mr. Townsend or Mr. Alexander
Abercrombie, and have been in greater part described by one of
the jwesent authors duiing the past thirteen or fourteen years.
These include a considerable number of, mainly, small and abyssal
forms, now to be differentiated in the subsequent pages of this
paper.
In the first part of our Catalogue, a census of 935 species, all
Gastropoda, excepting for about 12 or 1.3 8caphopoda, was given.
Five or six years having now elapsed since its publication, the
number has Ijeen continually increased owing to the products of
several further drerlgings on the part of Mr. Townsend having
been now fully woi-ked out, and the residts at all events, so
published in a series of
far as the new species are concerned
With these
articles, references to whicli will be given below.
additions, the number of Mollusca as yet detected in this area is as
^
follows

—

—

:

Cephalopoda
Gastropoda

2

Scaphopofla

Pelecypoda
Total
This,

we

J.

1175
15
426
....

1618

believe, already slightly eclipses the

species.

sum

of the rich

Mediterranean Fauna, to which it bears a considerable generic
And, likewise,
analogy, though so widety- differing specifically.
compared with Erythraean forms, it will be found, numerically,
to surpass them in even still greater a degree, for hardly more
than a thousand species have so far been catalogued as natives of
the Red >Sea, rich though that 8ea be Ijoth in variety and pirjlific
occurrence of individuals.
It must also be borne in mind that both the Mediterranean
and Erythraean Seas have been far more assiduously explored
than the region under discussion, and any further discoveries
* For Part I. sen P. Z. S. 1901 (vol. ii.), p. .327.
t For explanation of the Plates, see p. 848.
X In Cephalopoda, only the genera Nautilus, Argonauta, and Spirula have been
considered here.
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will therefore almost certainly tend to the advantage and proportionate gain of the Noith Arabian >Sea and Pei'sian Gnlf.

Numerical comparison

tvith

Adenese Mollusca.

E. R. Shopland has within the last four and a half
years published a second edition of his invaluable Catalogue of
Aden Shells* all, to quote from his preface, "collected within
a radius of six miles from Steamer Point, chiefly on the shores
of the Inner Harbour, and fi-om the coral brought in from Little

Commander

—

Aden

washing lime."
as foreshadowed by one of us in a paper f giving
descriptions of new Mollusca from this locality, and likewise
giving a bi'ief historic resume of the Erythraean fauna, and its
bibliography, has now been augmented to, roundly speaking,
750 species. Of these, about 310 seem common to Aden and the
Gulf of Oman. It is not now feasible, owing to exigencies of
for

The

list,

to give a list of these in detail,
of special interest.

space,

but the following are

enumerated as being
Murex

rota Sotcb. (=anatomicus,
Ferry, 1811, iiom. pvias.).
Pleurotoma baynhami Sm.

Ceritbiura clypeouiorus Jouss.
yerbixryi Sm.
Rissoiiia pacbystoma

Onoba delicata RMl.
Tuvritella maculata Reeve.

Sm.
BuUia tabitensis Gmel.

Melv.
Chemn.
Leptotbyra lajta Montr.
pilula Dimker.

CaljqjtraBa edgariana
Vanikoro cancellata

variabilis

•

Cj'lleiie

Nassa

grayi Reeve.

iiiarratii

Sm.

obockensis Jouss.

Etbalia carneolata Melv.
Calliostoma scobinatum^tl.^tif?. (formerly
considered endemic at Bombay).

(=zailensis

Soivh.).

Mitra bovei Klen.
coeligeiia

•

Melv.

seguenziaua Issel.

catena Beeve.
cecclii Jouss.
pouloensis Jouss.

Reeve.

Thracia adenensis Melv.

carnicolor Reeve.
tissurata LamJf.
pretiosa Reeve.

Mactra fauroti Jouss.
Raeta abercrombiei Melv.
Psammobia elegans Desk.

sboplandi Melv.
Marginella mazagoiiica Melv.
Columbella propinquans Sm.
(=kieueri
Scalaria deciissataifOHl'.
T. Can.).

kolal.)a'.ia JFelv.
metlioria Melv.

'

Terebra iiassoides Hinds.
pellyi Sm.
Elusa bnunieomaculata Melv.
Eulima sboplandi Melv.
Solarium regium Uanley.
Conus clytospira M. 4-" St.
tlioniasi Soivb.

traversiaiius

occideiis Cl/cmn.

Telbna

Sm.

Strombus beluchieusis Melv.
fusiformis Soicb.
Rostellaria curta Soivh. (=curvirostris Laml-., 3).
Cypra;a leiitigincsa Gray.
Caiicellavia bystrix Reeve.

micans Uanley.
pharaonis Uanley.

Donax

erytbrieus Berth.
scalpellnm Gray.

Cumingia

occatilla 3felv.

Tivela ponderosa Koch.

Sunetta contempta Sm.
Petricola benipricliii Issel.
Crenella cumingiana Dunher.
Septit'er excisus Wiegm.
Cuculla?a concamerata Chemn.
Pectunculina mnltistriata ForsJc.
Pecten layardi Reeve.
luculentus Reeve.

townsendi Sowb.

* Proc. Mai. Soc. vol. v. part 2, pp. 177-179 (July 1902). Tbe first edition was
published in Journ. Bombay Soc. x. pp. 217-235, with addendum, t. c. pp. 503-504.
f Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. iv. pp. 461-463 also op. cit. vol. vii.
pp. 550-556.
;
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There can, of course, be no doubt that the.se 310 .specie.s also
inhabit the intermediate sea.s, as yet, unfoitunately, but little
explored, between Aden and Eas-el-Had, that wa.sh the coasts of
the Hadramaut, Dhofar, &c. It is much, to be hoped that some
investigator may soon turn his attention to this neglected area.
Cdijlcjii.

With regard to Ceylon, comparison seems impo.ssible at present,
as we do not possess i-ecent catalogues of the productions of the
and shores of that proverbially rich island. The enumeration,
compiled, A^'e believe, by the late Mr. Sylvanus Hanley with the
aid of Mr. E. L. Layard, C.M.G., and published in the treatise on
Ceylon by 8ir J. Emerson Tennant *, is altogether out of date, as
also are the .slight additions made by the late Mr. A. W. Langdon to
the ]\[ollusca fauna H". The researches of the late Messrs. Hugh and
Geoffrey Xevill, of ]VIr. J. R. Henderson and ls\v. Edgar Thurston.
C.M.Z.S., in the Gulf of Manaari, and the cur.sor}' dredgings oft'
Batticaloa and Humbantotte by Captain W. A. Tindall, all tend,
in some small measure, to reveal what a superlatively productive
region, conchologically speaking, is that of Ceylon.
may add,
that the scientific appendices to the Pearl-Oyster Fi-sher}" Repoi-ts
brought out by Professor W. A. Herdman, F.R.S., have likewise
added to our knowledge of this fauna, as regai^ls Cfiplialopoda
(Dr. W. E. Hoyle), Poh/plaxophora (Mr. E. E,. 8ykes), and Opjisihohranchiata (Mr. G. P. Farran), while the Gastropoda and Pelecypoda are being reported upon by one of us (E,. tStanden) in
conjunction with Mr. Alfred Leicester.
seas

We

MaMive
Mr. Edgar

and, LaccadAve Islands.

enumei-ated .380 species § as occurring in
these islands, collected by the Stanley Gardiner Expedition,
remarking that " this probably comprises a large pioportion of
the forms which occur." Only 49 of these are noted by liim, in
the tabular li.st of distribution, as occurring in the Persian Gulf.
notice, however, that Conns maldivus L. is not included, the
name of -which would incline us to the belief it had fir-st been
detected in the Maldives. Pecten maldivensis Sm., has also been
found to occur in the Gulf and no doubt the number of species
common to both regions will be found much laiger, with more
detailed research. In the Pelecypoda for instance, Semipecten
forhesianus, Septifer hiloctdaris, Area irnhricata^ CardAurn sueziense,
C fornicatum, Venus rnarica, &.C., all occur- in both.
iSmitli

We

;

.

Referring, cursorily, to the brief resume given in our first
on the distribution of the chief genera of Gastropoda in the

paper

^

* Ceylon/ vol. i. pp. 233-243 (2nd edition, 1859).
t •loum. of Concb. i. p. 71 (1874).
X Bull. Mus. Madras, Xo. 3 (1895) Journ. of Conch, is. pp. .30, 75.
The Fauna and Geo^aphy of the ilaldive and Laccadive Archipelagoes.'
§
'

;

'

pp. 589-630, pis. XXXV. & xxxvi. (1903).
P. Z.S. 1901 (vol. ii.), pp. 330, 331.
II

vol.

ii.
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Persian-Gulf region, we would say, as regards the Pelecypoda, that
the most distinctive and widely-spread family appears to be the
Tellinacea, between 40 and 50 species of the typical genus Tellina
lieing present, several endemic and hitherto unknown, others of
wide range. Veneracea are likewise plentiful, some, e. g. Tivela
ponderosa Koch, and Ocdlista multiradiata Sowb., being among the
finest of their race.
The only Solenomya is peculiar, being also an
inhabitant of Patagonia. The members of the Arcacea ai'e freely
distributed, amongst them being two fine endemic Fectuncidi,
P. mashatensis Melv. and heroicus M. t St., this last now described
in this paper.
In Nuculida?, Yoldia and Leda can boast of several
most interesting species, Ni(,cula being also jjresent, but not to so
prominent a degree. In Mytilacea, several Modiolce, Crenellce,
&c. occur, mostly of small size, but in some variety and refinement
of form.
In Aviculidfe a few striking species occur, the most notable, of
course, being the local varieties of the Pearl -Oyster, an important
fishery of which exists in the Persian Gulf.
Among the true
Oj^sters (Ost?-ea), some large and important forms are found, e. g.,
0. ciicidlata Born, and iridescens Gray, the latter attaining a large
size.
But to 0. toionsendi Melv., an endemic species discovered
about ten years ago by Mr. Townsend, adhering to the telegraphcable in the Gulf, must be given the palm, it being one of
the few Ostrece exhibiting real beauty both in sculpture, form, and
delicacy of coloration.
Pecten toionsendi Sowb., a noble species,
Vola dorothece Melv., and a few deep-sea Aonussia must not be
passed without notice. Spondylus exilis Sowb. and S. gloriandus
M. & St. are likewise two conspicuous endemic sj^ecies, the former
to some extent allied to the Mediterranean ,S. gcedaropus L,,
though quite distinct.
Indeed, close afiinities with SouthEui'opean forms ai'e the characteristics of many species in this
fauna, seeming to point in frequent instances to a common
archaic ancestry.
In the Lucinidas, Loripes victorialis Melv., a
most delicate milky-white transparent species, with close concentric lamelipe, is endemic
and the same may be said of the
somewhat similarly ornamented Mactrinida tryphera* Melv,, from
the Persian Gulf.
The Cardiacea a,re many in numbers, but few of conspicuous
size, Cardium fornicatmn Sowb. being perhaps the most interesting; while the smaller C. centura-liratimn Melv., described below,
is a
particularly delicately-sculptured abyssal shell.
Among
the Myacea, Gari {Psamviobia) exhibits 13 or 14 species, some
endemic, all being varied in both sculpture and coloration. Some
large Pholadacea occur:
Pholas hakeri Desh. (named after
the late Major Baker, the first recorder of Mollusca from
Karachi, in 1850), has a wide range over the northern shores,
and Ph. orientaUs Gm. occurs with valves sometimes 8 inches
in length.
In the Anatinacea are one or two Anatince, four
;

* Since this paper was written, this JIactriniila has been dredged by the
'Investigator' in deep waters south of the Gulf, thus extending its area of distribution.
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Pandorce, two Thracke these last were both discovered in recent
years one by Commander E. R. Shopland at Aden, and now recorded with increased disti'ibution in the Pei'sian Gulf the other,
first found by Mr. A. Abei'crombie, near Salsette Island, Bombay,
is not yet known outside that restricted limit.
Finally, among
the Septibranchiata are to be seen a few Cuspidarice [Necerce).
Doubtless, further deep-sea dredgings will increase the number
here, the present records being somewhat below the average.
Recently, Dr. Sturany has discovered in Erythrtean watei-s no
less than five species of this genus, two of which (C /^oiit
and hrachyrhynchus Stur,) are among the enumerations in the
accompanying Catalogue, both antedated by the names C. alcocki
and approxmiata E. A. Smith, having been first dredged by the
s.s.
Investigator Expedition in the Bay of Bengal.
;

—

;

'

'
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Descriptions of twenty-eight Species
(J. C).
Gastropoda from the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, and
Arabian Sea, dredged by Mr. F. W. Townsend, 1900-1904.
Proc. Malac. Soc. Lond. pp. 158-169, pi. x.
1904. Id.
Gonus coromanclelicus Smith, its probable aiiinities,
1904.

of

—

and systematic position in the Familjr Conida?.

T.

c.

pp. 170-173, figs.
[Is a recent representative of the subgenus Conorhis Swainson.]
1904. Id.
Descriptions of twelve new Species and one Variety of

—

Marine Gastropoda from the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman,
a,nd Arabian Sea, collected by Mr. F. W. Townsend, 19021904.
J. Malac. xi. pp. 79-85, pi. viii.
1904. Id.
Kote on Mitra steplianucula Melv., with description of
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by Mr. F. W. Townsend, 1902-1904. T. c. pp. 69-80,

—
—A
—
—

pis. vii.-viii.

—

Capidus Usstts Smith, a type of a pi-oposed new subgenus {Malluvium) oi Amcdthea Schum. T. c. pp. 81-84, fig.

1906. Id.

—

& Standen (R.). Descriptions of sixty-eight new Gastropoda from the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, and North
Arabian Sea, dredged by Mr. F. W. Townsend, 1901-1903.
Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) xii. pp. 289-324, pis. xx.-xxiii. reprinted J. Bombay Soc. xvi. pp. 86-98, pis.
& B, 1904.
The Genus Bcala (Klein) Humphrey, as repre1903. Id. & Id.
sented in the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, and North
Arabian Sea, with descriptions of (18) new species.
J.
Conch. X. pp. 340-351, pi. vii.
1904. Id. k Id.— The Cyprmidce of the Persian Gulf, Gulf of
1903. Id.

;

A

—

Oman, and North Arabian Sea, as exhibited in Mr. F. W.
Townsend's Collections, 1893-1904. J. Conch, xi. pp. 117122.
liostellaria delicatida Nevill
1905. Id. ife Id.
Notes upon its
Distribution and limits of Variation. J. Conch, xi. pp. 161-

—

:

163, pi. ii.
Die Chitonen der Siboga-Expedition.
1905. NiERSXRASz (IT. F.).
114 pp., 8 pis.
[Descriptions of Ajjlacophora mostly collected in the East
Indian Archipelago.]
Descriptions of some new Species of
1904. Preston (H. B.).
Cingalese and Indian Marine Shells.
J. Malac. xi. pp. 75-

—

—

78, pis. vi.

&

vii.

[Mostlv described from specimens collected by Mr.
Nevill.]
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Descriptions of new Species of Marine
1905. Preston (H. B.).
Shells from Ceylon,
J. Malac. xii. pp. 1-8, pis. i. Sz ii.
[The same remarks apply to this paper.]
1902. Shopland (E. R.).
List of Marine Shells collected in the
neio-hbourhood of Aden between 1892 and 1901. P. Malac.
Soc^ Lond. V. pp. 171-179, 184.
[N.B. The first edition of this catalogue was published, 1896,
in J. Bombay iN^at. Hist. Soc. x. pp. 217-235, 503-504.]
1903. Smith (Edgar A.).
Marine Mollusca in Fauna and Geography of the Maldive and Laccadive Archijaelagoes,'
vol. ii. pp. 589-630, pis. xxxv. & xxxvi.
Natural History .Notes from H.M. Indian Marine
1904. Id.
Survey Steamer Investigator,' Commander T. H. Heming,
R.N.— Series iii. No. 1. On Mollusca from the Bay of
Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
Ann. Nat. Hist. xiii.
xiv. pp. 1-14.
pp. 453-473
Ditto.
Series iii. No. 10.
Ann. Nat. Hist, xviii.
1906. Id.

—

—

'

—

'

;

—

pp. 157-175, 245-264.

1905.

SowERBY

(CI. B.).

— Descriptions

mostly from Ceylon.
[Several desciibed

NevilL]

of

new

Species of Shells,

Ann. Nat. Hist.

fi-om

the

xvi. pp. 184-192.
collection of the late Hugh

—

1901. Sturany, R.
Lamellibranchiaten des Rothen-Meeres.
Ber. Comm. Ocean. Forschungen, vii. 1901, pp. 255-295,
7 pis.

—

Gastropoden (und Amphineuren) des Rothen-Meeres.
Denks. Ak. Wien, Ixxiv. pp. 219-283. 7 pis.
[A few of these new species, e. g., Ainuss.ium siehenrochii and
steindachneri, Limopsis elachista, Diplodonta raveyensis,
(fee, have been also found to occur in the Gulf of Oman.
Beitriige zur Kenntnis der Molluskenfauna des Rothen1 905. Id.
Meeres und des Golfes von Aden.
Nachrbl. Deutsch.
Malak. Ges. pp. 132-146, fig.
Polyplacophora. In Herdman, Report of
1903. Sykes (E. R.).
the Peai'l-Oyster Fisheries of the Gulf of Manaar, Part i.
London, 4to.
Suppl. Rep. iv. pp. 177-180, 1 plate.
Description of Marginella hinotata., n. sp.
1905. Id.
P. Malac.
Soc. Lond. vi. pp. 315-318, pi. xvii.
Note sur les Cyprceides recueillis par
1905. Yayssiere (A.).
M. Ch. Gravier a Djibouti. Bull. Mus. Paris, xi. j)p. 1651903. Id.

—

]

—

—

169.

1905.

Yignal

— Liste des

Coquilles de la Famille des Ceripar M. Ch. Gravier aux environs de
Djibouti et d'Obock. Bull. Mus. Paris, x. pp. 354-359.
thid^es

(L.).

recueillis

It will not be amiss here to repeat that the region embraced
in this paper includes all the seas noith of an imaginary straight
line drawn obliquely from Cape Ras-el-Had, Arabia, near Maskat
(Muscat), to Panjim in Continental India, say, from Lat. 22°
34' N., Long. 51° 48' E., to Lat. 15" 50' N., Long. 74" E.
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mention the three subdivisions proposed

as follows

:

The whole Persian Gulf, including the Gulf of
Oman, with Maskat and Jask, bordered eastwai'dly by

P.G.

(1)

Long. 59° 48' E.
M.C.
The Mekran Coast of Persia and Baluchistan,
between Long. 59" 48' E. and the River Hab.
I.
The Coast of Continental India, from east of the
River Hab, abutting on Karachi, say from Long. 66° 40' E.
south-eastwards to Panjim, Lat. 15° 50' N., Long, 74° E.

(2)

(3)

'

;

The Classification is that of P. Pelseneer, as proposed in his
Introduction a I'Etude des Mollusques.'

Catalogue of the Species.

PELECYPODA.
Order

I.

PROTOBRANCHIATA.
Fam. NucuLiD.E.

ISTucuLA consentanea* Melvill, sp. n.

N.

testa parva, solidula, pallide

hrunnea

(Plate

LIY.

fig. 7.)

vel cinerea, oblique ovata,

modice convexa ; costtdis tenuibus concentricis I'ugosis decorata,
radiatim obsciirissiine striata, lumda oblonga, niargine dorsali
utrinque declivi, 2^ostice elongato, antice patdlum arcuato
pagina interna margaritacea, margine multum cremdato ;
dentibus ad 15, fiortibus, tdtra medium fossa j^arva interruptis.
Alt. 5, lat. 6*50, diam. 3 (sj). maj.).
Eab. P.G. and M.C. Gulf of Oman; lat. 24° 58' N., long.
56° 54' E.
156 fathoms, shell-sand. Also rarely off Char bar, lat.
25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E., at 40 fathoms (March 1906).
Allied to N. cidehrensis E. A. Sm., from the West Indies (' Challenger Expedition), and N. scidpturata Sowb., from South Africa,
the radiating and concentric sculpture being of the same charactei-.
It occurs commonly at the first locality, many examples, in
various stages of growth, being quite perfect.
;

'

ISTucuLA layaedi a. Ad.

P.G. Bushire. Shaikh Shuaib Island. Gulf of Oman lat.
17° 18' N., long. 51° 52' S; dredged at 27 fathoms, mud.
M.C. Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E. 40 fathoms, off" Charbar.
I. Karachi.
10 fathoms, mud. Bombay {A. Abercrombie)
:

;

NUCULA NUCLEUS
P.G.

Bushire.

(L.).

With

i\^,

layardi A.

Ad,

We

* Consentaneus, in accord, or agreement,
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the

common

ISTUCULA RUGULOSA Sowb.
Lat. 27° N., long. 52° E.
the telegraph-cable, at 40 fathoms,
on
shell-growth
Amongst
mud bottom.

Gulf of Oman.

P.G.

Leda bellula a. Ad.
I.

{Nuculana Link.)

Karachi, very sparingly.

Leda brookei Hanley.
Oharbar. Shell-sand
[Ahercrombie)
Distrib. Borneo.

M.C.

Bombay

I.

Leda

fragilis (Ohemn.).

Leda mauritiana Sowb.
In many soundings

M.C.

mud
I.

40 fathoms.
one or two specimens only.

3 fathoms,

Shaikh Shuaib Island.

P.G.

on

;

;

at

mud and

sand.

from 10 to 50 fathoms, mostly

bottom.

Bombay

{Abercromhie).

YOLDIA CLARA Melv.
Bushire.

P.G.

4 fathoms, mud.

YOLDIA LEPIDULA A. Ad.
P.G.

Lat. 27° 18' N., long. 51° 52' E.

Dredged from muddy

bottom at 27 fathoms.
I.

Off Karachi.

15 fathoms, mud.
to Borneo.

In range extending

YoLDiA MCOBARiCA (Cliemn.).
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 26°

23' N., long. 54° 53' E.

;

mostly

at 25 fathoms.
I.

Bombay

[Abercrombie), rare.

Occurs as far south as Ceylon.

YoLDiA SEROTiNA Hinds.
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 25° 58' N long. 57° 03' E. 55 fathoms,
mad. Among shell-growth on telegraph-cable.
Ranges as far east as Borneo.
;

.,

YOLDIA TENELLA Hinds.
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24°

50' N., long. 65° 49' E.

YoLDiA TROPICA Melv.
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

1

5 fathoms

;

large.
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Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E. 40 fathoms, off Charbar;
Also in Charbar Bay at

M.C.

abundant, but mostly half -valves, dead.
15 fathoms.
Karachi. 5 fathoms thin mud.
I.
;

Fam. SoLENOMYID^.
SoLEXOMYA PATAGONicA E. A. Sm. [Solemyci.)
Gulf of Oman.
P.C4.
225 fathoms.

24° 49' N., long., 56° 56' E.

Lat.

;

The extension of i-ange now proved to exist for this comparatively
recently described species is peculiarly remarkable.
Our specimens
have been submitted to the author, and pronounced identical with
the original gatherings off Patagonia.

Order

FILIBRANOHIATA.

II.

Suborder

A.

ANOMIACEA.

Fam. AxoMiAD^.

Anomia ach^lts Gray.
Karachi.
I.
other Mollusca.

Parasitic on Placenta, various Pectmidcs,

and

Anomia (Enigma) ^nigmatica Anton.
I.

Karachi

Bombay

(il/cy or

5«^er).

Not yet recorded by Mr. Townsend.

(^A bercromhie).

Placenta orbicularis Betz. (= Placuna placenta L.).
In many places mostly on muddy banks at low water.
Karachi.
Bombay, abundant (^4. Abercrombie, E. H.
I.
Aitken and Captain A. J. Peile). Paiijim and Goa [Lt.-Col. H. D.
P.G.

:

Olivier).

Largely used, both in India and China, in the manufacture of
panes, and is a general substitute for glass.
It also
shelters a small crab, and seed pearls are not infrequent in the
species
very pi'obably on account of the crustacean causing

window

—

irritation.

Suborder

B.

AECACEA.

Fam. Arcad.e.

Arc A

BiSTRiGATA Dunker.

Karachi: found on rocks at low tide. Bombay (Paetel,
I.
Found there also by Mr. Abercrombie.
Cat. iii. p. 211).

Arca requiescens
A.

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LIY. fig. 2.)
medium depressa,

testa minicta, anguste-trapezoidea, versus

incequilate7rdi, ceqioivalvi, postice

magis expansa ; costis longi53*

'
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tmdique ctim insterstitiis, jnolchre
margine dorsali recto ; %mnhonih')is
distantihus, patoUum inciorvis, margine ventrali apud medmin
sinuato, crenulato : cardine tdrinque midti-denticulato ; pagiva
circa

tudincdibus

squamose

28,

cancellatis,

interna alba.
Alt. 2-50, lat. 5, diarn.

275 mm.

Hah. Persian Gulf Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' X., long. 56°
54' E.
156 fathoms, shell-sand.
A very small, abyssal, and probably almost if not quite adult
Area., almost precisely a miniature replica of A. noes L. or its
The form is narrowly trapezoid,
corresponding tropical ally.
posteriorly somewhat expanded, the most conspicvious feature
being the marked longitudinal depression just below the umbones,
beyond which, anteriorly, the form is somewhat abbreviated. All
the examples we have seen are half -valves only.
:

;

Arca (Bathyarca) anaclima*

Melvill,

sp. n.

(Plate

LIV.

fig. 6.)

A.

testa

minuta, tenui, albo-lactea, oblique truncatula, tumida,
concentrice, simul ac radiatim, imdique liris

inoiquilateixcU,

circttvicincta et canceUata, latere antico oblique
arcuato, postice magis recto, margine ventrali leniter rotundato:
timbooiibtos promimdis, area dorsali angusta ; p>agina interna
alba, subpellucenie ; dentibits minutis, inconspicuis, iitrinque
teiiitissimis

a medio divergentibus.
diam. 2-25

Alt. 2-50, lat. 3,

mm.

Lat. 24° 58' N.. long.
Hab. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman.
56° 54' E.
156 fathoms, abundant. Lat. 25° 10' K., long. 60°
34' E.
40 fathoms, rarely.
This little species, of which there were multitudinous examples
dredged, but all in dissociated valves, has as its nearest ally
Scapharca inceqidsculpta E. A. Sm., from Culebra Island, West
Indies, 390 fathoms, collected in Pteropod ooze by the Challenger
Expedition t. It is probably, according to Dr. W. H. Dall, who
has kindly examined specimens, hardly adult, but abundantly
The
other species inhabiting the same region.
difii"ers from
radiating and concentric cancellations are very beautiful, when
examined with a lens of moderate power.
;

;

'

Arca (Scapharca) birleyana

Melvill,

sp.

n.

(Plate

LTIL

fig. 8.)

A.

testa ovato-trapezoidea, solidula, sordide albo-cinerea, epider-

mide setosa ad latera prcecipue tecta ; valva sinistra dextram
patdlum siqyerimpendente, ad regionem umbonalem planatocompressa ; umbonibus ip)sis 2}(i')~vis, latere antico abbreviato,.
p)Ostico recti-qtiadrato, margine dorsali recto, ventrali ad lat%i,s
* r-vaKkiua, ^ sloping forward, obliquitj', from the form.
Cliallenger Exped., Zoology, vol. xiii. p. 267, pi,

f Report

'

'

xvii. figs. 8, 8rt,
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anticum. leniter roiundato ; costis radiantibus permmnerosis,
ad 48, nitidis, fere kevibus, cdbis, interstitiis sub lente obscure
squcmiatis ; pagina interna alba, margine undique profunde
sidcato ; dentibus ad 44, interdtmi bifurcatis ; area ligamentari
angusta.
Alt. 27, lat. 34,

mm.

diam. 25

Hab. Persian Gulf, Thairi (1903).
One specimen only, but in superb condition. The many uniform,
close-set ribs, and peculiar flattened compression in the umbonal
i-egion, chai-acterise this new form, which I would venture to
dedicate to my friend Miss Caroline Birley, who has from the first
been very interested in all that appertained to the elucidation of
the Mollusca of the Persian Gulf, both recent and fossil forms.

Arca (Scapharca) cibotina*
A.

testa iucequilaterali,

Melvill, sp.n.

cequivalvi,

(Plate

LIY.

fig. 4.^

transversa, antice angusta,

postice expansa, alba, tenui, superficie undique delicate et arete
radiatim lirata et cancellata; margine dorsali recto, ventrali
plies

mimts sinuato ;
5 vel

anticis

u.7nbonibus prooni/nidis, contiguis, dentibus
ad 15; pagina interna subhyalina,

Q, jwsticis

albo-lactea, delicata.

Alt. 5, lat. 8,

diam. 2

mm.

Hab. Persian Gulf Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56°
54' E.
156 fathoms, shell-sand. Fairly abundant, but all dead
:

;

shells.

This small member of the Arcacea seems distinct. We ally with
A. cidebrensis Smith, from Oulebra Island, W. Indies t- All
our examples are of much the same dimensions, and probably
nearly or quite adult.
it

Arca (Scapharca) clathrata Reeve.
156
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' K, long. 56° 54' E.
fathoms, shell-sand.
Small imperfect specimens referred here with a little doubt.
They may prove to be the allied A. consociata Smith (Rep.
Challenger Exp. xiii. p. 266, pi. xvii. figs. 7-7«), which they much
resemble in size and general character.
;

'

'

Arca (Scapharca) injequivalvis Brug.
Yoimg examples, most probably
P.G.

referable

to

this

Maskat at 15 fathoms.
Bombay common and fine {Abercrombie). Bombay
I.
Panjim and Goa [Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier).
species,

have been dredged

off

;

Arca (Scapharca) japonica Reeve.
Bombay (^Abercrombie).
I.
*

K-ijSoiros,

f Report

'

a chest or coffer.

Challenger

'

Exped., Zoology, vol.

xiii. p.

268, pi. xxii. figs. 9-95.

to
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AncA (Scapharca) natalensis Krauss.
P.G.

Dabai, 8 fathoms.

The head-quarters

of this species are, as its

name

implies,

South

African.

Arca (Scapharca) rhombea Born.
I.
Bombay (^Abercromhie).

Arca (Scapharca) rufescens Reeve.
P.G.

Dabai, 8 fathoms.

Karachi (October 1894).

I.

Arca (Anomalocardia) granosa Lam.
I.
Bombay (^Ahercrombie). A conspicuous

species, common in
this locality, but not yet recorded furthei- north.
Largely eaten

by the natives along the Indian coast {Ca'ptcmi A.
Parallelipipedum tortuosum

J. Peile).

(L.).

Island dredged at 17 fathoms, mud bottom^
Dabai at 8 fathoms.
I.
Karachi at 3 fathoms, mud and loose rocks. Between
Bombay and Ratnagiri {E. H. Aitken). Off Bombay, dredged,
half- valves {F. W. T.), 1906.
P.G-.

Henjam

;

;

CucuLLiEA concamerata (Cliemn.).
P.G.

Maskat Jask

dredged at

;

10 fathoms,

muddy

sand.

3 fathoms, sand.

Barbatia CYMBiEFORMis Reeve.
I.

Karachi.

Barbatia divaricata Sowb.

{

= ohliquata Wood).

Karachi. Found under rocks at half-tide {F. W. T. and
Major Baker). Bombay, but rare (A. Ahercrombie).
I.

Barbatia bomingensis Lam.

{=^

squamosa Lam.).

P.G. Gulf of Oman lat. 26° 50' N., long. 54° 50' E. Also
Maskat, 15 fathoms.
species of increasingly wide distribution.
Also dredged at 48-49 fathoms by the Investigator in the Gulf
;

A

'

of

'

Oman.
Barbatia illota Sowb.

P.G. Very local.
Some little doubt exists as to the determination of this .-species. The typical illota are from Western.
Tropical America.

Barbatia imbricata (Brug.).
P.G.

Henjam

M.C.

Charbar Point.

I,

Island.

15 fathoms, mud.
7 fathoms.

Karachi..

This appears to be

7?.

dathrata (Lam.).

e
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(L.).

Bombay

[Abercrombie).
Includes B. zebuensis Reeve.
Likewise native of European seas, including Great Britain.
I.

Barbatia nivea (rmel.
P.G. Dabai.

8 fathoms (1903).

Barbatia (Acar) avellanaria*

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LTY.

fig. 3.)

B. testa cdba, solidula, oblonga, lateribus amhobus leniter marginerti apud ventralem rotimdatis, joara^/eZa, siqyerficie omni
arete et pulcherrime cancellata^ jjostice costis radiantibiijS
magis pro7ninuUs, majoribus, sub lente geminulatis : pagina
inttts alba, marginibus undique fiinbriolatis ; dentibus crassis,
normalibus.
Alt. 4, lat. 7, diani. 3 I'um.

Hah. Persian Gulf Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long 5(>
E. 156 fathoms, shell-sand.
An abundant sj^ecies, of compact growth, and close cancellation,
excepting posteriorly, where six or seven pi-ominent ribs extend
radiately, the interstices being free and clearly defined.
:

54'

;

Barbatia (Acar) gradata Brod. & Sowb.
P.G.

Very

Barbatia

local.

(Acar) margareth^e Melvill.

sp. n.

(Plate

LIY.

fig. 5.)

B. testa parva, incrassata, incequilaterali, ceqtdvalvi, oblique trapeze idea, lUrinque obtuse angulata, postice elongata, margin
dorsali et ventrali p>arallelis, superficie om,ni arete et ptdeherrime eaneellata, et radiatim regidariter imbrieato-costellata:
pagina intus alba: eardine deiitibiis j^aueis, eirca 16 i^ridelieet
11 post ids, 5 antieis) jyra'dito.
Alt. 5, lat. 8, diavi. 3
„
3,
„ 4,
„ 1-5

mm.

(sp. maj.J.

„

(sp. mill.).

Hab. Persian Gulf Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long.
156 fathoms, often attached to Serpulse (fee.
E.
:

54'

A

56"^

;

highly decorated

little

Acar,

we think

full-grown.

Allied to

A. dominge^isis Lamk., but the imbricated concentric cancellaAt the request of
tions are of much finer grain and texture.
Mr. Townsend we associate with this beautiful shell the name
of Mrs. Margaret Whitby-Smith, who has taken much kindly
interest in this and other discoveries made by him.

Barbatia (Acar) sculptilis Reeve.
I.

Karachi (Major Baker).
* AveUana, a hazel-nut.
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Barbatia (Acae) symmetrica Reeve.
Karachi,

I.

rai-ely.

Barbatia (Agar) tenebrica Reeve.
Karachi.

I.

—It

Also

Bombay

(Ahercromhie).

our belief the large B. helhUngi Chenm. (recoi-ded
E. R. Shopland's List of Adenese MoUusca) extends its range to the Persian Gulf, though it is impossible at
present to corroborate this with specimens in the collection.

N.B.

in

is

Oommauder

Pectunculus heroicus,
P.

testa

magna,

sp. n.

(Plate

cequivalvi,

solida,

LV.

fig. 1.)

incequilaterali,

orbicidari,

convexa,su2}erJicie plana, obscure longitudinaliter midiiradiata,

ejndermide ad Qnarginem valvarmn ventralem densa, Jimnigro-olivacea ; lombonibus parvis, incurvis, area
ligameittari externa divisis, margine dorsali antice obliquo,
postice fere recto, radiis sub lente prtKcipue apud %mnbones
pidclwe cancellatis, et trapsversim liratidis; interstitiis obscurissiine quadratis ; paghia interna alba, nitida, margine midtisidcidoso, cardine regidari; dent'ibus ad 24 in xitraque valva
hriatida,

instructis.

Alt. 53, lat. 55,

diam. 40

mm.

Hab. Persian Gulf.
A large, well-marked Pectunculus, allied most nearly to P.
Uvidus Sow., from the Red Sea, mainly difieriiig in being insequiIt has, so
lateral, the posterior dorsal margin being straight.
far,

only occurred very rarely.

Pectunculus lividus Reeve.
Karachi.
An Erythi'a?an species, doubtless occuri-ing in
intermediate stations.
I.

Pectunculus striatularis Lam.
P.G.
;sand

Gulf of Oman.

Lat. 26° 50'

JS'.,

long. 54° 50' E.; coral-

and mud.

Pectunculus taylorianus Ang.
P.G.
I.

Gulf of Oman Maskat.
Karachi, but rarely.
:

10-15 fathoms.

Pectunculus (Axin.ea) maskatensis Melv.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

10-15 fathoms.

A finely sculptured species.
Pectunculus (Axin^a) pectiniformis Lam.
P.G. Shaikh Shuaib I. dredged at 7 fathoms, muddy sand
and loose rocks. Dabai, 8 fathoms. Gulf of Oman, at 15 fathoms
beyond Maskat.
;

I.

Karachi.

—

;
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lleeve.

])redgefl at 3-7 fathoms,

mud

(F.W.T.)

{J. 0.

Ttoells).

Also i-eported from (!ulf of Manaar, Ceylon.
Oi-iginally
escribed from Central Americn, and is probably a species of very
wide distribution.

<1

LiMOPSis ELACHISTA Sturany.

Llmopsis elachlsta Sturany, Exp.
Taf. iv.

figs.

Pola im Rotlien

'

'

Meer (1899)

1-4.

P.d. & M.C. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 25° 04' N., long. 60° 20' E.
60 fathoms. Also in abundance, lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56° 54' E.
1 56 fathoms, shell-sand.
Rarely oft" Charbar, at 40 fathoms. We
are indebted to tlie nuthor, Dr. R. Sturany, for the cori'oboration
of identification.
{Pectiiucidina D'Orb. 1844.)

LiMOPSis MULTiSTRiAXA Forskfd.

Lat. 18° 25' N., long. 71° 45' E.
at 191 fathoms.
large, abyssal species, finely chased and sculptured, which,
originally desci'ibed as Eiytlu'ciean, jjrobably will be found in intermediate stations, such as the Persian Gulf and Arabian coasts.
I.

;

A

Suborder

0.

MYTILACEA.

Fam. Mytilid^.
Mytilus (CnLOROMYA) PiCTUS Born
M.C.

Gwadur Beach,

var. b. taprohaiieiisis, a

[

= afei- Gmel.).

These specimens belong to
Southern form having its headquai-ters in
at low tide.

Ceylon.

Bombay, southwai-ds

I.

to

Goa

{Lt.-(Jol. II.

D.

Olivier).

Mytilus (Chloromya) smaragdinus Chemn.
P.G.
I.

Gulf of Oman. Lat. 25° 04'
Karachi.

N".,

long. 60<^ 20' E.

;

60 fathoms.

Mytilus variabilis Krauss.
two places, but rarely.
Found on I'oeks at about high-tide mark.
Originally described from South Africa.
JST.B.Mytilus canaliciolatus Hanley, I'eported by Majoi- Baker
as occux'i'ing at Kai-achi, is probably an eri'oneous record.
M.C.
I.

In one or
Kai'adii.

Septifer bilocularis L.
P.G.
cable.

Lat. 27° N., long. 52° E.

•

;

at 40 fathoms, adhering to

Koweit, 10 fathoms.

Septifer excisus Wiegm.
Kaiuchi, not commonly.
I.
Its extension of i-ange
occurring as far south as Madaiyascar.

is

great,

;
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Mr. Jukes-Browne makes Septifer Recluz a subgenus of Brachyoby him to generic rank *.

dontes Sw., raised

MoDiOLA ALBicosTA Lam.f

[Volsella Scopoli, 1777.)

P.G. Linjali. 3 fathoms, where a large bed of this species was
unearthed, mostly hardly adult, and in very perfect condition.

MODIOLA AURICTJLATA KlUUSS.
P.G.

Exact

locality not specified,

but seemingly identical with

typical S. African examples.

MoDiOLA ELEGANS Gray.
P.G.

M.O.

Shaikh Shuaib Island,
Oharbai-.

7 fathoms,

15 fathoms.
off Maskat.
sandy mud and rock.

MODIOLA FLAVIDA Dkr.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

10-15 fathoms, muddy sand

and spongy growths.

MoDiOLA MODIOLUS

(L.).

{Mytilus L. in parte.)

P.G. Jask. Dredged on Mason Shoal at 3 fathoms, coralsand and stone bottom.

Of wide distribution, temjjerate and tropical. We have
it on the shores of the United States of America.

col-

lected

MoDiOLA RHOMBOiDEA Hanley. (Volsella Scop.)
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat. 10 fathoms, inside sponges.
M.C. Charbar. With M. eleyans Gray, at 7 fathoms.
Brachyodontes emarginatus (Benson).
Modiola emarginata Benson.
Bombay [Ahercromhie), but rarely.
I.
Brach-v oDONTES (Hoemomya) karachiensis,

sp. n.

(Plate

LIV.

fig. 8.)

B. testa luteo-fasca, e2yklerm,ide sordide cdha ^jariwji indutay
arcuato-ohlonga, parva, gihhoso-glohosa, postice concava, antice
apvd umbones rotunde attemiata, s%iperfic%e scejje laminis
increvientalibus concentrice prcedita, undique arete radiatim
ramoso-lirata ; interstitiis arctissime concentrice liratulis
pagina interna pallide margaritacea, ligamento onargmali,
cardinali cremdato.
Alt. 7, lat. 13, diam. 7 mm.

Hah. India Karachi on loose stones at low water.
This species has remained long at the Bi-itish Museum unnamed.
;

:

* Proc. Mai. Soc. vol. vi. p. 222.
t Three species of 3fodioIa —pfiilippinarum Hanley, watsoni Smitli, and
arhorescens (Chemn.) also a new Crenella, C. persica Smith, were latel}' dredged
in the Persian Gulf by s.s. Investin;ator.'

—

'

J

.
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it is somewhat akin to Myt'das cuhiius Say, found
on the shores of Flox-ida several years ago, and likewise to if. charpentieri Dunker, from West Africa, but in ouiopinion is sufficiently distinct from all its congeners to merit a
separate description.
Mr. A. J. Jukes-Browne, to whom our
thanks are due for having examined our specimens, considers it,
with M. cubitus Say, charj)entieri Dki-., and othei's formei'ly
considered Mytili, as belonging to the genus Brachyodontes Sw.,
subgenus Hormomya (Morch) *.

Superficially

by one

of us

Crenella adamstana, nom. nov.
Grenella decussata A. Ad.

Montagu.
Cryptodon

decttssatus

(Plate

LY.

fig. 2.)

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1870,

j).

non

7,

Ad.

P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

M.C.

Dredged

15 fathoms.

in various places, at 10 to 15 fathoms.

I.
Karachi.
This is not, as was thought by Dr. Arthur Adams, identical
with the British and Northei-n Atlantic species, and therefore
requires a name.

Crenella pr.ecellens

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LV.

fig. 4.)

0. testa temti, albida vel jjcdlide hrawaea^ suhohliqua, profn/nde.

Gonvexa, pyrifo7nm, siope?'ne latiore^ undique radiatim pulchre
tenuiUrata, lineis concentricis incre7nentalibus fortiter prcudita,
anticefere recta, 2^ostice obliqua, ad margineni ventralem sensim
delabente; ttmbonibtcs parvidis, linea cardinali in valva sinistra
paulluvi promimda, dentiformi ; pagina interna alba, marginibus mimotissime crenuliferis
Alt. 8, lat. 6, diam. 5 mm.

Hah. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman.
56° 54' E.

From
pale

Lat. 24° 58' N.,

long.

156 fathoms, shell-sand. Maskat, 15 fathoms.
the last-mentioned place come small, perfect examples,
;

brown

in colour.

A beautiful

sjjecies, the fine radiating lirse, crossed with repeated
concentric incremental lines of growth, being conspicuous
the
form pear-like, wdiile within a tooth-like jDrojection attached
to the hinge-plate is noticeable in the left valve, the whole internal
margin being crenulate. The valves are profoundly convex and
some variation existing as regards depth and width of
swollen
convexity.
;

;

MoDiOLARiA calceata

M.

f, sp. n.

(Plate

LY.

fig. 3.)

anguste oblongo-rhomboidea, albida, inrnqiiilaterali, convexa, lateribus fere rectis ; umbonibus parvisy
paulhivi incurvis, bina serie striarum radiatim disposita^
testa

parva.,

antice sionul ac p)ostice, inter quas superficie concentricis incre* Proc. Mai. Soc.

f Calceus, a

shoe,

vol. vi.

p. 223.

from the very convex ol)long form.
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ornata, ligavieiito Uiieari, marglne miimte

solibin

crenulato.
Alt. 5, lat. 3,

diam. 2*75

Hah. Persian Gulf.

mm.

Lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56° 54' E.

;

156

fathoms, sliell-sand.

Many half -valves of a small, narrowly I'homboid Modiolaria,
benving the characteristic generic sculpture.
The ligament is
linear and marginal, no tooth visible, and the interior margin is
minutely crenulate. All our specimens are of much the same size,
and we deem them

adult.

Modiolaria cumingiana Dkr.
I.
<fec.

Karachi. Fi-om 3 to 7 fathoms, amongst growth
Extends in range to South Australia.

of sponges,

LiTHODOMUS ATTENUATUS Desh.
P.G.
I.

Locality not precisely specified.
Karachi.
Fovmd on rocks off Beach

Forfc,

Manora.

LiTHODOMUS CINNAMOMEUS Lam.
I.

Karachi, not plentiful.

LiTHODOMUS MALACCANus Reeve.
Karachi. A little doubt attends this identification, the
specimens having been mislaid.
I.

LiTHODOMUS TowNSENDi,

sp. n.

(Plate

LV.

fig. 8.)

L. testajxorva, cylindracea, tenui, epidermide nigro-brunnea, sitperficie fere Iceingata, antics paulluhmi ragidosa, postice globosa,
extremitate antice prodacta, multum attenuata, fere caiidata.
Alt. 7, lat. 18, diam. 5 mm.

Hah. Persian Gulf
Lat.
Gulf of Oman, on rocky ground.
27° N., long. 52= E. 40 fathoms.
This little species, resembling a miniature L. caudigerus Lamk.,
an inhabitant of the West Indies, or attenuatus Desh., from Chile,
differs from its congeners not only in size, but in the almost
complete absence of the wrinkled anterior surface, sometimes
channelled and shagreened, so usual in members of this genus.
consider it full-grown. Two examples, exactly matching each
other, have as yet only occurred.
It is a pleasure to associate
with this the name of Mi-. F. W. Townsend.
:

We

Order III.

PSEUDOLAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
Fam. AvicuLiD^E.

AvicuLA MACROrTERA Lam.

{

— Pteria

Scop.)

Maskat. 15 fathoms.
Called " Mussel " or " Bombay Mussel."
P.G.

—

—
.
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= Fterico

Scop.)

two or three places found adhering in considerable
50-55 fathoms, mud bottom
N.B.
Sevei'al immature Avicula', dredged at various dejoths,
occur in the collection, but none is capable of exact identificatiou
One is allied to A. zebra Reeve, and may possibly he that species.
P.G.

Ill

clusters to the telegraph-cable, at

."jj

—

Margaritifera imbricata (Reeve).

Rare on the

P.G.

c.

= Meleayrina

Lam.)

telegrajih-cable.

Margaritifera margaritifera (L.,
Var.

{

,

1

760).

(

= Mehagr'ma Lam .)

persica Jameson.

& M.O.

Generally distributed and foun<l on most rocky
curious young form occurred at Charbar, at
8 fathoms, in muddy sand.
Di'. Lyster Jameson * gives the Bahrein disti'ict in the Persian
Gulf as supplying this species most copiously, and adds that it is
" called Bombay shell in the Pearl trade."

P.G.

A

patches.

'

'

Margaritifera muricata (Reeve).
P.G.

On

{

the telegraph-cable, with

= Meleagrina

M.

Lam.)

imbricata Rve.

Margaritifera VULGARIS (iSchum. 1817).

{

= jlleleagrina Lam.)

Avicula fiicata Gould, 1850.
P.G. The " Linjah " shell of the Persian Gulf, e. g. at Dabai,
adhering frequently to the telegraph-cable. This species, havingits headquarters in the Arabian Sea, extends, according to Di-.
Lyster Jameson {I. c. pp. 385-386) to East Africa, Malay Pen-

and New Gviinea. It is also reported from Japan
Zealand, being one of the most variable of all the peai'l
M. margaritifera and this species are styled the Bomhay
shells.
and Ceylon Pearl-Oysters, respectivel}', by the traders.
insula, Australia,

and

New

Mr. J. Oalcott Gaskin, Assistant Political Agent, Bahrein, kindly
supplied the following notes, which are well worth perusal here
:

A Meviorandum

on

and Fearl-fishing Operations
in the Persian Gulf.

the Pearl-shells

There are three sorts of marketable shells found in the Persian
Gulf, viz.
:

The Mother-o'-Pearl
The Mussel.
The Pearl-Oyster.
Mother-o'-Pearl Shells.

— The

best Mother-o'-Pearl

shells

are

found round the islands near the Persian coast, piincipally at
Hinderabi, Shaikh Sliuaib, Kais Island, anrl Chira on the Persian
some are also obtained at Das, Karunein, and Zerukali
coast
;

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1901.

vol.

i.

p. 375.
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ami ofl' the Oman coast between Ras-el-Khaima and
Ghobat Ghazira. They are sought at vaiying depths, from a little
below the surface to 18 fathoms of water, on hard mud and s ludy
bottom. There is no information as regards the quantity annually
•exported, but it may be stated that it is small, and probably about
120 to 150 tons. The shells biought up weigh from i lb. to 2 lbs.
each, and are sold from Ad. to 8d. per lb. according to quality and
Pearls are very seldom found in these
the supply and demand.
shells, but when they do occur they are generally large and of a
Islands,

fine quality.

—

The banks off the coast between Ras-el-Khaima
2Iussel- Shells.
and Ghobat Ghazira produce the most and largest mussel-sliells
in the Gulf. The best qualities, however, obtain round the islands
The mussel is plentiful
of Hinderabi, Shaikh Shuaib, and Kais.
also round Drijina and Arzana Islands. They are procured at the
same depths as the Mother-o'-Pearl shells, and on similar bottoms.
The annual export of this description of shell is about 400 to
500 tons. They weigh from 5 to 20 lbs. per hundred, and are
Those brought
generally disposed of at Linjah and Dalma Island.
Pearls are but
to Bahrein are sold from lO.s. to 15s. per 60 lbs.
rarely obtained in this shell.
The richest Pearl-Oyster banks are situated
earl-Oyster.
round the northern and eastern coasts of the Bahi-ein Islands.
The next in impoi'tance ai-e those off the Katar coast, and there
are also numerous other l^anks between Koweit and Bahrein, and

P

—

A

few unimportant banks also
south of Katar to Ras-el-Khaima.
The best quality of pearl-oyster
exist along the Persian coast.
shells are secured from the banks immediately north of Bahrein
as the " Adan," and are sold by the rice or coffee bag,
according to agreement, which on the average hold 140 lbs.
and 175 lbs. respectively, of uncleaned shells. The " Adan " shells
weigh from 4 lbs. to 7| lbs. per 100, and fetch in Bahrein from
Those from other banks weigh
2s. to 4s. per bag of 140 lbs.
from 3 to 5;^ lbs. per 100, and are sold locallyfrom Is. 8d. to 3s. 6fZ.,
according to the state of the London market. They ai-e procured
at the same depths as the other shells, on coral-rock and hard mud
bottoms. It is estimated that about 2000 tons of oyster-shells
The Pei'sian Gulf
ai-e shipped annually to Loudon and elsewhere.
"
pearl-oyster shells are known under the name of '' Linga shells
owing
to
the
first
shipments
from
market,
the
London
Gulf
in the
having been made from the port of Linga (Linjah). They are
scraped and sorted, the smallest sizes being thrown out before
shipment, and on the average lose about 35 per cent, of the
original weight in the process.
No reliable statement can be made as regards the average
number of pearls found in a given quantity of shells, as no statistics
According to the Trade repoi-ts
•on the subject are available.
the value of pearls exported is about twenty times greater than
This comparison is, however, unreliable owing
that of the shell.
,to the fact that the greater portion of the oyster-shells are thrown
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back into the sea by the divers for want of room on board the
diving craft, as well as to avoid the evil effects from the puti-efying oysters.
Tlie European market prices of the various qualities of the
three descriptions of shells named, are best obtainable in London.
The Mother-o'-Peari and Mussel are sought after for the sake
of the shell alone, but the Pearl-Oyster is gathered for the j^earls,
and the shell only considered as a by-product.
The most primitive methods are adopted in the diving operations, and no modern appliances are used or allowed by the tribes.
The banks on the Arab side of the Gulf are the common property
of the Arab tribes inhabiting that region, and are open to all
comers so long as the same methods as are adopted by the Araljs
are employed. The banks near the Persian coast and islands are
claimed by Persia. The diving craft are generally equipped by
the owners, and the results of the opei-ations are shared by the
owner and crew in proportions laid down by custom. The owner
receives 20 per cent, of the nett earnings and 80 per cent, is divided
between the crew, each diver receiving three shares and each
rope-puller and extra man two shares.
Occasionally men may be
engaged for a round sum from Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 for the season,
but these are generally indifferent divers who cannot obtain
advances from their first employers.
It is difficult for new-comeis to obtain the services of good
divers owing to the system in vogue, which practically makes this
class of men slaves to the masters of the f)earling boats.
The
men's earnings are in the majoi-ity of cases insufficient to keep
them all the year round, and consequently they take advances
from their masters year after year to such an extent that they can
never i-epay their debt, and when a diver elects to engage himself
to another boat the owner of the latter has to pay up the debt
due to the formei- master, should he engage him.
The Pearl-shell and Pearl-fishing season commences in the
second week of May, and terminates in the third week of September generally, and Arabs, Negroes, and Persians are usually

employed in the operations. The loss of life from sharks is said
The divers, however, suffer from chest diseases,
to be very small.
and their average life is shorter than that of people occupied in
other industries.

The value of the Pearls exported from the Persian Gulf dui-ino1901 is estimated at over three-quarters of a million sterlino(£750,000).
(Signed)
J. Calcott Gaskin,
Assistant Political Agent.
Bahrein,

5tli

May, 1902.

Note by

Air.

F.

TF.

Townsend on

Air. Gaskin's report.

" I have at odd times during the last twelve years done a considerable amount of dredging off the coast of Hinderabi, Shaikh

Shuaib, and Kais Islands, chiefly on the southern

side, in

from

—
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5 to 20 fathoms, but have never found a single specimen of the
true Mother-of-Pearl shell, and veiy few, not more than a couple
of dozen altogether, of the small Pearl-Oyster, which I take to be
the same species as that of which rich beds are mentioned as
In N^ovember
existing to the northwai-d of the Bahrein Islands.
1903 I dredged many of the small pearl-oysters off the coast from
Ras-el-Khaima and Abu Thabi, but did not get a single specimen
of the large mussel, though I saw many sacks of it at Dabai
ready for expoi't. It occurs very rarely on the old telegraplicable, while the small A. marmorata is an abundant form.
" The rope-pullers mentioned (in Mr. Gaskin's report) are,
I believe, the men who pull the baskets of oysters up from the
'

'

bottom when they have been filled.
" When they so place them, at the same time the divers
include a great

many

other

shells,

—

also

notably Pecten crassicostatus,

Spondylus exilis this in all stages of growth an<l
from light orange to deep purple Ci/prcea', e.g.,leniiginosa, Jlmhriata, and turdits, also a species of Trochus, probably
T.fuUoni. All these, and others, I have myself found frequently
in large numbei-s among the refuse thrown out of the pearl-boats,
after they have been hauled up on the beach at the end of the
working season." F. W. T.
toivnsendi,

coloration,

—

Perna rostrata Schum. { = isognomon Klein).
P.G. General. Found on coral-reefs at low tide.
Pinna bicolor Chemn.
P.G.

On

telegraph-cable.

Pinna (Atrina) nigra Chemn.
P.G. & M.O. Local, and occasionally dwarfed, when the

shell-

substance becomes considei'ably thickened.
One specimen alone recorded from Bombay {Ahercromhif).
I.

Pinna (Atrina) vexillum Born.
Karachi. Dredged at 3 fathoms, mud.
I.

Malleus normalis Lamarck.
P.G.

Maskat, 15 fathoms.

Fam. OSTREID.E.
OSTREA BICOLOR Hani.
I.

Bombay

(Abero'ombie).

OSTREA CRENULIFERA Sowb.
I.

Bombay

[Ahercrombie).

OsTREA CUCULLATA Bom.
P.G.

On

telegraph-cable in two or three situations.

J
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OSTREA IMBRICATA Lam.
P.G. & M.C. Very general, often found growing in colonies
on the telegraph- cable, between 30 and 55 fathoms, mud.

OsTREA iRiDESCENs Gray.
P.G.

On

telegraph-cable, attaining a very large size.

OsTREA (Alectryoxia) townsendi Melv.
P.G.

At the entrance

of the Gulf, the finest

examples adhering

Since this species was described (Mem.
Manch. Soc. vol. xlii. (1898) No. 4, p. 27, pi. ii. fig. 14), Mr.
Townsend has forwaixled many examples, mostly adhei'ing in
threes and fours together, from near Shaikh Shuaib Island and
elsewhere. It is probably generally distributed, though somewhat
local, and is undoubtedly, as already mentioned in our introductory remarks, probably the most beautiful and symmetrical
species of Oyster known, both as regards shell-texture and delicate
to the telegraph-cable.

coloration.

Fam. PECTINIDiE.
Amussium caducum E. a. Smith.
Also dredged in the Gulf of Oman,
Investigator' {E. A. Smith).
Originally described from the Philippines (Rep. 'Challenger'
Exped., xiii. Lamellibr. p. 309, j)l. xxiii. figs. 1-1 c).
I.

&,

P.G.

Karachi.

667-811 fathoms, by

s.s.

Amussium formosum
A. testa parva,

'

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LY.

tenuissiinia, albida, suhpellucida,

fig. 7.)

inceqttivalvi ;

vcdvcc sinistra majore., fere Icevi, costulis radiantihus evanidis,

auricidis inceqitalibus, pidchre in utraque valva cancellatis ;
valva dextra sub lente concentrice delicatissime lirata : pagina
interna costis ad 10-12 instructa, liaud ad marginem valvce
sinistrce j)rodAictis,

Alt. 9, lat. 8-50, dia7n. {valvce sinistrce maj.) 1 mm.
Hob. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N.,

long.

56" 54' E.
156 fathoms.
Allied to A. siebenrockii Sturany, .but much smoother, with
I'udimentary radiating ribs only there is also no sign of cancelthe right valve is much the smaller, and
lation on the left valve
The internal white ribs,
is microscopically concentrically lirate.
ten to twelve in number, are not produced to the ventral margin,
as is the case in A. siebenrochii.
Many examples, but mostly in imperfect condition.
;

;

;

Amussium siebenrockii Sturany.
Amiossiimi siebenrockii Sturany, Exped. S.M. Schiff Pola in
das Rothe Meer (1899), p. 15, Taf. iv. figs. 5-8.
156
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56° 54' E.
fathoms, shell-sand. Some specimens prettily marked with opaque
white and fawn-colour.
'

'

;

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

No. LIT,

54

;
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Amussium steindachneri Sturany.
Avnussium steindachneri Sturany, Exped. S.M.
das Rothe Meer (1899), p. 15, Taf. iv. figs. 9-12.

Schiff 'Pola' in
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With

the preceding

dissociated valves.
Also in the Gulf of

;

both

equally abundant, mostly

Lat. 25° 19' N., long. 55° 10' E.,
24° 54' N., long. 37° 35' E., 205 fathoms.
In both these last localities the specimens were large, perfect,
are indebted to the author (Dr. Rudolf
and highly coloured.
Sturany, of Vienna) for confirming our views as to these two very
interesting Amussia, first described from the Red Sea.
at 140 fathoms

;

and

Oman.

lat.

We

Semipecten forbesianus (Ad. & Reeve).
Heini'pecten forhesianus Ad. & Rve. Yoy. of Samarang.'
Angrias Bank, in Bovuhdij [Capt. Thidall). Also occurring
I.
in the Laccadive and Maldive Isles [Stanley Gardiner).
This shows an extensioii of range.
'

Pecten crassicostatus Sowb. {Chlamys Bolten, 1798.)
P.G. Mussandam. Among large boulders at low tides,

rarely.

Som.e authors propose to adopt Bolten's name now for the wellknown cognomen Pecten, reserving this latter for the section Vola.
Klein.

Pecten ecus*

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LV.

fig. 9.)

P. testa ijarva, perlmvi, hyalina, alho-lactea, suhdAaphana, fere
rotunda^ valva dextra magis convexa, sub lente obscure concentrico-striata ; auriculis in sinistra subcequalibus, Icevibus
pagina interna hyalina, Icevi.
Alt. 3-75. lat. 4, diam. 1-50 mm.
Hab. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long.
56°54'E.; 156 fathoms, shell-sand.
M.O. Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E. 40 fathoms.
Of the same alliance as P. vitreus Chemn. and P. subhyalinus
Smith (' Challenger Rep.,vol.xiii. Lamell. p. 304, pi. xxii. figs. 2, 2 a)
but is smaller than either of these species, convex, perfectly smooth
excepting for very obscure incremental concentric lirge (visible
only with aid of a lens) on the left valve, the auricles being
within, it is subhyaline and smooth.
Both right
quite smooth
and left valves were equally abundant in the above dredgings, but
no perfect specimen has yet been seen. One example from the
latter locality exhibits slight traces of I'ufous coloration.
;

'

;

;

Pecten flabelloides Reeve.
I.

Karachi.

Pecten layardi Reeve.
1.

Karachi.

Extending southward to Ceylon and westward to Aden [Com-

mander E.

It.

Shoplanul).
* Eous, eastern.
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Pecten luculentus Reeve.
Karachi, rarely.

I.

Pecten maldivensis E. A. Smith.
Pecten maldivensis E. A. Smith, Fauna & Geogr. of Maldive &,
Laecadive Archipelagoes, vol. ii. part 2, p. 622, pi. xxxvi. figs. 19, 20.

No

particular situation given.
One example only.
little species, first discovered during the Stanley
Gardiner Expedition to the Laecadive Isles.

P.G.

A beautiful

Pecten miniaceus Reeve.
Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

P,G.

10 fathoms, coral-sand.

Pecten plica L.
Gulf of Oman, Ma.skat. 10 fathoms, coral-sand.
Karachi, not infrequent.

P.G.
I.

Pecten pseudolima Sowb.
Koweit, 10 fathoms.

P.G.

A

vermilion-hued
P. varius L.

shell,

somewhat

like

a

highly-coloured

Pecten reticulatus Reeve.
P.G.

So

far,

Gulf of Oman, Maskat. 10 fathoms, coral-sand.
one example only has occurred.

Pecten senatorius Gmel.
70 fathoms.
P.G.
Lat. 26° 10' N., long. 52° 50' E.
8 fathoms. These last very brightly-coloured varieties.
T.
Karachi, not infrequent. ~Bomh&,j {Ahercromhie).

Dabai,

;

Pecten singaporinus Sowb.
I.

Bombay

(Abercrombie).

Pecten thyrideus*

(Plate

Melvill, sp. n.

LV.

fig.

10.)

P. testa fere rotunda, delicatissinia, alba; valva sinistra paulhdv.m
Gonvexa, pidcherrime clathrata, lamellis numerosis concentricis
costulisqice circa viginti radianiibios, interstitiis quadratis,
fenestratis, Icevibus ; auricidis stihcequalibus ; ixigina interna

diaphana, laevigata.
Alt. 4, lat. 4, diam. 1-25 mm. {sp. maj.).
Lat. 24° 58' N.,
G^^lf of Oman.
Eab. Persian Gulf
:

156 fathoms, shell-sand.
A most delicate little Pecten, of which

56° 54' E.

long.

;

the specimens we have
same character and
alliance as P. clathratus v. Mart.t, from Christmas Harbour,
Kerguelen Island (' Challenger Expedition), but the radiating ribs
It

seen are dissociated valves.

is

all

of the

'

* Oiipis, el^os, from the latticed cancellations.
Berlin, 1881, p. 79.
t Sit/.ungsb. d. Gesellsch. iiaturf. Freunde,
Rep. 'Chalfenger' Exp. vol. xiii. p. 305, pi. xxii. tigs. 4, 4«.

54*

Aho

vide

;
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lamellse ai'e stronger proportionately.

Within, the

quite smooth.

Pecten townsendi Sowb.
Pecten tovmsendi G. B. Sowerby, Proc. Malac. Soc. Lond. vol. i.
216, pi. xiii. fig. 10 (1894).
P.G. Off Mussandam, on the telegraph-cable at 50 to 55
fathoms, and in several other places in the Gulf, unparticularised.
From
Karachi, found at very low tides amongst rocks.
I.
this locality came the type, now in the collection of Mr. J. J.
p.

Mac Andrew.

A

magnificent species, allied to P. crassicostatus Sowb. and
known by its zigzagged and vaiiegated style of

P. nohilis Reeve,
painting.

Pecten (Yola) DOROTHEiE

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LIY.

fig. 1.)

P. testa magna, suhorhiculata, aiquilaterali, incequivalvi, solichdd;
valva dextra multum convexa, sinistram omnino siqyerimpendente, sinistra ipsa concava ; costis radiantibus 17-18 utraque
valva prcedita, his dextrce valvce plus minus Icevibus, albocarneis, nitidtolis, longititdinaliter leniter bi- vel toHstdcidosis,
interstitiis sub lente transversivi squamo-liratulis, ad latera
spiraliter rubro paucistrigata, illis sinistrce valvce,

simul ac

interstitiis, arctissime concentrice striato-liratis st(,pe7-Jicie
,

omni

fusco-rubescente, concava, versus umbonem solum Icevi, nitida,
hie illic sparsim proicipue ad umbonem, lineis fidgetrinis nigrorufis irregidariter ornata, costis quam in dextra angustioribus ;
auricidis fere ceqihalibus, latis ; pagina interna alba, nitida,
versus umbones solum pallide ochracea.

diam. 20 mm.
Dabai.
Chiefly characterised by the smoothness of the right valve, the
ribs being already cut into deep interstices, slightly 2-3-sulcate,
Avhile the fellow-valve is concave, dark nnicolorous fuscous-red,
smooth and the equally smooth umbo, in the neighbourhood of
which are zigzag sharply-drawn lines of dark brown, few in number.
The whole of the surface of this valve is clea.rly concentrically
the auricles are subequal.
striate -lirate
Allied to P. jacobceus L., sinensis Sowb., and heptpelianus Sowb.
I am much indebted to Mr. G. B. Sowerby for having examined
Named
this new form, and given his pronouncement thereupon.
in honour of my youngest daughter, Dorothea Melvill.
Alt. 50, lat. 57,

Hab. P.G.

;

;

Pecten (Yola) filosus Reeve.
P.G. Kharag Island 3 fathoms, sand.
;

10 fathoms,

muddy

Pecten (Yola) pyxidatus Born.
Gulf of Oman, MaJcolm

P.G.

Ghazira).

Gulf of Oman, Maskat

sand.

Inlet (Kubbat or Ghobat
Maskat; 15
Single valves only, at 24-26 fathoms.

fathoms, perfect but young.
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Fam. Spondylid^.
Spondylus exilis Sowb.
Sowerbj, Proc. Malac. Soc. Lond. vol. i.
14 (1895).
P.G. Foand adhering to the telegvaph-cable, 50 fathoms,
nmd bottom.
I. Karachi, on voeks.
Identical specifically with, but differing
in depth of coloration from Persian Gulf examples.
Allied to S. gcedaropus L., the well-known Mediterranean
Spo7idpliis exilis G. B.

p. 280, pi. xviii. fig.

species.

Spoxdylus gloriandus,

(Plate LIII.

sp. n.

fig. 1.)

hmtd mtdttom crassa, aurantia vel alboapud umbones 2^'>-f'niceo-sic^usa ; umbonibtis acutiSy
p)rominulis ; costis temoissimis, numero circa 50, in'egidaribus^

S. testa oblique ovata,
carriea,

squamis

jjarvis vel spinidis temiibtis, lo7igis, simpliciter jjrce-

ditis ; ai(,ricidis p)arvis.

Alt. Sj, lat. 3|,
2i,
„ 2|,

„

diam. 24 unc.
1|
„
„

{sp. maj.).
{sp.

min.).

Hah. Persian Gulf, off Dabai (1903) on telegraph-cable that
had been left undisturbed for several years. Near Mussandam,
at 50 to 55 fathoms.
A particulai'ly delicate and beautiful species, variously, though
:

not very highly, coloured, with orange, pale carneous, or white,
with dark pink suffusion at the umbones. The outer spines are
long, thin, simple, and tapering
the many fine longitudinal ribs,
about fifty altogether, are ornamented with more abbreviated
spines or squamte these spines are most pronounced and conspicuous around the ventral margin or the posterior edge of the
the auricles are small. One distinctive character is
left valve
its oblique form, showing
greater exjDansion posteriorly, the
general shape being oval.
.S'. exilis Sowb., also endemic in these seas, has its spines thicker
and far more foliaceous, the ribs fewer and coarser, than is the
;

;

;

ease v/ith S. gloriandvs.

Spondylus xicobaricus Ohemn.
I.

Bombay

(Abercrombie).

Imperfect valves only.

Spondylus rubicundus Reeve.
I.

Bombay

[Abercrombie).

[Plicatula depressa Lam.

A species

Karachi [Major Baher).
I.
here inserted with much doubt.

which

It

it is allied.]

Plicatula pernula Melv.
P.G.

Malcolm

Inlet.

New World, and
be the next species, to-

of the

may

24 fathoms, mud.
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Plicatula ramosa Lam.
P.G. In one or two soundings at 30-35 fathoms, mostly on
rock-basis.

LimjEA juglandula Melvill,

sp. n.

(Plate

LV.

fig. 5.)

L. testa 7ni7iuta, cequilaterali, subovata, concava, solida ; costis
radiantihus crassis circa 17-18, simul ac liris concentricis
squamoso-jlmhriatidis arctissime spiralitei' 23i'cedita, interstitiis
sitnilimodo liratis; tmibonihus jn'omimdis, involutis ; dentihus
utrinque numero circa 10; 2)«'gina interna alba, hated ')nuUum,
nitida, inargine crenulato.
Alt. 3 '50, lat. 3, diam. 3 mm. {sp. maj.).
Hah. P.G. and M.C. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' N., long.
56= 54' E.
156 fathoms. Mekran Coast. Lat. 25° 10' ^^., long.
60° 34' E. 40 fathoms.
Abimdant in shell-sand, ranging from 1'50 to 3 mm. in diameter.
All the examples found were dead, but clean and perfect half -valves.
The form is almost equilateral, very convex, and nut-like, hence the
specific name proposed, being the diminutive oi jif,gla7is, a walnut.
Superficially it is finely but closely radiately libbed and spirally
•squamulate, the scaly fimbriations being concentric and extending
uniformly over the whole surface. Teeth almost straight, ten on
each side of the ligament. It is very like Lima torresi Sm. in
general appeai'ance, but smaller, and may possibly prove to be a
local race of Limcea jyectinata Ad., an Erythraean species.
;

;

Fam. LiMiD^.

Lima arcuata Sowb.
M.C.

Charbar.

7 fathoms,

rocky bottom.

Lima fragilis Gmel.
P.G. Maskat. 5-10 fathoms.
Mostly very delicate, and with the -radiating strise more numerous than in the typical form, as compared with specimens in the
British

Museum

(Nat. Hist.).

Lima (Limatula) leptocarya Melv.
P.G.

Maskat, 10 fathoms.
60 fathoms.

long. 60° 20' E.

Gulf of Oman,

lat.

25° 04' N.,

;

Order lY.
.

EULAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Suborder A. SUBMYTII.ACEA.

Fam. Carditidje.
Cardita antiquata Lam.
Dabai, 8 fathoms.
Generally distributed at 5-10 fathoms, on sandy mud
near rocky patches.
I.
Bombay, frequent (^i5ej'cro??ift/e). Southwards to Ratnagiri
and Goa [Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier).

P.G.

M.C.
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Oardita canaliculata Reeve.
Gulf of Oman, Maskat.
Karachi.
Usually found at 5-10 fathoms, coral-sand bottom.
P.CI.
I.

Cardita ECHmARiA,

(Plate

sp. n.

LVI.

fig. 8.)

C. testa ceqioivalvi, solidiuscula, trapezoidea, cdho-rufa, antice declivi, postice stobqttadrata, margine dorscdi fere recto, ventrali

rotundato ; umbonibus contiguis,liimi,lapcorva, cordata ; costis
numerosis, circa 23, breviterechinatis,spinidis justice interdttvi
longioribus ; cardine nor^nali ; 2>'^''()ina interna alba, margine
crenifero.
Alt. 1'50, lat, 1'50,

Hab. P.G.

diam.

1

imn.

Dabai.

A

small species with clearly-cut ribs, shortly spined or echinate,
quadrate in form, someAvhat resembling C. acideata Poli, from
the Mediterranean, but far more squarrosely truncate. Although
not bearing an unfamiliai- " facies," it seems to have been
hitherto unnoticed.

Cardita cumixgi Desh.
P.G.

This insertion is made with some
and more specimens are required for confirmation.

Locality not specified.

slight doubt,

Cardita tankervillei Rve.
I.
Karachi.
Mentioned in Major Baker's
found by Mr. Townsend.

Mytilicardia calyculata
P.G.

M.O.
I.

D.

list

but not yet

(L.).

Gulf of Oman, but not general.
Charbar, 7 fathoms, on rock.
Panjim and Goa (Lt.-Gol. H.
Ratnagiri {Abercrombie).

Olivier).

A Mediterranean species.
Mytilicardia distorta Reeve.
P.G.

Exact

locality doubtful.

A common species in Erythraean

waters.

Mytilicardia

ffi:s^chi

Melv.

P.G. Occasionally at 30 fathoms. Thairi, 10 fathoms. Also
near Maskat, Gulf of Oman, at 10 fathoms, coral-sand bottom.
Very distinct in form from, though allied to, M. crassicostata Lam., mentioned as from Karachi in Major Baker's
It seems highly probable M. ffinchi was the species then
list.
noticed.

Mytilicardia gubernaculum Reeve.
P.G.

amongst

Gulf of Oman,
loose rocks

local.

Near Jask,

and sandy mud.

di-edged at 7 fathoms,

—
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Mytilicarbia vakiegata (Bvug.).
I.

At

Karachi.

half -tide

Fam.

among

rocks.

Crassatellidvi;.

Crassatella indica E. a. Smith.

Near Dabai, and

P.G.

in deeper water in the Gulf of

Oman.

Crassatella picta Ad. & Reeve.

At

& M.O.

P.G.

and occurring mostly

intervals,

singly, not

common.
Crassatella radiata Sowb.

A

larger
1 5 fathoms, muddy sand.
26° 50' X., long. 54° 50' E.; 10 fathoms, sand.
N.B. Crassatellites omanensis Smith, from 230 fathoms in the
Gulf of Oman, was acquired during the 'Investigator' Expedition's

P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat

variety occurs,

;

lat.

recent cruise.

Fam. CYPRINIDiE.
Isocardia (Meiocardia) cumingii a. Ad.
Lat. 25° 23' K., long. 58° 36' E.,
P.G. Gulf of Oman.
40 fathoms lat. 25° 04' N., long. 60° 20' E., 60 fathoms and
shell-sand.
lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56° 54' E., 156 fathoms
;

;

:

Isocardia (Meiocardia) lamarckii Reeve.

Rare

P.G.

;

one or two valves.

LiBiTiNA solenoides Reeve

{

= Cypricardia

Lamarck, 1819).

South of Bombay, near Ratnagiri {Lt.-Col. H. D.
Perhaps only a variety of the next species.

I.

Olivier).

LiBiTiNA vellicata Reeve.

P.G.

Baker.)
Karachi. On rocks at low tide off Beach Fort, Manora.

(il/fyor

I.

Bombay

{Abercrombie).

Basterotia arcula Melv.
Karachi. 3 fathoms, mud and sand.
very distinct species the valves being of a remarkably
profound arciform depth.
I.

A

Fam. LuciNiB^.
LuciNA borealis

(L.).

Almost certainly a tropical
Small, and highly coloured.
variety of this widely-distributed British and European species.
P.G.

Lucina dentifera Jonas.
Gulf of Oman, in several places, especially at Malcolm
(Kubbat or Ghobat Ghazira), 24 fathoms, mud. Often

P.G.
Inlet
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adhering to the telegraph-cable, at about 40 fathoms, and common
in deep-sea soundings taken in lat. 24° 55' N., long. 57° 59' E.,
220 fathoms.
M.C. Off Charbar, at 40 fathoms, in shell-sand, in all stages
of growth.

LuciNA PAMELA,

sp. n.

(Plate

LY.

fig. 6.)

L. testa suhorhiculai'i, par va, cinereo-alhida vel fuscescente, tenui,
lamiiiis concentricis irregidarihus ornata, antice rotundatoex'pansa, sibbrostrata, postice jycbulluhim truncata ; uvibonihus
conspicuis, prominulis, contiguis ; lunula jyarva, cordiforini ;
pagina inttts alba, cardine normali.
Alt. 5, lat. 6, diam. 2"50 mm.

Koweit, 10 fathoms.
Gulf of Oman:
156 fathoms.
A small species with veiy pronounced and conspicuous umbones,
iri'egularly concentrically lairiinated ovei" the whole surface. From
the Gulf of Oman only came dead half -valves these, however,
were identical with the few perfect examples dredged off Koweit.

Hah. Persian Gulf:

lat.

24° 58'

K,

long. 56° 54' E.

;

;

LuciNA (Gyclas) semperiana

k M.C.

Issel.

Found very generally

at from 3 to 10 fathoms.
Especially abundant in shell-sand dredged off Charbar
lat.
25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E., 40 fathoms, many being very perfect

P.G.

;

examples.
Karachi, 15 fathoms.
I.

Off Bombay, in shell-sand (1906),

imperfect.

LUCINA (CoDAKIA) ANGELA Melv.
Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' ^E.
40 fathoms, off
M.C.
Also at Gwadiir, on hard sandy mud, dredged at
Charbar.
8 fathoms.
Allied to L. fibula Reeve and L. p)ecten Lamarck.
;

LuciNA (Codakia) exasperata Reeve.
Karachi. Found on mud, close to rocks.
Also a native of Western Tropical America.
I.

LuciNA (Codakia) fibula Reeve.
P.G.
I.

Shaikh Shuaib Island.

Bombay

Very widely

{Abercromhie).
distributed throughout the Tropics.

'

LuciNA (Codakia) rugifera Reeve.
M.C.

Charbar.

layer of sandy

Usually on rocks covered with but a thin

mud.

LoRiPES victorialis (Melv.).
Cryptodon
p. 98, pi.

ii.

victorialis

figs. 9, 9ffl

Melv. Ann.
(1899).

& Mag.

Nat. Hist. (7)

vol. iv.

;
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& Mag.

Loripes victor iaUs (Melv.), E. A. Smith, Ann.
Hist. (7) vol. xviii. p. 256 (1906).

Nat.

Malcolm

P.G.

Inlet, at 24 fathoms.
Lat. 25" 10' N., long. 60° 34' E.

M.O.

40 fathoms, offChai'bar.
Karachi, rarely.
very beautiful and delicate concentrically lamellate shell,
varying in the number of the lamella?, and not yet found in prime
;

I.

A

condition.

DiPLODONTA ALATA Ad.
M.C. Exact

locality

Reeve

&.

[

= Mysia

Leach)

*.

unknown.

DiPLODONTA GENETHLIA Melv.
Kais (or Gais) Island, 7-10 fathoms.

P.G.

Maskat, 1 5 fathoms.

DiPLODONTA IIOLOSPH^RA Melv.
P.G. Gulf of Oman,
rocks at 40 fathoms.
I.

A

lat.

Imbedded

27° N., long. 52° E.

in

Kai-achi.
At very low tides.
peculiarly spheeroid species.

DiPLODONTA INDICA Desh.
'Bomh^.y {Ahercromhie; Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier).

I.

DiPLODONTA RAVEYENSis Sturauy.
Di'plodonta raveyensis tSturany, Exped.
p. 31, Taf. vi. figs. 8-11 (1899).

'

Pola

'

in das

Rothe

Meer,

P.G. & M.C. Gulf of Oman, lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56° 54' E.
40 fathoms, off
156 fathoms.
Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E.
Charbar.
;

DiPLODONTA ROTUND ATA Turton.
M.C.
I.

General
Karachi.

:

usually in 5-10 fathoms, sandy mud.
Rarely, and impei-fect condition, at

Bombay

(Abercrombie).

DiPLODONTA sphj<:ricula Desh.
P.G.
always

& M.O.

Occasionally

di'edged

at

5-7 fathoms,

but

local.

Felania diaphana Gmel.
I.

Karachi.

Dredged

Pythina PAULA A. Ad.

at 5 fathoms,

sandy mud.

{Mylitta D'Orb.)

Var. pecuUaris A. Ad.
M.O. Off Charbar, lat. 25°

10' N., long. 60° 34' E. 40 fathoms.
Off Bombay, in shell-sand, 1906 {F. W. T.).
some authors included in the genus Tellimya Brown.
;

I.

By

* Cryptodon omanensis Smith has been (October 1906) described (Ann. & Mag.
Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xviii. p. 257) from 230 fathoms in the Gulf of Oman
('

Investigator

').
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MoxTACUTA OBLTQUAXS MelviU, .sp. 11. (Pliite LVi. fig. 9.)
M. testa minima, vitrea, alho-lactea, tenmssima, Icevi, lineis increvientalibits sub le'/ite striatula, multum ohliquante, antice
cnmpresso-7-otundata, 2^ostim ellipsoidea ; wmbonihtis parvis ;
dentibus eardinalibtis duobns contiguis, lateralibus, pruicipue
2}osticis, />ai6?Zit«i elevatis, elongatis, cicatricihus

bene

im.jwessis

^;(«(/mi«

:

muscidaribus
simi
;

interna alba, semidAapluiMa

pjalliali lata.

Alt. 2, lat. 3, d/iam.. 1"50

llab. P.G.

mm.
Lat. 24° 58' N., long.

Gulf of Oman.

54' E.

56'^

;

156 fathoms.

M.O.

Very

oft" Oliarbav at 40 fathoms.
smoothish, veiy oblifj^ue species, of which several

rarely

A very siiiall,

examples occni-red among shell-sand.

Fam. Erycixid.e.

Kellia leucedra*
K.

testa globidosa,

Melvill, sp. n.
albo-lactea,

cequivalvi, in(eqtdlaierali,

(Plate LIII.

tenui,

fig. 3.)

Icevissima, subpellucida,

maltum convexa ; umbonibus

parvis,

nitidis, contiguis, latere antico jJaullidam carlo, postico leniter

ad rnarginem ventralern rotundMto, intus ^;>a^M«rt albo-lactea,
hand nitente ; dentibus cardinalihus duobas sinistrce valvoi
proviinulis, contiguis, dextra cardinaliter unidentata, dente
brevi crasso, dente laterali in valva utraque ; ligamento interno.
Alt. 15, lat. 15,

diam. 10

mm.

Hab. Persian Gulf, Fao. Ptarely, on the telegraph-cable, at
17 fathoms mud bottom, with growth of algfe.
A very globular, smooth, milky-white, delicate and non-pellucid
species, the affinities of Avhicli seem more with Kellia than with
;

JJiplodonta.

Kellia revimextalis t

K.

testa

tenuissirna,

supjerficie

Melvill, sp. n.

parva,

undique sub

(Plate LIII.

subhyalina,

fig. 4.)

albo-lactea,

oblonga,

lente delicatissime concentrice

lirata,

inter stitiis longitudinaliter ruguloso-liratis, margine dorsali
utrinque leniter deflexo, ventrali recto, lateribus ambobus

rotandatis ; umbonibus piarris, acutis, p>rominuUs ; ligamento
interno, subm,arginali ; dentibus duobus, tmo laterali ; j^^gina
intus alba, margine undique minute crenidato.
Alt. 3, lat. 6, diam. 1*5 mm.
Hab. Persian Gulf Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' K".. long. 56= 54'
E. 156 fathoms, shell-sand.
A remarkable hyaline species, with finely concentrically-lirated
Only a few specimens occm-red,
valves and crenulated margin.
and with it were fi'agments of another allied species, hardly in a
:

;

condition to describe.
* XevKuv, eopa.
f Sevimentum, a

fringe,

from the margin.
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Kellia suboubicularis Montagu.
M.C. Local not seeming to differ from the Eui^pean species,
which is of .extraovdinarily wide distribution, being even recorded
from Antarctic regions.
N.B. A Lepton sp. has occui'red in shell-sand from Bombay
(/'. ir. T. 1906). and Charbar at 40 fathoms, but in too imperfect
;

—

condition to differentiate.

Fam. Galeommid.e.
Scintilla callipareja Melv.
P.G. Gulf of Oman. On telegraph-cable, lat. 27^^ X., long.
52° E., 40 fathoms.
delicate subhyaline SciutiUa. of a pale l)lush-rose tint.

A

Scintilla layardi Desh.

M.C.

Charbar and Has Ormara.

Scintilla pulciira Melvill,

sp. n.

Dredged at 2-7 fathoms, mud.
(Plate

LYI.

fig.

10.)

hyalina, ohlonga, fere cequilaterali, siihanyusta, margine dorsali, simnl ac ventral!, paraUelis, rectis :
iimbonihus ceniraUhus, nitidis, acutis, ^^^'oniinalis ; dentilms
cardinalibus et lateralihus perobsciiris, ininutis ; pagina intus
hyalina ; margine, iindique jndchre et mirncte cremdato.
Alt. 3, lat. 6, diam. 1*75 mm.
Hah. Persian Gulf Gxdf of Oman. Lat. 24^^ 58' ]S\, long. 56^
Sc.

testa tenuissima,

:

54' E.

;

156 fathoms, shell-sand.

A most

fragile and delicate shell, which with a little <liffidence
the general facies is of that genus, the
refer to iScintiJla
delicately-crenulated margin being peculiar, though also being a
None of
feature of Kellia rerimeutalis, described in this piaper.
our spxecimens is in first-class condition.

we

;

Suborder B. TELLINACEA.

Fam. Tellixid.e.
Tellina (?Tellinella) asmena* Melvill,

sp. n.

(Plate

LTI.

fig. 2.)

T. testa transversim elongata, delicatula, fere a'quilaterali, subpellneida, o7)inino albida, concenirice costata, costis ad 9-10,
interstitiis pidcherrime et arete longitudinaliter undique liratidis ; umhonibus acutis vix prominnlis ; margine rentrali
postice rotundato, antice simiato-declivi, dorsali utrinque
cequaliter declivi, postice pauUum excaraio, latere postico
subrostrato et sinuato : dentibus normalibas : pagina intus alba.

Long.

8, alt. 5,

diam. 2

mm.

Nab. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24° 58' K"., long. 56°
54' E.
156 fathoms, shell-sand.
A small Tellina with peculiar sculpture, most nearly allied to
;

*

affjLiei'OS.

glad, ioyous.
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T.murrayl iSinith * from Cape York, Australia, at 155 fatlioms
(by a curious coincidence the same depth of sounding-).
Indeed,
we were at first inclined to consider them both identical. The
author, however, of T. inurrayi convinced us that while similar
in texture, pattern, and size, it differed in form, being moi'e nearly
equilateriil, the umbones in our species also less prominent though
acute, while the postei-ior portion of the dorsal margin in T.
murrayi is more decidedly excavate. Half-vM,lves only occurred,
some of them in quite fresh condition. All are of much the same
size, and we do not think the species could attain much larger
dimensions than those given.
Tellin'a (Tellixella) cruciata )Spengl.

P.G.

Shaikh Sliuaib I. From 10 fathoms,
adult, but beautifid examples.

coral- sand.

Hardly

Tellina (Telli.nella) blssimilis
P.G.

])esh.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

5 fathoms.

Tellina (Tellinella) inflata Chemn.
P.G.
I.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat. 10 fathoms, mud.
Bombay southward to Goa {Lt.-Col. If. D.

Olivier),

Tellixa (Tellinella) kolabana Melv.
I.

Bombay

(Abercromhie).
Recently likewise I'ecorded from
Shoj^land).

Aden [Commander E. R.

Tellina (Tellinella) pharaonis Hani.
P.G.

(4ulf of

Oman, Maskat.

10 fathoms,

mud and

sand.

Tellina (Tellinella) rastellum Hani.
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat. Dredged in 10 fathoms, muddj^
sand, with the pi-eceding species {T. pharaonis Hani.).

Tellina (Tellinella) rcgosa Born.
1.

Karachi.

Tellina (Tellinella) virgata L.
P.G.

Yiw.jabar Hani.
Shaikh iShuaib

(sp.).
I.,

at low tide.

Tellina (Tellinella) vulsella Chemn.
M.C.

Local along the coast.

Tellina (Mosra) actinota Melv.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

10 fathoms, coral -sand.

Tellina (Mcera) lechriogramma Melv.
(generally dispersed at 5-15 fathoms all along the
Karachi. Bombay [Abercromhie).
Likewise extending its range to Aden {Shopland).

M.C.

coasy;.

I.

* Rep. 'Challenger' ExpecL, Zoology,

vol. xiii. pp. 98,

99

pi.

iii.

tigs. 8,

8

b.
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Tellina (Mceua) methoma Melv.
Loca], but

M.O.
mud.

abundant where occuvring, from 2

Tellina (Mcera) miracyllium *,
testa oblovga, pallide

T.

sp. n.

(Plate

LVI.

fivthonis,

fig. 4.)

carnea vel delicatissime punicea,

vel,

ahbreviata, antice late
rotundata, hta'tpulaterali, cequivalvi, imdique concentrice
iemiissime slriatula, convexa ; margine dorsali antico leniter
declirA, postici imdto h'einore, ventrali oblongo-rotnoidato ;
cinereo-cdhescente,

interdv/in,

iwibonibus parvis, contigim ;
parvis, lateralibus elovgatis ;
pallide ochraceo-sv.ffusa.
Alt. 8, lat. 11,

diam. 4-50

2yosiice

dentibus cardinalihus duobus,
interna alba, interdutn

2iagi'>i(i'

mm.

Shaikh Shuaib Island
10-15 fathoms
Koweit; 10 fathoms (1901).
(1898).
Allied to T. lechriogramma Melv., semen, Hanley, aiid dUata
and to this last, ;i native of Cape Yoi'k,
E. A. Smith t
N.E. Australia, it seems to approximate most nearly. Our species
would seem to be of stouter build, the posterior dorsal slope not
being so markedly oblique. In the first-named ally (lechriogramma)
//«&. Persinn

Gulf.

;

;

the concentric lines are more slanting, as the

name

denotes.

Tellina (Mcera) obtusalis Desh.
Karachi.

I.

Tellina (Mcera) moM.EA Phil.
P.G.

ifc

M.O.

The discoveiy

Dredged

in several places in

5-20 fathoms, mud.

being
a native of Europe, including Great Biitainand the Mediteiranean
of this species is particularly interesting, as

Sea.

Tellina (Mcera) rhomboides Quoy.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

Dredged

at 10 fathoms,

muddy

sand.

Tellina (Mcera) bosamunda,
T.

sp. n.

(Plate

LVI.

fig. 1.)

testa parva, oiitidissima, Icete carnea vel ocJiracea, oblonga,
valde ina'quilaterali, postice abbreviata, antice leniter elongata,
ihoidiq^he arete et sid)tilissime concentrice striata ; dentihus car-

dinalibus duobus cooitiguis, lateralibus cooispicnds, elongcotidis,
pra'cipue jwstice, pagina interna nitida, pallide carnea.
Alt. 4, lat. 6, diam. 2 mm.

Hab. Persian Gulf (no particular

locality given).
distinguish from its allies this shining,
briglvtly-coloured little species, of which we have seen several
examples, all precisely alike both in size and the two shades of

The small

size

* f-U'tpaKiWin)'^

t

will

;i

child.

Reii. 'fhiilleiiiior' FAperl., Zoology, vol. xiii. p. 108,

jil.

iv. iig-s.

7-7

b.
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coloration as

KIU)M

it

f>iv(jii.

;i.l)()V'(j

'I'lllO

is

I'KIJSIAN

iikiu to

H21

(iU[A<'.

ohLihHcdls Dcsli.,

7'.

.sciiimi'

Hanley, pyytmna Phil., and lechi'iogramma Melv., most or all of
which occur likewise iu the same region. Also near T. mcdaccaim
Sowb., but (littering in the quality of the concentric strife and in
coloration.
Two half -valves of what is probably this species also
occurred in the (:ilulf of Oman at 156 fathoms in shell-sand.

TeLLINA (MfJiEA) SEMEN Hiud((y.
P.G. Ciiais (or Kais) Island 14 fathoms. Jask, at the boinlcrs
26 fms., mud. Gulf of Oman, lat. 26" N.,
of the Meki-an Coast
long. 62'' 50' E., find in two or tliree other soundings at various
;

;

Varying according to depth in coloriitiun (^f shell from
depths.
Usually on iiiiid
straw-colour or pjde ])fnk nuM-ging into white,
or muddy-sand bottom.
8
licyond .Ja,sk
5 fms., mud ami sand,
M.G. C liar bar
(J wad fir, Ormara,, &c., general.
fms.
."5

;

;

Kara,chi.

I.

Tellina { Arcopagia) cai'soides Lam.
Karachi {F. W. T.

I.

Bombay southward

d- Mri/jor Ikiker).

to Goa, {LI.-(!oI.

If.

I),

Boi)d)ay {Abercronih'm).
Olivier).

Tellina (Arcopaota) concentjuoa Gould.

On

Kara(;hi,

I.

Tellina

(Au(joi'A(;ia)

Angrias

1.

mud-llats at low tide.

nAmiorfMA Melv.

Ai'al)ian Sea- (^('aptaiii' Tindall).

J3a.id<,

Tellina (Arcopagia)

isseli

H. Ad.

on mud-liats, but rarely noticed.
Maskat 10 fathoms, coral-sand bottom, more frequently. The
shell is sometimes unicolorous, but commonly faintly radiate.
Shaikh Shuaib

P.G.

1.

;

;

Also Gulf of Oman,

lat.

26"

6'

N., long. 50° 52' E.

;

15 fms.,

coral-sand.

M.C.
dead

Ofi'

Charbar,

lat.

25" 10' N., long. 60" 34' E.; 40 fa,thoins,

shells.

An

Erythraean species.

Tellina (Arcopagia) nux Hanley.
1.

Off Karachi

;

at 15 fathoms,

mud.

Tellina (Arcopagia) perplexa Hanley.
I.

Karacihi.

On

mud-flats at low tide.

Tellina (Arcopagia) savignyi A. Ad.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman,

IV[a,ska,t.

At about 10 fathoms, amongst

mud, very abundant.
Originally described from Erythraean examples.

loose stones

and

sa,ndy

Tellina (Arcopagia) scohinata L.
I.

Karachi.

;
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Mart.

miul -flats at low tide.

Tellina (Angulus) iridesoens Bens.

At

Karachi.

r.

5 fathoms, near rocks,

on rnuddy sand.

Tellixa (Angulus) nitens Desh.
Gulf of Oman, near Jask. 3-5 fathoms, sandy mud.
P.Ct.
Probably extending to M.C., Jask being just on the boundary

Tellina (Angulus) rubella Desh.
Dredged at 3-5 fathoms,
Karachi.
I.

mud.

Bombay

/(^Abercroinbie).

Tellina (A.ngulus) rubra Desh.

Bombay

I.

(Abercrombie).

Tellina (Angulus) sericata Melv.
P.O. Gulf of Oman, Maskat. 10 fathoms.
Also recorded by Dr. R. Sturany as Erythrjean (Exped. S.M.
Schifl" Pola' in das Rothe Meer, p. 24, 1899).
'

Tellina (Angulus) ttoaonica Desh.
P.G. Gulf
87 fathoms.

Oman.

of

24° 55' N.,

Lat.

long. 57° 59' E.

Tellina (Angulus) unifasciata Sowb.
Lat. 18" 58' N., long. 71° 45'.

Rare.

Tellina (Tellinides) emarginata Sowb.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Linjah.

Tellina (Tellinides) opalina Ohemn.

M.C.

One example

only.

Locality not exactly recorded.

Tellina (Tellinides) ovalis Sowb.
P.G. Gulf
sand lat. 24°
;

I.

of Oman, Maskat. Dredged at 10 fathoms,
55' N., long. 57° 59' E., 87 fathoms.

muddy

Karachi.

Tellina (Tellinides) sinuata Spengl.
I.

Bombay

{Abercrombie).

Ratnagiri to Goa {Lt.-Col. H. D.

Olivier).

Tellina (Tellinides) thymares Melv.

M.C.
I.

Charbar.

Bombay

5 fathoms.
{Abercrombie).

Tellina (Tellinides) truncatula Sowb.
P.G.

Gulf

of

Oman,

Jask.

From 4

fathoms,

mud and

sand.
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Tellina (Tellinides) vestalis Hanley.
Karachi.

I.

Dredged at

3 fathoms.

Tellina (Tellinula) CLAUDIA Melvill.

(Plate

LVI.

fig. 3.)

T. testa delicately papyracea^ alho-vitrea, cequivalvi, conip^-essa,
antice late rotundata, jjostice breviore ; tcmbonihus minutis,
contiguis ; dentihus cardAnalibus duohus in tttraque valva
prcedAta^ dente laterali antico ohscuro

;

pagina interna

alba,

linea jxtllidi consjyicua.
Alt. 10, lat. 14, diatn. 3 ontn.

Eah. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman. Lat. 25° 19' N., long. 50°
E.
140 fathoms.
A delicate, thin, compressed species, somewhat intermediate in
appearance between T. (Arcopagia) savignyi A. Ad., also found
in the same seas, and T. (Tellimda) tenuis Don.
exigua Poli.
10'

;

=

Tellina (Peronjea) ERYTHRiEENSis H. Ad.
P.G.

From

Jask.

3 fathoms,

mud.

Tellina (Peron^a) micans Hanley.

M.C
25° 10'

Half-valves common off Oharbar at 40 fathoms. lat.
long. 60° 34' E.
Referred to Psammobia by E. A.
;

IST.,

Smith (Ann. & Mag. N". H. ser. 7, xviii. p. 260), judging from
Persian Gulf examples, dredged by s.s.
Investigator,' at
31 fathoms.
Dredged at 30 fathoms
I.
Lat. 19° 30' N., long. 71° 43' E.
upwards, in soft mud, but not common.
'

Tellina (Metis) angulata Ohemn.
I.

Karachi [Major Balcer). Bombay (Abercrombie). Bombay
and southwards to Goa {Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier).

to Ratna.giri

Tellina (Metis) lacunosa Chemn.
I.

Karachi.

On

mud-flats at low tide.

Tellina (Metis) turgida Desh.
I.

one

Very rare on mud-flats
and one dead example have been

Karachi.
live

;

up to the present only
collected.

Macoma ALA Hanley.
I.

Karachi.

At low

tide

on mud-flats.

Bombay, common

(Abera'ombie).

Macoma
I.

blainvillei Desh.

At

Karachi.

5 fathoms,

Macoma bruguierii Hanley.
I.

HoTobiw {Abercrombie).

Goa {Lt.-CoLH.
Piioc. ZooL.

on muddj^ sand near

I'ocks.

{Gastrana auct.)

Thence southwards

to

Panjim and

1). Olivier).

Soc— 1906,
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AM)

Miossiis. .MKi,\ii,i,

S-2.\.

Macojia

M.

svnj)i:smvoii>i:s,

testa delicat'ida,

s|>.

(Plate L\'l.

h.

/)((j>//r((C('(i.

((l/i<>-I((ct('((,

expaiisa,

sinistra planiore,

ilcxlra

Jiiargine reiitrali ohliquai)te

raira litraqiic (liiohus

ill

:

;

[Nov. 13.

liii'.

5.)

ralvd

sHl>j)clltiri<I((,-

iiiaijis

ohioixjo-orata, aiiiice Icniter trioicatiila
(•o)itii/itis,

ox

sr.\xj)i:N

conrcva,

postice

innhoiiihvs viinutis,

deiitihiis cardiiialibiis

coiititjiiis /ira'dita, lateralibiis ohsciiris

vel abseittihiis.

Alt. 12-50. kit.

4

17-r)(). dldiii.

iinif.

Lat. 24° 58' N.. loii^-. 56°
Persian Gulf: (^ulf of Oman.
156 fathoms, sliell-saiul.
Abundnnt in the above locnlit}', in company wilii Siiiidi'snn/a
t'islida (also described in tliis ])aper). from wliich it has to be
I'arcfnllv soi'ted. as tlu' Iwo .u-e. suixMlicially. vcrv similar.
//ah.
54' E. ;

Macoma tkuxcata
Bombay

1.

Joiiss.

(^Alx'irroiifhii').

(J^]dalixa asiatica Melv.

I

10 fathoms.
Gnlf of Oman. Maskat.
Small examples.
3 -7 fathoms.
Charbar.
This is a donbtfnl species, and probably not of tlie ,yvnus to
which it was, temporarily, assigneil. It may be a Scintilla, allied
to S. lai/ardi Desli., or perii:i]is a v.ariety of that species.

P.G.

M.C.

'rKhblDOKA TKLIAAXA
P.G.

{Pell)/.)

11. Ail.

At 40 fathoms.

e.\act

locality

not

spci-ialiscd

{F.W.T.).
Karachi.

I.

rocks

At

o fathoms, in

(tASTRANA guinaioa (Cl\ennn)
Kai-achi.

T.

mud and amongst

stones and

nnconnnon.

;

Mostly on

(=

ilats

(diihjaardiaiia Spengl.).

to

on

mud

among broken

shells

the .south-east,

botton\.

LuCIXOrSIS ELKGAXS
P.G.

and

11.

Ad.
14 fathoms,

Gais (ov Kais) Island.

corals.

Fani. Si'ROHict'LA ui d.k.

Semele coedieormis Sowb.
M.O.
I.

and
/).

fine

Charbar.
Karachi.
in

mud

[Aiiip/iidesma Lan\.)

3 fathoms, sand.
0\\ uu\d-liats at low tide. Pombay. abundant
llatnagiri to Goa (A/.-To/. //.
[Aherci-oinhie).

Olivier).

SeJIELE I'REXATA All.
I.

Avith

Karachi.

some doubt.

Onlv

i^'

in

.\ngas.

poor c mditi

)n,

and therefore inserted

—
1906.]
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-Semele regularis E. a. Smith.

Bombay (Ahercrombie). Likewise in very poor condition,
but agreeing with Austrahan examples of regularis in the Biitish
I.

Museum

(Nat. Hist.).

CUMINGIA OOOATILLA Melv.
Citminyia occatilla Melv. Ann.
p.

555,

& Mag. N. H.

ser. 7, vol. vii.

pi. ix. fig. 5.

M.C.

Near

Oharl)ar.

Also from A/len (E. R. ShoplMiid).
iSv'XDESMYA ciSTULA Melvill, sp. n.

LVI.

testa albo-lactea,

S.

(Syndosm/tja auct.)

(Plate

fig. 6.)

tenui, semipellacida, nitida,

ovato-trigona,

transversim elongata, fere mquilaterali^ inaiquivalvi ; valva
sinistra magis convexa, postice prolongata, attenuata, antice
rotundata, inargine djOrsali utrinqite leniter deelivi ; umbonihas
actctis, promimdis, ligame?ito interno; cardiae foveam obliqtmm
proibente, derde cardinali centralis piarvo, inter dam hifldjO ;

paglna

iatiis albo-lactea, niietite.

Alt. 8, lat. 10, diara. 5

mm.

Persian Gulf Oulf of Oman.
Lat. 2^" 58' N., long. 56""
156 fathoms, shell-.sand.
Fairly frequent, but in imperfect condition.
The valves are
In general aspect not
nne(iual, the left l)eing far more convex.
unlike the British species >S'. prismatica Mont, ov S. opalina Hinds,
Abra, the generic term applied by
occurring at Bombay.
Dr. Leach in 1818, does not seem to have been properly
Ilab.
54' E. ;

:

characterised.

.Sv'NBESMVA OPALIXA Hinds.

Bombay

I.

(Abercrombie).

In range extending to Japan.
N.B. Abra maxima (Sowerby) was di'edged by the s.s. Investigator' at 1000 fathoms off the Mekran Coast, and at 1 299 fnthoms
in the Gulf of Oman.
'

Earn. DoxACiD.E.

DoxAx (Hecuba) scortum
M.C.
I.

L.

Charbai'.

Karachi, upon Manora beach.

Bombay southwards

to

Goa

[Lt.-Col.

Bombay

H. D.

{Abercrombie).

Olivier).

Mr. Townsend especially signalises finding a, young specimen
shows much beauty of concentric la.mellation.
This is

wliich

probably D. pubescens L.,

now

considered a vai-iety of scortum.

DoNAX (Serrula) aperittus Melv.
I.

Karachi.

.\lso

recentlv recorded from

Aden

{Shoplandj).

55*
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(Serrula) dysoxi Desli.

Bombay

I.

[NoV. 13,

AKD SXAISDEK UN

[Ahercromhie).

Viir. iiicarnatus (sp.)

Sowb.

Bombay, with the type.

I.

DoNAX (Sereula) clathratus Desb.
Dredged at 2 fathoms, sand.

Ormara.

M.C.

DoNAx (Serrula)

nitidus Desh.

In one or two

M.C.

Karachi.

I.

places, local, at

DoNAX (Serrula) towj^sexdi Sowb.
Douax townsendi Sovv-b. Proc. Mai.
fig.

3-7 fathoms, sand.

5 fathoms, sand.

Soe.

Lond.

p. 161, pi. xii.

i.

23 (1894).

Without

P.G.

details of locality.

Karachi. Found on the beach fi'om
below the sui'face {F. W. T.).
I.

(>

inches to

a,

foot

DoNAX (Mach.erodonax) scalpellum Gray.
Karachi {Major Baker).
I.
Also noticed at Aden {Shopland).

Donax (Latona) aebreviatus Lamk.
Bombay (Ahercrovibie). Bombay southwards to Goa and
I.
Panjim {Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier). Much eaten in India {E. H.
Aitken).
DojSTAX (Oapsella)
I.

Karachi,

owexi Gray.

Dredged

commonly on wet sand

at

5

fathoms,

at extremely

low

Also not un-

sand.

tides.

Fam. CardiliiD/E.
*Cardilia semisulcata Lamk.
P.G. Gulf of Oman. Lat. 26° 10' X., long. 52= 50' E. 33
Also lat. 24° 58' N., long. 56^ 54' E.
fathoms, sand and rocks.
156 fathoms, shell-sand. Of very rare occurrence, and the few
specimens obtained are by no means perfect, being only single
Showing extension of range
valves, though quite cliaracteristic.
westward. Port Blair, Andaman Isles, being its nearest habitat.
;

* Mr. Edgar Smith (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) vol. xviii. p. 260, October 1906)
Investigator ott' Port Blair at
notes one specimen alone dredged by R.I.M.S.
100 fathoms, and gives as its known localities South Australia (Lamarck), Straits
of Malacca (JJesha^es), China (Sowei-bi/), Japan (LiscJike), Philippine Isles {Ctiminci
'

'

in

Mus.

Brit.).

J
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PKHSJAN GULF.

Mesouesmatide^:.

Issel.

Sliaikli Shuaib Islarul,
Kais IslMn<l, 7-15 fjitlioms
12 fathoms; Bahrein Isles.
Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24^-- 58' N., long. 56'^' 54' E. 156 fathoms,
shell-sand.
Small, but well coloured and perfect examples while

P.G.

;

;

;

two unicolorous perfect
at

40 fathoms.

These

in shell-sand off OharV^ar
perhaps belong to a different species.

occmred

shells

may

Ervilia purpurea Desh.
P.G.
Henjam Island, 10 fathoms.
One or two specimens determined as E. scaliola
more nearly referable to this Erythraean species.

Mesodesma (Paphia) hahreixexse, sp. n.
M. testa alha, kiivigata, suhtrapezoidea,

were, perhaps,

(Plate LIII.

fig. 7.)

inasquilaterali, antice

truncatula ; umbonihus parvis,
dentihus cardinalihus, simul ac
alha, nitida,
; pagina interna
iinprfessione muscidari conspicaa ; linea palliali slmoata.
Alt. 18, lat. 25, diam. 10 mm.
Hah. Bahrein Isles, Persian Gulf.
This species has been veiy closely compared with all the other
known forms of PapJda, and assimilates most closely to P. glair ata Desh., differing mainly in the posterior region, the margin
rot ancle

elongata,

postice

contiguis, ligamento interno
latercdibas, magnis, crassis

;

being more decidedly truncate.

Fam. Mactrid/e.

Mactra achatina Chemn. (=a.s/>er.s«
Angrias Bank {('apt. Tindall).
I.

Dkr.).

Mactra aphrodixa Desh.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Jask.

Dredged at 5-10 fathoms, mud

and sand.

Mactra cornea Desh.
Karachi. Bombay
I.

Mactra fauroti

(Abercrovible).

Jouss.

Dredged at

5 fatlioms, sand.

Mactra glabrata L.
With the
Karachi.

last-mentioned,

[.

Karachi.

I.

at

same

dejjth

(5

fathoms).

Mactra luzonica Desh.
I.

Also we have seen
BomVjay (Abercrombie), abundant.
Madras {Henderson) and Calcutta {Ladjj
from

specimens
Herschel).

.
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Mactrinula PLICATARIA (L.).
Bombay, but rarely, and mostly
I.

in

[Nov. 13,

imperfect condition

{Ahercromhie)

Mactrinula tryphera Melv.
Hinderabi I. 35 fathoms, mud.
40 fathoms;
15 fathoms; one specimen.
M.O. Cliarbar.
broken shells, common.
A most delicate species, of which but very few examples have,
It has been recently dredged by the Investiso far, been found.
P.G.

'

gator' at 35 fathoms, also in the Pei-sian Gulf*.

RAiiTA abercrombiei Melv.

Bombay {Ahercroinhie).
particularly delicate and beautiful shell, belonging to a very
restricted genus, the tyjje of which (^R. canaliculata Say) was
noticed some years ago by one of us particularly abundant in
Charleston Harbour, South Carolina. About fourteen species
hav'e been described, one most recently by Dr. R. Sturany as
R.hracheon'\, from the Red Sea.
I.

A

Standella (Merope) tEgyptiaca Chemn.
Karachi {Major Baker).

I.

Standella (Merope) capillacea Desh.
Astola Island, at 10 fathoms, on rocks towards the south.
Karachi. In peat-mud on Manora., west beach, all dead
but perfect specimens.
Bombay {Ahercrombie) southwards to
Goa and Panjim (Olivier). Juvenile examples difier very much
from the adult in greater definiteness of striation.

M.C.

I.

Standella (Merope) pellucida Chemn.

Bombay (Ahercrombie), extending southwards to Ratnagiri.
I.
This species, in common with the preceding (cajjillacea), sometimes attains considerable dimensions, say 4" x 2|-3".
Anatinella CANDIDA Chemii.
Between Bombay and Ratnagiri (E. H. Aitken).
I.
Suborder

C.

VENERACEA.

Fam. VeneriDzE.
Section i. Cytherea Lamarck.
Tivela ponderosa Koch.

M.O.

Charbar.
Karachi.

7 fathoms.

Living amongst loose wet sand, a few inches
below the surface, at low tides.
I.

* E. A. Smith, Ann. & Mao;. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xviii. p. 260 (1906).
t Expedition S.M. Scliiff Pola in das Eothe Meer 1895-96 und 1897-9S. Zool.
Ergebnisse, Lamellibranchiaten von Dr. Rudolf Sturany (Wien, 1899), Tat', iii.
'

figs.

1-6.

'
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[TivELA TRiaoNELLA Lamk.

Karachi {Major Baker).
seen no Eastern specimens.]
I.

An

Antillean species:

we have

Meretrix impudica Cliemn.
Vai-. castanea Lamk.
mor'phina Lamk.
,,

(xibercrombie), abundant. Not yet recorded fmthtr
though southwards it has been noticed, mainly in the
var. castanea, to range from Bombay to Ratnagii-i, Goa, and
Panjim (Lt.-Col. H. L. Olivier). In Lidia this species is largely
eaten {E. H. Aitken).
I.

Bombay

north

;

Meretrix petechialis Lamk.
I.

Bombay

{Abercroonhie).

Although by many malacologists still left distinct,
most pi'obably an exti'eme form of impudica.

petechicdis is

Meretrix tumida Sowb.
Meretrix {Caryatis) tumida Sowb. Proc. Malac. 8oc. Lond.
p.

pi. xviii. figs. 12,

280,
J.

A

i.

13 (1895).

Karachi.
distinct species, discovered

by Mr. Townsend

in 1893.

Meretrix zoxaria Lamk.
Karachi.
Also probably a vaiiety of impudica, though in typical condition
Mr. Alexander Abercrombie, who collected
seeming distinxjt.
multitudinous examples of most of the varieties in Bombay,
informs us that, in his opinion, even the most distinctly marked
forms have intermediates, binding them to typical impudica.
I.

Callista festiva Sowb.
Jask.

P.G.

Dug out of mud, at low
which intersect mud-flats.

Karachi.

I.

of creeks

tide, or at

the sides

Callista belcheri Sowb.

Shaikh Shuaib I. Gulf of Oman, Malcolm Inlet (Kubbat
24 fathoms, mud.

P.G.

or Ghobat Ghazira)

;

Callista erycina
I.

(L.).

Between Bombay and Katnagiri {E. H. Aitken).

Callista Florida Lam.
I.

Karachi.

Callista hagenowi Dkr.
P.G.

Dabai, in various stages of growth

A handsome species,.

('Al.hr.STA

[Nov. 13,

(,)N

MULXIUADIATA Sowl).

J;isk.

\\(l

On

imul-llfits

Akin

A

STAK.UEN

.AlESSUS. iMKJ.VILL AJsM)

HIM)

Not, so

to C. ei'i/cuia L.
NCiy lino s])0('ic's.

Oai.HSTA rUASIANELLA

1

low

:vt

far,

tide.

10-15

Mnskai,

noticed north of

lionihay.

)esh.

PX\. Gulf of Oman.
10 fatliouis, muddy sand. Near Maskat
at 40 fathoms, oxceptioually fine and large.
M.C. Fairly general.
Karachi. At 3-7 fathoms, on hard iiniddy sand.
I.

Oalmsta umuonella Lamk.
P.G. Jask. In sand on hanks of creek.
remarkal)ly wide distribution.

This

is a

species of

Oauyatis ri'DJC'issiMA E. A. Smith.
Ci/therira {Car>/atis)

N. H.

ser.

(5,

pudicissima E. A. Smith, Ann.

i»c:

Mag.

vol.'xiv. p. 169, pi. v. figs. 3, 4 (1894).

P.G. N. c-i>ast of Hen jam Island, at 10 fathoms.
Gulf of t)man.
In two or three places, in various stages of
growth.
Also half- valves dredged at various depths, 60-150
fathoms. Likewise recorded bv Mr. E. A. Smith as dredged at
230 fathoms by ll.I.M.S. 'Investigator' in the Gulf of "Oman
(Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) vol. xviii. p. 260, 1906).
M.C, In coarser condition at CharliarBav. 15 fathoms. Also
lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60^^ 34' E., 40 fathoms."
LiooOiNt'UA AUAiuoA (Oliemu.).

r.G.
I.

and

Shaikh Slu-aib 1.
Karachi.
In sand at low

tide, just

below the

suii'ace,

close to the water's edge.

LiocoNCiJA CALLirvciA
P.G.

Bom.

Oman,

Jask.
3 fathoms, sand.
Karachi, with L. arahica, in identical situations.

(^ulf of

I.

Lamk.
Oman, Muskat.

LiocoNCiiA HEBR/EA
santl

GuU

Dredged at 10 fathoms, muddy
bottom, w ith occasional stones and rocks intervening.

\\G.

of

LlOCONOHA PK'TA LiUuk.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman,

situations
I.

INfaskat.

AVith A. hehraa in the same

and depth.

Karachi.

ClUSTA DIVARICATA (Uheuni.).
P.G,

Generally distributed.
Kai'achi.
In sand by the watei's edge, just below
the surface, at extreme low tide.
I.

j

M()iJ>i

M»()().|

CllJSTA PKOTI.VATA
P.(l.

SKS

(Jj.j.

(listrihiiicil

(jl(>Ti(!)'MlIy

Sliiiikli Sluiiiih I.,

siirid.

ClJlCE

P.O.
M.(j.

of Oiiuii.

(l(;iici"il

vciy

iiml

iiiiid,

closo

.\l;isk:ii.

iisiiiilly

:

rock

riillioms,

7

;il>i)ii(,

;il

;

fine.

((Jlic)lin.j.

(;()llRlJ(iA'l'A

(;iilf

H;{1

Tin; i'i;ifsrA\ fJCLK.

I'l.'oM

ii,t

5 20

on saiidy

t';i1,lioiiis,

to rocks.
ClJlCi:

NANA

P.O.

(!nlF of OiiKUi.

and

iMclv.
\y.^\>.•2iV'

10'

S., \un'^.

r,2'' r>()'

K.; sand

ooi-Jil-rock.

Alliod to sonii' foi'nis of C. salcaia Oi-jiy,

g, A'/'/j'/mis

(;.

l)(;.sl).

(JjiioE s<;hii''1'A (Ij.) (-^'pnvHOiutla Jifjevo;).

Cnlf of Oiniui, Mftskut.

P.Cl.

I

))-<-d^cd

;d,

o

fntlioms,

mud

bottom.
M.CJ.

At

Chiii'biii-.

Viw.

fi(l()ii,rala

fiitlioins, siiml.

Reeve

(.s[>.).

Witli t\u\ type; but in

!'.(i.

Hombiiy

J.

sout}iw;ii(Ls

(JlRfJK

SULCATA (aiuy.

P.O.

(lulf of

!.

.'i

de-epcji-

wntiT,

Lt.-dol. II

I).

.

.'50

.'{.^

bitborns.

Olivic/r).

Oman, Ma.skat. At :i7 fjithoms.
An<^rias Bjink ((Japta'ni, Thidall).
Section

St;nI';tta co\tk>ti"J'A

ii.

Venus

E. A. Smitli.

liombiiy {AlKu'croiiihlc,).

i.

(

1^.

OA/w

l>omb;iy

Sebum.

soiitlivvjii-ds

to Jiatnagiri

(LL.-C'oI. II. i). Olioier).
Siixi-yi'iA Ki'h'OHHA
I.

{Major

Ian ley.
Houibwai-d to

(i<y,i((jlliuf;r).

Ka,i'a(;lii

liakf',1-).

SUNKTTA
I.

I

\'><>\n\in,y(Afjercro'iiibie),

JIIAXH

Bombay,

Wood.

abiind;i.nt {Ahercroiti.hla).

SC.VKTTA KIJIlACHEXSiS Sowb.
Hwitetia kurach/ynnis Sovverby, Pj'oe. Mai. Soc. Jjond.

(1895).
fine
I.
Karaclii.
are only uncovered at
pi. xiii. fig.

A

new

p.

210,

form, found upon 8and-bank«, which
spring tides, just br-low the surface

{F. W. f.).

SuNErfA MEROli
P.O.

i.

1

{\j.)

{

='jncta

Dabai, 8- JO fatboms.

Sebum. j.
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SUNETTA SOLANJDRI Gray.
I.

Karachi {Major Baker).

Bombay, collected by Mr. Abercrombie who remarks that,
from an examination of a larjoe quantity of jiei'fect specimens, the
hians
conclusion may with some certainty be airived at that
"Wood, and probably also contempta Smith, are but extreme forms.
;

aS'.

We can

endorse this opinion, but perhaps it is simpler, at present,
them separately, the extremes being at all events
distinct, and many malacologists holding a different opinion.

to catalogue

Tapes (Textrix) malabarica (Chemn.).
I.

tide.

On mud flats at low
T.).
common and fine. Southward to
Panjim and Goa {Olivier). Much eaten by the uatives

Karachi {Major Baker) {F. W.

Bombay

{Abercrombie),

Ratnagiri,
in India {U. H. Aitken).

Tapes (Textrix) sulcosa Phil.
Karachi {Major Baker).
According to Commander E. R. Shopland this species occurs at
Aden, so it is curious that its occurrence in inteiTnediate stations
has not yet been put on record.
I.

Tapes (Textrix) textrix (Chemn.).
Usually dredged at between
Fairly general.
M.C.
fathoms. Charbar Bay, 15 fathoms.
Karachi. Bomba,}' {Abercrombie) common.
I.

5-40

.,

Tapes (Textrix) undulata Reeve.
Gulf of Oman, Ja.sk. Found at 3-6 fathoms, sandy mud.
M.C. Charbar. 3-5 fathoms, mud.
By some authors esteemed but a vai-iety of the last {2\ textrix).
P.G.

Tapes (Paremeola) corrugata Desh.
I.

Karachi.

on rocks

:

onlj^

Young examples alive amongst
dead adult specimens noticed.

mud and

algje

Tapes (Parembola) deshayesi Hanley.
P.G.

Gulf of Oman, Maska,t.

Tapes (Parembola) obsoleta (Chemn.).
I.

Karachi.

Tapes (Parembola) turgida Lamk.
I.

Between Bombay and Ratnagiri

{E.

H. Aitken).

in I'ange to Australia.

Tapes (Amygdala) Florida Lamk.
I.

Karachi.

Allied to T.

Dredged
Iceta Poli,

at 5 fathoms, sand.
a Mediterranean species.

Extending

.

1906.]
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Tai'es {Amy(IJ)Ala) iNuicA Hiinley.
I.

Bombay

KiU'ju-hi.

Tapes (Amygjmla)

(J7;fir6Tomft?>

and

Lt.-Col. O/irlcr).

on(U)jjes MoI\'.

Coiumoi), l)iit local, and inoslly fonnd nw the
edge of mud-fiats, aiid best obtained by digging at low 1,id('.
Mr. G. B. Sowerby considers this a J-'etricola, and as such enters
1.

it

Karachi.

in his

'

Ca,talogne of Pele(;ypoda-.'

Tapes (ITemitapes) cor Sowb.
I.

in

the Townsend

(Chione cor Sowb.)
Tliere is one hirge gibbous

(Major Baker).

Kara,c]ii

from the same

collection,

locality,

sluill

probably

refei'able hei'e also.

Tapes (Hemitapes) flammea
I.

Bombay.

Much

iuj^iaia (Jinel.

(Inuil., var.

eaten by

tiie

natives

(A'.

//. Ailhwii).

Tapj5s (Hemitapes) oiiiENTAiiis Ileeve.

Karachi. Bombay [Abercroiiibie).
J.
Considered by Paetel a, v^ariety of 7'. recc/ii.s (Jheuui. from (Joro-

mandel Coast.

J*]dibl(^

Tapes (Hemitapes) marmohata Liunk.

{

= radlata

a,nct.,in part).

Bombay

{F. W. T. a-nd Ahe,rcromh[p)
Found on mnd, at low tide. Adult examples to
have the noi-mal taper-form, becoming, like the
T. 'pingnis^ remarkably gibbons.
I.

Tapes (Hemitapes)

PiNcajis

(Chemn.).

(

a,

gr(:>at

= Cldove

extent

named

aptly

auct.)

Karachi {F. W. T. arid Major Baker). Bombay (Abercroinhie).
Bombay to Ratnagii'i and southwards (Olivier). On mud-flats at
low tide. Much eaten in India (F. II. Aitken).
I.

Tapes (Hemitapes) rimulaius Lamk.
Karachi. With the preceding.
authors considered a, vaj'iety
and Mediterra,nean T. virgineus L.
I.

By some

on!}'

of

tlu^

Bi-itisb

Anaitis calopijylla Hanley.
P.G.

Dabai, rare.

Common

in

some parts

of the Indian

Ocean: nearly

allied to

the next species.

Anaitis foliacea Phil.
P.G. Gidf of Oman.
20 fathoms.
Karachi.
I.

Dredged

in several localities from H to
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Anaitis isabellina Phil.

Bombay, rare {Ahercrombie).
Perlinps best ti-eated
I.
variety of A. foliacea.
Typical isabeUina is Austvaliaii.

tvs

a

Anaitis tiara Dillwyn.

Dredged in one or two places at 5-50 fathoms, in sandy
or pui'e sand bottom.

P.G.

mud

Ohione arakaxexsis

Nevill.

Oman, & M.O.

P.G., Gulf of

In many

places, almost universal,

at 5-25 fathoms.
I.

Dredged at 5 fathoms,

Karachi.

mud and

shingle.

Chione costellifera Ad. & Rve.
P.G.

Gais (or Kais) Island.

At 10 fathoms,

cornl-sand.

Chione declivis Sowb.
P.G.

10-35 fathoms.

Infrequent at Maskat.

Ohione imbricata Sowb.
I.

Karachi.

Bombay.

Dredged at about 5 fathoms, muddy or pvire sand.
Malabar Point, and elsewhere near
The most abundant mollusk noticed, single valves

In

shell-shingle,

the Harbour.
strewing the shore in mau}^ places (Abercrombie).

Ohione hypopta Sturany.
Chione hypopta Sturany, Exped. S.M. Schiff 'Pola'
Rothe Meer (1899), p. 27, Taf. vii. figs. 10-14.
I.
Angrias Bank (Captain Tindall).

in

das

We

are indebted to the author of the species for having consmall but handsome species, brightly
firmed our identification.
coloured, allied to C. scabra Hanley.

A

Ohione lamarcki Gray.
P.G.

Dabai, 8-10 fathoms.

at 10 fathoms,

muddy

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

Dredged

sand.

Ohione layardi Beeve.
P.G. Local.
found to extend

A
all

Ohione marica
P.G.

Without

Oeylonese species, which will probably be
along our area.

(L.).

precise locality.

One

or

two examples

only.

Ohione mekranica Melv.
M.O.

Near Oharbar,

Ohione reticulata
P.O. Mussandam.
of the sand.

rarely.

(L.).

Found

at low tide, just below the surface

J
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CiiiONE SCABRA Hanley.
P.GI.
Sliaikh
long. 52° 22' E.

Hhuaib

(uilf of

JsIjukI.

Onifui,

hit.

2(5'^

'5'

N.,

36 fathoms, rrmd-ljottom.

Showing mncli variety

of

coloration.

Tliis niolhisk needs
species are at ])i-esent included
under the name " Hcnjyra" even after the differentiation of the
nearly Jillied C. lu/popLa Stnriiny.

fin'ther study.

DosixiA
1.

Jt is [possible

Af/i'A

Karaclii.

Dkr.

two

PoM.)

[Artaiiiin

Uji mud-fiats

Ji.t

low

tide.

DOSINTA ANGULOSA Phil.
I.

Karachi

Baker).

(3£ajo'r

DOSINIA KXASI'KRATA

M.O.
I.

Phil.

dead specimen only was dredged
Karachi {Major Jiaker).

A.

off"

PMsni.

Dos/xiA GLOBA (A. Ad. MS.) Melv.
Kaiuchi. On miid-flats ;i,t low tide. V>in\\\y,\y {Ahurcronihic^,
not very connnoji.
In Melvill :irid Abercrombie's List this is c;dled <jihha Adams
but neither (/ti/6« nor gloha^w&H ever deseribedby Dr. Art?nn- Adams
and these therefore stand as mere " nomina nuda." The species
was given dne notice and a full description drawn up for the fii-st
time in 1897 {vide Mem. Manch. Soc. vol. xli. part 3, p 22 pi 7
I.

fig.

35).

DOSTNIA

IIXSTRIO (imcl.

8-10 fathoms.
Da,bai,
(J-ulf of
P.G.
Oman, Maska,t, 10
Kubbat (Ihazira or Mtdcolm Inlet, at 24 fathoms,
fathoms.
mud bottf)ni, and in several other places contiguoiis. It seems
one of the most widely dispersed of the; JJosbiiai.
I.

Karaclii.

DOSINIA PROSTRATA
I.

Bombay

(L.).

(Ahercrombie).

Only o1)served

Jifter i-ongli weatJier.

DOSIXIA PUBESCENS Phil.

M.O.
I.

Only in immature

Bombay

conditiojj.

{Abercr arable).

Common

in

;i,ll

stages of growtii.

DosiNiA KU8T1CA Rcimer.
P.G.
bottom.
I.

Gulf of Oman, Jask.

Bombay

Dredged at 8 fathoms, sandy-mud

{Abercronibie).

DosixiA SALEBBOSA Romer.
Oharbar. 15 fathoms; rare.
Originally described from Malacca.

M.O.
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DOSIXIA SUHROSEA Giuy.

We believe this to be a NewKarachi [Major Baher).
Zealand species, and therefore insert its occurrence as above with
some doubt, not having been able to examine the Karachi
I.

.specimens.

Clembntia papyracea Gray.

Very

Bombay (^Ahercrombie).

I.

I'are.

We have examined the imperfect specimens, and, though

smaller

than the type, consider that they belong to this species, though
they iiiay he referred also to a near ally C. cumingi Desh., an
Erythraean moUusk. Another, C. vitrea Chemn., is rejDorted as
Ceylonese. The few described Clementice are ve]'y nearly allied.
A^ENERUPTS macrophylla Desh.
I.

Karachi.

In sandstone

oft"

Beach Port, Manora.

Bombay

{Ahercromhie),

Vexerupis moxstrosa (Chemn.).
I.

Karachi.

With

the preceding.

Yenerupis pulcherrima Reeve.
M.C.

A

Near Charbar.

single juvenile valve, probably best

referable here.

Venerupis obesa Desh.
M.C.

Ormara.

2 fathoms.

Fam. PetricoliD-E.
Petrioola bipartita Desh.
Bombay [Mus. Brit.).
I.

Petricola gracilis Desh.
M.C. In two or thi'ee places, not specified.
Karachi dea,d specimens only, dredged on mud.
I.
tween Bombay and Ratnagii'i {E. H. Aitken).
;

Petricola hemprichi

Be-

Issel.

I.

Kai'achi.

An

Erythraean species, whence the types were obtained.

Petricola pholadiformis Lanik.
I.

Karachi.

A

species of the Atlantic Coasts of North America, which is
becoming naturalised in Great Britain and other places in Eui^ope.
It remains to be seen whether it will peipetuate itself easily in
ti-opical watei-s.

Petricola serrata Desh.
I.

Karachi.
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Ohoristodon lapicidum (Chemn.).
1

Koweit,
Gais (or Kais) Island; sand, 10 fathoms.
P.G.
5 fathoms. Gulf of Oman Maskat coral-rock and sand, 7 fathoms.
;

:

Also reported from

Aden

(Shopland).

Fam. Glaucomyid.e.

Glaucomva cerea Reeve.

{Glcmconome

Ciray.)

Boml)ay, in brackish water {Abercrombie).

i.

Suborder

T>.

CARDIAOEA.

Cardium australe Sowb. ( =pu.lchrum Rve.).
5-10 fathoms, sandy mud near
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

With

rocks.

Lamk.

iaticin

the type occasionally occurs the variety C. temdcos(sp.).

Cardium (Tracjiycardium) assimile Rve.
Exact h>cality not recorded.
Karachi {Major Baker).

P.G.
I.

Cardium (Trachycardium) elongatum Brug.

Not nncommon

P.G.

at 10 fathoms, in sandy

mud.

Cardium (Trachycardium) impolitum Sowb.
Karachi {Major Baker).

I.

Cardium (Trachycardium) lacunosum Rve.
P.G.

Gulf of Ouian, Maskat. 10-15 fathoms; in both juvenile
A very widely distributed species.
condition.

anl aduh

Cardium (Trachycardium) maculosum Wood.
PG Gulf of Oman. Near Maskat at 10 fathoms,
26" 50' N., long. 54^ 50' E., and
58° 36' E. 40 fathoms.

Also

lixt.

lat.

sand.
25° 23' N., long.

;

Cardium (Trachycardium) rubicundum Reeve.
P.G. Dredged at 3-10 fathoms, sandy mud.

No

precise locality given.

Cardium (Trachycardium) rugosum Lamk. {=flavum L.
P.G.

in pt.).

Rarely.

Between Bombay and Ratnagiri(A'. H. Aitken.). " Much
" {-E. H. .4.).
eaten, and the shells burnt to make lime for Supari
I.

'

'

Cardium (Trachycardium) vertebratum Jonas.
P.G.

Dabai, 8-10 fathoms.
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Cahdium (Acanthocardia) asiattcum Chemn.

{=^coronaiuiii

Speiigler).

Ivarachi

I.

(^F.

Bombay

Wood).

W. T. and Major Baker

;

the hitter us Jinibriatiivi

Bombay Harbour, southwards

[Ahercrombie).

to Ratnagiri, Panjim, and Goa {Lt.-Col. H. D. Olivier).
After detailed examination of many examples in all stages of
gi'owth,

it

is

the opinion of Mr. Alexandei' Aberci'ombie that

corovatum Spenglei'

is

synonymous.

Cardium (Acanthocardia) exochum* Melvill,sp. n.
%-6.)
C.

(Plate LIII.

testa parva, incequilaterali, fere roianda, iKillide straminea
velsalmonea; valvis convexis, cequalihus, solidulis ; tdinhonibus
ohliquis contignis vix proviimdis, latere antico rotimdato,
posiico obscure quadratulo, salmoneo-tincio, margine ventrali
7-ot'undccto, dorsali utrinque leniter dejiexo ; costulis radiantibus

numero ad

imbricato-squaniosis,
35, pidcherrirae et arete
inter stitiis siib lente angustissimis, unisulculosis, d'uobus
dentibus cardinalibtis in utraque valva prcedita, lateralibibs

parvis ; pagina interna alba, postice salmoneo-tinctq, margine
jndchre serridato.
Alt. 9, lat. 8, diavi. 8 mm.

Hab. P.G.

Thairi.

Allied to the larger C. sueziense Issel, but more globular and
highly coloured, and with close imbricating scales. Also resembling
somewhat in form, though not altogether in sculptui-e, the recently
The squamse
described C. gilchristl Sowb.t, from South Africa.
In
are all of the same charactei-, closely imbiicated and latticed.
form it is roundly convex, peculiarly stained both without and
within posteriorly with salmon-pink, being a most refined and
delicate species.

Cardium (Acanthocardia) omanense

Melvill, sp. n. (Plate LIII.

fig. 5.)

0. testa parva, fere rotunda^ iticequdaterali, albida; umbonibus
subpro7nimdis, elevaiis, contiguis; valvis subconvexis, wqualibus,
solidis, lateribus antice, sivnd ac postice, rotundatis, latere
postico superne obscure quadrattdo, costis radiantibus ad 25,
crassis, nodtdis squamosis consjyicuis prceditis, inter stitiis angus-

tissimis, sitb lente cancellatis

;

pagina interna

alba,

cardine

normali.
Alt. 5, lat. 5'50, diam. 3 rjim. {sp. nutj.).

Lat. 24° 58' N., long.
Hab. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman.
56° 54' E.
156 fathoms, shell-sand.
A small species, with libs coarse proportionately speaking to the
;

*

iiS,oxos, prominently distinguished.
f 'Marine Investigation in South Africa.'

pi. vii. fig. 1.

Molhisca by G. B. Sowerby,

p. 11,

;

.
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shell, each i-ih beiu<^' onuiiiieiited with dislyiuct scaly
nodules, these not being in the least imbricate.
<^nly iuipei'fect
specimens, but presumably adult, occurred.

size of tlio

Cardium (Acanxhocardia) pallidum Reeve.
Karachi (Major

I.

Cardium

/laker).

Acantiiocardia) sttezirnse

(?

Issel.

Mask at

P.G.
Koweit, 10 fathoms.
Onlf of Oman,
f ath om s, coral-sa n
M.C. Chai-bar JJay /> fa,thoms, iimkI.
I.
Angrias Bank {Capt. W. A. Timid 1 1).

;

|()

1

i

;

Cardium (Cerastoderma)

/.aiiim Born.

Karachi {F. W. T. and iWajor

T.

Bombay

tide.

Cardium
P.G.

Cardium
P.O.

rocks at low-

(CerastodI':iima) im;lcjiku.m Hinds.

Here and

M.C.

&,

Vyow

lUilcr).

[Afjfircronihie).

thorc^ (piitc

connnonly

disi I'ihiited.

(Sicrripes) mu'ticum Mm-.

(Uilf of

Oman,

Jask.

Dredged

ii:

mnd

sand\-

at.'i-lO

fatl lOIIIS.

Cardium (Pai'yridea) papyraceum Chcmn.
P.G.

M.C.
I.

Gulf of Oman, Jask.
Charbar, 2 fathoms.
Karachi. ] 5 fathoms,

Cardicm (L.evicardiijm)
]r*.G.

No

Cardium

iiuid

;

in, .sUrlK, ji(/ceii.'di.

a(;ra.\tia(i;m Ad.

tk,

Pive.

precise station given.

(^

Fkaoum) ckxtcmlijiatum Mchill,

sji.

n.

(i'lato

JjHI

fig. 2.)
(J.

testa aXha^ delicata, j)ai,dlo iiueqiiildteridl, (Hqaimdvl^ sahylohosa,,

arctlssime

radiathii,

ei

tenuissirne multum-lirata, liris irre(ju-

squamato-s2jinosif> et granidosis

lariter

majorihus
Tninulis,

cum

'ininoribus

;

spimdifi graniaque

smpe alterno/ntihus ;

margine dorsali utrinqiie

'mnhoiiAh'UH

pro-

leniter deflexo, latere antico

rotundato, postico paidlwin, quadratulo, margine veidrali
rotundato ; pjagina interna alba, margine tenai sulcidoso
card/me nor-mali, dentibus duobus coA-dinalibus sabdistantibus
in valva utraque, lateralibus pjarvis inconspicais.
Alt. 21, lat. 21, diam. 14 m,m. (sp. maj.).

Gulf of Oman.
TIab. Persian Gulf
Lat. 24', 58' N., long.
54' E.
Also ofi' Mussandam, 50 fathoms.
156 fathoms.
:

.56",

;

M.C. Very rare off Charbar, at 40 fatlioms.
Several valves of a, charming and most delica.te white shell, the
very fine and elaborate radiating sculpture being almost too
minute for a conqtrehensible descriptif)n. Ilie lira^ are over one
PROf.

Zoor.. Hor.

-

11)00,

No. LVl.
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liuudred in number, closely running togetlier, evei'v tliird or t'oui'tli
row possessing larger spinose excavated squama^; many of them
sliglitly curved at the apex, others ei-ect, straight; tliese spines
The form of the shell is
are much worn oft' towards tlie umbones.
almost identical with that of the much smaller 6'. {Fragi(m)torresi
E. A. Sm., from the Torres Sti'aits*, l^ut the sculptuie is (luite
Smaller examples, hardly adult, exist in greater or less
dift'erent.
degree in the shell-dredging at 15 fathoms in the (Uilf of Oman.
The larger examples come from Mussandam. It seems also allied
to C. {Fulria) peramabilis Dall, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard
described by Dr. Dall as one of the
(1885-6), p. 269, pi. iv. fig. 7
most exquisite aiid elegant shells known. And C. lOO-Uratuvi
must rival this when in its complete beautj^ but, unfortunately,
no absolutely perfect specimen has yet been obtained.
:

Remicardium (CruNOCARDiA) ADAMSi iieeve.
Gulf of Oman, Maskat. Dredged at 10 fathoms, sandy-

P.O.

mud

l)ottom.

Hemicardium (Ctenoc'Ardia) forxioatum Sowb.
At 15 fathoms,
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat.
and not infrequent.

fine,

handsome,

An Erythraean species, very beautiful. Allied in form to
speciosum Ad. k. Rve., but of different texture and arrangement
of scaly lamellae or spinelets.
Hemicardium (Luxicardia) auricula Forsk.
Gulf of Oman, Maskat.
10 fathoms.
We place here,
provisionally, a solitary and imjjerfect specimen, the only one
received.
As it is an Erythraean species, and likewise occurs
coiumonly in the Gulf of Mauaar, further south, it is most
P.G.

probably a true inha,bitant of the i-egion

now under

treatment.

Fani. Tridacxid^.

Tridacxa crocea
P.G.

Lands:.

Juvenile examples only.

Exact

locality not defined.

Fam. Chamid,e.

Ohama fragum Reeve.
P.G.
Found once or

twice on the telegraph -cable

at

from

30-55 fathoms.

Chama macrophylla Chemn.
P.G. Gulf of Oman. We have

carefully compared the only
example with the British Museum series, and cannot find any
species nearer than the West Indian macrophylla.
* Rep. 'Challenger,' Zool.

\ol. \iii.

j).

IGi, pi. viii. iigs. 4,

4«.

;

1
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The same
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TIIK PKKSIAX GULF.

ivnun-ks apply to these

•siieciinens.

—

X.J3.
Two or three other ine)riher.s of this family occur, but,
being enci-usted with iiTillipores, &c., afford almost insuperable
<lifficiilties in attempting their classification.

Suborder
FhUJ.

Gari bicarixata

Xo

P.G.

{—Psaiainohlo, Lamk.)

(Desh.).

(Phil.)

(

= rxpruhsc'ins

Lfimk.).

Charbar.

Gari elegaxs
P.G.

PSAMMOBIID.K.

special locality given.

Gari bipartita
M.C.

].

MYACE.V.

E.

(iJesh.).

(Shaikh Shuaib

I..

10 fathoms,

mud and

Oman. Maskat, 10 fathoms, mud and Vnoken
1.

Karachi.

.sand.

Gulf of

coral.

5 fathoms.

(tari erasmia Melv.
P.(i.
Gais (or Kais Island), 7-10 fathoms. Gulf of Oman,
Maskat, 10 fathoms.
small, but elaborately sculptured .species.

A

(;.\Ri
I.

.malaccaxa (Reeve).

Bombay

{Ahercromhie).

Gari marmorea
P.G.
I.

Gari modesta
P.G.

(Desh.).

Gulf of Oman, ]\[askat. 15 fathoms, coral-sand.
Angrias Bank {Captain W. A. Tivxlall).
(Desh.).

Locality doubtful.

An

Gari occidexs (Chemn.).
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Maskat.
mud.
Gari orxata
P.G.

Dredged

at 10 fathoms,

AA'ith tlie preceding.

(Desh.).

Shaikh Shuaib I., 7-10 fathoms. Gulf
<lredged at 10 fathoms, sandy mud.
Charbar Bay. 10 fathoms.
]M.C'.
P.G.

I.

sandy

(Desh.).

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.

Gari pallida

Austi-alian species.

of

Oman, Ma.skat

Karachi.

By some

this .species is consi<1ered s\Tioriymous with G. malac-

cana Rve.
56*
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C^*^^^'-

l^j

(vAUJ rU.ESTAXS (IVsll.).

Oulf of Oman.

P.O.

Lat.

-Jli^"

r>0'

X.. long.

:)4^'

-M

K.

10

fMtlioius. saiul.

ClAKl 1'r.LOllELLA (LiVlulv.).
Cxulf of

V.(\.

mud ami
(.Iaki

r.(;.

Oman.

Divdiiod

iNlaskat.

10 fathoms, .saiuly

at

stones.

ruLcnEUuiMA (Oesh.).
liulf of

Oman, TMaskat:

raioly.

CJaiU SlilFLEX (Sowb.).

Ivaiuohi.

I.

4 fathoms, sandy unul.

SOLETELLIXA ATHAXA l>Osh.

Bombay

1.

[I'sdiil

Uioiad LaUik. in inc.)

[Abenroiitbie).

tSoLEXELLIXA BLAXFOKDI Haulev.
Karaolii.

1.

On

mnd-tiats at

SOLETELLIXA DlPllOS
I.

low

(L.).

Bakerawd J\ IT. 7'.). Found ii\ mud at very
Between Bombay and Batnagivi [A\ If. ^Utkeii).

I\.sa"^ic\\i

tide.

(Jlajor

iSoLETELLlXA VIOLACEA
I.

s|n'ing- tides.

Lamk.

Karachi [Jlajor Baker).

AsATHis DEbXOKATA L.
P.O.

J ask, ancl

.1.

croiiibie),

(^=CajK^(i rucfosd Lamk.).

probably general along

J\I.O.

Kaiaehi. Very tine colom-ed vaiieties.
only dead examples.

Ixnnbay [Aher-

Fam. LrTKAiuiD^E.
Li

ritARiA rLAXAi'A (Oliemn.).

Bombay

1.

[Ahireronibie)

;

rai-e.

C.ECELLA TRANS VEESAHS Desk.
I.

Bombay

(Abercroriibie)

:

Fam.

fairly froijuent.

^Iviii.E.

CouBULA BROOKEAXA Hanlev.
P.O.

Oulf of Oman.

CORBULA CrXEATA

'248

fathoms,

mud

bottom.

Hillds.

Gulf of Oman.
fatlioms, mud bottom.
P.O.

At

i\[askat.

Dredged

at

from

5

to

20
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CORBULA
P.G.
.\r.C.
I.

H. Ad.

KKVTllR.f:E\SJ.S

Many dead exauiples dreflged at 40 fathoms, mud.
l)i-edged at 00 fatlioras.
Off Cfipe Moiiy.e.
Ktirachi.

CoRHi:i.A MODESTA Hiuds.

P.G.

Linjali, Klais

M.C.

In

.several

and

Sliaikli .Shuaib Lsland.s.

from

places

3-10 fathoms, mostly sand

bottom.

Bombay

Karaclii.

I.

southwards.
on)- limit,

It

(Ahercro'inhie).

was dredged

by Captain

off Quilon,

TindalJ, of

s.s.

•

and further
Malabar Coast, beyond

Ratnagii-i.

Patrick

8te\vai-t.'

CoRBULA PEKSICA Smith,
Corhida persica E. A. Smith, Ann.
202 (1906).

& Mag.

Xat. Hist.

ser. 7,

xviii. p.

lat. 24°
Gulf of Oman
P.G. 47 fathoms (' Jnresti gator ').
Also M.C,
1 50 fathoms, in shell-sand.
X., long. 56° 54' £.
lat. 25' 10' X., long. 60'^ M' E., 40 fathoms.
phAlij>pii E. A. Sm.
small species, allied to
:

.58'

;

C

A

CORBULA RUGIFERA H. Ad.
KLarachi.

I.

CoRBULA SUBQ (:ai>rata

C

Melvill, sp. n.

(Plate

LVl.

fig. 7.)

iesta parva. ocata, inoiquMli, iw/iquilaterali, aniice rotuTidata,
postice pjrodncta, sii,hquadrato-anguh:ita ; valvis concentrice
Irp/ricostattJi, siyjerficie alba, nitida, mxirgine dorsali utrvnque

interdum nasuto,
umhonihv^s hwurvis, haud multum
prorninvXis, crassiuscalis; pagina interna alhoj ; fJjC.nte cardinrdi
normali, prromhiente.
Alt. 3. lat. 4-50. diam. {valvoi d^extra:) 1'50 mni.
Hah. Persian Gulf: Gulf of Oman. Lat. 24= 58' X., long. 56°
54' E. 156 fathoms.
leniter declivi, p>ostice elongatulo, quatj/ratvlo,

ventrali

paidlum slnvato

;

;

I.

Bombay

(Ahrrrcrombie)

;

nearl}"

always

irnpei-fect. in shell-

sand.

The specimens fi-om the Gulf of Oman seem only to differ from
those from further south in being slightly smaller, the dimensions
given above being taken from Bombay examples, in Avhich place

A few Omanese
it seems local, but common where it occurs.
examples aie pei-f ect, showing the left valve .smaller than its fellow,
the form suV^quadrate, the posterior side elongatel}- produced and
the superficial concentiic ribs are about
finely sfpjarely truncate
12 in number, more tlian Ls found in the neaily allied C. modesta
Hinds, with Avhich this may have been confounded occa.sionally.
;

Coebula sulculosa a. Ad.
P.G. Shaikh Shuaib Island.
fathoms, niuddv ^^and Ijottom.

Gulf of Oman. ]Maskat

;
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Cryptomya philippikarum a. Ad.
Bombay {Herford and Abercrombie). Only dead
I.
referred here with some decree of assurechaess.

.slielLs,

but

Fam. SoLEXiD.E.
SoLEN BREVis Hanlej.
I.

Bombay

Soutliwnrds to

[Abercrovibie).

Ratnagm

(Zt.-Col.

H. D. Olimer).
SolejST
1.

corneus Lamk.

Found upon

Karachi.

common.

mud-flats,

SoLEN truncatus Sowb.
I.

Bombay

Karachi, rare.

dant.

— The species of

IST.B.

and eaten [E. H.

M.C.

n\\(\.

known

Solen are

Abercromliie). ixhmi-

as " Chirpal

"'

in India,

Aitkeit).

CULTELLUS CULTELLUS
P.G.

(^. W. T.

(L.).

Gulf of Oman, Maskat.
Often dredged at about 8-10 fathoms,

muddy sand and

rocks.

Mach.^ra albida Dkr.
I.

Bombay, not

Mach^ra

{Siliqua Mhlttd.)

common

[Abercrombie).

Wood.

polita

Karachi (i''^ W. 2'. and Major Baker). Between Bombay and
Also occuriing at Aden.
flatnagiri [E H. Aitken).
I.

.

MACH.ERA RADIATA
M.C.
I.

(L.).

Local.

Bombay

{F.

W.

To Ratnagiri

T.).

SoLENOCURTUS COARCTAXUS (Gmel.).

{E.

H. Aitken).

{Solecurtus Blainville.)

M.C. Lat. 25° 10' N., long. 60° 34' E. 40 fathoms, off Charbar.
Also noted by the Investigator in the Gulf of Oman at 37-40
fathoms {E. A. Smith).
;

'

'

SOLESrOCURTUS EXARATUS Phil.
I.

Bombay

[Abercrombie)

;

rare,

Fam. Gastroch^xid.e.

Gastroch^na mytiloides Lamk.
P.G.

Shaikh Shuaib

I.

In

coral.

MOLLUSKS FROM THE PERSIAN GULF.
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PHOLADAOEA.

F.

Fam. Pholadid.^.
Pholas (Dactylixa) dactylus L.
I.

In peat-sand

Karachi.

off

Maxell

Foi't,

Manora.

Pholas (Dactylina) orientalis Gmel.
I.

With the

Karachi.

Large numbers

ef|UJil]y abundant.
Hajanora mouth of

preceding, but not

of single valves occur off the

R. Indus, the largest measui'ing

OA'ei-

7 inches in length.

Pholas (Barxea) bakeri Desh.
Karachi {Major Baker). Bombay (Abercromhie). common,
but usually imperfect. Bombay Harbour, southwards to RatnaI.

giri (Olivier).

Martesia striata
I.

Bombay

(L.).

(Abercrovihie).

Suborder G. ANATINACEA.

Fam.

AXATINID.-E.

AXATINA LABIATA Rve.
I.

Bombay

Found

(Ahercrombie).

in

some quantity amongst

seaweed cast up by a storm otherwise rai-ely met with, perhapsbecause of its extreme fragility.
Bombay Harbour, southwards to Ratnagiri (Lt.-Col. H. D.;

Olivier).

Anatina subrostrata Lamk.
M.C.

Charbar.

10 fathoms

;

rarely.

Periploma ixdicum Melv.
P.G.

4-6 fathoms, sand and mud.

Gulf of Oman, Jask.

Thracia adenensis Melv.
Lat. 24= 55' N., long. 57° 59' E.
described (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. i.
p. 206, pi. xii. fig. 16) from Aden, among Commander E. R. ShopIts occurrence so far north shows a most
land's collections.
It was found also in Erythrasan
interesting extension of range.
collections made by the Pola Expedition (Dr. Rudolf Sturany).

P.G.

Gulf of Oman.

The type was

'

'

Thracia salsettensis Melv.
I.

One

Bombay
of the

[Abercrombie).

most beautiful additions to

this fauna,

and ranking

;
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among

the larger species of the geniis. It is so fragile, however,
as not to bear much handling, aiicl this may in some measure
account for its having been so long unnoticed and undescribed.

We

hope soon
Only single valves have hitherto been met with.
It only occurs after
to see some dredged and perfect specimens.
storms, which would imply that it is a deep-water shell, and
probably lives iii thick nnid.

Fam. Pandorid.e.

Paxdora ceylanica Sowb.
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Jask.

Pandora cumingi Hanley.
P.G.

Shaikh Shuaib

mud and

10 fathoms,

I.

sand.

Pandora flexuosa Sowb.
P.G.

& M.C.

Dredged commonly

at

5-10 fathoms,

fi'om

,sand.

Karachi.

I.

Bombay

At

tlie

same depth.

(Abercrombie).

Disconnected valves very abundant in

shell-shingle.

Pandora nasuta Sowb.
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Ja,sk.
M.O. Widely distributed.
I.

Karachi.

Fam. Yerticordiid.e.
Verticordia deshayesiana Fischer.
P.G. Gulf of Oman.
159 fathoms, shell-sand.

Lat.

24° 58' N., long.

56°

54'

E.

One
young

half -valve, extracted by Mr. E. R. Sykes, seems to be the
of this species, after a close comparison.
The ribs ai-e
thick and beautifully scaly-imbricate, however, the form being
practically the same.

Verticordia multicostata A. Ad.
P.G.
Gulf of Oman.
156 fathoms, shell-sand.

Lat.

24°

58'

N., long. 56° 54'

E.

;

Several specimens, identified with a little doubt indeed, it may
be an Tuidescribed, nearly allied foi-m. Adams's type came from
Japan.
;

Verticordia sp.
P.G. Gulf of Oman.

Lat.

25°

40 fathoms.

Very

likely

an undescribed form.

10'

JS^.,

long.

60° 34'

E.

;

;

]9()<1]

Oi-aer

Y.

SEPTIBRAXCHIATA.

Fam.
Cl'SPIijaria
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approximata

CvsPiDAniiD.v..
Smitli.

^h\if. Xat. Hist,
apprOMimata E. A. Smith, Ann.
.ser. 6, vol. xviii. p. 373 (1896).
10-1-5 fathoms, not scarce.
P.G. Gulf of Oman, Ma.skat
Also lat. 24° 49' X.. long. .56° 56' E. 225 fathoms.
I.
240 fathoms.
Lat. 15= 25' y., long 71' 45' E.
This is piobahlv svnonvmons with C. hrachyrliynchits Stur.

C'tispidaria

cfe

;

;

;

(1899).

CUSPIDARIA ALCOCKI Smith.
CuspidMria alcocki E. A. Smith. Ann.

& Mag. Xat.

8 (1894).
Cus'pidaria pjottl Sturanv. Experl. S.M. Schifl'
Rothe Meer (1899), p. 10, taf. i. figs. 10-16.

Hist. ser. 6,

vol. xiv. p. 170, pi. V. fig.

'

in das

Lat. 25'-' 30' X., long. 57° 30' E.
156 fatlioms.
long. Se'" 54' E.
40 fathoms off Charbar
long. 60' 34' E.

P.G. Gulf of Oman.
85 fathoms. Lat. 25'- 51'

X".,

;

Lat. 25^^ 10' X^.,
not infrequent in shell-sand.

M.O.

Pola

;

;

Small examples, apparently not full-grown, have so far only
been obtained in this latter locality. When adult, this is one of
the mo.st beautiful of the genus.

CuSPIDARIA ELEGAXS Hinds.
Lat. 24'" 58' X.. long. 56' 54' E.
P.G. Gulf of Oman.
156 fathoms.
Only in imperfect comlition, and very rai-ely occurring.
expected fully that the deep .seas of the Gulf of Oman
would have yielded more interesting Cuspidarue than has yet been
found to be the case. Dr. Sturany. for instance, described five
.species from the Red Sea (' Pola Expedition), two of which only
are in our gatherings.
In all other families and genera tlie
results, we consider, come quite up to the highest expectations.
;

We

'

In conclusion, we would express our best acknowledgments to
those w^ho have in one way or another, through so many years,
assisted us in the preparation of this Catalogue
and would
primarily mention Mr. Edgar A. Smith. I.S.O.. Mr. Ei-nest R.
Svkes, F.L.S.. the late Dr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S.. Dr. W.
Healev Dall, Dr. Rudolf Stiuany, Mr. Stephen Pace. F.Z.S.,
Mr. A. J. Jukes-Browne, F.G.S.^ Mr. G. B. Sowerby. F.L.S.,
Mr. A. Abercrombie, Mr. Hugh Fulton, Mr. J. Wilfrid Jackson,
Commander E. R. Shopland. Lt.-Col. H, D. Olivier. Miss Maud
Olivier, Cajitain A. J. Peile. Mr. E. H. Aitken. Mr. E. Comber,
all

:
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and especially Mr. F. W. Townseiid, who, not content with giving
most clear particulars and explicit data Avitli nil his many discoveries, also wrote out a preliminary list, which has proved of

much

service.
'

supplement treating of the 'Addenda
should some day he issued, as, since October

It will he desirahle that a

and

"

Emendanda

'

1901, the date of publication of the first portion of this Catalogue,
over 250 species, mam- of them new to science, have been brought
to light from these seas.
Such interesting species, for instance,
as Riinula cumingi A. Ad., Pleurotoma navarchus M. & S., Cancellarla antiqiuUa Hinds, Conus (Conorbis) coromandeUcus Smith,
Terehra fuscociiwta Smith, Tric/wtropis pulcherrima M. & S.,
Homalaxis cornu-ai)imonis M. & S., JJerthais intertexta M. & S.,
many /Scalarice, and still more Pleiiroioviidcf, are among those to
be enumerated, whenever such a woi-k is taken in hand.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LIII.
Pio-.

Fi"-.

1.

S^xtiu/i/l lis i/Uiriauiliis.

2.

Cardiiuii,

\>.

811.

{Fragiim) centiim-

lirat'um, p. 839.
3,

3«. JS^eUia leucedra,

4,4

a.
5.

„

p. 817.

revimentalis, p. 817.

Cardhim. (AcantJioccirdia)

Cardiiiut {Acaiithucardia)
e.vocliiiHi, p. 838.
7. Mesodestna {Pajihia) halireinen.se, p. 827.
8, 8 ff. Area {l^rupJiarea) hirh'i/aiia,
]). 794.
6.

nmanciise, p. 838.

Plate LIV.
Fia-.

1,1

Fin-.

Pecfeii (J'ola) dorothere.
p. 810.
2, 2 a. Area re<piiescens, ]). 793.
fr.

3.

5. 6((.

Siirbaiia (Aear) jiunyai'e/h/e,

6. tiir.

Area (Suthjjarea)

p.

JBarhatia {Acar) aveUannria
p. 797.

4,

7.

4a. Area {Seapliarca) cihaiiua,
p.

797.
aiiacliiiui,

p. 794.
y^iteiihi eonseiitanea , p. 791.

Braeliiiodojites

8, 8((.

(Horiiioiiij/a)

/.uracil iciisis, p. 800.

795.

Plate LV.
Fig.
1.

2,

2

3,

3 a.

4,

4

a.
a.
5.

Fig.

Peettmcuhis Jiernicus, p. 798.
Crenella adamsiana, p. 801.
Modiolaria ealceata, p. 801.

6.

Crenella prcecellens,

Limcea JiightnditJa,

p. 801.
p. 812.

10.

Liicina painela, p. 815.

Amusshtm formosum.

8.

p. 807.
JJi/iod.fiiuts /ninisendi. p. 802.

9.

Fee/eii rmis,

7 a.

7,

10 a.

.,

ii.

808.

//n/ridciis, p. 809.

Plate LVI.
Fig.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Fig.

TeJIina (Mcera) rosamunda.
p. 820.
TelUnn {TeJlineUa) asmena.
p. 818.
TeUina [Telllniihi) chnidla,
p. 823.
TeUina (Mcera) miraci/Uiuiii
p. 820.

5, 5 a.

(3.

si/ndesiiu/oiiics.

p. 824.
lia. S_i/ndesiin/a eistiihi,

7, 7 a.
8.
9,

2Iacoina

9 a.

]).

825.

Corbnla siibqiiadrata. ].i. 843.
Cardita ee/iinarkt, p. 813.
Montaciifa ohliqtians, p. 817.

10. Seintilla piileJira,]}. SIS.

—
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Hon'ARD

SAi'XJjKits, Enq., F.L.8., A'ice-Presideut,
ill

The

Secretrtiy i-ead the

been made to the

hiul

the

Clifiir,

followiii;,'-

j-ejjort

.Srjciety's jVIeruigerie

on the

!Kl<litioiis

in October 1900

tliat

:

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie dining
the niontii of (Jctober were 159 in number. Of tliese 55 were
acquired by presentation and 2/5 by purchase, 63 were received
on (le])fjsit, and 18 were born in tlie Gardens. Tlie total number
of departures during the same period, by deatli an<l removals,
was

lf)4.

—

additions special attention maybe directed to
Mangabey {Cercocehns jo/iaracli.l) from
Lake Mweru, new to the Collectirni. depo.sited on Oct. 31st.
.specimen of iSharpe's Wood-Owl {Syrniwia nuehalf) from
Lagos, presented by Dr. Strachan, C.M.G., on Oct. 11th.

Amongst the

A spHcimeii

:

of Jamrach's

A

Two

specimens of Mayer's Pigeon {NeH(X:n(iH mayeri) from
new to the Collection, presented Vjv Lt.-Col. Manders,
R.A.M.C., F.Z.8., on Oct. 13th.

Mauritius,

Mr. E. 'V. Xewton, F.R.8., exhibited the leg-bones of two Foxes
that had been caught in snares. The Avire in each case had cut
through the skin and wiis di-awn tight round tlie bone whi(;h in
course of development had grown f)ver the wire and enveloped it.

Tlie following papers

1.

Oil -oiiie

Habits of

were

i-ead

:

ilie Le.s-^er

li'rjiposidenia).

By

T.

—
Horseslioe Jjat

(

A. (Jowamd, F.Z

[Received Julj- 23,

/!/i'/nnloj,hii.<
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On several occasions I have visited the limestone caves at Cefn
in DenVjighshire and Tremeirchion in Flint, in order to oVjserve
the haljits and obtain specimens of the Lessei- Horseshoe Bat,
Mhhtoloplhus hipposlderns (Bechstein), or lihinolophns hipposiderus
'iiiinutus (Montagu) as segi-egated by Mr. Kniid Andersen (1).
Always a delicate bat when removed from its natural haunts, the
Lesser Horseshoe seldom lives in captivity for more than a few days,
and this is especially the case when it is taken from hibernacula.
The species in many cases appears to occupy different retreats
in summer aiid winter, and even if the same caves are used
during the months in which the animal is active and those in
which it is usually suppose<l to be donnant. the pai-ts of the
Pi-ofessor J. R. Kiiuilian (2) found
cave.'-: tenanted may differ.

MU.
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Lesser Horseshoe Bats in caves in Co. Clave in March and April,
where Mr. Foot had previously taken them in March, but in the
August following Mr. Foot's visit he failed to find aiiy in the
Ballyallia cave. The Rev. H. A. Macpherson (3), having advertised
for bats, received from Mr. Mitchell some Greater Horseshoes
taken from a Devonshire
(7»Vi. ferrum-eqidn/um), which he had
cavern.
Mr. Mitchell took these bats in August, and remarked,
Avhen he forwarded them to Macpherson
" The bats seem to
prefer the mouth of the caves to the interioi- parts, foi', although
I went in a great distance, I failed to see a single bat beyond a
certain limit, i. e. where the daylight failed absolutely." ......
" Eai'ly in spring I could go down and pick oft" as mariy as I
whereas now, as soon as I entered the
could cai-ry away
cave, they began to fly fi'om one pai-t of the cave to the other."
Although Mr. Mitchell attributed this shyness to the bats having
been disturbed by the lights and noise of visitors, it seems
probable that the summer haunts of the bats were nearer the
enti-ance than their wintei' retreats, for the Lesser Horseshoes
at Cefn and elsewhere are found at a gi'eat distance from the
entrance in winter. On September 24th, 1903, some were taken
in a cave at Tal-j'-bont, Carnarvonshii'e (4), but it is impossible to
say if the bats had i-etired to this cave for the winter, or had
occupied the place during the summer months.
In 1903 I visited the Tremeirchion cave on July 29th, arid on
August 15th, in the company of Mr. Robert Newstead, the caves
we failed to find a single bat in either fa.vourite winter
at Cefn
resort.
On November 18th we found that large numbei'S of
Lesser Horseshoes were in the caves, but they were even then
undoubtedly not in deep sleep two were actually flying in the
passages when we first noticed them, and three othei's took flight
In one pai-ticulai' water- worn hole,
before we could touch them.
which contained no cracks in which bats could lurk unseen, and
which was empty in August, eleven bats were hanging. The
temperature of the caves on that day, several yai-ds from the
entrance, was 46° F., and the activity of the bats may be explained
by this for Dr. N. H. Alcock and "Mi-. C. B. Mofiat (5) conclude
that in the case of the Long-eared Bat [Plecotus auritus), '' hibernation ...
is repeatedly inteiTupted, arid, apparently, this is
liable to occur whenever the thermometer rises above 46° F." On
December 2nd, 1905, we found the bats less active, but three
were sleeping so lightly that they were i"oused either by the light
or heat of a candle, or the noise made in attempting to focus a.
camera in order to obtain a photograph. Two woke up and flew
without being touched, and the thii'd was on the point of flying
:

—

;

;

;

when we captui-ed
On other visits

it.

in December, March, and April, I have found
the bats plentiful but apparently in deeper sleep it Avas possible
to pick them fi'om the walls and hold them in the hand for some
time before they became restless. In April 1897, Mr. JSTewstead
f oinid that " the bats were hibernating, but awoke on the slightest
;
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provocation/' when tlie temperature in the cave was slighth' ahove
48^ F. twenty yards from the entrance (6). It is, however, difficult
The
to say what is hibernation and what merely diurnal sleep.
summer diurnal sleep of bats is profound, and the phenomena
incidental to hibernation are present during noi-mal sleep
tlie
heart's action and respiration are hardly perceptible and the
temperature falls considerably.
sleeping bat in summer is
almost as cold and lifeless as a bat which is hibernating, and
is frequently as difficult to rouse.
If then tliese Ijats, during at any rate the earlier montlis of
theii' retii-ement, are not in a profound wintei- sleep, do they
occasionally go out to feed oi- procm-e food in the cavei-ns ?
If
the latter is the case, what is their mode of feeding ? The first
question we are as yet unable to answer we liave no certain
information about the duration of their activity in the summeimonths, but we have i-eason to believe that in the winter months,
the months dm-ing which the bats occupy the winter i-etreats
(I prefer this term to hibei-nacula), food is taken.
Prof. Kinahan (2), in Vigo cave, on April 1st found two bats
which had not been in the same positions on March 22nd; and, as
already mentioned, we found the bats at Cefn on November 18th
Hardly without
so lively that they flew before being touched.
exception the bats captui-ed at Cefn and Tremeirchion defecated
when thoroughly awake and two captui'ed in Maicli and chloroformed at once, had faecal matter in the intestine, and one had
half-digested matter in its stoniach.
(Jn the floor of the cave^
beneath hanging bats, and below certain cracks in the limestone which we could not reach into or examine, were quantities
In August this excrement was dry and mouldy.
of exci'ement.
Init in March, April, and November it was undoubtedly fi-esli.
and in the last-named month there was cei-tainly more fi-esh
excrement than in the earlier months.
Ill wintei' there is an abundance of insect-life in the caves
two moths {Scotosia duhitata and Gonopiera llhatrix) hibernate in
the caverns, and a large number of small Diptera rest upon the
walls, some being apparentlj^ in a comatose state, othei's flying at
lai-ge cave-haunting spider [J/eta
once towards om- candles.

—

A

;

;

;

A

menardi) is also abundant. 8omeof the bats' excrement coUecteil
in April and examined by Mr. Xewstead (6), '"showed that they
had been feeding, almost exclusively, upon the smaller species of
Lepidoptera," but there were fragments of other insects.
From
this we should conclude that in April the bats had been outside
the caves, though they had not changed theii- retreats. .Subsequently Mr. Newstead found the remains of Diptera and one
fragment of a leg apparently of the spider Meta menmxli, which
certainly must have been taken in the cavern itself. Mr. Mitchell
informed the Rev. H. A. ^Macpherson (3) that there were heaps
of refuse near the mouth of the cave in which he obtained the
Greater Horseshoe Bats, which contained pai'tly-eaten cockchafers,
dorbeetles, scavenger- beetles, and other Coleoptera, as well as
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wiiig.s.
Mr. J. G. Millaits (7), after stilting that the Greater
Horseshoe does not devour all its food whilst on the wing, " but
conveys some to its diurnal resting-place," where it consumes it
" while clinging to the walls or rocks," adds that " Mi-. A. G.
Berry tells me that he has swept up a dustpanful of moths' wings
and beetle-cases, the discax-dod I'emains of a night's foray, from
beneath the sleeping-place of a cluster of these bats."
Both
these cases I'efer to the habit of the bats during the period of
a,ctivity, but they show that the animals do not always, at a ay
rate, feed as the Noctule and certain other species do, whilst upon

moths'

the wing.
female Lesser Hoiseshoe, which I obtained in December
19U5, having snatched a mealworm from my hand, flew with it
to the wall, hung by her feet to the picture-rail, and consumed
the mealworm when at rest. I repeated the experiment two or
three times, and found that she always settled before devouring
the worm, a habit which is not constant in other species, though
occasionally resorted to.
I have found that a Long- eared Bat
will devom- a mealwoi-m when on the wing or when hanging, the
As I was able to make this
latter being the unusual method.
Horseshoe fly only a few times four, I think it would be unwise
to say that the species, never feeds upon the wing.
The use of the interfemoral membrane in the Yespertilionklce
When an insect,
has been demonsti'ated on sevei-al occasions.
large and powerful in proportion to the size and strength of the
bat, has been captured, the liat thrusts its head beneath its belly,
into a receptacle or pouch foimed by the interfemoial membi'ane
when the tail is bent forwards beneath the body. Against this
membrane the insect can be pushed and held until a firm grip is
secured by the bat's jaws, an action which varies in duration of
time according to the size of the insect, but is usually accomHaving secured a firm grip of its prey, the
plished in an instant.
bat withdi-aws its head with great rapidity from the pouch, and
Naturally it is exceedingly difficult
masticates the insect openly.
to see anything of the modus operandi when the bat is feeding
in a free state on the wing but when the animals are fed in
captivity the habit is so constant, that we can only suppose
that it is a natural and ordinary method, and not a trick
acquired in captivity.
" I Avas much entertained last sunnuer
Gilbert White (8) says
with a tame bat, which would take flies out of a pei'son's hand.
If you gave it anything to ea,t, it bi'ought its wings round befoi'e
the mouth, hovering and hiding it's head in the manner of birds
Many writers since, who have watched
of prey when they feed."
for
liats feeding in captivit}^, have been influenced by this idea
" It
example, the Rev. J. G. Wood says of a Long-eared Bat (9)
seized the meat with a shai-p snap, retreated to the middle of the
cage, sat upright, thrust its wings forward to form a, kind of tent,
<ind then, lowering its head under its wings, disposed of tlie meat
unseen." W. Bingley (10), referring to " The Common or Little

A

—

—

;

:

—

—
;

:
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may have been

a Pvpistrellus or a Myotis, having
admission into its
'' The
mouth, remarks
animal, raising itself somewhat higher
than usual on its fore legs, bent its head with great dexterity
under its belly, and forced the insect into its mouth, by thrusting
it, from side to side, against that part of the membi'ane Avhich
extended betwixt the two hind legs. I cannot be mistaken in
for, during the life of the animal, the experiment
this particulaiwas often i-epeated. The manoeuvre was, however, never practised, except where the fly was too large to be ma.naged with
This confirms what
facility by the jaws and tongue alone.
Mr. White has said I'especting the actions of a tame bat that he
saw eat but it leads us to a very diflerent mode of accounting
Bingley adds, in a footnote, that " by the word
for them."
hovering^ Mr. White seems to mean a kind of tremulous motion
which is to be remarked in the animals during this process."
Mr. Charles Oldham (11 & 12), after making careful observations
on a number of different species of Vesfertilionidai, Avas the first to
The bat, when fed in an
explain the true meaning of the habit.
imnatural position standing on a flat surface pushes forwards
the arms, sujDporting itself on the carpi, and slightl}'' unfolds the
wings when it has secured its food it depresses its head, moving
it downwards towards the tail, which is curved, beneath it, and
the head is thus hidden by the interbrachial membrane, giving
origin to the " tent " idea of White and others
In the Rhinolo'phidce, owing to the shortness of the tail and the
consequent small interfemoral area, coupled with the fact that the
tail is usually i-ecurved ovei' the back, this a,ction is apparently
impossible; but in Rh. hijJjwsideruSjUt any rate, a similar method
of securing the -prey is resorted to, the interbrachial membrane
being used instead of the interfemoral.
In December 1905 I kept a couple of Lesser Horseshoes alive
for several days, feeding them chiefly on mealworms, which are
When
doubtless larger than the insects they habitually feed upon.
I kept this species before, I several times noticed that when
an insect struggled in the bat's mouth, the bat bent its head
downwards as if about to push the insect into a pouch but one
of these two bats, a female, actually made use of the interbrachial
membrane. Having taken the worm from my fingers, she thrust
her head well beneath her body and pushed the captive against
the membrane, close to the flank and just anterior to the femur.
In order to see the action better, I allowed the bat to hang from
my open hand, her feet clinging to my first finger. I could then
see the head and worm distinctly through the membi-ane, especially as she remained in the doubled-uj) position on one or two
The membralie was
occasions for a period of several seconds.
pushed into the shape of a bag, an eificient substitute for the
The bat did not invariably use one side, and
interfemoral pouch.
on one occasion she held the worm against her belly.
When a worm was offered to her she snatched it fiercely,
Bat," Avliich

given his captive a "
:

—

flesh-fly " too large for

;

;

—

—

;

;

—
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wings at the same time with a tremulous motion,
from the struggles of a btit which is striving to
Then, with rapid moveescape from the hand which holds it.
ments of the jaws, accompanied by a nervous trembling of the
head, she bit the worm along its entire length, passing it through
her mouth, tlius paralysing the captive. The head of the mealworm was I'ejected, and when this had been severed from the
body, the remainder was eaten slowly, though the movement of
The horny caudal exti'emity of the-^
the bat's jaws was rapid.
mealworm was also rejected this and the head usually remained
sticking to or neai- the bat's lips, and were w^iped off against the
jSTeither foot nor thumb was used in order to get rid
bat's body.
tluttei'ing

liei-

entirely diflei'ent

;

of these particles.
thus see that

We

founded on a

sufficient

we have several facts which, though not
number of observations to form conclusive

evidence, suggest points of interest in the study of the species.
and the same is true of many other
1. The Lesser Horseshoe
usually occvipies different retreats in summer and winter,
species
and whei'e the same caves are used at both seasons retires fui'ther
into the recesses during the colder months.
of the wintei2. Dui'ing the eai-lier period of occupation
not indeed to be desci-ibed as
retreats, sleep is not profound

—

—

—

hibernation in the accepted meaning of the word.
3. During a portion at any late of this period the bats feed

presumably in
4.
is

at
5.

the. caves.

The food is, in certain instances, consumed when the animal
rest and not upon the wing.
Although unable to make use of the interfemoral mem-

brane, aftei- the mannei- of other bats, the species so far shai'es or
retains the habit that it makes use of the interlirachial membi'ane
for the same purpose.
Whether this last trait is the survival of a habit, or is the first
steo towai'ds a more perfected habit in bats with more fully
develo])ed membi'anes, is a point on which I am not pi'epai'ed to
must fii'st learn if the short upturned tail is
dogmatise.
rudimentary, or if the aidmal gains any advantage tlu-ough the
Mr. R. Newstead (6) suggests
degeneration of that appendage.
that when the bat is hanging at I'est, the tail and the infei-ior
aii
surface of the membrane form a " deep, narrow trough
excellent apparatus to carry off any drops of water that might
The spots, however,
fall upon it from the i-oof of its habitat."
whicli are chosen by the bats are usually in dry parts of the
The tail is carried erect when the bat is climbing the
caves.
and I feel certain
Lessei- Horseshoe cannot walk on a flat surface
that it was carried in this position in flight by my captives.
Mr. Oldham observes (12) that " the legs showed very distinctly
against a white ceiling when viewed from below, but this was
possibly due to the shortness of the tail, and not to its being
but though the legs certainly were distinct,
erect or recurved "
they appeared to me to be sliglitly flexed and not fully extended

We

:

—

;

;

;

.
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11)01 and 1902.
On some Species of Solenida;. By
Edgar A. Smith, I.S.O., F.Z.S., and H. 11. J3loomek.

—

[Uowivcd October

Macjja

vol. xix. pi.

.Dunker, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1861, p. 424.

pidlippinarum Sowerby in Reeve's Conch. Icon,

Holecurii'n

Jlal).

1906.]

rnij.uM'ixAiiijM Dki-.

Macha ])lulij)i>tno;rimi

((;opy of

5,

iii. fig.

12; Clessin, (Jonch.(Jiib.

p.

90, pi. xxi.

fig.

8

Sowerby).

Wasin

J.,

10 fathons.

<Jne specimen, sliell only.
This species belongs to the same group of Solenidte as the Mediterranea,n Sokn fitrlyilatus of Linnc, wln'cli formed the type of
Hection E of Eiainville's giiimn Solecurtus (1 824)*.
His section A
for type Solan radiaias Liru)., which belongs to the geiuis
It therefore seems advisable to place
S'diqaa Miildfeld (18ri)t.
the present species inider the genus iMaclia^ which was descritKnl
by ken in 1835 J for the reception of HoUn slrU/daias. IJcirmanusen § quotes vl/acAa as described by Oken in 1815; but I
hiid

have seai'ched in
this genus, which

va,in in

the 'Lehrbuch''| for any mention of
from 1835.
Vj. A. S.

sliould therefore date

* Diet. Sci. Nat. vol. xxxii. p. 351.
Mii<r. (iesc'll. Naturf. Freuiido, Ik'rlin, 18]],

t
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?

Solen corneus Laiiik. Delessert, Recueil, ]A. ii. figs. 2 a, 2 b
Sowerb}^ in Reeve's
Philippi, Abbild. vol. iii. p. 44, pi. ii. fig. 2
Conch. Icon. vol. xix. pi. iv. fig. 19, pi. vii. fig. 18 6; Clessin,
Conch. -Cab. p. 9, pi. iii. figs. 8, 9.
;

;

;

Hah. In fairly firm sand, halfway down the shore in Chnaka
Java {LamarcJi)
Ilea 8ea
Bay, Zanzibai- Island (Crosslaoid)
Japan, Philippine Islands {Bunker),
Philipjn)
;

;

;

I do not feel quite certain with regard to the identification of
Mr. Crossland's specimens, nor is it certain that the several shells
depicted by Delessert, Philippi, Sower by, and Clessin really belong
The form figured in the Conchologia
to the same species.
Iconica most nearly resembles the Zanzibar shells, none of which,
'

'

however,

is

in length.

E. A.

so large, the longest specimens being only 55 millims.

They may, however, be only immature examples.

S.

vagina in the following particulars :—
The species dififers from
The animal curves a little dorsally. Its length, measuring from
/S'.

the anterior end of the anterioi- adductor muscle to the posterior
end of the proximal portion of the siphon, is only 42 mm., and its
depth 8 mm. It is therefore not so deep or so wide as -S'. vagina.
The forward projection of the A^entral part of the anterioiportion of the mantle-lobes is slightly moi-e pronounced, but the
gi-ooves in which lie the constricted anterioi- parts of the shell
are not quite so deep.
The proximal portion of the siphon is externall}^ smooth and
not ridged dorso-ventrally like S. vagina. The anterior adductor
muscle is longer, but not so wide. The foot is rounder and the
Internall}^ the alimentai-y canal is similar,
distal portion lai-ger.
with the exception of the stomach. The oesophageal and cardiac
The ca3cum
divisions are smaller and the pyloric division is larger.
of the crystalline style leaves the stomach on the antero-ventral
H. PI. B.
side of the pyloric division.

—

Solen acinaces Hanley

?

Solen acinaces Hanley, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1843,
in Reeve's Conch. Icon. vol. xix. pi. vii. fig. 34
Cab. p. 33, pi. xiii. fig. 3 (copy of Sowerby).

p.
;

101

;

Sowerby

Clessin, Conch.

Rab. Zanzibar Island.
This species presents the follov/ing difierences from S. vagina
The animal measures in length fi-om the anterior end of the
anterior adductor muscle to the posterior end of the proximal
portion of the siphon 42 miu., and it is 10 mm. in depth. It is
curved outwardly on the dorsal surface, and has a correspondingcurve inwardly on the ventral surface. The conscresced portion
of the ventral edge of the mantle-lobes is very broad, much more
The anterior adductor muscle is not so
vagina.
so than in
The distance from the posterior side of the posterior
wide.
:

>S'.
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adductor muscle to the postei'ior edge of the pi-oximal portion of
the siphon is greater, though the retractor pedis posterior muscle
is shorter.
The retractor pedis anterior muscles are a little
The free
shorter and their bifurcations are hardly discernible.
portion of the siphon is large, the inhalent chamber being much
larger than the exhalent one.
The siphonal valves are also
The length of the free portion of the siphon,
strongly developed.
however, cannot be ascertained as a part of it is missing. The
distal is deeper than the proximal half of the foot, and moi'e
Regaixling the alimentary canal
resembles that of Ensis ensis.
there is relatively a, greater difFei'ence. The oesophageal and

The central division (or cavity
cardiac divisions are smaller.
The
receiving the small bile-duct) is situated more antei-iorly.
The caecum of the crystalline style is
pyloric division is largei-.
situated on the ventral side of the stomach, and the distal portion
of it gradually curves towards the doi-sal surface of the pedal
The intestine leaves the stomach more anteriorly, makes
cavity.
a number of loops in and anteiiorly to the liver, and passes to the
distal end of the caecum of the crystalline style before I'eturning
along the right lateral side of the same. H. H. B.
It is with some hesitation that I have detei-mined the single
specimen at hand as belonging to Solen aclnaces of Hanley. It
a,grees in regard to the genei-al curve of the shell and the anterior
ti-uncation and posterior end of the valves, also in respect of the
It is smaller than the type, being only
colour and periostracum.
2 inches in length and 11 millims. in breadth, and, at this age,
However, having only a single
looks rather more slender.
shell to judge from, it is impossible to say whether this apparent
The uncei-slenderness would prove to be a constant character.
tainty of the ideiitification is increased by being unable to compare
it with the type of the species, which is only known to me by the
Mr. Orossland observed that the foot, in
description and figure.
life, was flat and tongue-shaped, and that by rapid beating of it
fi'om side to side, the animal swam round a basin in which he had
placed it so actively, that the siphonal or posterior end of the
E. A. S.
shells protruded from the water.

—

—

Solen sloanii Gray.
Solen sloanii Gray, MS. Brit. Mus. Hanley, Cat. Biv. Shells,
1843, pp. 12 and 336, pi. xi. fig. 18; Sowerby, Conch. Icon,
vol. xix. pi. iii. fig. 10; Hedley, Proc. Linn. Soc. IST. S.Wales,
;

432 (notes on animal).
Solen versicolor Philippi, Abbild. vol.

vol. xxiv. p.

iii.

p.

43, pi.

ii.

fig.

3

(1848).

Solen philippimms
fig.

Dunker, MSS.

;

Sowerby, Conch. Icon,

13.

Hcd).

One

Wasin I., lOfath. {Crossland) Port Jackson
E. A. S.
valve only.

—

;

('

Challenger').
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The Uiiko of Bedfonrs Zoolooical Exploration in Eastei-n
List of Small Mannnals from Korea and
11.
Asia.
Qiu'lpart.
By Oldfirld Th()1\[as, F.ll.S.

—

[Received October

9, lOOli.J

After the coinpletiou of tlie inagniiieeiit Japanese collection
which formed the subject of the iirst papei- of the present series*,
M. P. Anderson went in August 1905 to the Island of
i\'[v.
Quelpart, and fvoni there to Korea, where he spent the autumn
and early winter.
Owing, however, to various local ditiiculties and to the unfavourable nature of the country, he was not able in Korea to
make anything like a complete collection the species he obtained,
although repi'esented by no less than 130 skins, numbering
only 9, mostly Mice and Shrews so that the pi-esent must be
looked upon as merely a pi'eliminary contribution to our knowBut such species as he did get are
ledge of Korean Mannnals.
of nnich interest, and no less than four of the nine a.re new.
Later on it is to be hoped that he may revisit Koi'ea, and, findingsome locality less ban-en oi' less cultivated, he may be able to get
a more complete representation of the fauna.
The most interesting of the new species is the handsome redbacked Yole, Craseomijs regains, which represents in Korea the
Japanese species C bedfordiir and aiidersoni. Of the Murida?,
Micro))) i/s speciosiis is present and dominant, as in Japan, but
instead of having as a companion the little d/. geigha, the place
of the latter is taken by an immigrant from f ui'ther west, a mouse
of the J/, ((g)-aru's type, not found in Japan.
With regard to Quelpart, that island has hitherto been a
tet'ra incoij)uta to mammal ogists, as to most other zoologists, and
from its size and position seemed likely to contain a vaiied and
It has thei-efore been a great disappointment
intei'esting fauna.
to find that it possesses almost no mammals, as may be gathered
from the following extract from a. letter of Mr. Andei'sou
' The island is most intei'esting, but the iiumbei' of mammals
I was only able to secure a, mouse and a, weasel.
is very small.
There exist besides a deer, a boar, and a badger, which I hunted
There is no hare or I'abbit
perse veii ugly, but was unable to get.
in the island, no marten, no squirrel, no wolf or fox, no be^r,
though the last has been stated to be there. ISTo signs of moles
No form of wild-cat is known,"
or shrews were found.
From so good and experienced a collectoi' as Mr. Anderson
;

;

:

this verdict may be accepted as final.
The species obtained were Pidoruts sihi)-ici(S and Jfic)-oi)>i/s
ag)'a)'ius ))}a))tchuriGus, the pi-esence of the latter giving empliatic

evidence of the Koi-ean
Quelpart fauna, such as
* P.

i-athei-

than Japanese relationship of the

it is.

Z. S. 1005, vol.

ii.

pp. 331-303,

—

—
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No .specimens at all had ever been iecei\ed from Quelpart,
while with regard to Korea, five skins from Seoul, presented in
1891 by Mr. 0. W. Campbell, and a few odd specimens collected
by Mr. J. Kalinowski and presented in 1894 by the Branicki
Museum, War-saw, comprised the whole of the mammals that our
National Museum had previously had from that country. The
present series, presented as before by the Society's President to
the Museum, is therefore an accession of particular value.
SOREX ANXEXL'S,

1.

Sp. n.

1300'.
of Seoul.
stone among thick bushes."
3T. P. A.
of the ^S'. minutus group.
Size about as in >S'. arane'us.
Fur fine and soft hairs of back,
in winter specimens, about 6 mm. in length.
General colour
above dark brown the back and sides imiform, without distinctly
darkened dorsal area. Under surface gTey faintly washed with
drab, the bases of the hairs slaty.
Upper surface of hands and
feet brownish white.
Tail very thinly haii-ed, brown above,
ratliei" paler below.
Skull and teeth, in comparison with those of ^S'. macropygmoius
Miller, as indicated below.
Dimensions of the two specimens, measured in the flesh

2

.

699, 708.

Min-gyong, 110 miles S.E.

Under mossy
A small Shrew
"

;

;

:

&
699 (Type)
708

body.

—
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1 make the same measurements 4*4 mm. and
respectively.
Lacrymal breadth 3'2 mm. in macropygmceus, 3"7 in annexus. I should not have the least hesitation
in sepai-ating the animals on these characters.
In addition the

In number 699
8*8

mm.

jjalate is wider and the molai-s larger and less heavily pigmented
in i^o. 699
unicuspids longer and lower than in macrojiygmcfits,
their proportional sizes about the same.
Externally the animals
show no special differences, though in the Korean species the
feet seem rather heavier, and the colour throughout is a clearer,
;

more greyish brown."

With

by Di-. Allen to be a
the S. araneus group, and in any case its locality is
so close to that of >S'. macropygmceus and so far from that of
6'. annexus, that its identity with the latter seems
out of the
membei-

i-egard to S. huxtoni., it is said

of

question.
It is to be noted that while in No. 699 the upper unicuspid
teeth decrease evenly in size backwards, in No. 708 the fourth
is
distinctly larger than the third, thus furnishing another
instance of the instability of the relative sizes of these teeth as
a distinguishing character.

Crocidura lasiura Dobs.

2.

728.
10 miles IST. of Taiku. Southern Korea.
6. 686, 652, 658, 659, 683, 674, 695, 663, 682, 673, 685.
$ 651, 681. Min-gyong, 110 miles S.E. of Seoul, Korea.
d. 641. Tong-pok, 60 miles N.E. of Mokpho, Korea.
These specimens agree fairly well with Dobson's description,
and as he himself assigned a Korean example to his sjDecies, of
which the type was from the Ussuri, I have little doubt about
c?

.

.

the determination.
Four adult specimens from Min-gyong measure
Head &

Tail.

boclj'.

mm.

2
$

No. 641, captured October
"pelage

3

;

all

the rest

Crocidura

ai'e

Hind

mm.
40
40

83
79
76
73

6
d

38
35
18,

is

:

foot

mm.
15
15
14
13-5

in the short dark

smnmer

in the greyei' winter coat.

(C.) core.e, sp. n.

742. 10 miles N. of Taiku, Southern Korea.
§. 657, 669, 672, 691, 705.
d. 671, 676, 684, 693, 694.
Min-gyong, 110 miles S.E. of Seoul, Korea.

S

$.-616.

A small

Mok-pho.

species with the bristles of the tail unusually numerous.
Size much smallei- than in C. lasmtrc, found in the same
localities.
Fui-, in Avinter coat, about 5 mm. in lenath on the

—

—
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(leuera.l colour above greyisli brown, something between
"broccoli-brown" and "grey no. 5" of Ridgway, intermixed with
the usual silvery gloss characteristic of northern Grocidwne.
Under surface drabby whitish, lighter than in the Japanese
C. dsi-nezumi
Upper surface of hands and feet greyish white.
Tail of medium length, the usual short hairs clothing it thickly,
while the long bristle-hairs are unusually numerous and continued nearly to the tip. Its colour is brown above, whitish
below.
No trace of a lateral gland pei-ceptible on any of the
specimens, but all wei'e taken in winter, when it is usually less

back,

.

conspicuous.
Skull short, broad and low.
Second and thii'd upper unicuspids
subequal, both in height and cross-section, the former about level
Avith the well-developed anterior basal cusp on the carnassial.
Dimensions of the type, measiired in the flesh
Head and body 58 mm. tail 37 hind foot 11-5 ear 9.
Skull extreme length from condylion to front face of incisors
I7'5mm. basal length 15-1; greatest posterior breadth 8'2
tip of i^
interorbital breadth 4 front of i^ to back of m^ 7-8
:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

to tip of p' 4.

Dimeusi(nis of four othei- specimens

:

Head & body.

Tail.

min.

inm.

mm.

58
55
58
GO

38
35
37
36

13
12
11
12

6
S
2
$

Hind

foot.

B.M. No. 6.12.6.27. Original number 671,
Type. Adult male.
Collected at Mm-gyong, 28 November, 1905.
This little Shrew is very like C. las'mra, but is only about half
From the Japanese C. dsi-nezumi, perhaps its nearest
the bulk.
ally, it may be readily distinguished by its smaller size, shorter
tail,

and whiter

PUTORIUS SIBIRICUS

4.

( c? )

d

belly.

.

Pall.

Fusan, Koi-ea,. (Skin purchased in market.)
627-629.
2 623-626. Quelpart Id., 3000', September,
.

It is exceedingly difficult to make out the races of these Asiatic
Minks, owing to their variability in colour, their seasonal change,
and considerable sexual difference in size. The Japanese P. itatsi
really scarcely more than a subspecies of the mainland form,
while I see no reason to distinguish in any way the examples
They are, however,
obtained by Mr. Anderson in Quelpart.
all in the dull summer pelage, while specimens in that coat
are almost entirely absent from oui- mainland and Japanese
is

series.

The Fusan skin is in the winter coat, and
true Sibei-ian examples.

is

almost as yellow as

—
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MlCROMYS SPECIOSUS

5.

PENINSIIL/E, Subsp.

11.

$. 655, 677, 7U0, 709, 716.
cS. 688, 696, 713, 714, 723.
Min-gvong, 110 miles S.E. of Seoul. 1200'.
724, 729, 730, 732, 733, 738.
$ 725. 10 miles N. of
(S
.

.

Taikn,

1000-1300'.

Korea.

S.

Like true Japanese
hairy

J/, s'peciosus,

but witb longer and more

tail.

Genei'al appearance of winter specimens quite as in Japanese
Fur soft and fine, quite without spines hairs of back
about 9-10 mm. in length. General colour above pale rufousfawn, the dorsal area finely lined with black. Lips, cheeks, and
the hairs slaty for. their basal
whole of under surface white

examples.

;

;

surface of hands and feet silvery
Tail avei'aging longer than in ti'ue .speciosus, generally
white.
longer than the head and body, well-haired to the tip, the hairs
white on the sides and below, the
practically hiding the scales
brown of the upper surface narrowed to a line rarely attaining
in true speciosus the brown covers the whole
2 mm. in breadth
upper surface of the tail tip occasionally pencilled with white.

Upper

Ears brown.

halves.

;

:

;

Mamnife 2—2 = 8.
Skull and teeth as in

speciosus, except that the palatine foramina
are usually rather shorter, more open, and with moi'e smoothlyrounded edges, and the bullte average smaller.
Dimensions of four specimens, measured in the flesh
:

Head

^. 696
:J. 723

$.716
2

.

&

body.

mm.
107
100
106
109

709 (Type).

Hind

Tail.

fucit.

Ear.

mm.

mm.

mm.

111
109
111

23-5

24
24

15-5

108

24-5

16

—

15
16

basilar length 23
greatest length 29 mm.
Skull (of type)
breadth of braininterorbital breadth 4*2
greatest breadth 14-1
length of upper molar
case 12-2; palatal foramina 5-6 X 2-3
;

;

;

;

;

series 4.

B.M. No. 6.12.6.45. Original number 709.
Tf/2M. Female.
Collected 12 December, 1905.
This Mouse shows- such evident signs of relationship to the
Japanese M. speciosus that I have little doubt that in summer,
like its island ally, it acquires a spiny coat.
I am well aware that most modern mammologists would call this
animal a species, and not merely a subspecies, both on grounds of
But it appears to me
distribution and constancy of characters.
one of the cases where the immense convenience of showing by the
name the exact alliance of the animal should override theoretical
In
definitions as to Avhat are " species" and what "subspecies."
the genus Micromys, with its six well-defined and distinct " good
species " (in the old sense), from tv\^o to four of them present in
every locality between Ireland and Japan, a liinomial term such

a
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as Mlcromys peninsula' would gi\e no iudicMtioii of the relations of the animal
while treating it as a subspecies shows at
once of which of the six widely- distributed specie'^ it is a local
;

representative.

MiCROMYS AGRARIUS MANTCHURICUS ThoS.

6.
cT.

Fusan,

612.

S.

J. 613, 615, 634.

Korea.

150'.

$.614.

Mok-pho.

200'.

636, 637, 638, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648.
$ 635, 639, 640
Tong-pok, 60 miles N.E. of Mok-pho. 500'.
642, 643.
$ 649, 650, 654, 662, 664,
J. 665, 670,^678, 679, 680, 707.
Min-gyong, 110 miles S.E. of Seoul. 1000'.
666, 667, 668, 687.
"
727, 735, 736, 744.
$ .'726, 731, 734, 743. Kear Taiku,
c?
.

cT

.

.

.

S.

Korea.
cJ.

620,

1200'.

628, 630, 631.

Quelpart Id.

$. 618, 621, 622, 624, 625, 632.

3000-4500'.

The extvaordinary variation in this species rendei'S its deterdifficult, and I use the above name only provisionally.
For, on the one hand, further Manchurian material
may bring out some diffei-ence between the Korean and Manchurian f oi-ms, and on the othei' it is possible that both will pi'ove
mination veiy

indistinguishable from the Chinese oiingpoensis.
In the present fine series, examples ai'e to be found with strongly
marked dorsal stripe and others almost or quite without it. In
general colour, also, some are strongly rufous while others are
grey.
In character of fur we find here again, as in Jf. sjyeciosus, the
chaiv'icteristic of the summei- coat being spinous, while that of the
winter is quite soft and to this rule no exception occurs among
the present series.
There does not appear- to be any difiei'ence between the specimens from Quelpait and those from the Korean mainland
somewhat remarkable fact, considering the distance out to sea, at
The occurrence of this species,
which the island is situated.
which is wholly absent from any part of Japan, is conclusi%-e
evidence of the Koi'ean rather than Japanese character of the
Quelpart fauna.
;

—

MiCROMYS MINUTUS USSURICUS B. Ham.

7.

Min-gyong, 110 miles S.E. of Seoul. 1000'.
$ 721. "lO miles N. of Taiku, S. Korea.
These specimens agree with the type fi'om the TJssuri in! the
small size of their teeth as compared with the Japanese M. m.
They vary, however, a good deal in colour.
japonicus.
(S

.

c^.

656.
737.

.

Craseomys regulus,

8.

sp. n.

S 661, 689, 692, 697, 703, 704, 710, 711, 715. $ 653, 660,
Min-ijyong, 110 miles S.E. of
675, 690, 698, 701, 702, 706, 712.
Alt. 1100-1300 ft.
Seoul.
.

.

—
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10 miles N, of Taiku.

722, 739, 740, 741.

Alt. 1200

ft.

" Ti'a23ped in mossy tains overgrown with bushes."
" From hurrow in barley-field on diy hillside."

Size In.rge, scai'cely less than in G. hedforcUce and andersoni.
General colour
(in winter) 8-9 mm. in length on the back.
above coarsely-lined cinnamon-brown in most specimens, but
darkening in old individuals to a rich and beautiful cinnamonSides paler, without mai'ked
rufous or hazel of unusual intensity.
under surface
line of demarcation from eithei- back or belly

Fur

;

broadly washed with pinkish buft", the bases of the hairs slaty as
Glandular patches pi'esent on flanks, biit not conspicuous.
usual.
Forehead lined cinnamon-brown. Ears well-clothed with rufous

Upper surface of hands and feet bnfl'y whitish. Tail
shorter than in the Japanese species above referred to, wellhaired, shai'ply bicolor, broAvn above darkening teiimnally to
black, cream-buff below.
Mamma? 2 2 8.
Skull, as compared Avith that of C. andersoni, more thickly built
throughout, the brain-case higher and rounder, and the interorbital
Palatal foramina long, rather narrow, I'eaching
region broader.
back very nearly to the level of the front of m\ Posterioi- nai'es
of typical Evotomi/s-'\^i<d,t(^vn.
but the ridge that runs forwards in
continuation of the pterygoid processes is unusually sharply
developed as it approaches the overhanging palatal ledge. Bulhe
large and rounded.
Molars of normal
Incisors broaxl and heavy in old specimens.
pattei'n
the degree to which enamel-spaces are confluent is
Last lobe of m'^ sometimes
variable, as usual in this group.
elongated, sometiines quite short.
Head and body
Dimensions of the type, measured in skin
116 mm. tail 45 hind foot 18"5 ear 13.
basilar length 24
zygomatic
Sku.ll
greatest length 27 "1 mm.
breadth 1.5 length of nasals 8'3 interorbital bi-eadth 4 height
diastema 7'9
from alveolus of ni" to supraorbital edge 8'2
length of upjoer molar series (crowns)
palatal foramina 5'3 x 1'5
hairs.

—

=

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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8chi'enk's Arvkola amurensis*, from the Lower Amur, is
probably n true Ettotomys. It Jias a iiiolar tooth-row of only

mm.
may

4" 7

be remarked that of this fine series not even the oldest
specimen shows any trace of the formation of roots to the molars.
It

9.

Lepus coreakus Thos.t

$.717,718,719. Taiku, Southern Korea. 500'.
The type of this Hare was obtained by Mr. C. W, Campbell at
720.

c?.

Seoul, in 1889.

On
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Anatomy
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calceus (crepidalhus

Centroplun'uis

Bocage & Capello) Gilnthcr.
By
F.Z.lS.j
Demonstrator of Zoology,
London.
[Received October

8,

W. Woodland,
King's

College,

1906.]

LVII.-LXII.t and Text-figures 127-138.)

(Plates

one

not the rarest,
For this
CeHtrophorus.
reason alone, a description of the anatomy § of the species is a
desideratum but in addition to this, there is the fact that up to
the present no single member of the genus has yet been fully
examined with regard to its intei'nal organisation, and hence,
on both grounds, the following fairly complete Account of the
structni'e of a female specimen of the above-named species may
prove of value. -Further, I may add that certain portions of the
anatomy of Centrojihoras calceus are peculiar, and such I shall
of course consider at greater length than those which more or less
partake of the normal selachian type. The comparative rarity
of C. ccdceus is most conspicuously proved by the fact that whilst
the British Natural History Museum at the present time possesses
three adult female specimens and two embryos, the Pai-is Museum
three adult females and five embryos, and the Berlin Museum one
poorly-preserved specimen, the museums of Brussels, Vienna,
Stockhohn, Naples, New .York, Cambridge (Massachusetts),
8t. Petersburg, Tokyo, Cape Town, and Calcutta do not possess a
The distribution also of
ccdceus is extremely
single specimen.
limited, specimens of the species hitherto, judging from my own
enquiries and the statements I have met with, alone having been
(Jentrophorus ccdceus

species of the not very

is

of the rarest, if

common genus

;

i|

C

* Reis. Amur-lande, i. p. 129 (1859).
f Lepus sinensis coreanus Thos. Ann. Mag. N. H. (6) ix. p. 146 (1892)
X For explanation of the Plates see p. 884.
§ Tliis piece of work was done, with others, during- nij"^ tenure of the Derby
Scholarship (1903-1905) at Universitj' College, London.
Bocage and Capello, however, state that C. ccdceus " n'est pas rare dans nos
mers [off coasts of Portugal], et nos pecheurs la counaisseut tr3S-bien sous le nom
Lowe, on the other hand, applies to his " Centrophonis
sapata-branca "
de
calceus'' the term "rarior," tliough not "rarissima."
.

II

'

'

;

;;
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the coasts of Portugal

off'

The species Centroplhoras ccdceas was first definitely established,
under the name of C. crepidcdbas, by the diagnosis, description,
and figure of Bocage and Capello in 1 864. C. crepidalbus was
supjDosed by these authors to be possiblj^ identical (on what
grounds it is hard to understand) with the A canthidium calceus',
and later Centropliorus calceus of Lowe but in the absence of
figures and detailed diagnosis by Lowe, and in view of the fact
that Lowe identified Acanthidvmn calceus with the Centrina
described in 1686 (which latter, as is
salviani of Willughby
indeed obvious from the figure, is certainly not C. calceus), this
However, Bocage
identification is not by any means certain".
& Capello allowing the identity on Lowe's authority (at the
same time questioning it), the specific name calceus was reinstated
by Giinther " on grounds of priority.
The more important diagnostic charactei'S of Centrojihorus
Yaillant
and Moreau', are as
calceus, eis given by Giinther
(b) head
follows:
(«) Length of animal, 0'60 m. to 1"06 m.
^

'

;

'

'',

',

—

;

flattened dorso-ventrally, with snout excessively elongated, broad
and slendei', arid spatulate in foi'ui a featin-e specially charactei'istic of the species, renderii:ig it therefore easy of recognition
(d) colour in the
(c) trunk elongated and prismoidal in form

—

;

fresh condition an ashy grey, but much paler (nearh^ white) on
the ventra,] surface (e) the length of the bases of the two dorsal
fins (without spines) is nearly the same and is equal to half the
distance between them {/) the anterior extremity of the ventral
fins is situated below the middle of the second dorsal fin
{g) the
spine of the second dorsal fin is more developed than the fii-st
(h) the lower angle of the pectoral fin is rounded and not produced (j) the skin is covered with minute pedunculated tricuspi<l scutes, giving a velvety appearance to the skin, and
(^•) the teeth of the upper jaw are pointed, those of the mandible
being securiform with a straight edge. Vaillant (his pi. iii. fig. 1)
and Bocage & Capello (their fig. 2, from which my text-fig. 127 is
calceus, from
copied) give in their jiapers excellent figures of
which it may be seen that the spatulate snout forms the most
conspicuous feature of the animal.
The female specimen of C. calceus, which came into my possession in tlie spring of 1904, was caught in the Bay of Biscay,
and preserved in ice for two or three days until delivered at the
Plymouth Marine Biological Laboratoiy. The abdominal and
;

;

;

;

C

brain cavities were immediately opened (five embryos being found
in the oviducts), and I had the entire fish placed in strong
Lond. 1864, p. 262, fig. 2. ' Poix. Plagiost.' p. 28, tab. 2. fig. 1.
Pvoc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1839, p. 92. Trans. Zool. Soc. iii. p. 19.
Zool.
Proc.
Soc. liond. 1843, p. 93.
•
De Historia Piscium,' Lib. 3, Cap. xii. p. 58.
'
Catalogue of tbe Fishes in the British Museum,' vol. viii. 1870.
Vaillant { Poissons Expeditions Scientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman.'
Paris, 1888) also holds this opinion.
'
'
Supplement. Paris, 1891.
Histoire Naturelle des Poissons de la France."
'
Manuel d'lchthyologie fran^aise.' Paris, 1892.
1

Pi-oc. Zool. Soc.

-

:*

'

''

''

'

:

'

'

;

.
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formalin (about 8 per cent.) in oi-der to ensure the complete
preservation of the tissues until I should have an opportunity of
I have always found strong formalin
properly examining them.

Text-%. 127.

CentropJiorus calceus

(uftia-

Bocage

&

Capello).

a most excellent fixing and preserving reagent when required to
as is well
1)6 used in large quantities, and it was so in this case
known, large animals preserved in spirit are of little use for
histological purposes.

Princiixd Measurements of the Fish.
centira.

1

Leng-th of fish between extremities of snout

2.

Distance of base of spine of anterior dorsal
fin to tip of snout

8.

Length

and

4.

5.

87

tail

dorsal fin
base of anterior
(including spine)
Length of base of posterior dorsal fin
(including spine)
Distance between anteiior aiid posterior

14.

Length

between
of side of

gill-clefts

spiracle

and

first gill-cleft.

bodv occupied by the

19.

20.

Length

16.
17.
18.

21.

,,

1

2'5
7 "5

29
11
8'5
4-5

of spiracular cleft
of each gill-cleft

22. Vertical height of anterior dorsal fin

3

five

"

Longitudinal diameter of eye
Vertical diameter of eye
Distance from base to tip of pectoral fin
from base to tip of pelvic fin
,,
Transverse diameter of mouth

15.

9

12"75

tip of snout
,,

11

19

dorsal fins

Lengtli of base of ventral fin
7. Distance between posterior end of base of
ventral fin and tip of tail
from cloacal aperture to tip of tail...
8.
,,
from front row of teeth on ujjpei9.
,,
jaw to tijs of snout
from anterior cantlius of eye to tip
10.
.,
of snout
of nares from tip of snout
11.
„
from anterior edge of spiracle to
12.
.,
6.

13.

30

of

3
3
1-3
...

12
8'5

6
1*25
2
3*5

H()S

fill!,

w

.
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I'liio

is
\ciy laryc luul jiill-i'lcvfi-likc, iiud lies
'Pill' spirac'uliii' cli'l't
dorsally ii.t the saiiic (list.-mce IVoiii liie extu'euiity of the snout jus
When I
the veutvally-sitiiatod ])osteri()r aiigli-s ol" []\r mouth.
received the lish, about one ineli or more of lie riijlii eloujuated
li\(>r lobe was protrudini^- through tlx^ abdominal pore of the
I

same side, whieh latter was enlarged to at least six times its
normal size (PI. LA''!!, tig. 1); ahso on opening the abdominal
ea\-itv the entire cardiae portion of the (mnpty) stomach was found
to be thrust up the (esophagus into the buccal ca.vity, both of
which features were due to the sudden release of the animal when
brought to the surfai-e from the considerable external pressure
under which it noiaually exists (the pressure due to TiOO fatlunns
eves ace large, as in many d(>ep-sea fishes,
the form of the dermal scutes, which is the
same whether the vscutes be taken from the dorsal or the ventral
Their form dillers somewhat from that
surface of the animal.
he liguic ol' the skin o\ ( (<(/cciis supplied by
represiuvted in
(h>g(Md)aiu'. .it may also he witrth uientioiiing thai- the peritoneal
anotheilining of the body-cavity was silvery-grey in colour
'The

watei-).

of

'2

l^'ig.

re})reseid.s

'.

I

chai'a-cteristii^

feature of (leep-sea fishes.

Previous Avork on the anatomy of this species has been limited,
am able tt) discover, to the examination of the beadso far as
skeleton " and eye-muscles'' by C^egenbaiu- and of the occipito"'
these two investigators probably
siun:d nerves by Fiirbringer
I

ha\ing a single specin\en at their disposal.
Before proceeding to the dest-ription of the anatomy of ( calceas,
Dr. E. J. Allen, who very
\ wish to ex])ress u\y ii\debtedncss to
'.

kindly acceded to \ny desire to purcha.se the

for anatomical

lish

examination when il- was brought to tlie Plymouth Laboratory
to Mr. Boulenger, who readily penaitted me to examine nun\ei'ons
specimens of allied Selachians preserved in the British Museum
during the course of my enquiries to Dr. llidewootl. who very
kindly read through the maiuiscript and advi.sed me on several
points; and to l^rofessor Minchin and Profcvssor Hickson for
;

;

sc\ei'al u.s(>fnl suggestions.

TniO Al.lMKXTAUV

'ri'vAOT

AND AsSOCIATlCD

(!

LANDS.

a fairly comprehensive survey of the
relating to the subject, the alimentary ti'act of C. ccdceus
In the first
(PI. LV.11. :fig. is) is striking in several \'espects.
place, the pyloric portion of the stomach is, owing to its thick walls,
exceedingly stout, is half as long again as the cardiac ])ortion, and

So far as I can gather from

litei'a-tnre

was not

\'ertexed

apposition with
^

'

Uuti'i'siu'luuigcn

1872.

(Fifis.

on

so as to lie parallel witli this latter and in
as is the case e. </. in the ordinai-y Sci/Uitnii

it,

y.iir

vor^-lciclu'iuUMi

pliitos vi., viii., xii., xvi.,

Auatoniic

and

tier

Wivltdlliii'iv.'

licipzifi',

\x. of this work.)

Vovo>UMclun\(lo Aniitoniio di-v Wivlu'ltliiovc' Bd. i. ISOS (IIl;'. ">8'.t on p. Dl'J).
vi'hvr die Spino-iu'cipitMlcn Novven dcv St'liiohicv nnd Uoloreidialon and ilivc
" in (u'gvnlianv's' Fostscliril't /.nni siclicn/isistiMi Ooburtvoru'loicluMido Moviiholouic
!i

'

^

10

'*

sta;;-*','

vol.

iii.

ljt'ii>/.i,u',

1S1>7.
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ca'/tlcala, Galeiis canis, and nunierons other iSeliichiaii.s
oii the
contrary, the two regions noi-mally included an angle of ttt least
120°.
In C. squamidosus (and the same was the case in a sj)ecinien of C. gramdosus which I examined at the British Museum),
" the anterior [portion of the stomach] is much the larger, of an
elongate form, narrowed towai'ds its posterior extremity
it
passes l)y an abrupt bend into the second reverted portion, which
is the narrowest part of the intestinal tract," ^^ and hence is quite
different from its supposed congener.
Since it is impossible within the limits of the present paper to
give a comparative account of the anatomy of the gut of Selachians
or even Squalidie, I will content myself with merely further
remarking that the conditions both of the two portions of the
calceus described above, and of most of the other
stomach of
features of the gut about to be described, diffei' from those found
in all other Squalida^
which is not at all remarkable considering
the extraordinary variety of form of the alimentaiy canal found
in this family.
The pyloric poi-tion of the stonjach of fj. calceus ends in a very
short and small cul-de-sac, or, in other words, the duodenum
or homologue of the bursa Entiana arises from the side of the
pyloric region just before its termination (fig. 3).
This duodenum
is remarkable in that (as also to some extent in Lcemaryus
borealis, L. 'rostratu.s,iMK. /'^pinax niger) it is extremely elongated
and slender in form, and not abbreviated and globular as in
C'entrojjhorus sqitci'mtolosus, C. gramdosus, Scyllimn canicida, and
indeed most Selachians. It forms, as shown in fig. 3, a longslender tube, about twice the length of the cardiac portion of the
stomach, and at most one-quarter of the diameter of the pyloric,
and with a very small lumen, which pursues a slightly cm-ved
course until it joins the large intestine containing the spiral valve
at a point situated considei'ably posterior to the stomach.
In
gra'nulosus), on the other hand, " the
C. sqitamidosios (and
spiral valve commences on the level of the posterior extremity
The large intestine
of the stomach," " as in Scyllium canicida.
in C. calceus is not very long, being about three-quarters the
length of the pyloric portion of the stomach and but slightly
exceeding it in diameter at its widest portion. The contained
spiral valve commences at the level of the posterior extremity of
the pancreatic lobe which is in contact with the large intestine
;

;

C

—

C

(shoi-tly to be desciibed), and consists of about seventeen oiRunning parallel with the two portions
eighteen spiral turns.
of the stomach and duodenum is an enormously elongated bileduct (associated with aiteries and veins for its entii'e length and
with the large hepatic-portal vein for the greater part), whicli
originates in connection with the right lobe of the liver and
terminates at the junction of the duodenum with the large spiral
valve intestine, which it entei's by a conspicuous aperture on the

11

Giiiither,

'

Clialk'nger

'

Koport on the Deop-Sea Fishes.

1887.
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internal surfoce of the large intestine just posterior to the juncI unfortunately neglected
tion of this latter with the duodenum.

Text- fig. 128

Text-fia-. 129.

Ceiiirophorus calceus.

—Transvei'se section througli pyloric region of stomach, at
middle of
length.
Text-fig. 129. — A portion of one of the longitudinal ridges seen in

Text-fig. 128.

about the

its

text-fig.

128 more

highlj^ magnified.

Text-fio-. 1.30.

Text-fia-. 131.

Centrophorns calceus.
Text-fig.
Text-fio-.

130.—Transverse
131.
One of the

—

section through the
villus-like processes

duodenum anteriorly.
shown in text-fig. 130, magnified.

to determine the further course of the bile-duct anteriorly and to
I am not aware
ascertain whether a gall-bladder existed or not.
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of any other Selachian which possesses these two features, viz.
the extremely long and slender duodenum and bile-duct. Other
Text-fig-. 132.

Centropliorus caJceus.

Transverse section tbrougli the duodenuur posteriorly.
Text-fiff. 133.

Centropliorus ccdceus.

Transverse section across the bile-duct (A-B of PL LVII.
A, artery ; B, lumen of bile-duct V, portal vein.

fig. 3).

;

Squalidse, as already remarked, possess an elongated duodenum ^-' ^'^
^
{Somniosus microceplialus) a fairly slender

and Lcemargus horealis^''

'

H. C. Redeke.
"Die sogenannte Bursa Entiana der Selachier."
Anat.
Anzeig. xvii. 1900.
13 " Ueber den Darm einiger Selachier."
H. Helbing. Anat. Anzeig. xxii. 1903.
1* "
Contribution to the Visceral Anatomy of the Greenland Shark {Lceiiiargus
W. Turner. Jour. Anat. Physiol, vii. 1873.
borealis)."
12

A

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

No. LYIIJ.

58
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;

but I have not met with any instance, other than C. calceus,

in which the ductus choledochns is correspondingly ekingated
Normally of course, i. e. in /ScyUmm,
in this striking manner.
Carcharias, iSqaaUna, Galeus, kc, the bile-duct enters the large
intestine just below the globular bursa, Entiana (altkougk here
there is considerable vaiiation) at about the level of the anteiioiText-iio-. 134.

Cenffoji/ioriis caJci'iis.

Transvoi-se section across bile-duct (I-J of PI.
Letters as in text-fig. 133.

LVII.

fig-.

3).

and when the
extremity of the cardiac portion of the stomach
a
small-intestine-like
duoby
replaced
is
Entiana
bursa
globular
dennm, as in Lcemargus borealis, L. rostratus, and Spinax nig^r, the
bile-duct enters at the loop which this forms anteriorly, i. e. as near
the liver as possible, and does not extend posterioi-ly to the cardiac
;
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povtion of the stomach, so tliat the condition found in Centropltorus
calceus seems to be unique.
Owing to this fact that tlie bileduct opens into the large intestine and not into the elongated
portion of the duodenum, there is obviously no " Zwischendarm "
or small intestine * present in Gentro2)horus ccdceits as in the other
three Squalidas referred to.
As regards the position of the
pyloric thickening in the gut of C. calceus, I regret not being
able to speak with certainty. Usually it occurs at the commencement of the duodenum, i. e., anterior to the opening of the bileduct, and there certainly is a thickening in tliat position in
C. calceus, but it is not very distinct.
There are no pyloric ca?ca
present in G. calceus such as occur in Lcemargas.
Text-fiff. 135.

Text-fig. 136.

Centrophorus calceus.

(0-P

of PI.

LVII.

Text-fig.

135.— Transverse

section across bile-duct
Letters as before.

Text-fig.

136.— Transverse

section across bile-duct (Q-R of PI. LVII.
The bile-duct has here divided into two.

Letters as before.

fig. 3).

fig. 3).

The internal surface of the cardiac portion of the stomach is
quite smooth and devoid of glands; on the other hand, the
internal surface of the pyloric portion is folded into longitudinal
Transverse
ridges and highly glandular (text-figs. 128, 129).
sections across the duodenum about half an inch fi"om its commencement (text-figs. 130, 131), and about an inch from its
*

I

am

indebted to Dr. G. J. Jenkins for some information in this connection.

58*
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termination in the large intestine (text-fig. 132), show that this is
also highly glandular, although its histology differs from that
of the pylorus (cf. text-figs. 129 & 131), possessing villus-like
Text-figs. 133-136
processes, instead of simple tubular glands.
represent transverse sections through those portions of the
elongated band running parallel with the alimentary ti'act and
containing the bile-duct (B), hepatic-portal vein (Y), and arteries
(A), which are marked in PI. LVIT. fig. 3, A-B, I-J, 0-P, Q-R,
Sections across
the last showing the bile-duct divided into two.
simply reveal arteries and veins embedded in
0-D, G-H,
the muscular band.
ccdceus, " the liver
As in Centrophorus squamulGsus, so in
consists of tAvo extremely long [40 cm.] and flat [4 mm. thick and
2"5 cm. broad anteriorly] lobes extending on the right as well as
on the left side from the anterior to the posteiior exti-emity of
the abdominal cavity." In C. sqiuimidosus the liver-lobes anteriorly " are connected by a short transverse strip not broader
than the lateral portions and having embedded in its middle line
a gall-bladder of moderate size " and perhaps the same was the
case in C. calceics, though, as before stated, I did not ascertain it.
In Scynmus licJda, however, in which the liver is similar to that
of G. ccdceus as regards both size and form, a gall-bladder does
not exist ^'\ The shape and size of the liver vary very much
among Selachians, but, for the reason already given, I am unable
here to enter upon a compai-ative account of the organ.
In C. ccdceus, as in so many other Squalidae (e. g. C. gramdosus
squamosus^'^, Lepidojms a?^geHfeus^', Centrina scdviani''^",
and
Echinorhinus spinosiis^"'''\ and others), two spleens are present.
The one, slightly the larger (PI. LYII. fig. 3, S 1), is attached
anteriorly near the posterior end of the pyloiic stomach and
posteriorly to the beginning of the spiral-valve intestine the other,
or supplementary spleen (S 2), is attached anteriorly to the bileduct band at a point situated at about the middle of its length and
posteriorly to the outer lobe of the pancreas near the spiral-valve
Both spleens, as the figure shows, lie in folds of the
intestine.
mesentery (duodeno-splenic omenta), and are attached by this at
They are extremely elongated slender bodies,
their exti-emities.
and, apart from their position, it would be difiicult, owing to
I may here
their similarity, to say Avhich is " supplementary "

M-N

C

;

C

;

\

15 " Notes on the Aiiatomj' and Embryology of Sci/imms licJiia."
T. J. Parker.
Proc. & Trans. New Zealand Institute, vol. xv. 1882.
i*)
" Remarques anatomiques sur les Sqnales observes pendant la derniere camM. H. Neuville. Bull. Mus. Paris, 1897 (2).
paa;ne du yacht Princesse- Alice '."
1' "Remarques sur les Squales de mer profonde observes a Setubal (Portugal)."
Neuville, loc. cit. 1897 (3).
18 "Notes on Centrina scdviani."
W. W. Calderwood. J. Mar. Biol. Assoc,
'

vol.

ii.

1892.

"Observations on the Spiny Shark (EcJiinorhiiiKS spiaosus)." W. Turner.
Jour. Anat. Physiol, vol. ix.
20 " The Brain and Cranial Nerves of IScliinorliinus spinosus, with Notes on the
other Viscera." Jackson & Clarke. Jour. Anat. Physiol, vol. s. 1876.
21 " A propos des termes par lesquels on designe les formes diverses de la rate des
Bull. Mus. Paris, 1898 (4).
S^laciens." M. H. Neuville.
1"
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point out that the attachments of the slightly larger spleen conwhat I have stated above, namely, that the j)ylorie
portion of the stomach does not normally lie in apposition with
the cardiac, but includes a large angle wil3h it.
The pancreas is peculiar in form and is situated, in attachment
with both the bile-duct band and the duodenum, just anteriorly
to the commencement of the spiral-valve intestine.
It consists
of three elongated lobes disposed as shown in PL LVII. fig. 3.
Fig. 3 a represents the reverse aspect of the gland.
The pancreatic duct opens into the large intestine at the commencement
of the latter where the lobe of the pancreas attached to the
duodenum is in contact with it. The internal aperture is not
very conspicuous and lies close to the first fold of the spiral
clusively prove

valve.

LVII. fig. 1) is in shape much like that
Dogfish, and is similarly supplied with the
posterior mesenteric artery.
I have yet to mention that on opening the body-cavity of the
fish, I foimd a large yellow- mass of (apparently glandular) tissue
overlying the extreme anterior end of the cardiac portion of the
stomach and abutting against the posterior wall of the pericardium. I am unable to give any opinion as to the nature of
this mass, since I have not yet had an opportunity of examining*

The

rectal gland (PI.

found in the

Common

it histologically.

I have examined a specimen of Centro-phorus calceus in the
British Museum, ond, so far as I could ascertain, the visceral
anatomy was identical with that of my own specimen.

Remarks on the Vascular System.
The heart of C. calceus is of the ordinary selachian type,,
consisting of a large transversely-elongated sinus venosus, thickwalled venti'icle, and capacious atrium or auricle. The internal
wall of the ventricle is spongy in nature owing to the presence of
muscular fibres, and to a less extent the wall of the atrium
A. pair of atrio-ventricular valves is
is similarly characterised.
The conus
as usual present at the atrio-ventricular passage.
arteriosus is somewhat longer than the ventricle, and possesses
only tAVO transverse rows of valves in its cavity one, consisting
of three pocket-shaped valves, at its origin from the ventricle,
and the other situated at about one-third of the length of the conus
from the commencement of the ventral aorta and also consisting
It is diflicult definitely to compare the number
of three valves.
of valves present in the conus of C. calceus with the number
found in other Selachians owing to the fact that different authors
often assign different numbers to the same species (to some extent
due to variation in the specimens themselves, pei'haps also to
but
a confusion between transverse and longitudinal rows)
despite this, it is certain that the existence of only two transverse
tiers of valves in C. calceus distinguishes this species from other
:

;
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species of the same genus and from most if not all other genera
According to Giinther ", "the valves of the
of the Squaliclfe.
squamulosus (and C. granuconns arteriosus of the heart " in
losus) " are ai-ranged in five transverse series, each series consisting
of three powerful valves and as many intermediate small ones"*.
According to Stolir"", the conus of Acanthias vulgaris 'possesaes
four rows of valves, but three according to Miiller ^* in Echino-

C

;

rhinus spinosits, three rows according to Tui-ner ", four according
in Lcemargus borealis, four according to
to Jackson & Clarke ""
in
Turner " in Squalus maximus, four according to Home
Squalus catulus, two according to Stohr.
The afferent arches (PI. LVIII. fig. 4) are similar in construction
to those of the Common Dogfish: the "first" (first and second)
dividing into two at some distance from the median line to
supply the first two gill-clefts, the third arising from the
ventral aorta nearly an inch below the first and supplying the
third gill-cleft, and the "fourth" (fourth and fifth) arising just
behind the third and emulating the " first " arch by dividing
into two shortly after these respectively supplying the fourth
and fifth branchial clefts, and in this respect differing somewhat
The afferent arches are the same
fi'om Scyllnmn canicula.
in C. granulostis ^'', save that the fifth afferent arches oi-iginate
from the main ventral aorta, as in the Dogfish.
The efferent arches have the disjDosition shown in fig. 5.
The fourth pair arises about half-an-inch in front of the
coeliac artery, and by bifurca,ting in the usual manner sujDplies
the fourth and fifth gill-clefts. The third and second have the
same coirstruction. Between the third and fourth arches the
The first efferent arch forks over
subclavian ai'teries arise.
the first gill-cleft, and fi'om the inner side of the fork gives off"
the common carotid which proceeds anteriorly and towards the
median line until it meets its fellow of the opposite side and
thence proceeds through the cartilaginous floor of the cranium
About a quarter of aii inch from the junction of
to the brain.
the two carotids, each gives off an external carotid (the portion
of the carotid continuing towards the median line being termed
the internal carotid) which I'uns through the cai;tilage to the
inner wall of the orbit, where it divides into both anterior and
The first
posterior branches as shown in PI. LXI. figs. 16 & 17.
efferent arches also give off", about half-au-inch from their origin,
two small vessels which run forwai'd for a short distance
pai-allel to the vertebral column, and wdiich possibly represent
There is no hyoidean
the primitive paired condition of the aorta
artery arising from the first efferent arch, such as exists in the
;

'^^

;

;

;

.

Common

Dogfish.

Accorcliiifr to both Miiller and Owen, the presence oifour tiers of valves in theconus
an obvious misstatement of the facts.
characteristic of the genus Centrophorus
22 " Ueber den Klappenapparat im Conus arteriosus der Selachier und Ganoiden."

*

is

Morph. Jahrb. Bd. ii. 1876.
23 " An Anatomical Account of the
1809.

—

Sqiialits

maxlmus, &c."

Phil. Trans, vol. xcix
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The visceral
number the

from the dorsal aorta are three in
lieno-mesenteric, and the posterior
mesenteric.
Tlie cceliac, as indicated in Pi. LYII. fig. 3, supplies
the liver, stomach, and duodenum.
The lieno-mesenteric,
about four inches from its origin, divides iiato the splenic and
anterior mesenteric the former runs to the middle of the larger
spleen where, after giving ofi" small branches to this oi'gan, it
divides into two vessels, one of Avliich runs to the cul-de-sac of
the pylorus and the other to the posterior extremity of the outer
lobe of the panci-eas the latter runs directly to the anterior
portion of the spii'al-valve intestine. The posterior mesenteric
supplies the rectal gland as usual.
The oviducts are each supplied
in the region of the oviducal gland by three arteries arising from
the dorsal aorta at about the level of the eleventh or twelfth
vertebra, as shown in PI. LXII. fig. 19.
The posterior cardinal sinuses are large in diameter and lie on
each side of the vertebral column they arise by the bifurcation
of the caudal vein about three inches in front of the anterior
"
extremities of the pelvic fins.
Tliei^e is no " renal-portal system
The
the slender kidneys lying externally to the sinuses.
posterior cardinals suddenly diverge anteriorly to open as usual
into the Cuvierian sinuses, the small lateral veins opening into
the posterior cardinals just before. The anterior cardinal sinuses,
subclavian arch, brachial veins, and internal jugulars exist as
usual.
The hepatic-portal vein (which has several conspicuous
factors in connection with the spleens, pancreas, and spiral-valve
intestine) is large and runs, as before described, in the same
muscular band as the bile-duct and goes first to the right lobe of
the liver, as shown in fig. 3 (PI. LYII.). I neglected to ascertain its
further course anteiiorly, including its relation to the left lobe of
the liver. The hepatic veins enter the sinus venosus by two large
Acapertures situated some distance ajaart (PI. LYIII. fig. 4).
cording to Neuville ^° (who has dissected Centro'iyhorus granulosus
and C. squamosus), the genus Gentrophorus is characterised by the
absence of hepatic sinuses " les veines sus-hepatiques forment des
troncs qui, au lieu de confluer pour former un sinus commim,

—

arteries arising

the

cceliac,

;

;

;

—

:

restent completement independants et debouchent directement
dans les canaux de Cuvier, apres avoii subi un renflement presque
Also, according to ISTeuville, Centrophorus, with
insensible."
Selachians generally ""*, possesses an intra-intestinal artery and
vein which course along the margin of the spiral valve, the
lattei" of course forming a factor of the hepatic-portal vein.
The ap{)earance of the hepatic apertures in the sinus venosus of
G. ccdceus is confirmatory of Neuville's former statement.
Each of the oviducts has a conspicuous vein running along its
outer edge, which I presume enters the posterior cardinal of the

corresponding side anteriorly.
small vessel, apparently a vein (PI. LXI.

A

2-4

" Sur les Vaisseux intra-intestiiiaux des Selaciens."

fig.

Bull.

16, B.Y.),

Mus.

ran

Paris, 1897 (7).
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with the infei'ior rectus muscle in both orbits, and was
probably in connection with the lining membrane of the orbit.
As described below, a distinct supra-neural vein was present
in the hind caudal vertebrae.
parallel

The Nervous
The brain

System.

Centrophorus calceus (PL LX. fig. 15) is of the
normal selachian type, with however modifications of shape
adapted to the elongated snout of the animal. The extreuiely
long slender olfactory lobes a^e well-marked oflT from the prosencephalon, for example, and this latter is also well-defined and
distinctly separated into two lobes by a median longitudinal groove.
The thalamencephalon is similai-ly elongated in adaptation to the
shape of the head. The large cerebellum has both longitudinal
and transverse constrictions dorsally, the optic lobes and restiform
bodies are large and the medulla oblongata broad.
The tracts of
nerve-fibres described by Jackson & Clarke as present in the floor
of the cavity of the medulla oblongata of EcldnorMnus sjnnosiijS
the anterior pyramids, teretial tracts, ganglionated tracts
(especially well-marked), and " external strands of the medulla
oblongata" are all present and well-marked in the case of
C. calcevs. On the ventral surface the infundibulum and pituitary
stalk and body are well-defined, and the saccus vasculosus extends
right round the base of the pituitary. body.
The cranial nerves of C. calceus are, at least judging irom a
comparison of them with those of Scylliwm canictda, Hexanchus ^%
Echinorhinus spinosus ^°, Ghimcera
Spinax acanthias ~°, Lceviargus ^', Mustela Icevis -^, Eaja "", and the Torpedo ^^, peculiar, and
the interpretations I shall put upon the various branches of the
trigeminal and facialis are ofiered as suggestions only. HoAvever,
though my interpretations of the facts may turn out to be incorrect, I can absolutely guarantee the correctness of the facts
themselA^es, and this being the case, my figures may be of some
use to speculatiA^e nerA-e-morphologists.
There is nothing to remark upon concerning the olfactory,
optic, oculo-motor, abducent, auditory, glosso-pharyngeal, and
vagus nerA'es they are all more or less of the ordinarj^ DogWith regaixl to the patheticus or trochlear nerve,
fish type.
this in the left orbit apparently sends two branches to the
superior oblique muscle but only one in the right, and in both
orbits the nerA^e comes into contact for a quarter-of-an-inch or so
with the ophthalmicus superficialis of the facial Avhich runs
of

—

—

'"^^

:

-5 " Ueber die Kopfnerven von Hexanchus und ihr Verhaltniss zur " Wirbeltheorie
des Sclmdels." C. Gegenbaur. Jena. Zeitschr. vol. vi. 1871.
'.j
26
Das peripberische Nerveusystem der Fische.' H. Stannius. Rostock, 1849.
-7 " On tbe Cranial Nerves of Elasmobvancli Fishes.
Preliminary Communication." J. C. Ewart.
Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xlv. 1889.
2S " The Lateral
Sensorj- Canals, tbe Eye- Muscles, and the Peripheral Distribution of certain of the Cranial Nerves of Mnstehts la-vis." E. P. Allis. Q. J. M. S.
n. s. xlv. (2) 1901.
29 "The Cranial Nerves of the Torpedo (Preliminary Note)."
J. C. Ewart.
Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xlvii. 1890.
'

'

^

—
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immediately under the supra-orbital ridge.

any intei'change

Whether there

is

of nerve-fibres I cainiot say.

The nerves, concerning the identity of the branches of which,
as usual, there is doubt, are the trigeminal and facial, and this
question of identity is complicated by the fact that the disposition
of the nerves is slightly different on the two sides of the head *.
The roots of the fifth and seventh nerves, in the first place, are
difl^erent
fig.

on the two

sides of the head.

On

the

left side (PI.

LXI.

which I (very possibly incorrectly) term the

16) t the nerves

ophthalmicus superficialis (0. S. YII.), ophthalmicus profundus
(0. P. VII.), and palatine (P. VII.) of the seventh originate from
a distinct root which is the most anterior of the three giving rise
to all the bi'anches of the fifth and seventh nerves
on the right
side (fig. 17) t this anterior root, distinct at its origin, is later
fused with the other two roots. On the left side again, the
ophthalmicus superficialis clearly arises from this anterior root,
but on the right it is bound up, for an inch or so, with the lai-ge
ophthalmic branch of the fifth (O.Y.), and hence appears to arise
from it. The ophthalmic of the fifth a very conspicuous nerve
on both sides entirely or mainly ai-ises from the second root of the
primai-y three.
This large ophthalmic of the fifth runs along the
upper border of the orbit, and sooner or later is joined towards the
anterior limit of the orbit by the smaller ophthalmicus superficialis
of the seventh, and these (with the ophthalmicus profundus which
joins them about half-an-inch in front of the cerebral hemisphere,
aftei- pieicing the anterior cartilaginous wall of the orbit) ramify
over the skin on the dorsal surface of the snout, supplying the
mucous canals in the usual manner.
The huge nerve which, like the fifth ophthalmic, appears to
arise mainly from the second root of the fifth and seventh nerves,
and which runs outwards in the floor of the orbit, I have termed
the superior maxillaiy of the fifth (palato-nasal is perhaps bettei').
Anteriorly it divides into several branches supplying the ventral
surface of the snout, a,nd near its oi'igin- gives ofi" a small ei- nei've
which extends downwards at the back of the orbit and forks
into anterior and posterioi- bi-anches which I have respectively
named the inferior maxillary (I. M. V.) and mandibular (MN. V.)
This nerve is joined, on both sides of the head, by
of the fifth.
a branch from the palatine (?) in addition to this, it gives off
anteriorly on the right side a small nerve (V.L.) which rvms
almost parallel to it on the left, the same small nerve originates
independently from the large superior maxillary. The large size
;

—

;

:

* As Prof. Hickson kindly pointed out to me, Colling-e has previously described,
in 1895, other instances of the asyiunietrical distribution of the fifth and seventh
cranial nerves in several Teleosts (" On the Unsymnietrical Distribution of the
Cranial Nerves of Fishes." Jour. Anat, Physiol, vol. xxix.).
f It is almost needless to say that in the dissections represented by both figs. 16 17,
large masses of cartilage have been removed both in front of and behind the orbital
cavity in order to expose the nerves better, and the same remark applies to a large
mtiscle which lay in the floor of the orbit just anterior to the large vertical process

&

arising from the upper jaw.

The auditory organs have

of course also been removed.
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mandibular

perhaps be coi-related with the general conformation of the
skull
the elongated snout, probably used in "grazing" along
the sea-bottom, rendering the movements of the lower jaw of
little importance.
In the dissection of the right orbit there is
cleai'ly observable a. large ganglionic mass (G) in connection with
the second and third roots of the fifth and seventh, and from
this there arise numerous small nerves supplying the muscles in
front of the spiracle and elsewhere.
From the most posterior root of the three by which the fifth
and seventh nerves originate, thtire early arises the most characteristic division of the facial nerve, viz. that which bifurcates
over the spiraculai- cleft. The prespiracular branch is small but
obvious the postspiracular is large, and just below the spiracle
divides as usual into the internal mandibular branch (chorda
tympani), which, as shown in fig. 17 (PI. LXI.), extends a longdistance anteriorly under the orbit, and the external mandibular.
According to the above provisional identification of the various
branches of the trigeminal and facialis, fibres of the seventh nerve
occur in both the anterior and posterior of the three roots.
The disposition of the occipito-spinal nerves of C. calceus is
represented in fig. 14 (PI. LX.). As shown, two nerves originate,
ventrally to the vagus, in front of the spinal nerve corresponding
to the fii'st vertebra (the first spinal).
This statement is contrary to that of Fiirbringer ^°, who provides figures of a longitudinal section of the hind part of the skull of C. calceus in
which four such occipital nerves are shown, and of the occipitospinal nerves of C. granulosus in which the presence of four is
also implied.
My dissection of these nerves was from the ventral
surface and was carefully made
I could not, however, observe
more than two occipito-spinal nerves, as shown. These join with
the first two spinal nerves to form a single ti'unk which afterwards divides into two branches, one forming a constituent of the
brachial plexus, and the other supplying the muscles of the lower
Spinal nerves 3-12 share in the formation of the brachial
jaw.
plexus.
The vagus has, in addition to the branchial, visceral and
lateral-line branches, two small ones, arising respectively from
the main trunk (just in front of and dorsal to the visceral) and
from the lateral-line branch near its origin, which run to dorsal
muscles more or less parallel with the vertebral column. I did
not determine the exact number of spinal nerves forming the
pelvic plexus, but I may state that I counted seven.

—

;

;

Remarks on the Skeleton.
Gegenbaur has supplied a

account of the head-skeleton of
and I have very little to
add to his account. In the lateral view of the skull provided by
Gegenbaur (Taf xii.), the extremely large, slightly-curved process
situated anteriorly on the upper edge of the upper jaw is not at
full

C. calceujS in the woi-k before referred to

.

"*,
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LXI.)
represented, as my figs. 6 & 16 (Plates LVIII.
show when compared with his. The hyomandibular cartilage is,
as shown by Gegenbaur, quite separate from the lower jaw, and
is only indirectly attached thereto by a broad ligament (fig. 6).
all correctly

efe

Slender ligaments also attach the hyomandibular to the hind
extremity of the upper jaw, and the middle of the upper jaw to
the hind 2:)art of the lower jaw (fig. 6).
The upper jaw is
apparently held in its place solely by means of its ligamentous
attachment to the hyomandibulai- cartilage and by the large
process above mentioned which was loosely inserted into the
cartilaginous roof of the oi'bit.
I did not detect any ethmopalatine ligament.
As Gegenbaur states, there are three prespiracular cartilages (my fig. 6) situated in the front wall of
the large spiracular cleft'"'. In connection with the upper jaw
'there are two laloial cartilages (enclosed in the folds of skin at the
sides of the mouth shown in fig. 4, PI. LTIII.) and with the
lower jaw one, on each side (fis'. 6). A prominent vertical ridge
of cartilage is situated in the median line on the dorsal siu-face of
the spatulate snout (PI. LX. fig. 15).
With regai'd to the vei-tebral cohunn of C. ccdceus, my figs. 7
The
& 8 (PI. LYIII.) supply all the information necessary.
vertebrfe. are of the ordinarj^ cyclospondylous type
the apertures
for the exit of the dorsal and venti-al bi'anches of the spinal nerves
are respectively situated on the intercalary neural plates and the
neural plates proper, and there is in transverse section a small
canal situated at tlie base of the neural spine, as in some other
tSelachians '\ which contains a band of elastic fibres running the
whole length of the body doi-sal to the spinal cord.
In the anterior dorsal fin, the skeleton of which is rej)resented
in fig. 9 (PL LIX.), the lai-ge anterior spine does not reach
ventrally to the vertebral column, whereas in the posterior dorsal
(PI. LIX. fig. 10) it is firmly grafted on, with a small cartilage
situated immediately in front of it and on top of the vertebral
column. The dorsal skeleton of the caudal fin consists, as shown
(fig. 10), of a row of small inclined cartilaginous rods, two of these
somactids abutting on each intei-calary neural plate of the caudal
At the
ventrally the hfemal spines are pi'olonged.
vertebra
anterior extremity of the ventral caudal fin four cartilages are
present distinct from the hfemal spines, and, since the ceratotrichia are in this region attached to these and not directly to
the hfemal arches, these four cartilages probably represent a
vestige of the anal fin.
The skeleton of the paired fins is represented in figs. 11 & 12
The pectoral fin is dibasal and possesses a few
(PL LIX.).
fringing cartilages on its posterior border.
;

;

See Ridewood for a comparative study of this region of the skull in Selachians
the Spiracle and Associated Structures in Elasmobranch Fishes," Anat.
Anzeig. Bd. xi. (14) 1895.
31 " Das Natnrliche System der Elasniohrancliier auf Grundlage des Baues und der
Entwicklung ihrer Wirbelsaule." C. Hasse. Jena, 1872.
30

"

On

:
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iSystem.

are, as shown in fig. 13 (PI. LX.), elongated
commencing at a short distance from the anterior

extremity of the body-cavity (about four inches from the base of
the jDectoral fin) and extending posterioi'ly to the cloaca. They
come into apposition about three inches anterior to the cloaca.
Each kidney, for the greater part of its length, possesses its own
ureter, which lies on its ventral edge (text-fig. 137); where the
kidneys come into apposition, these two ureters fuse to form a
single duct which, without forming a urinary bladder, runs to the
extremity of the urinary papilla situated in the cloaca, where it
opens by a conspicuous aperture.
The kidney-substance is
functional throughout its entire length, and there is therefore
not the slightest indication of a '• metanephros," .or separated-ofF,
posterior portion of the mesonephros, which alone remains
functional and possesses a separate duct, as occurs e. g. in the
Dogfish.
Apparently very much the same condition obtains in
Scymnus lichia^'. As implied above, the kidneys are not sufficiently
developed to intrude upon the space occupied by the posterior
cardinal sinuses* there is no "renal-portal system."
:

Centropliortis calceus.

Diagrammatic transverse section
D.A., dorsal aorta; K., kidnej'

in the region of the kidneys.

peritoneum

P.C.S., posterior cardinal sinus
;
U., ureter; V., vertebral column.
;

P.,

;

Two

ovaries are present, as in C. squamulosus and C. granulosus
The oviducts open anteriorly,
just behind the pericardial cavity and anteriorly to the liver,
by a single large transversely- elongated aperture (PI. LXI.
Each oviduct, after thus bending in transversely to open
fig. 18).
in the median line, proceeds posteriorly as a flattened duct (supported by a stout fold of the peritoneum) which, at the level of
the ovaries, expands into a small oviducal gland. This gland is
apparently functionless, since five embiyos (to be briefly described
below) were found lying quite free in the cavity of the main
uterine portion of the oviduct and without a vestige of an eggshell in connection with them.
Posteriorly to the vestigial
oviducal gland, the oviducts each dilate into the thin-walled
uterus (smooth internally) which extends to within four or five

and many other Elasmobranchs.

* This statement refers to a theory respecting the origin and significance of the
"renal-portal system " contained in the succeeding paper.

a
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inches of the cloaca,
extruding organ.

when the

walls

become thickened

883
to

form an

Remarks on the Anatomy of the Embryo.
It was my original intention to include in the present paper a
complete anatomical account of the embryo (of the stage of growth
mentioned above) of G. calceus as well as of the adult, but circumstances at present rendering this impossible to carry out, I must
content myself with the following brief remai'ks.
Five embryos were found in the uterine portions of the oviducts
of my specimen of C. calceus
four on one side and one on the
other, if I remember aright
all about five centimetres in length
They possessed a large yolk-sac attached
(PI. LXII. fig. 20).
between the pectoral fins external filamentous gills protruded
from the five pairs of gill-clefts, and to a smaller extent from the
spii-acle (in front of which was a depression in the skin which
resembled a cleft) the eyes were large and hemispherical, and
the three primary brain- vescicles were as usual distinctly visible
from the dorsal surface.
One noteworthy peculiarity is that
the narial aperture on each side is subdivided into two
peculiarity not found elsewhere, so far as I know, in ElasmoThe snout is not elongated in the embryo as in the
branchs.
adult and the mouth is but slightly curved also the caudal fin
extends forwards ventrally to the anterior level of the posterior
dorsal fin, perhaps so repi-esenting a i-udimentary anal fin Avhich
of course is absent in the adult.
On opening the body-cavity of one of the embryos, I found the
liver and alimentary tract to have the conformation depicted in
The liver-lobes are long and tapering, as
fig. 21 (PL LXII.).
in the adult. The stomach of the embryo narrows as it approaches
the commencement of the spiral-valve intestine, and joins it in
the manner indicated. I have not yet studied my sections through
this region of the embryonic gut.
The bile and umbilical ducts
enter the large intestine as shown.
The rectal gland and cloacal
aperture are well-marked.
Dorsal to the gut, and extending from the cloaca to near the
anterior extremity of the body-cavity, lie the two rows of metamerically-arranged kidney-tubules, beautifully distinct in the
actual specimen, but which I have not been able to show very
well in fig. 22, their position alone being indicated.
The tubules open into the kidney-ducts, which extend more
anteriorly, suddenly diverging from the median line as they do so.
Situated internally to the rows of kidney-tubes are the two thin
genital ridges, extending from the level of the anterior kidneytubules half-way to the cloaca.
Sections through the posterior caudal i-egion of the embryo and
adult distinctly show a blood-vessel of considerable size lying at
the base of the neural spine of the vertebra, i. e. just above the
nerve-cord (text-fig. 138). This vessel, which in the sections contains numerous blood-corpuscles, is apparently a vein.
Towards

—

—

;

;

—

;
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the base of the tail, i. e. towards the cloaca, this supi'a-neural vein
breaks up first into two smaller veins situated to the side of bvit
still above the nerve-cord, and still more anteriorly into a number
of very small veins which soon become lost between the constitvient
masses of the myotomes. In the adult the vein (which is very
obvious) lies immediately ventral to the elastic ligament mentioned above in the embryo examined this ligament was not at
that stage developed (fig. 8, PI. LVIII., represents a section
;

Text-fie-.

138

Centrophorus calceus.
of section of posterior caudal vertebra, showing position of tlie
supra-nenral vein (S-V.); E.L., elastic ligament.

Diagram

through an anterior caudal vertebra, hence the supra-neural vein
The formation of this supra-neural vein by
is not shown there).
the fusion of numei'ous latei'al veins is a forcible illustration of
the production of median vessels by flexion of the body which I
have elsew^here insisted upon. I have not been able to discover
a similar supra-neural vein in the Common Dogfish, and apparently
there was not one present in a lai-ge specimen of EcMnorMniis
'^'^

spinos'us

which was examined

foi-

me

at

Plymouth.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LVII.
Centrojthorus calceus.
Fig.

1,

Cloacal resjion. L.A.P., left abdominal pore OD., oviduct R., rectum
R.A., opening of rectum into cloaca ; R.A.P., enlarged right abdominal
U.P., urinary
pore R.G., rectal gland R.O.A., right oviducal aperture
;

;

;

;

;

;

papilla.
2.

Scales

from dorsal and ventral surfaces of body.

B.P., basal plate;

T.S., tritid spine.
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The

alimeiitaiy tract and associated glands.
A, B, C, D, E, parts of
pancreas; B.D., bile-duct with arteries and veins; C.A., cujliac artery;
CAR., cardiac portion of stomach DUO., duodenum H.V., hepatic vein
L.M., lieno-mesenteric artery PY., p,yloric portion of stomach S. 1, large
spleen; S. 2, small spleen; S.V.I., spiral-valve intestine; V., ventricle;
VE., vein running from middle lobe of pancreas to bile-duct. (For other
;

;

;

;

;

letters, see text.)

3 a. Pancreas viewed from other side.

Plate LVIII.
Fig.

4.

Centrophorus calceus.
The afferent arches. The ventricle has been turned forward somewhat to
expose the sinus venosus. D.C, opening of the Cuvierian duct into the
sinus venosus
H., opening of hepatic vein into sinus venosus ; L.F.,
;

labial folds; S., subclavian vein
S.A., sinu-auricular aj)erture.
efferent arches.
C.C., common carotid; F].C., external
;

5.

The

carotid;

I.e., internal carotid; S., spiracular cleft.
(3.

Suspensorial apparatus of jaws. CH., cerato-hyal ; H.Y., hyomandibular
L.C., three labial cartilages of right side L.J., lower jaw L.P., large
process in connection with upper jaw (well seen in fig. 16, P.)
L. 1, ligament connecting hyomandibular to upper jaw
L. 2, large ligament
connecting hj'omandibular to lower jaw L. 3, ligament connecting upper
and lower jaws; M., muscle in connection with two upper labial
cartilages P.O., three pre-spiracular cartilages in anterior wall of spiracular
;

;

;

;

;

;

cleft
7.

8.

;

S.C., spiracular cleft.

Trunk-vertebraj in intra- and inter- vertebral section and in side-view.
E.L., elastic ligament.
Anterior caudal vertebra in intra-vertebral section. A.M., attached muscle;
A.P.N., aperture for spinal nerve; C, calcified region; C.A., caudal
artery C.V., caudal vein E.L., elastic ligament.
;

;

Plate LIX.
CeiitropJiorus calceus.

Fig.

9.

Skeleton of the anterior dorsal

fin.

10. Skeleton of the posterior dorsal

and caudal

fins.

B., basal cartilage;
11. Dorsal aspect of the skeleton of the right pectoral fin.
C, ceratotrichia attached to bases of D.R. ; C.P., articular process ot
pectoral girdle ; D.R., distal radialia P.R., proximal radialia.
B., basal cartilage ;
12. Ventral view of the skeleton of the right pelvic fin.
P.P., articular process of pelvic girdle.
;

PlATE LX.
CentropJiorus calceus.
C.U., common ureter; D.A., dorsal aorta; J.U.
K., kidney ; K.A., anterior extremity of kidney
M., myotomes cut across ; P.C.S., position of the
posterior cardinal sinus (peritoneum removed) ; S.D., ducts openino- into
ureter from kidney ; U.O., ureter opening on urinary papilla (bisected) in
cloacal cavity.
14. Dissection of the 9th and 10th cranial, occipito-spinal, and brachio-spinal
B.P., brachial plexus; D.B.X., small branches from L.L.B.X.
nerves.
supplying dorsal muscles ; L.L.B.X., lateral-line branch of vao-us
M.L.J., branches of occipito-spinal nerves to muscles of lower jawS.C., spiracular cleft; V.B.X., visceral branch of vagus.
15. Dissection of the brain and cranial nerves viewed from the dorsal surface.
A.V., aquaiductus vestibuli of ear; A.V.C., anterior vertical canal of ear
H.C., horizontal canal of ear ; L.L.B.X., lateral-line branch of the va"-us
O.C, olfactory capsiile; P., large process attached to upper jaw; P.V.C.'
posterior vertical canal of ear; U., utriculus of ear; V.B.X., visceral branch
of vagus; X., vagus nerve.

Fig. 13.

The urinary system.
junction of ureters
K.D., kidnej^-duct

;

;

•

•

PXATE LXI.
Centroplwrus calceus.
Fig. 16. Dissection of the cranial nerves in the left orbital region.
vessel running parallel with the inferior rectus muscle;

B.V. bloodCM.,' cavity
17); C.T.VIL, chorda tympani of facialis;
E.M.VII., external mandibular of facialis; EX.C, anterior branch of

lodging muscle (M.2 in

fig.

;;
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extonial ravotid ]<]X.I\., external rectus muscle ; HY.VII., lijoiiiandibular
of facialis; I NT.]!., internal rectus muscle; I.M.V., inferior maxillary of
trigeminus I.li., interior rectus muscle MN.V., mandibular of trigeminus
M. 3, muscle in connection with jaw in floor of orbit; O.PA'II., opbtbalniicus profundus of facialis; O.S.VII., ophthalmicus superticialis of
facialis; 0. V. & Vll., ophthalmic branches of trigeminus and facialis;
P., large process attached to upper jaw; PS. VII., pre-spiracular of
facialis; P.\'1I., jialatine (?) of facialis; S.M.V., superior maxillary of
trigeminus S.O., superior oblique muscle; S.K., superior rectus muscle;
oltaclorius;
1.,
11.
opticus; III., oculo-motorius
IV., trochlearis
V.L., small branch from superior maxillary of trigeminus VI., abducens ;
VII. & v., three roots of facialis and trigeminus; VIII., auditorius.
Fig. 17. Dissection of the cranial nerves in the right orbital region.
Three rectus
muscles removed. Most rei'erence-letters same as in fig. 16. G., ganglion
M. 1, M. 2, large muscles in connection with jaws MV., small branches
of trigeminus to jaw -muscles.
18. P'emale genitalia.
M., mesentery; 0., median oviducal aperture; OD.A.,
anterior part of oviduct
OU.G., oviducal gland ; OD.M., middle (uterine)
portion of oviduct; OD.P., thick-walled posterior portion of oviduct;
OV., ovary.
19. Anterior arteries supplying the oviduct.
B., coagulated blood in posterior
cardinal sinus ; I). A., dorsal aorta.
:

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

Plate LXII.
Cmitrojjltorus calcetis.

Fig. 20. Ventral, dorsal, and lateral views of an embryo.
21. Alimentary tract of embryo.
B.D., bile-duct; C.A., cloacal aperture;
J., mass covering junction of large intestine with stomach ; L.I., large
intestine; E.G., rectal gland; S., stomach ; U., umbilical duct; V., ventricle of heart.
C.A., cloacal aperture: G., gonads; P.D.,
22. Urinogenitalia of embryo.
pronephric duct; T., metamerically-arranged tubules of kidney.
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(Text-figm^e 139.)
Literatitre relating to the " renal-portal system " is of small
extent and, so far as I am aware, a recent consideration of the
subject does not exist.
It is doubtful if any physiologist at the
present time holds a definite opinion as to the function of this
association of kidney and vein, and, though it is universally
termed a " portal " system, few realise the absurdities involved by
such a supposition. It is in order to expose these absurdities and
to suggest what is to my mind a more rational interpretation of
this very general feature of vertebrate anatomy that I have
ventured, without biinging forward any new facts, to publish the
following lines.
In what follows I have for consistency's sake i-eplaced the terms
" renal portal system " and " renal- portal vein " by " renal cardinal
mesh work " and " post-renal vein " (expressions not associated
with a theory), and I will proceed to justify this change of nomenclature by first stating as briefly as possible the arguments adverse

'•
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to tJae portal theoiy of the renal cardinal mesliwork
necessary preliminary for the suggestions to follow.

—a

veiy

Theoretical Objections to the Portal Theory of the Renal
Carclin al Meshwork.

Attributing a portal function to the renal cardinal meshwork
ordinarily implies that the kidney substance eliminates from the
venoits blood circulating through its sinuses a (nitrogenous)
It also follows from
product which is excretory* in nature.
this supposition that those animals which have a " renal-portal
system " possess a considerable advantage over animals which
have not, since obviously in the former a far larger proportion of
the blood passes through the kidney (the " portal " kidney being
" supplied " from both an arterial and a venous source), and hence

Assuming then the
there exist greater facilities for excretion.
hypothesis to be valid, we may reasonably expect to discover that
H " renal- portal system " exists in all those animals which manifest
the greatest activity, since, activity being coextensive with the
amount of excretory mattei- produced, they need it most. Orga,ns
in general are best' developed, i. e. most efficient in their mode of
function, in those animals where they are most required, and an
excretory renal-portal system being undeniably an improvement
on the non-portal kidney, this should conform to the general rule.
The expectation however is not justified by the facts on the con:

find that in general the more active the animal the less
In the relatively inactive
developed is the " renal-portal system "
cold-blooded Pisces, Amphibia and Reptilia, the " renal -portal
system" attains its maximum of development, whereas in the
active hot-blooded Aves and Mammalia it is either reduced or
trary,

we

!

And this same irrelation between activity of the anim<d
absent.
and the presence of the renal cardinal meshwork can also he
observed in more special cases e. g., the caudal vein forms a conspicuous renal meshwork in Pleuronectidse, but does not form one
indeed the degree to which the
at all in the Perch and Salmon
:

;

renal cardinal

meshwork is developed in Teleosts (and other groups)

extremely variable. Thus, apart from other considerations to
be adduced, it follows solely from the general rule just mentioned
that the renal cardinal meshwork is probably not portal iu
is

function.

Evidence of a more special character tends to the same conclusion.
all other organs, conforms to another general law,

The kidney, like

that size is proportional to work done. It is well known for
example that excision of one of the kidneys causes the companion
organ to enlarge considerably owing to the additional activity thus
deputed to it, and it is equally well known that the most active
viz.,

animals possess the largest kidneys relatively to the
* The foUowina: arguments

equall}- applj'

secretion (like that of the thyroid gland,

e.

size of

on the supposition that the product is a
g.) which is subsequently added to the

Wood.
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Fi'om these facts it is evident that if, according to the
body.
views now held, the " renal-portal system possesses an excretoiy
function, then the kidney through the substance of which the
post-renal vein " ramifies " ought to be considerably larger than
one not so characterised on account of the larger blood-supply
especially will this difference in size be conspicuous when two such
differently-constituted kidneys exist in the same animal, since in
this case one kidney has the portal functions of two kidneys to
perform. But, again, the expectation is not justified by the facts,
as is for instance conspicuously shown by renal-portal vein abnormalities found in the Frog and described by Shore (7) and
myself (10). These abnormalities in short consisted of the entire
absence of a •' renal -portal system" on one side of the animal, i. e.,
the kidney of one side was obviously supplied by the renal arteries
alone, and not, as usually appears to be the case, by the post-renal
vein as well, and yet, notwithstanding this, the two kidneys in
these abnormal frogs were in evei-y case equal in size a fact
easily intelligible on the supposition that the arterial supply of
the kidney alone is concerned with excietion, but on no other
'"'

;

:

supposition.
third line of argument yields evidence equally as conclusive
The almost univei-sally adopted assumption
as the two foregoing.
as to the portal nature of the renal cardinal meshwork is doubtless
based upon the belief that the post-renal veins form capillaries
in the substance of the kidneys in the same manner as the

A

hepatic-portal in the liver, this belief being supported by the
But recent investigation
superficial aspect of the adult structure.
into the mode of development of the renal cardinal meshwoi-k

Shore (6, 9) has shown
altogether disproves this svipposition.
that a radical difference of origin obtains "between the sinus-like
system of the mesonephros and that of the liver." Briefly stated,
" the former is the result of the penetration of the nephridia into
the cardinal vein, whilst in the liver there take place irruptions,
as it were, of capillary blood-vessels from the vitelline vein into
the solid mass of proliferated hypoblast." " The liver is originally
a solid mass of cells which has become fenestrated by blood-vessels,
and thus divided into a network of anastomosing cylinders," and
" the peculiarities of the liver in different types [of animals, active
;i,nd inactive] depend upon the extent to which blood-vessels have
penetrated and subdivided it." That is to say, in the case of the
true portal system of the liver, in which the venous blood discharges
certain of its contents into the hepatic substance, the blood-vessels
on the
actively find their way to all parts of the secreting mass
other hand, in the case of the pseudo-portal system of the mesonephros or " metanephros as the case may be, the blood- A^essels take
no such active part on the contrary, the cavity of the venous sinus
itself becomes encroached upon by the growth of the kidney siibstance.
In the one instance in which we knoiv that certain substances are
extracted from the blood, the blood-vessels take an active part iu
penetration ii; tiie other, in which it is (illogically) assumed that
;

"'

:

;
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organ through which the blood-vessels
the active agent*. Surel}^ such a reversal of activities
cannot be ignored
And, confirmatory of this distinction between
the hepatic capillaries and most of those so-called of the kidney,
Hyrtl (2) t points out in the case of the " renal-portal system "
of the Frog that the venous connections betAveen the post-renal
veins on the dorsal surface, and the renal veins on the ventral
surface of the kidney, are so large that they can scarcely be called
capillaries.
If we assume, as we logically must, that a given
function will, under similar conditions, always be performed in
the same manner, then, on this present account alone, the obvious
inference is that the "sinus-like system" forming the connection
between the postei-ior cardinal and postrenal veins has nothing
whatevei- to do with the elimination of excretoiy matter from the
blood, and this conclusion harmonises with the arguments already
advanced.
Another objection may be urged. In the case of the hepaticportal system, e. (/., it is significant that there does not exist a
single instance throughout the vertebrate series of a by-path b}'
which the blood flowing forwards in the portal vein can evade
the passage through the livei' substance
and it is evident that
this persistence in one course is explicable solely on the supposition
that it thereby serves an important physiological purpose, namely,
the elimination of food- products from the blood in other words
exci'etion takes place, the

pass

is

!

;

;

* Dv. Arthur Keith has kindly called my attention to a paper on " The Question
of Sinusoids," by F. T. Lewis (Anat. Anzeig. August, 1904) in which the assertion
of this radical difference of origin of the respective vascular supplies of the liver and
" portal " kidney is denied. Not having investigated the subject myself I cannot
give a definite opinion (though, apart from other reasons, I cannot fail to be biassed
in favour of Shore, -whose paper is as lucid as that of Lewis is obscure), but will
content myself with the following suggestions. The " portal " kidney, which alone
has a sinusoidal blood-supply, owes this peculiarity, as I have shown in detail below,
solely to the facts that it is always well developed and therefore of considerable bulk,
and that it originates in the neighbourhood of a vein, on the lumen of which it encroaches
as growth proceeds. In the Common Herring e. g., only that portion of the left
kidney which, rising dorsally from the posterior limit of the body-cavity, comes into
contact with the left posterior cardinal, forms a small renal cardinal meshwork ; in
other words, there is no " renal-portal system " in the posterior part of the kidney.
No renal cardinal meshwork at all exists in connection with the right kidney which
does not coincide in position with the more medianly situated right posterior
cardinal.
This individual instance well illi^strates the fact that the sinusoidal circulation of the kidney, when it occurs, is solely due to contact with a vein.
Compare
now the case of the liver, according to Lewis. Here there is no restriction of the
sinusoidal circulation to the region of contact between liver and vein ; on the contrarj',
the venous circulation iinds its way to eveiy part of the massive organ-^the blood is
the active element. I have also on p. 891 indicated another difference, histological
in character, between the vascular supplies of the' liver and " portal " kidney.
But even assuming that Lewis is right in his statement that the vascular supplies
of the liver and " portal " kidnej' originate in the same waj', it does not in the least
theory as to the raison d'etre of the " renal-portal system,"
affect the validitj'' of
since he also states that the vascular supply of the myocardium is sinusoidal, and
this is certainly not developed in connection with an excretory or portal function, and
what is true of the myocardium aiay be true of the kidnej'.
Dr. Shore writes to me, in reference to Lewis's paper, that " he does not see any
reason to alter the opinion he had previously arrived at. The development of the
venous sinuses in the li\'er is certainly that of a penetration of blood-tubes into the

my

hypoblast mass."
t See also footnote on

p. 891.
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the portal blood contains a substance to ))e eliminated, and it does
not seek to escape a process of depuration so needful for tlie
maintenance of animal life. The same fact is illustrated elsewhere
in the vertebrate body, as e. g. in the gills of fishes and lungs of
Amniota. Now the present argument may best be presented in
the form of the following question how is it, if the renal cardinal
meshwork be, as it is usually supposed to be, excretory in nature,
that a large pi-oportion of the venous blood returning from the
posterior portions of the body, nearly always adopts, in the case
of animals possessing a well-marked meshwork, an altei-native
direction of flow in returning to the heart, thus to a large extent
rendering the meshwork useless? If the renal cardinal meshwork exists for the purpose of purifying the venous blood, how is
it that in most cases half or more than half of the blood takes
the opportunity of evading the process*. To realise this fact
(wholly unexplainable on the portal theory) it is only necessary
to call to mind the large epigastric veins of Amphibia and
Reptilia and the coccygeo-mesenteric of Birds, which evidently
carry back to the heart a very considerable portion of the venous
blood from the posterior parts of the body, which otherwise would
The same
be compelled to traverse the kidney substance.
phenomenon is observable in most Teleosts, where usually one
posterior cardinal alone (the left) is involved in the formation of
the renal cardinal meshwork, and where in every such case this
cardinal " shows a tendency to become reduced " (Wiedersheim),
the greater portion of the blood passing direct to the heart
through the swollen and medianly situated posteiior cai'dinal
whose lumen is not obstructed. Again, " in a few osseous fishes,
as the Shad, some of the caudal branches of the vertebral system
of veins anastomose toith the veins of the rectum, and thus form
part of the roots of the portal system " (Owen) these anastomoses
''representing a commencement of the anterior abdominal or
epigastric vein of higher types " (Balfour).
Finally, it may be urged as an objection of some importance,
that the renal cardinal meshwork diflfers from a capillarisation such
that of the true portal system of the liver in the facts that the
walls of the larger veins forming the renal meshwork possess no
muscular tissue t and are not supplied with vaso-motor nerves,
the larger branches of the portal vein, on the other hand, being
:

;

* I maj' here add yet another objection to the supposition tliat the renal cardinal
is portal in function, and this is that the needlessness of such an
additional supply of venous blood to the kidneys in the Ichthyopsida and Sauropsida
is sufficiently demonstrated by the fact that only a portion of the blood in the
The possible
dorsal aorta itself enters the kidney substance and not the whole.
reply that the whole of the dorsal aorta could not ramify through the kidney
because such a capillarisation would destroy the forcible flow of blood to the hindlimbs and tail, may be met by the fact that the blood propelled from the heart does

meshwork

in all fishes first traverse the capillaries of the gill-filaments before entering the
dorsal aorta to supply the locomotor tail, and what is possible in the case of the
tail of fishes is possible for the hind-limbs and tails of animals (certainly in
Amphibia, Reptilia, and Aves) possessing a renal meshwork.
"
t Each kidney tubule being alone invested by an accurately-fitting layer of the
flattened epithelial lining of the vein" (Shore, 6).
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well supplied with both the obvious inference being that the
blood is not required to traverse the substance of the organ in the
former case and so, as we have seen, it adopts an alternative course.
Moreover, " the poi'tal vein supplies a rich capillary anastomosis
round each liver-cell " a feature entirely absent in the case of
the vense renales advehentes of the " portal " kidney. If the
post-renal " ramifies " into the kidney substance like the portal
does into the liver and for the same purpose, surely similar
features should be developed in both cases.
:

—

Exjyerhnental Confirmation.

Since writing these notes and coming to the conclusion on
purely theoretical gi^ounds that the renal cardinal meshwork does
not exist for the purpose of eliminating excretory substances from
the blood, I have met. with strong confirmation of this conclusion
in the shape of results deiived from physiological experiments
on the amphibian kidney. It has been definitely proved, by the
researches of Nussbaum (5) and Beddard (1), that ligature of the
renal arteries in a fi-og entirely cuts ofi:" the circulation through
the glomeruli of the kidney, and that this ligature, without
interfering

toith

the

renal-j)ortal

circulation^

is

immediately

by an absolute cessation in the exci'etion of substances
normally eliminated by the kidney urine, sugar, and peptone *.
Further, the same two investigators also, found by numerous

followed

experiments that

—

it

is

impossible to inject the glomeruli either

—

from the post-renal vein or from the post-caval " it is no move
possible to inject a glomerulus backwards froin the renal vein in
a frog than in a mammal " (Beddard) which again shows that
the blood in the post-renal vein takes no part in glomerula.icirculation, and7 at the same time, renders it probable, especially

—

when we bear in mind Hyrtl's statement before referred to
regarding the large, diameter of the kidney sinuses, that it also
takes no part in the circidation of the small vasa efFerentia i-ound
the kidney tubules the only other vascular supply to the kidney
elements.
In other words, the blood from the vasa efferentia
If this
flows into the post-renal sinusoids, but not vice versa.
last very probable supposition turns out to be correct t, it is

—

* It must be remembered in tlii-s connection tliat the withboldins of arterial
blood deprives the kidney of oxygen, which is requisite for the due performance of
"It
its functions.
As Starling (' Elements of Human Physiology,' p. 450) says
seems that a certain supply of arterial blood is necessary to the normal life of the
tubular epithelium, since this undergoes fattj' degeneration and desquamates in
consequence of the occlusion of the glomeruli. It is evident that some means must
be devised of repeating these experiments while ensuring an adequate supply of
oxygen to the tubular epithelium " in other words, the venous blood in the postrenal must be artificially oxidised before being allowed to enter the kidney, if wo
wish to obtain absolutely trustworthy results. However, the results so far obtained
tend to confirm the obvious corollary from the above-stated conclusion, viz., that
the artificial oxidation of the venous blood in the post-renal would not lead to
:

—

;

different results.

f Since writing this sentence I have met with the following passage and statements contained in a paper on the " Caracteres lymphatiques de certaines veines
chez quelques Squales," by M. L. Vialleton (C. R. Hebdom. des Seances de la Soc.
Biol. Paris, tome liv. 1902).
The venous sinusoids in the "portal" kidneys of the

—
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evident that the " portal " kidney will resemble in all respects
the kidney of Mammalia, and the kidney of the Yertebrata
generally will thns be proved, to be identical in structure and
Finally, Prof. Stai-ling informs me that
function throughout *.
it has been experimentally proved that ligature of the post- renal
and dorso-lumbar veins in a living animal does not interfei^e
appreciably with the normal excretion of the kidneys t which
fact I think by itself sufficiently confirms the conclusion 1 had
previously arrived at on theoretical grounds.

—

The Nature of the Renal Cardinal Meshwork.
Accepting then as valid, as I think we must do, the conclusion
that the renal cardinal meshwork is not excretory in nature, it is
evident that the question as to the origin and significance of this
structure still remains to be ansAvered.
What, then, is a possible
cause of the formation of the renal meshwork in the vast majority
of the lower vertebrata ?
It must first be i^emarked as a most significant fact that the
successively posterior developments of the kidney in the phylogeny
and ontogeny of vertebrates (the pronephros, mesonephi-os, and
metanephros) follow the path of the veins of the body posteriorlythe kidney elements select the actual path of the veins as a site
Thus the pronephiic tubules form a renal
for their development.
cardinal meshwork in connection with the anterior portions of the
posterior cardinal veins, and are in consequence situated some
the mesonephroi, with the
distance from the median line
posterior cardinals, approach the median line of the animal the
more posteriorly they are situated, and the metanephroi (except
in mammals) are similarly placed still more in apposition with the
vertebral column, since they are still nearer the junction of the
posterior cardinals to form the caudal vein.
Thus it cannot be
doubted but that the kidney develops in most cases in connection
with the vein as if for a purpose, but since we cannot assume
that the position of an organ in the body is determined by the
desirability of that position^ a teleological mode of argument too
often employed we must believe that the coelomic epithelium
(or the kidney-forming substance above it) has, in the vicinity of
;

—

—

8qualida3 examined by M.Vialleton are, as he says, " fort irregulieres, elles presenteiit
dilatations considerables alternant avec des r^trecissements marques, et des
Leurs parois, d'une minceur extreme,
bosselures laterales terminees en cnl-de-sac.
)ie possedent pas de fibres musculaires de sorte que, suv les coupes, on dirait do
."
simples lacunes creusees dans le tissu conjunctif, etlimitees par nn endothelium .
He further states that there are two sets of " capillaries " in the hidney suhstance,
one of which consists of very small vessels which soon enter into the second set
ivhich, on the other hand, consists of the system of largely developed sinusoids
connecting .Jacobson's veins with the interrenal the renal cardinal meshwork.
I think this statement by an impartial observer converts my "very probable
supposition " into a certainty.
* See footnote on p. 895.
f See Gurwitsch, Pfiiiger's Arcliiv, vol. xei. p, 71 et seq., 1902. Prof. Starlingsays that the diminution in excretion of urine obtained by Gurwitsch is to be
regarded as due to the conditions of the operation merely.
<les

.

—
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kiduey elements
sliowing- that the vascular supply of the
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throughout the vertebrate series.

is

identical

amphibian kidney. II illustrates the actual
I illustrates the portal theory o£ the
Ill illustrates the plan of conplan of cons ruction of the amphibian kidney.
afferent glomerular capillary;
struction of the mammalian kidney.^A.G.C,
i-ound urinary tubule;
afferent tubular capillary ; C.U.T.,capillarisation
efferent tubular capillary;
E.G.C, efferent glomerular capillary; E.T.C.
"renal-portal vem
o-lomerulus; P.V.C, posterior vena cava; R.P.V.,
renal vem.
(post-renal); R.S., renal sinusoids ; E.V.,

A TC
G

of developing into the kidney than in
this should be the case may perhaps be
other places
stage of growth
explained as follows the walls of the veins, at the
developed, are exceedingly
of the embryo when the kidneys become
merely a unilammar epithin, consisting in the Frog, e. g., of
veins are easily
thelium and "it is on this account that the

a vein, a better chance

Why
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iuvaginable by structures adjacent to them e. g., in the Frog e\'eu
the ureter sinks into the lumen of the posterior cardinal so as
nearly to be completely enclosed (Shore, 6). Now it is evident
that the kidne3's arise in a position where space is extremely
limited, since dorsally and latei-alh' the adjacent space is filled
with closely-packed mesenchymatous tissue, which, as the "urinary
ridges " show, must offer considerable resistance to displacement,
and ventrally the space is bounded by the coelomic epithelium, the
limited distensibility of which must also offer some resistance to
the expansion of the kidney substance in this direction. Hence
the developing kidney, especially if it attains to at all considerable
dimensions *, is subject to pressure and the obvious inference is
that if there exists in the near neighboui-hood of the kidney a
space which permits of invasion, then the kidney substance, i. e.
the tubules, will tend to occupy this space, i. e. the venous sinus, as
that offering the least resistance to expansion. The kidney develops
in the position of the veins simply because there here exists
more space for the growth of the renal substance than elsewhere.
There is nothing new in the facts just stated. It is imquestionable that the w^alls of the embryonic veins are exceedingly thin
and invaginable it is evident that the kidney during its development must and does exert pressure on surrounding structures,
and it is well established that the renal tubules do invaginate the
walls of the large venous sinus, transforming the simple lumen
All that is new is my coninto a large meshwork of sinusoids t.
tention that the encroachment of the renal tubules on the space
"
the " reiial-porial system
originally occupied by the venous sinus
is simply due to the expansion of the grotving kidney in the
direction of least resistance, and is not in any way concerned, as
already proved, with excretion. The renal cardinal meshwork is,
on this hypothesis, a purely mechanical and functionless pi'oduct,
and this supposition is congruous with all the known facts of the
embryology and physiology of the vertebrate kidney.
It is impossible to here review the vaiious conditions of the
renal cardinal mesliAvork to be found in the vertebrate series I
can merely state that in all cases a renal cardinal meshwork will
be found to occur whenever the kidneys are well developed and
are able to be situated in the vicinity of the vezious channels
In a few instances
(impossible in the case of Mammalia, e. g.).
{Geratodus) the meshwork appears to be formed in connection
rather with the iliac veins which join the posterior cardinals
(renal-portals) than with these latter, but this is of course only
an additional illustration of my contention.
;

;

;

—

—

;

* In the Cj^clostomes, many Teleosts, and some Elasmobranchs {Acanthias vulgaris, Centrophorus calceus, and others), the kidney does not attain to considerable
dimensions, and this is probably the reason for the absence of the renal cardinal
meshwork in these forms.
f As Shore (6) says, the kidney tubules invade the venous lumen adjacent to
them, giving this a "sinus-like character, the nephridia having grown into it,
invaginatiiig its wall as a reflection over themselves, so subdividing it into a network
of irregular channels,"

"
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A discussion concerning the

renal cardinal meshwork would be
incomplete without a reference to the conspicuous non-" portal"
condition of the kidney found in mammals.
The mesonephros
of mammalian embryology forms a renal cardinal meshwork
identical with that found in lower A'ertebrata, but with the
develojament of the mammalian metanephros, with its extreme
concentration of the kidney substance and a-median position
(being situated externally to the transverse processes of the
vertebrse), the kidney of the adult mammal loses all connection
with the post-caval vein from the "portal" standpoint and is
solely supplied with blood by the renal artery *. The two features
just noted as characteristic of the mammalian kidney probably
account for the absence of the renal cardinal meshwork. Concentration of the kidney substance means a groujaing together of
the kidney tubules laigely in the dorso-venti'al direction, and a
corresponding shortening in longitudinal extension
in other
words, the ai-ea of attachment of the kidney becomes more
restricted, and hence there must necessarily be less tendency to
encroach upon the venous channels.
Indeed, in the higher
mammals, the kidneys are only prevented from sharing the
transposition of the testes (11) by means of a " circumambient
development of areolar tissue which usually contains much fat,"
and is especially developed in connection with this tendency to
displacement f.
That is to say, besides having no adjacent
postei*ior cai-dinals upon which to encroach, the kidneys in the
higher mammals are, as it were, shaken clear of all surrounding
structures.
As Owen remarks, the mammalian kidne^ys " have a
;

more compact and
system

is

definite

more exclusively

form than in

their

own "

birds, an.d their vascular

J.

* It is evideutlj' not true, as Johnson (3) alleged, that the kidnej' of
possessing no " portal " sj'stem, has a propoi'tionately large artery to

Mammalia,

supply the
supposed deficiency.
" Maintenance of the position of the kidney is chiefly dependent upon the integrity
t
If we take those cases in which the
of the connective-tissue investment
kidney was lowest down, we find chest diseases prominent accompaniments."
Dr. C. Addison in Proc. Anat. Soc. Gt. Brit. & Ireland, May, 1904. 1 should like
to add here in connection with my paper on the phylogeuetic cause of the transi:)Osition of the mammalian testes, published in 1903, that, despite its crudity in
several parts, I am not aware that a better idea on the subject has since been
suggested.
I certainly cannot credit Dr. Keith's hypothesis, e. g. (' Human
Embryology and Morphology,' 2nd ed. p. 156), because, to sujDply two obvious
reasons only, intratesticular pressure is probablj' as great as intraabdominal pressure,
and the testes in the lower mammals are not shut otf from the abdominal cavitj'' and
in the active birds do not descend at all.
X This and the above statements supply a full answer to the question raised by
Minot (" On the Veins of the Wolffian Bodies in the Pig," in Proc. Boston Soc.
Nat. Hist. vol. x. 1898), as to the possible phylogenetic significance of the difference
obtaining between the sinus-like character of the channels permeating the mesonephros and the true capillarisation of the " metanephros " of the higher vertebrata.
As Minot says, " in the [mammalian metanephros the intertubular vessels are true
capillaries and not sinuses," and the arguments I have above adduced show why
There is no breach of genetic continuity as Minot suggests the
this should, be so.
non-portal " metanephros " is not a " new " organ, but simply a posterior development
of a mesonephros which has not encroached upon a venous sinus.
J

—
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It is also exceedingly probable that the completely median
position of the primitive posterior cardinals in the region of the
kidneys in mammals, is due to the absence of encroachment upon
the lumen of the veins by the kidneys.

Recapitulation

To

and Conclusion.

In view of the fact that
the supply of arterial blood to the kidneys is only partial and
does not involve the whole aorta (the inference from this being
that a venous supply is unnecessary), and of the further facts that
the renal cardinal meshwoi'k is not found in those animals which
most requii'e it, and that in those animals in which it is found at
seeing that when the
least half the blood avoids its passage
meshwork is absent there is no diminution in volume of the
kidney, and that the meshwork is radically different in regard to
its mode of origin as compared with the true portal system of the
seeing that the venous " portal capillaries " of the kidney
liver
are too large to be pi'operly denoted by that term, and that, un"
like the hepatic-portal system, the walls of the kidney " capillaries
is
there
contain no muscles and are devoid of a nervous supply,
every reason to believe on a priori grounds that the renal cardinal
A posteriori evidence in
mesliAvork is not excretory in nature.
confirmation of this conclusion has also been supplied, as we have
seen, by the results of certain physiological experiments, some of
which, though not conducted in as satisfactory a manner as could
be wished from the present standpoint, yet were probably
suliiciently well performed to justify reference to them.
If the renal cardinal meshwork is thus not excretoiy in nature,
then, it being extremely imjjrobable that the meshw^ork possesses
some other function, it follows that the association of the kidney
and vein is probably functionless. If functionless, it is on this
account certain that the meshwork is accidental in origin a byproduct having no relation to the animal economy and I have
In short, I
supplied a certain amount of evidence to this effect.
have endeavoured to show that the renal cardinal meshwork is
simply an instance of the extension of a growing organ in the
direction of least resistance in other w^ords, a mechanical product
bearing no direct relation to the physiological needs of the animal.
In conclusion I wish to express my indebtedness to Dr. Ridewood,
who very kindly read throiigh the manuscript and offered several
suggestions, and to Professor Starling, who kindly assisted me in
connection with the literature of the subject.
recapitulate the entire

argument

:

;

;

—

—

;

Appendix.

On the Production of Pelvic Veins;
communicatio7i bettceen the

i. e.,

iliac

an additional sub-abdominal
and caudal veins and the

heart.

Several reasons have been given in the paper referred to in the
text (10) to account foi' the return to the heart of the venous

]

blood from tho

no
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liDihs iind

tji,il

in

tl)(j

Miu]-dorsal cliannel, bvit

yet Iteeu offered to account for the fact
that in the majority of the Jclithyopsida, and 8au]T)]),sid:i,, part of
the venous blood derived from the jiforenamed regions ;i,dopts a
mid-ventral coui'se in its pfissiige to the heart.
What is the
exj)lanation of tlie ))roduction of j^elvic veins ?
cannot suppose
that the blood from tlie limlis is tlius in part deviated from the
primitive mid-dorsal course merely in f)rdertopass into tlie poi'tal
system of the liver, since the absence of any such feature in most
Fishes and in all Mamma,lia effectujilly negatives any such idea*.
Owen indeed elaborated an ingenuous tlujugh somewhat fragile
hypothesis which supported this idea, Ijut, as he liimself admitted,
it was of little value and solely apj)ertainetl to the coccygeomesenteric of bii-ds and not indeed always to that t.
In my opinion, a possiVjle sohition to this problem lies in the
fa,ct that the adoption of a. mid-vonitral way of i-etimi by a large
j)roportion of the venous ?;]ood is in all cases (save, and for the
reason below stated, Chelonia, and |if)-ha|)S Apteryx and other
llatit;e, in which there exists little or no mesfiwork) corj'elated
fidl explfiiiation hiis

We

*

vvitli tljis ijidiit that ''tlic iiiiiistoiiio.sis f)t' tlu; jjolvic
(•(iiivcyiiif;' cddiukih vcuous Idooil into tho liver, {^•rifs to
vcnn' jiorta; does not n-tjuire any jjeculiar preparation
liy circulation in tlie Kjileeii or otlicr viscera to fit it tor tlie secretion of bile."
If
theory is correct, it would seuiii tliat this is no proof.
t Since this ingenuous theory of Owen is, so far as I know, the only one hitherto
])ro])ounded to account for the jtrescnce of epigastric veins in Vertelirata, it seems
worth vvliile quotintr him fully on the suhject. " 'I'he venous sj'stem of the kidnej's
0\V(.'ii rciiiiivks in cDiiiioctioi)

v<.'iiis, ill

lieiii;^^

tin; iiiciiiis

lirove tliat tlu; lilooil

of

nf

tlie

my

is

so arrang:cd in hirds that tli<! hlood can he distributed either to the ])ortal system
vein, or to the pulmonary system hy the vena cava and rij^ht side

hy the mesenteric

of the heart, according to the do;;ree of rapidity with whicli the i>ulinoiiary or portal
systems of veins are respectively sujijdied, or in other words, accoidinf; to the
activity with which the circulation in each of these systems may he ^^oiiij^ on at two
This disposition has been erroneously su]jp(jsed to indicate
diH'crent periods
tiiat the urine was secreted from the venous hlood in hirds, as in reptiles and fishes ;
hut the end attained hj- the venous anastomoses in question bears a much closer
relation to the peculiar necessities and habit of life of the bird, and, so far as I know
'i'liere is no class of animals in which there may he,
lias not hitherto been cxidaimd.
at anj' two bi'ief and consecutive periods of existence, a greater difference in the
degree of energy and rajjidity with which the respiratory functions are performed
than in hirds. When the bird of prej', for exainph;, stimulated by a hungry and
an (nnjity stomach, soars aloft and sweejjs the air in quest of food, the muscular
energies are then strained to the utmost, the heart beats with the most forcibli; and
rapid contractions to propel the current of blood along the systemic arteries, and th(;
])ulmonary vessels require the greatest possible supply of hlood to serve the heart
with the due quantity of arterialised fluid the digestive system, on the other liand,
is in a state of re]>ose and we may conceive the portal circulation to be at its lowest
Suppose the eagle to be glutted with his quarry and reduced to a state of
ebb.
torpor the animal functions are now at rest, but the organic powers concerned in
the assimilation of the food are in full play, and the portal or hepatic circulation is
But since the same disposition
as active as was the pulmonary a short time before."
of veins occurs in Ajderijx, Owen admits that " the modifications of this part of tin?
venous system were less important than I had lieen led to anticipate in a bird whose
comparatively limited powers of locomotion must he attended with less jjartial and
excessive action of the respiratory system than in birds of flight" ("On the Anatomy
of the Southern Apteryx," Trans. Zool. Soe. vol. ii. 1841).
Moreover, the theory
obviously does not apph' to the similar venous arrangement found in Cerato'lus,
:

;

7\mphibia, and Re])tilia. In mammals, on the other hand, which most resemble
birds in the alternating activity of the respiratory and jjortal systems, a communication between the ])ortal and post-renal \eins does not exist
!
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with a highly developed renal cardinal mesh work: The encroachment of the kidney tubules on the venous lumen necessarily
causes an obstruction to the flow of blood, notwithstanding that
becomes greatly enlarged joari
"the whole cardinal vein
passu with the breaking up of its lumen into sinuses " (Shore, 6) in
its endeavour to maintain a suflicient passage*
and it is the
failure of the enlarged posterior cardinal, in vertebrates above
fishes, to entirely effect this object, owing to the greater bulk and
complexity of the kidneys in these animals, which is, I believe,
the main cause of the adoption by the venous blood of an alter;

native course of flow. In fishes which possess no renal cardinal
meshwork, as e. g. some Selachians, and in those in which it is
not developed to a very great extent, as in most Teleosts and
Selachians, the whole of the venous blood is still able to return
But in Ceratodus
to the heart via the mid-dorsal channel.
(apparently not in Proto2)terus, in which howevei' the hindlimbs are vestigial), which approaches the Amphibia in general
structure, in Amphibia, Reptilia, and most Aves, the renal
cardinal meshwork becomes very much more developed, owing to
the greater size and complexity of the kidney in these higher
forms, and hence, the mid-dorsal channel becoming largely obstructed, the venous blood, particularly that returning from the
limbs in Ceratodus, Amphibia, and Reptilia, has to seek another
That other factors co-operate
course for its passage to the heart.
to produce this mid-ventral channel is possible, and in some cases
probable, but the formation of the renal cardinal meshwork is I
think the chief.
The principal other factor concerned in the production and
persistence of the ventral venous channel is one that has already
been referred to in my previous paper. I have mentioned that
the probable reason for the mid-dorsal route is the fact that in
the majority of cases it is in a more direct line with the large
caudal and iliac veins. Now, if the tail be unimportant and the
form of the body-cavity such as to render the mid-ventral course
as much in line with the posterior veins as the mid-dorsal, then,
even in the absence of a, renal cardinal meshwork, it is possible
for the blood to flow through a pelvic or coccygeo-mesenteric vein
The
as well as, or instead of, through the posterior cardinals.
abnormal distribution of veins in Chelonia and Crocodilia has
already been thus interpreted. In the former group, it is probable
that the original presence of a fully-developed renal meshwork
aided in the production of a sub-abdominal course for the blood,
and that subsequently this course, being well adapted to the
circumstances, led in turn to the dissolution of the meshwork.
* This is evident from the fact that " the cardinal sinus surrounding the nephridial tubules maintains a large size as far back as tlie most posterior nephridium,
where the vessel almost suddenlj- narrows and passes into the thi'ee veins shown."
And again : " At this stage [of the Frog's development] the anterior parts of the
posterior cardinal veins are very large and dilated, and almost surround, as a vascular
network, the pronephros
The posterior parts, however, are more slender "
(Shore. 6).
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coccygeo-inesenteric of Apteryx also (and pei'haps tliat of
other birds) is, in the alxsence of a renal meshwork, similarly to be
interpreted
the blood, owing to the absence of a powerful tail
and the shape and position of the trunk relatively to the ground,
finding the ventral clmnnel as easy of ])assage as tlie dorsal.

—

—I

am indebted to Mr, F. E. Beddiird for kindly
attention to several facts observed by him in ceitain
Lacertilia and Ophidia which at first sight suggest that the
blood-flow in the " renal- portal " and certain abdominal veins is
<lirected posieriorly and not anteiioi-ly, as is genei'aJly assumed.
To settle this point at least for the Frog I performed the following
experiment more for my own satisfaction than because I have
any reason to believe that it has not Ijeen pei'foimed before, as
1 jDithed a frog, destroying both the brain
doubtless it has been.
and spinal cord and then removed as much as possible of the bodywall both ventrally (leaving of course a strip on each side of the
anterior abdominal) and dorsally and of the viscera without injuring any large vessel. I then laid the frog, ventral side upwards
Mild somewhat to one side, on a microscope st;ige powei-fully
illuminated from below, and with fine forceps gently pulled into
the line of reflected light first the anterior abdominal and then
the post-renal. The heart still beating vigorously, the blood could
easily be observed, even under the low power, rushing anteriorly
I rein both the post-renal and the anterior abdominal veins.
peated the experiment several times on the frog and once on the
newt, always with the same resiilt. But the particular modes of
disposition of the posterior veins observed by Mr. Beddard diflfer
from the condition found in the frog, newt, and most amphibia
and reptiles in that the post-renals, instead of wholly emptying
themselves into the kidney-substance, are continued anteriorly
for some distance and apparently terminate by small branches
(resembling factors) in the parietal muscles (see Beddard, " Contributions to the Anatomy of the Lacertilia," P. Z. S. 1904,
vol. ii. p. 15, text-fig. 4; also P. Z. S. 1906, p. 38, text-fig. 10,
In Fygojms le2ndopus,
and P. Z. S. 1906, p. 511, text-fig. 90).
to take a conspicuous example from the first of the papers just
referred to, not only the left post-renal terminates in this manner
(the right terminating as in the frog), but also the two lateral
abdominals two veins arising from the femorals and running
anteriorly and laterally in the body-wall for a short distance in
front of the kidneys and terminating in what ajjpear to be factors.
ISTow I fully admit the possibility (though not the probability)
of the blood flowing posteriorly in the lateial abdominals
and in the anterior prolongation of the left post-renal (this latter
in such a case being comparable to a dorso-lumbar, the blood,
flowing posteriorly and meeting with the anterior blood-flow in
the post-renal proper, being forced into the afierent kidne}^ veins
by the resulting pressure see Shore on an abnormal anterior
prolongation of the "renal-portal" in the Frog, Jour. Anat.
[JSToTE.
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but it seems to me certain that the
Physiol, vol. xxxiv. p. 399)
blood must flow anteriorly in the main portion of the post-renal
and in the anterior abdominal. My reasons are these In the
first place, if the blood-flow in the post-renal is posterior, then
this vein should open into the femoral in a veiy different manner
from what it does, since, as Mr. Beddard figures it, the streams of
blood in the post-renal and femoral would in such a case be in
direct opposition with no adjacent sinuses into which the blood
could be forced .in consequence of the resulting pressure [cf. the
superior and inferior abdominals of the Crayfish among other
Secondly, the inclination of the venfe renales adveinstances).
lientes is, the same as in Rana, on both sides of the body of
Pygojius the infei'ence being that the blood-flow is in the same
Thirdly, if the blood-flow is posterior in
direction as in Rana.
the post-renals of Pygo2nijS, then the vente renales advehentes
must be regarded as factors of the post-renal, and the only source
fi-om which these factors could derive their blood is the arterial
supply of the kidney, whence the obvious question where does
the post-caval obtain its blood fi-om ? the arterial blood of the
kidney being wholly or largel}' abstracted by the factors of the
Fourthly, the supposition that the blood-flow is
post-renals.
posterior in the post-renals is negatived by the small size of the
anterior abdominal vein, into which the blood would, in such a
But extraneous considerations prove
case, have to be poured.
that little weight is to be attached to the sujjposition that because
the post-renals and lateral abdominals terminate anteiiorly by
venules in the muscle-substance, therefoi'e the blood-flow is from
Lewis in the paper before referred
the venules to the main trunk.
to (footnote on p. 889) shows that the contrary is the case in the
the lumen of the vein
siniisoidal system of the myocardium
being broken up by intrusion of the muscle-tissue in the same
manner as the delta system of a river is formed by terrestrial
impediments and the stream of fluid being in the same direction
Further, in the preceding paper on the anatomy
in both cases.
of CentrojjJiorus, I have myself described, in the caudal supraneural, an undoubted case of this splitting-up of a vein in the
parietal muscle*tissue to form a sinusoidal system which is appa;

:

—

:

—

—

rently purely mechanical in origin.]
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F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chan-.

The Secretary exhibited a black-and-white sketch of a young
female Gorilla "(PI. LXIIL), made by Mr. Carton Moore-Park,
R.B.A., F.Z.S., from an animal that had lived for a few weeks in
the Society's Gardens in 1906.
He stated that most of the
published figures of Gorillas appeared to repi'esent more adult

Young Gorillas were much more human, and
animals.
gentle and intelligent than was generally supposed.

more

Mr. H. B. Fantham, B.Sc,
of

" T7-y2Kinosoma"

F.Z.S., exhibited original drawings
hcdbianii (Certes), showing apparent cilia,

which might, however, be only threads of the sheath or undulatingmembrane which had become ruptured. These were first seen in
this organism by M. Fred Vies and himself at RoscofF this summer.
This parasite, which occurs in the crystalline style of the Oyster,
was compared with various Spirilla and Spirochsetes, and its systematic position among the Protista was discussed.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks
upon some examples of the Earthworm {Benhamia johnstoni) from
Mt. Ruwenzori, which had been entrusted to him for study by
Mr. W. R. Ogilvie- Grant.
Mr. J. L. Bonhote, F.Z.S., exhibited one of the innermost
secondaries of the Knot {Tringa canutics) taken from a bird in
his aviaries. The specimen was remarkable from the fact that the
summer feather, instead of being cast at the autumn moult, was
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continuous with the new autumn feather
it did not nievQly
adhere to the tip of this latter, but the shaft was continuous and
the barbs were forming at the proximal extremit}^ the white
tip of the winter feather formed also the light base of the summer
feather.
The summer feather was rather shorter than in the
normal condition, and possibly was not fully grown when the
autximn moult intervened.
;

;

Mr. R. I. Pocock, F.Z.S., Superintendent of the Gardens^
exhibited the rattle formed of modified quills in the tail of a
Porcupine, Hystrix cristata, and pointed out that the organ must
be classed functionally in the same category as the rattle of the
Rattlesnake and the stridulating oi^gans of ^some Scorpions and
large Spiders, that is to say, its use was aposematic. He continued
The behaviour of Porcupines at night when prowling
as follows
a,broad is quite different from that of most nocturnal animals.
Instead of being silent in their movements like the latter, they
seem to make as much noise as possible, rattling their quills and
littering hoarse guttural grunts, both of which sounds can be
heard at a considera,ble distance. Their proximity is also advertised
in another way, namely, by the whiteness of their quills, which
when erected in the characteiistic fan-like manner are quite
conspicuous in the dai-k and enable the obsei-ver to locate the
animal accura.tely, which the crepitation of the quills alone is incapable of doing. Warning or aposematic attributes are characteristic of poisonous or nauseous animaJs which nevertheless may
be readily killed or damaged by the attack of more powerful
animals ignorant of the protective attributes of their prey, and of
the risk of injury they themselves run in attempting to seize it.
Porcupines, in spite of their spiny armature, aie easy to kill on
account of the extreme thinness of the skin which can be torn to
shreds with the greatest facility.
dog trained to the work will
shake one to pieces in a few seconds when he has once taken hold
below or in front of the spiny area, as Mr. Pocock has been informed by Mr. Simons, one of the collectoivs employed in S. Africa
by Col. Sloggett, D.S.O., P.Z.S. This correlation between the
defensive spine armature and the facile destructibility of Porcupines accounts, on the theory of aposemasy, for the advertising
characteristics of the animals.
The same explanation must be extended to the Brush-tailed
Porcupines [Atherura), of Africa and India, which also possess
rattles formed of modified quills on their tails and display a conspicuous white blaze by elevating the spines on the liunbar area
On the other hand, the North-Ameiican Poi^cupine
of the back.
(^Brethizoii), &nd the prehensile-tailed South and Central- Ameiican
species (Goendu), which are without the rattle but have the spines
thickly inteispei'sed with hairs, are known to be procryptically
coloured amougst the branches and foliage of trees. When, however, the aninials are disturbed they raise their spines and become
visible at once by the display of the white or red colour at their
:

—
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bases near the skin.
similar comljination of prociyptic colo]?ation when at rest and of aposematic coloration when distui'bed,
is shown by the large Indian Mygaloid Spider Pcedlotheria and
by many of the Lycosidfe *.
The aboye-mentioned facts and theoiies are based upon obseryations of the Porcupines that haye liyed during the past three
years in the Society's Grardens.

Dr. C. G. Sehgmann. F.Z.S., exhibited two skulls of male
Domestic Sheep, and made the following remarks
The two
heads shown contrast the form of skull of the normal ram of the
Herdwick breed (in which only the males haye horns) and a ram
of the same age and breed castrated in infancy.
The skull of the
castrated sheep or wether is less rugged ancl the bones thinner,
but besides such general differences and the obyious absence of
horns the plane of the os frontis is continued backwards behind
the orbits at a yery obtuse angle. In the skull of the normal ram
the plane of the frontal behind the orbit lies almost at right
angles with the interorbital portion of the bone, the horn-cores
arising from the upper or horizontal area.
Although the skull
generally is thicker in the normal ram than in the wether, this
:

—

alone does not account for the difference in external form, seeing
that the cr-anial cayity presents a corresponding extension in the
frontal region.
It is worth noting that the conformation of the
skull of the castrated animal resembles that of the hornless ewe
of the breed.

The following papers were read
1.

On

Collections of the

made by

Cape Yerde Island Marine Fauna,

M.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (Lend.),
Andrews Uniyersity. July to September

Cyril Crossland.

F.Z.S., o£ St,

1904.

;

The

Ascidia>s"s.

Ha KEY TTiSEMAX.

By Johx

RE^^^^E, D.Sc, and

M.A., B.Sc. Uniyersity of Aberdeen.

[Received October 12, 1906.J

(Plates

LXIT. t LXV.i)

This memoir deals with the Ascidians collected by Mr. Crossland at Cape Verde in the year 1904. Although a fairly abundant
supply of material was secured, it has not proyed particularly
In all, examples of only ten forms were collected,
rich in species.
two of which appear to be new to science.
Xotes regarding
most of the specimens appear to haye been
localities are meagre
obtained at ]Mattiota. St. Vincent Harbour.
;

'

* See Pocock, Ann. Mag. Xat. Hist. (7) iii. p. 84, 1899.
f The expenses of Mr. Crossland's collecting trip wei'e borne by the Carnegie
Trustees.

X For explanation of the Plates
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see p. 910.
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Description of Species.

TUNICATA Lamarck, 1816.
Order I. Ascidiacea Blv. 1827.
Sub-Onler

1.

AscidisB Simplices.

Family HALocYNTiiiiDiE

Yen-ill, 1879.

{Cynthiidoi Savigny, 1816.)
'

Halocynthia rubrilabta

Verrill.

(Plate

LXIV. figs.

1-6

&,

8.)

This species was repi'eseiited by a fair number of specimens,
the external characters of which agree well with previous
descriptions.

conspicuous.
reddish test

The foui'-lobed branchial and atiial apeitui'es ai'e
The avei'age height is 34 mm., width 22 mm. The

is conspicuous only in a few specimens, most appearing
a dull dii'ty white colour. The inner' surface of the test is
smooth and glistening. The mantle is very thin except where the
These are very numerous and
muscular strands are present.
exhibit a regulai- arrangement, the longitudinal bands radiating
excentrically fi'om near the atrial opening (fig. 5) and forming a
network over the branchial sac (fig. 1). Of some interest is the
fact that the tentacles are compound, presenting some degree of
complexity (fig. 2). Van Names specimens fi-om Bermuda were
" simply pinnate .... and of various sizes."
We observed none
The dorsal tubercle
in this species which could be so described.
shows a pair of well-curved horns (fig. 3). The ovary is yellowish
the testes are pale and club-shaped. These glands
in colour
form a double row on both sides of the animal, and in most cases
the serial aiTangement is very noticeable (figs. 4 and 5).
Locality. Attached to bottom of lighter, St. Vincent Harbour.
Formerly I'ecorded from Bermuda, adherent to stones, shells,

of

;

corals, &c.,

common

in shallow water.

Styela partita Stimpson.

(Plate

LXIV.

figs. 7

it;

9.)

From earlier
Several examples of this species wei-e found.
accounts (Veriill, Van Name) it is evidently very vaiiable in all
The Cape Verde examples agi-ee well with Van
parts of its range.
Name's description of Wood's Hole specimens. Mr. Ci-ossland
supplies a note that externally they w^ei-e " yellow on a dai-k brown
ground." At Bermuda they are, according to Van Name, '' more or
less reddish or brownish yellow, or greyish yellow, becoming brown
or red on the upper surface, especially about the siphons."
A^errill's " alternate striping of red and white in the apertures
has not been observed in the present examples. They measure
about 43 mm. long and 26 mm. wide. The test is coriaceous,
varying from 2 to 4 mm. in thickness. It is I'oughest ai-ound
the apei'tures. The number of tentacles is about sixteen, and
These, however, accoi-ding to
they appear uniform in size.
Van Name, are variable characters depending upon size and age.
'*'

—
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—

sizes.
The
The
and horseshoe-shaped.
liorns are simple and only slightly intumed.
The gonad of
the left side of the body is larger than that of the right. The
ovary is a sinuous coil of pale colour the testes are numerous
and club-shaped.

has observed from about 30 to 50 and of different

dorsal tubercle

(fig.

9) is elevated

;

Family Ascidiid^ Herdm. 1880.
AsciDiA OBLiQUA

(Plate

xVlder.

LXIV.

figs.

10

&,

1.1.)

—

External appearance. The shape is oval, the anterior end
being rather narrower than the posterior rounded surface. The
body is somewhat compressed laterally and is attached by the
posterior half of the left side.
terminal Vjranchial aperture
with 8 lobes and an atrial opening with 6 lobes ai-e both present
on the dorsal edge. The general colour is light grey.
dimensions of specimens measui'ed

A

:

2.

1.

Length

The

Breadth

3'2 cm.
1*4 cm.

test is gelatinous

and translucent.

3.

2*5 cm.
1-4 cm.

2-9 cm.
1*6 cm.

A marked

U-shaped

fold is very characteristic of the right side (fig. 10).

The branchial

sfic

has no longitudinal

folds, is

very tough and

Narrow

transverse vessels are present.
The stigriiata are straight and number from 4 to 6 in a mesh.
There are finger-shaped lobes at the
Meshes are numerous.
branchial and atrial openings.
The dorsal tubercle is curved, with inturned horns.
The tentacles are very numerous, long and filamentous.
In this species the outline of the mantle shows conspicuously
through the test. The stomacli is longitudinally ribbed (fig. 11).
The genitalia lie in regular rows round the outer curve of the

not easily torn.

intestine

(fig. 11.)

Family Clavelixice Forbes, 1853.
EcTEiNASciDiA TUREixATA Herdm.

The

description in the
.specimens of this species.

'

Measiu-ements of specimens

1.

Breadth of anterior end

...

'

LXV.

fig.

12.)

account applies to the

:

12

Length

(Plate

Challenger

cm.
0-5 cm.

2.

2-2 cm.
0*9 cm.

3.

2-8cm.
1-0 cm.

The branchial sac occupies most of the space within the test, is
not folded, and possesses distinct longitudinal bars. Papillae are
not pi-esent on the longitudinal bai-s, but there are numerous
lappets projectiug inside the sac.
60*

—

—
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The tentacles are very numerous, simple and filifoiin, with very
miniite tubercles present on them.
They are of two dimensions.
The stomach is small, and the intestine after leaving it I'uns
for a short distance anteriorly, then slopes across the left side of
the posterior part of the branchial sac from the ventral to the
dorsal edge and is continued anteiiorly as a dark-coloured rectum.
Sub-Order

2.

AscidiaB Compositse Savigny, 1816.

Family Botryllid^ Giard, 1872.
Sarcobotrylloides wyvillii Herdm.

(Plate

LXY. figs.

1

3-15.)

—

Colony.
Six colonies came luider observation. Each colony is
onion- or balloon-shaped, slightly incrusting with, in some cases,
a short tapering peduncle. The colonies had been attached to
soft slimy-looking debris, which still adheres in places.
Sizes of colonies

;

2.

1.

Length...

1-15 cm.

Breadth...

1-0

The

cm.

0*7 cm.
0-8 cm.

4.

3.

0*65 cm.
0-75 cm.

5.

0'65 cm.

cm.
0-85 cm.
0*7

0-8

cm.

on the upper hemisphere and
appear black or very dark purple in the preserved specimens. In
their natural state the colonies show " yellow lines on a dark
brown ground." There is a fairly definite distribution of the
ascidiozooids are aggregated

Two or three rows of alternating paired
zooids of each colony.
zooids are diagonally inclined across the inner surface of the
common test, while shorter row^s of paii^ed zooids fill up the
intermediate s]3ace and comj)lete the occupation of that part of
the hemisphere.
Ascidiozooids

(fig. 14).

— The ascidiozooids are not much elongated

and are

slightly inclined to the surface of the
anal tentacle is present. Of two individuals measured
the following dimensions were found

antei'o-posteriorly

An

test.

:

2.

1.

Length
Breadth (abdominal)
Breadth (thoracic)

2-0020
0-6468
0-8932

mm.
mm.
mm.

1-8326
0-8624
1 -03 1

8

mm.
mm.
mm.

There are also present numerous smaller individuals about half
the dimensions of the larger ones.
The test is gelatinous, and swollen at that part where the
colony

is

congregated.

It is transparent or ti'anslucent in places,

and round the margin of the
Club-shaped vascular appendages with swollen end-bulbs
(fig. 15) and filled with blood-corpuscles penetrate the mati'ix of
the test and are very numerous.
The mantle is stout. Muscle-bands form an irregular network.
The branchial sac is well developed. Longitudinal bars are
present internally and divide the inner surface into meshes.
The stigmata are straight and there are six in a mesh they are
especially at the peduncular region

colony.

;

—
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quite regularly arranged, of elongated elliptical shape, and about
.as wide as the longitudinal vessels between them.
The tentacles are 16 in number, 8 large and 8 small.
The dorsal lamina is a plain narrow membrane.
The doi'sal tubercle is a small cii-cular aperture.
The alimentary canal is somewhat posterior to the branchial
sac, thus making two imperfectly defined regions to the animal.
The stomach is dilated and has from 4 to 5 longitudinal striations

on each

side.

Reproductive organs lie alongside the alimentary canal.
Three small colonies were found at 3 fathoms depth.
Herdman's specimens differ from the foregoing in minor particulars only; the colony examined by him is larger and also irregular
in form, while the present examples are quite definite in shape.
The ascidiozooids of the Cape Verde specimens appear to be in
most cases larger than those of the type of the species. Lastly it
is of interest to note that Herdman's examples from the North
Atlantic occurred at 363 fathoms the Cape Verde specimens
were found in comparatively shallow water, viz. 3 fathoms.
;

iSarcobotkylloides parvum, sp. n.

(Plate

LXV.

figs.

16

&

17.)

number of lobed fieshy masses united to
Ascidiozooids are
short stalks (fig. 16).
The size of a
present throughout the whole investing test.
length 12-5 mm., breadth
single lobe of the colony (fig. 17) is
The colour of the whole (spirit
6 mm., and thickness 3 mm.
specimen) is pale purple, translucent between the ascidiozooids
and around the margins. The ascidiozooids are brick-red in
no
colour, are very minute and lie in elongated double rows
The colony

a

consists of a

common trunk by

—

;

common

cloacal ajDerture

Dimensions

was

seen.

of ascidiozooids

;

2.

1.

Length
Breadth

1

mm.
539mm.

'078

it is penetrated by many bulbous vessels
a reddish-purple colour like the zooids themselves.
The vascular bulbs are readily seen, relatively large, ovate,
rounded and spindle-shaped. Numerous corpuscles are present in
the bulbs. The branchial sac is large there are seven stigmata
The dorsal lamina is a plain membrane.
in a dorso-ventral row.
The tentacles are about eight in number.
The branchial and atrial apertures are near each other and are
almost terminal.
The alimentary canal lies alongside and at the posterior end of
the branchial sac. The stomach has ten longitudinal folds. The
gonads lie on each side of the branchial sac.
The material is badly preserved, and some points could not be
made out with certainty, e. g., the number of tentacles or the
characters of the dorsal tubercle.

The

test is firm

which are

;

of

;

;
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Family DisTOMiDiE Giard, 1872.

DiSTOMA CAPSULATUM Yaii

The colony

ISTame.

(Plate

LXV.

fig.

21.)

more or less lobecl, light brown or
greyish in colour, permeated with amorphous calcareous particles.
Size 25 mm. by 14 mm. and about 5 mm. in thickness.
The test is semi-cartilaginous, no systems are apparent, and the
zooids are relatively few in number.
The ascidiozooids (fig. 21) are elongated antero-posteriorly and
divided into a short branchial and a long abdominal region. The
branchial region measures 1'25 mm. and the abdominal is more
is incinisting,

than twice as long.
The mantle is highly muscular. The muscles are arranged in
well-defined longitudinal and transverse bands on the surface of
the pharynx.
The branchial sac is short, and the branchial aperture is 6-lobed.
This aperture is apparently capable of being everted.
The
endostyle is large and undulating. In the young forms the
separation between branchial and abdominal regions is not cleai'ly
marked.
The atrial aperture, placed a short distance behind the branchial,
is

also 6-lobed.

The tentacles are simple and fairly numei'ous.
Vascular processes arise from the posterior end of the abdomen.
The hepatic glands surrounding the intestine consist of numerous
tubules on the a,nterior portion of the intestine.
Only a small colony was found, and it is doubtfully placed in
The characters made out agree well with Van
this species.
Name's descrij)tion of the type, although some points remain
unverified for lack of satisfactory material.

Previously recorded from

Bermuda below extreme

low- water

mark.

Family Polystyelid^ Plei-dman, 1886.
Synstyela incrustans Herdm.

(Plate

LXV.

fig.

22.)

Two
One

colonies referred to this species came under observation.
of these spreads over Styela cormgata, covering about

6 sq. cms. of surface and varying in thickness from 1 to 2 mm.
to the tube of a Sabellid worm in an
investing mass of about 3 sq. cms.
Slight difl:erences in external
appearance occur in both these colonies. The mass which covered
the simple ascidian was tough in texture arid dirty white in colour.
The zooids did not project above the common surface of the colony
they are oval, and in length measure 2*5 mm., in breadth 1*5 mm.
distinct bluish tinge is noticeable in those zooids which cover
the tube of the Sabellid worm. Each zooid is slightly elevated,
and there is a more distinct sejDaration between each animal thaii
in the first mentioned colony.
The size of each individual is
about 6-7 mm. in leneth and 2-3 mm. broad.

The other colony was attached

A
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The test contains vascular bulbs, and rosette-shaped spiculesare sparsely present.
The branchial and atrial openings are not closely apposed and
are slit-like without lobes, both being present on the exposed
surface of the zooid.
well-developed branchial sac shows distinct longitudinal bars,,
straight stigmata, and a dorsal lamina with a plain membrane.
The alimentary canal lies alongside the branchial sac. The
stomach is longitudinally ridged and has a csecum.
The dorsal tubercle is oval.
The tentacles are simple.
In branchial stigmata, lamina, tentacles, tubercle, bars, &c.,
these two specimens agree with Herdman's description.
The apertures are distinctly slit-like and there is no suggestion

A

of lobes.

Family Polyclinid.e Giard, 1872.

Amaroucium crosslandii, sp. n. (Plate LXV. figs. 18-20.)
The colony is fleshy and incrusting, and from its base of attachment it grows up in an irregular convex manner towards the top.
The colour is a dirty yellow. The surface is smooth and glistening.
The length is about 6'5 cm. and breadth 4'6 cm. and thickness
•5

cm.

ascidiozooids are about 1*5 mm. long, are slender and clubterminating posteriorly in a bluntly rounded end (fig. 18).
They lie at right angles to the surface of the test. Each is divided
into three regions branchial, abdominal, and postabdominaJ,
the atrial,
The branchial aperture is terminal and 6-lobed
which is situated dorsally, has a long languet. The zooids occupy
cavities in the test, which have each a separate opening to the
exterior.
These openings occur in no definite arrangement.
The zooids in some instances were found extruded through these

The

like,

—

;

apertures.

The

vipper part of the test

is

soft

and

fleshy

and

surrounds the branchial and abdominal regions of the animal.
The lower part is tough, and in it is embedded the postabdominal
portion of the animal. The postabdomen is comparatively short.
The test as already noted is firm and cartilaginous in the lower
It
part of the colony and soft and gelatinous in the upper part.
Terminal bulbs
is semitransparent and contains ver}^ few vessels.
are present.

The mantle musculature, which forms an irregular network, is
well developed, particularly the longitudinal bands.
The branchial-sac stigmata, in young specimens, are small, oval,
and fairly numerous (fig. 19), but longer slit-like stigmata are
present in older individuals.
Numerous jDapillae project from the
sac into the branchial chamber.
Longitudinal bars are absent.
The endostyle is large and conspicuous and has a regularly
undulating course (fig. 20).
Tlie dorsal lamina is formed of a laree number of closely
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Both languets and branchial papillfe i-esemble
placed laiiguets.
each other in size.
The tentacles ave simple and few in nnmber, probably 8.
The dorsal tubercle is an oval slit.
The alimentary canal is of an opaque, greyish-yellow colour.
The stomach has 10-12 longitudinal folds. The rectum is long
and wide.
Three small pieces were found. The most distinctive characters
of this species appear to be the presence of distinct branchial
papillfe, the number of
stomach-folds, and the short post-

abdomen

.

Family Didemnid^e Giard, 1872.

Leptoclinum

sp.

small colony of Leptoclmum (PL LXV. fig. 23), growing on
calcareous algae, came under observation.
The zooids were quite
disintegrated, and no diagnosis beyond that of the colony was

One

possible.

The colony in general appearance is white. An outer layer of
a thin crust and a lower layer fairly thick, gelatinous and brownish,
seemed to have at one time contained the zooids.
The systems are not well defined.

Common

cloacal ajDertures are not apparent.

The branchial apertures are

6-lobed.

Stellate calcareous spicules are very

numerous.

Literature referred

to.

—
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'
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LXIV.
Fig. 1. Part of branchial sac oi Saloci/ntJiia ruhrilabia. X 250.
(p. 904.)
2. Tentacles oi H. ruhrilahia.
X 250. (p. 904.)
3. Dorsal tubercle of S. rubrilabia.
X 250. (p. 904.)
4. Kiglit side ; 5. Left side of S. ruhrilabia, showing ovaries (o), testes
intestine (t), and renal organs (r).
40.
(p. 904.)
6. Dorsal lamina showing languets of B". rM6rjZa6/a.
250.
(p. 904.)
7. 8ti/ela partita Stimpson.
2.
(p. 904.)
8. Salooi/nthia rnhrilabia Verrill.
2.
(p. 904.)
9. Dorsal tubercle of Sti/ela partita.
220.
(p. 905.)
10. Ascidia obliqiia Alder.
1.
(p. 905.)
11. Dissection of Ascidia obliqua showing coils of intestine, stomach,
gonads.
st, stomach,
1.
(p. 905.)

(t),

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

and

P.Z.S.1906.P1.LZVI.

Horace Knight

del.et

litli.

NEW

West,Newman

AFRICAN CURCUl^IONID.^.

amp.

P.Z.S.1906,P1.LXVH.

12
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KnigKb del.eb

lith..

WestjNewman
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—
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PlATB LXV.
Fig. 12. JScteinascidia turhinata, showing' stoinacli (st) and intestine (i).
13. Colony of Sarcohotrylloides wifvillii Herdin.
5.
(p. 906.)
14. Zooid of do.
48.
a.jf, anal'tentacle.
(p. 906.)
15. Vascular bulbs from test of do.
220.
(p. 906.)
16. Colony of Sarcohotrylloides parvitm, sp. n.
5.
(p. 907.)
17. Lobe of colony of S.parvum.
10.
(p. 907.)
18. Zooid of Amaroucium crosslandii, sp. n.
20.
(p. 909.)
19. Stigmata of Amaroucmni crosslandii.
48.
(p. 909.)
20. Endostyle oiAmaroucium crosslandii.
48.
(p. 909.)
21. Zooid of Distoma cajosulatum Van Name.
48.
(p. 908.)
22. Coloiij oi Si/nstyela incrustans Herdxa.
1(p. 908.)
23. Portion of surface of a Leptoclinum colonj'.
48.
(p. 910.)

(p. 905.)
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LXYI. & LXYII.*)

list

of

the species dealt with

in this

:

Ectatops sheppardi.

Hypsomus

Strophosomus

Eagous punctipennis.

salisburiensis.

parvus.

„

binotatus.
sulcatifrons.

„
„

bciranus.

„
„

acuticollis.

„

senegalensis.

Platj'copes alfredensis.
tuberculatus.
„
Piazomias varicolor.
deceptor.
„
pratensis.
„
Rhinosomphus mutabilis.

„

promontorii.

Catamonus

Phacemastix trinotata.

Balaninus nubifer.
ficorum.
„

tristi^.

Sjfstates dentipes.

,,

(g. n.) hirta.

„
„

orangiK.

„

Hipporrhinus mendicus.
„
„
„

Cyclomus

„

Endeus

Myorrhinus longstaffi.
Rbyparosomus masliunus.

And

Diabathrarius setulosus.
,,

ti'iangularis.
floralis.

bauhiniffi.
„
hispidus.
„
Acantborrliinus carinatus.
zambesianus.
„

purcelli.
algoensis.

simplex.

„

barkeri.
diversioornis.

Neipliagus masliunus.
Pachyonj'x niveus.

montanus.

„
„

aurivillii.

Euderes natalis.
Euderoides (g. n.) mossambica.

impressicollis.
monilis.
dispar.
foveolatus.

„

pardalis.
poultoni.

„
„

Aplemonus zizj'plii.
Euops cyaneus.

Ellimenistes callosicollis.

Zengorygma

humeralis.

Cyrtorrliinus castaneipennis Soh.

velutinns.

Ectatops sheppardi,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXYI.

fig.

1.)

Long. 5i-9, lat. 2|-4| mm. t
Colour black, densely and uniformly covered with pale grey
scaling which usually has a decided pinkish reflection
scales on
the tarsi often with a pale green reflection.
;

* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 958.
t All length measurements are exclusive of the rostrum.
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forehead with a deep central furrow,
eyes very prominent and
subconical in shape.
Eostruin separated from head by a. deep
transverse furrow, as long as broad, the sides sti'aight and slightly
narrowed from base to a,pex upper surface plane, with five short
and i-ather shallow longitudinal impressions in the basal half Avhich
are more or less hidden by the dense scaling. Antenna} densely
squamose, the scape reaching the posterior margin of eye, the two
Prothorax much broader
basal joints of the funicle subequal.

Seacl strongly transverse

;

but without any supra-ocular tubercle

;

;

than long, basal margin faintly bisinuate, apical margin narrower
and truncate, sides moderately rounded and broadest about
middle upper sui-face convex, rugosely punctured throughout
and with a vevj short longitudinal impi'essed line in the middle
Elytra subovate, with a shallow basal constriction,
of the base.
the basal margin jointly emarginate, subacuminate at apex sides
rounded, broadest not far from base owing to the presence of
a low rounded prominence on the inflexed margin below the
shoulders upper surface convex, steeply declivous behind, with
deep punctures forming three regular rows near the suture, but
irregular laterally especially in the basal half, the intervals smooth
and impunctate. Legs stout, densely squamose tibiae sparsely
pilose, not crenulate internally, but with from three to six stout
spine-like set?e on the apical half tarsal claws connate at base.
Port. E. Africa Beira (P. A. Shej^j^ard).
Types, S in the British Museum, $ in the Oxford Museum.
Much smaller than E. cinerosus Fahr., which differs in having
a prominent supra-ocular tiibercle and a much more elongate
prothorax with a deep central furrow the eyes are not conical,
the punctuation of the elytra is in regular rows throughout, and
the tibiae a,re distinctly crenulate and densely pilose.
Through the kindness of Mr. Sheppard I have been able to
examine a good series of this species, which varies considerably
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

in size.

Strophosomus salisburiensis,

sp.

nov.

Long. 5-6|-, lat. 2|-4 mm.
Colouring exti'emely variable, being either uniform grey, or
grey mottled or striped with brown, or light brown mottled with
dark brown and grey thorax always with two paler strijoes, and
;

two pale

spots adjoining thena at the base of the elytra.
Head almost plane, closely punctured and with a broad and deep
eyes rather prominent, rounded, the posterior
central furrow
margin of the orbit produced into a short sharp point. Rostmim
;

from head by a deep subarcuate furrow which does not
reach the margin, gradually narrowed from base to apex, the sides
straight upper surface plane, with two broad deep oblique sulci
which join the basal furrow at a little distance from each other.
Antennce rufescent with the club fuscous second joint of the
Prothorax moderately
funicle distinctly longer than the first.
transverse, base and apex of equal width and both truncate, sides
sepai'ated

;

;

;
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upper surface convex, with
a shallow transverse impression before middle, somewhat closely
set with small low granu.les and with a faint nari'ow central
carina.
Elytra subglobose, truncate at base, basal angle not
prominent, sides strongly rounded, broadest rather before middle
upper surface very convex, with shallow striae containing rows of
deep separated punctures, the intervals broad, almost plane,
smooth and devoid of true setge. Legs moderate, similar in the
two sexes, the anterior tibiae shallowly sinuate internally.
Mashonaland Salisbxuy {G. A. K. M.).
Types, $ in the British Museum, S in the Oxford Museum.
This species is the local representative of aS'. Imeatus Fahr.,
which occurs commonly in Matabeleland and which may be
distinguished from it by the following characters
Its more
prominent eyes
the entii-e absence of the orbital projection
behind the eye the prothorax is distinctly narrowed towards the
base, being broadest close to the apex
and finslly the oblique
rostral furrows unite at the base.
slightly rounded, broadest at middle

;

;

:

:

—

;

;

;

Steophosomus binotatus

(Fst. in Hit.), sp. nov.

Long. 8-8|, lat. 4|-4| mm.
Colour black, with opalescent grey scaling which is paler and
denser laterally the el}i:ra sometimes with a moi'S conspicuous
paler spot behind middle.
Head closely j^unctured aiid with a deep central furrow eyes
prominent, rounded, but not directed backwards, the posterior
margin of the orbit produced into a sharp point. Rostram separated fi'om head by a transverse furi'ow which does not reach the
margin, and strongly narrowed from base to apex, its sides
straight
upper surface plane, closely punctured, with a smoother
central line and a shallow oblique basal sulcus on each side of it.
Antennce black, with pale pubescence the second joint of funicle
distinctly longer than the first.
Prothorax strongly transverse,
subcylindrical, base and apex of ecjual width, sides scai'cely
rounded, basal margin arcuate, apical margin broadly sinuate
upper surface convex, with a ti'ansverse impressed line close to
apex and without any central carina, closely punctured and with
scattered small granules showing through the scaling, which is
usually denuded in the middle. Elytra ovate, subtruncate at
base, shoulders very oblique, sides rounded, broadest about
middle, apex broadly rounded
upper surface convex, with
distinct deeply punctured striae, the intervals convex, smooth and
devoid of setae. Legs black, with dense grey scaling and short
;

;

;

;

;

pale

setEe.

Mashonaland

Salisbury {G. A. K. M).
Portuguese E.
Africa Amatonga's {P. A. Sheppard). German E. Africa.
Type in the British Museum.
The narrowness of the shoulders gives this insect a somewhat
:

:

characteristic pear-shaped facies.

It is allied to

and

which

S. salishuriensis Mshl., both of

difier

;S'.

lineatus Fahr.

from

it

in havinsr
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the rostrum less naiTOwed in front, in their less transverse
prothoiux, which is ti-nncate at base and apex, and in theii- more
rotund elytra.
iSTRoriiosoMus SULCATIFRONS, sp. nov.

Long. 7|— 9,

lat.

41-54-

(Plate

LXVI.

fig. 2.)

mm.

Coloui- black, with dense grey or

brownish

scaling,

prothorax

a darker subdenuded central stripe, each elytron usually
with two veiy faint paler spots placed obliquely about middle.
Head broad, plane, with seven broad and deep sulci, separated
by nari'ow cai-infe and becoming shorter outwardly eyes very
Ijrominent, projecting backwai-ds and subacuminate posterioily.
Rostrum, separated fi'om head by a nai-i'ow curved sti'ia which is
obsolete latei'ally, strongly nai'i'owed anterioi'ly, its sides sinuate
near apex uppei- suiface with four deep sulci which are mu.ch
broader than those on head. Antenna' fuscous, joints 1 and 2 of
funicle subeqvxal.
Prothorax more than twice as broad as long,
apex sinuate, a little nari-ower than the base which is broadly
curved, sides dilated into a sharp angular projection slightly
behind middle upper surface convex, coaivsely and longitudinally
rugose, with a complete smooth narrow central carina.
Ehjtra
broadly ovate, jointly sinuate at the base, with the basal angles
projecting a little beyond the base of the prothoi'ax and subacute
sides rounded, broadest rather behind middle
upper surface
convex, with broad sulci containing i-ows of deep punctures the
intervals convex, smooth, finely aciculate and each with two
irregular i-ows of very short subrecumbent seta\
Legs moileI'ately stout
anterior tibia3 straight, but with the intei'nal apical
angle sharply produced.
Orange River Colony Bothaville {.Dr. IT. Bramis). Natal
Oharlestown (.4. ?J. llariland).
Johannesbui-g
Traxsvaal
{H. Fry).
Type in the British Museum.
In the twelve examples before me I cannot detect with certainty any external sexual difierences.
Of the desci'ibed S. African 6'trophosoiiti oidy >S'. strigifrons
Fiihv. and S. phcmbeus Ffdir. (wliich ai-e doubtfully separable)
exhibit a series of sulci on the forehead.
But in these insects
the sulci are more numerous and much shallowei- in them also
the prothorax is not angulated laterally, the elyti^a are much
more elongate, and the stiite are finer and less coai'sely punctured.
^v•ith

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

Strophosomus AcuTicoLLis,

sp.

uov.

(Plate

Long. 4|-6|, lat. 2|-3-i- mm.
Colour black, covered with dense miiform
devoid of true

Head

LXYI.

fig. 3.)

gi'ey scaling

and

seta?.

plane, closely punctured and with a deep narrow centi'al
eyes very prominent, directed backwai'ds and acuminate
posteriorly.
liostrum -separated fi'om the head by a narrow

furrow

;

,
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angulated fuiTOW which

is continued to the margin, compavanarrowed frora base to apex, with its
sides almost straight
upper sitrf'ace plane, depressed in the
centre and with three faint carina? which are often more or less
obsolete.
Antennce dark rufescent, with the club fuscous the
two basal joints of the funicle subequal.
Protliorax strongly
ti'ansverse, twice as broad as long, sides almost straight, broadest
at base apex deejily emarginate, much narrower than the base
which is rounded in the middle and deeply sinuate on each side
close to the exterior angles, these angles are very shai'p and
project well beyond the base of the elytra
upper surface gently
convex, with tine confluent punctuation throughout which is
hidden by the dense scaling, and with no trace of any central
carina.
Elytra oblongo-ovate, jointly and deeply emarginate at
base, the basal angles sharp, prominent and subrectangular, the
sides straight from the basal angle to about middle, thence
roundly narrowed to apex
upper surface moderately convex
in $ subdepressed and less steeply declivous posteriorly in S
in which sex also the lateral margins are more shai'ply inflexed,
strife with rows of shallow punctures
the intervals smooth and
slightly convex in $
impunctate, almost plane in c?
Legs
thick, similar in the two sexes
anterior tibise straight, denticulate internally and with the apical angle very strongly
produced inwardly.
Orange Colony Bothaville {Br. Rans Brauns).
Types, $ in the British Museum, S in the Oxfoi-d Museum.
Nearly allied to the aberrant S. hrevicollis Fahr., with which it
That species however is covered
quite agrees in general facies.
with distinct erect sette, the protliorax has a short central carina,
and the legs are a good deal more slender.

tively elongate, strongly
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

5

.

;

:

Platycopes alpredensis,

sp. nov.

3-34 mm.
Dark piceous brown, with uniformly dense grey or ochreousgrey scaling, the elytra sometimes variegated with bi-own
Long. 4f-5|,

lat.

markings.
Head convex

on vertex, flattened on forehead, finely and
longitudinally aciculate, without any superciliary prominence.
Rostrum separated from head by an angulate impression, the
lateral carinas less evident towards the base.
Antennce with the
scape strongly dilated, its posterior margin sharjjly angulate not
far from apex, funicle with joint 2 much longer than 1, and 7
longer than 6. Protliorax twice as broad as long, its base fitting
closely to the elytra in both sexes
sides rounded, broadest neaibase, strongly constricted near apex, and with a transverse
impressed line upper surface convex, closely gi-anulate except
along the anterior margin. Elytra suborbicular, jointly sinuate
at base in both sexes, moderately convex, the antero-posterior
curvature comparatively low, slightly greater in the 5
basal
angle sliarjp, the sides obliquely aropliated from there to the
;

;

,

—
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subhumeral tubercle and rounded posteriorly; upper surface with
shallow strite containing large punctures which ai-e partially
hidden by the scaling, the intervals jjlane, smooth and impunctate.
Legs normal, I'ather stout anterior tibias a little thicker and more
curved internally in the J than in the $
Cape Colony Port Alfred {Father O'Neil).
Types, S $ in the British Museum.
;

.

:

The sexual differences are slight, being confined to the anterior
and the slightly greater convexity of the elytra in the 5

tibife

there appears to be no difference in the development of the

humeral tubercle.
Platycopes tuberculatus,

sp.

nov.

Long. 5i, lat. 3f mm.
Colour bla.ck, with earth-brown scaling.
Head very short, nearly three times as broad as long, flattened
Rostrum separated from head by
and longitudinally laigose.
a straight ti-ansverse impression, subquadrate, but i-ather narrower apically, the lateral carin^e obtuse but continued to base.
Antennce with the scape strongly dilated, its anterior margin
only slightly curved, its posterior margin simply rounded tiae
funicle with joints 1 and 2, and also 6 and 7, subequal. Prothorax
transverse, its length greater than half its breadth, bi'oadest close
to base, much narrower (but scarcely constricted) at apex, sides
upper surface convex, uneven, rugose and with
slightly rounded
a few indistinct tubercles. Elytra as broad as the prothorax and
jointly sinuate at base, sub-orbicular, the sides obliquely ampliated
from base to the sub-humeral tubercle, which is prominent upper
sui'face convex, with a single regular juxta-sutural row of punctures, the remainder of the surface with large irregular punctures
each elytron with three rows of large rounded tubercles, the rows
containing 5 (or 6), 4 and 4 tubercles respectively from the suture
outwards, and in addition a small common tubercle on the suture
not far from the base. Legs comparatively slender, the tibia?
sub-linear but all produced inwardly at the apex.
;

;

;

;

Transvaal {T. Ayres).
Type in the British Museum.
In the British Museum (Fry

Collection) there is a sei'ies of
eight specimens of this very distinct species, and I have received
a single example from m}' friend Dr. W. Horn.

Schonherr was clearly unacquainted with the marked sexual
which occur in the genus Platycopes, for most of the
distinctive characters which Boheman specially emphasises have
merely a sexual significance.
differences

The following synopsis
facilitate identification
1.

(20.)

2.

(15.)

3.

(1)

4.

(3.)

5.

(6.)

of

the

known

species

may

therefore

:

Klytra not tviberculate, but with regular punctured strise.
Bodj' with gre.y or brown scaling.
F. gravidas Pasc.
Head with a prominent supra-ocular tubercle
Head without any supra-ocular tubercle.
P. spathulatus Gyl.
Prothorax more raised dorsally in front
.
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(5.)

7.

(10.)

8.

(9.)

9.

(8.)

10.
11.
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nO\

Long-. 6-7, lat. 2|-3 mm.
Head slightly convex, rugosely plicate

and with a nariow

central stria, the sculpturing more or less hidden by dense
liostmm about as long as
scaling
eyes lateral, almost circular,
upper surface
head, subquadrate and not narrowed apically
plane, subrugose, plicate in the basal half, usually with a shallow
depression in the middle and with a central stria continuous with
that on the head, with dense scaling and short erect pale setse.
Antennce piceou.s, with grey pubescence ; scape abruptly clavate,
reaching middle of eyes funicle with first joint much longer and
thicker than the rest, second as broad as third and only a little
longer.
Prothorax as long as broad, truncate at base, apical
;

;

;

margin scarcely narrowed and

slightly rounded doi-sally, sides
moderately rounded, broadest at middle tipper surface convex,
but subdepressed in the middle, closely set with round flattened
tubercles except along the median part of the anterior margin,
and with a distinct narrow central furrow which reaches neither
base nor apex colour black, with dense scaling which is fuscous
dorsally with two paler bands of either grey, light brown or dull
gold the underparts entirely of the same colour as the discal
bands. Elytra ovate, the basal margin a little broader than the
prothorax, truncate and narrowly elevated sides slightly rounded,
upper surface somewhat convex and
broadest about middle
gradiTally declivous behind, with distinct deeply punctured stride
the intervals narrow, convex, finely aciculate and with regular
rows of long erect distant pale setje coloui' black, covered with
dense scaling of very variable colouring, being either uniform
pale sandy grey, dark grey or dull goldeu, or grey with darker
mottling, or dark brown with a broad lateral stripe of brownish
pink. Legs with dense grey scaling and pale set^e tibiae strongly
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

crenulate internally, especially the anterior pair.
Mashonaland Salisbury {G. A. K. M.).
Types, 6 in the British Museum, 5 in the Oxford Museum.
The long erect setse on the elyti'a will render this species easily
:

recognisable.

PlAZOMIAS DECEPTOR,

Long. 54-6,

lat.

sp.

2f-2i

nOV.

mm.

Head broad, slightly convex, coriaceous, not plicate, and with a
Rostrum as long as head, subquadrate,
narrow central stria.
scarcely narrowed apically upper surface plane, coriaceous, with
a very short central furrow in the basal half and close to it on
each side a much longer furrow which curves strongly backwards
towards the inner margin of the eye the sculpturing normally
Antennce quite similar to those of
hidden by dense scaling.
P. varicolor. Prothorax as long as broad, basal margin faintly
sinuate, apical margin a little narrower and slightly lobate sides
moderately rounded, broadest at middle upper surface somewhat
convex, rugosely coriaceous, but smoother near apical margin and
;

;

;

;

;
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with a fine abbreviated central stria colour black, covered with
dense grey or pinkish scaling and with veiy short subdepressed
white setfe. Elytra ovate, jointly sinuate at base and slightly
broader than the prothorax, but the margin not raised, sides
uj^per surface convex,
slightly roiuided, broadest about middle
gradually declivous behind, with regular and distinctly punctured
strife
the intervals slightly convex, smooth, finely aciculate and
with regular rows of short depressed white setae colour black,
with dense even scaling, which is either pale grey mottled with
pinkish brown, or greenish grey above turning to pink laterally.
Legs with dense grey scaling and pale setae the two anterior pairs
of tibife crentilate internally, posterior pair smooth.
Mashonaland: Salisbury {G. A. K. M.).
Type $ in the British Museum.
Very similar in general facies to the preceding species, but
diSering in important details, such as, the absence of the longerect setse, the presence of the curved sulci on the rostrum, the
non-plicate forehead, and the less deeply punctured and nonmarginate elj^tra. P. palliatus Fahr. is a more slender insect,
with the anterior legs, and especially the tarsi, much longer the
elytra are truncate at the base and the rostrum has a short
carina on each side of the central furrow.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Piazomias pratensis,

Long.

^-^,

lat.

sp. nov.

11-lf

mm.

broad, convex, coriaceous, and with a fine central stria,
with dense scaling, which is dark brown above scattered with pale

Head

squamiform setse, and grey beneath and round the eyes. Rostrum
as long as head and gradually narrowed from base to apex upper
surface with a central depression containing a distinct fovea
which is usually connected with the cephalic stria scaling as
Antennce piceous, similar to those of P. varicolor.
on head.
Prothorax as long as broad, base truncate, apex scarcely narrower
and slightly lobate, sides rounded, broadest at middle upper
surface convex, with a distinct transverse impressed line just
behind apex and a very fine central stria, which is often absent
colour black, with dense dark brown scaling and a sub-lateral and
infra-lateral paler stripe on each side, also some scattered pale
Elytra subovate, the basal margin scarcely
squamiform setse.
broader than the prothorax, truncate and not elevated, sides
upper
moderately rounded, broadest rather behind middle
;

;

;

;

surface convex, steeply declivous behind, with distinctly punctured stride, the intervals slightly convex, sraooth, aciculate, and
with rows of very short suberect pale setaa colour black, with
dense dark brown scaling which is somewhat paler laterally.
Legs with dense scaling and pale setse tibise crenulate internally,
except the posterior pair.
Mashonaland Salisbury [G. A. K. M.).
Types, $ in the British Museum, S in the Oxford Museum.
Apart from its much smaller size, this insect difiers from both
;

;

:

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

No. LXI.

61

;:
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varlcolor and deceptor in the shape of its elytra, which are more
bluntly rounded apically and much steeper on the declivity.
It is more nearly allied to the latter, but lacks the curved
furrows on the rostrum.

Rhinosomphus mutabilis,

(Plate

sp. nov.

LXVI.

fig. 4.)

Long. 8|-11, lat. 3|-4| mm.
Head almost plane above, with a deep central furrow, densely
clothed with pale brownish or whitish scales and with a few
scattered erect setse strongly constricted behind the eyes, which
Rostrum sepa<ii'e subpedunculate, prominent and very convex.
rated from head by an angulated impressed line, about twice as
long as head, but shorter than the prothorax, narrower than the
forehead between the eyes, its sides slightly dilated apically
upper surface almost plane, with a very shallow central impression, the scaling dense and similar to that on head. Anteimm
Prothorax
ilensely squamose and with scattered suberect seta?.
transverse, apex narrower than base, sides subparallel from base
to middle, thence rapidly converging towards apex basal margin
strongly bisinuate, apical margin gently lobate dorsall}^ upper
surface convex, with five deep longitudinal fui-rows, the central
one straight and the costa on each side of it broad and rounded,
the two lateral furi-ows rather sinuate and the costa between
them narrower and subcarinate the costa? with very dense pale
scaling and with scattered dark setigerous punctures, the furrows
dark brown.
Elytra much broader than prothorax at base,
sides subparallel
shoulders very prominent and subrectangular
to middle, then rapidly narrowing to apex, the posterior declivity
scutellum distinct, with dense
very steep and subcompressed
pale scaling upper surface convex, with distinct strise containing
rows of large deep punctures which are more or less hidden by
the scaling, the intervals slightly convex, coriaceous, and with
rows of closely-set erect dark seta? scaling dense colour variable
in the type form the ground-colour is light brown with an
irregular angulated common, dark mai-king before the middle
and another behind the middle, the two enclosing a broad
V-shaped patch of the ground-colour these two markings are
the ground-colour too
liable to become more or less obsolete
varies to hoary white, and in some cases the intervals are alternately hoary white and dark brown, the dark discal markings
the elytra are occasionally entirely
being rather indistinct
Legs with
abraded, appearing then of a shiny black colour.
dense uniform pale brownish or white scaling and scattered
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

setse.

Mashonaland Salisbury, Umfuli R. and Rusapi {G. A. K. M.),
Umtali {A. Bodong) Matabeleland Sebakwe {D. Dodds).
Types, $ in the British Museum, S in the Oxford Museum.
The genus Rhinosomphus Fairm. (Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1896,
:

;

p.

463)

gidtiferiis

:

only one other species {Stigmatotrachelus^
Waterh. from Madagascar, which is a very difierent

contains

;
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looking insect, being of a rich crimson-brown colour with large
jiatches of pure white.

Catamoxus

tristis, sp. nov.

U

Long., d 7|-8i, 2 10|; lat., J 3-3^, $
mm.
Head almost plane above, transversely wrinkled on vertex
forehead rugosely punctured and with three distinct furrows,
normally hidden by dense brown scaling. Rostr'um longer than
head but scarcely as long as prothorax, stout, slightly curved
and broadly dilated at apex uj)per surface almost plane, closely
pvmctured and scaled, with three line carina? of equal height
scrobes very deep anteriorly, broad and shallow behind, extending
Antennce piceous, with fine pale
to anterior margin of eye.
scaling and short, depressed setfe scape just exceeding posterior
margin of eye second joint of f unicle longer than first. Frotho?^ax transverse, apex much narrower than base, sides nubparallel from base to about middle, then rapidly converging
anterioi-ly
basal margin deeply bisinviate, anterior mar-gin
upper surface rather convex, closely and rugosely
truncate
punctured, with a faint central furrow near base only colour
black or dark feri'uginous, with greyish scaling more or less
denuded. Elytra broadest at shoulders and gradually narrowed
to apex, shoulders prominent, the base strongly trisinuate upper
surface with regular stria? containing rows of large deep punctures, which are normally hidden by the scaling, the intervals
narrow, convex, and coriaceous, appearing much bi-oader when the
colour dark feri-uginous to black, with
scaling is not denuded
coarse brownish or greyish scaling (much denuded in the four
Legs
examples examined) and very short subdepressed setae.
black or piceous, rugosely punctured, and with pale scaling and
setfe, which conceal the sulcus on the inner edge of the posterior
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pairs of tibife.

Mashoxaland Mtoko's [E. Head), Mazoe
Matabelelaxd Sebakwe (Z). Dodds).
Type in the British Museum.
:

{J. ff.

Darling).

:

A

near ally of the only other South African species, C. raelan-

and Transvaal), from which it difiers in its
transverse thorax, which has also a much fainter
the elytra are noticeably more slender in both
central fur-row
the anal abdominal
sexes and the shouldei-s more prominent
segment in the 5 is much less acute.
cholicus Boh. (Natal

much more

;

;

Systates dentipes,

sp.

nov.

long. 5|-7i, lat. 14-2f
Colour bronze-black, with

6

;

(Plate

LXYI.

$ long. 54-6f,

an

fig. 5.)

lat.

2f

-3.

ill-defined lateral stripe of thin

upper surface normally bare
pale scales on thorax and elytra
shiny, but in a few females it is thinly covered with pale
no trace of setse.
scales
Head convex, shining, with scattered shallow punctures, which
are closer and more confluent on the forehead wdiere there is a
;

and

;

61*
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than head, slightly longer
parallel to apex, the
pterygia not dilated
npper surface almost plane, rugosely punctured, with a narrow cential carina and the margins sharply
carinate.
Antenna' very slender, ferruginous, with the club and
apices of all the joints infuscate
scape very slender, cylindrical
and abruptly clavate.
Frothorax transverse (more so in $ ),
broadest behind middle
sides strongly rounded in S
only
slightly so in $ apex narrower than base
upper sui'face convex,
bare, shining and without punctures or granules, sometimes with
faint transverse aciculation or with traces of a central stria,,
lateral margin aciculate and with a stripe of pale scales.
Elytra
broadly ovate in $
much narrower and more elongate in c?
truncate at base
shoulders extremely oblique
upper surface
convex, with closely punctured stride, the intervals broad, convex,
smooth and very finely aciculate entirely devoid of setse. Legs^
piceous black, with sparse pale scaling and setse simple in 5 ^
except for a shallow excavation near apex of anterior tibiae
in S the anterior tibias are thickened latei'ally and with a stout
perpendicular tooth about middle of the inner margin, while on
the underside there is a laige curved tooth, the outer apical half
of the tibia being deeply excavated
the intermediate tibi?e have
a long, slender, curved tooth before middle, while the posterioi-^
tibife are strongly but simply curved, with their inner surface
feimall

elongate fovea.

than broad,

Ilostruin loBger

sides quite straight

its

and

;

;

;

,

,

;

,

;

;

;

;

:

;

flattened.

Mashonaland
Types,

An

(S

:

Salisbury {G. A, K. M.).
Museum, $ in the Oxford

Museum.

in the British

isolated species,

somewhat resembling

S. aonplicoUis Gerst.

in general facies, but the structure of the legs

is

veiy difierent

and the elytra are not constricted at the base as in that species;,
further, denti23es dilfers from this and all other described Systates
known to me in the comjolete absence of granules on the prothorax.
It is a common insect about Salisbuiy thioughout the summer,,
feeding on various grasses.

Ellimenistes callosicollis,

sp.

nov.

Long. 84, lat. 34 mm.
Colour black, with the entire body and limbs densely covered
with brownish-grey scaling.
Head broadly but shallowly depressed on forehead eyes short
ovate, scarcely prominent.
Rostrum scarcely longer than head,
almost as broad as long, elevated and compressed between the
antennfe and with a distinct central furrow which is broader and
shallower towards base. Antennce rather slender and elongate,
squamose, and with scattered short white setse funicular- joints
of normal length.
Pro^Aorrta? transverse, broadest at base and
regularly narrowed to apex, the sides being slightly rounded
basal margin strongly bisinuate and with the basal angles acute,
anterior margin slightly concave the upper surface is abruptly
;

;

;

;

J
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elevated in the basal two-thirds, which is separated from the
anterioi' part by a deeply bisinuate impressed line, the elevation
is much highest in the centre, where it forms a very prominent
callosity bearing a short deep cenLral furrow
among the scaling
are some scattered shoi't squamiform sette, which also form a
•sparse fringe along the basal margin. Elytra broad, subquadrate,
deeply and jointly bisinuate at base sides obliquely dilated to
some distance from base, forming a prominent humerid angle,
and from there gradually narrowed to the apex upper surl'ace
convex, Avith fine stria? containing rows of large punctm^es (only
visible when the scaling is removed)
the intervals broad, slightly
convex, shiny and finely aciculate
intervals 3 and 5 * are
elevated at the base, and the latter bears also a tubercular
prominence which projects horizontally from the declivity and
is much larger in the c? than in the $
each interval has an
Legs
irregular row of very short depressed squamiform sette.
normal, set with short, pale, sviberect sette.
Cape Colony: East London {Dr. G. B. Longstaff, Sept. 1905).
Type in the Oxford Museum.
This species is somewhat intermediate between E. pulvinatiIn the former the structure
coUis Boh. and E. hidentatus Boh.
of the thoi-ax is very similar, but the insect is much larger, the
elyti'a are more elongate and show no traces of the basal or
;

;

;

;

;

;

In

posterior callosities.

size

and

facies

caUosicoUis

much

sembles bidentatus, but in the latter species the thorax
and the elytra huve no basal callosities.

Zeugorygma, gen. nov.

is

re-

simple

(Tanyrrhynchides.)

Head hemispherical the eyes widely separated, convex. Rostrum
rather longer than the head and prothorax, strongly curved ruider
scrobes f oveif orm,
surface as densely squamose as the upper
placed very close together on the upper surface* in front of the
middle and with a very fine stria connecting them with the apex.
Antennce with the scape reaching nearly to the middle of the
the two basal joints of the f uniclo very elongate,
prothorax
the second slightly longer than the first. Prothorax transverse,
broadest at base and rapidly narrowed to apex basal margin
apical margin subtruncate clorsally, slightly lobate
arcuate
the anteiior coxa? placed aboiit
laterally and without vibriss?e
Elytra ovate, with oblique
in the middle of the prosternum.
the intervals
shoulders and with 10 finely-punctured striae
smooth, almost plane, and with rows of very long erect hairs.
femora unarmed, posterior pair not reaching the
Legs stout
apex of the elytra tibife straight, anterioi' pair not denticulate,
tarsi short and broad, the
corbels of posterior pair enclosed
second joint shorter and narrower than the first and third, fourth
Abdomen with the
joint short, the claws small and connate.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* The space between the suture and the

tirst stria is

reckoned as the

first interval.
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and truncate, segment 2 as long as 3 and 4
together and separated from 1 by a perfectly straight incision.
Type, Z. Mrta, sp. nov.
This genus is evidently very closely allied to Goniorhinus Fst..
(Deut. ent. Zeit. 1889, p. 143), from the Tiunsvaal, with which
Dr. K. M. Heller has, however, very
I am not acquainted.
kindly compared my specimens with Faust's type and considers
them to be generically distinct, on the grounds that in Goniorhinus the eyes are approximated and the apical margin of the
further diflference is to be
prothorax is vertically truncate.
found in the corbels of the posterior tibiae, whicli are stated by
Faust to be open and truncate. The species of this genus exhibita close affinity to Sympiezoi-rJiynchiis, with which at first I piothey may, however, be discriminated
visionally associated them
superficially by their long erect seta? and the longer arid more
slender rostrum.
intei-coxal process bi'oad

A

;

Zeugorygma hirta,

sp.

nov.

mm.
Long.
Colour black, with dull green scaling, the suture dull pink the
lateral margins and underparts pale with a metallic pink or golden
body set with very long erect seta?.
reflection
Head subglobose, with dense scaling and a tuft of erect setse
above the eye, forehead with a central fovea. Iiostrum elongate,
a little longei- than the head and prothorax, subcylindrical and
scrobes in the form of two deep oval fossa? on
distinctly curved
the upper surface, separated by a narrow carina, evanescent
posteriorly, but continued to apex in the form of an extremely fine
scaling rather sparse laterally but dense above, with short
line
erect setse on the basal half, which give the base an elevated
funicle with
appearance. Antennce piceous, with pale scaling
Prothorax transverse, bi'oadest
joints 3 and 4 subequal in length.
at base, which is gently curved, apex much narrower and constricted, the margin slightly lobate dorsally, sides modeiutely
rounded upper surface convex, densely squamose, with a faint
Elytra
central furrow and a row of erect setfe on each side of it.
ovate, sides gently I'ounded, broadest about middle upper surface
convex, with fine punctured stria? the intei'vals almost plane, with
dense scaling and with single rows of remote, very long pale seta?
on each interval excej)t 4 and 6, which occasionally bear a few
short setae. Legs piceous, with dense pale opalescent scaling.
Estcourt {A. E. Haviland) Frere {G. A. K. 31.).
ISTatal
3i-3f, lat. l-i-2

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Type

;

in the British

Museum.

Zeugorygma orangi^,
Long. 3-4^,

lat.

sp. nov.

U-U mm.

The description of Z. hirta applies entirely to this species,
The rostral sci^obes are
except in the following particulars
continued backwards from the fossa, and even when hidden by
the scaling their uppei- edge may be seen in the form of a narrow
:

—

;
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bare carina running from the antennae more than halfway to the
eye, there being no trace of this in hirta
the elytra also have
their bases distinctly marginate and at the external angle
there is a slight projection which just overlaps the base of the
prothorax, both these chai'acters being absent in hirta finally,
the antennae are slightly more elongate, and the third joint of
the funicle is distinctly longer than the fourth.
Orange Colony Bothaville [Dr. H. Brauns). Cape Colony
Port Ehzabeth {Dr. H. Brauns).
Type in the British Museum.
Dr. Brauns has kindly sent me a series of eleven specimens, in
which the above-mentioned characters are quite constant.
;

;

:.

:

HiPPORRHINUS MENDICUS,
Long.

15, lat. 6-i-7|

sp. nov.

mm.

Head coarsely rugose and with scattered scaling forehead
almost plane, with a low central carina
anteocular fiu-rows
present.
Rostrimi separated from head by a transverse incision,
moderately stout, curved and slightl}'- dilated at apex
uppeisurface with a broad and distinct central furrow, the adjoining
costfe coarsely punctured
upper lateral sulci broad and deep,
uniting at base, the lower pair of equal length, but narrower,
shallower, and not uniting scrobes lateral, deep and straight
inferior basal furrow broad and deep.
Antennce with the scape
scarcely reaching eye, the two basal joints of the funicle subequal.
Prothorax as long as broad, apex narrower than base, sides
moderately rounded, broadest about middle, apical margin distinctly rounded dorsally
ocular lobes well developed
upper
surface convex, closely and evenly set with large conical granules,
leaving a narrow but distinct central fni'row containing no carixaa
granules bax-e, each with a short depressed dark seta, the interElytra oblongo-ovate,
stices with dense brownish-grey scaling.
much broader in the $ broader than the prothorax at base
(especially in 2 ), the shoulders obtusely prominent
sides
m.oderately rounded, broadest about middle, apical processes small
and conical in both sexes upper surface convex, with broad very
shallow sulci containing rows of very small granules, the intervals
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

wdth rows of more closely-set granviles, those on intervals 3, 5, and
7 being much larger and more elevated, especially towards apex
;

the apices of the granules bare, the rest of the surface being
densely covered with round greyish-brown scales. Legs notably
much longer and thicker in the S all the tibife
short in $
curved (more strongly so in J ) and coarsely dentate posterior
tarsi with the three basal joints subequal in length and breadth.
,

;

;

Touw's River {R. M. Lightfoot).
in the South African Museum, 5 in the British

Cape Colony
Types,

c5'

:

Museum.
Allied to

H. gravidus Mshl., but in that

lateral sulci of the

inferior furrow

is

species the upper
rostrum do not unite at the base, and the basal
much shallower the shoulders of the elytra
;

;
;
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much more oblique, and the scaling is different, being
thinner, with the scales large, round, and white.

ai'e also

much

HiPPORRHINUS IMPRESSICOLLIS,
Long. 12|,

Sp.

nov.

mm.

lat. 34-

Colotu' black, moderately shining, and entirely devoid of scaling,
except for a small white spot at the extreme apex of the elytra.
Head convex, with scattered shallow punctuation forehead with
two faint longitudinal impressions
anteocular furrows deep.
Rostrum about as long as head and prothorax, cut off from head
by a dorsal incision sides parallel to middle, thence gradually
dilated to apex
upper surface convex, with five distinct nai-row
carinfe, the outer one on each side abbreviated apically, the basal
margin impressed in the middle and obtusely elevated laterally
lateral sulci broad and deep, subequal in length, the upper pair
only imiting at base scrobes very deep, lateral, almost straight
inferior basal furrow very deep.
Antennce with scape scarcely
reaching eye, the two basal joints of funicle equal. Prothorax
a little broader than long, of equal width at base and apex sides
moderately rounded, broadest about middle, dorsal anterior margin
truncate ocular lobes feebly developed
upper surface almost
plane, gradually elevated posteriorly and steeply decliyous along
the basal margin, closely set with low rounded tubercles, leaving
a narrow central furrow which, owing to the posterior elevation,
appears much deeper towards the base and contains a fine abbreviated carina; tubercles each with a very short depressed dark
seta.
Elytra elongato-ovate in S shoulders rounded sides very
slightly ampliated, broadest before middle apical processes absent
upper surface convex, with shallow sulci containing legular rows
of distinct granules
all the intervals evenly raised, convex, with
regular rows of depressed and often elongate granules, each bearing
a very short depressed dark seta, except on the declivity, whei-e
the setse are long and erect. Legs comparatively long and slender,
with scattered dark setse posterior tarsi with the 1st joint longest
and as broad as 3rd, 2nd rather narrowei" but as long as 3rd.
Oape Colony Stellenbosch (Z. Peringuey), Malmesbury [R. M.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

:

TAghtfoot).

in the South African Museum.
In general facies this species most resembles H. capensis L., but
its rostrum is much more slender and distinctly dilated at the
apex moreover, the gradual posterior elevation of the jDrothorax
and its unusually deep central f uri'ow will distinguish impressicollis

Type

;

fi'om all its nearest allies.

HiPPORRHINUS monilis,

sp.

nov.

c? long. 10-17, lat. 4-7;
$ long. 11, lat. 5 mm.
Head convex, bare, with scattered large deep punctures forehead plane and somewhat plicate
anteoculai- furrows, as seen
;

;

from above, very deep.

Rostrum a

little shoitei-

than prothorax.

;

]
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deeply incised at base, gently curved, the sides parallel to beyond
middle and sliglitl)^ dilated at apex upper surface convex, with
five narrow undulating carinfe, the centi'al one sometimes a little
higher than the others the two lateral sulci on each side narrow,
deep, and of equal length
scrobes deep and latei-a'l
inferior
basal furi-ow veiy deep.
Antennce with the scape reaching eye,
the first joint of funicle longer than the second.
Prothorax
as long as broad, sides subparallel from base to beyond middle,
thence rapidly narrowed to apex, anterior margin truncate dorsally
ocular lobes well developed upper surface slightly convex, densely
and evenly set with lai'ge rounded gi-anules and without any trace
of a central furrow, entirely devoid of scaling.
Elytra oblongoovate, much narrower in S truncate at base, shoulders prominent
and subrectangular, sides slightly romaded, broadest about middle
apical processes absent in J very small in 5
Upper surface
convex, without any distinct sulci, the whole surface being densely
covered with even and regular rows of large i-ounded granules
these granules bare, and each with a short depressed dark seta
the interstices entirely devoid of scales, except for a few along the
extreme lateral margin. Legs rugose, with black setae on the
tibife and a few v/hite ones on the femora
the inner edges of tibiae
strongly dentate posterior tarsi with the three basal joints subequal in length and breadth.
Namaqualand O'okiep {G. Warden).
Types, cJ in the South African Museum, 2 i" 'tl^e British
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

.

,

;

;

;

:

Museum.
Very nearly

allied to corpidentus Gyl., which, however, has the
rosti'um shorter, thicker, and more strongly curved the prothoi^ax
is also much larger in proportion to the elytra in corpidentus, the
elytra are less elongate and jointly sinuate at the base with the
humeral angles projecting forwards, whereas in monUis the base
is truncate with the shoulders subrectangular.
;

HiPPORRUINUS DISPAR,

Sp. nov.

Long, lli-llf, lat. 44-5f mm.
Head convex, with scattered fine punctuation forehead with a.
deep central impression anteocular furrows deep. liostruin separated from head by a deep incision, as long as prothorax, strongly
upper surface almost
curved and moderately dilated at apex
plane, rugosely punctured in the central portion and with a broad
smooth centi-al carina the lateiul sulci broad and deep, the upper
pair only uniting at base, the lower pair much shorter scrobes
inferior basal furrow very broad and deep.
deeji and latei-al
Prothorax broader than long, apex scarcely narrower than base,
sides strongly rounded, broadest at middle
apical margin
faintly concave dorsally
ocular lobes moderate.
Upper surface slightly convex, evenly set with small rounded tubercles,
leaving a narrow central furrow containing no carina tubercles
bare, the interstices with a few scattered pale scales.
Elytra
oblongo-ovate, truncate at base, shoulders prominent and sub;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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sides
scarcely rounded, subparallel to beyond
rectangular
upper surface
middle apical processes absent in both sexes
with broad sulci containing rows of large shallow punctures
separated by small granules, the intervals all evenly raised and
with regular rows of larger granules granules bare, with short
depressed black setje, which, however, are much longer and erect
on the declivity the interstices with thin, very scattered, white
scaling.
Legs moderately slender, the posterior pairs of tibite not
dentate internally posterior tarsi with joints 1 and 3 of equal
widtb, 2 a little narrower, 2 and 3 subequal in length, 1 distinctly
;

;

;

;

;

;

longer.

Sir Lowry's Pass and Ashton {F. Pur cell).
in the British Museum, 5 in the South Afiican

Cape Colony
Types,

S

:

Museum.
The two examples here

associated present a very different
appearance superticially, owing to the fact that in the $ the
granules on the elytra are much lai-ger and distinctly elevated
whereas in the c? they are small and much depressed, giving the
insect an appearance very much like that of H. caffer.
similar form of variation may, however, be observed in other
species of the genus, such as wahlhergi Boh. &c., and in all other
respects these examples ai-e clearly refei-able to a single species.
;

A

HiPPORRHINUS FOVEOLATUS,

Sp.

nov.

Long. 8|^-13|, lat. 3-4-6 mm.
Head convex and closely punctured on vertex forehead flattened,
more sparsely punctured, and with a distinct central fovea anteocular fui'rows absent.
Rostrum not incised at base, moderately
stout, scarcely curved, slightly dilated at apex
upper surface
with a shallow central furrow, rather deeper anteriorly, the
adjoining costse with a fevf setigerous punctures upper lateral
sulci complete, deep anteriorly but uniting very shallowly at base,
the lower sulci much abbreviated scrobes directed beneath base
of rostrum
the infei-ior basal fui-row shallow. Antennce with
;

;

;

;

;

;

the scape scarcely i-eaching eye, the first joint of funicle rather
longer than the second. Prothorax a little broader than long, its
length equal to the width at base, the apex slightly narrower
sides moderately rounded, broadest about middle, apical margin
truncate dorsally ocular lobes feeble upper sui-fa.ce convex, closely
set with small rounded tubercles, leaving an ill-defined central
furrow containing a strong carina tubercles bare, each with a
very shoi't depressed seta the interstices with scattered large
round white scales.
Elytra oblongo-ovate, shoulders' roundly
prominent, sides subparallel from shoulders to beyond middle
apical processes very small and conical in both sexes upper surface
convex, with regular rows of large subreticulate fove?e, the intei'vals
narrow, smooth and devoid of granules dorsally, but with traces
of depi-essed granules laterally and on the declivity; black, shiny,
with small scattered patches of large white scales and with a few
minute depressed setae. Legs moderately stout, with sparse white
;

;

;

;

;

;

,
;
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scaling
the iinteiior tibiiB more curved interiorly in the c?
posterior tarsi with the three joints suhequul in length, the second
a little narrower than the others.
Cape Colony Bredasdorp iyH. Fry).
Types, (S in the British Museum, $ in the tSouth African
;

;,

:

Museum.
A somewhat

distinct species, owing to its regularly and deeply
foveate elytra.
It comes, perhaps, nearest to jj«r<i7'«.s Cyl., but
in that species there is no inferior basal furrow on the rostrum,
the forehead is deeply excavate, and the elytra are moi-e elongate

and

less distinctly foveate.

HlPPORRHINUS MONTANUS,
Long. 171—18,

lat.

Head convex, with

74

sp.

nOV,

mm.

close

deep punctuation on vertex

;

forehead

more sparsely punctured, with two shallow imjn-essions in J
which are obsolescent in 5 anteocular furrows deep, converging
dorsally.
liostrum not cut off' from head at base, but much
elevated dorsally, as long as prothorax only, thick, curved and
;

strongly dilated apically; upjDer surface shallowly impressed
towar'ds apex, slightly convex in the basal half and with a deep
central stria which vanishes anterioi'ly
lateral sulci deep,
the upper paii- much longei- and uniting deeply at the base,
lowei- pail- not luiiting, each foi-ming a large ti'iangular fovea,
;

scrobes veiy deep, directed beneath base of rosti-um, but not
uniting the inferior basal fuiTow being absent. Antenncc short
and stout scape scarcely reaching eye and coai'sely punctui-ed
funicle with first joint much longer than second.
Prothorax a
;

;

little

;

broader than long, apex narrower than base, sides rounded,

margin ti'uncate dorsally;
upper surface slightly convex, somewhat closely set with rounded tubercles, leaving a central furrow
containing
broad abbi'cviated caiina tubercles bare, each witli
a depressed dark seta, the intei-stices with grey scaling. Elytra
subova,te, similarly sha.ped in both sexes, shouldei'S prominent and
subrectangular, sides slightly rounded, broadest about middle;
upper surface convex, with i-egulaiapical processes obsolescent
rows of large reticulate fovepe, the intervals nari/ow, 1, 3, 5, and 7
being distinctly costate, smooth and devoid of granules, the
remaining intervals def)ressed and transversely plicate, but
colour black, with sparse
irregular and sometimes indistinct
minute pale scaling. Legs stout, with very scattered pale scaling
the posterior tibite strongly dentate internally; the tarsi broad,
the basal joints of equal width, but the second shorter than the
first and third.
brojtdest ratlier before middle, anterior

ocular lobes veiy prominent

;

;

i\.

;

;

;

Cape Colony Matroosbei'g (i>r. Marloth).
S in the British Museum, $ in the
Museum.
:

Types,

(South African

This species will stand next to delectans Hbst., with which it
agrees very closely in its rostral structure (except that the lower

;
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do not unite at the base) it may, however, be easily
by its convex forehead, the much greater develop;

•distinguished

ment of the ocular lobe of the prothorax>
large subreticulate foveas on the elytra.
HiPPOERHINUS PURCELLI,
.

Long.

12|-, lat.

Sp.

and

by the

especially

nOV.

mm.

5|

Head deeply and

rugosely punctured; forehead subplicate,
broadly impressed, and with a short elevated central carina, anteoculai- furi'ows absent.
Rostribm. not incised at base, as long as
the prothorax, scarcely curved, but sharply declivous at apex,
bioadly and regulai'ly dilated from base to apex
upper surface
rugosely punctured, Avith a broad smooth central cai'ina which is
continued right up to the base, the adjoining carinse shorter,
nari-ower, and lower
lateral sulci not uniting at base, the lower
ones rather narrower than the upper, but of equal length scrobes
entirely lateral, straight and oblique the inferior basal furrow
absent.
Antennce with the scape just reaching eye, the two basal
joints of funicle subequal.
Prothorchx transverse, apex and base
of about equal Avidth, sides stroiigly rounded, broadest at middle,
anterior margin slightly sinuate doi-sally
ocular lobes well
developed
upper surface slightly convex, fairly closely set with
low rounded tubercles, leaving a narrow centi'al furrow containing
a distinct but abbreviated carina
tubercles bare, Avith short
depressed setae, the interstices Avith grey scaling. Elytra oblongoovate, shoulders subrectangular, sides scarcely rounded, broadest
about middle, apical processes obsolescent
upper surface without striation, but Avith roAvs of small granules in lieu of punctures
interval 1 Avith distant, small, depressed tubercles vanishing on the
declivity, intervals 2 and 4 Avith only one or two larger i-ounded
tubercles before middle, 3, 5, and 7 Avith closely-set roAvs of large
elevated tubercles which are sharply conical except on the basal
poi'tion of the disk, interval 6 quite smooth
tubercles bare, Avith
short depressed dark sette, the interstices Avith a A^ery few scattered
pale scales. Legs rugose, except the central part of the femora
which is smooth the interior edges of all the tibiae strongly
dentate the posterior tarsi with the three basal joints of equal
width, the first a little longer than second or third Avhich are
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

equal.

Cape Colony Sir Lowry's Pass {F. PurceU).
Type
in the South African Museum.
:

cj"

CvcLOMUS ALGOENSis,

sp. nov.

(Plate

LXYI.

fig. 6.)

Long. 6|-8|-, lat. 2f-3f mm.
Black, with fine grey setiform scaling.
Head closely and i-ugosely punctured throughout, and with
sparse setiform scaling eyes A^ery prominent, lateral.
Rostrwm
rather shorter than the head and similaily sculptured, scrobes
;

;
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beneath the eyes in the foi'm of a distinct naiTow
slender, piceous, with veiy fine gi'ey
pubescence first joint of funicle as long as the club. Prothorax
slightly longer than bi'oad, obliquely ti'uncate at apex, steeply
retuse at base which is not broader than the apex, sides rounded,
broadest at iniddle, shallowly constricted and transversely impressed anteriorly upper surface very convex, with even rugose
punctuation and a high naiTOw central carina.
Elytra ovate,
narrower in c? shoulders sloping, sides rounded, broadest about
middle upper surface convex, not stiiate, but with i-egular rows
of minute granides in lieu of stripe dorsally and with rows of
punctures laterally; the intervals 1, 3, and 5 with rows of small
tubercles, each of which bears a very short depressed seta, intervals
2 and 4 plane, often with abbreviated or interrupted rows of small
granules, 6 and 7 moi-e convex and usually granulate, the outeiintervals j^lane and smooth.
Legs long and slender, piceous, with
pale pubescence tarsi elongate, the third joint deeply bilobed
femora strongly clavate, the posterior paii- almost reaching the
apex of elytra in c? much shorter in 5
Cape CoLONy Algoa Bay [Dr. H. Brauns).
Types, d in the British Museum, $ in the Oxford Museum.
coiitiiiuecl

Antemim long and

furrow.

;

;

,

;

;

.

,

:

Cyclomus simplex,

sp. nov.

(Plate

LXYI.

fig. 7.)

Long. 5f-9f lat. 2f-4 mm.
Colour black, with fairly dense, grey or light brown, long,
recumbent pubescence.
Head very convex, coarsely and closely punctured, thinly
pubescent ; eyes short ovate, very prominent. Rostrum shorteithan the head, coarsely punctured, the scrobes evanescent
posteriorly, passing obliquely much below the eyes.
Antennm
moderately slender, piceous, with fine long grey pubescence the
club longer than first joint of funicle. Prothorax broader than
,

;

long, obliquely truncate at apex, strongly retuse at base, sides
strongly rounded, broadest at middle, slightly constricted neaiapex upper surface subdepi-essed, longitudinally rugose, without
;

any central carina and with recumbent pale

pulDescence.
Elytra
ovate, subacuminate apically, shoulders rounded, broadest before
middle upper surface convex, with deep striee containing i-ows of
;

granules, the intervals broad and plane in 5 narrower and moi'e
convex in c? but all evenly raised, finely coriaceous, devoid of
tubercles and with long depressed pale pubescence.
Legs comparatively stout, piceous, with long grey pubescence third tarsal
joint strongly bilobed.
,

,

;

Cape Colony Grahamstown.
Types, $ in the British Museum,
:

This insect

by

its

may

smooth even

c? in the Oxfoixl Museum.
be readily distinguished from all its congeners

elytra.

I have received five sj)ecimens through Dr.
" Natal," but the locality seems doubtful.

Horn

labelled
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Six species of Cyclomus iiave been described previously, and the
following synoptic table may help to distinguish thera
:

1.

(2.)

2.

(1.)

3.

(4.)

4.

(3.)

5.

(14.)

6.

(9.)

'

I

I

7.

(8.)

8.

(7.)

9.

(6.)

!

;

!

C

;

10. (11.)

11. (10.)

tarsal joint not hilobate ; scrobes broad and deep,
reaching- right up to the eyes, their edges continued so as
to form the ocuhir orbits
C. simiis Wied.
Third tarsal joint strongly bilobate ; scrobes foveiform
apically, very shallow or even obsolescent behind, being
continued as faint oblique lines well below the eyes.
Prothorax broad, quite plane, with a deep excision on each
side about middle
C. planicollisVer.
Prothorax convex, sides not excised.
El3ftra with the alternate intervals elevated or tuberculate.
Eyes situated on the superior margin of forehead ; prothorax not, or only obtuselj', carinate.
Soops Boh.
Rostrum with a narrow central furrow
Rostrum without a central furrow
C. languidtis Boh.
Eyes lateral rostrum without a furrow.
Prothorax without a central carina; eyes subpedunculate.
C. eminith(s ]5oh.
Prothorax with a verj' distinct narrow central carina ; eyes

Third

i

prominent but never subpedunculate.
Tubei'cles on elytra bearing long erect setae ; legs covered with
C. dast/pus Germ.
very long tine hairs
Tubercles on elytra with very short depressed sette; legs
C. algoensis, sp. nov.
with short recumbent pubescence
Elytral intervals all perfectly smooth and of equal height.

12. (13.)
13. (12.)
14.

(o.)

C simplex,

I

'

C. simus

sp.

nov.

Wied. has been redesciibed by Pascoe (Ann. N, H.
1887) under the name of Exaetocleres scabrijjennis.

(5) XX. p. 354,

MYORRHmUS

LONGSTAFFI, Sp. nov.

Long. 3l-3f, lat. 2-2i mm.
Colour entirely black, uniformly and faii-ly densely covered
with light green scaling and closely set with short suberect pale
setfe.

eyes depressed and
shortly conical, densely squamose
Rostrum elongate, as long as head and
prothorax, strongly and regularly curved, compressed dorsally
towards base (there being a broad lateral furrow from the
antenna to the eye), but flattened and slightly spatulate at the
apex upper surface not gibbous at the insertion of the antennse,
but with a short shallow central furrow at that part, basal portion

Head

;

closely approximated.

;

punctate and squamose, apex and under sxirface bare shiny and imj)unctate colour black. Antennce inserted about middle of rostrum,
scape moderate,
black, with the base of scape dark ferruginous
slightly curved, gradually clavate and as long as funicle without the
Prothorax transverse, truncate at base and apex, the latter
club.
shallowly constricted and much narrower than the base, sides
strongly rounded, broadest about middle vipper surface evenly
convex, with fine shallow punctuation concealed by the scaling.
Elytra short, subglobose, their sides strongly rounded, broadest
before middle upper surface convex with fine distinctly punctured
Legs feiTuginous
strife, the intervals smooth and impunctate.
brown, the femora darker the latter with green scaling, tibise
with depressed whitish seta3.
;

;

;

;

;

;;
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Cape Colony East London {Dr. G. B. Longstaf).
Type in the Oxford Museum.
Nearly allied to M. setarius Fahr., but in that species the setee
are inconspicuous, being much fewer and very minute
the
rostrum and legs are also of a different colour, being testaceous
:

;

yellow.
I have

much pleasure in dedicating this species to Dr. LongstafT,
who has kindly entrusted to me the Curculionidfe which he

took during the recent visit of the British Association to South
Africa.

Rhyparosomus mashunus,

nov,

sp.

(Plate

LXVI.

fig. 8.)

Long. 4|-6, lat. lf-2|- mm.
Colour black, with dark brown scaling and thinly covered
throughout with stiff erect setaj elytra wath a common V-shaped
pale mai'king behind middle (often abraded), and sometimes with
ix broad pale lateral stiipe.
Head rugoseiy punctured forehead plane, w^ith a short deep
central furrow and a shallower one on each side of it, all tln-ee
being continuous with the rostral furrows.
Rostrum shorter
than the prothorax, broad, scarcely curved, its sides subparallel
upper surface with three deep continuous furrows of equal length,
the central one being rather broader than the others, beyond
these a short lateral basal stria.
Antennce piceous, the scape
slender, abruptly clavate, sparsely setose funicle with the two
basal joints elongate, the first much longer than the second.
Prothorax as long as broad in ^ slightly broader than long in §
apical margin slightly rounded, ocular lobes distinct, basal mai'gin
strongly rounded, sides gradually dilated from base to beyond
middle, abruptly narrowed at apex upper surface almost plane,
the lateral margins retuse, rugoseiy and confiuently punctured
throughout. Elytra elongato- ovate, much narrower in c? deeply
emarginate at base, the basal angles projecting sharply forwards
shoulders oblique, with a veiy faint humeral tubei'cle, sides
paiallel from there to beyond middle
uppei- surface convex with
shallowly punctured stiia?, with the suture and alternate intervals
more raised than the others but without any tubercles the
intervals rugoseiy punctured and each with a row of stiff erect
setfe, which are more numerous on the elevated intervals.
Legs
with dark brown scaling, rarely with paler markings, and set with
anterior pairs of tibife very strongly curved near
.stiff erect set?e
apex in both sexes, but especially in the c?
Mashonaland Salisbury and Marandella's {G. A. K. M.).
Types, S in the British Museum, § in the Oxford Museum.
A common species, occurring round the I'oots of various lowgrowing plants. It is evidently allied to R. htcequalis Boh. (type
;

;

;

,

,

;

,

;

;

;

•

:

missing), but, according to the description, that species differs in
foveolse on the thorax, the elytra
are truncate at the base, and the raised intervals have rows of
remote obtuse tubercles.

having a transverse row of three

;
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(Plate

LXYI.

fig.

10.)

mm.

Head

strongly deflected, retracted and invisible from above when
forehead convex, covered with dense brown or grey scaling
and without any central sti'ia eyes broadly ovate, not acuminate
inferiorly.
Rostrum shorter than head, somewhat ampliated at
apex, its upper surface almost plane, squamose uniformly with the
head at base, bai-e and rugosely punctured at apex
antennae
fei'ruginous.
Prothorax longer than broad, its sides scarcely
rounded, broadest at base aiid gradually narrowed from there to
apex, base deejDly bisinuate, apex strongly and roundly produced
above head, ocular lobes obsolete, gular sinuation very deep
upper surface convex, closely set with laige subi'eticulate punctures
and with a distinct comjolete central furrow the sculpturing is,
however, very largely concealed by a thick brown or grey indumentum the larger punctures bear short thick erect seta?, which
are more numeroxis and paler along the apical margin. Elytra
jointly trisinuate at base, somewhat broader than the prothorax
at the shoulders, which are sloping, sides subparallel to beyond
middle scutellum distinct, densely squamose but not prominent
upper surface convex, with rows of large separated foveolse which
are partly concealed by a. thick greyish indumentum the intervals
narrow, plane, coriaceous, and with rows of short thick distant
erect setfe, which ai-e more numerous posterioi'ly and a number of
which unite to form a prominent fascicle on the declivity of the
Legs covered with thick grey or brown induthird interval.
mentum tibise with two short stout teeth internally at apex
tarsi short and broad, fourth joint entirely absent.
Mashonaland Salisbury and Umtali {G-.A. K. M.). Transvaal
at rest

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

Shilouvane {Rev. li. Jimiod).
Type in the British Museum.

DlABATHRARIUS VELUTINUS,
Long. 8-8|,

lat.

3|-4

Sp.

UOV.

(Plate

LXVI.

fig, 9.)

mm.

deflected, only a small portion visible from a,bove when at
forehead convex, with a shallow cential stria, densely clothed
with golden-bi'own scales and with scattered yellow setee eyes
narrowly ovate, but broadly rounded inferiorly. Rostrum abovit
as long as head, straight, parallel-sided at base, very broadl}^ and
upper surface plane,
triangularly dilated on each side at apex
rugosely punctured and with a nairow centi'al carina antennae
Prothorax as long as broad, sides
ferriiginous, the club fuscous.
parallel from base for two-thirds of the length, then rapidly
narrowed to apex, base bisinuate, apex roundly produced above
the head, ocular lobes slight, gular sinuation very deep upper
surface convex, densely and evenly clothed throughout with large
golden-brown scales which strongly overlap one another and with
^Z?/fr« jointly trisinuate at base,
scattered depressed yellow setae.
much broader than prothorax at shoulders, which are rounded

Head

rest

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and very prominent sides not rounded, broadest at base and very
gradually narrowed towards apex scutellum distinct, prominent,
densely squamose upper surface convex, with regular strias containing rows of deep punctures more or less hidden by the
scaling
the intervals plane, closely set with large rounded scales,
which stand almost vertically and thus give the insect a velvety
appearance each interval has a row of pale depressed setfe the
colour of the scales is dark brown with a common V-shaped
lighter mark behind middle, immediately followed by a broader
similar mark of the ground-colour, the apex again being lighteibut in the cotype the whole ground-colour is much lighter, and
thus only the darker posterior band is noticeable. Legs densely
covered with golden-brown scales and with depressed yellow setaj"^;
tibife dilated at apex, with a stout spine at the inner angle and a
shorter one just above it tarsi very broad and short, fourth joint
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

entirely absent.

Mashonaland Salisbuiy (6'. A. K.
Type in the British Museum.
:

Hypsomus parvus,
Long. 2|-3,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

21.),

LXYI.

fig. 11.)

mm.

lat. j^-\

Headj globose, with dense brown scaling and closely punctured,
without impressions or carinEe. Rostrum elongate, as long as the
prothorax, cylindrical, gently curved, slightly elevated "at base
and separated from the head by a faint impressed line, with close
punctuation and dense brown scaling throughout, and without
carinse or sulci scrobes disappearing rapidty beneath the rostrum
and continued to base, but not uniting there. Antemice piceous.
first joint of funicle thicker and
scape not reaching the eye
rather longer than second, the remainder very short, subequal,
but gradually Avidening apically. Prothorax longer than broad,
subcylindrical, sides almost
sti^aight but slightly narrowed
;

;

anteriorly, basal maigin arcuate, apex slightly lobate, oculaiupper surface convex, very closely and
lobes feebly developed
;

evenly punctured throughout, with dense brown scaling and a
narrow longitudinal Avhite line on each side. Elytra elongate,
basal margin jointly sinuate and not broader than the prothorax,
the sides rapidly dilated to form a rouuded humeral angle, thence
subparallel to beyond middle and rajjidly narrowed to apex, where
each elytron is shortly and separately acuminate upper surface
subdepressed and very gradually declivous posteriorly, with
regular and distinctly punctured stride
the intervals rathei'
narrow, scarcely convex and finely coriaceous
colour piceous,
with dense even broAvn scaling, except along the extreme lateral
margin, which is greyish Avhite like the whole of the under parts.
Legs densely squamose first tarsal joint as broad as, but a little
longer than, second, third rather broader, deeply bilobate claws
;

;

;

;

;

free.

Orange Colony: Bothaville {Dr. H. Brauns).
Type in the British Museum.
Proc. Zool. See- 906, No. LXII.
1

62
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small narrow species, which, except for its smaller size, quite
resembles in general facies its congeners scapha Boh. and
lemhunculus Boh. The former, however, which is the larger
(5g mm.), differs from both the other species in having two shallow
furrows on each side of the rostrum above the scrobes
the
scrobes also unite beneath at some distance from the base further,
the basal margin of the elytra is wider than the prothorax, the
outer angles bearing a small blunt tubercle, and owing to a constriction just behind the base the margin is somewhat raised
finally, the thorax is more transverse and has the sides rounded.
The present species is much more nearly allied to levihuncidus
(3| mm.), but in that insect the rostrum is not elevated at the
base, but is continuous with the head
the ocular lobes of the
prothorax are well developed and there are three white stripes
dorsally, the outer ones being much broader the basal margin is
not wider than the prothorax nor is it elevated, but there is no
humeral prominence as in parvus and the shoulders are oblique.
H. scapha I have taken in Natal at Estcourt, and it was also
found at Howick by Dr. F. Dimock Brown. H. lemhunculus I
have received only from XJitenhage, where it has been taken by
Father O'Neil.
;

;

;

;

;

Bagous punctipennis,
Long. 6|,

lat. 2|-

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXVI.

fig.

12.)

mm.

Black, iiniformly covered thi'oughout with dirty grey scaling
having the appearance of putty.
Head retracted, forehead with a very deep and broad central
impression and with a rounded prominence above each eye.
Rostrum, rather long and slender, as long as prothorax, subdepressed, sharply deflected at one-third from base, sides parallel
throughout
upper surface slightly convex and with a faint
central carina when the scaling is removed the surface is found
to be piceous, very shiny and minutely punctured.
Antennce
inserted well behind middle of rostrum, piceous, with the club
grey, the scape very short.
Prothorax longer than broad, basal
margin arcuate, apical margin slightly lobate and somewhat
elevated
sides subparallel fi'om base to near apex and there
sharply constiicted ocular lobes prominent upper sui-face almost
plane, with close faint punctuation and irregular wrinkling, with
a mere trace of a broad very shallow central furrow and with a
distinct lateral impression about middle.
Elytra oblong, jointly
sinuate at base, the margin being somewhat elevated and crenushoulders sloping and with a sharp humeral prominence
lated
sides almost straight and gradually narrowed posterioily, apex
slightly and sepai-ately produced and with a sharper prominence
from the end of the third interval upper surface almost plane on
disk, with broad stride containing rows of large round punctures,
which are visible through the scaling to the naked eye, the
intervals plane on disk and slightly convex laterally, 3 and 5 each
with a sharp conical tubercle on the declivity, the latter being
nearer the apex interval 3 is also dentately carinate on the apical
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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half of the. declivity, the carina forming a sharp prominence at the
apex.
Leys densely squamose, the tibise with sparse very long
setfe
tai'si extremely slender, the three basal joints no broader
than the fourth, the second joint slightly longer than the first.
;

Portuguese E. Africa Beira (7^. A. SheiyparcV).
Type in the British Museum.
This very distinct species was caught by Mr. tSheppard at light.
The very slender tarsi, the apical prominences, and the short
scape and scrobe are all characters which Avill at once distinguish
it fi'om any of the other African forms.
:

Bagous beiranus,

sp.

nov.

Long. 2|, lat. 1 mm.
Colour black, with uniform dark brown scaling.
Head convex, forehead without any impression.
Rostrum
shorter than prothoi-ax, curved and with its sides parallel upper
surface convex, smooth and with a short basal sulcus on each side
above the scrobe. Antennm inserted close to apex of rostrum,
piceous.
ProtJiorax as long as broad, arcuate at base, apical
margin truncate dorsally, broadest before middle, the sides being
gradually dilated fi-om base to near apex and there sharply
upper surface slightly convex, with subrugose conconstricted
fluent punctuation throughout.
Elytra shortly oblongo- ovate,
jointly sinuate at base, shoulders roundly prominent, sides almost
parallel from base to behind middle, apex abruptly subacuminate
upper surface gently convex, subretuse posteriorly, with a small
prominence on the fifth interval at the summit of the declivity,
the striis broad and deep and containing rows of large sub;

;

which become smaller laterally and quite
on the declivity, the intervals very narrow and
undulating on the disk.
Legs black, with dense scaling, the
tibia? Avith a few long setse on the inner edge
tarsi with joints
1-3 subequal in length and breadth, longer than broad, joint 4
much longer and scarcely narrower, joint 3 not lobate.
Portuguese E. Africa Beira {A. Bodong).
Type in the British Museum.
The facies is that of a small B. aenosus Gyl., from which it may
be distinguished by the anterior dilatation of the prothorax, the
coa-i-sely punctured strife on the elytra, and the narrow undulating
reticulate punctures,

disappear

;

:

intervals.

Bagous humeralis,
Long. 4|,

lat. 1-|

sp.

nov.

mm.

Read slightly convex, finely punctured forehead with a shallow
Rostrum shorter than prothorax and comcentral impression.
paratively stout, strongly deflected close to the base
upper
surface convex, smooth, and with a short basal furrow above the
Antennce inserted at the middle of rostrum. Prothorax
scrobe.
as long as broad, arcuate at base, apical margin subtruncate
dorsally and slightly elevated, the sides gradually dilated from
;

;

62*

;
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base to beyond middle and sharply constricted at apex upper
surface slightly convex, rugosely punctured, and with a deep
complete central furrow. Elytra only slightly sinuate at base,
broadest at the humeral angles, which are rather sharply prominent, the sides subparallel from there to behind middle upper
surface slightly convex, with broad striae containing rows of deep
closely set punctures which are shallowly visible through the
scaling the intervals narrow, costate, the alternate ones distinctly
more elevated, the fifth with a small prominence on the declivity.
Legs piceous brown, the tibiae with a row of long erect setae on the
interior edge tarsi with the three basal joints subequal in length
;

;

;

;

and breadth.
Cape Colony TJitenhage {Father
Type in the British Museum.

O'Neil).

:

This species has the appearance of a large B. coenosiis Gyl., from
Avhich it differs in its much shorter, thicker, and more sharply
deflected rostrum the scape and scrobe are also much shorter
the apical constriction of the thorax is stronger and the central
furrow deeper finally, in coenosus the punctuation of the striae
;

;

on the elytra

is

much

finer

and

through the scaling, the
and the tibias have no long

invisible

alternate intervals are not raised,
setae.

Bagous senegalensis (Faust,
Long.

i. 1.),

sp.

nov.

mm.

5i, lat. 2^

Black, with uniform dense

brown

scaling.

forehead with a large central fovea and without
supraocular prominences. Rostrum about as long as prothorax,
upper surface
reo-ularly curved, and slightly dilated at apex
convex, smooth, the punctuation hidden by the scaling, the lateral
Antennce
sulcus above the scrobe shallow and rather indistinct.
Prothorax as long as
inserted nearer the apex of the rostrum.
broad, bisinuate at base, apical margin subarcuate dorsally, sides
subparallel from base to near apex and there sharply constricted
upper surface slightly convex, closely and distinctly punctured,
withoiit any central furrow, but with a number of irregular
shallow impressions. Elytra subquadrate, faintly trisinuate at
upper surface almost
base, the humeral angles bluntly prominent
plane, with a broad shallow V-shaped impression near base and
with fine strias containing shallow punctures which are quite
hidden by the scaling, the intervals being broad, plane, and closely
intervals 3 and 5 each with a
punctured (beneath the scaling)
Legs with
large rounded tubercle at the summit of the declivity.
dense brown scaling tibiae denticulate internally, each denticle
with a short erect seta tarsi with joint 3 not bilobate, joint 1

Read convex

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

longer than 2 or

3.

—

Senegal (Pijntz coll. Faust).
Type in the Dresden Museum.
Allied to B.fastosus Hartm., but a distinctly larger and heavier
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the evenly
It differs also in the following characters
intervals of the elytra, the larger tubercles, the moie
prominent humeral angles, the non-bilobate third tarsal joint,
and the denticulate tibiee. The last character does not occur in
insect.

:

raised

any other African Bagous with wiiich I am acquainted.

Bagous promontorii,
Long. 2i,

i

lat.

sp.

nov.

mm.

Head

forehead with a small
convex, with dense grey scaling
Rostrum about as long as prothorax, distinctly
curved and slightly dilated from base to apex upper surface
convex, smooth, minutely punctured, and without any basal lateral
sulcus.
AntenncB inserted close to apex of rostrum. Prothorax
about as long as broad, basal margin slightly arcuate, apicnl
margin truncate, sides subparallel from base to beyond middle
and evidently constricted near apex upper surface slightly convex
and quite smooth except for a small fovea in the centre of the
base and a shallow transverse impression near the apex. Elytra
short, subquadrate, subtruncate at base, shoulders roundly prominent, sides subparallel to beyond middle upper surface almost
plane, with fine striae containing shallow punctures which are not
visible through the scaling, the intervals plane dorsally, the fifth
bearing a slight elevation on the apical declivity. Legs ferruginous, with thin grey scaling tarsi with joint 3 not lobate, quite
similar to 2, scarcely as long as broad, as broad as and a little
shorter than 1, broader and much shoi-ter than 4.
;

central fovea.

;

;

;

;

Cape Colony Cape Town*.
Type in the South African Museum.
:

Resembles a small B. coenosus Gyl. in appearance, but that species
has a distinct central furrow on the pi'othorax, as well as a basal
furrow on each side of the rostrum above the scrobe.
In addition to the five species of Bagous described above there
are four others known from Africa. Of these the only one which I
have not yet seen is B. crispus Faust, from the Congo (Ann. Soc.
Ent. Belg. 1899, p. 408). B.fastosus Hartm. was described from
Dar-es-Salaam (Deut. ent. Zeit. 1904, p. 391), and I have seen
two specimens taken by Mr. P. A. Sheppard at Beira. B. longulus Gyl. is apparently widely distributed throughout S.E. Africa,
occurring in Cape Colony, Natal, Mashonaland, and Beira it is
found commonly on the water-lily {Nymphcea stellata). Father
O'Neil has taken a number of B. coenosus Gyl. under a stone in a
damp spot near Uitenhage, Cape Colony the only other localities
from which I have seen it are the Yictoria Falls, where a single
specimen was recently found by Dr. G. B. Longstaif, and Bothaville,
O.E.C., whence I have received one example from Dr. Brauns.
;

;

* Since this description was written, Dr. K. M. Heller has kindly submitted to me
beetles of the g-enus Bagous, from Lagos and Ashanti respectively, which
I can attribute only to this species. They differ in being of slightly larger size and
in having the prominence on interval 5 much more strongly developed and the
alternate intervals slightlj' more raised posteriorly.

two small

—

;
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1.

(2.)

2.

(1.)

3.

(4.)

4.

(3.)

5.

(8.)

6.

(7.)

7.

(6.)

8.

(5.)

9.

(10.)

10.
11.

(9.)

;

:

;

'

:

!

I

}

I

I

(16.)
I

j

(13.)

13.

(12.)

:

i

:

:

14.

(15.)

15.

(14.)

may

be

discriminated

[DeC. 11

by

the

folio-wing

:

set with erect curled setfe
S. crispnsYsi.
TTpperside entirely devoid of erect setae.
Anteunje inserted behind middle of rostrum elytra with a
sharp prominence at apex of interval 3 and with the
striae deeply punctured; joints 2 and 3 of tarsi longer
than 1
J3. jjunctipennis, sp. nov.
Antennae inserted at or beyond middle of rostrum; elytra
with no prominence at apes of interval 3 ; joints 2 and 3
of tarsi not longer than 1.
Striie on elytra deeply and closely punctured, the punctures
being distinctly visible through the scaling ; tibiae Avith
a row of long setae on their inner edge.
Prothorax without a central furrow ; antennae inserted near
apex of rostrum ; size small (mider 3 mm.). B. beiramis, sp. nov.
Prothorax with a deep and continuous central fun-ow;
antennae inserted at middle of rostrum; size larger (over
4^ mm.)
JB. luimeroUs, sp. nov.
Stria? impimctate or with fine or shallow punctuation,
which is quite innsible through the scaling; tibia?, at
most, with verv short depressed setae.
Third joint of tarsi evidentlv bilobate
B.fastosits H-Mtm.
Tliird joint of tarsi not bilobate.
Forehead with no supraocular prominence; elytra .subquadrate ; third joint of anterior tarsi not broader than
*
second.
Tibiae denticulate internally ; third interval of elytra with
a large rounded tubercle at the summit of the declivity
size larger (-5-6 mm.)
S. senegalensis, sp. nov.
Tibiae not denticulate third interval of eh-tra without anjtubercle; size smaller (2-3 mm.).
Prothorax \vith a continuous central furrow ; rostrum with
a basal lateral sulcus above the scrobe
JB. coenosiis Gyl.
Prothorax with no central furrow rosti'um without a basal
lateral sulcus
S. promontorii. i^t.noy.
Forehead with a small prominence above the eye: elytra
elongate third joint of anterior tarsi distinctb' broader

Upperside

:

I

12.

species
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,

.,

:

;

.

16.

(11.)

:

than second

Phacemastls; trixotata,

B.longithis

sp.

(iy\.

nov.

Long. 4|— oi, lat. I3— 21; mm.
Colour black, ^^-ita very sparse white setiform scaling, the elytra
with one apical and two basal patches of dense creamy-white
scales.

Head closely punctured and with sparse white scaling beneath
eyes subcontiguous and occujjying almost the entire upper surface
in the 5 more widely separated in J
Rostrum strongly curved,
its sides stibparallel. the basal half compressed, coarsely strigosopunctate, squamose, and with a high smooth central carina
ascending between the eyes the apical half depressed, bare, shinj-,
and very finely punctured in 2 more coarsely so in cJ Antennce
ferruginous, with the club fuscous and about ec^ual to the last
four joints of the funicle. Prothorax slightly broader than long,
broadest at base, sides almost straight and gradually converging
to near apex, which is strongly constricted, base bisinuate, apical
maigiu truncate upper surface subdepressed, with deep close
and subreticulate punctuation throughout and a very short smooth
;

.

5

;

,

;

.

;
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central carina
colour dull black, with very spai'se white scales
above and much denser yellowish scaling on the under parts.
Elytra jointh" sinuate at base, broadest at the shoulders, which
are roundly prominent and thence gradually narrowed to apes i
upper surface flattened in the basal half but convex posteriorly,
with deep strongly punctured striae, the intervals narrow but
plane and rugosely punctiu-ed
colour black, with very sparse
white scaling, a subquadrate patch of dense creamy scaling at the
base of intervals 2 to 4 and an elongate sutural patch near apex
under parts with dense creamy-white scaling.
Legs black or
piceous, evenly clothed with rather thin white scaling all femora
with a large sharp tooth.
Mashonalaxd: Salisbury and Umcheki E. {G.A. K. J/.).
;

;

;

Type

in the British

Museum.

Phacemastix pardalis, sp. nov. (Plate LXVII. fig. 3.)
Long. 7i-8i, lat. 3A-3| mm.
Colour dull black, with numerous large white spots, which are
fewer on the thorax underside -svith uniform dense white scaling
except on the apical segments of the abdomen, which are black
;

with three white

Head

spots.

and coarsely punctured, black, with a
eyes
large subquadrate patch of white scales below each eye
Eostrvm about
closely approximated above but not contiguous.
as long as prothorax, distinctly cuiwed, broadest at base and
gradually narrowed to beyond middle, thence slightly v^ddening to
apex apical portion flattened, shining, and with fine scattered
punctuation leaving an impunctate central line with a short
basal poi'tion compressed
central stria between the antennaj
doisally, with a prominent shiny central ridge ascending the
forehead between the eyes the sides closely and coarsely puncAntennce black,
tured, but covered with dense white scaling.
with the base of scape red the club ovate, very large, about as
Protliorax rather
long as the last six joints of the funicle.
subconical, closely

;

,

;

;

;

broader than long, sides somewhat rounded, broadest near base
and gradually narrowed to near apex, whei'e it is strongij^ constricted
iqjper surface almost plane, rugosely and evenlj'' punctured throughout, without any central carina dull black with
the following white spots two large lateral ones (subapical and
;

;

:

median), both uniting with the inferior white scaling, then

a

sublateral longitudinal row of three smaller spots, and two
small spots placed transversely in the centi'e of disk, with sometimes a similar pair behind and another pair- in front of thera.
Elytra broadest at shouldei'S, which are roundly 2:)rominent and
thence gradually narrowed to apex upper surface plane, shallowiy
depressed near the scutellum, with broad striaj containing large
deep punctures, the intervals plane and rugose coloui' dull black,
with numerous irregular, usuall}' subquadrate, white spots, often
forming transverse patches, and with a broad white apical patch
;

;
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Legs black, with dense white
femora with a black spot towards apex,
with apex and a central patch black all femora armed with

containing a few small black spots.
scaling, posterior pairs of
tibiae

;

a large triangular tooth.
Mashonaland
Salisbury and Umcheki
Matabelelaxd
Matopos {P. A. HhepparcV),
aNeiT).
Type in the British Museum.
:

:

Phacemastix poultoni,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

R. {G. A. K. M.).

Plumtree {Father

LXVII.

fig. 2.)

Long. 64-7i, lat. 2|-3| mm.
Colour black, j)rothorax with a ring of sparse white or yellowish
scaling round the entire apical margin and a small patch of
similar scales at each basal angle elytra dark red, v.^ith the base
and apex broadly black and with two broad transverse bands of
white scales, one at the extreme base and the other dividing the
red from the apical black under parts black, with more or less
sparse white scaling, forming denser patches on the meso- and
metasternum.
Head subconical, closely punctured eyes large, convex and
meeting dorsally in both sexes. Rostrum as long as prothorax,
curved and strongly deflected, its sides subparallel apical portion
flattened, bare and coarsely punctured throughout
basal portion
somewhat compressed superiorly, with three dorsal carinfe, the
two outer ones uniting near base with the central one, which is
more elevated and ascends the forehead, the sides rugosely punctured and with sparse white scaling. Antennce dark ferruginous,
with white setfe the club fuscous, shorter, about equal to the
last three joints of the funicle.
Prothorax as broad as long, sides
scarcely rounded, broadest at base and gradually narrowed to near
apex, where there is a sharp constriction, base deeply bisinuate,
apical margin shallowly sinuate dorsally upper surface moderately
convex, with deep subreticulate punctviation throughout and with
only a trace of a central carina. Elytra jointly sinuate at base,
broadest at shoulders, which are roundly prominent, and thence
gradually narrowed to apex upper surface almost plane, depressed
near the scutellum, which is black, bare, and rugosely punctured
the strige broad and deep, containing rows of large shallow punctures, the intervals not broader than the strife, plane and coarsely
pmictured.
Legs black, evenly covered with rather sparse
depressed white setfe all the femora with a large sharp tooth.
Mashonaland Salisbury {G. A. K. 3L).
Types, c? in the British Museum, $ in the Oxford Museum.
-l-t
is with much pleasure that I dedicate this species to my
kind friend Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S., the Hope Professor of
Zoology at Oxford, to Avhom I am deej)ly indebted for much
invaluable aid in my entomological work.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

P. haridioides Fahr. is the only other described species of this
genus, and has a strikingly diflferent coloration from any of the
foregoing insects.
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Aplemonus

zizyphi, sp. nov.

Long.

3-3:j, lat.

Head

porrect,

I5-II

(Plate

LXYII.

fig. 11.)

mm.

elongate,

subcylindrical,

coarsely

punctured

except on extreme vertex, with a shallow impression between the
eyes lateral,
eyes, black with a few sparse white depressed seta?
round, subdepressed. Rostrum stout, subcylindrical, narrower,
but a little longer, than head, not curved, but slightly deflected
upper surface coarsely punctured throughout and with depressed
white setpe, except at extreme apex, which is smooth and shiny.
Antennce black, inserted behind middle. Prothorax longer than
broad, truncate at apex and base, cylindrical, with a slight constriction near apex
upper surface convex, coarsely and evenly
colour
punctured, with a deep elongate median fovea at base
black, with sparse depressed white seta?.
Elytra pyriform, much
broader than prothorax at shoulders, which are obliquely prominent, sides strongly rounded, broadest well behind middle upper
surface very convex, gibbous, deepest behind middle, the posterior
declivity very steep, with nine broad and deep strise containing
rows of strong punctures the intervals broad and plane, coarsely
coriaceous, and often Avith a faint central stria, but with no
tubercles or carinse colour black, occasionally with a dark reddish
tinge, with sparse depressed white seta?. Legs stout, black, punc;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tate,

and with scattered white

setfe.

Katal
Malvern {C. N'. Barker), Estcourt
Mashonaland Salisbury {G. A. K. M.).
Type in the British Museum.
:

{G. A.

K. M).

:

This insect feeds on various species of Zizyplius, as also does
congener A. gibhipennis Fahr. This latter species has a very
diflfei'ent appearance, owing to the elongate tubercles on the
intervals of its elytra.
A. auriviUii Fst. (Stett. ent. Zeit. xlix.
type in the Stockholm Museum) from Damaraland
1888, p. 296
is very closely allied to gibhipennis, and differs only in its smaller
size and in having the rostrum parallel-sided and not constricted
its

—

at base.

Euops cyaneus,

sp. nov.

Long.

mm.

3, lat.

1|

Head subconical, dailv blue, convex on vertex, and with distinct
scattered punctuation
eyes brown, large, prominent and broadly
Rostrum a little longer than head, narrow at
unitecl above.
base and strongly dilated from there to apex, convex above, dark
antennse black, quite
blue, closely and distinctly punctured
Prothorax about as broad as
similar to those of E. morio Boh.
long, sides slightly rounded, broadest rather behind middle, apical
;

;

margin broadly rounded, much narrower than base, which is
bisinuate and has a distinct narrow margin upper surface very
;

convex, dark blue, very shiny, evenly set with fine scattered
punctuation and without any central furrow or carina. Elytra
subquadrate, jointly sinuate at base, much broader than prothorax at shoulders, which are roundly prominent, sicles straight.

;;
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broadest at shoulders and very gradually nari'owed posterioi-ly
upper surface slightly convex, with regular rows of small but
distinct punctures, the intervals broad, j)lane, and inipunctate
Legs dark blue, finely punctured.
colour dark blue, shining.
Natal: Malvern (C. N. Barker).
Type in the British Museum.
Its shining blue colour will at once distinguish this insect from
the only other described South African sjDecies, E. inorio Boh.,
which is of a bronze-black colour and not nearly so shiny the
thorax is much more coarsely punctured, and the elytra have
deep coarsely punctured striae, the intervals being narrower and
more convex. E. se'mh-iolacea Fst. (Deut. ent. Zeit. 1^95, p. 234,
note) has the thorax less shiny and more strongly punctured
the intervals on the elytra are also much narrower and more
convex.
;

;

Balaninijs nubifer,

sp.

nov.

Long. 6-7|-, lat. 3-3|- mm. Rostrum J 24, $ 6 mm.
Colour dark ferruginous brown, densely but vaguely mottled
with dark brown, light brown, and white scales.
Read globose, with dense greyish-brown scaling eyes modeRostruin slender, dark brown,
I'ate, a little larger in the ^
;

.

bare
in <S subpoi'rect and coarsely strigoso-punctate up to the
insertion of antennfe, apical portion curved, smooth, and finely
but distinctly punctured in 5 , porrect for two-thirds its length,
then gently curved, distinctly punctured as far as the antennae,
Aniennce
anterior portion finely punctate at the sides only.
brown, with the scape paler, inserted a little beyond middle in S
and a little behind middle in $ terminal joints of funicle slightly
club
longer than bioad, 7 conical, longer and broader than 6
shortly ovate, the two basal joints transverse and transversely
Prothorax transverse, sides
truncate, the second quadrate.
rounded, broadest behind middle, scarcely narrowed towards base,
strongly narrowed anteriorly upper surface finely coriaceoiTS and
without any carina scaling dense, variegated brown, white, and
prosternum uniform greyish white.
grey above and laterally
Elytra ovate, bi'oadest at shoulders, which are roundly pi-ominent
sides scarcely rounded, rapidly narrowed to apex, especiall}^ in S
upper surface convex, with fine but distinctly punctured striae, inscaling dense, irregularly
tervals plane and very finely coriaceous
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

',

;

variegated with dark brown, yellowish brown, and white underLegs ferruginous brown, with
parts uniform greyish white.
dense pale scaling all femora armed with a stout simple tooth,
tibiae strongly uncinate.
Mashonalakd Salisbury {G-. A. K. M.).
Types, $ in British Museum, S in Oxford Museum.
;

;

:

Balaninus ficorum,
Long. 4|

sp. nov.

-5, lat. 2-25-

base to apex)

S 2-21 5

mm.
3|__4

(Plate

Rostrum
i^^ni.

LXYII.

fig. 5.)

(in a straight line

from

;
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Colour ferruginous brown, scaling on thorax dark fawn on disc
at the sides, scaling on elytra dark fawn variegated
w^ith dark brown marbling and spots of white or pale fawn.
Head globose, closely punctured, with fawn-coloiu'ed scaling
above
eyes comparatively small in 5
distinctly larger and
closer together in c^
Rostrum elongate, moderately stout,
strongly and regularly curved throughout, rufo-testaceous, bai'e,
mandibles black in S strongly sti'igoso-]3unctate in basal half,
apical half shiny and minutely punctured
much longer in $
strigoso-j)unctate to only one-fourth from base, apical half impunctate.
Antenoice comparatively short, testaceous, with the
club fuscous, inserted slightly behind middle in $ and slightly
beyond middle in d terminal joints of funicle short, scarcely
longer than broad club short ovate, the two basal joints transverse and ti'ansversely truncate, the second joint being quadrate.
Prothorax transverse, sides strongly rounded, broadest behind
middle, constricted at apex uppei- surface with fine reticulate
punctuation and a faint short central carina scaling dense, dark
fawn on disk, with sides and a spot in front of scutellum paler,
prosternum white in the middle and dark brown laterally.
Elytra ovate, broadest at shoulders, which are roundly prominent,
sides slightly rounded and rapidly narrowed to apex, the sti-iee
fine but distinctly punctured, the intervals plane and coriaceous
scaling moderately dense, fawn-coloured, marbled with dark
brown and with scattei'ed white or yellowish spots scutellum
white under parts with rather thin whitish or yellowish scaling
and a denser patch on the mesosteiiial epimera and at the apex
of the metasternal epistei'na.
Legs testaceous, with fairly dense
yellowish scaling all femora armed with a stout simple tooth

and paler

;

1

.

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tibife distinctly

;

uncinate.

Mashonaland Salisburj^ {G. A. K. M.).
Types, $ in British Museum, S in Oxford Museum.
Found on a species of wild fig.
:

Balaninus aurivillii, sp. nov.
Long. 4|-4i, lat. 2i-2i mm. Rostrum J 2i-2|, 5 4-4f mm.
Colour ferruginous, evenly covered with creamy white or pale
yellow scales and with a broad transverse band of denser scaling
on the elyti'a, behind middle, varying from pale to bright
yellow.

Head globose, with dense creamy scaling above and below^
Rostrum elongate, very
eyes large, scarcely smaller in the 5
in S
subporrect to beyond middle,
slender, dark ferruginous
thence curved to apex, strigoso-punctate in the basal half and
vSquamose close to base, apical half shiny and minutely punctvired
in 5 porrect for four-fifths of its length, then sharply curved
downwards, base shiny and impunctate throughout. Antennce
elongate, slender, testaceous, with the club fuscous, inserted
beyond middle in S and well behind middle in 5
terminal
joints of funicle elongate, sublinear, 6 and 7 equal in length and
.

;

,

;

,

;

;

.
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club elongate, the two basal joints obliquely ti'uncate
than broad, the second joint slightly narrowed
Prothorax transverse, broadest at base, much narrowed
Imsally.
and faintly constricted at apex, sides strongly rounded upper
surface finely and reticulately punctured, and without any centi'al
carina scaling creamy white or yellow, rather sparse, but forming
a dense narrow edging to the base of brighter yellow. Elytra
ovate, broadest at shoulders, which are roundly prominent, sides
upper surface
slightly curved and rapidly narrowed to apex
convex, with fine punctured strise, the intervals plane, coriaceous
scaling not very dense, cream-coloured, with a broad transverse
band just behind middle of denser yellow scales and with similar
denser scaling along the suture from the base to the transverse
band under parts squamose as above, the mesosternal epimeva
Legs
and metasternal episterna with denser brighter scaling.
ferruginous, with rather sparse pale scaling all femora armed
with a distinct simple tooth tibite not uncinate.
Mashoxaland Salisbury (6^^. xi. K. M.).
Types, $ in British Museum, <S in Oxford Museum.
Foinid on a species of wild fig.
I have much pleasure in dedicating this species to the distinguished Swedish entomologist. Prof. Chr. Aui-ivillius, to whom
I am indebted for his kind and valued assistance on several

breadth

and a

;

little longei"

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

occasions.

Balaninus barkeri,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXVII.

fig. 7.)

Long. 4^-5|, lat. 2-2| mm. Rostrum
3, $ 4|-5 mm.
Colour black, with thin grey scaling and the following markings
of bright orange
on thorax a central stripe and a basal lateral
spot on elytra a short sutural stripe and an interrupted transverse discal band
a transverse lateral band on meso- and
metastern um
Head globose, with dense grey scaling above and below in S
in 2 the interocular space is orange eyes very large in S rather
smaller in $
Bostrum black, bare, porrect to beyond middle
in S sharply curved apically, moderately stout, strigoso-punctate
in basal half, apical half minutely punctured in $ very slender,
gently curved apically, shiny and impunctate throughout. Antennce long and slender, fuscous, with the scape and basal joint
of funicle ferruginous, inserted well beyond middle in S and with
cj'

:

;

;

,

;

,

•

;

•

;

,

the scape equal in length to the first five joints of the funicle,
inserted close to base in $ and with the scape very short, equal
terminal joints of funicle
to the first joint of funicle only
elongate and slender, club more elongate than in B. aurivillii Mshl.,
the two basal joints similar in size and shape, broad and obliquely
Prothorax
truncate at apex and strongly narrowed basally.
transverse, sides strongly rounded, broadest behind middle, much
;

narrowed anteriorly and

slightl)^ so

behind

;

uppei' surface slightly

convex, evenly coriaceous, with a broad central stripe of bright
orange and a spot of the same colour at each basal angle in both

-
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sexes the 5 also has a vertical lateral orange band close to apex
and a central spot on the prosternum. Elytra ovate, broadest at
shonldei-s, which are roundly prominent, sides scai-cely rounded
and rapidly narrowed to apex upper surface with fine shallowly
punctured striae the intervals plane and coarsely coriaceous,
covered with fine gi-ey scaling and having a short basal orange
stripe along the suture, which also extends shortly along each side
each elytron with a median transverse orange band
of the base
extending from near the margin up to the third interval, but
sometimes abbreviated or interrupted
under surface with a
broad transverse lateral orange band on both the meso- and
metasternum, and a lateral orange spot on the second abdominal
:

;

;

;

;

segment. Legs black, with rather thin grey scaling all femora
armed with a sharp simple tooth in S the anterior femora have
a fringe of long white hairs along the basal half of the undeitibife not uncinate, the aiitei-ior pair in S strongly
surface
curved at apex and with a sharp median tooth.
;

;

;

Natal

:

Malvern

(C. N'. Bm-ker).

Types, S in British Museum, $ in Oxford Museum.
I have much pleasure in dedicating this pretty and distinct
species to my friend Mr. C. N. Barker, who has done so much to
increase our knowledge of the insects of the Natal Coast.
He
informs me that he has found it feeding on a small thorny tree,
known as the "Impafa " {Zizyplius mucronaUi).

Balaninus dtversicornis,

sp.

LXVII.
$ 3| mm.

nov.

(Plate

fig. 9.)

Long. 3, lat, 1|- mm. Rostrum S If,
Colour castaneous scaling on thorax dark brown (sometimes
with a slightly coppeiy reflection), with a central white stripe
which is broader basally scaling on elytra castaneous, with a
clouding of white scales, which are denser laterally and round the
;

;

scutellum.

Head

globose, closely punctured and with sparse pale scaling ;
and distant, scarcely larger in d'
Rostrum very slender, dark testaceous in c? , porrect in basal

eyes comparatively small

•

;

which is strigoso-punctate and sparsely squamose, apical half
curved, bare and minutely punctured in § porrect for twothirds of its length, then distinctly curved, bare and impunctate
except at extreme base. Antennce testaceous, inserted beyond
middle in ^ and well behind middle in $ joints 3-7 of funicle
club extremely
equal, very small, transverse and submoniliform
elongate, as long as the whole funicle joint 1 elongate, longeithan first joint of funicle, narrow and only slightly broadened
apically joint 2 of equal length, but distinctly narrower at base
and strongly clavate apically, being closely appressed to the two
very short terminal joints. Prothorax as long as broad, subconical, broadest at base and narrowed to apex, sides slightly
rounded and with a faint constriction near apex upjjer surface
convex, evenly coriaceous throughout scaling dense, dar-k chestnut
brown, with a pale central stripe gradually widening from apex
half,

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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prostei'iiuni with uniform white scaling.
Elytra ovate,
broadest at shoulders, which are roundly prominent, sides gently
rounded and rapidly narrowed to apex upper surface convex,
with rather strong and distinctly punctured striae, the intervals
scaling rather sparse, castaneous, the
plane and coriaceous
lateral margins and a large area about the scutellum dusted with
white scales the scutellum with dense, the under paints with sparse,
Legs testaceous Avith thin pale scaling all the
Avhite scaling.
femora armed Avith a stout tooth Avhich is denticulate internally
tibiae not uncinate.
Mashonaland Salisbury (G. A. K. 21.).
Types, J in British Museum, 5 in Oxford Museum.
Fovuid on a species of Avild fig.
The aberrant form of the antennal club in this species is A^ery
remarkable, and OAAang to the unusual diminution of the funicular
joints the slender basal joints of the club might at first sight be
mistaken for a portion of the funicle. In all other i-espects the
insect is a typical Bcdmiinics, and this structure cannot be considered as having a generic value OAving to the fact that a gradual
development of the club in this direction may be ti-aced through
B. aurivillii and B. harkeri.
The foregoing five species of Bcdaninus all belong to the typical
form of the genus characterised by the eAddent lateral angulation
of the second abdominal segment, the strongly appendiculate
tarsal claAvs, the Avidely separated intermediate coxa3, the basally
porrect rostrum, and the excessive length of the latter organ in
the 5 sex only.
Of this group only a single South African species has been
The folloAving key
previously described, a^z. B. suturifer Fahr.
Avill perhaps facilitate the identification of the six species

to base

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

1.

2.
3.

—

^- suturifer Fahr.
Femora unarmed
All femora armed Avitli a strong tooth.
Second joint of antennal club strongly transverse; tibiss
uncinate.
of funicle much longer than 6, appressed to the
-B. nuhifer, sp. nov.
size larger
;
and 7 of funicle subequal, the latter not appressed
B.ficorum, sp. nov.
club ; size smaller
Second joint of antennal club longer than broad; tibias

Joint 7
club
Joints 6
to the

not uncinate.

Antennal club much shorter than funicle

;

femoral tooth

simple.

Scape much longer than first joint of funicle.
Anterior tibia3 with no median internal tooth; prothovax
JB. aurivilUi, sp. nov., c? ?
without a central stripe of orange scales
Anterior tibiae with a sharp median internal tooth; proharkeri, sp. nov., $
B.
stripe
thorax with a central orange
B. harkeri, sp. nov., $
Scape only as long as first joint of funicle,
Antennal club as long as whole of funicle; femoral tooth
B. dii-ersiconiis, sp. nov.
denticulate internally
.

.

.

.

.

Of the remaining Balanini described from South Africa, the
majority will have to be assigned to the genus Tr-nola Pasc, of
This species has
Avhich the type is Balaninus suturalis Boh.

;
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been redescribed by Pascoe (Journ. Limi. Soc, Zool. 1886, vol. xix.
p. 332), but fortunately undei' the same name as that given by

Boheman.

EuDERES NATALis,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXVII.

fig. 6.)

Long. 7, lat. 24 mm.
Colour entirely dark red-brown, with sparse i-ecumbent yellow
setfe.

Read hemispherical, rugosely punctured, with a shallow impression between the eyes and with scattered depressed yellow
set^e
eyes lateral, large, subdepressed and coarsely facetted.
Rostrum as long as the prothorax, curved, narrowed fr-om base
to middle, apical half parallel-sided and somewhat depressed
upper surface bare, coarsely punctured at base but more finely
towards apex.
Antennm ferruginous, with dense pale setae.
Prothorax transverse, apical margin slightly sinuate dorsally,
base evidently bisinuate, sides subparallel from base to beyond
middle, thence strongly narrowed to apex upper surface sparsely
setose, with largo irregulai- shallow punctures, the intervals
between which form depressed undulating longitudinal carinse.
Elytra oblongo-ovate, jointly ti'isinuate at base, which is a little
broader than the prothorax, sides subparallel from base to about
middle, thence narrowed to apex ; upper surface convex, with
deep striae containing large oblong separated punctures, the
intervals broad, plane, aiid rugosely punctured setfe sparse, rather
more dense round the scutellum and at the humeral angles.
Legs ferruginous, with depressed yellow setfe femoi-a with a small
tooth tibif^ with four fine carinfe on the outer surface.
;

;

;

;

;

Natal: Diakensberg {G. A. K.
Type in the British Museum.

21.).

Nearly allied to E. Uneicollis Wied., which, however, mtiy at
once be distinguished by its prothorax, which bears fifteen very
distinct straight and smooth carinfe
the intervals of the elytra
are also less closely punctured.
In both species the anterior
coxse are only slightly separated and the prosternum is very
shallowly excavate. E. lineicollis I have found in Protea flowers
on Table Mt., and it is apparently confined to the Western
Districts of Cape Colony.
;

EuDEROiDES, gen. nov.

(Euderinfe.)

Head retrficted, almost invisible from above; eyes large,
elongate, lateral, coai'sely facetted and widely separated above.
Rostrum short, straight, deflected, slightly depressed and rounded
laterally
scrobes deep, almost straight, oblique, reaching the
;

eyes and not uniting inferiorly.
Antennce short, scape just
reaching eyes f unicle 7-jointed, joints 1 and 2 elongate and conical,
the former being a little longer and much thicker, 3-7 shoit
transverse and closely set club broadly ovate and evidently 3jointed.
Prothorax rather longer than broad, base bisinuate,
apex broadly produced over the head, sides rounded prosternum
;

;

;
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with a broad deep furrow having elevated sides but not continued
beyond the anterior coxse, which are broadly separated, Scutellimi
small, punctiform. Sternum elongate, mesosternal process broadly
truncate and deeply vertical anteriorly, metasternal epimera not
Elytra elongate, jointly sinuate at base,
upwardly produced.
covering the pygidium, convex, with ten complete strise. Abdome7i with the segments truncate, 2 nivich longer than 3 and 4
Legs short, the posterior tibife only just exceeding the
together.
apex of elytra femora stout, scarcely clavate, all armed with a
tibiae slightly curved at base, subcompressed, unstrong' tooth
cinate, not carinate externally, their corbels open, elongate and
very oblique tarsi with the third joint broadly lobate, claws
strongly appendiculate.
Type Eude^^oides mossambica, sp. nov.
In general facies this genus very closely resembles Euderes
the
Schh., but differs in the following important particulars
retracted head, the more widely separated eyes, the deep prosternal furrow, the broadly separated anterior coxfe, the noncarinate tibiae and the obliquity of the corbels in the jDosterior
;

;

;

:

:

pairs.

EuDEROiDES BiossAMBiCA,

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXYII.

fig. 4.)

mm.

Long,
Colour uniform piceous black throughout, with sparse depressed,
8, lat. 31-

golden

setfe.

retracted, hemispherical, rugosely punctured and without
Eostrum shorter than the anterior tibias, scarcely
impressions.
upper surface
curved, gradually dilated from base to apex
slightly convex, shallowly punctate and with a narrow smooth
Antennce short, dark ferruginous, with the club
central line.
Prothorax a trifle longer than broad, base bisinuate,
fuscous.
miuch broader than apex, dorsal apical margin broadly and
roundly produced over the head, sides moderately rounded,
upper surface almost plane, rugosely
broadest about middle
punctured throughout and with a fine abbreviated central carina.
Elytra elongate, oblongo-ovate, jointly sinuate at base and there
shoulders oblique,
slightly broader than the base of the thorax
upper surface convex,
sides parallel from there to beyond middle
with broad stride containing shallow punctures, the intervals
Legs
plane, finely rugose and with short depressed golden setae.
rather short and stout, rugose and sparsely setose, all the femora
armed with a short tooth.

Head

;

;

;

;

Portuguese E. Africa Beira
Type in the British Museum.
:

Neiphagus mashunus,
Long. 9-12,

lat.

5-6^

Head deeply and

sp. nov.

[P. A. Shej^pard).

(Plate

LXYII.

fig. 10.)

mm.

rugosely punctured, with scattered setiform
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eyes

coarsely

Bostrwrn

facetted.

than prothorax, gradually dilated apically, rugosely
punctured throughout, with a shallow lateral furrow from insertion of antennpe to eye filled with pale scaling scrobes short,
Antennce with
oblique, rapidly disappearing beneath rostrum.
i-ather longer

;

the three basal joints of funicle elongate, 2 being the longest,
5-7 very short, 4 half as long again. Prothorax shorter than its
width at base, subtriangulai', broadest at base and rapidly
narrowed to apex, its sides slightly rounded, base bisinuate, apex
strongly produced above the head, and with small bat distinct
upper surface rather convex and with a low blunt
oculai" lobes
prominence on each side of disk before middle, deeply and
rvigosely punctured throughout and with brownish and yellowish
Elytra vei-y broad,
setifoi'm scaling, which is directed forwards.
subquadrate, the sides slightly rounded, half as broad again as
the prothorax at the shoulders, which are produced into a blunt
upper surface very convex
prominence, base gently trisinuate
and steeply declivous behind, with regular shallow sulci containing rows of large subreticulate fovese, the intervals closely
and rugosely punctured, rather convex, except the first which is
plane intervals 2, 4 and 6 each with three distant tubercles
bearing tufts of erect black, or dark brown, setfe, the tubercles
being so placed as to form three strongly curved ti'ansverse rows
on each elytron colour black or dark ferruginous, variegated
Legs
with rather thin brownish or whitish setiform scaling.
comparatively slender, rugosely punctured and with dense pale
anterior femora not dentate antei'ior pairs of
setse and scaling
tibise slightly curved and with two sharp spurs above the aj^ical
spine; tarsi with the third joint much broader than the others,
;

;

;

;

:

;

onychium elongate.

Mashonaland

:

Salisbury {G. A. K. M.), Umtali {A. Bodong

G. A. K. M.).
Type in the British

<k

Museum.

A very distinct species,

diflTei-ing from its congeners in its less
angulated elytra, much thinner legs, unarmed femora and elonIn general appearance it comes nearest to
gate onychium.
fascicularis Pasc, a Central African species which has recently
been taken by Mr. P. A, Sheppard at Amatonga's on the Beira
Railway.

N

.

Pachyonyx

niveus, sp. nov.

3 mm.
subgiobose, closely punctured and with dense white
eyes large, coarsely granulate and meeting inferiorly.
scaling
Rostrum about as long as prothorax, subcylindrical and slightly
upper surface bare, shining and with srnall scattered
cvirved
punctures; colour castaneous. Antennce inserted a little in front
Prothorax a little shorter
of middle, entii-ely light ferruginous.
than the basal width, broadest at base, the sides gradually

Long.

8, lat.

Meadj

;

;

Proc. Zool.
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;
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narrowed to near apex where there is a broad constriction, base
upper
slightly rounded, apex broadly produced above the head
surface convex with four sharp discal prominences on the anterior
part, the finer sculpturing being entirely hidden by very dense
the entire underparts and sides, up to, and including,
scaling
the outer half of the discal prominences, pure white the central
portion light brown, leaving a mere trace of a central carina in
the middle and having a large T-shaped white marking on the
;

;

;

Elytra oblong, jointlj^ sinuate at base, much broader
basal half.
than prothorax at shouldei'S, which are sharply and obliquely
prominent, sides straight and parallel to far beyond middle,
apices separately produced into very short but sharp processes
upper surface convex, gibbous, deepest at shoulders and rapidly
declivous posteriorly, with regular rows of deep foveolse, the
intervals somewhat uneven and with low i-ounded tubercles,
the most prominent on each elytron being a short curved basal
row of three, a longer very oblique median row of three, a
juxta-sutural tubercle on the summit of the declivity and a larger
the sculpturing is, however, largely
discal one on the declivity
hidden by dense snow-white scaling which covers the whole
surface except the extreme apex, which is light brown, and a
small quadrate dark bi-own patch round the scutellum, which is
Legs covered with
itself covered with light brown scales.
whitish-brown scales and short dejaressed white setae, the femora
with a white band not far from apex.
:

;

Orange River Colony
BELELAND

:

:

Bothaville {Dr. H. Brauns).

Plumtree {Father

Mata-

O'Heil).

in the British Museum.
remarkable white coloration, the absence of fascicles on the
elytra, and the thinner and less coarsely punctured rostrum will
at once distinguish this insect from P. affaber Boh., hitherto
the only other described South- African species.

Type
Its

Pachyonyx triangularis,
Long. 5|-6,

lat.

2|-2|

sp.

nov.

(Plate

LXVII.

fig. 8.)

mm.

subglobose, closely punctured and with sparse depressed
eyes large, coarsely granulate and meeting
fulvous setse
Rostrum as long as prothorax, cylindrical, curved,
inferiorly.
dark piceous but becoming paler at apex, evenly and strongly
punctured, bare, moderately shining. Antennce inserted a trifle
Prothorax rather shoi'ter than
in front of middle, ferruginous.
the basal width, broadest at base, the sides lupidly narrowed to
apex where there is a broad but shallow constriction, base
upper surface
rounded, apex broadly produced above the head
convex, with four blunt discal prominences on the anterior part,
the posterior part with large shallow punctures more or less
hidden by fine whitish-brown scaling, having a low bare central
the prominences clothed with denser yellowish- brown
carina
Elytra jointly sinuate at base, obliquely truncate at
scaling.

Head

;

;

;
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apex, bi'oader than pi'othorax at shoiildeis, which are rounded
and very sloping, and from there very gradually narrowed to
upper surface convex, gihbous, deepest just behind
apex
shoulders and I'apidiy declivous posteriorly, with I'egular rows of
the intervals narrow, finely aciculate and
large deep foveolas
without any trace of tubercles or fascicles sculpturing partially
;

;

;

hidden by

which is light brown on disk, becoming
indefinitely paler towards apex, with a triangular j^ellowish-white
patch round scutellum, and a large white triangular lateral patch,
the base of which extends along almost the entire margin, the
apex reaching the fifth stiia. Legs punctate, covered with dense
fine scaling

brown scaling.
Natal: Verulam {G. A. K. 31.).
Type in the British Museum.
Apart from its very different coloration, this species differs
from P. aff'aher Boh. in its veiy sloping shoulders (in the latter
they are roundly rectangular), in its narrower and more finely
punctured I'ostrum, in the absence of any tubercles or fascicles on
the elytra, and the smaller and moie i'egular foveola^ on the
light

basal half.
7*. niveus

may be distinguished from the pi'esent species not
striking colouring, but also by its more elongate,
parallel-sided and tuberculate elytra, which, moreover, are not so
much produced apically as in affaher or triangularis.
only by

its

Endeus

floralis, sp. nov.

(Plate

LXVII.

fig.

1

.)

Long. 3-3|, lat. 1|— If- mm.
Colour entirely dark fulvous, Avith only the eyes black eveidy
clothed vv^ith fine recumbent yellow pubescence, which is not,
liowever, sufficiently dense to conceal the sculpturing.
Head convex eyes rather prominent, the space between them
about half the width of the rostrum. Rosirimi as long as the
prothorax in S distinctly longer in § subcylindrical, slightly
curved, strigoso-punctate and finely pubescent above. Antennce
comparatively short and stout, inserted about middle in § h^it
Prothorax much broader than
well in front of middle in S
long, strongly constricted close to apex, which is obliquely
truncate, base much broader and subtruncate, sides strongly
rounded, broadest behind middle; upper surface convex, with
Elytra oblongo-ovate,
close distinct punctuation throughout.
comparatively broad (2-| x If mm.), with fine distinctly punctured
strise, the intervals almost plane, finely aciculate;
pubescence
Legs with a
fine, quite recumbent and with a silky appearance.
stout tooth on all the femora, the anterior tibiae strongly dilated
towards apex.
Tyi'KS, (^ in the British Museum, 5 in the Oxford Museum.
Masiionaland Salisbury {G. A. K. M.).
I have found this species in the flowers of Crinum, Protea, and
Anona senegalensis, and have also taken it flying at sundown.
63*
;

;

,

,

,

.

:
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sp. UOV,

Long. 3-3f lat. li-l| mm.
Colour uniform dull ferruginous varying to flavous
eyes
black; entire upper surface thinly clothed with short depressed
golden yellow pubescence.
Head convex eyes scarcely prominent, the space between them
equal to about one-third the width of the rostrum. Rostrum as
long as the prothorax in ^ longer than that of E. floralis but
Antennce rather more slender than in that
otherwise similar.
Prothorax almost as long as
species, insei'ted well before middle.
broad, faintly constricted near apex which is obliquely truncate,
base evidently broader and truncate, sides rounded, broadest
upper sui-face slightly convex, closely and
behind middle
Elytra oblongo-ovate, more
distinctly punctured throughout.
elongate (2|-x If mm.), gently convex, with distinct and strongly
punctured stria?, the intervals plane, faintly aciculate pubescence
short and recumbent, but distinctly coarser than in E. floralis,
and thus withoiit the silky appearance. Legs similar to those of
E. floralis except that the anteiior tibife are distinctly less
,

;

;

,

;

;

dilated apically.

Mashonaland Salisbury (G. A. K. M.).
Type in the British Museum.
Found on the leaves of a species of Bauhinia.
:

Endeus hispidus,

sp.

nov.

Long. ^'^, lat. -i-li mm.
Colour dark ferruginous, the suture and eyes black legs and
antennae paler, antennal club fuscous upper surface with short
erect pale setfe which are longer on the elytra.
Head convex eyes more widely separated, the interveningRostruim as in
space being nearly as broad as the rostrum.
E. floralis. Anteri,7ice more slender, inserted not far from apex
in S
Prothorax a little broader than long, evidently constricted neai' apex, slightly broader at base, sides moderately
upper surface convex, with
rounded, broadest about middle
close even punctuation and fairly dense suberect pale setse.
Elytra oblongo-ovate, convex, with I'athei- deep strongly punctui'ed
strise, the intervals plane and almost impunctate, bearing regular
rows of short erect pale setse. Legs as in E. floralis except that
the anterior tibite are not at all dilated apically.
MashojS'ALAND Salisbiuy (G. A. K. M.).
Types, $ in the British Museum, c? in the Oxford Museum.
Found on leaves of Protea and Brachystegia.
The only other described species of Endeus of which I am awai'e
are E. cast us Boh., from Siei'ra Leone (the type of the genus), and
E.parilis Fst. (Deutsch. ent. Zeit. 1898, p. 28), from Cameroon.
Of the latter I have seen no examples, but I examined the type
;

;

;

•

;

:

—
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may

of castus at Stockholm a. few yeai-s ago.
The five species
<liscriminated by the following characters

be

:

1.

Elj'tva with
erect seta?.

(6.)

3.

recumbent pubescence, and without rows of

Prothorax much broader than long, the sides stro)igly rounded.
Anterior tibise stronglj- dilated towards apex; e3'es approximated, prominent prothorax sti"onglj' constricted at apex.

2. (5.)
(4.)

;

E.floralis, sp. nov.
4. (3.j

Anterior tibi* scarcely dilated ; eyes more distant, not
Ijrominent prothorax only slightly constricted at a])ex.

5. (2.)

Prothorax almost as long as broad,

6. (1.)

rounded
IS.
Elytra with rows of erect or suberect setiB.
Space between the eyes almost as broad as the rostrum.

;

7. (8.)

IS. castus Boh.
only moderatelj'^

its sides

hauliinice,

s\).

JS. Jiifipichis, sp.

8. (7.)

1

Space between the

ej'es

nov.

only as broad as the scape of the

antenna}

1

now

JS. ;^>ari7!s

ACAXTHORRHIXUS CARIXATUS,

sp. uov.

(Plate

LXVII.

Fst.

fig,

12.)

3 mm.
strongly punctured on vertex, forehead with a
broad and deep central furrow which is continued on to base of
rostrum. Rostrum about as long as anterior tibia, subcompressed,
broadest at base and somewhat narrowed anteriorly, slightly
cm'ved
upper sui-face convex, finely and evenly punctuied
throughout, with a short deep central impression at base (continuous with that on head) and a short latei'al impression in front
of each eye under surface with two longitudinal fitrrows uniting
antennae black, glabrous.
at base, bvit with no prominences
Prothorax longer than broad, base rounded and much broader
than apex which is truncate, sides subparallel in the basal half,
then roundly narrowed and with a constriction at apex upper
surface almost plane, with very deep, subi'emote punctures
Elytra
leaving a smooth central line
colour dull black, bare.
jointly sinuate at base, rather broader than prothorax at shoulders,
which are sloping, and from there very gradually narrowed
upper surface slightly
posteriorly, the apices separately rounded
convex, with regular deeply punctured striae the intervals narrow
and impunctate, the 2nd, 4th and 6th depressed, the others
Legs black, bare,
elevated and carinate colour dull black, bare.
strongly punctured femora and tibia? with a fringe of pale setse
along their lower edges.
Malvern {C. N. Barker), Estcourt {G. A. K. M.).
Natal
Mashonalaa'd Salisbury {G. A. K. Jl.). Portuguese E. Africa
Beira [F. A. Sheppard.)
Type in the British Museum.
very distinct species owing to the alternate elevation of the
intervals on the elytra the fringe of setae on the femora is also a
character peculiar to it.

LoBg. 8g,

Head

lat.

short,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

A

;

;
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sp. nov.

mm.

Loiiii'.

10. Int.

Head

siibglobose.

vertex convex, black, sluinno; and with
punotnation.
Bostrum slightly curved and not
aiigulated. i-ather ascending the forehead at base, with a slight
I'oundeii dilatation above the insertion of the antenna^ and
gradually nai-i'owed anteriorly, finely and closely punctured
tlu'oughout. \\ith a deep siibtriangular centi-sil impression at base
Avhich is continued to the apex, in the o Ji*' n deep narrow f uri-ow,
in the § as a faint shallow stria
sides \\-ith a deep fui-row from
the eye to apex, but nari-owlv interrvipted not far from base
scrobes pi'oduced auterioi-ly as a broad shallot" furrow uiiderside
with a broad centi-al fu\-roA\'. in the o ^^he carina on each side of
it bears a shoi't but distinct tooth in front cf the antenmv. which
is quite wanting in the $
Frotliora.r much longer than broad,
broadest at base, very gradually narrowed to beyond middle, theii
more rapidly so to apex where there is a shallow constriction ;
upper surface slightly convex, black, bai-e, shining, with close,
but fine and faint, punctuation throughout.
Eh/tra jointly
sinuate at base, broader than pi-othorax at shoulders, which are
very sloping, and from there gi't^dually narrowed posteriorly (less
upper surface luther convex, Avith very deep ai^d
so in $ )
strongly puTictured stiia^
the inter\-:ils nai-i-ow, subcariuate,
impunctate. the third rather broader than the others. Lt'gs black
shiny, almost impunctate the tibia^ only with a fringe of yellow
set:e along their inferior edges.
Masuoxalaxb Salisbury {G. A. K. 21.).
TvvES. c? iu the British ]Musexnn. $ in the Oxford Museum.
Ap\rt from its much smaller size and the obsolete punctuation
on both surfaces, this species differs from A. dregei \\\ its much
straightei-. slightly curved rostrum.
The rostiul tooth is also
much smaller ai\d does not curve foi-wards in the © while the
rostrum of the $ entii-ely lacks the two inferioi- tubercles which
are present in dregei.
line

scatteietl

;

;

.

;

;

:

:

;

CyKTOURHIXTS OASTAXEirEXXIS Boh.
iSp/uniophoj'us casta neij)enn is Boh..
p.

C)/rtorhintts haridioides luxe..
f.

3 (18(30)

— colour variety.

Ct/rtorliinKs
p.

Schh. Oeu. Cure.

viii.

'1,

249 (1845).

caier

Fiihr.,

Gen. Col.
OtV.

vii. p.

iOo. note

K. Vcr.-Ak.

1. ]>1.

7(>,

IS71.

Forh.

282.

Liocahoidra niida Chevr.. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1881.

p.

92

—

local race.

Poh/aukuv ca^taveipeunis Boh.. Chevr.

Ann.

8oc.

Ent.

Fr.

1885.*p- 95.

When

at

Stockholm

in

1902 I had au opportunity of com-
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C. cqffer Ffihr. and K^phen. castaneipennis
Boh., and there can be no question as to their specific identity.
The form haridioides, desci'ibed hy Lacordaii'e as the type of his
genus C>/rto(r)rhrnus. ofters no structui-al difiei-ence whatever
fi-om the typical Natal forna of castaneipeniiis and difiers solely
in the hlack colour of its elytra, a character which caimot be hei-e
regai'ded as of specific value.
The form nnda Ohevr., however,
fi-om Equatorial Africa jn-esents a striking sti-uctui'al difierence
from the Natal type in the complete, or almost complete, absence
of punctuation on the thoi'ax and the intei-vals of the elj'ti'a;
and at first sight it would appear to be a good and distinct species.
But an examination of Rhodesian examples shows this character
in an exactly intermediate condition, and as some specimens of
niida show distinct traces of punctuation it is only possible to
i-egard that foi-m as an exti-eme local race of the southern species.
T'lie occuri'ence of red elyti'a in the nuda fonn appeals to be
unusual, most specimens being of a rather intermediate piceous
brown colouring whereas in the south there is a sharp division
between the black and red foi-ms. In nuda the legs vary also
from piceous to red, Avhereas in South Afi-ica all the vaiieties
have black legs only. The punctuation of the thorax does not
diminish progressively northwards, for the most heavily punctured
and the Nyasaland
specimens I have seen come from Beira
examples appear generally to be intei-mediate between those of
Rhodesia and Natal.
The two genera Lioccdandra and Poli/aulax founded by Ohevrolat
must be sunk as synonyms of Cyrtorrliiims Lac.
paring- the types of

;

;

NoTE^ ox Syxoxvmv
Alcides

(moafr/eti

Fst.).

Ann.

A. ylanviUei Per., Trans.

S.

&c.

Soc. Ent. Belg. 1899, p. 14
A. Phil. Soc. 1885, p. 143.

=

[Attelabus) carneolns Per., Trans. Ent. Soc. 1896, p. 188, is an
xipoderus.
(Bhi/nchites) ahjoeusis Per., Trans. S. A. Phil. Soc. 1888, p. 17G,
is an Attelabus.

—

{sagittariits Per.), op. cit. 1885, p. 139
S. nic/ropk'ius Pasc.
/. stolidus F., the type of the latter
Ithyporus {capensis Boh.)
being in the Bi-itish Museum (coll. Banks).
Brachycerns {frontalis Ffihr.), the type of which is in the Oxford
Museum, = B. hystrix Schh. This name was applied by
Schonherr to ^' B. cornutas Oliv." (nee L.), which was
described and figured by Olivier from a specimen, still extant,
in the Banksian collection.
Theates {cristatus Per.), Trans. S. A. Phil. Soc. 1888, p. 163, pi. 3,
f. 14
(I', magus Auriv.), Ent. Tidsk. 1888, p. 153, t. 2,
ff. 1-3 = T. angusticollis Wied. {Brachycerus).

Synthoous

=

=

—
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{Megaproctus) {zanzibarinus Desbi\), C. R. iSoc. Ent. Belg. 1891,
Stenophida (linearis Pasc), Journ. Linn.
p. 361, note 1
Soc, Zoo], xix. 1886, p. 336 = {Liocalandrci) pyglalis Fairm.,
C. R. Ent. Belg. 1884, p. cxlviii.
{Cychrotonus) vidiuitus Pasc, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xi. 1871,
p. 163, is a Chatmoderus.
Hipporrhiwiis (bertince Est.), Stett. ent. Zeit. 1891, p. 385 =
II. varius Fahr.
In my revision of Hipporrhinus (Proc
Zool. Soc. 1904, i. p. 141) I erroneously attributed this
species to the genus Stramia Mshl., but through the kindness of Dr. Heller, of Dresden, I have now been able to

=

examine Faust's type.
Dr. Heller's kind assistance has also enabled
following synonymy

me to

clear

up the

:

{Ilypomeces) {impressicollis Per.) Trans. S. A. Phil. Soc 1885,
p. \2b == Dereodus vagahundus Est., Ent. Nachr. 1885, p. 7
and [H. modestus Per.) 1. c. p. \1& = Dereodus schoiiherri
Est., 1. c. p. 5.
Faust's paper was published in March, while
Peringuey's was only read on the 27th May. So far as I am
aware the genus Ilypomeces does not occur in Africa.
;
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A. Introduction.

The following

research was undertaken on the advice of Mr.

F. J. Cole of Liverpool University, who, somewhat more than a
year ago, sent me a specimen of Ghlamydoselaehus anguineus ( $ ),
suggesting that I should dissect the cranial nerves. The specimen
had been preserved in alcohol, but unfortunately the finer branches,
or branches which were deeply situated, were not well preserved.

Professor Bridge then

kindly wrote for a formalin-preserved

d ) from Japan, of which he allowed me to dissect the
viscera and one side of the head.
Mr. G. A. Boulenger, of the
Natural History Museum, South Kensington, allowed me to
examine the specimens in his charge and to dissect the last

specimen

(

branchial arch of one specimen.
The alcohol-preserved specimen was in such a condition that
number of stains were
microscopical work was quite useless.

A

tried without success.

Unfortunately the cranium had not been opened in the formalinpreserved specimen, but it has been possible to do some partially
I am hoping later
successful microscopical work on the nerves.
to continue this microscopical work in order to add to and verify
* Communicated by Professor T. W. Beidge, F.R.S., P.Z.S.
t For explanation of the Plates, see p. 990.
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nvrived at by tl\e less reliable method
The formalin had made the subcutaneous

tlie results

sectiou.

[DeC. 11,
of maci-o-dis-

tissue so hard
at present been impossible,

that thin sections of the skin have
hence the observations made bv means of such sections on the
lateral-line canals and the ampulla; of Loi^enzini have not been
satisfactoi-v.
I expect, however, to obtain better results in time.
Mr. Cole hoped that the nervous system of so low a species
Avould throw some consideiable light upon the nerve-component
theoi-y.
The external relations of the nerves have proved of great
interest, and have given some new and unexpected data, but the
nervous system of C7ihi})i)/doseh(chus cannot be considered known
until small specimens have been completely sectionised and the
animal thus reconstructed.
Not only the nerves, but every part of C/ihou i/doselachvs has
proved of interest, owing to the combination of primitive and
These points will, I hope, be eventually
specialised characteiistics.
submitted to the test of embryological investigation.
small bibliography only is appended, as a complete list of
papers on nerves can be found in the works of Hei'rick, Cole,

A

and Johnston.
I wish to heartily thank Professor Bridge for his continual
help during the 2:)rogress of this work and for his valuable revisioii
Mr. Cole not only for the gift of the specimen, but
of the MS.
Thanks are also
for suggestions and help on the completed \^•ol•k.
due to Professor K. J\[itsukuri, of Tokio, who sent the Chlamydoselackus to INIr. Cole in order that its nerves and sense-organs
might be investigated, and to Mr. G. A. Boulenger for references
and for loan of books and for permission to examine the specimens
in his charge.
:

B.

The Lateral Lixe System.

The Lateral Line System comprises canals upon both the head
and body, the former being much more complicated than is usual
among Elasmobranchs (except Bays and Skates). The parts of
the body ovei- which the canals pass wei-e the only relations
Carman (10. p. 82) considered in naming the canals, and thus
his nomenclature depends upon the appai'ent instead of the real
relation of parts. As Carman's names are valueless in compaiutive
anatomy, it is no-w necessai-y to rename the canals in accordance
Coles method, /. e. with reference to the innei-vation. And
as we may take it that a canal innervated by a well-defined nei-ve
repi'esents one unit of the system, this method of nomenclature
brings analogciiis parts of the system of difi:erent species into line
Avith

with one another.

The Supra orhiial canal (Plate LXVIIL fig. 1, B, C, D), which
includes the cranial, rostral, and subrosti-al canals of Carman, and
is innervated by the superficial ophthalmic bi-mch of the Facialis,
passes forward along the top of the head, just above the eye.
liike all the closed canals of Cldamydoselachus, it lies immediately
under the skin, from Avhich it is not easilv dissected. In front
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of the eye, the canal bends outward towards the nostiil, then
curves upward and forward almost to the end of the snout, where
it suddenly turns bac]i;ward, passes above the nostril, and finally
bends venti^ad to join the Infi-a-orbital canal at D. In the supraorbital canal of one specimen there were 55 neuromasts and
openings on one side and 49 on the other.
second specimen
had 41 on one side and 40 on the other. The sense-organs, as
judged by the point of entrance of the nerve, are usually opjDosite
the canal-ojDenings in the supra-orbital as well as in the other
The openings may be at the end of short tubules, or on
canals.
the canal itself. The longest tubules on this canal are less than
5 mm. in length, and these are found near the point of union
with the Infra-orbital canal.
Thi'oughout the head-canals the
neuromasts are placed at approximately regular distances (5 mm.)
According to Garman's figure (10. pi. xvii.) there is a
a.part.
canal uniting the anterior end of the Infra-orbital canal with the
most anterior point of the supra-orbital canal. This additional
canal is called by Garman, the prenasal canal.
It was not present
in the specimens dissected by me, and there was no trace of its
openings in the sj^ecimens examined externally. From Garman's
description it is not possible to determine whether the prenasiil
canal joins the infra-orbital. In Garman's figure (10. pi. xvii.)
the supra-orbital (rostral and subi'ostral canals) curves forward
much higher up the snout than in the specimens examined, in
which case an additional canal would jirobably extend on to the
But it is imjjrobable that this canal would join with the
snout.

A

infra-oi-bital.

The Infra-orhital canal (A, B, E, D, F), which includes the
orbito-nasal, and nasal canals of Garman, innervated by the buccalis and otic branches of the Facialis, begins
at A as a direct continuation of the main lateral canal.
It gives
oflT the supra-orbital canal, and then passes downwards behind
occipital, orbital,

the eye. This portion is curved, the first third being directed
forward and the remainder backward. The backward curve was
probably produced by the lengthening of the jaws. At a point
above the mouth (E), but not as caudad as the angle, the canal
bends sharply forwards and runs along the upper jaw under the
nostril to terminate at the median line, close to its fellow of the
opposite side, from which it is separated only by a thin wall.
In
one specimen this canal had 52 neuromasts and openings on one
In a second specimen the numbers were
side, and 50 on the other.
47 and 46 respectively. The longest tubules in Chlamydoselachus
occur on this canal, in the first part of its post-orbital ventral
Here a few tubules reach a length of 1 cm.
course.
The Hyomandihular canal (E, G, J, L, K, I), which includes
the angular, jugulai-, spiracular, oral, and gular canals of Garman (10), innervated by the external mandibular branch of the
Facialis, is the most extensive and complicated part of the canal
It branches out from the infra-oi-bital canal to run backsystem.
wards above and beyond the mouth, with a somewhat tortuous
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course, for a distance of 5 cm.
This portion of the canal, which
is closed, is probably the original hyomandibular canal, to which
the other parts have sul^sequently been added. In one specimen

there were here 15 neuromasts. Tubviles are present in the first
part of the canal only. Somewhat caudad to the mouth a branch
(G, H, I) is given off, which, curving round the mouth, runs
along the lower jaw to the symphysis (Plate LXVIII. fig. 1,
H, L, A), This branch is an open canal, and in one case had
19 neuromasts.
On the left side of one specimen 1 cm. of
this canal was closed.
It may be mentioned that in this closed
region, although there wei'e four neuromasts, there were no external openings corresponding to them.
second open canal
(J, L, K, H) leaves the main hyomandibular canal at J.
This
branch (H, L, B) makes a wide curve downward and then forward
to meet the last-mentioned canal at H, shortly before its termination.
One side of one specimen had 42 neuromasts in this
branch. In six out of the seven specimens examined externally,
the hyomandibular canals of the two sides appeared to join at I.
In the seventh specimen, however, the regions H, I, of the two
sides were parallel and unconnected.
Doubtless this was the
original condition.
The branch H, L, B, on one side of a single
specimen, had a break of 1 cm. At first sight this break might
seem to indicate that this was the point where the two
branches G, H,
and J, L,
united, but when we see the
canals in relation to their nerve supply, it is obvious that this
cannot be the case. Undoubtedly the two canals met and united
at H.
There is a dorsal branch canal (L, M), narrow, shallow,
and superficial, which curves upward and forward towards the
lateral canal.
In one specimen 10 neuromasts were present.
One of the specimens had, on both sides, another small hyomandibular branch (N) and a cuiious partial twist in the region J L,
which terminated in a fine branch (O). Branches
and O are
no longer functional. There is only a very slight depression in
the skin, bordered by the usual triangular scales which functionally
close the " open " canals.
In the depression there is neither
sensory tube nor neuromast. JSTo nerve could be traced to these
canals. It maybe, however, that microscopical work would discover
what macroscopical methods have failed to disclose. If these,
probably degenerate canals occurred in a large number of specimens they would indicate that the canal-system of Chlamydoselachus in this region had become simplified by the partial atrophy
of certain of its branches.
As, however, these canals were found
in only one specimen out of seven, they must, for the present,
probably be regarded as an individual variation.
The Gommissurcd or Supra-temjyoral canal (or canals), the aural
canal of Garman, is placed, as noticed by Garman, anterior to the
openings of the ductus endolymphaticus. It is never the usual
straight, transverse canal connecting the right and left lateral
It varies considerably, as shown in text-fig. 140.
There
canals.
are indications of two instead of one commissural canal, but it is

A
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impossible to state whether the present condition of these canals
vestigial or rudimentary.
It is certain, however, that the condition of all the canals, but especially those in this region, is ver}unstable.
The canals vary in their length, course, and diameter.
The neuromasts, both as regards number and position, are very
variable, but in every case they are supplied by dorsal bi'anches of
the lateralis vagi. In the specimen from which II. (text-fig. 140)
was taken, lines {s, s) appeared to be drawn on the skin these
were found to be due to the scales, which were triangular in shape
and arranged in two parallel interlocking lines, exactly as the
scales are ai'ranged above all the open canals.
These " lines "
may represent either the first step towards the formation of new
canals or the last step in the degeneration of canals.
The latter
is the more probable, as if the former were the case we should
expect to find neuromasts present, but so far neither neuromasts
nor nerves have been traced.
is

;

Text-fi2-. 140.

L.L.R

Variations in Lateral Line Canals of Chlamydoselaclius.

Commissural canal.
IV. Ventral view of Hyomandibular canal under the lower jaws.
V. Lateral canal in region of dorsal tin.
C.C.A., C.C.B. Anterior and posterior portions of Commissural canal.
H.M. Parts of Hj'omandibular canal.
L.L.R., L.L.L. Lateral canal on right and left sides.
I., II.

III.,

It is worth noting that the specimen from which II. (text-fig. 140)
was drawn had also covering scales arranged in lines, dorsal to,
These "lines" ocand at right angles to, the lateral canal.
curred at irregular intervals for a distance of 3 cm. The scales,
which produced the appearance of lines, may be remnants of a
This
condition in which the main canal had lateral branches.
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by finding one such lateral branch,
nearly 1'5 cm. in length, in the tail-region of another specimen.
The Lateral canal runs in the usual position from the head to
the end of the tail, and is noteworthy owing to the fact that only
the first inch is closed. The neuromasts occur at much more
irregular intervals than is the case in the head-canals.
In all the
specimens examined there is a tendency in the region of the
dorsal fin (text-fig. 140, Y) to a departure from a straight line.
In two specimens this tendency produced four distinct undulations.
.Similar undulations have been found in Callorhynchus (Cam. Nat.
Hist., Fishes, T. W. Bridge, fig. 269, p. 470).
In other cases the
canal undulated slightly. No explanation of this phenomenon
can be oifered. This same region had on one side, in one specimen,
a complete break of 5 mm. There was in this space no trace of
canal or of covering scales.
Garman also found curves and breaks
on this canal in the tail-region.
The conclusion arrived at from these facts is that the
lateral line system of Chlamydoselachus is primitive as regards
(1) the open condition of a portion of the canals
(2) the cutaneous
rather than subcutaneous position of the canals (3) the entire
absence of tubules in many places. In the occipital and hyomandibular regions, however, the system tends to a considerable
complexity.
Again there are indications, in the occipital and
lateral canals, of either a vestigial or rudimentary complexity.
The innervation is an additional difiiculty in the determination
of the relations of this system.
The lateralis branches of the
Facialis present no difiiculty, but if there are jiroved to be fibi-es
of the ninth nerv^e innervating a few lateralis sense-organs, these
must be regarded as an additional proof of the comparatively
primitive nature of the system. The lateralis nerves in oiigin
were probably related morphologically to a number of segments,
and later became concentrated into the main trunks of the Facialis,
Auditory and Vagus nerves. The fact that Chlamydoselachus has
four lateralis roots, two for the buccalis, one for the external
mandibularis, and one for the r. lateralis vagi, probably indicates a
comparatively piimitive condition for this system.
.suggestion is perhaps confirmed

;

;

C.

The Ampulla of

Lorenzini.

In Ohlamydoselachus the anatomy and the arrangement of the
ampullae difter from those of the higher Elasmobranchs.
The anterior, latero-dorsad surface of the head, from the level of
the eye to the end of the snout, is covered by ampullary openings
which are divided into two groups by the Supra- orbital canal.
The ampulla? of this whole region are innervated by the r. superficialis ophthalmicus
YII. and are therefore probably homologous with the usual supra-orbital group of ampullse. This group
may, in Chlamydoselachus also, be called the supra-orbital.
second group of ampullae is found between the post-orbital
portion of the infra- orbital lateral line canal and the spiracle.
It

A
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begins somewhat above the level of the eye, but does not extend
quite as far ventrally as the level of the mouth.
This group
cannot be considered the equivalent of the mandibular ampullfe,
for it is innervated by a number of small branches from the ramus
It may be called a postero-buccal group of ampullfe in
buccalis.
order to bi-ing its nomenclature into line with that of the other
group innervated by the r. buccalis. This group may correspond
to the occipital row of ampullfe in Chimcera (3. p. 655), parts of
which were innervated by a bi-anch of the r. oticus. There is in
Chlamydoselachus no repi-esentative of the mandibular group.
The latter may in Elasmobranchs have arisen as a caudad offshoot
of the postero- orbital group, which, owing to its position, acquired
a hyomandibular innervation. On the other hand, the mandibular group may have ai'isen independently of a group such as
the postero-orbital, coincident with the disapjjearance of the
latter.

A third, very diffuse group of openings occurs along the upper
jaw immediately above the mouth. It extends from the anterior
extremity of the head almost to the angle of the raouth. The
group is innervated by numerous branches from the r. buccalis,
and is no doubt homologous with both the outer and inner buccal
groups of ampullfe of the higher Elasmobranchs, if we are to
consider with Allis (1. p. 93) " tliat the sui-face ampullary pore
represents approximately the place of origin of the ampullary
The group may be called the buccal group.
organ."
A fourth, very small group occurs at the symphysis of the lower
jaw. The number of openings in this group varied from one to
nine in the specimens examined. This group is innervated by a
branch of the hyomandibular nerve, and represents the hyoid
group of the Elasmobranchs.
It is evident, on close inspection, that what appears to be a
single ampullary opening is in reality a group of openings placed
closely together in an area devoid of scales.
The number of
openings in each group is usually four, but may be reduced to
two or increased to six. When traced inwards each opening is
found to lead into a thin-walled tubule, the tubules from each
group of openings being united. Each tubule terminates in a
number of ampvdlary pouches. A complete group is never more
than 5 mm. long and lies almost parallel to the surface of the body.
Each group is independent, so that the term " group of ampullte "
represents in this species a very different anatomical entity from
what it does in the majority of Elasmobranchs. In Chlamydoselachus there are many sujoerficial scattered groups of minute

compound ampullae, which together represent the usual, single
deep-seated group of much longer simple ampullae. The small
groups here may be compared with those described by CoUinge in
The tubules are almost transparent,
Chimcera (5. fig. 9, B).
having very thin walls, consisting of a single layer of flattened
The cells pass gradually into the columnar cells which
cells.
The latter cells have the granular
line the ampullary pouches.
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Each tubule ends in a group of
which are joined with those of the other
tubules into a compact nuiss.
Unfortunately, it has not been
possible to determine cei'tainly whether the lumen in the pouchregion of each tubule remains distinct, or whether the lumina of
this i-egion of the tubules communicate.
On the whole, the
ap^iearaiice of secreting cells.

ainjiullaiy pouches,

evidence indicates the former.
It is impossible to state the exact homology of these ampullse
with those such as are found in, say, Lcemargus, as the development of both is unknown. But, judging from the work of Coggi,
it seems possible that each compound group of ampnllje in C/damydoselachus and in Ghimcera is produced by what Coggi
(2. p. 295) calls the " stadio di ampolla individualizzata," whilst
L(i'inarguH-\\k.e, tubules are each produced by tlie direct development of one of the above " ampolla, individualizzata." Hence,
fi'om the embiyological point of view, each gi-oup of compound
ampulla? in Chlavn/dosehic/uts may be I'egarded as the homologue
of a single ampullary tiibule such as is found in Lcemargus, (fee.

D, The Eye, Eye-muscles, and

The

e^^e

is

ISTerves.

deeply seated in a socket, the external outline of

which has the shape of a biconvex lens. Thei-e are both upper and
lower eyelids, bixt no nictitating membrane. The infolding of
the skin in both cases is sudden and distinct, that of the lower
remarkable for its depth, extending almost to the liack of
the eye. The infolded membrane both above and below the eye
is deeply pigmented, the lower being also provided Avith fine
scales.
This pigmentation, which on the under side of the eye
is as deep as tliat of the surface of the body, together Avith the
presence of scales, indicates that the infolded portions become,
at times (that is Avhen the eye is protruded), a part of the superficial skin.
Those portions of the inner surface of the eyelids
Avhich are never evaginated are quite smooth and of a light colour.
The eye can easily be proti'uded, and when in this position does
not look outAvards but upAvards, a position made possible by the
It is known that Chlami/doselachiis is a
large conjunctival fornix.
deep-sea fish, in Avhich case an eye Avhich could look upwards
This protrusible eye no
Avould be of the greatest advantage.
doubt also explains the mai'ked cephalad position of the optic
nei'A^e, Avhich is thus placed because the movement is not only
iipAvards but slightly antei'ior.
To keep the eye Avell out in the socket there is an ojitic stalk
lid is

or I'od of cartilage, common amongst Elasmobranchs (12. p. 25),
Avhich also serves here as a base of origin for the recti muscles.
The eye-stalk is someAvhat more than 1 cm. in length and
It is attached to the side of the
about 3 mm. in diameter.
cranium, near the base, just in front of the trigemino-facialis
foi'amen.
The stalk is directed forwards in a curA'ed line and
ends in a, flattened, enlarged knob Avhich is applied to the inner

J
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the eyeball without, however, being attached to it.
for example, has an eye-stalk which clifTers considerably from that of CJilamydoselachus, inasmuch as it is
attached to the ci'anium in a more anterior region of the orbit,
is permanently fixed to the eyeball, and does not serve as a basis
of attachment for any of the ej^e-muscles.
The eye-stalk of
Torpedo keeps the eye permanently protruded, while in Cldamydoselachus its function is two- fold to prevent the eye sinking too
far into the socket, and to supply a more lateral basis for the
attachment of the muscles.
The External Rectus muscle consists of two parts which have
separate origins and insertions. The two parts of the muscle are,
however, not independent, for they are united by stiunds of musclefibres passing from one to the other.
Division A (Plate LXIX.
figs. 4, 5, 6, R.Ext.A) of the muscle is the smaller.
Its origin is
on the outer part of the optic stalk, its insei-tion on the posterioi*
sui'face of the eyeball, i. e. the noimal insertion of an undivided
externus rectus. Division B (R.Ext.B) is twice as large as A. Its
origin is from the basis cianii, just anterior to the auditory capsule
and beneath the foramen for the ganglia of the trigeminal and
facial nerves, as well as along the proximal part of the optic stalk.
The insertion is on the dorsal side of the eyeball, somewhat more
external than that of the rectus superior, which it partly overlaps.
From the position of its origin and insertion, division B (R.Ext.B)
must be considered as a secondary or derivative portion of the
The innervation supports this view. The main
rectus externus.
portion of the sixth nerve passes over division B to end in small
branches in A, whilst several small, but side branches are given
This secondary muscle was probably split off
off to supply B.
fi-om a normal external rectus and acquired a more proximal
origin, to aid the rectvis superior and the superior oblique in
It seems almost to form a pair with
tilting the eye upwards.
Another modification in connection with this
this latter muscle.
rotation is the shortening of the rectus superior and the lengthening
of the rectus inferior, the latter being almost three times the
length of the former.
The Siqjerior and Tnferior Ohliqae muscles are both long and
narrow. Their attachment is to the median anterior wall of the
orbit immediately to the inner side of the orbito-nasal foramen.
The superior oblique is attached a little more dorsally than its
fellow, and is inserted nearly in the mid-dorsal line of the eyeball, close to the rectus superior and the B (R.Ext.B) division of
the rectus externus. The inferior oblique is inserted neai-ly in
the mid-ventral line of the eyeball near the rectus inferior.
The Fatheiicus or fourth nerve has its origin in the usual
position, on the dorsal side of the brain, between the optic lobe
and the cerebellum it runs outwards and upwards to pass by a
special foramen into the orbit, where it reaches the superior
oblique muscle after a sinuous course.
The Oculo-motor arises from the ventral surface of the brain
svirface of

The Torpedo,

—

;
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between the optic lobes and runs outwards and slightly upwards
In the orbit it
to pass into the orbit through its own foramen.
soon divides into the typical three branches, one branch going to
the rectus interaus, the second to the rectus superior, and the
third dividing into a short and a long branch, of which the
former supplies the rectus inferior and the latter the inferior
oblique.

The Recti Siqjerior, Internus, and Inferior are all attached to the
top of the optic stalk, just below its flattened head. The rectus
superior is a short wide muscle with a narrow attachment to the
This muscle is instalk and a wide insertion upon the eyeball.
serted somewhat to the caudad side of the median line of the eyeball, and is partly overlapped by the superior oblique and the
The rectus internus is
dorsal division of the rectus externus.
It passes
both longer and broader than the rectus superior.
under the superior oblique to be inserted on the anterior wall of
the eyeball, more to the dorsal than to the internal side. It thus
has a somewhat unusual insertioii, and can therefore help in the
extra pull given to the dorsal side of the eyeball, when the latter
It wdll be seen from the figure (Plate LXIX.
is twisted upwards.
fig. 4) that the dorsal side of the eyeball has practically four,
The rectus inferior is longer
instead of the usual two muscles.
and narrower than the rectus internus. It has a double attachment to the optic stalk, one immediately under the knob and the
This
other, the smaller, at a distance along the stalk itself.
muscle is inserted into the eyeball in the median ventral line, to
the inner side of the inferior oblique.
The eye of Chlamydoselachus has practically three groups of
muscles a dorsal group of four inserted near the angle of the
eyeball
a posterior " group " of one inserted a,lso near the angle;
and a ventral group of two elongated muscles three times the
length of the dorsal group, acting on the median ventral line, at
a distance from the angle of the eyeball. The dorsal group is
strengthened to move the eye upwards, while the ventral group
merely pulls the eyeball back into the position of rest, and hence
does not need to be so powerful.
:

;

E.

The Trigemino-pacial Complex.

The Trigeminal and Facial nei'ves are in parts of their course
This impression, although
indistinguishaHe at first sight.
merely superficial, at the same time undoubtedly expresses a
very strong tendency towards the union and confusion of these
two nerves. No complete union between the nerves has been
found, except for a distance of about 1 cm. on the left side,
where a branch of the r. buccalis and of the r. maxillaris are
The appearance of union occurs chiefly in the
inseparable.
region just beyond the orbit, where there are plexiform connections between the buccalis VII., mandibularis Y., maxilHere, when two or more nerves
laris Y., and their branches.
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t'ome into close contact, they are loosely oi- tightly bound together
by connective tissue, but, in all cases except the one mentioned
above, in such a way that a sepai'ation can be eiiected by careful
The smaller branches and these pseudo-unions vary
dissection.
considerably on the two sides of the same specimen and in
different specimens.
The variability, which is met with in every
system of Chlamycloselachus, suggests that the species has considerable anatomical instability.

I.

The Trigeminal Nerve.

The Ti'igeminal nerve oiiginates by one bi-oad root from the
side of the medulla., at a lower level than the first and second
roots of the Facialis, but on a level with the auditory and hyomandibular roots. This root is almost completely hidden in a
view by the buccalis ganglion. Shortly after the root leaves
the brain it swells into the Gasserian ganglion, which is rounded
<.m the inner, but flattened on the outer side, where it is covered
side

by the buccalis ganglion (Plate LXYIII. figs. 2 & 3). The presence of one root only is surprising when it is known that Iwth
sensory and motor components are present. It is probable that
serial sections would demonstrate two roots.
On the inner side,
somewhat anteriorly, there is a small swelling fi-om which the
profundus and the superficial ophthalmic V. are given off side by
side as nerves of equal size, to pass forward parallel to one another
for a short distance (Plate LXYIII. figs. 2 & 3).
The maxillary and mandibular rami are immediately given ofl'
from the end of the ganglion, there being no common maxillomandibular trunk.
(«) The inaxillaris, the smaller of the two branches, passes
obliquely downwards across the orbit, sending many branches
These, together with the branches into which the
ventrally.
main nerve itself divides, suppl}^ somewhat more than the anterior
The smaller
half of the upper jaw with the associated tissues.
maxillary branches divide into a gi-eat number of small branches
at the outer part of the masseter muscle, over which the majoiity
pass, to terminate just above the mucosa of the roof of the mouth
and along the under and outer side of the upper jaw cartilage.
Although this nerve does not usually contain communis fibres,
the distribution of some of the above branches suggests that such
be present. No visceral branches have been found which
might correspond with those of the maxillaris V. and mandibularis V. which Cole describes in Chimcet-a (3. p. 650).
But
the many small branches which terminate in the mucosa of the
roof of the movith probably consist of communis fibres, and
therefore represent the visceralis branch of the maxillai-is V. of
Herrick, who in his Menidia paper regards the TriChimcera.
geminus as a branchiomeric nerve, says (13. p. 414)
" The

may

:

—

pretrematic ramus, or r. maxillaris, has typically only general
cutaneous fibres;" .... "the absence of a prefacial fasciculus
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commmiis and conimnnis

root of the trigeminus involves the lack
Functionally this is replaced
palatinus for this segment.
by the forward extension of the r. palatinus VII." This statement
is supported by Johnston, who says (15. p. 208) there is " no
communis component in the Trigeminus and no viscero-sensory
These statements are pi-obably generally
center in this segment."
ti'ue, biit there are some appai-ent exceptions to it, for in
Amphibia, in Aonia, in Gadus, in Amiurus, in fjhimcera, and
here in Chlamydoselachus, there are trigeminal visceral branches.
It will, however, probably be proved in all these species, as it has
been in Amia, that this communis component belongs to the
Facialis, and has only secondarily become imited with the Trigeminus. If the Trigeminus were a bi'anchiomeric nerve we would
expect to find a representative of the ramus visceralis, and as such
we might have interpreted the visceralis elements which occur in
the above-named species but if, as Johnston says, the segment
to which the Trigeminus belongs has no viscero-sensory centre
and little or perhaps no entodermal area., this nerve cannot be
branchiomeric at all, for a typical branchiomei-ic nerve should
contain (15. p. 262) "a communis component distributed by way
of the post-trematic, pre-trematic, and pharyngeal rami to the
of a

r.

;

mucosse

" of its

entodermal area.

The mandibular branch, which

is almost twice the size of the
maxillary, passes obliquely backwards, giving off ventrally a,
number (3 or 4) of branches which supply the posterior half of
the upper jaw, and must therefore be regarded as representing
a portion of the maxillaris. On the caudad side, it sends off
numerous small nerves into the masseter muscle. As the r. mandibularis passes along the lowei- jaw it sends more branches into
the masseter muscle, which extends towards the mid-ventral line.
At a point just before the insertion of this muscle a nerve is
given off which soon divides into two equal branches one of these
supplies the perichondrium of the mandibular cartilage, whilst
the other branch divides into numerous small branches which
terminate in the skin near the symphysis. The mandibular ramus
does not supply the large median muscles which lie in the angle
made by the two sides of the lower jaw. The components in the
mandibular I'amus ai'e motor and sensory (general cutaneovis), the

(&)

:

latter predominating.

It is somewhat exceptional for the maxillary and mandibular
rami to come off directly from the Gasserian ganglion. Does the
arrangement indicate (1) a primitive condition, or (2) a specialised
condition due to the backward rotation of the angle of the jaw ?
Regarding the Tiigeminus as a branchiomeric nerve, it must be
borne in mind that the ^yq- and post-trematic rami come immediately from the ganglion, a condition still to be found in the
later, the pre- and postFacialis and in many branchial nerves
trematic branches tend to join for a short distance. The result
of this union in the supposedly branchiomeiic trigeminal nerve
But in
was to produce the usual maxillo-mandibular trunk.
;
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C'hlmnydoselachus an intermediate condition is found, for the
niandibnlar ramus has bound up with it a portion of the ramus
maxillaris.
If the upper and lower jaws in this species were of
normal length it miglit be thovight that maxillary and mandibular
I'ami wei-e taking the first step towards union, but on account of
the great length of the jaws, which have undoubtedly considerably
pulled back the mandibular as well as pushed back the hyomandibular and following nerves, it seems more probable that this
Imckward extension of the jaw has either incompletely torn apart
the maxillary and mandibular rami or prevented their complete
union.
If, however, the Trigeminus is to be regarded as of
cerebro-spinal rather than of bi-anchiomeric type, it might be
considered as primitive indeed, consisting of a dorsal sensory
ramus (r. maxillaris) and a ventral mixed ramus (r. mandibularis); but again, when we consider the influence of the specialised
jaw, we have as much ground for supposing that the jaw has
produced a splitting of a common sensoro-motor trunk as that
the condition now found is a remnant of a. primitive state in
which each cei-ebro-spinal '• nerve " was repi-esented by two
ilistinct rami.
(c) The profandjus nerve, or ramus, originates, as stated above,
from a small enlargement on the inner side of the Gasserian
ganglion hence, as in Chimoira (3) aird Petromyzon (16), there
is undoubted evidence that, at the present time, the profundus is
a branch of the Trigeminus, although in origin it belongs to a
more anterior segment (15. p. 206). On entering the orbit the
nerve passes between the large rectus externus muscle and the
ci'anial wall, sending dorsally a long ciliarj^ nerve which ends
The main nerve then
4xround the upper part of the eyeball.
passes outward, pai'allel with the oculo- motor nerve, to which it
sends or from which it receives an anastomosing branch. Five mm.
beyond the oi'igin of the ciliary branch the pi'ofundus passes
somewhat ventrally between the eyeball and the external rectus
muscle to disappear in the eyeball, near the point of insertion of
the venti-al part of the external rectus muscle. The profundus
passes for about 1 cm. under the covering membrane of the eyeball, emerging near the point where the optic nerve oi'iginates
from the eyeball. The nerve then passes anteriorly and out of
the orbit immediately to the outer side of the attachment of the
inferior oblique muscle.
Almost at once the nerve divides into a
number of branches, which spread over the olfactoi'y capsules
immediately below the skin. No motor fibres were found in this
i-egion.
No fusion with the superficial ophthalmic facialis (as in
Ohimcera and other cartilaginous fishes) has been found, nor with
the superficial ophthalmicus trigeminus (fis in Amia). In Petroinyzon (16) Johnston states that one complete branch of the
pi"ofundus is derived from the Yllth ganglion, and "would cori-espond with the typical ramus ophthalmicus superficialis YII."
of Selachians.
He also found a second branch, of which the
fibres are supposed to be derived from the trigeminal ganglion
;

;
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branch he considers " would correspond to the ramus ophthalmicus sujDerficialis Y. of Selachians" (15. p. 157). This being the
case, the profundus of Petromyzon combines the conditions found
both in Chimcera and Amia. Perhaps microscopical work would
show some connection between these nerves in Ghlamydoselachus,
unless, indeed, the condition of the profundus is here more
primitive even than in Petromyzon.
The anastomosing branch (Plate LXIX. fig. 4) between the
profundus and oculo-motor nerves, mentioned above, is interesting
in its relation to the theory that the latter is the motor representative of the primitive profundus nerve, for it may represent
a connection which originally existed between these two nerves.
But if this relationship does not exist, what may this connection
signify ?
May it not be suggested that, as the radix brevis has
not been found and may not be pi'esent, this connection between
the profundus and oculo-motor nerves represents the fibres which
connect the ciliaiy ganglion and the oculo-motor nerve, which
here pass not directly to the ciliary ganglion, but by way of the
profundus nerve ?
(d) The superjicicd oplitludmic V. passes from the Gasserian
ganglion side by side with the profundus nerve, which it equals
in size.
It at once passes dorsally and enters the same groove as
the superficialis VII., with which, however, it does not unite.
About as far forward as the external nares, but nearer the median
line, it spreads out into many branches, which lie immediately
under the skin. This nerve apj^arently contains only cutaneous
elements, and hence has "the primary composition of this nerve"
The condition of the s. ophthalmic V. in CJdamydo(13. p. 365).
selachus is similar to that found by Cole and Dakin (4) in one
specimen of Chimcera, where the ophthalmicus superficialis trigemini was in no way connected with the ophthalmic VII., and
arose " from the main trunk of the trigeminus."
this

II.

The Facicdis Nerve.

The Facialis is made up in Chlamydoselachus, as in all fishes, of
two distinct and yet united parts, the lateralis element and the
usual factors of a branchiomeric nerve of these parts the former
the more obvious, for the branchiomeric branches are of comparatively inconsiderable proportions.
The anterior part of the
Facialis, which consists of the buccal ganglion and of two nerves,
the ramus superficialis ophthalmicus facialis and the ramus bucThe posterior portion of the Facialis
calis, is entirely lateralis.
consists of the truncus hyomandibularis, which contains a large
lateralis element as well as parts of a branchiomei'ic nerve.
The buccalis ganglion (Plate LXVIII. figs. 2 & 3), which overlies and is partly united to the Gasserian ganglion, arises by two
roots of approximately equal diameter of these one (A) is more
anterior and somewhat moi'e dorsal in position and also longer
than the other (B), which arises just above the roots of the
;

is

:

—
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hyomandibulai'is.
On the inner and caudad side the trigemino -facial ganglion sends three fine nerve-strands to the
hyomandibnlar ganglion. There is to the naked eye no indication

t.

of a separate ganglion for the superficialis o23hthalmicus VII.,
vphich is given off at right angles from the anterior end of the
Hoots
and B, which are nndoubtedly
composite gangHon.
lateralis, give rise to the bixccalis and ophthalmic-facialis rami,

A

whereas the corresponding roots of Chimcera (4) give rise not only
to these lateralis nerves but also to the external mandibularis.
It will be interesting to know whether in Chlainydoselachus, as
well as in Chimcera^ each of these lateralis rami is made up of
fibres

from both

roots.

ophthalmicus VII. passes forward and
upward.
The nerve lies at first in a groove in the
At
cartilage, hnt soon this groove becomes a complete canal.
frequent intervals from the very origin, the nerve gives off branches
When, somewhat beyond
to the supra-orbital lateral line canal.
the anterior wall of the orbit, the nerve n^akes a bend outwards,
it sends off* a great number of branches to supply the two groups
of supra- orbital ampuUte of Lorenzini and the neuromasts in the
anterior loop of the supra-orbital canal. The main nerve here
bends downwards to supjily the last 15 neuromasts of the supra(«)

The

superficialis

slightly

oi'bital canal,
ib) The ramus huccalis originates from the inner posterior
angle of the buccal ganglion. It passes obliquely downward and
forward across the orbit and the side of the head, towards the
mouth in the region of the external nares. Beginning at its
origin, the nerve gives off many small branches, which pass
backward and downward to supply the neuromasts of the infraThere are about eleven principal branches, nearly
orbital canal.
all being disti-ibuted both to ampullse of Lorenzini and to neuromasts. The first branch is probably the equivalent of the ramus

oticus (Plate

LXVIII.

fig.

1,

R.O.).

It

passes

upwards and

caudad, and divides into two branches outside the orbit, one of
which supplies the first neuromasts of the infra-orbital canal,
while the other bends outwards to supply neuromasts in the
Two minute branches
post-orbital portion of the same canal.
(Plate LXVIII. fig. 1, R.O.c.) were traced to the skin, so that
Herrick
the ramus oticus contains general cutaneous fibres.
thinks that the r. oticus is the dorsal branch of the Facialis, to
which lateralis fibres have been added, and that the presence of
cutaneous fibres determines the identity of this ramus. From the
a lateralis ganglion
relations of the r. oticus to the buccalis

—

seems more probable that the ramus was primitively lateralis,
and that to it cutaneous fibres have been added. Should we not
be more likely to find the dorsal branch of the Facialis in connection with the other portions of the true facial nerve ? If the
term r. oticus is to be confined to a ramus which suppliesneuromasts in the first portion of the infra-orbital canal but does
not supply any neuromasts in the descending post-orbital part of
it

—
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that canal, then this ramus in Chlamydoselachus is equivalent
Tlie
to the true ramus oticus jtJ^its a few more nerve-fibres.
r. oticvis does not supply all the sense-organs which occur in the
region of the canal anterior to the commissural canal, but apparently two of these are supplied by a dorsal bi'anch of the Glossopharyngeus and the remainder by a dorsal branch of the Yagus.
The branches of the ramus buccalis are arranged approximately
in two groups
one group being associated with the maxillary
branches of the mandibularis V.,and the other with the branches
of the maxillaris "V.
The branches not only supply the diffuse
group of ampulla? which occurs above the mouth, but also a gi'oup
which lies between the descending portion of the infra-orbital
canal and the spiracle.
This group is not usually represented in
Elasmobranchs.
It is noteworthy that each of the branches
supplies both ampulla? of Lorenzini and neuromasts.
This fact,
and the difiuse condition of the buccalis branches seem to indicate
that the nerve under discussion is in a primitive condition.
The
anastomoses, which are so conspicuous in dissecting the branches
of the buccalis, indicate the first step from a primal to the secon:

dary condition, such as is found in most Elasmobranchs, where
the single buccalis of this species is represented b}' two or three
main branches. There are similar anastomoses in that portion
of the external mandibularis A'^II. where it is at some distance
from the neuromasts supplied. The anastomoses in the case
both of the bviccalis and external mandibulai'is VII. indicate a
secondary simplification of the nerve-supply.
(c) The truncus hyomandibidaris of the Facialis originates from
the medulla by two roots at the same level as the roots of V. and
YII. It passes at first into the large foramen common to the
whole trigemino-facial complex, then bends backward and passes
outward through its own foramen. The distal end of the cephalad
root, which is probably the external mandibular lateral line root,
is connected with the Gasserian ganglion by several small strands
the rami communicantes (Plate LXYIII. fig. 2, R.C.) posteriorly,
the complex hyomandibular ganglion is connected with the auditory
nerve by the pars intermedia (fig. 2, P.I.). General cutaneous
fibres enter the hyomandibular ganglion from the Gasserian
ganglion by the rami communicantes. About 5 mm. from the
brain. Just as they emerge from the chondrocranium, the hyomandibular roots unite and swell into a large ganglion, bilobed
at its distal extremity.
The cephalad portion the geniculate
ganglion gives rise to the pre- and post-trematic YII. rami
(fig. 1, Pr.F. & Pt.F.).
The caudad portion, which is the smaller,
is the external mandibular ganglion
that is, the most caudad
lateralis ganglion of the Facialis.
This ganglion gives rise to the
truncus hyomandibularis, which contains the lateralis components
which separate out as the rami externi ma.ndibulares, as well as
«ome components of a branchiomeric nerve.
There may be, in a form as low as Chlaniydoselachi(,s, general
cutaneous fibres belonging properly to the Facialis root, as well as
:

—

—

—
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belonging to the Trigeminal
bnt, even there, a. large
cutaneous component could not be expected, for Johnston writes
(15. p. 185): "That even in Fetrom9/son the dorf^ixl and lateral
portions of this area " (the cutaneous region of the hyoid segments
in non-operculate forms) " are being encroached upon bj^ the
branches of the Trigeminus."
After a course of about 4 cm. the truncus hyomandibularis
divides into three branches, which vary slightly on the two sides.
The most cephalad, the r. externus niandibularis A (fig. 1,
E.M. VII. A) passes forwards to supply that closed portion of the
hyomandibular canal (H.L.) which lies above the mouth, and
which is the nucleus of the whole complicated hyomandibular
canal of Chlamydoselachus. This branch innervates neuromasts
The second branch (E.M. YII. B) passes downwards and
only.
forwards to supply the open lateral-line canal (H.L. A.) which lies
along the side of the lower jaw. The nerve is continued beyond
the canal to break up into a number of small branches, part of
which supply a very small group of ampulla? (H.A.), the remainder
being distributed to the skin. Two fine twigs (E.M. VII. D & E)
are given oiF on the caudad side near the origin of this branch.
The first (E.M. VII. D) curves upwards to supply the dorsal
the second
extension (L to M) of the hyomandibular canal
(E.M. VII. E) passes caudad to supply a few neuromasts in the
These two
first part of the hyomandibular canal B (J to H).
twigs are not constant in their oi-igin. Another branch of the
t. hyomandibularis, the largest and most caudad (E.M. VII. 0),
passes downward and then cephalad to supply the large open
lateral line canal (H.L. B) which lies towards the middle line of
the lower jaw. During the fii'st part of its course this branch
lies at some distance from the canal, to which it sends numerous
fine nerves.
The latter anastomose frequently, recalling the
It
condition of the long fine branches of the r. buccalis.
supplies neuromasts principally, but also sends a number of fine
twigs to the skin (C.F.). Johnston finds that in Petromyzon (15)
" The hyomandibularis certainly innervates the ventral cutaneous
area of this segment." He further adds in the same paper " It
is to be expected that the same will be found in other Cyclostomes
and in Selachians, and it is not surprising to find in a ganoid
[Amia) this component persisting in the Vllth root." It still
remains to be found whether the sense-organs supplied are general
cutaneous or communis, and whether, if they are the foi'mer
which is probable, that component is present in the facialis root
The former seems more
itself or derived from the trigeminal.
likely, as there is no anatomical reason why the trigeminal
cutaneous components should pass to the lower jaw by the truncus
hyomandibularis when they could more easily pass directly by the
ramus mandibularis V., which is typically both motor and sensory
(general cutaneous).
About halfway between its origin and
gives off ventralty a nerve
termination r. externus mandibularis
nearly as large as itself (H + M), which after a course of 4 cm.
tliose

;

;

:

—
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divides into two rami.
One of these (K.. H.) passes to the intermandibular muscles. It was not possible to determine satisfactorily
This nerve is the ramus
if any cutaneous fibres were present.
hj^oideus.
The second ramus passes inwards and forwards to be
distributed to the floor of the mouth, in front of and at the sides
of the tongue
presumably this consists of communis fibres, and
;

therefore the r. internus mandibularis.
Two nerves originate side by side from the geniculate ganglion,
The
the cephalad being about twice the size of the caudad.
former is the r. pre-trematicus facialis the latter the remnant
of the r. post-trematicus facialis,
(d) The r. post-trematicus YII. (Pt.F.) passes somewhat backward, and at a distance of 5 mm. from its origin sends a fine
branch jjosteriorl}'' to be distributed to the top of the spiracle.
At a further distance of 5 mm. three branches originate two of
these pass along the top and to the caudad side of the spiracle,
whilst the third passes inwards and anteriorly to supply tissues
of the upper jaw.
The remainder of this r. post-trematicus then
bends suddenly cephalad to unite with the r.. pre-trematic VII.
This ramus pi'obably I'epi'esents the original position of the complete r. post-trematicus YII., part of whose fibi'es are now united
with lateralis elements to make up the t. hyomandibularis. The
small size of this ramus is due to the disappeai'ance of the spiracular
gill and the reduction of the spiracle, which, in this species, is
merely a pouch opening into the hyobranchial cleft. Like other
degenerating nerves, it has a tendency to coalesce with neighbouring ?aerves thus, here it joins the r. pre-trematicus, whilst in
other cases it has coalesced with the r. mandibularis V. (13. p. 413).
In a second specimen the post-trematicus divided into seven fine
branches which had no connection with the pre-trematic ramus.
(e) The r. pre-trematicus VII. passes cephalad and downward,
giving off three fine branches (fig. 1) which can be traced for only
Aftei' the
1 cm. towards the snout into the connective tissues.
luiion of pre- and j)ost-trematic rami the two palatine branches
(fig. 1, P.) are given oft", and then the nerve continues its course as
the chorda tympani (Pr.F. (ch.)).
(/) The rami palatini YII. pass cephalad on to the mucosa of
the mouth, running parallel to one another, the one near the
median line, the other more laterad.
{g) The chorda tympani, which is a direct continuation of the
r. pre-trematicus, passes caudad and ventrad, immediately under
the mucosa of the anterior wall of the first gill-cleft that is, it
passes along the upper jaw between the latter and the hyoid arch.
The chorda was traced on to the ventral part of the mouth. On
the way it gave ofi' blanches to the hyoid mucosa and a few to
is

;

—

:

—

accompany the

cartilages of the mandibular arch.
This nerve
every r-equisite for the chorda as determined by Cole
(3. p. 657 on), viz.
(1) in arising from the base of the r.
palatinus; (2) in entering into branchial relations with the
mandibular axch (3) in consisting of special sensory fibres (4) in
fulfils

:

;

—

;

—
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liaving a representative of the lingvial branch
i. e., the nei've is
continued ventrally on to the pharynx. It should be pointed out,
as lierrick justly says (13. p. 324), that as both pre- and postti'ematic nerves must originate fi'om the base of the geniculate
ganglion, this point of origin cannot be considered a diagnostic

feature for the chorda.
The remaining conditions, however, are
sufficient to determine the chorda,, and agree also with the
characters required by Herrick (13. p. 321).
AUis (1. p. 182 seq.) has discussed the subject generally, and
comes to the conclusion that it is still uncertain whether the
choi'da is pre- or post-trematic, and tliat the whole chorda literature is in a nebulous condition.
With om- ])i'esent knowledge
Allis's conclusion cannot be considei-ed justifiable, and for tlu>
most reliable conclusions we may still read Herrick (13. p. 316 seq.).

F.

The

Oilossophativxgeus.

The Ninth
roots, of

vertical

ISTerve arises from the medulla, by two roots.
These
which the cephalad is the smaller, arise in the same
plane, but on a lower level than the first large root of the

Vagus.

This first vagal root is the piincipal lateralis i-oot, so that
here, as " in all cartilaginous fish," the ninth nerve " arises from
the medulla .... under cover of the anterior rootlets of the
lateralis" (3. p. 664).
These relative positions are important,
because they probably indicate that in origin the latei'alis fibres
arise from a segment or segments anterior to that to which the
fibi-es

of the ninth nerve belong.

caudad

is

sensoiy.

The

The cephalad

root

is

motor, the

medulwhich strand consists without
component which passes into the dorsal
latter contains a strand of large

lated fibres on its cephalad side,

doubt of the lateralis
bi'anch to be desci-ibed later.

The
by a

roots,

which soon unite, pass through the chondrocranium
At a distance of 1"5 cm. from the origin,

special foramen.

and outside the chondrocranium, the nerve swells into a large
ganglion.
About halfway between the exit from the brain and
this ganglion there apf)eai's on the nerve a somewhat elongated
but obvious swelling, from the distal end of which is given off a
branch which passes dorsally and somewhat inwards through the
Shortly after entering the cartilage
which passes caudad, but
which nnfortunately was not traceable in any case to its destination. The main doivsal branch then passes somewhat cephalad,
and near the surface of the chondrocranium divides into two fine
branches.
One of these apparently led to a neuromast, but serial
The
sections would be necessary to definitely demonstrate this.
other branch jji'oceeded to the succeeding neuromast. Transverse
sections were made of the dorsal branch of the Glossopharyngeus,
and, for comparison, also of the dorsal branch of the Vagus. Both
branches were found to consist chiefly of large medullated fibres
cartilage of the cranium.

this dorsal bi-anch gives off a fine twig,
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of the same diameter, wliicli stained in the same way.
As it is
certain that the dorsal bi-anch of the Vagus supplies neuromasts,
these large fibres are no doubt lateralis fibi-es in the doi'sal branches
of both the Glossopharyngeus and Vagus. On histological grounds,
therefore, the innervation of neuromasts by a dorsal branch of the

Glossopharyngeus may be considered certain. Both dorsal branches,
especially that of the Vagus, contained smaller medullated fibres,
probably general cutaneous. The next following neuromast was
supplied by the lateralis vagi.
The position of these two neuromasts, which are supplied by this dorsal branch of the ninth nerve,
are in appi'oximately the same position as those innervated by the

ninth nerve in some Siluroids. It should be noticed that inAviia
the dorsal branch of the ninth nerve had a separate root and
ganglion, and that this dorsal branch must be regarded as a part
of the lateral-line system (3. p. 666).
The portion of the nerve
which it was not possible to ti-ace probably supplied the dorsal
cutaneous area, and partly represented the general cutaneous
elements of a dorsal ramus.
Cole (3. p. 664), speaking of the
condition in Chimcera, gives no explanation of this dorsal branch,
but merely says "a dorsal branch .... passes straight up to the
skin of the occipital region." In species in which there is no lateralis
dorsal branch on the ninth nerve, these neuromasts are doubtless
innervated by the r. lateralis vagi.
similar dorsal branch of
the Glossophaiyngeus is described by Ewart and Cole (6. p. 476) for
Lcemargus, which divided into two branches, one supplying neuromasts (three), and the caudad, which was not traced in Chlcvmydoselachus, supplying " fibrous tissue between the muscles and the
cranium."
From the inner side of the glossopharyngeal ganglion a fine
nerve passes outwai-ds above the space between the \ryo\d and the
first branchial arches, and next bends suddenly downwards a,nd
inwards towards the roof of the mouth. It there divides into
three branches, which pass forward along the roof of the pharynx,
parallel and equal.
In this group of branches we find the
equivalent of the single visceral branch of other species.
The pre-trematic IX. passes along the inner side of the hyoid
arch, contiguous with the efferent branchial blood-vessel.
About
6 cm. from its origin the nerve divides into a number of small
branches which appear to be distributed throughout the arch.
These branches cannot be followed to their terminations, but are
probably wholly sensory.
The post-trematic IX. is lai-ger than the pre-trematic. It passes
along the inner edge of the first branchial arch, sending many
small branches into the filaments and two branches over the
cerato-branchial cartilage at the outer angle of the arch.
The
main portion of the nerve terminates ventrally on the pharynx in
a number of fine branches.
On the right side of one specimen the glossopharyngeal ganglion
and a small portion of the post-trematic IX. were bound by
connective -tissue to the Vagus.
The glossopharyngeal ganglion
:

A
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required very careful

dissection for sejDa ration.

G.

The Vagus.

The Vagus arises by from nine to twelve roots from the hindeiend of the medulla. The laterahs root, which is the most cephalad,
is invariably large, the remainder are small.
These small roots
are not symmetrical in number and arrangement even in the same

much less do they agree in difierent fishes. The roots arise
at the same level, being arranged in an arc which extends from
the side of the medulla to the beginning of the spinal cord.
The
large lateralis root in one specimen originated 5 mm. in front of
the small roots. In another specimen, however, all the roots

fish,

formed a continuous group. These results both agree with and
" The
differ from those of Garman, who states (7. pp. 17 & 18)
tenth pair (Yagus) is somewhat asymmetrical, having eight roots
on one side and twelve on the other.
There are also four pairs
of ventral roots near the median line."
There were no traces of
any median ventral roots uniting with the vagal complex, but
there have been so many diflferences in the specimens dissected
that too much weight must not be attributed to them. On general
grounds, howevei-, it would be indeed interesting to find any median
roots going to the Vagus, for although the Vagus is now regarded
as a complex of ventral roots, those venti'al roots are regarded as
consisting of only visceral sensoiy and motor components.
The
only nerves which arise in the median position are the third and
sixth that is, two pairs of purely somatic motor nerves.
These
nerves come from the somatic motor tract, which lies median and
Any other nerves originating in the same region would
ventral.
presumably also be somatic. If Gai"man were right, his specimen
suggests the retention of the somatic motor component of the
Vagus, whereas, in all cases, so far as is known, the i-emains of that
component has passed into the hypoglossal (14. p. 224 seq.). This
would indeed be a primitive condition.
The group of vagal roots passes outwards and somewhat caudad
:

—

towards the vagal foramen, the separate roots uniting just before
they enter the cranial wall. This composite nerve swells into a.
large and apparently indivisible ganglion, which lies half in and
half outside the cartilaginous wall.
Immediately after the union
of the vagal roots, two dorsal bi'anches (A and B) are given off".
Branch A passes up through the cartilaginous wall and divides
The more antei-ior pai-t supplies the neuromasts of the
therein.
second transverse commissural canal. This is a highly variable
nerve, as the neuromasts supplied differed in number from one to
five even in the two specimens examined.
The other and finer
bi-anches of A supply the last inch of the closed canal, i. e. the
region between the neuromasts supplied by the Glossopharyngeus
and the beginning of the open canal of the trunk. In this region
the number of neuromasts supplied vaj-ied from five to eleven.
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The small dorsal branches of the Vagus run very near to the
dorsal branch of the ninth and it is possible that one might be
mistaken for the other. Branch B passes dorsad and soon divides
into a number of smaller branches which supply approximately
the first 2 cm. of the open body-canal.
The posterior two-thirds of the vagal ganglion can with difficulty
be partly dissected.
On the inner side it consists mainly of a
large portion apparently indivisible, which gives rise to the lateral
line nerve and is therefore the representative of the lateral line
ganglion.
On the outer side it consists of the basal portions of
four nerves, which in a side view hide the lateral line ganglion.
The first third of the vagal ganglion is indivisible, and presumably
contains the ganglion-cells of the intestinal branch and of those
bi'anchial branches which, so far as can be seen by dissection, have
no separate ganglia.

A

In one specimen, branches
and B arose directly from the vagal
ganglion instead of between the origin of the nerve and the
ganglion.
Here branch B passed dorsad and then caudad for
about 4 cm., giving oflT a number of branches which supplied
between 20 and 25 neuromasts, which were situated at irregular
intervals, in places being only 2 mm. apart.
The first 4 cm. of
the Vagus is spirally ai'ranged within the nerve-sheath. This
allows for the considerable stretching that occurs with movements
of the branchial "frills."
From the latei'al line ganglion there pass two equal lateral line
nerves which unite into a single strand for a distance of 1 to 2 cm.
These strands anastomose irregulai'ly. The more dorsal nerve in
one case gave ofi" 8 fine branches to the neuromasts.
In another
•specimen it gave off no branches.
(a) The lateral line nerve, a wide riband-like strand, passes
caudad and somewhat ventrally, giving off dorsally numerous very
fine nerves to the neuromasts.
After a course of about 5 or 6 cm.,
the nerve disappeai'S between the longitudinal dorsal muscles and
passes alongside the vertebi-al column about 3 cm. from the surface
of the body.
At intervals along the body, the main nerve is
separated into two strands which reiuiite at distances varying from
Fine dorsal branches are given off at intervals equal
1 to 2 cm.
to about one and a half m3rotomes.
The branches su^^ply from
about 5 to 9 neuromasts each. They may divide either immediately
after leaving the main nerve or not until near the final distribution.

They have a long course

(4 to 6 cm.), difficult to dissect, each
describing approximately a, semicircle.
In Chlamycloselachus, as in
the common Dogfish, the lateralis nerve is situated deeply, but in
the former more deeply than in the latter. This is curious and
difficult to explain, as the lateralis system in this species is primitive
I'elatively to that of a Dogfish.
(h) Vagus 1.
The first bi'anchial division of the Vagus can be
dissected out from the ganglionic mass to a point as far forwards
as the first third of the ganglion.
At this point the nerve has a
flattened ganglionic swelling.
Immediately above the second cleft
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the nerve divides into the pi'e-trematic and post-trematic branches,
which the latter is three times the larger.
The lyre-tremiatic branch runs along the caudad side of the
cartilaginous rays as a single nerve, until an inch beyond the angle
of the arch, when it divides.
Many minute branches are sent off
by the main nerve into the branchial filaments. Near its origin
the pre-trematic gives off the visceralis, which passes immediately
inwards under the epi-branchial cartilage of the first branchial
arch, where it divides into two branches.
One of these runs
caudad, tlie other cephalad, above the mucosa of the roof of the
of

mouth.

The post-tre7natic divides into two l^ranches 1 cm. from its
origin of these the smaller (B) passes along the anterior base of
the branchial filaments of the second branchial arch, the posterior
(A) and larger branch also runs along the base of the filaments,
but more laterad than the smaller branch. Branch
sends sidebranches up into the cartilaginous branchial rays and to the
muscles thereof, as well as some branches which pass between the
rays, apparently to the pre-trematic filaments of the succeeding
chiefly supplies the muscles and rays, whilst
Bi-anch
cleft.
branch B sui^plies filaments.
(c) Vagus 2 also begins in the ganglionic mass with a flattened
ganglion.
The nerve then passes obliquely backwards for about
4 cm. before it divides into the pre- and post-trematic branches
over the third branchial cleft. The pre-trematic is only half the
size of the post-trematic.
It runs as a main nerve to the end of
the arch, and many small branches are sent from it into the
Less than 5 mm. from its origin it gives rise to the
filaments.
small ramus visceralis. This ,bra,nch passes backward and inward
;

A

A

over the top of the cleft and under the epi-bi-anchial cartilage,
where it suddenly turns forward to be distributed to the mucosa
In a second specimen, the
of the dorsal wall of the pharynx.
On the other side of the
visceralis arose directly from Vagus 2.
same specimen there was a transverse connecting-branch between
the pre-trematic and the visceralis.
The j)ost-t,re')natiG runs immediately under the mucosa of the
It divides into two branches about
cleft at the base of the rays.
The larger branch (A) runs along the arch
1 cm. from its origin.
These
about 5 mm. from and parallel to the smaller branch (B).
two divisions continue their course nearly to the end of the
arch, the distribution of the smaller branches being as in Vagus 1.
Branch B of Vagus 2 is in proportion smaller than branch B of
This point should be noticed.
Vagus 1
{d) Vagus 3 can be dissected as a separate nerve, as far into
the vagal ganglion as Vagus 1 and 2. Here, however, there is no
external trace of the ganglion, but, when the end of the nerve was
The nerve passes
teased out, a few ganglion -eel Is were found.
backwards and somewhat ventrally for 4*5 cm. before it divides
into a very small pre-trematic and a large post-trematic.
The
pre-trematic, which is very small, has the usual course.
As with
.
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a visceral bi'ancli which has the same course
the other visceral branches already desci'ibed.
The post-trematic divides into two parts (A and B) of almost equal
The fine
size, which run pai-allel to one another as in Vagus 2.
side branches which are so numerous in the equivalent nerve of
has
Vagus 2 cannot be traced here. It is probable that branch
appi'oximately the same function as the branches which Cole calls
"accessory skeletal" in Chimcera (3. p. 667 &c.).
(e) Vagus 4, 5, 6 and the truncus intestinalis are so closely united
that they cannot be sepai-ated for a distance of 2 cm. from the
vagal ganglion. There is no external trace of separate ganglia,
At a.
or of a separate compound ganglion for these four nerves.
distance of 2 cm. from the vagal ganglion. Vagus 4 can be
This nerve passes obliquely backward to divide
dissected away.
just above the fifth branchial cleft into a veiy fine pre-trematic
and a stout post-trematic. The pre-trematic could be traced only
for 1 5 mm., that is about 1 cm. after it gives ofi'the visceral branch.
The post-trematic soon divides into two equal branches which
run parallel. There is nothing special about the course of the
branches in this segment. The tendency toward a reduction of the
pre-trematic is cai-ried further here than in the more cephalic
Further, it is noticeable that the pre-trematic of
segments.
Vagus 4 lies in close association with the two divisions of the
From this association and the reduced
post-trematic of Vagus 3.
size of the pre-trematic branches, it may be deduced that the
pre-trematics are being replaced by the post-trematics of the
Ultimately such a tendenc}^
immediately preceding segment.
would lead to the conclition found in some Teleosts. As the pretrematic and post-trematic filaments appeal' to be equally well
developed, the reduction of the pre-trematic nerves can only be
accounted for on the supposition that some other nerves are

Vai>us

and

2, it

sends

oft'

disti'ibiition as

A

i-eplacing

them

functionally.

Vagus 5 can be dissected from the combined branchial aiid
intestinal nerve about 1*5 cm, beyond the point of sepai-ation of
Vagus 4. It then passes obliquely downward for about 3 cm.
before it divides into the pre- and post-trematics. In one case
Vagus 5 divided into the pre- and post-trematic near the branchioThe two divisions are of unequal size, the preintestinal riband.
trematic being the smaller in two out of three nerves dissected.
The large size of the post-trematic is remarkable, as there are no
(/')

filaments upon the posterior wall of the sixth cleft, i. e. upon the
sixth branchial arch.
Tl\\e j^re-trematic passes along thefifth branchial arch immediately
under the lining membrane, along the base of the cartilaginous
These rays separate this nerve from the two
branchial rays.
Pre-trematic 5 sends
parts of the post-trematic of Vagus 4.
On one
small branches outwards among the branchial filaments.
side, where the forking of Vagus 5 took place at an unusual
distance from the cleft, a fine branch united the pre- and post-

trematics about 5

mm. from

the fork.

The

visceralis is

given off
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the pre-ti'ematic in the usual manner.
The post-trematic
passes along the sixth arch, sending out no branches, but unites,

fi'oni

halfway along the arch, with a fine nerve (PI. LXYIII. fig. 1, Y. 6),
probably Vagus 6.
This combined nerve (fig, 1, Y. 5 + Y. 6)
could be traced along the arch as far as the middle of the ceratobranchial

cartilage,

where

it

divides into a

number

of

small

branches which supply the arch and muscles attached to it. No
fibi'es have been traced on to the A^estigial seventh arch.
On one
side, not only do post-ti-ematic 5 and Yagus 6 unite corajoletely, but
they are also connected by a transverse branch (fig. 1, Con. Y. 5).
(g) When the nerve called Vagus 6 is traced upward, it is
found to originate from the vagal riband, between the origin of
Yagus 5 and the point whei-e the intestinal trunk divides. Traced

from its central connections Yagus 6 passes obliquely downward
and caudad, to fork over the anterior cardinal. The anterior pait
unites with the post-ti-ematic of Yagus 5 and the posterior with
one of the fii-st spinal nerves. The origin, course, and distribution
of this nei've strongly suggests that it is the remnant of the sixth
branchial nerve to the degenei-ate seventh branchial ai'ch.
It is
highly probable that serial sections would show that the combined
nei've sends branches not only to the sixth arch but also to the
vestigial seventh arch, which lies in close proximity to the former.
The posterior division of Yagus 6 is very small and unites with a
spinal nerve (or nerves), whose main distribution is to the median

mandibular muscles.

The anterior cardinal vein in Chlami/doselac/ms lies in the
position of the vanished seventh cleft, but in most Elasmobranchs
In the latter, the vein
in the position of the missing sixth cleft.
sometimes lies i_n the notch, so common on the fifth branchial
arch, which in many cases is undoubtedly produced by a remnant
of the sixth arch coalescing with the fifth.
Probably as an arch
and its cleft disappeared the anterior cardinal vein was pressed
forward and took up the position of the missing cleft. According
to this reasoning, Yagus 6 may be said to theoretically fork above
the seventh cleft.
In the formalin specimen, which was a mature female, no ti'ace
of the seventh arch was found and Yagus 6 was in a much reduced
Yagus 5 divided above the sixth cleft into pre- and
condition.
post-trematics, which were of almost equal size.
The pre-trematic
The post-trematic passed along the
5 had the usual course.
anterior side of the sixth arch for a short distance, then divided
into two branches, a small anterior and a larger ]30sterior.
The
former continued to course along the anterior side of the sixth
arch and must be regarded as the true post-trematic of Yagus 5,
whilst the latter passed along the posterior side of the last arch
to be distributed chiefly to muscles attached to the unusually
enlarged end of the cei'ato-branchial cartilage. This innervation
coincides with that of the nerve described as Yagus 6 in the
other specimen. Hence this branch is to be regarded as the

remnant

of

Yagus
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(h) The remaining riband of the Vagus is the ramus intestincdis.
After passing backwards for about 1"5 cm. it divides into three
main branches (A, B, C), which are distributed to the heart
and viscera. The most dorsal of the branches (0) soon divides
into two, which, after a sinuous course around the first spinal
Of these two nerves the ventral
nerves, pass on to the stomach.
again divides into two, one passing caudad on to the stomach,
the other foi-ward to the heart. The intestinal nerves soon break
This
up into a fine plexus, immediately under the peritoneum.
plexus can only be traced a short distance.
At the present time there is a general tendency to regai-d the
Yagus as a composite nerve, the component parts being a nerve
or part of a nei-ve for each branchial arch and cleft and one or
more nerves or parts of nerves to the intestines. Therefore in a
primitive Vagus there would be found a series of ganglionated
nerves, each equivalent to the Glossopharyngeus, plus the ramus
intestinalis, wlaich is probably " the collector of all branchial
nei'ves which may at one time have existed behind the present
The dorsal rami of the collected nerves
gill-region" (14. p. 228).
probably disappeared eai'ly, owing to the reduction of the dorsal

area.

and

The primitive Vagus

of this series of primitive branchial

intestinal nerves perhaps alone retained its dorsal

ramus

to

supply the reduced cutaneous areas of its own and the immediately
Tlie most primitive Vagus yet found is in
following segments.
In Ghlmnydoselachus also one would have expected
Chimcera.
This
to find the Vagus not one nerve but a series of nerves.
expectation is, however, by no means fulfilled, as appears by the
foregoing description. The condition here is intermediate between
In Chlamydoselachus there is a
that of Chimcera and ScyUium.
series of roots which have the appearance of being somewhat
pulled forward in order to emerge somewhat anteriorly to their
region of origin. This direction in which the roots pass, no doubt
indicates a comparatively recent union of these roots into one
nerve. In higher forms we find the vagal complex passing backwards out of the cranium, whilst the comparatively new spinal
accessory roots are first pulled foi-ward befoi-e they can pass backwards and out of the cranium. How the condition in Chlamydoselachus may have arisen from a simple GhlmceraAike condition is
" It appears that
best expressed in Johnston's words (14. p. 226)
the visceral sensory and motor fibres of the caudal branchial
segments, instead of continuing to reach the brain by way of the
dorsal roots pi-oper to their segments, have pi'Ogressively changed
their course so as to run to the brain through the root of the next
This process may have begun as a
more cephalic segment.
result of the expansion of the gill-sacs and growth of bianchial
arch muscles which served to crowd the ventral rami of the nerves
When the shifting had
at the caudad end of the gill-region.
brought the penultimate gill back to the level of the ultimate
nerve root, the fibres of the ultimate ventral rami shifted their
course to the root of the penultimate nerve
As the process
:

—
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went on progressively the bi-ancliial and pharyngeal rami became
united by the common branchio-infcestinal trunk which enters the
''
brain by way of the Vagus root " (14. p. 229).
The motor roots
must have been collected under the influence of the sensory components
As the motor fibres grow out from their nuclei
in the brain tliey must follow some path of low resistance in
Since the motor fibres develop late,
travelling to their muscles.
they find such a path already provided in the neai--by sensory
The motor fibres follow this and a mixed trunk is formed.
root.
When the sensory fibres of a given root shift their course ....
to the root next cephalad, the motor fibres on issuing from the
brain find no path in that segment, but must turn forwards to
the next cephalic sensory root and follow it. As this goes on
gradually from segment to segment there are formed a number
of roots emerging from the coi-d or brain caudad to the complex
and running alongside the brain to join it."
The Lateralis root of the Vagus originates, as is to be expected,
from a segment anterior to the vagal roots proper. It has an
extra-cerebral course backwards for a considerable distance before
This indicates a comparait joins the branchio-intestinal Vagus.
tively primitive condition, for, as specialisation proceeds, the root
would run intra- cerebi-ally until nearer the origin of the Vagus
The loose union of the constituent nerve-strands of the
proper.
composite Vagus, added to the presence of at least two separate
branchial ganglia, show also that the condition, although not
primitive, is not highly specialised.

H. The Spinal Nerves.
Following the Vagus there are four of the so-called spinowhich pass out of the cranium by four separate
foramina. Two of these roots in Ghlamydoselachus^ are placed
completely undei-, the third partly under, the covei- of the vagal
roots. This origin is not to be explained, Johnston thinks, as due
to " a shifting through the long branchial region," and a consequent crowding in the vagal region. He says (14. p. 231) " The
dorsal and ventral hypoglossal roots need not be considered as
They probably ai'e not equivalent to spinal
spinalartige nerves.
nerves at all, but are only the general cutaneous and somatic
motor components of nerves of the vagus region, the visceral and
motor components of which have been collected into the single
The presence of these nerves in the vagus
large vagus root.
region, then, does not require the hypothesis that they have
shifted forward from the postbranchial region, but is directly
opposed to such an hypothesis." If this view, founded upon the
study of nerve components, be true, it will to some extent be in
opposition to the conclusions of Fiirbi-inger on the metamerism of
the head, for his argument is entirely dependent upon the spinal
character of such incomplete nerves as the above.
The third and fourth spino- occipital nerves have each a dorsal
occipital nerves,

:
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branch, which, like the dorsal branches of the succeeding spinal
No dorsal branches were
uei'ves, passes upwards and backwards.
found on the first two spino-occipital roots. In Lcemaryus there
are three spino-occijDital nerves, of which the first two had no
Immediately outside the cranium the
dorsal roots (6. p. 480).
nerves unite into a flattened sti'and, the hyj)ogiossal nei've.
The ventral root of the first true or complete spinal nerve
Spinal nei'ves
originates between the first and second vertebrje.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (PI. LXYIII. fig. 1) unite with the spino-occipital
nerves into a strand, which passes backwards, then outwards
towards the pectoral girdle. Spinal nei'ves 6 and 7 unite with
one another before joining this plexus. Spinal nerve 8 runs by
The spinal plexus gives off
its side, but does not actually join.
Branch s.h. 1, which
anteriorly two branches (s.h. 1 and s.h. 2).
is connected with Vagus 6, passes forwards and downwards to join
branch s.h. 2. The i-esulting compound nerve passes forward
near the median ventral line to supply a portion of the median
mandibular or hypoglossal musculature. It is probable that this
nerve consists only of fibres from the spino-occipital nerves, and
would therefore be the homologue of the hypoglossal nerve of
higher forms.
The brachial plexus consists of the remaining parts of the composite strand, i.e., the first eight complete spinal nerves, of which
the last remains distinct. The bi'achial plexus is here in a simple
condition, for it consists of but few nerves, and those are not
The innervation indicates that the pectoral
intimately united.
fins of Ghlamydoselachus are made uj) of a smaller number of
a fact which, according to
segments than in many species
Goodrich (11), indicates that the fin here is specialised rather than
primitive, for Goodiich states that potentially a fin might extend
all along the body, and that it is only in the specialised forms that
it is restricted to a few segments, which may not even be homologous in allied species.
;

Text-fiff. 141.

Spinal nerves from anterior, ruiddle, and
C.S. Connecting-strands between
dorsal and ventral roots.

D.B. Dorsal branch.
D.R.G. Dorsal root with
No. Notochord.

its

ganglion.

tail

regions of Clilamydoselaclms.

S.N. Spinal nerve.
V.B. Ventral branch.
V.C. Vertebral column.
V.E. Ventral root.

spinal nerve arises by two alternate roots, a dorsal and a
The ventral root arises by three rootlets, then, after
emei'ging from the vertebral column, gives ofl' a large dorsal

Each

vential.
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branch (text-fig. 141, D.B.) before uniting with the dorsal, ganglionated root. In the anterior and middle regions of the vertebral
column, this union takes place at a level with the top of the
notochord, but in the tail-region at a level with the base of the
notochord, immediately to the inner side of the r. lateralis vagi.
The ventral branch (V.B.) is given off at varying points (text141).
dorsal branch (D.B.) of the ventral root runs caudad and
upwards, passing over the ganglion of the dorsal root (D.R.G.) to
be distributed to the muscles of the middle region of the back.

fig.

The

A

similar I'oot (ventral-doi'sal) has been described by Ewart and
No dorsal branch was found for the
Cole in Raia (6. p. 479).
complete spinal nerve or for the dorsal i-oot, as it is pi'obable that
the dorsal branch of the ventral root receives fibres from the
doi'sal root as it passes ovei- the latter on its backward course.
In one segment (text-fig. 141) the dorsal branch of the ventral root
could be seen by the naked eye running over the dorsal rootganglion, from which it could not be separated in the succeeding
segment the dorsal and ventral roots were joined in the region of
the sensoiy ganglion, and the dorsal bi-anch appeared to aiise from
the ganglion itself. The spinal nerves here recall the condition of
Lcemargus (6. p. 480), of Bdellostoma (16. p. 176), and of Myxhie *,
in that all three have (1) several rootlets for the ventral root,
(2) a dorsal branch from the ventral root which unites with the
dorsal root-ganglion or with some portion of the dorsal root.
;

I A.

The external

featvu^es of

ment, need not be described.
(PI.

LXIX.

figs.

The Brain.
tlie

brain, having a typical arrange-

Two

drawings, however, are given

His
7 & 8) as those of Garman are not clear.
inaccurate, owing to the very badly-preserved

ventral view is
condition of liis specimen.
Two points only may be noticed (1) there is a large rhinocoel
extending to the end of the olfactory stalk (2) the dorsal roof of
:

;

non-nervous. This second
point is of considerable interest, as it recalls the condition of
Ammoccetes and of the Teleosts. The non-nervous roof may be
regarded as primitive when compared with that of A^nmocoetes,
but as specialised when compared with that of the Teleosts. That
a non-nervous roof should be found amongst the Elasmobranchs
is a point of considerable interest, although its significance is as
yet undetermined.

both prosencephalon and

i-hinoccel is

I B. Locy's

Nerve.

Locy's nerve, which is present in Chlamydoselachus, oi-iginates
near the middle line, somewhat to the ventral side of the foreIt passes outwards, curving upwards along the anterior
brain.
and upper side of the olfactory stalk to be distributed between
* Mr. Cole kindly showed me some unijublished drawings of the spinal nerves of

Myx ine.
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the end of the stalk and the beginning of the olfactory capsule.
On I'eaching this point, the nerve becomes somewhat enlarged by
flattening, then bi-eaks up into a number of fine branches which
passed towards the olfactory epithelium but coiild not be traced
to their endings.
J.
1. This paper
Ghlamydose lachus

is

the

first

Summary.
description of the cranial nerves of

2. The cranial nerves of Chlamydoselachus ai'e not in as
primitive a condition as would be expected from the low position
of the species in the taxonomic series, especially as regards the
vagus and the lateralis nerves.
3. The vagus arises by a sei^ies of roots, which, however, cannot
be assigned to the separate rami.
4. The ganglia of the vagus cannot be separated completely by
gross methods.
5. The number of roots by which the lateralis components
arise confirms the suggestion that, in origin, the acoustico-lateralis
components belonged to a series of segments.
r-i^"-'
6. The connections between the acoustico-lateralis elements of
v., VII., snd YIII. show a tendency towards unification of the
system.
7. The glossopharyngeus includes a lateralis component.
8. The r. lateralis vagi unites closely with the true Vagus in
the ganglionic region.
9. Locy's nerve is large and well-defined.
10. The roof of the prosencephalon and of the olfactoiy stalk
was non-nervous in the immature specimen examined.
11. There is a direct nei'vous connection between the r. profundus and the oculo-motor nerve.
12. The profundus nerve here appears as a ramus of the trigeminal nerve.

13.

The trigemino -facial complex

is less

j)rimitive

than

tliat of

Chimcera, but more so than that of most Elasmobranchs.
14. The facialis is in an unusually primitive condition, in that
it has a remnant of the post-trematic ramus quite separate from
the t. hyomandibularis.
15. With our present knowledge, we are justified in statingthat a, chorda tympani is present.
16. There is a sixth r. branchialis vagi which passes towards
the remnants of the seventh arch.
17. There is a tendency towards a reduction of the rami
pre-branchialis vagi, thus leading to a condition found in some
Teleosts.
18.

There

19.

The spiracle is small and opens into the hyo-branchial cleft.
The ampullae of Lorenzini are arranged diftusely. There is

20.

is

a hypoglossal nerve.

no hyomandibular group, but there is a posterior buccal group.
The ampnllse have a simple structure.

;
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21. Some of the lateral line canals, sucli as the main lateral
canal and parts of the hyomanclibular, vary greatly in individuals.
and on the two sides of the same individual. There are traces of
The canal-system
canals which may be incipient or degenerate.
is in an unstable condition.
22. The lower jaw has been swung back into a reptilian-like
position with the results, (a) that to it may be due the absence of
the typical maxillo-mandibular trunk (b) that possibly the pushback of the branches of the vagus may have resulted in their
unexpected union with one another and with the r. lateralis vagi
(c) the great development of a hypoglossal musculature and the
presence of a hypoglossal nerve.
23. The internal rectus muscle consists of two well-defined
;

parts.

24. The pectoral plexus consists of vei'y few nerves, and thus
the pectoral girdle may be regarded as specialised, again
suggesting a relationship between Chlamydoselachus and the

Teleosts.
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¥\iX. 1.

''''', the
Fig.
Fig.

tine lines representing diagranimatieally the overlianging scales.

ganglia of Nerves V, VII, VTIL slightly separated.
view of the trigeniino-facial eoniiilex from the inside.

2.

The

3.

A

Plate LXIX.
C/ilinii//(IosclacJiiis (i)i()iiiiuiis.

Figs. 4,
Figs. 7;

o, 0.

8.

The Eye-museles and

their nervos.

Dorsal and ventral views of the Brain.

M. REFERENCE-LETTEllING.

—Anastomosing In-aneh between
nerves.
B.A. — Buccal ampulla\
B. P.— Brachial plexus.
Bncc. — Bamus bucealis VII.
C. — Ciliary branch of profundus.
Cer. — Cerebellum
going
C.F. — General cutaneous
A.B.

libres

the oculo-niotor and profundus

to skin.

— Nerve-strand

connecting the pre- and post-treinatic rami of
vagus 5.
with a spinal nervi'.
Con. VO. Nerve-strand connecting vaa'us
D.G. — Dorsal branch of the glossopharyngcus, dividing into a cephalad
branch which passes to the neuromasts, and a caudal branch
whose distribution is undetermined.
E.;\l .(\[l) (A, B, C, D, E).— The live parts of the externus nnmdibnlaris VII.
H. The ganglion of the t. hyomandibularis, i. e., the true ganglion
of the facialis, combined with one of the acoustico-lateralis

Con. Vs.

—

—

ganglia.

H.A.
H.L.(A,B,C).

— Hyoid ampulla\
— The hyonnnulibular
branches.

lateral line

canal and

its

three

main

.

trunk of the ramus liyoideus and ramus internus
mandibularis VII.
Hy.— Hypophysis.
(A, B, C). The three principal rami uitestmales.
II.

I.
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M.—The common

—
cardiac Inaiu^i of the ramus
R. internus iiiandihuhiris VII.
—
—

intcstinalis.

I.H.— The
I.M.VI1.
I.O.

^Inferior oblique muscle.
lateral line canal.

—Infra-orbital
— Lobi
Lin. Lat.— Linm
L.L. —Main
L.N. — Locy's nerve.
I.O.L.

inferiores.

L.I.

laterales or restiforin body.
lateral line canal.

,,

i
brancli otf
of the maxillaris which becomes united with a
the huccalis.
i
p ii
the
b.— Two fine nerves which appear to originate trora a branch ot
cutaneous hbres
buccalis, but which are composed of general
^

Mxb.— Branch
Mxb.

which have come from Mxb.

O.S.— Olfactory
Oc. 1,2,3.
Op. L.

stalk.

— Kirst three spino-occipital nerves.

—
—
—
—
Pr. F. — Pre-trematic

Optic lobes.
Op. S.— Optic stalk or " cartilago-sustentaculum ocuh.
Palatine branches of the facialis.
P.
P.B.A. Postero-buccal ampulUw.
Pars intermedia.
P.I.
facialis.

Pr. P. (ch.).— The chorda tyuipani.
^ -rxr
The pre- and post-trematic rami ot IX.
Pr. & Pt.
Profundus branch of V.
Pro.
Prosencephalon.
Pros.
Post-trematic facialis.
Pt. F.
R.V. Root of nervus trigeminus.

—
—

.

^

,

and

^

ot tlie

vagus.

—
—
—

— Ramus communicans. externus.
parts of the rectus
R.H. — Ramus hyoideus VII.
— Rectus internus muscle.
R.
R. Inf. — Rectus inferior muscle.
R.C.

R.Ext.A

& B.—Two
In.

R. Man. V. —Ramus mandibularis V.
maxillaris V.
tj rv n
oticus with cutaneous branches K.U.O.
R.S. Rectus superior muscle.
spinal nerves.
(1 2 3 4,5, 6,7,8).— The first eight

R.Max.^Raraus
R.O.— Ramus

—

S
'

s.'h'.

nerve.
(1,2).— The two branches which make up the hypoglossal

— Occipito-spinal riband.
—
canal.
S.O.L. — Supra-orbital lateral
ophthalmicus V.
S.O.

Ob. Superior oblique muscle.
S.O .A —Supra-orbital ampulla;
S.

.

line

Op. v.— Superficialis
S. Op. VII.— Superticialis oiihthalmicus VII.
S.

—
—

S.V. Sacci vasculosi.
Truncus hyomandibularis.
T. H.
vagus.
2 3 4 5 6).— The six branchial branches of the
of the post-trematic ot vagus V.
V'.5 '+ V.'e.— The nerve produced by union
VI.
and part of vagus

V

(1

V.G.

— Visceralis branch of IX.

— Visceralis branches of the vagus.
— Oculo-motor nerve.
IV. — Fourth nerve.
V. —The Gasserian ganglion.
and buccalis ganglia.

Vis.
III.

united Gasserian
VII. b.--Ramus buccalis.
Vll.h.—Truncus hyomandibularis.
,
c ^.^
principal rami ot tue
VIII. VIII. A, VIII. B.— The ganglion and the two

V.

+ VII.—The

.

eighth nerve.
its ganglion.
IX., IX. g.— The glossopharyngeal nerve and
The vagus nerve and its composite ganglion.
X., X.g.
neuromasts.
vagus
to
X. i&X. B.— Dorsal branches of the

—

•
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of Two Mammals from the Ituri Forest.
[With a Supplementary Note on the Buffalo of the
Semliki district.]
Bj R. Ltdekkee.

Descriptions

[Received

November

(Plate

13, 1906.]

LXX.*)

From among a collection of mammal skins and skeletons
obtained by Major Powell Cotton in the Ituri Forest and submitted to me, at his direction, by Rowland Ward Ltd., two
specimens, representing as many species, appeal- worthy of being
brought to the notice of the Society. Before proceeding to their
descrij)tion, I may take the opportvinity of mentioning that Major
Cotton has generously expressed his intention of presenting to the
British Museum the type specimens of any small mammals in his
collection which prove to be new, after they have been described.
The fii'st animal for notice is a Cat which I propose to call
Felis chrysotheix cottoni^ subsp. nov.

(Plate

LXX.

fig. 1.)

West Africa and its " hinterland "are, as Professor Paul Matschie
has remarked f, the home of a very imperfectly known group of
medium-sized and more or less uniformly -coloured Wild Cats, some
of which display a tendency to a rufous and others to a grey
phase.
In this group are included Felis chrysothrix, F. celidogaster, and F. aurata of Temminck, F. neglecta of Gray, F. ruiila
of Waterhouse, and F. servalina of Ogilby, or Puchei'an.
Despite
the imperfection of our knowledge of the group (which is poorly
represented in the collection of the British Museum), one thingis quite certain, to wit, that these six names do not represent
a corresponding number of species, whatever may be the case in
the matter of races.
Dr. Matschie (whatever may be his present views on the
subject) expressed the opinion in the passage cited that there
might be two recognisable forms one, F. celidogaster, inhabiting
the northern, and the other, F. chrysothrix, the southern districts
of Guinea.
The same view is adopted by Dr. Trouessart in the
first edition of his " Catalogus," who regards F. neglecta (from

—

the Gambia) as a synonym of celidogaster, and gives the range of
the species as extending from the Gambia to Upper Guinea and
Sierra Leone.
In the second edition, apparently by an inadvertence, neglecta is, however, given as a synonym of chrysothrix.
The range of F. chrysothrix (which in the first edition is taken to
include aurata and rutila), on the other hand, is given as Lower
Guinea, the Congo, Togo, Uganda, and possibly Angola. Of this
species, servalina, from Sierra Leone, is regarded as a distinct
race.
* For explanation of the
t S.B. Ges. Naturforsch.

Plate, see p. 996.
Berlin, 1895, p. 196.

o
o
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Felis chrysothrix, the Red Tiger-Cat or GoJden-liaired Cat, of whicli
the type (in the Leyden Museum) is figured by Dr. D. G. Elliot
ill plate XXV. of his
Monograph of the Felidfe,' is generally
described as a medium-sized Cat, with the upper parts I'eddish
bi-own, passing into bright rufous on the flanks, marked on the
sides of the body with black spots
the under parts pui-e Avhite
spotted with black and the tail reddish brown above and lighter
below, without either spots or bai'S.
Although the two face-bais
so commonly developed in cats are absent, there is a, pair of dark
blotches above the eyes.
Waterhouse's F. rutila, typified by an imperfect skin f I'om Sierra
Leone in the British Museum (PI. LXX. fig. 2), is wholly bright
reddish chestnut above, with indistinct darker spots on the flanks,
and white below with lai-ge brown spots the tail being nearly half
the length of the body, and reddish brown in colour, having a dark
line down the middle of the upper surface, and paler on the sides,
with obscure indications of dark rings.
'

;

;

;

As to Felis celidogaster, this ajDpears to have been originally
described on the evidence of a specimen, supposed to have come
from America, purchased at the sale of Bullock's Museum. It
Avas, however, redescribed by Temminck f rom a Guinea specimen
(ill the Leyden Museum, and figured by Dr. Elliot in the plate
already cited), now generally accepted as the type.
It is described as measuring 26 inches to the root of the tail,
while the tail itself measured 14 inches, or rather more than half
the length of the head and body. In colour it is grey above with
a reddish tinge, and spotted all over with light brown or
chocolate, the spots along the middle line of the back being oblong,
but elsewhere circular below it is white with large brown spots,
while the tail is bay-bi-own, with paler brown rings and a
blackish tip.
Dai-k bands occur on the thi-oat and chest and
the inner sides of the feet. The ears are black externally.
Gray described his Gambian F. neglecia as grey, marked on the
head and body with small dark spots becoming larger on the
flanks, and white below with large blackish spots
the tail, which
is quite half the length of the body, having a dark line on the
upper surface, with obscure indications of rings on the paler sides.
One is led to wonder how this Cat could have been regarded
although the colour
as specifically distinct from celidogaster
is brownish grey rather than grey.
Although most subsequent writers have regarded chrysothrix
and celidogaster as distinct species. Dr. Elliot suggested that they
might more probably be considei'ed respectively as a red and a grey
phase of one and the same species. In his plate he figured a
third African Cat which he regarded as in some degi'ee intermediate between the two.
Turning to Major Cotton's specimen (PL LXX. fig. 1), it iscjuite
clear that it is a member of the chrysothrix-celidogaster group,
with which it accords in the general type of colouring and in
dimensions, the length of the head and body being approximately
;

;

;

—
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27 inches (or, allowing for stretching, possibly rather less), and
that of the tail about 13 inches.
It is, however, much darker
than either of the named forms, and may be regarded as the
dusky phase of the group.
Having the black ears, white claws, and fully-spotted light
luider surface characteristic of the group, this Cat may be
desci-ibed as dark smoky-grey above, darker along the middle
line of the back and tail, and darkest of all on the ci'own of the
head, where it appi-oaches black. No distinct evidence of spotting
on the dark parts of the body or of barring on those of the face
and limbs are observable, but there may be a suspicion of disappearing dark rings on the sides of the tail. The under parts
and inner sides of the limbs are dirty white, profusely blotched
with black.
In the absence of dark mai-kings on the upper parts the Ituri
Cat comes nearest to chrysothrix, although lacking the facemarkings and the spots on the flanks. On the other hand, in
colour it is more like celidogaster, although much darker, and
without the spots on the body and the rings on the tail.
In my opinion, rutila, chrysothrix, celidogaster, and the Ituri Cat
(which, as already mentioned, I propose to name after its discoverer)
appear best regarded as forms of a single species, which may be
severally characterised as follows

:

1. F. cJirysothrix rutila.
General colour bright chestnut-i'ed,
distinctly spotted with reddish brown on the flanks which are

much lighter than the back under parts pure white, with large
chocolate-brown spots
tail with a dark l)rown median line or
fainter indications of rings.
Gambia and Cameroons.
;

;

—

F. chrysothrlx typica.
General colour reddish brown, becoming distinctly rufous on the flanks, where it is sjjotted with
chocolate under parts piire white with dark spots tail uniformly
reddish brown above without trace of lateral barring.
Lower
2.

;

;

—

Giiinea.
3. F. chrysothrix celidogaster.
Genei'al colour of upper parts
light grey, or greyish brown, spotted all over with brownish
under parts pui-e white with chocolate spots
tail darker alongmedian line thaii elsewhere (neglecta) with complete or partial
;

;

dark lings.

—Upper Guinea and

(?)

Gambia.

F. chrysothrix cottoni.
General colour of uppei- parts dark
grey, darker on the middle line of the back and tail and
darkest of all on the crown of the head, no sj)ots
iinder parts
dirty white, spotted or (blotched) with blackish tail without any
4.

smoky

;

distinct barring.

—Itiui Forest.

;

Whether any of the other named forms (inclusive of neglecta)
are entitled to rank as distinct races, I have not sufiicient means
of forming a defi.nite opinion.
On the assumption that I am right in regarding the four forms

;
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above-mentioned as races, the name of Red Tiger-Cat or Grey
Tiger-Oat will be inappropriate to the species as a whole. I would
therefore suggest that it should be called the African Tiger-Cat,
and the four races here admitted respectively designated the red,
the brown, the grey, and the dusky African Tiger-Cat.
The dark hue of the Ituri race is apparently an adaptation to its
habitat, and may possibly tend to confirm the view that the Ituri
black Ratel described by myself is a distinct species (or i-ace)
rather than an individual melanism.
2. Rhynchocyon stuhlmanni nudicaudata, subsp. nov.
The second animal in the collection woi-thy of special notice is a
Rhynchocyon, represented by a skin and skeleton, which comes

very close to Rh. stuhlmanni of Dr. Matschie* from the country
immediately west of the Semliki-lsango valley.
The present
animal came from the Mawambi district.
Rh. stuhlmanni (of which there is no example in the British
.Museum) is described as being dark brown mingled with
yellowish brown above, with two longitudinal rows of blackish
spots, connected by a black stripe on their inner sides, and
running from the shoulder to the root of the tail between the
dark markings are light brownish spots, and externally to this
black-and -light spotted area on each side are two rows of light
spots, of which the outermost is very indistinct. In old examples all
the markings become obsciu'e.
The claws and a streak along the
middle line of the belly are whitish the flanks are like the back
the abdomen is neai-ly bare, carrying only a few sparse haii's of
an ocherey colour the legs are rusty brown the tail is yellowish
white and the ears are rusty red.
It will be observed that nothing is stated as to whether the
ears and tail are hairy oi- naked.
Since, however, the species is
contiasted with Rh. 2yetersi and Rh. cirnei, in both of which the
basal half of the tail and the roots of the ears are hairy, it would
seem highly probable that if such points of difference had
occurred in the type of Rh. stuhlmanni, they would have been
mentioned. Again, it is difiicult to understand how an animal
in which the ears are completely naked could be described as
having rust-coloured ears.
;

;

;

;

;

The two points in which Major Cotton's Rhynchocyon agrees
with sttihlmanni, and thereby differs apparently from every other
member of the genus, are its generally dark colour and tlie
wholly white tail. On the other hand, it differs from the type
of that species by the eais being wholly black, by the presence
of a patch of bright I'ufous hair immediatelj^ behind each ear, by
the absence of any distinct spotting or stiiping on the body,
except for a few light flecks near the rump, and by the brown
It is further probable that the naked ears and tail are
claws.
also distinctive.
* S.B. Ges. Niitui-forsch. Berlin, 1893, p. 66, and 'Die Sangetliiprt Deutscli-OstAfrikas,' Berlin, 1895, p. 31.
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Provisionally, I propose to regard this Elephant-Shrew merely
as a race of Dr. Matschie's species, with the title of lih. stulilmanni nudicaudata leaving it open whether it may not really
;

claim specific i-ank.
In its completely naked

tail, and apparently also ears, this
Elephant-Shrew is distinct from all other Rhynchocyons, unless it
be the typical stuhhnanni the one which comes nearest to it in
the former respect being Rh. chfysofygus.
;

[Postscript.]
[Since the foregoing paper was read Major Powell-Cotton has
sent home two skins and skulls of the Bufialo of the Semliki
Valley, in regard to which I communicated the following note to
the Field' newspaper of January 5th, 1907 (vol. cix. p. 87 '••).
These specimens indicate an animal to a large extent intermediate between the great black bufialo of South Africa and the
dwarf red bufialo of the west coast, and thus serve to strengthen the
view that these (and all other African) bufiialoes are merely races
of one and the same species.
The general colour of the Semliki
buflfalo (which is well haired) is tawny, with the tip of the tail
black, but the tint gradually darkens towards the shoulders, till it
becomes blackish-brown on the neck and head. The tips of the ears
are, however, fringed with pencils of tawny hair. In size the animal
approaches the Cape bufialo, but the horns, which are thin and
much flattened, are, as in all the more northern races, widely
separated at their bases.
The black tail-tip at once separates the
Semliki bufialo from Bos cafer mathewsi of the Albert Nyanza
district, in which that appendage is white (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904,
'

With i^egaxd to the bufialo from Ankole, South
p. 163).
Uganda, described by Mr. O. Thomas (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904, i.
p. 464) as B. caffe'>' radcliffei, it appears from specimens in the
ii.

Museum that the hair of that ra,ce is wholly
the numerous bufi'aloes recently described by
Professor P. Matschie (S.B. Ges. Naturfoi-sch. Berlin, July 1906)
none came from the Sem'iki district. The Semliki bufialo is
therefore apparently a new race, a,nd it is appropriate, that it
should be named, after its discoverer. Bos [Bubahts cctffer cottoni.
Old individuals, I have recently found, become black.]
Natural History

black.

Among

1

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX.
Fig.
Fig.

The Dusky African Tiger-Cat, Felis chrysothrix cottoni, p. 992.
The "Red African Tiger-Cat, Felis chrysothrix rutila, p. 993.

1.

2.

Major Cotton's specimen was obtained from the Itnri Forest, Central Equatorial
Mawambi district 13oth are drawn about y nat. size.

Africa, in the

* In the
hut

this, I

original note the specimen

am

informed by Major Cotton,

was stated to he from the
is

incorrect.

Itnri Forest

;
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(Text-figure 142.)

That the eastern end

of the Tibetan area, that is to say the
proper and the western portions of the
Chinese provinces of Kansu and Sze-chuan, contain, in addition
to their own peculiar mammalian types, a large element of the

Moupin

district of Tibet

Indo-Malay fauna,

is

becoming more and more evident.

As

may

be cited the Monkeys Macacus arctoides tihetanus
and M. vesliitos, the Sze-chuan Sambar, Cervus unicolor dejeani,
and several Gorals and iSei'Ows. I have now to add to the list a
representative of the Bruang, or Malay Bear {Ursus inalayanus)
a type hitherto not known to range northwards of the Garo Hills,
so far at least as I am aware.
At the time when the British Museum acquired from Rowland
Ward Ltd. the Serow described by myself in the Society's Proceedings for 1905* and an example of the Tibetan Takin, that
firm had in its possession the skull of a Bear reputed to come
from the same district (viz., either Eastern Tibet or the northwestern ]3rovinces of China). This skull was that of a Bruang,
but since I had some doubt whether it was really from the
Tibetan area, I gave it no further consideration.
I have since learnt that the skin of the same animal came with
the skull and that the entire specimen was mounted and sold to
the Bergen Museum as Ursus torquatus. The skin, I am informed,
had much longer black hair than the ordinary Malay Bear, with
the usual white gorget on the throat.
Quite recently the same well-known firm has received another
bear-skull of similar type from the Tibetan area, which came with
a skin of Fells scripta, and has been presented by Mr. Ward to
the British Museum. As to its being Tibetan (in a wide sense)
This skull, of which the lateral
there can, I think, be no question.
and palatal aspects are shown in text-fig. 142 (p. 998), belonged
to a fully adult Bear of the Ursus mcdayanus type, as is perfectly
evident from its great width and relative shortness.
Its extreme basal length is 8*75, and its maximum width 8-5 inches
these dimensions comparing with 8*5 and 8"3 inches in a very
old and large skull of the typical U. malayamis measured by
Dr. W. T. Blanford t. So far as I can see, there are no characters
by which this skull (in a limited series of specimens) can be
distinguished from that of the typical U. mcdayanus and if this
were the only evidence available, there might be some hesitation in
giving a separate name to the Tibetan animal. The statement as
to the much greater length of the hair of the Bergen specimen,
examples,

;

'

'

;

;

* Vol.

t

'

ii.

Fauna

pp. 329 et seq^.
of Brit. India— Mamm.' p. 199.
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compared with that of the typical race of the species, seems,
however, to justify the racial separation of the Tibetan Bruani>-^

as

Text-fio-. 142.

ffjC\

r

\
J

A.

X

'1''

v
!

)

.

Lateral and palatal aspects of the type-skull of the Tiljetau Biuaiig
malayanus ivardi). About \ nat. size.

(

Ursits
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wliich may be appi'opriately named Ursus oncdayanus ivardi, the
figured skull being taken as the type.

[Since this paper was read I have received from the Director of
Museum some notes on the Bruang purchased from
Rowland Ward Ltd., together with a photograph of the specimen.
The skin and hair are wholly black, with the exception of the nose,
which is ferruginous, the chin, which is greyish white, and the
cream-coloured gorget. Although the head is shortei', the genei-al
appearance of the animal seems very like that of U. torquatus, the
ears being much lai'ger than in U. tnalayanus.
In fact, had I not
been assured by Rowland Ward Ltd. that both skin and skull
came together, I should hav(} thought that a skull of the lastnamed species had been mounted in a skin of the former. As
it is, I hesitate to draw any further conclusions with regard to
the distinctness of the Tibetan Bruang from the characters of

the Bergen

the skin.]
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^HARLEs Eliot, K.C.M.G., F.Z.S.
[Received December 11, 1906.]

Subsequently to the publication of my paper on the Nudibranchs of Southern India and Ceylon, which appeared in the
Society's
Proceedings' (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1'906, pp. 636-691), the
authorities of the Haiicock Museum at Newcastle-on-Tyne were
'

fortunate enough to discover a considerable collection of microscopic slides belonging to Alder and Hancock, and most courteously
j)laced the same at my disposal for examination.
The objects
preserved are almost entirely the buccal organs of nudibranch.
from various parts of the world, and I have lost no time in
examining such of them as concern the Indian and Cingalese
nudibranchs mentioned in my previous paper. It is a pity that
it should have been published before the radulee were discovered,
but the results indicated in it are not materially affected, though
several of the identifications are confirmed.
The present notes
should be regarded as a supplement to it. The same abbreviations
are used, and references are not repeated except where it seems
necessary.

Some

of the slides bear full names,

like Boris 113, or a simple

number.

but others inscriptions
In most cases it is pos-

name with certainty, for the number I'efers
which the specimen is preserved. Thus Doris
113 corresponds to the bottle marked " No. 113. Doris for mosa
Madras, Walter Elliot, Esq!' No notice has been taken of those
Peoc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. LXYL
66

sible to give the

to the bottle in

—

—
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which for some reason (generally the disappearance of thespecimen) conld not be referred with certainty to a
specific name, nor of those (e. g. Madrella^ Phyllohranchus,
Kalivga) which if described would add nothing to already

slides

labelled

published accounts.

The slides though very neat are not always of the kind most
helpful for studying tiie details of dentition.
Often all the teeth
are preserved in sittt and none are isolated, so that it is difficult
to distinguish the exact form, and esjiecially to see any denticles
which may be present on the innermost or outermost teeth.
Several rows at least are commonly in confusion, and hence the
formulfe are given as approximate.
wide rhachis is unusually
frequent and may in some cases be the result of artificial stretching.
The medium in which the radulse are mounted has in several
instances become an opaque gum which impedes investigation,,
but I have not felt at libei-ty to I'emount the objects.
But in spite of these difliculties there can be little doubt of the
general character of the radulse, and the results obtained from
their study may be tabulated as follows

A

:

Hexabranchus marginatus

(Q.

&

G.)

= Doris

gloriosa Kelaart.

Chroniodoris gleniei (Kelaai't).
The reference of this form to
the genus Chromodoris is confirmed. It is possibly the same as
Chr. cavce, and if so the name gleniei has priority.
Casella maccarthyi (Kelaart)

= C.

cincta

Bgh.

Hcdgerda apiculata (A. & H.)=^Halge7'da ptmctata Farran, in

all

probability.

Boris

iDicta

Kelaart

is

probably a Platydoris.

Doris exanthemata Kelaart is perhaps Asteronotus heviprichi,
and in any case nearly allied to it.
But the genitalia are

unknown.

& H.) = Disc, concinniformis Bgh.
(A. & H.).
So far as the external

Discodoris concinna (A.

Staurodoris rusticata
characters and buccal parts can decide the matter, the refei'ence
of the form to this genus seems certain.

Thordisa villosa (A.

Herria militaris (A.

& H.) = Th. maculigera Bgh.
& H.) = Eolis militaris A. & H.

Doris spo7igiosa and D. tristis are probably referable to the
genus Tripjja, and the former is perhaps identical with both
But it is not known if either form
T. areolata and T. onephitica.
has ptyaline glands.

Some

of the buccal parts of Chromodoris
Platydoris foronosa, PI. ellioti, PI. striata, Discodoris
fragilis, Disc, pardalis, Goniodoris asj^rsa, G. citrina, Trevelyana
details are giA'en

zebriria,

ceylonica.

In the above statement the

first

name given

is

that by which

;
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the animal should be called, so far as our present knowledge goes
but in the following descriptions I have thought it safer to put
first the names wintten on the bottles by Alder and Hancock,

which imjDly no

may

identifications into

which an element

of

theoiy

possibly enter.

Doris gloriosa Kelaart.

^ Hexahranchus onarginatus

Q.

&

G.

The labial armature and radula confirm this identification.
The formula of the r-adula is about 30 x 60.0.60 asa maximum.
The teeth are hamate and rather erect the outermost smaller
;

but not degraded the 4-5 innermost mai-kedly smaller than the
rest and almost withou.t hooks, as if the tips were broken off.
;

Doris

gle^'iei Kelaart.

= Chromodoris

A

labial

gleniei (Kelaart).

armature and radula are preserved, showing that

Alder and Hancock dissected a specimen, though, so far as I
know, they have left no record of their investigations.
The labial armature consists of two grey, roughly triangular
plates, distinctly separate but almost touching one another.
They are composed of bent rods, slightly swollen at the tips.
The yellow radula has a formula of about 60 x 70.0.70. On
the rhachis are lozenge-like areas.
The teeth are sti'ong and
erect and bear at least 6-8 denticles on the outer side.
As the
teeth are in situ and none are isolated, the denticles are nowhere
easy to see and become almost invisible in the last 30 teeth,
though since they can be seen here and there they are perhaps
present on all.
The innermost teeth are broad and bear at least
one large denticle on the inside and perhaps two or three. The
outermost are low, not denticulate on the top, but bearing one
jag or denticle at the side.
This radula and labial armature show that D. gleniei is a
Chromodoris, and support the idea that it is closely allied to
Chr. cavce Eliot, which may be a variety of it.

Chromodoris zebrina.
A. & H. 1. c. p. 123.
Alder and Hancock describe the radula as a generic character
but their remarks, confirmed by the slides, show that the
description applies to the species Chr. zehrina.
The buccal parts as pi'eserved comjorise a labial armature

and
two plates, composed of elements
arranged in unusually regular rows and apparently mace-like in
The outer ones are
shape, though none are completely isolated.
radiila.

The former

consists of

bifid, but this feature is not so plain in those near the centre of
the plates.
The radula is in confusion, but consists of at least 40 rows
containing numerous, minute, two-pronged teeth which bear 3-4
66*

;
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The innermost cannot be
denticles beneatli the smaller prong.
seen plainly, but they appear to be lower and broader than the
rest, as is usual in this genus, and are probably denticulate on
both sides. The outermost teeth also cannot be clearly seen.
Doris maccarthyi Kelaart.

= Casella

maccarthyi (Kelaart).

C. chtcta Bergh.

The buccal parts confirm

identification.

this

The

labial

in parts but

not
The radula is a close pavement of very minute
everywhere.
Owing to the teeth
teeth with a formula of about 250 x 60.0.60.
being erect it is difiicult to see the denticles, but there are at
The innermost
least six on the outer side and probably more.
teeth have also at least 2 (probably 2-4) denticles on the inner
The outer teeth are smooth.
side.

armature

is

composed

Doris apiculata A.

hooked

of

& H.

1

= Halgerda punctata

c. p.

1.

=^JIalgercla apiculata (A.

&

"

123.

H.).

Farran,

One radula with the note

rods, bifid

no

1.

c.

pp. 339-340.

collar."

The hinder part

is

in

disorder, but there appear to be about 33 rows, which in the
midde of the radula contain 45-50 teeth on either side of the
Those near the centre are more spaced than the rest
rhachis.

they have long bases and low hooks, and the innermost point
towards the rhachis. The general effect is that there is a large
bare space in the middle of the radula with a few teeth in it.
The teeth increase in size outwards up to the middle of the row.
The hooks are strongly bent, and the bases rather long, though
The
proportionally not so long as in the teeth near the rhachis.
In a fewlast 3-4 teeth are degraded and almost spoon-shaped.
cases the upper edge of the outermost tooth bears one or two
irregular jags.

This animal will probably prove to be identical with the later
Halgerda punctata of Farran. Both the radula and the external
The mantle of D. apiculata is said to
colour agree fairly well.
have borne " elevated conical centres, each of which bears a
delicate style or filament," and the plate represents the same
The preserved specimen of //. punctata bore simple
character.
tubercles, which Avere described as papillte in the living animal.
A more definite description is desirable, but it is quite possible
that the filaments mentioned by Alder and Hancock are the same
as these papillae.

Doris tormosa A.

k,

H.

= Platydoris foronosa

(A.

&

H.).

radula about 50x120.0.120.
The teeth are
hamate, moderately slender, and increase in size outwards. The
innermost are lower than the rest and cross one another, meeting

Formula

of

=
1003
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over the

The 2-3 outermost
though occasionally jagged.

rliacliis.

denticulate,

Doris ellioti A.
=Platydoris

A;

ai's

degraded but not

H.

ellioti

(A.

&

H.).

Formula about 40 X 100.0.100, but the teeth
are considerably deranged. The rhachis is narrow. The innermost teeth are low; the outermost 2-3 are degraded, and the
outermost of ail sometimes bears a few irregular denticulations.
The remaining teeth are hamate, erect, and fnirly strong.
Radula yellow.

Doris striata Kelaart.

— Platydoris striata (Kelaart).
Two radulse are preserved. One

both
is white, one yellow
The formulfe are about 40x100.0.100 and 45 x
are broken.
The teeth are rather slender, not much bent,
120.0.120.
and increase from the inside. The innermost are not markedly
smaller, but are distinguished by their position on the rhachis.
The outermost present suggestions of faint irregular denticulation,
which, however, cannot be seen anywhei'e with certainty.
The dentition supports the idea that this species is a variety
of Plat, cruenta { = arrogans) without the red markings; but see
my previous paper, p. 647, for the genitalia, and Bergh, Siboga^
p. 139, for

;

Pl.Jiammtdata.

Doris picta Kelaart.
Platydoris

?

2Jicta

(

Kelaart).

A large radula,

but hidden by the thick medium in which it is
mounted. In consists of about 40 rows containing on each side of
a naiTOW rhachis 100 or more small, thin, crowded hamate teeth.
The outermost cannot be seen plainly, but do not appear to be
dentictdate or

This form
ai'e

is

much

degraded.
probably referable to Platydoris, but the genitalia

unknown.

Doris exanthemata Kelaart.
'i

= Aster ouotzts hevijjrichi

Ehrenberg.

large radula, brownish in front but otherwise white, badly
Formula about 35 x 55.0.55, but
mounted in a gummy fluid.
The teeth are thin, distinctly hamate,
several rows are imperfect.
and increase consistently up to the end of the rows, where the
The innermost,
last 2-3 become degraded but not denticulate.
and to some extent the second teeth, project into the broad rhachis

One

almost at right angles to the rest.
This dentition is compatible with the view that B. exanthemata
is Aster onotus liempriclvi, but Kelaart's energetic language about
the ugliness of the animal makes it probable that he had before
him if not a distinct species at least a well-marked variety.
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Doris funebris Kelaart.

= Kentrodoris anmdigera
= K. maculosa (Cuv.).

Bergh.

One radula is preserved, with a formula of about 22 x 25.0.25.
The innermost teeth are smaller than the others and much as
figured by Bergh.
Label

:

D. bellicosa 32.

VrdhahXy — Discodorisfragilis (A.

Two

ifc

H.).

seem really
two specimens from which the ra dulse
have been extracted are numbered 32 and distinctly marked as
D. fragilis.
Alder and Hancock's remarks {I. c. p. 119) suggest
that they originally registered the animal as D. bellicosa, and then
came to the conclusion that it was distinct.
The labial armature consists of two clearly-cut and symmetrical
plates, somewhat wing-shaped, and resembling those of Disc,
boholiensis figured by Bergh (in Semper's Reisen, Heft xvii.
pi. dxxxvii. fig. 28).
They are yellow and composed of a thatch
of straw-like elements, which are sometimes sinuous, especially at
radulee

and

labial armatures, labelled as above,

to belong to D.foxigilis, for

the thin ends of the plates.

The two radulffi consist of about 30 and 40 rows respectively,
and the smaller contains about 55 teeth on either side of the
rhachis.
The larger is obscured by the medium in which it is
mounted.
The teeth are hamate, rather erect, and moderately
stout they increase up to the middle of the half row.
The last
4-5 are lower, but not degraded or denticulate. The innermost
teeth of the two sides meet and almost cross one another, so that
the rhachis must be regai'ded as really narrow but it appears to
;

;

be wide, because the teeth near the centre (5-6 on each side) are
set much more widely apar-t from each other than those which
follow, and are small with low hooks.
Possibly this part of the
radula has been artificially stretched.
Disc, fragilis is probably identical with some of the subsequently
described species, and the specific name has priority (1864) over
a,ll those given by Abraham, Bergh, and later writers, but must
yield to hellicosa (1857) if the two prove to be identical.
Alder
and Hancock's statement of the differences does not amount to
much, but, on the other hand, there is little resemblance between
their plate and Kelaart's.

& H.
= Discodoris pojvdalis (A. h

Doris pardalis A.

H.).

Labial armature yellow, consisting of rods not jointed, fairly
straight but with a slightly undulated outline.
The armature
was apparently composed of two separate halves oiiginally, but is
now somewhat confused.
The radula is also confused, but consists of about 28 rows,
containing from 12 to 30 teeth on each side of the rhachis. The
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teeth are erect, strong, but not very stout.
The last one or two
are reduced in size, but not degraded and still hamate.
The
middle part of the radula is more spaced than the rest, and 4-5
inner teeth on each side, which are lower than the others, seem to
be set in the broad rhachis. But it is not clear if this position
is natiu'al.

Though

is narrow, it is doubtful if the animal
(Gardiner, Fauna and Geography of the Maldive
and Laccadive Archipelagoes, vol. ii. part 1, p. 554) as Disc,
pardalis var. is really referable to this species. It had a radula
of only 13.0.13.

this radula

described by

me

Doris concinna A. & H.

= DisGodoris

concinna (A. & H.)
Disc. Goncinniformis Bgh.

and

Labial armature composed of two triangular plates, consisting
of a dense mass of irregular and sinuous rods.
The radula consists of 1 7 complete rows and fragments of 3 or 4
others, with 45 teeth on either side of the rhachis in the longest
The innermost teeth are markedly lower than the rest and
rows.
project into the wide rhachis the oiitermost are smaller but not
degraded.
This radula is not inconsistent with the suj)position that D. conThe foi'mulse of the radul^e
cinna is Bergh's D. coiicinniformis
examined by him are 27x44.0.44; 24x37.0.37; 31x55.0.55.
Some (but apparently not all) of his specimens had thickenings
on the rhachis, which are not visible in Alder and Hancock's
preparations.
;

.

Doris osseosa Kelaart.
"i

=Sclerodoris osseosa Eliot, P. Z. S. 1903, vol. ii. p. 380;
renamed Peronodoris, as this apparently identical genus has
priority.

Two

They are yellow or brown, and
and 26 rows of teeth respectively. On either side of
the rhachis are from 35 to 50 teeth. The 5-6 innermost, particuThe
larly the one nearest to the rhachis, are short and slender.
rest are hamate, except the two outermost which are degraded.
The 5-6 outermost decrease in size.
Since both these radulse are unusually short, some doubt arises
whether D. osseosa is really the same as the animal described by
me I. c. The specimen preserved, though in bad condition, is
radulse are preserved.

consist of 21

apparently the sa.me as mine, and, being smaller,

may

possibly

have a shorter radula.
Doris rusticata A. k H.

— Stau7'odoris
One radula
remains

of

1.

c. p.

rusticata (A.

&

120.
H.).

rows with
There are about 50 teeth on each side of the

light yellow in colour, consisting of 38

a 39th.
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rliachis, of which the last 5 are clegraded but not denticulate,
though jDerhaps jagged here and there. The teeth are markedly
smaller near the rhachis and increase outwards, not becoming
smaller again until quite the end of the row.
In the front part,
as preserved, the rows bend downwards and are crowded in the
middle. Behind, the two sides are pulled apart, so that there
seems to be a broad rhachis, on which are teeth that may possibly
represent rudimentary median plates, though they may also be
merely broken teeth out of place.
This dentition supports the idea that D. rusticata belongs to
the same group as Staurodoris verrucosa.
The genitalia are
unknown.

Doris villosa A. & H.

1. c.

p. 119.

=-Tliordisa villosa (A. & H.).
= Th. tnacidigera Bergh.

One radula, consisting of one large piece and two fragments.
The formula appears to be about 60 x 70.0.70. The teeth increase
in size from the rhachis outwards.
The innermost are low, with
long bases. Those near the end of the row are large, strong, and
distinctly hooked.
The 3 or 4 outermost are different thin, not
much hooked, and with the tij) divided into hair-like denticles.
In some rows this formation is obscured by the medium in which
:

the teeth are mounted, but it is quite clear in many cases.
Tliis radula seems to place beyond doubt the identitj^ of
Th. villosa and Th, 'maculigera, since the type-specimen of the
former possesses marginal teeth bearing hair-like denticles.

Doris spongiosa Kelaart.
Should probably be called Trippa spongiosa (Kelaart) =
T. areolata (A. & H.) and Trippa {Phlegmodoris) mephitica
Bgh.

One radula, broken and torn into two parts for most of its
length. There are only 1 5-1 6 rows, each containing about 35 teeth,
on either side of the rhachis. The 4-5 innermost are shorter and
smaller than the rest, which are hamate, white, and erect.
The
last 1-2 decrease in size, but appear to be still hamate and not
denticulate.
T. areolata (23 x 40.0.40) and T. mephitica (30 x 55.0.55) also
have short radula? of a similar character, and the identity of the
three species is very probable.
Doris tristis A.

& H.

1.

c.

pp. 121-2.

A. & H.
The single radula is accompanied by the note " no collar apparently," and is divided down the rhachis into two detached halves.
There are only 17 rows, each containing about 28 or 30 teeth, on
either side of the rhachis, but it is difficult to state the number of
teeth exactly, as the innermost are scattered over the space between
1.=Trip2Ja

tristis
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The innermost

rest large, strong,

and hamate.
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teeth are small and sliglit the
The last five or six gradually
;

decrease in size.
The shortness of this radula and its other characters make it
probable that the animal is a Trippa.
Alder and Hancock
thought it showed " some affinity with D. sjjongiosa" and it
a|3parently had compound tubercles (" swellings .... and a few
tubercular elevations the surface is also covered with minute
tubercles, particularly on the ridges and swellings ").
;

Doris leoparda Keelart.
Should probably be called Trippa leoparda

{JL^^?^v\j)-=

Trippa

tnonsoni Eliot.

The animal depicted in my previous paper in figure 1 of
Plate XLY. is inadvertently called Trippa monsoni in the explanation of the plates on page 690. It should be called Doris
leo-parda, for though the two animals are probably the same, the
figure reproduced is Kelaart's sketch of D. leoparda^ which, if it
proves to be a Trippa, should be called Tr. leoparda.
Trevelyana ceylonica Kelaart.
Eliot, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1904, vol.

ii.

pp. 86-7.

The radula shows that the animal described by me

is, as conIt consists of 21 rows,
jectured, Kelaart's Trevelyana ceylonica.
each containing 24-25 teeth, on either side of the rhachis. The

first latei'al is larger than the rest and difierently placed, so as to
All the teeth are awl-shaped.
project into the rhachis.

GONIODOBIS.

The buccal parts of G. aspersa and G. citrina are preserved, but
in iDoth the teeth are covered with fiesh, so that the small teeth
cannot be seen at all and most of the large ones are only partly
visible.
No formula can be given.
The large teeth of G. aspersa have a kink in the lower part
of the back and a distinct ridge or wing at the side, but no
denticles or striations. There is a buccal ring studded inside with
prominences.
None of the teeth of G. citrina can be seen completely, but the
upper part clearly bears very fine striations, and it would seem
that the outline is not a regular curA-e but swells outwards both
Other parts of the buccal mass
on the back and on the inside.
are preserved, but there is no trace of an armature.

EoLis militaris

= Hervia

a&

H.

militaris (A.

&

H.),

They are of the horseshoe
Fourteen teeth are preserved.
The central cusp is distinct
shape, with rather long side-limbs.
and well formed on either side are 7 denticles about half its
size and close to one another.
:
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distinct blunt denticles, set at

Some

of

them show

ti'aces of

bifurcation at the tip.

As Farran has observed [l. c. p. 331), this species seems to be
a Hervia, although Bergh (System, p. 1032) suggested it might
be a synonym of Facelina rubroiutiata. But both the description
and figure of Alder and Hancock rej)resent the rhinophores as
smooth.
DoRiDOPSis and Doriopsilla.

An

error occurs in the numbei'ing of the figures representing
these genera on Plate XLVII. of my previous paper, as published
in the Society's Proceedings,' although the numbers are correct
in the copies printed separately.
Numbers 4 and 5 should be
transposed
that is to say the lower figure represents Doridopsis
nigra and should be numbered 5, Avhile the upper figure represents Doriopsilla miniata and should be numbei'ed 4.
'

,

;

7.

On

Variations in the Arterial System of certain Species
o£ the

Anura.

By Lionel

R. Crawshay, M.A.*

[Received October 22, 1906.]

(Text-figures 143-155.)

In the original and subsequent editions of Eckei''s and
Wiedersheim's
Anatomie des Frosches,' the species employed
for investigation were exclusively Bana escidenta Linn, and Rana
temporaria auct., and particularly the foimer.
The species
R. cateshiana Shaw and R. silvatica Leconte were also, it is
stated, examined by Ecker for comparison, but no reference is
made to them in the text. Besides the j^ortion of these works
devoted to the subject, which has been so greatly extended by
Gaupp in the last edition, there is, so far as I am aware, no other
published record dealing with the general arterial system of the
Anura, so tha,t the work, it would seem, ha.s so far been practically confined to the two first-named species.
While working a.
short time ago, by the kindness of Mr. Beddard, at the Prosectorium of the Zoological Society's Gai-dens, I was very greatly
indebted to him for enabling me to examine, in addition to the
above named, certain other species of the Anura, in some of which
a considei'able portion of the ai-terial system was worked out in
detail.
These comprised single sjoecimens of Rana cateshiana
Shaw, R. tigrina Daud., R.hexadaciyla Less., Biifo horeas B. & G.,
and B. mauritanicits Schleg., and two specimens of Rana clamaia
'

Daud.
It is true that the extent of variation, sometimes even in
important points, to which the arteries ai'e liable in individuals
* Communicated

bj-

F. E.

Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.

—

.
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same species, considerably lessens the importance attaching
to such variations as may occur between isolated iiadividnals of
different species.
Dealing with limited m.aterial, the present
paper is submitted in the hope that it may not be without value
as a contribution to the further study of the subject, and more
especially perhaps from the wider aspect of the arterial system of
of the

the Anui-a as a whole.
In the portion of the arterial system here considered, the
Act. carotis cerebraUs,

bracMalis,

OGcijjito-vertebralis,

and

ischia-

dica are omitted. The species will be considered together as far
as possible, the account in Gaupp's edition of Ecker's and
Wiedersheim's Anatomie des Frosches being followed as a basK
of I'eference.
The nomenclature of the arteries is that adopted
in the same work, but in the case of the muscles the system used
in the original edition of Ecker is retained.
In i-egai-d to the
latter, among the muscles to be referred to a diffei-ence of nomenclature occurs in the following:
'

'

Ecker.

Gaupp.

= JI. coraco-brachialis longus.

J/, coraco-hicmeralis.

„

ileo-psoas.

=

,,

infraspinatus.

—

„

levator angidi scapidce.

=

,,

obliquus internus.

=

sicbscapidaris

=

,,
,,

iliacus internus.

„ transversus.
„ coraco-brachialis breris.
transverso-sca2ndarismajor.= ,, serratus inferior.

,,

„

,,

„ dcrsalis scapula;.
levator scapidce inferior.
,,

,,

,,

triceps brachii.

The A.

minor.

=
=

,,
,,

medius.
,,
anconeus.

all cases the same point of
R. clamata, and R. catesbiana, it ai'ose
fi-om the base of the right carotid arch
in R. hexadactyla. the
same, but close against the margin of the right systemic in Bufo
in Bifo mauritanicus
boreas from the base of the right systemic
from the base of the left carotid arch. In each case, the artery
ran across the base of the three right arches and divided into
branches supplying the dorsal and ventral sides of the bulbus
liut not apparently extending beyond it.

origin.

hidbi -cordis

In R.

had not in

tigrina,

;

;

;

I.

The A.

Carotid System.

carotis externa appeared in

Bufo boreas

to arise

from

near the centre of the carotid gland, instead of from its
proximal mai-gin as in other species.
The r. mibsculo- glandularis was given off' a, short Avay from
the base of this artery in all the species, supplying vessels to the
thyroid gland and hyoidean muscles in this region. The close
association of this branch with the thyroid w^as especially
well exhibited in R. hexadactyla and R. tigrina, where the gland
was much bi'oken, and a branch of the artery ran in communiIt is remarkable.
cation with the several disconnected portions.
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however, that in Bufo horeas a large dai-k reddish compact gland
attached ventrally to the distal end of the middle and posterior
arches, and similar in appearance to the thyroid, had no connection
whatever with this artery, but was snpplied on both sides of the
body by a branch of the subclavian*.
From the point whei-e the r. lingualis passes backwards to
the tongue, a small bi-anch of the carotis externa is continued
forwards in the M. geniohyoideus to the edge of the lower jaw.
In R. tigrina and both species of Bufo this vessel ended here, but
in the rest of the species examined it foi'med an anastomosis with
the r. maxillaris ivferior of the A. occipitalis.
A. carotis interna. I was unable to observe the A. pliaryngea
ascendens desci-ibed and figured by Ecker, and afterwards in the
translation of Haslam, as a branch of this artery in a,ny of the
specimens examined, but in all cases the first subdivision of
the artery occurred just as it enters the inner posterior angle of
the orbit and passes into the skull, giving off" the Aa. ophthalmica
and joaZff^Mi!(X with other unimportant small vessels almost
sim-ultaneously.
There is no reference to such a branch of the
carotid in Gaupp's edition, and unless its insertion can have been
due to some error, its occurrence as a notewoi'thy vessel would
seem to be abnormal.
The connection of the A. palatina with the Harderian gland
was always very marked, the main vessel turning inwards to the
gland as it reached the anterior border of the orbit. This gland
occupied a constant position against the eyeball in close contact
with the M. ohliquus inferior. In R. hexadactyla it formed the
centre of a comijlete anastomosis between the Aa. palatina and
ojyhthalmica, and the orhito-nasalis and maxillaris superior of
the occipito-vertebralis, the palatina uniting with the orbitonasalis just before reaching the gland.
The gland in this case
especially was completely sufiused with the colour of the injection,
as is so noticeable in the spleen, or, less distinctly, in the thyroid

—

(text-fig. 147, ^.A.,

ID.

1019).
11.

Systemic System.

The A. laryngea was constant in occurrence and position, leaving
the systemic arch ojDposite to the carotid gland.
As the systemic arch passes up to the dorsal body-wall, the first
trunk to be given off" was in all cases the occijnio-vertebralis, the
subclavia very soon afterwards branching off from the aorta
and crossing the base of the occijnto -vertebralis dorsally in its
outward course.

The A. cesophagea seems in most cases to arise from the base of
the occipito-t^ertebralis
Such was the case in R. clavnata, R. hexadactyla, R. tigrina, B. mauritanicus, and B. boreas. In R. tempo.

* No attempt is made here to discriminate between tlie several factors wliicli may
make up the sometimes very irregular glandular masses in this region, and the terni
" thyroid " is used for them collectively with some reticence (cp. H. Norris, Anat.
Anz.

vol. xxi. p. 221).

—
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in one specimen on both sides of the body
behind the origin of the suhclavia, while on
was an additional vessel from between the
In another individual of
occipito-vertehralis.
the same species it arose on both sides from the base of the

raria it originated
in the aorta, just
the left side there
suhclavia and the
occipito-vertehralis.

In R. cateshiana
occipito-vertehralis.

oi-iginated between the suhclavia and the
It divided on the oesophagus, and the main

it

portion ran as a luther large vessel foi- a considei-able way down
the right side of the stomach, supplying a lai-ge portion of the
cardiac region, over which it formed a close network.
A branch
of this network could easily be traced to the right lung, where it
formed an anastomosis with branches of the pulmonary artery.
Further back, its i-amificat ions' united with those of the ramus
sinister of the A. cceliaca.
The point is not without interest as
showing how, ultimately, as one may conceive, through the medium
of such anastomoses a distinct vessel might aiise in a purely
secondary manner running either from the resopliagea or the
cceliaca directly to the lung.
A. suhclavia. The branches of this artery disti-ibuted to the

—

pectoral girdle are liable to much vaiiation in number, structui'e,
and distribution. I am inclined to think that a careful examination
of a large number of individuals is still needed to establish a
satisfactory type of arrangement for the Anura.
Two figures are
appended showing their ari-angement on both sides of the body
in two individuals of R. tem.poraria which were injected together
for the purpose (text-figs. 143, 144, p. 1012).

Here, before the
there were five (in one case four)
arteries striking out at irregular intervals into the pectoral girdle,
roughly with an anterior and posterior alternation. Retaining
so far as possible the nomenclature of Gaupji
(1) The ^4. thoracica siqoerior, arising from near the occipitovertehralis, took, in one of these two individuals, the usual course
upwards and forwards, supplying the Mm. intertransversarius
capitis superior and levator anguli scapidce on both sides of the
body. In the other individual, the artery went on one side to
the M. transverso-scapularis nitnor, and on the other side entirelv
backwards to the Af. ohliquus internus.
(2) The A. thoracico-abdominalis went in three cases almost
entirely to the M. ohliquus internus in the fourth case to the
M. transverso-scapularis Tnajor.
(3) The A coraco-clavicularis, perhaps the most constant member
of the subclavian system, passed mainly in all cases through the
coracoid foramen to the M.jjectoralis sternalis, a branch being given
in two cases to the M. interscapularis.
(4) This, the largest branch, appeared in all four cases to be a
combination of the Aa. dorsalis scapulce posterior and dorsalis
In three cases a branch went to the
scapidce anterior of Gaupp.
M. pectoralis ahdominalis, but on all four sides one or more conspicuous branches ran to the skin of the upper arm or that of the
i-adial arterj^

was given

off,

:

;

.
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other muscles supplied being the 2lin. latissimus
coraco-humercdis siobscapidaris, and in one
case the obliquus externus and ohliquus interims.
;

dors}., ivfi-aspinattds.,

,

Text-fig. 143.

Sana temporaria (X

2).

Ventral view of Aa. subclavice.
(For explanation of the lettering, see p. 1033.)

Sana temporaria (X

3).

Ventral view of Aa. suhclavice.
(For explanation of the

lettering-, see p. 1033.)
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(5) This bi-aneli, apparently the A. jyectorcdls superior, was
absent on one side in one individual, but in the other three cases
went irregularly to the Mm. sccqndarls and infrasjiinatus and the
scapula respectively.
With regard to the other species, the two specimens of R. clamata
(text-fig. 145, p. 1015) agreed with one another and with the
above account in the main points. On the (right) side of the body
examined, the a. ihoracica superior had a forwaixl and upward direction, going chiefly in one specimen to the M. iniertransversarius
capitis superior and in the other to the M. levator ayigtdi scapxdcB.
The thoracico-ahdominalis went to the Mm. ohliquus intei'nus and
transverso-scajndaris major. The coraco-clavicidaris passed thi-ough
the coracoid foramen. The fourth bi'anch went to the Mm.pectorales:
sternales and latissimns dorsi and to the skin under the pectoral
The fifth, which is omitted from tlie figure, went to the
girdle.
scapular region.
In R. hexadacti/la {text-G.g. 147, p. 1019) there were the same five
The distance between the first two Avas much exagbranches.
gerated in the figure to avoid confusion. The thoracico-ahdominalis
after supplying the M. transverso-scajndaris major, ran back as
an exceptionally long vessel in the substance of the Mm. ohliquus
The fourth branch was divided
externus and ohliquus internus.
between the Mm. latissimtos dorsi and sid)scapidaris, the cutaneous
portion being absent. The fifth branch supplied the M. infra-

spinatus.
Tn R. cateshiana (text-fig. 146, p. 1017) there were nine distinct
Their relations will be more easily understood by
branches.
reference to the figure of this species, where, as elsewhere, though
at the risk of confusion, diagrammatic arrangement has been
avoided as far as possible. Pi-obably the third, fifth (posterior),
sixth, seventh, and ninth branches are to be homologised with the
the first, second, foui-th (anterioi'), and
five referred to above
eighth being additional ones. On the side of the body that is
figured the third branch, presumably the thoracica sup>erior, had
;

completely united with the ramibs auricularis of the cutanea so as to
be distributed in common with that artery to the tympanic region.
On the left side, after passing round the region of the atlas, it
formed a fine anastomosis under the hinder border of the tympanic
membrane with the same branch of the cutanea.
second
anastomosis was formed here between the fourth (anterior) bi-anch
and a twig from the coraco-clavicularis, the latter ailery passingalmost entii-ely through the coracoid foramen. The small fourth
and eighth branches followed the first and thii'd spinal nerves

A

respectively.

R. tigrina was remarkable for the fact that the thoracica
superior and the thoracico-ahdominalis were each of them
represented by a pair of arteries, the first pair supplying chiefly
the M. intertransversarius capitis inferior, and the second paiialmost wholly the M. ohliquus internus.
Then followed, thirdly,,
the coraco-clavicidaris, passing wholly through the coracoicl
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fourthly, the largest branch distributed for the most
part to the skin of the upper arm and under the pectoral girdle
and to the M. latisshnus dorsi and lastly, the branch elsewhere
identified as the pectoralis superior, to the Mm. i7ifraspinaUis
and latissimus dorsi. On the left side of the body there was
no difierence to mention beyond the fact that the first pair
[thoracica supei'ior) were closer together and the second pair
(thoracico-ahdoininalis) farther apart than on the right side.
In Bufo itnauritanicus the ihoracica superior was absent from
the subclavia, its place being taken by a small branch from
the Gccijnto-vertehrcdis just beyond the oesophagea.
The first
branch, moreover, to arise from the subclavia was not the
thoracico-ahdominalis but the coraco-clavicidaris.
branch of
this latter artery went through the coracoid foramen, but the
gi'eater portion of it passed round the Af. scapidaris to break up
over that muscle, the posterior portion of t\\e M. pectoralis steroialis,
and the skin of the upper a,rm. Very shortly after this arose the
thoracico-ahdominalis, distributed almost wholly to the j1/. ohliquus
internus, but sending also a twig to the M. transverso-scaptdaris
Lastly arose the pectoralis supei'ior supplying the
'major.
21. infraspinatus and the scapula.
The condition of the left side
scarcely difiiered at all from that of the right.
In this Toad there were, therefore, only three branches from
the A. subclavia.
In jB. horeas (text-fig. 153, p. 1029) the branches were five, their
arrangement being, I'oughly speaking, similar to that described
above for R. temporaria. The thoracico-ahdoininalis went almost
wholly to the M, transverso-scapidaris major, a small twig on the
left side only being given to the M. ohliquus internus.
The most
remarkable point was that the coraco-clavicidaris did not arise
independently, but in common with quite a new artery which shortly
separated from it and ran direct to the gland which has already been
referred to as lying upon the distal ends of the systemic and
pulmo-cutaneous arches. The condition was identically the same
large portion of the fourth branch
on both sides of the body.
went to the M. triceps h'achii. The fifth branch, which was large,
a,i-ose opposite to the latter branch and supplied the Mm. infraspinatus and deltoideus, the scapula, and the skin of the humeral
;

;

A

A

region.

Passing to the consideration of the Aorta ahdominalis, the
coeliaco-mesenteric axis arose in all cases from the left side of the
point of union of the two aortic arches, that is apjDarently as a
continuation of the left arch.
In Bufo mauritanicus, a vessel about as large as the A. lienalis
arose from near the origin of the coeliaco-mesenteric axis and ran
back in the mesentery, dividing into two branches, of which the
posterior one extended to the anterior border of the left kidney
without travei'sing its substance, and the anterior one went to
This would seem to be properly one of the
the mesentery.
Aa. ibrogenitales, its origin having become displaced from the main
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trunk

of the aorta.
In a specimen of JR. temporaria the first of
the true A a. tirogenitales arose so close to the base of the cceliacomesenteric axis that it might almost be said to arise from it.
A. Goeliaca. The distinction of sinistra (dorsalis) and dextra
{ventralis) as applied to the two divisions of the gastric system
was clearly marked with few exceptions, the two branches
supplying the left and right sides of the stomach respectively.
The only exceptions of any importance were both specimens of

—

Text-fig. 145.

Sana

clamata,

'J

Portion of arterial system.

(For branches of A. suhclavia, s^-s\ see

(X

IJ).

Ventral view.

p. 1013.

For explanation of other

lettering, see p. 1033.)

E. clamata, in which the right (ventral) side received two or three
important vessels from the left arteiy. Except in B. tiginna and
both species of Bufo, there was no vessel given off before the
A. gastrica sinistra.
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. LXYII.
67
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A. gastrica sinistra. This artery is
variation, even in individuals of the

liable

same

to

[DeC. 11,

considerable

species.

In this

three specimens of E. temporaria were all different.
Here, from two to four vessels were given off to the cai-diac
region of the stomach, sometimes dividing before reaching it.
The direction of the main trunk was always towards the median
point, about which the artery then either simply bifurcated, or
further subdivided while in the omentum, the posterior branch
in either case running down the left wall of the stomach to the

I'Bspect,

pylorus.

Within the limits of this variation, R. damata., R. hexadactyla,
and R. esculenta scarcely differed from R. temporaria. R. tigrina
showed a greater tendency to division in the omentum, the artery
simj)ly giving off five or six subequal bi'anches in a more or less
i-egular series, the last of which became attached to the stomach
not far in front of the pylorus. In this species, the first gastric
vessel was given off from the A. cceliaca before the origin of the
A. gastrica sinistra.
In R. cateshiana, three minute vessels were first given off
anteriorly to supply the omentum, then a single branch to the
cardiac region of the stomach, the remainder to the very long
pyloric region (in this individual), reaching it in five vessels, of
which the last ran down as usual to the pylorus.
In Bnfo horeas and B. mauritanicus, the first gastric vessel was
given off before the origin of the A. gastrica sinistra. The latter
artery then very shortly gave off a single gastric vessel and
afterwards divided into two branches, which at once became
attached to the stomach near its median point and continued to
break up over its substance, the posterior branch following the
There was therefore very little
usual course to the pylorus.
tendency here to early division in the omentum, as also was the
case in R. hexadactyla.
In both specimens of R. clamata two or three branches of this
In all other cases
artery went to the right side of the stomach.
it was almost entirely distiibuted to the left side.
There is no mention made by Gaupp of branches from the
A. gastrica sinistra supplying the pancreas. The artery, however,
commonly sends back one or more small branches to that gland,
which vary in number and position. In R. temporaria there were
two in two individuals and three in a third. In R. esculenta one,
near the origin of the artery and some way befoi'e the first gastric
In R. catesbiana two before the first gastric vessel and a
vessel.
third distally. In R. clamata four in one individual. In R. tigrina
In R. hexadactyla one after the first gastric vessel sending
five.
a branch backwards to the pancreas and then following the bileduct &c. nearly to the liver, also three small ones. In Rufo bot'-eas
and B. mauritanicus three in the latter species rather close
together and from the distal portion of the artery (text-figs. 145,

.

;

146, 147, 153).
A. hepatica.

— This

artery was in

all

cases given off not far
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beyond the origin of the gastrica sinistra. In B. maurifanicus
and Jj. horeas the pancreas received two vessels from it in the
former species both from near the base in the latter, one from
near the base, the other from more than halfway towards the
:

;

But I did not observe the presence of pancreatic
branches in the other species, except in R. tempoi-avia, where one
occurred in two individ vials and two in a third.

gall-bladder.

Text-fig. 146.
-.1.

Hana

catesiiana,

$ (X

Portion of arterial system.

An abnormal

individual, with

-Branches oi A. suhclavia.

f).

Ventral view.

A. gastrica dextra absent.

(The numbers have no morphological

significance.)

to wall of aorta.
S" to Mm. levator anguli
ohliquiis internus.

.f^

^

s"

scapula and

anastomosing with r. aiiricularis of
A. cutanea magna,

s* to
s" to

hypoglossal nerve.
3fm. obliquus internus and transverso-scapularis major.

through coracoid foramen to M. pectoralis sternalis, with a branch to

M.

subscapularis.

to M.pectoralis ahdominalis and sliin
below pectoral girdle,
s^ to 3rd spinal nerve.
s^ to 3Iin. transverso-scapularis major
s''

and

delfoideus.

(For explanation of other lettering, see

p. 1033.)
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—

A. gastrica dextra. A varying number of vessels were given
from this artery to the pancreas and adjacent structures as
In Bibfo horeas one, some distance beyond the ^. hejxttica;
follows:
in B, mauritanicus one, from near the stomach in R. hexadactyla
in R. esculenta two, opposite the origin of the hepatica
one
in
in R. clamata (two specimens) one, in the same position

ofl'

—

;

;

;

;

R. iigrina two.
(In addition to these vessels, the pancreas also received a single
vessel from before the origin of the hepatica in R. esculenta,
R. hexadactyla, and R. tigrina.)
The specimen of R. cateshiana (text-fig. 146, p. 101 7) was remarkable for the fact that after the sepaiation of the gasti'ica sinistra,
three arteries were shortly given off to the pancreas and then the
remainder of the A. cosliaca went to the liver and gall-bladder, the
It is conceivable that this
gastrica dextra being entirely absent.
abnormality might be correlated with the anastomosis which so
frequently occurs on the right side of the pylorus between the
normally present gastrica dextra and the duodenal branch of
In this case, moreover, the latter artery was
the Tnesenterica.
continued without diminishing in size over the pylorus and up
the right side of the stomach in fact over the region which the
A. gastrica dextra would normally traverse. In this individual, a
male, which was sent to me alive from America, the constricted
In another, a large female of
pyloric region was extremely long.
the same species which was examined for comparison, the condition
of the arteries here was quite normal, and in this latter case the
constricted pyloric region was very short.
In the other species, the A gastrica dextra was continued as a
rather larger vessel than the A. hepatica to the right side of the
stomach and towards its more distal portion. In three individuals
of R. temporaria it only varied in the relative points of its division.
It divided into two branches at about two-thirds of the way to
the stomach, and each branch again divided into two near the
;

.

latter.

In R. esculenta, the first division of the A. gastrica dextra took
place closer to the stomach and the posterior branch was continued
In R. tigrina, it began
as a compact vessel down to the pylorus.
to divide about halfway to the stomach, which it reached in three
In R. clamata and R. hexadactyla, it divided
or four branches.
into an anterior and posterior branch on or near the surface of
the stomach (text-fig. 145, p. 1015 text-fig. 147, p. 1019). Bufo
inauritanicios somewhat resembled R. tigrina, but the subdivision
B. horeas was very distinct from
of the artery was more distal.
the rest by the simultaneous division of the artery close to the
stomach into five equal-sized branches, the posterior branch
running back as usual to the pylorus, the others breaking up at
short intervals in front of it (text-fig. 153, p. 1029).
A. mese^iterica anterior. The extent of variation in this artery
is so great that it is difiicult to draw more than very general
comparisons between the species under consideration.
;

—
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The A. liencdis was given off some way before any other branch
in R. temporaria, R. catesbiana, R. clamata, and B. horeas; and jnst
before or immediately opposite to one or more of the intestinal
branches in R. esculenta, R. tigrina, R. hexadactyla, and B. mcmritanicus, always as a single vessel.
Text-fig. 147.

r.Tnx..s.--

Mana

hexadactyla, $

Portion of arterial system.
5i_g5

(X

la).

Ventral view.

—Branches of A. suhclavia.

«!

to 3Im. transverso-scapularis major, longisshnus dorsi, and transverso-

s^

scapnlaris minor.
through coracoid foramen to M. pectoraUs sternalis.

(For other branches, see p. 1013.

For explanation of other

lettering, see p. 1033.)

The intestinal portion of the artery is divided by Gaupp into
two portions, distinguished as r?'. intestinales and rr. hcemorrhoidales
Viewing the species under consideration
anterior es respectively.
as a whole,

it

seems rather to

fall

into three distinct branches.
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The arrangement was rather

different in the two species of Bufo,
but in all the six species of Rana it may be said that the
independence of these three branches and their association
respectively with the proximal, median, and distal portions of
the intestine was distinctly marked.
For purj)oses of comparison
I will therefore refer to them as the proximal, median, and distal

rami.

The proximal ramtts soon

divides in the mesentery near the
large branch is then
given off which soon attaches itself to the surface of the gut,
running along the duodenum to the pylorus, Avhere it generally

end

of the first loop of the intestine.

A

anastomoses with the distal portion of the A. gastrica dextra. As
previously mentioned, in H.catesbiana it took up the whole function
of that artery, running for a considerable way up the right side of
the stomach (text-fig. 146, p. 1017). R.tigrina and one specimen
of R. clamata were the only examples in which no such anastomosis
was observed. In Bufo imauritanicus a small vessel was giA^en off
at the bile-duct {A pancreatica postei'ior, Gaupp) and ran a considerable way along it, supplying the pancreas, &,c.
This vessel
was also present in one specimen of R. temporaria, and may have
escaped my notice in other individuals, though I did not observe it.
The other portion of this branch of the mesenterica anterior
runs backwards, and normally, unlike the duodenal portion, shortly
breaks up in the mesentery into a variable number of vessels
which mostly further subdivide, confining themselves I'oughly
to the first half of the small intestine.
Such was the case in
R. temporaria, clamata, tigrina, cateshiana, and hexadactyla. In
R. escidenta, instead of division in the mesenteiy, a single vessel
ran along the wall of the intestine like the duodenal portion.
In B. mauritanicus
Bufo horeas was the same as R. escidenta.
the intestinal portion took ofi" from the main trvmk quite
independently of the duodenal portion of this ramus and more
.

distally.

The median ramus runs for some distance unbroken and then
divides and subdivides rapidly in the mesentery into a number
of vessels, which are distributed roughly to the distal half of the
small intestine.
The variation to which this branch is liable
among individuals of a species seems to be too great to admit of
comparison being drawn between the species themselves.
The distal ramus [rr. hcemorrJioidales anteriores, Gavipp) is, as a
rule, almost confined in its distribution to the large intestine.
R. tigrina was exceptional in that about one-third of it went to
the small intestine.
More often its first vessel reaches the gut
nearly on the border line between these two regions.
Its
independence as a distinct unit of the mesenteric system was
clearly shoAvn in all the species except in B. horeas, where it was
more difficult to difierentiate it from the median ramus.
In
R. tigrina it was very much broken up in its course through the
mesentery. In R. escidenta it reached the intestine as a single
vessel only.
Posteiiorly, it usually runs back in close contact

;
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with the large intestine, giving off twigs on the way, to the cloacal
region but in this respect R. hexadactyla was an exception, the
main vessel running freely in the mesentery beside the gut, while
its subdivision formed a series of anastomoses which gave it a
fenestrated structure (text-fig. 147, p. 1019).
Near the distal end
of this posterior vessel an anastomosis is often formed with the
A mesenterica inferior from the aorta, but the occurrence or nonoccurrence of this seems to be quite accidental.
In connection with the A. mesenterica anterior a point may be
mentioned here which possibly has not escaped the notice of others,
namely, the giving off of a vessel from a branch of the arteiy to a
region of the intestine quite outside the sphere with which that
branch and its vessels are concerned.
Notwithstanding the
approximation of diflferent regions of the intestine that may occur
owing to the folding of the mesentery, there is normally no true
;

.

overlapping of the vessels

that is to say, their respective regions of
distribution remain distinct, and even the minor vessels do not cross
one another. But in certain cases a departure from this occurred.
;

Thus in^. clamata (text-fig. 145, p. 1015) one of the vessels of the
median ramus crossed undei* all its fellows behind it and went out
of its way, so to speak, to the extreme end of the small intestine
and in a moi-e I'emarkable degree, one of the vessels of the proximal
ramus struck across under the whole of the median ramus to a
point on the intestine behind all the vessels of the latter.
Both
of these points were rejjeated in the second specimen of R. clamata.
In R. catesbiana there was no crossing of the vessels of the median
ramiits, but a vessel from the 2)'>^oximal ramus passed back under

those of the 'inedian ramus, reaching the intestine behind
and the-same was the case in B. tnauritanicus. In R. temporaria one individual had the same irregular vessel from the
proximal ramus only another individual had two such vessels
from the median rwmus only.
In the other species nothing of
the kind occurred. There was sometimes a very close attachment
between these irregular vessels and those crossed by them, but
In fact, while the extreme
there was no union between them.
distal portions of the arteries often combine, even so as to form a
continuous vessel along the wall of the gut, I observed no case of
anastomosis where the vessels lie free in the mesentery, excepting
the fenestrated arrangement previously mentioned in R. hexadactyla near the wall of the large intestine, and a union between
two vessels of the A. gastrica sinistra close to the stomach in one
specimen of R. cla'niata.
Aa. urogenitales. These ai-teries have often been inaccurately
described as arising from a series of unpaired stems which bifurcate
right and left. As pointed out by Gaupp, such an arrangement
In two of the species under conis subject to much variation.
sideration, namely R. hexadactyla and B. horeas (text-fig. 149,
p. 1023; text-fig. 151, p. 1026), they all of them arose from unpaired
stems in the aorta, which divided into right and left branches
to the urogenital organs on either side. But in all other cases, traces
all

them

;

;

—
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more primitive condition were more or less retained. In a
specimen of B. temporaria each side received ten arteries, three of
which ai'ose independently from the aorta. In £. vxauritanicus
there were four vessels, three of which divided into right and
In
left branches, the fourth going to the right kidney alone.
B. clamata, five vessels went to one side and four to the other.
Of these nine vessels, five had independent origins (text-fig. 152,
In B. tigrina on each side there were eight arteries,
p. 1027).
In B. catesbicma there
three of which weie distinct in origin.
were six arteries to each side, four of them arising quite independently from the aorta, so that here there wei'e only two which
of tlie

bifurcated right and left (text-fig. 148).
Text-fiff. 148.

o.f.l.'--

Sana

cateshiana,

^ (X

1).

Ventral view of Aa. nrogenitales, &c.
(For explanation of the lettering, see

With

p. 1033.)

a doubtful exception and one clear case in a specimen
temporaria, the A a. genitales did not arise, in any of the
individuals examined, independently from the aorta, but always
Generally they separated from the
in common with a renal vessel.
renal vessel a considerable distance from the aorta, but sometimes
of B.

—
1023
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In cases noted
it, as in the first pair in R. hexadactyla.
the gonads were supplied as follows, the number of urogenital
arteries present in each case being placed in brackets

close to

:

(1)

Testes

:—

R. ter)iporaria, one specimen (10 pairs) genital arteries from
the first four on each side.
B. mauritanicus (3| pairs) from the first two on each side.
mainly from the first artery on
R. cateshiana (6 pairs)
each side, but also partly from the second and third.
R. tigrina (8 pairs) from the first artery on each side.
:

:

:

:

(2)

Ovaries:

—

B. horeas (5 pairs) fi-om the first four on each side and also
on one side from the fifth.
from the first two on each side.
R. hexadactyla (41 pairs)
R. clamata (4| pairs) from the first three on each side.
:

:

:

Text-fig. 149.

^;0CL.

^ana

hexadactyla, ? (X

2).

Ventral view of Aa. urogenitales, &c.

(For explanation of

tlie lettering, see p.

1033.)

In the three individuals in which they were examined, the
oviducts were supplied by separate branches from the Aa. renales,

—
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not from the Aa. ovaricce, otherwise fi'om the^l. mesenterica inferior
{R. hexaclactyla),ov from the A. epigastrico-vesicalis [R.esctdenta);
the details being ns follows
:

R. hexadactyla fi-om the first renalis on one side, and from
the last renalis and the mesenterica inferior on both sides.
B. horeas from the first two renales on one side, and the
fifth renalis on both sides.
R. esculenta
fi'om the second a.nd last renales and the
epigastrico-vesicalis on both sides.
:

:

:

The fat-bodies, as observed in three species only, were supplied
by branches from the first urogenital pair and, except on one
side in R. temporaria, direct from a genital vessel.
In this
exception thei'e was no genital vessel on this side, and the artery
arose fi-om a renal vessel.
Text-fia-. 150.

Hana

esculenta, ?

(

X

If).

Ventral view of Aa. urogenitales, &c.

Showing abnormal development
(For explanation of the

of

Aa. ovaricce.

lettering-, see p. 1033.)

In the single individual examined of R. esculenta (text-fig. 150)
the condition of the ^4 a. ovaricce was very remai'kable. They arose
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common

series,

each pair separating close to the
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aoi'ta fi-om

a

and forming from two to foui- branches to each
ovary. All of the arteries were invested throughout by a thick
muscular coating from the aorta to their fine ramifications in the
ovaries.
Owing to this, each of the short stalks from which they
origin

arose appeared in thickness neai-ly to covei- the diameter of the
aorta.
The lumen of the arteries themselves was of the usual small
size.
While all of the ovaricce were as described, all of the renales
were quite normal, including the first pair, which separated from
a common origin with the first set of ovaricce. In the figure,
these thickenings appear to arise at the aoi'ta, but they were in
fact continued closely round this and attached above it by small
belts of fibres to either side of the sixth and seventh vertebiul centra,
being connected at the same time with the sympathetic nervous
system. The ovaries were very fully developed.
This peculiar
condition of the ovaricce would seem to be an almost parallel
case to a condition referred to by Gaupp as first observed by
Nussbaum in the same arteries of the same species. But whereas
the latter author states that the artei-ies ran in the primary members only of these "vier bis flinf weissliche Strahlen," and appears
to have found them associated with the mesovarium generally,
they were certainly in the present case connected with the arteries
exclusively; for all of the Aa. ovaricce were entirely enveloped by
them, and, apart from the Aa. ovaricce, there was no muscular
thickening in the mesovarium. They had, in fact, the appearance
only of a thick muscular investment of the arterial walls attached
dorsally to the sides of the vertebral column.
The Aa. Itmihales were not followed sufficiently for purposes
of comparison."

The A. mesenterica inferior was given off in all cases from the
median ventral line of the aorta, between the last of the Ace. urogenitcdes and the bifurcation of the aoi'ta. Between these two points
its position varied considerably.
It was close to the former in
B. clccmata, and very close to the latter in R. hexadactylcc, a considerable space intervening in each case. It formed an anastomosis
with the distal branch of the 'mesenterica anterior in jR. clamcota,
R. cateshiana,, and B. horeas, but not in the others, though this
point is doubtless quite unimpoi-tant. Ordinaiily it seems to be
confined to the large intestine, running down to the cloaca! region,
but in R. hexadactyla two-thirds of the artery went to the
oviducts.

The A. epigastrico-vesiccdis showed a good deal of vai'iation in
the arrangement of its branches, but a division into three main
portions was always apparent, and I am inclined to think that to
divide this arteiy accordingly would be more satisfactory than its
two-fold division by Gaupp into recto-vesiccdis and ejngastriccc
For, owing to the tendency of the A recto-vesiccdis to
commttnis.
arise between the two rami into which that author divides
the epigastrica communis, the designation epigastrica communis
While,
to include these two rami is rendered of little value.
.
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howevei', dissociating these

two

latter bi'anches

from any common

perhaps more desirable that I should hei'e
them merely as the r. abdominis externus and r. ahdominis
origin,

[Dec. 11,

it is

i-ef'er

to

i:i'e)-niis

respectively.
Text-fio-. 151.

Bufo

boreas, ?

(X

If).

Ventral view of Aa. uroffenifales, &c.
(For explanation of the lettering, see

p. 1033.)

In E. escidenta, B. cateshiana, R. clamata, B. horeas, and
B. mauritanicus, the first branch to ai'ise was the r. ahdominis
extermis, running down to the extreme base of the M. rectus
ahdominis, from which as a conspicuous vessel the A. vesicalis
ventralis Avent in R. cateshiana to the allantoic bladder.
In these
cases, then followed the A. 7-ecto-vesicalis, its distribution being
mainly or entirely to the bladder.
In R. tigrina and R. hexadactyla, on the other hand, the rectovesicalis was given off before the r. abdominis externus, while in
the latter species a small artery ran back first of all to the
M. coccygeo-iliacus which was not observed in the others.
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esealenta, curved for-

the Mwi. ohliqivas externas and ohliquus internus.
In A', escidenta this artery went to the oviduct, and appeared to
give no bi-anch at all to the muscles of the abdominal wall (textIn H. catesbiana it formed on the right side
fig. 150, p. 1924).
of the body a very distinct anastomosis with the fourth r. ahdo-

wards

()\-er

miiialls of the A. vertehralis dorsi.

Text-fif^ 152.

c.f.l^

JRana clamata, $

(X

2).

Ventral view of Aa. urogenitales, &c.
(For explanation of the lettering, see p. 1033.)

The A.

recto -veslcalis

arose

by a single branch in

all

but

escidenta, whei-e it occuri'ed as three sepaiute offshoots from the
In a specimen of H. temjioraria the three branches
main stem.
Ji.

of the epigastrico-vesicalis arose simultaneously.
The A.femoralis arose in all cases shortly after the above ar-tery.
In R. hexadactyla, on one side, the two were contiguous, though
distinct from one another at their oiigins (text-fig. 149, p. 102.3).
The branches of this artery are subject to much variation in their
arrangement and distribution, and there is some difiiculty in comparing the species with one another. There was, however, in the

—
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eight ppecies under consideration a certain definite arrangement
traceable which would seem to form a safe basis of comparison
Fii'stly, in all cases there was an A. circumflexa ilhtm, running
directly forwards sooner or later from the main trunk of the
femoralis, but the existence of two such ai'teries, arising independently, and distinguished by Gaupp as intei^na and extei'na
In all other cases,
respectively, I only found in E. esculenta.
the single vessel was to be identified with the A. circumflexa
ilium externa of that author. The A. circumfiexa ilium interna
was only represented by a branch or branches from this vessel,
running to the M. coccygeo-iliaciis and I do not think that this
artery will prove to have the value of an independent factor
Secondly, there
of the A. femoralis of the Anura generally.
:

;

was in all the species an important biunch running backwards
and ventrally, chiefly to the muscles of the thigh. Thirdly, the
outward continuation of the artery, more especially to the skin
The two latter branches I Avill refer to as
of the femoral region.
the A. muscidaris and the A. cutanea femor is lateralis respectively,
preserving so far as possible the nomenclature of Gaupp, though
the f oi'mer includes a number of arteries separately named by him
according to their division in the same region, while the latter
may, either partly or entirely, strike out into a region other than
that implied by its name. This arrangement of the branches of
the A. femoralis was shown more typically in R. esculenta,
R. temporat'ia, R. hexadactyla, R. clamata, and B. mauritanicus
(text-figs. 149, 150, 152).

In Biifo mauritanicus, the circumflexa ilium interna was represented by a comparatively large branch of the A. circumflexa
ilium, running inwards to the M. coccygeo-iliacus, and backwards
and in this species there w^as an additional branch
to the cloaca
from the base of the A. cutanea femoris lateralis to the m. iliacus
In R. tigrina the cutanea femoris lateralis was repreexter^ius.
sented by an artery to the base of the M. rectus abdominis
while in B. boreas the same artery divided its supply between the
Mm. obliquus exteroius and obliquus interoius and the skin of the
In R. catesbiana there were two additional branches the
trunk.
first from between the circicmflexa ilium and the m.uscidaris,
running to the skin of the femoral region the second separating
from the cutanea femoris lateralis and supplying the Mm. rectus
anticus femoris and ilio-psoas, and also a recurrent branch (absent
on the left side) from the circumflexa ilium to the M. iliacits
;

;

:

;

internus.

The circumflexa ilium originated proximally and before the
miiscularis in R. temporaria, R. clamata, R. catesbiana, B. boreas,
and B. mauritanicus, and either opposite or distal to it in R. hexadactyla, R. tigrina,

and R.

III.

A. cutanea magna.
r.

auricidaris,

esculenta.

PULMO-CUTANEOUS SySTEM.

—The threefold division

r. lateralis,

and

r.

of this artery into

dorsalis occurred without

much
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variation in all but R. hexadacti/la, where the fii'st, which was not
observed, may however have been possibly overlooked.
The
r. aioricularis in R. tigrina subdivided to supply the tympanic
memlirane and the Mm. depressor maxillce, infraspinatus &c. In
R. clamata and R. catesbiana it supplied more especially the tympanic region in B. mauritanicus and J3. boreas almost entirely
In R. catesbiana^ as previously stated, this vessel formed, on
so.
,

;

Text-fii'-.

Bufo

boreas,

153.

? (XlJ).

Portion of arterial system.

Showing abnormality
to
s* to
s^

Ventral view.

of A. pulmonalis on the right side of the body.

s^-s^. Branches of A. subclavia.
levator angtdi soapulce.
Mm. triceps hrachii, pcctoralis abdominalis, and subscapularis.

M.

(For other branches, see

p.

1014.

For explanation of other

lettering, see p. 1033.)

the right side of the body, a complete union near its origin with
a branch of the A. subclavia, presumably the thoracica superior.
On the left side of the body it ran independently to the tympanic
membrane, where it formed an anastomosis with a very small

;
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twig thrown out to this region by the same branch of the
siihclavia.

A. jnohnonalis.

—After

the separation of the cutanea magna,

this artery generally divides into two branches, which further subdivide and break up into a thick interlacing network over the

But whereas in all the species of liana under consideration
lung.
these vessels traversed veiy conspicuously the outer surface of the
lung, in both species of £ufo, while still external to the venous
network, they traversed the inner wall in so marked a degree
that it was necessary to cut open the lung to follow them at all.
In Bufo horeas (text-fig. 153, p. 1029) there was a very remarkable abnormality on the right side of the body in relation to the
origin of ^he pidmonalis. The cutanea magna took off as usual from
the end of the 3rd arch, opposite, roughly, to the carotid gland
the pulmonalis, however, was carried round in common with the
systemic arch to the dorsal region as a single large trunk. Reaching
the dorsal body- wall, first was given ofi' the subclavia, secondly the
occipito-vertehralis, and lastly the j)ulmonalis, separating from the
aorta and descending again round the oesophagus to the lung.
closer investigation by means of a series of transverse sections
cut through the arches, showed the true state of things to be that
the third arch was concerned throughout with the cutanea magna
exclusively, having no connection whatever with the pulmonalis.
The latter simply lan in a common trunk with the systemic arch,
in which thei-e was no trace of a septum anywhere.
It is difiicult to form a satisfactory inference as to how such a
The exclusive assocondition can have arisen in the embryo.
ciation of the posterior arch, from the outset, with the cutanea
magna is wholly inconsistent with the generally accepted view
that this artery originates, in common with the JO^^Z7?^o««Z^s,
from the fourth branchial arch of the embryo. On the other hand,
the entire absence of any septum in the lumen of the systemic
arch leaves little ground for supposing that the third branchial
It would appear that,
arch has persisted as the pulmonalis.
under abnormal circumstances, in the embryo a connection had
arisen irregularly between the second branchial arch and the lung,
and had so persisted, the fourth branchial arch becoming simply

A

the cutanea

magna

of the adult.

The normal arrangement of the pulmo-cutaneous arch on the
left side of the body is shown in the figure of this Toad (textfig.

153, p. 1029).

Appendix.

[On a direct Vascular Connection between the Mesenteric System
and the Lungs in Rana temporaria. (Text-figs. 154, 155.)
While this paper was in the press, I received from Mr. W.
"Woodland a specimen of Rana ten\poraria exhibiting a very remarkable case of a connection between the mesenteric circulatory
Mr, Woodland, who lately observed
.system and the lungs.
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Frog among a number of others that were being dissected
by the students in the zoological class at King's College, London,
very generously offered to send me the specimen for description,
and I am much indebted to him for the opportunity of adding
this

a short account of

T.6i,-m.

it

here.

r.Tn.TTt

Sana

r.p.m.
temporaria, 9

(X

2).

Ventral view ot A. intestinalis communis, showing abnormal arteries to lungs.
I., spleen ; po.d., right lung
po.s.. left lung.
;

(For other lettering, see

p. 1033.)

Examples of similar abnormality, recalling the conditions of the
swim-bladder of Teleostean Fishes, have, as is well known, been
several times observed in the Common Frog.
Dr. E. Warren,
when writing in 1902 (Zool. Anz. vol. xxv.), had himself noticed
during the previous four years no less than five examples in about
200 individuals, Mr. B. B.Watson records a case in 1896 (Zool.
Anz. vol. xix.). Mr. G. P. Mudge describes very fully (Journ.
Anat. Phys. vol. xxiii.) a most remarkable instance, in which not
only were both kings involved in arterial and venous connection
with the systemic circulation, but the A. hepatica was absent, its
function being discharged by a branch from the left A.pulmonalis.
In this latter example, a compai-ison is drawn by the author with
the Ophidian type.
In Mr. Woodland's specimen, of which two figures are appended,
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1906, No. LXYIII.
68
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both lungs received apically a well-developed artery from the
A. intestincdis communis, and one lung (the left) was in equally
conspicuous connection with the hepatic portal vein. Both of the
normal Aa. puhnonales were well developed. The A. hepatica
appeared to be rather smaller than usual, but there was no connection between either of the Aa. jmlmoiiales and the liver.
The abnormal vessels had the appearance on either side of a
simple cord lying free in the body-cavity. There was no unusual
In the figures, the left lung is
extension of the mesentery.
drawn out of position to avoid confusion.
Text-fig. 155.

Bana temporaria, ^ (X
Ventral view of hepatic portal vein
?., spleen
left lung (pois.).

(The vein

(«jp.),
;

2).

showing abnormal vein from

p^., pylorus

;

ro.,

rectum.

incomplete in the region of the dotted line owing to the
omentum having been much torn at this point.)

is left

The arteiy to the right lung originated in the A gastrica dextra
opposite to the A. hepatica, and was about equal in size to the
gastrica dextra immediately beyond the point where the hepatica
It distributed four vessels to the pancreas and
was given off.
then about half way to the lung divided into two branches, each
of which divided again before reaching the apex of that organ.
Thei'e was no vein returning to the mesentery from this lung.
The ai'tery to the left lung arose from tlie distal 7xmius of the
A mesenterica anterior. This ramus first gave oflf a single vessel
to the proximal point of the large intestine and then, some
distance fvirther on, the pulmonary artery separated from the
.

.
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remainder. The pulmonary portion at once bifurcated and the
posterior branch of it immediately afterwards gave back a small
vessel to the rectum which crossed the I'ectal arteiy dorsally. The
same branch divided again before reaching the lung the other
did not.
The vein from this lung was about equal in bulk to the two
;

arterial branches combined.

single

vessel,

It left the apex of the lung as a
rectal branch of the

and entered the extreme

vena portm at a point almost coincident with the origin of the
pulmonary artery.
It was wrapped up closely with the two
branches of the latter in a simple peritoneal sheath, so closely,
that it required the greatest care in dissection to ascertain the
true arrangement of the vessels
and the same was the case in
the arteries of the right lung, the separating out of the component
factors being only due to the necessity of so figuring them.
It is to be observed in the present instance that the two arteries
commence early to subdivide, and produce between them no less
than seven branches before reaching in either case a point at the
apex of the king where the bi'anches are still practically nondivergent.
In the circumstances, the occurrence of such a
consistent process of division within an extremely narrow compass
seems to deserve particular notice from an ontogenetic point
of view, suggesting the interpretation that the arteries themselves show a predisposition to revert to a remotely ancient type
in which such division was necessitated by the character and
extent of their destination in the swim-bladder.
In view of the present and similar examples, the question is to
be considered whether the abnormality described above in Bufo
horeas may not fall within the same category as representing an
intermediate condition such as that exhibited in the Dipnoan fish
Protopterus, where the pulmonary ai'teries have a very similar
;

origin.
if-n
100-7
T.1
ii
T7
l7tn,
1907.
Plymouth,
Feo.
•
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LETTEEING OP TEXT-FIGURES.
an.
ao.
b.c.
a.

c.a.
c.e.
c.Ji.

c.i,

c.il.e.
c.il.i.

c.f.l.

cm.
co.i.
cu.li.

cu.]}.

Anastomosis between Aa. mesenterica anterior and mesenterica inferior.
Aorta.

A. bulhi cordis.
A. coeUaca.
Artery to Corpora adiposa.
A. carotis externa.
Artery to M. coraco-humeralis.

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

carotis interna,

circumflexa ilium externa,
circtmiflexa ilium interna,

cutanea femoris lateralis,
cutanea magna,
Artery to M. coccygeo-iliacus.
Artery to skin of upper arm.
Artery to skin under pectoral girdle.

cy.

Aa.

ev.

A. epigastrico-vesioalis.

cysticoe.

68*
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y.
g.d.
gji.
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A.femoralis.
A. gastrica clextra.
Glandula harderi.

g.t.

Glandula thyroidea.

g.s.

A. gastrica sinistra,
Problematical gland (?).

g.x.
li.

i.

i.e.

i.c.s.

i.sc.
l.a.s.

l.d.

la.
li.

lu.

m.a.
m.i.

mu.

[DeC.

A. hepatica.
Artery to M. infraspinatus,
A. intestinalis communis,
Artery to M. intertransversarius capitis superior,
Artery to M. interscapularis.
Artery to M. levator anguli scapula,
Artei-y to

M.

latissimus dorsi.

A. laryngea.
A. lienalis.
Aa. lumbales.

M.
M.

mesenterica anterior,
mesenterica inferior,
Aa. musculares of A.femoralis.

A. oplithalmica.
Branch of A. epigastrico-vesicalis to M. ohliquus internus.
o.i. (in figs. 143, 144).
Branch of A. suhclavia to M. ohliquus internus.
A. orbito-nasalis.
o.n.
A. occipito-vertehralis.
oc.v.
Aa. oviductus.
od.
A. oesophagea.
oe.
Aa. ovaricce.
ov.
p. A. palatina.
o.

o.i.

p.a.
p.s.

pa.

pu.

Artery to
Artery to

M. pectoralis abdominalis.
M. pectoralis sternalis (through

coracoid foramen).

Aa. pancreaticcB.
A. pulmonalis.

py.

Pylorus.

r.r.

Aa. renales.
Rectum.
Branch of A. mesenterica inferior to rectum.
Ramus atiricularis of A. cutanea magna.
JRamiis abdominis externus of A. epigastrico-vesicalis.

re.
re.
r.a.c.

r.a.e.
r.a.i.

r.d.c.

r.d.m.
r.f.a.
r.l.

r.l.c.

r.m.
r.m.g.

r.m.m.
r.mx.i.
r.mx.s.
r.p.m.
r.v.
s.

s^-s^.
s.sc.

sc.

internus
„
„
„
,,
dorsalis of A. cutanea magna,
Distal ramus of A. mesenterica anterior,
Branch of ^. cutanea femoris lateralis to 31. rectus femoris anticiis.
Ramus lingualis of A. carotis externa,
Ramus lateralis of A. cutanea magna,
Ramus muscularis of A. carotis externa,
Ramus musculo-glandularis of A. carotis externa,
Median ramus of A. mesenterica anterior,
Ramus maxillaris inferior of A. occipito-vertebralis.
superior
„
„
„
,,
Proximal ramus of A. mesenterica anterior,
„

Ramus

A. recto-vesicalis.
A. suhclavia.
Rami of A. suhclavia.
Arter3' to M. subscapularis.
Arterj' to scapula.

sp.

Aa. spermatic(e.

t.b.

Artery to

t.s.^

t.s.^

V.

III.

„

„

M. triceps brachii.
M. transverso-scapularis major,

„
„
„
A. vesicalis.
Artery to 3rd spinal nerve.

,,

minor.
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INDEX.

Abra

Ammomys,

maxrina, 825.
Acanthias
vidgaris, 876, 894.

Amphidesma, 824.
Amphioxus, 729.
Amphisbasna, 531,

Acanthidium

Aporodoris, 655.

767.

rubra, 655.

Apteryx, 897, 899.
601,

609.

Amussium. 786.

calceus, 866.

mantelli, 574.

Argeogyia
phcBopasta, 492, 498.

Area

Acanthoessus, 722.

cadticum, 807.

Acanthorrhinus

formosum, 807, 848.

bidrigata, 793.

siehenrockii, 790, 807.
steindachneri, 790, 808.

citlebrensis,

carinatus,

911,

955,

958.
dregei, 956.
zamhesianus, 911, 956.
Acrodus, 723, 749, 750.

Acroperus

Anaitis
calophylla, 833.
foliacea, 833, 834.
isahpJlina, 834.

harpcB, 693.

tiara, 834.

Actinodoris, 641.
Aetobatis, 724.
Ala, 487.

Anartomorpha
diodonta, 487.
flaveseens, 486, 498.

Alanopsis

pofanini, 487.

Anatina

elongata, 693.
glanvillei, 957.

s'ubrostrafa, 845.

Anatinella
Candida, 828.

Tnouffeti, 957.

Alderi'a, 688.

Alectroenas
pulcherrinm, 632.
Algiroides
africanus, 570, 571.
nigropunctatus, 572.
Alligator
lucius, 622.
mississippiensis, 622.
AUoiodoris, 668.
Alonella
exigua, 693.
nana, 693.
Alopiag, 723.
Amalthea, 789.

Amaroucium

Ancistrodon
piscivorus, 505.

Andraca
hipunciaia, 492.
Anguis, 601.
fragilis, 603.

Anoinia
793.
(^nigQia) cenigmatica,
793.
aclioBua,

Anonychia
grisea, 491.

Anonymus
D/n'fe, 712, 719.

Anthropopithecus

crosslancUi, 909, 911.

972,
970,
978.
Amiurus, 970.
Auimoccetes, 987.

795.
imbricata, 785.
rao«, 794.
requiescens, 793, 848.

(Anoraalocardia) ^;'a«06a, 796.
(Bathyarca) anaclirna,
794, 848.
(Scapharca) birlevana,
794, 848.
(
) cibotina,
795,

—

labiata, 845.

Alcides

Amia,

cmisociata, 795.

975,

gorilla, 463.

Aplemonus
aurivilli, 943.
gibbipennis, 943.

zizypM, 911, 943, 958.

848.

(

(

—) clathrata, 795.
— inmquivalvis, 795.
)

— japonica, 795.
— natalensis, 796.
— rhoiabea, 796.
796.
—
Arcbidoris,
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

rtcfescens,

6-53, 655.
africana, 638, 653.
violacea, 608, 653.

Argina
argus, 491.

Argonauta, 783.

Argynnis
altissima, 483.

cfem, 483.
clarina, 483.
Claudia, 483.
geramata, 483.
lathonia isaea, 482.
/?a^es sifanica, 482.

Arrbenurus
pertusus, 535.
plenipalpis, 534, 535.

—
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Artona
confma, 493.

Balearica
regulorum, 574.

Arvicanthis

Barathra

dorsalis, 582, 782.

brassicce,

490.

Bos

Barbatia

ptimilio, 582.

—

Bornella, 668.
digitata, 638, 674.
hancockana, 638, 674.
hancockii, 674.

dilectus, 590, 782.

clathrata, 796.

Ai'vicola

caj^j' cottoni, 996.

cymbceformis, 796.
divaricata, 796.
domingcnsis, 796, 797.
helblingi, 798.
«7^z;a, 796.
imhricata, 796.
^ac^ffia, 797.
nivea, 797.
obliquata, 796.
squamosa, 796.
zebuensis, 797.
(Acar j avelkmaria, 797,
848.
(
) gradaia, 797.
) margarethce, 797.
(
848.
(
) sculptilis, 797.
(
) symmetrica, 798.
(
) tenebrica, 798.
Basterotia
arcula, 814.
Bathydoris, 668, 670.
Bdellostoma, 987.
doiiibeyi, 990.

amurensis, 865.
deflorata, 842.

Ascidia
ohliqua, 905, 910.

Ascopharynx, 539.
Aselliis

aquaticus, 694.

Asteracauthus, 723, 749.
Asteronotiis, 666.
ccBspitosus, 649.
hemprichi, 639,

649,
1000, 1003.
Astroderiiius, 724, 754.
Asui'a
strigijoennis, 486.
Atagema, 658.
Atax, 534.
Atherura, 902.
Attelabus
carneohis, 957.

—
—
—
—

Avicula
fucata, 803.
macroptera, 802.
marmorcda, 803, 806.
seb7r(; 803.
Azinis
assamensis, 496.

Benhamia
johnstoni, 901.
Bertbais, 788.
intertexta, 848.

Bettongia
lesueuri, 469, 475, 769.

770, 773.
.^ray/, 769, 773.
lesueuri, 773.
penicillata, 474, 769,
770.
Bitis, 525.
nasicornis, 612.

—
—

Bagous
heir anus, 911.

•

ctfKosMs, 937, 938, 939,

940.
cnspMS, 939, 940.
fastostis, 938, 939, 940.
hv/meralis, 911, 937.
iongulus, 939, 940.
prmnontorii, 911, 939.
punctipemds, 911, 936,
958.
senegale7isis, 911, 938.

Blepharidia
paspa, 490.
Boa, 499, 515,
cmistrictor

911,
945,
946, 948.
6ffy?:en, 911, 946, 948,
958.
diversicoriiis, 911, 947,
948, 968.
feorwrn, 911, 944, 948,
958.
wM5t/e>-, 911, 944, 948.
sutttralis, 948.
suturifer, 948.

517,

cmrivillii,

1

j

'

I

499,

507-

Boarmia
duplexa, 492.
selenaria, 492.
Boeckella
propinqua, 696.
triarticulata, 693, 695.

Boeckia
[

'

j

I

Bosmina
meridionalis, 693, 695,
701.
obtusirostris, 693.

Brachycerus
cornutus, 957.
frontalis, 957.
hystrix, 957.

Bracbyodoiites
emarginatus, 800.
(Honnoniya) karachiensis,

800, 848.

Bufo
1008,
1010,
1014,
1017,
1018,
1020,
1021,
1024,
1025,
1028,
1029,
1033.
funereus, 573.
mauritanicus,
1009,
1010,
1016,
1017,
1019,
1020,
1022,
1023,
1028, 1029.
vittat'us, 573.
Bullia
tahitensis, 784.
6ore«s,

1009,
1016,
1019,
1023,
1026,
1030,

1008,
1014,
1018,
1021,
1026,

Bythotrepbes
longimaims, 693.

Caecella
transversalis, 842.

Caiman, 620.
,

516, 532.
diviniloqua, 499, 507516, 518.

Balaninus

sondaicus, 759.
Bosellia, 688.

Oadlina, 667.

531.
j

— matltewsi, 996.
— raddiffei, 996.

triarticulata, 695.

Boodon
lineatus, 528.

620, 621, 622,
623, 625.
Calamoecia, gen. nov.,
696.
^«msi, 693, 696, 701.
Callerebia
waltoni, 482, 498.
Calliope
fiuviatilis, 704.
subterranea, 704.
Calliopius
subterraneus, 704.
scfero^js,

Calliostoma
scobinatum, 784.

—
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INDEX.
Callista
belcheri, 829.

erycina, 829, 830.
festim, 829.
fim-ida, 829.
Tiagenowi, 829.
midtiradiata, 786, 830.
phasianella, 830.
umhonella, 830.

Cardium

Centroscyllium, 723.

(Acanthocardia) omanense, 838, 848.
(

—

)

pallidum, 839.

callipygus, 691.

(Cerastoderma) latum.

castaneus, 691.

grimmi, 585, 591.

839.

—

pulchrum, 839.
(Fragum) centum)

(

Camadena

(Ful-via)

494, 498.
vespertilionis, 493.
Oamarga, 676.
marginata, 677.
CaTupodus, 723, 749.

(LEevicardium) cmrnntiacum, 839.
(Papyridea)
papyraceurn, 839.

macrurus, 693.

Candotia
Candida, 693.

Oanis
mesoiiielas, 589.

Occident aliis, 565.

Cantioscyllium, 745.
Capi'icornis
suTnatreiisis, 760.

Oapsa
rugosa, 842.

jjeramabili^.

muticum,

(Trachy cardium)
(

(
(
(
(

—
—
—
—

837.
) elongatum, 837.
)fiavum, 837.
) impoliturn, 837.
) lacunosum, 837.
) maculosum, 837.
) rubicundzim, 837.
) rugosum, 837.
) vertebratum, 837.

—
—
—
Caridina
(

(

curvirostris, 703.

Caryatis
piidicissiiiia, 830.
Casella, 640, 644.
atromargiiiata, 644.

Capulus

cmci-a, 638, 644, 1000.

lissus, 789.
Carcharias. 723, 742, 872.
melanopterus, 735.
Cai-charodon, 723, 743.
Cardilia
semisulcata, 826.
Oardita
antiquata, 812.
canaliculata, 813.
cmningi, 813.
echinaria, 813, 848.
tankervillci, 813.

1002.
maccarthyi, 638.
1000, 1002.
rubra, 644.

Cardiuin

644.

oryzivora, 632.

Catamonus
'melancholicus, 921.
ifmffs, 911, 921.

Centrina
salviani, 866, 874.

Centropborus, 723, 749.
750.

australe, 837.

ra^ceK5, 865, 866, 867,

centum-liratiim, 786.

868, 869, 872, 873,
874, 875, 877, 878,
880, 881, 883, 894,
900.
crepidalbus, 865, 866.
granulosus, 869, 874,
876, 877, 880, 882.
squarnosus, 874, 877.
squamulosus, 869, 874.
876, 882.

fornicatum, 785, 786.
gilchristi, 838.

pulchrum, 837.
785.
(Acanthocardia) asmticum, 838.
) coronatum, 838.
(
sioeziense,

—

(—)ea-oc-A«OT, 838,848.
(

—

)

j?»z6 ;»«?!?< /?z ,838.

karveyi, 691.
leucogoMer, 464.
leucoprosopus, 464.
nataletisis, 691, 782.
niger, 464.
robertsi, 691.
walJceri, 464.
Ceratobatis. 724.
Ceratodns. 897, 898.

Ceratonema
albifusa, 492.
Ceratoptera, 724.

Oercocebiis, 558.
a^sf-

/?i?7e,

(

f^wj^o, 537, 765.

—

CSerripes)
839.

histrionica, 493.

Cancellaria
antiquata, 848.
hystrix, 784.

liratum, 839, 840.
848.
) torresi, 840.

840.

]}olystacta.,

Campylotes

Cephalophiis

(— )s?<e-'ie?jse,838,839.
(

723.

750.

Callorhynchus, 724.
Oalyptr£ea
edgariana, 784.

Camptocercus

Centroscymnus,

cBtldojncus, 558.

fuliginosus, 558.
hamlyni, 760.
jamrachi, 849.
lunulatus, 558.

Cercopitbecus, 558, 562,
566.
albigularis, 586.
cynosurus, 564.
diana, 570.
lalandii, 567, 780.
pygerythrus, 570.
samango, 533.

Oeriodapbnia
globosa,

693,

695,

701.

quadrangula, 693.
Cerithium
clypeomorus, 784.
yerburyi, 784.
Cervicapi-a
arundinum, 585.

Cervus
unicolor dejeani, 997.

Oestoplana
rubrocincta, 712.
Cestracion, 723, 737, 747,
749, 750.
Cetorbinus,
723,
734.
736.
maximus, 745.

Cbabnolobus
471, .537, 764.
morio, 471, 764.

^o!//t^z,

Cliama
fragum, 840.
macropliylla, 840.

Chaunoderus, 958.
Cbersydrus
granulatus, 529.
Chiloscyllium, 723, 742.

,

.
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Ohim^ra, 724, 878, 965,
966, 939, 970. 971,
972, 978, 978, 982,
984, 989.
Ohimasropsis, 724.

Ohione
arakanensis, 834.
costellifera, 834.
declivis, 834.
hypopta, 834.
imbricata, 834.
lamarcJci, 834.
layardi, 834.
manca, 834.
mekranica, 834.
reticulata, 834.
sraSra, 834, 835.
Chiracanthus, 722.
Clilamydoselachus, 722,
737, 740, 757.
anguineus, 741, 959991.

Cbloridea
dipsacca, 487.

nanna, 487, 498.
translucens, 487.

Choeropus
castanutis, 469.
Choi'istodon
lapicidum, 837Chromodoris, 640.
tegialia, 640.
agassizii, 640.
aldcn, 643.

amabilis, 639,640,642,

690.
annulata, 640.
atopa, 640.
aureopurpurata, 643.
himaensis, 641.
cai)«, 643, 1001.
(^^a^•c^^^, 638, 640, 643,
690.
nigrostriata, 641.
elizabethina, 640, 643.
epicurea, 640, 641.
^•c?e^/s, 639, 640, 642,
690.

—

figurata, 640.

flammulata, 639, 640,
642.
640.
639, 640, 643,
690, 1000, 1001.
imper talis, 643.
inconspicua, 640.
z>2opMi«fe,641 643,644.
^«c;'eff, 641, 642.
maccarihyi, 640, 644.
Tnacfarlandi, 640.
marpessa, 641.

y/auff,

(//ctwc?:,

,

Chromodoris
nigrostriata, 638, 640.
nodtdosa, 641.
obsoleta, 643.
ophlhahnica, 641.
pantherina, 641.
papidosa, 641, 642.
petecliialis, 640.
porcata, 642.

porfer(B, 640.
2}rcciosa, 642, 690.

quadricolor, 641, 643.
reticulata, 643.
roseopiicta, 642.
runcinata, 643.
semperi, 638, 640, 643.
sibogcB, 641.
splendens, 640.
s«//tesi, 640, 643, 644.
tasmanieiisis, 640.
tennentana, 639, 640,
643, 690.
tenuilinearis, 638, 640.
itimulifera, 640.
venusta, 641.
vidua, 640.
virgata, 641.
^eirfwa, 1000, 1001.

Cbrysophanus
phldeas, 484.

— cJdnensis, 484.

Ohrysuronia
(snone, 759.
Cbm-clnllia, 524.
hellona, 524.

Ohydorus
harbatus, 693.
globosus, 693.

spharicus, 693.

Oidaria
silaceata, 492.
Circe
corrugata, 831.
waw«, 831.
personata, 831.
serif ta, 831.
fidgurata, 831
sulcata, 831.
Cladodus, 722, 731, 732,
757.
Ckdoselachus, 722, 731,
732, 743, 757.
Cleraentia
cumingi, 836.
papyracea, 836.
yiYrcft, 836.
Climatias, 722.
Cochliodiis, 723.
Coelogenys
juacfc, 674.
Coendu, 902.

—

Ccjenonyiiipha
sinica, 482.
Colias
6e;-j//^a,

6ooi'/?M,

480, 498.
481.

cocaiulica, 481.

—

481.
481, 498.
eogene, 480, 481.
arida, 480.
fec/w', 481.
miranda, 481.
>'c/c?2'/, 482.
miranda, 481.
?«mff, 480.
stoliczkcma, 481.
i?cec/«",

rfJiiiia,

—
—
—

499-507, 512,
518, 521, 522, 623,
528, 530.
asculapii, 505, 521.
aUeghaniensis, 521.
catenifer, 523, 524.
5«^e, 523, 524.
co»-ai6-,
499-507, 520,
521, 522, 528, 529,
531.
guttatus, 524.
leopardinus, 521, 522,
523.
longissimus, 521, 522,
529.
melanoletccus, 522, 523,
524, 528,
obsoletus, 521.
s«yj, 524.
wilkesii, 523.

Coluber,

—

Columbella
calliope, 788.

propinquans, 784.
Conilurus, 539.

Conus
clytospira, 784.

coromandelicus, 789.
maldivus, 785.
thamasi, 784.
traversianus, 784.
(Conorbis) coromandelicus, 848.
Corallus, 499, 504, 515,
516-519, 532.
madagascariensis, 516
518.

Corbula
brookeana, 842.
cuneata, 842.
erythraensis, 843.
modesta, 843.
persica, 843.
philippi, 843.
rugifera, 843.
suhquadrata, 843, 848.
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Corbula

Oucullasa
concamerata, 784, 796.
Cultellus
cultellus, 844.

sulculosa, 843.

Coronella
getida, 504.

Corophium

Cumingia

excavatiim, 704.

occatilla, 784, 825.

Corvus

Cuspidaria

scapulatus, 75U.

brachyriiahda,

494,

498.
furcatellus, 494.
perleUus, 494.

CraseomjB
cmdersoni, 858, 864.
bedfordics, 858, 864.
re^Mfes, 858, 863.
Crassatella
indica, 814.
picta, 814.
radiata, 814.
Crassatellistes

omanensis, 814.
Cratena, 686.
Crenella
adamsiana, 801, 848.
cumingiana, 784,
decussata, 801.
persica, 800.
proBcellens, 801, 848.
Crista
divaricata, 830.
pectinata, 831.
Crocallis
ohliquaria, 491.

Croeidura
780.
argentaia, 587, 780.
corecB, 860.
dsi-nezumi, 861.
fvmiosa, 687.
lasmra, 860, 861.
martensi, 780.
Sylvia, 587.
sp.,

Crococlilus, 618-625.

620, 622, 624,
625.
cataphractus, 611, 619,
620, 621, 623, 624,
625.
Crosslandia, 674.
acMi'iis,

Cruregens

a/pproximata,
787,
847.
hrachyrhynchus, 787,
847.
elegans, 847.
i?o^;^;^, 787, 847.
Cuthona, 686.
hicolor, 686.

Cychrotonus
viduatus, 958.
Cyclobatis, 724, 756.

Cyclocypris
Serena, 693.

Cyclomus

958.

Cypris
fuscata, 693.
ohliqua, 693.

Cyrtorrhinus
baridioides, 956, 957.
ca/er, 956, 957.
castaneipemiis, 911,
956.

Cytbersea
(Caryatis) pudicissima,
830.

—

IcBvigatus, 713.

Cyclops
ahyssorura. 693.
a;i2(^KS, 693, 698.
bicolw, 693.
distinctus,

693, 697,

698.
Juscus, 693.
gigas, 693.
leucJcarti, 693.
robustus, 693.
serrulatus, 693, 698.
strenuus, 693.
teimicornis distinctus,
697.
vicinus, 693.

Cyclostrema
pjrestoni,

Dalima

Daphnia
galeata, 693.
ohtusata, 694.
Dasybatis, 724, 752, 753,
756, 767.

Dasymys
incomtus, 590.

Dasyurus

—

papillosus, 713.

Cynictis

philippinarum, 844.

700.

geojfroyi, 476.

932.
Cycloporiis
siontos,

Cryptodon

victor ialis, 815.

c^a^^e,

sarsi, 693, 700, 701.

schist acearia, 491.

«7^oewsis,911,930,932,
958.
boops, 932.
dasypus, 932.
emintdus, 932.
langioidus, 932.
planicollis, 932.
sm^ea^, 911,931,932,

Cyllene

Cryptomya

ophthalmica, 693.
Cypricardia, 814.
Cypridopsis
vidua, 693.

fenis, 693.

fontanus, 705.
Oryptoeelides
/orewz", 706.
decussatus, 801.
omanensis, 816.

exscidpta, 693.

Cyprinotus

alcocki, 787, 847.

Crambus

Cypria

789.

^ra?/f, 784.
selousi, 585, .588.

Cyprffia

fimhriata, 806.
lentiginosa, 784, 806.
turdus, 806.

/ori;2s, 476, 771.
hallucatus, 540.
Deltodus, 723.

Dendromus
melanotis, 781.
mesomelas, 589.
nigrifrons, 781.

Dendronotus, 674.
Dereodus
schonhem, 958.
vagahundus, 958.

Dermatobrancbus, 676.
Dermochelys, 611.
Diabatbrarius
seifM^osKs, 911,934,9.58.
velutinus, 911, 934, 958.
Diacrisia
hretaudiaui, 486.
impleta, 486.

Diapbanosima
brachyurum, 693.

Diaptomus
gracilis, 693.
Diaulula, 649, 657.
gigantea, 639, 657.
sandiegensis, 651.
-Dicerobatis, 724.

Dicbromia
triplicalis, 491.

,
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Dictyodoris
645.
Dimetrodon, 594.
Diphyllidia
jormosa, 679, 681.
marmorafa, 639, 677,
679, 681.
Diplacanthus, 722.
tessellata,

Biplodonta
cdata, 816.

genethlia, 816.

holosphmra, 816.
indica, 816.
raveyensis, 790, 816.
rotimdata, 816.
sphcBric'ula, 816.
Diposthus, 718.
Dipiis
mitchelli, 767.
Discobatus, 724, 755.
Discodoris, 651.
berghi, 648.
hoholiensis, 1004.
concimm, 638, 651, 652,
1000, 1005.
concinniformis, 638,
1000,
651, 652,
1005.
e^^ioi'/, 639, 647.
fmgilis, 652, 1000,
1004.
parclalis, 648, 651,
1000, 1004, 1005
tuherculata, 648.
Discopyge, 723.
Disparoplana, 718.

Distoma
capsidatum, 908, 911.

Donax
erythrmus, 784.
scahpelhmi, 784.
(Capsella) oweni, 826.
(Hecuba) puhescens,
825.
(
) scortum, 825.

—

(Latona) ahbreviafus,
826.

(Machserodonax)
pell'Uin,

(Serrula)
825.

(— )
(

(

(
(

sc«/!-

826.
aperittus,

clathratus, 826.

826.
— dysoni,
—826.— incarnatus,
— townsendi,826.826.
—
)

)

)

nitidtis,

)

Doridopsis, 661.
amuzna, 661.
atroniacidata, 662.
batavien&is, 667.

Doridopsis
carhunculosa, 663.
clavulata, 663.
denisoni, 662, 663.
eruhescens, 661.
flaccida, 661.

gemnnacea, 662.
grisea, 663.

indaca, 667.
miniata, 665.
nigra, 661, 664, 665,
667, 691, 1008.
punctata, 662.
reticulata, 665.
tristis, 667.
titherc'idosa, 639, 661
662.
weberi, 661.
Doriopsilla, 636, 663.
areolata.,
661, 663,
664.
granidosa, 661.
tews, 661, 664.
miniata, 636, 639, 661,
664, 665, 691, 1008.
pallida,
664,
661,
667.
pelseneeri, 661.
reticidata, 661.
Doris
apicidaia, 645, 1002.
areolata, 660.
arifona, 667, 690.
atrata, 667.
bellicosa,
666, 690,
1004.
carbunciilosa, 639, 661.
castanea, 667, 690.
cerisa, 637.
caelestis, 646.
concinna, 1005.
constantia, 667, 690.
corriigata, 666.
denisoni, 662.
diardii, 640.
elizabethina, 666, 690.
e^^jo!;t, 1003.
exanthemata, 639, 649.
666, 1000, 1003.
formosa,
646,
999,
1002.
funebris, 638, 649, 650,
1004.
gleniei, 1001.
gloriosa,
640,
638,
1000, 1001.
impudica, 668, 670.
Mi^'ec^'a, 639, 657, 658.
lanuginosa, 655.
leop'arda, 639, 657, 660,
1007.

Doris
locJcyerana, 666, 690.
luteola, 658, 660.

maccarthyi, 644, 1002.
mactdosa, 650.
marginata, 640.
marmorata, 657.
inauritiana, 649.
millegrana, 655.
nivea, 667.
osseosa, 639, 1005.
paxAllosa, 666, 690.
pardcdis, 1004.
j^fefc, 666, 690, 1000,
1003.
quadricolor, 640.
rufopunctata, 667, 690.
rusticata,
652, 1005,
1006.
scabra, 647spongiosa, 1000, 1006,
1007.
striata, 1003.
z;Ws?'is, 1000, 1006.
ttiberculata, 656.
variabilis, 666.
fiV^osa, 655, 1006.
viperina, 666, 690.
(Cadlina) repanda, 667.

(Chromodoris) pallida,
667.
(Thordisa)
Dosinia

villosa,

655.

a^te, 835.
angulosa, 835.
exasperata, 835.
^*6«, 835.
(/Zo6a, 835.
histrio, 835.
pvostrata, 835.
pubescens, 835.
rustica, 835.
salebbosa, 835.
stibrosea, 836.

Drepanothrix
dentata, 693.

Dromicia
concinna, 475, 770.

Echidna, 477, 612.
hystrix multiacideata,
478.
Echinorhinus, 723.
spinosus, 874, 876, 878,
884.
Echymipera, 476.
cockerelli, 476.
dm-eyana, 476.

Ectatops
cinerosus, 912.

sheppardi, 911, 958.
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Ecteinascidia
tiirbinata, 905, 911.
Edaphodon, 724.

Enygrus, 519.

Euderoides,
gen.
911, 949.

carinatus, 515.
Eolis

Eliretia
serrata, 496.

bicolor, 685.

Elamena

husseyi, 686, 690.

niosaambica,
958.

effulgens, 686, 690.

lacustris, 703.

nodulosa, 686, 690.

rozeti, bll.

paulince, 686, 690.
smedleyi, 685, 690.

rupesiris, 577, 586.

;;rzs;'is,

—

nit/urtis,

586.

argillacea, 490.

hidentaf.us, 923.
callosicollis,

911.

922,

923.
piilvinaticollis, 923.

El Lisa
brmineomaculata, 784.
Elysia, 688.
'cm-idea, 638, 688,

689,

690.
crisjM, 688.
clubia, 688, 689.

Ham, 688.
grandifolia, 689, 690.
haingsisiana, 688, 689.
hendersoni. 688.
lineolala, 638, 688,
689.
marginata, 689.
neapolitana, 688.
nigropunctaf a, 638,Q8S,
690.
omato, 688, 689.
papulosa, 688.
_??/c;'a, 688, 689, 690.
'punctata, 638, 688,
690.

— sanguinea, 690.
suhornata, 688.
thysanopnda, 688.
Elysiella, 688.
Embletonia, 686.
Enarmonia, 497.
vexllla, 497.

Encentridophorus
spinifer, 534.

Endeus
hauhinia, 911, 954,
955.
castus, 954, 955.
/ora/^s, 911, 953, 954,
955, 958.
his'pidus, 911,
954,
955.
parilis, 954, 955.

Equus
annecfens, 691.
burchelli, 691.
selous'i, 691.
granti, 760.
zebra, 691.
Ercolania, 686.
zanzibarica, 686.

857.

Entosiphon
dei/natis, 788.

Euops
cyaneus, 911, 943.
morio, 943, 944.
semiviolacea, 944.
lateritia, 490.

Euplocamiis, 670.
Euprotomicriis, 723.
Eiirycercus

helias, 759.

Euxoa
basigramma, 488.
conjusa, 488.
oberthuri, 488.
Evei'gestis
perobliqitalis, 495, 498.
umbrosalis, 495.
Evotorays, 865.

nmltigutta, 486.
Erithizon, 902.
dorsatus, 533.
Ervilia
purpitrea, 827.
scaliola, 827.

cBscidapii,

Eunectes, 504, 506, 508,
514, 515, 517.

Imnellatus, 693.

Eressa

507, 512,
530, 532.

En lima

Eurypyga

—

Erythrolamprus,

Exaetoderes
scabripennis, 932.

Exsula

499-

victrix, 486.

525, 527,

499-507, 524,

526, 527, 529.

Faceliua, 685, 686.
rubrovittata, 1008.

Felania
diaphana, 816.

Brythrolophus
hyriaria, 492.

Felis

Erj'tlDi-osuchus, 595, 597,

599.
africanuB, 600.
Ei-yx, 604, 508, 515, 517,
519.
jaculus, 515.

Eschata

atirata, 992.

bengalensis, 463.
celidogaster, 992,

993,

994.
chrysothrix,
994.

993,

992,

— celidogaster, 994.

—
992, 994,
996.
—
994, 996.
— typica, 994.

chrysargyria, 494.
Estiginene
imbida, 486.
Ethelia
carneolata, 784.

longicawdata, 574.

Ethmia

manid, 533.

assamends, 496.

992,

993,

nigripes, 632.

Eiichera
493.

lineicoUis, 949.

911,

n^i'ifo,

994.

Etmopterus, 723, 736.

wafofe,
958.

cottoni,

neglecta,

hockingella, 496.
Etidoris, 655.

rectificata,

950,

Euplexia

astigmata, 489, 498.
subpliimbea, 489.
vittata, 488.

Euderes

Ensis
eiisw,

686, 690.

Episilia

Ellimenistes

911,

shoplandi, 784.

militaris, 1000, 1007.

Elasmodus, 724.
Elephantulus, 577.

nov.,

949,

ocreata cafra, 578.
planiceps, 574.
rM^-ffo, 992, 993, 994.
scripta, 997.
servalina, 992.
subrugosa, 574.
viverrina, 574.
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Flabellina, 685.

Gordius-

Funisciurus

pallidus, 557.
Gorilla, 465.

cepapi, 576, 682,

Herpestes
gracilis punctulatus,

681, 688, 781.

heringeri, 465.
gorilla, 465, 466.

Gadus, 970.

—
465, 466.
—
465, 466.
— jacobi, 466.
— matschiei, 465, 466.
heringeri,

Galeocerdo, 723, 786.
Galeus, 723.
caiiis, 869.
Galidictis

tZicA^?,

Jacobi, 465.

ptilex, 694.

Graptoleberis

bicarinata, 841.
hipartita, 841.

GastrochEena

^ete6«,

578, 579, 588,

781.

578, 579, 580.

tigrina, 578, 579, 580.

Georychus
liottentotus, 782.

Ginglymostoma,
736,745.

723,

Giraffa
camelopardcdis antiquorum, 574.
war&", 574, 626.

—

Glaueomya
cerea, 837.

Glaucus, 674.
Glossodoris, 641.

Gnophus
eolaria, 492.

Goniodoris

marginatus, 638, 640,
1000, 1001.

hertincB,

958.

cff#cr, 928.

Halgerda, 645, 654.
apiciUata,

639,
1000, 1002.

645,

elegans, 645.

formosa, 646, 656.

grapMca, 645.
inornata, 645.
punctata, 645, 1000,
1002.
rubra, 646.
wasinensis, 645.
willeyi, 646.
(Dictyodoris)
maculata, 645.
(
) tesselata, 645.

Hapalotis
gouMi, 767.

impressicollis,

911,
926.
mendicus, 911, 925.
monilis, 911, 926.
montanus, 911, 929.
partit'us, 929.
purcelli, 911, 930.
waMbergi, 928.

Holopedium
Homalaxis
cornu-amnionis, 848.

Homarus

mitchelli, 767.
Harriotia, 724.
Hatteria, 606, 611.

suspectum,
601,
604, 607, 608.

capensis, 926.
corpulentus, 927.
delectans, 929.
ffej»a.r, 911, 927.
foveolatus, 911, 928.
gravidus, 925.

gibberum, 693.

rubrilabia, 904, 910.

garnmarus, 633.
Hoplodoris

Heloderma, 601-610,
612,617,618.

sp., 590, 782.

Hesabrancbus, 670, 674.

Hipporrbinus

Halocynthia

dongolaim, 679, 580.

militaris, 1000, 1007.

740, 741, 878.

Greilada, 667.
Gymnodoris, 667.

—

mytiloides, 844.

Genetta

convolvuli, 491.

Hervia

HexancbuB, 722, 737,

testudinarius, 693.

candescens, 841.
elegans, 841.
erasmia, 841.
malaccana, 841.
marmorea, 841.
modesta, 841.
occidens, 841.
oriiata, 841.
pallida, 841.
prcBStans, 842.
pulchella, 842.
pidcherrima, 842.
simplex, 842.
Gastrana, 823.
abilgaardiana, 824.

Herse

platyrhinos, 530.

erythrobrunchus, 582.
murinus, 582.
platyops, 541.

Ganodus, 724.
Gari

reptans, 693.

Heterodon, 530, 531.

Graphiurus

vittata, 463.

Garnmarus

fef^««,

Herpetocypris

602,

Helogale
brunnida, 581, 682.
parvula, 581, 682.

Hemicardium
(Ctenocardia) adamsi,
840.
(
) fornicatum, 840.
(Lunicardia) auricula,
840.

—

Hemipecten

desmopariipha, 639,
648.
Howesia, .591-600.
hroumi, 600.

Hyalodapbnia
jardinii, 693,

Hybodus, 723, 732, 748,
749, 760, 758.

Hydrocboerus
capybara, 761.

Hydromys
fidiginos'us,

Hydrus, 499.
platyurus, 520.

Hylobates

Goniorhinus, 924.

forhesianus, 808.
Heptranchias, 722, 733,
737, 740, 741, 743,
747.

Gonoptera

Herpestes

Hymenosoma

aspersff,

1000, 1007.

«;;«"««, 1000, 1007.

libatrix, 851.

galera, 688.

474,

766.

for,

463.

Hylocboerus
meinertzhageni, 632.
lacustris, 694, 703.

.

.
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Hyperodapedon,

592,

598.

Lepton

Kentrodoris
rubescens, 649.

Hypnos, 723.

sp.,

Hypomeces

multipunctata, 491

^rf#«, 708, 709.

Hyponomeuta
assamensis, 496.
Hypselodoris, 641.

Hypsiprymnus
grayi, 774.

Hypsomus
lembtmcidus, 936.
parvus, 911, 936, 958.
scapha, 936.

Hystrix
cristata, 902.

Lacerta, 506, 604, 617.
muralis, 570.
L^margus, 966, 978,
986, 987.
borealis, 735, 869, 871,
872, 876.
rostratus, 735, 869,
872.
Lagorchestes
bernieri, 775, 776.
dorrecs, 775.
fasciatus

Ictonyx

albipilis,

hirsutus,

capensis, 589.

604,

616,

617.
Ilysia, 519.

Inioteuthis
maculosa, 787.
Ischnacantlius, 722.
Ischyodus, 724.
Isistius, 723.
Isocardia
(Meiocardia) cumingii,
814.
(
) lamarcJiii, 814.
Isochlora
metaphsa, 488, 498.
Isoodon, 476.
auratus, 476.
harrowensis, 476.
macrtirus, 476.
moreshyensis, 476.
obesulus, 475, 476,
771.

—

—

Ithyporus
957.
stolidus, 957.
Ixocincla
crassirosiris, 632.
capiensis,

775,

769,

bernieri, 775, 776.
dorrccE, 775.

Lagostrophus

—
774.
— fasciatus, 774.
albipilis,

Lamna, 723,
Lampornis

Kalinga, 670, 1000.
ornata, 636, 670, 691.
Kellia
leucedra, 817, 848.
revimentalis, 817, 848.
suborhicularis, 818.
Kentrodoris, 649.
annuligera., 638, 649,
650, 651, 1004.
gigas, 649.
maculosa,
649,
638,
651, 1004,

—

782.
solenoides, 814.

arcuata, 812.
tarresi,

812.

(Limatula) leptocarya,
812.
812,

848.
juglans, 812.

Lamprocolius
plioinicoj)terus

Lima

juglandula,

bispecti-

760.

Larentia

Limnocalamus, 696.
Limopsis
elachista, 790, 799.

albigirata, 492.

Latocestus
argus, 712.
atlanticus, 712.

711, 712.

Latona
setifera, 693.

Leda* 786.
792.
brookei, 792.
fragilis, 792.
maaritiana, 792.
('je^fefe,

Leggada
Jorunna, 649.

coreanus, 865.
ochropus, 591.
saxatilis, 583.
suluensis, 583.
sinensis coreanus, 865.
suluensis, 583, 591,

Limaea

739.

violicauda, 759.

flelini,

Lepus

fragilis, 812.

fasciatus, 17S, 774.

laris,

feto, 784.
pilida, 784.

vellicata, 814.

776.

—
—

pallida, 708.

Leptothyra

Libit! na

769.

601,

alcinoi, 707.

angusta, 711.

impressicoUis, 958.
'inodestus, 958.

Iguana,

818.

Leptoplana

Kerala

miiiutoides, 782.

Leistes
guianensis, 769.

Lemur
rufifrons, 533.

Lepidopus
argenteus, 874.

Leptoclinum
sp., 910, 911.
Leptodira, 527.
d.egeni, 572.
liotambxia, 527, 572.

Leptodora
kindti. 693,

multistriata, 799.
Linguella, 676, 678.
einerea, 639, 677, 679,
680, 681
/a^Ja^, 684.
sarasicina, 683.
variolosa, 677, 681.
striata, 682.

—

Liocalandra
w.MfZa, 956, 957.
pygialis, 958.

Lioconcha
arahica, 830.
callipyga, 830.
hehrcBa, 830.
p)icta,

830.

Lioheterodon, 530, 631,
Qiiadagascariensis, .510,

531.

Litbodomus
attenuatus, 802.
caudigerus, 802.

cinnamomeus, 802,
malaccanus, 802.
townsendi, 802, 848.

Lithotbamuium, 714.
Lobiger, 675.
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Macacus

Loripes
victorialis, 786,

815,

816.

Lucina
hwealis, 814.
dentifera, 814.
fibula, 815.
pamela, 815, 848.
'pecten, 815.
(Oodakia) angela,
815.
(
) exmiwrata, 815.
{—) fibula, 815.
) rugifera, 815.
(
(Cyclas)
seviperiana,
815.

—
—

Lucinopsis

Mariimba

nemesfrinus, 558, 559,
562, 563.
Wjcsms, 558, 559, 562.
564, 566.
sinicus, 558, 562,
speciosus, 562.
vesfifus, 997.

Macha

^>a^6«Yrt, 483.
silcMmensis, 483.
dndura-, 483.

844.
radiata, 844.

tibetana, 483.

Lutraria
planafa, 842.
LycEena

Macoma
«./(/,

e«i.9'ewe«,

giganteiis,

485.
484.
icarus, 486.
leha.mts, 485.
orion, 484.
orithyia, 484.
pheretes, 485.
asiatica, 485.
pkaris, 485.
sebrus, 484.
semiargus, 484.
annulata, 484, 498.
bellis, 484.
stoliczJcana, 485.
ymMs, 485.
younghusbaiuli, 484,
498.

824,

—

—
—

—
—

Lycaon

469, 474, 768.
474,
767,

768.

firos,

«Vma, 474, 768.
ocydromics, 474.
rM/«.s, 474, 540, 768.
Macroscelides, 577.
melanotis, 577.
proboscideus, 577.

Maetra
achatina, 827.
aphrodina, 827.
cornea, 827.
/«MWiJz, 784, 827.
glalyrata, 827.
htzonica, 827.
Mactr inula
plicataria, 828.
tryphera, 786, 828.
A'ladrella, 1000.

Malleus

pictus, 781.

Lycophotia
poliochroa, 489, 498.

normalis, 806.
Malluvium, 789.

Manobia

Lyiiceus

^ewa, 490.

costatus, 693.

Mardara

guttatus, 693.

Macacus, 558, 566.
558.
tibetanus,

997.
cyclopis, 559.

cynomolgus, 558, 562.
558,
563, 564, 566.
fuscatm,
558,
562.

fascicularis,

562,
559,

caligramvia, 491.
Margaritifera
imbricata, 803.
margaritifera, 803.
persica, 803.
muricata, 803.
vulgaris, 803.

—

Marginella

hnpudica, 829.
829.
morphina, 829.
petechialis, 829.
tumida, 829.

— castanea,

brachy^irus, 474, 768.

arene, 485.

arctoides

Meretrix

823.

Macropus

felicis,

483.

Menidia, 969.

ariana arene, 485.

sp.,

— sikkimends,

Tjo/ito-,

syndesmyoides,
848.
truncata, 824.

maculicollis, 533.

vehitina, 494.

Meleagrina, 803.
Melibe, 676.

alhida, 844.

bruguierii, 82.3.

Lutra

zanzibarinus, 958.

Megarthria

Melitsea

philippinarum, 855.
Machgera

blainvillei, 823.

elegans, 824.

dyras, 491.

Megaproctus

—

zo7ia?'ia, 829.
(Caryatis) tumida, 829.
Mesembriomvs, 767.
Mesiteia, 745".

Mcfodesma
(Papliia)

bahreinensis,

827, 848.

Meta
menardi, 851.
Metalepsis
ffieifes, 488, 498.

Micromys
agrarius, 858.
onantchuricus, 858,
863.
geisha, 858.
mimitus japonicus,
863.
ussuricus, 863.
ningpoensis, 863.
speciosus, 858, 862,
863.
peninsula, 862,
863.

—

—

—

Mimetillus
moloneyi, 541.

Mini us
thenccc,

760.

Miniopterus
natalensis, 576.
schreibersi, 577.

Miti-a
Aoi^ei,

784.

carnicolor, 784.
cmligena, 784.
fissurata.,

784.

binotaia, 390.

pretiosa, 784.

onazagonica, 784.

shoplandi, 784.
stephanucula, 789.
astephana, 789.

Martesia
striata, 845.

—
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Mitsukurina, 757.

Modiola

Nembrotha

MyOBOrex

albicosta, 800.

arborescens, 800.
aurictdata, 800.
elegans, 800.
emarginata, 800.
fiavida, 800.
modiolus, 800.
philippinarum, 800.
rhomboidea, 800.
watsoni, 800.

Modiolaria
calceata, 801, 848.

cumingiwna, 802.

Montacuta

Myotis, 85;).
Myriacaiithus, 724.

Mynnecobius

obliqiians, 817, 848.

tasmanensis, 470.
Notodoris, 668.

calycidata, 813.
crassicostata, 813.
distorta, 813.

Notodromas
monachus, 693, 699.

i^wcM, 813.
gubernaculum, 813.

Notomys

variegata, 814.

cervinus, 533.

^oi<M, 766, 767.

anatomicus, 784.

cubitus, 801.
variabilis, 799.

Mus

(

777.

— squalorum, 776.

chrysophilus, 583, 589,
782.
colonus, 590.
coiicAa, 583, 590, 782.
dolichurus. 590.
539.'

537, 538, 539,

543.
fuscipes, 473, 765.
gouldii, 538.

hermannsburgensis,
539.
higginsi, 766.
leuco-pus, 766.
lineolatus,
764, 765,
766.
longipilis, 537.
lutreola, 473.
muscidus,
541,
473,
766, 777.
nanus, 538.
norvegicus, 473, 765.
473,
538,
ra;;i:Ms,
765.
shartridgei, 765.
villosissimics, 537.
Mustelus, 723, 738, 743,
747.
ca««s, 728, 729.
/(g«2s, 878, 989.
752,
Myliobatis,
724,
755, 756, 757.
aqmla, 756.

Myorrhinus
longstaffi, 911, 932.

setarius, 933.

Chloromya )

Nucula, 786.

a/'^r,

799.

albocinereus, 766, 776,

— albocinereus, 776.

mitchelli, 539.

canaliculat'us, 799.
cliarpentieri, 801.

rote, 784.

/brresi!i,

699,701.
Noctulina

'fasciatus, 477, 772.

Mytilicardia

Mytilus

Murex

;?e^c?z,

rubropapulosa, 669.
verconis, 669.
Nesoenas
mayeri, 849.
Newnhamia, 698.
fenesirata, 693, 698,

588.
i'eM'^Ms, 585, 588.
varius, 588, 781.
sclateri,

{—)
(

pictus, 799.

— — taprobanensis,
)

Nyctinomus

799.

—

smaragdiims, 799.
Myxine, 987.
(

consentanea, 791, 848.
culebrensis, 791.
layardi, 791.
nucleus, 791.
rugulosa, 792.
scidpturata, 792.

)

Narce, 723.
Narcine, 723, 734,
752.

australis, 473, 764.

norfolcensis, 765.
petersi, 765.

planiceps, 764, 765.
plicatus, 537.

736,

—

colonicus, 537.

wilcoxi, 765.

Nyctipao

Nasilio, 578.

brachyrhynchus, 577,

glaucopis, 490.

Nyetophilus

578.
fuscus, 578.
maloscB, 578.
schinzi, blS.

geoffroyi,

470,

537,

764.
timoriensis, 470, 764.

Nassa
onarraiii, 784.
obockensis, 784.

Obeidia

tindalli, 789.

zailensis, 784.

Nautilus, 783.

Neiphagus
fascic'ulans, 951.

mashumis,

911,

950,

958.

Nembrotha, 667, 668.
669.
amitina, 669.
cceridea, 669.
cristata, 669.
diaphana, 669.
gracilis, 669.
gratiosa, 669.
kubaryana, 669.
lineolata, 669.
morosa, 669.
vigerrima, 669.
rubro-ocellaia, 669.
affinis,

millepunctata, 492.
Odoutaspis, 723, 744.
CEdalina
asiatica, 824.
CEneis
palcea.rcticus, 482.
pumilus, 482.

— siJckimensis, 482.

Okapia
erikssoni, 761.

johnstoni,
762.

760,

liebrechtsi, 761.
Oligocladus
sanguinolenUis,

714.

Omorphina
aurantiaca, 490.

Onoba
delicata, 784.

761,

'JQTl
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Onychogale
lunata. 469, 474, 768,
770.
Opliiophagus, 528.
Ophisaurus, 506, 531,
601, 606.
Orectolobus, 723, 733,
734, 742, 743, 744.
Ornithosuchus, 600.
Orodoris, 666.
Orodus, 723, 749.
Oryct.olagus
cuiiicidus, 767.

Osteolsemus, 620, 622,
625.
Mros^zs, 619, 621,624,
625.
Ostrea
bioolor, 806.
crenuUfera, 806.
cucullata, 786, 806.
imbricaia, 807.
iridescens, 807.
townsendi, 786.
(Alectryonia) townsendi, 807.

Otomys

Papilio

Pecten

maohaon

ladakensis,

479.
sikkimensis, 479.
Papio, 558.
cynocefhakis, 558, 560.
hamadryas, 558.
oUvaceus, 558.
porcarius, 558, 560.
sphinx, 558, 561.
Paracalliope

—

fluviatilis, 694, 704.

Parachordades

694,

703,

Paraleptamphopus
702.

subterraneiis, 702, 704.

Parallelipiped um
tortuosum, 796.

Paralasa
kalinda, 482.
mani, 482.
shallada, 482.

Paranthura

irroratus, 589.

laminatus, 589.

Ovis
vignei, 631.

Oxynotus, 723.
Oxyrhina, 734.

costana, 705.
nigrofuscata, 694.
nigro-p'imctata, 702,
705.

Parascyllium, 723.
Parnassius
augustus, 480.
epaphus, 480.

Pachyonyx
affaber, 952, 953.

niveus, 911, 951, 953.
triangularis, 911, 952,

953, 958.

Pachyura
gracilis, 781.

gratula, 781.
'varilla, 781.

Palsemon

Pantana
bicolor,

— sikkimensis, 479.

hardwickei, 480.
imperator, 480.
augustus, 480.
imperatrix, 480.
jacquemonti, 479, 480.

—

Pecten
clathratus, 809.
crassicostatus, 806, 808,

810.

Jamaicensis, 634.
Palseoliatteria, 592, 593,
594, 596, 598.
Palffiomylus, 724.
Palseoscyllium, 745.
Palseospinax, 723, 747,
750.
Pandora, 787.
ceylanica, 846.
cumingi, 84(i.
flexuosa, 846.
nasuta, 846.

491.

Paphia
glabrata, 827.

786,

(Vola) dorothecB, 810,
848.
{—)filosus, 810.
(
) pyocidatiis, 810.

—

Pectunculina

Pectunculus

704.
ccsruletis,

townsendi, 784,
806, 810.
varius, 809.
vitreus, 808.

multistriata, 784.

coreanus, 557.

Paracorophium
excavatii^m,

subhi/alinus, 808.
thyridmis, 809, 848.

cristatus, 787.
eoMS, 808, 848.

jlabelloides, 808.

jacobmus, 810.
keppelianus, 810.
layardi, 784, 808.
luculentus, 784, 809.
maldivensis, 785, 809.
miniaceus, 809.
nobilis, 810.
prices, 809.
pseudolima, 809.
reticulatus, 809.
senatorius, 809.
sinensis, 810.
singaporlnus, 809.

heroicus, 786, 798, 848.
lividus, 798.
maskatensis, 786.
striatularis, 798.
taylorianus, 798.
(Axinsea) maskatensis,
798.
(
) pectiniformis, 798.
(
) spureus, 799.

—
—

Pedetes
ca/er, 590.
Pelophilus
madagascariensis, 508.

Peracantha
truncata, 693.

Peragale
lagotis,

475.

Perameles, 476.
bougainvillei, 476, 773,

777.

— myosuros, 771, 777.
eremiana, 476.
gunni, 476.
nasuta, 476.
obesula, 475.

Pericallia
galactina., 486.

Periploma
indicum, 845.

Penia
isognomon, 806.
rostrata, 806.
Peronodoris, 1005.
Peroryctes, gen.
nov.,
476.
broadbenti, 476.
longicaudatus, 476.
ornatus, 476.
raffrayanus, 476.
Petricola, 833.
bipartita, 836.
gracilis, 836.
hempo'ichi, 784, 836.
pholadiformis, 836.
serraia, 836.

Petrogale
lateralis, 768,

INDEX.
Peti'oravzon,

971,

972,

Pliyllobrancliiis

975, 990.

orientalis,

Phacemastix
baridioides, 942.
pardalis, 911,941,958.
pmdtoni, 911, 942, 958.
trinotata, 911, 940.
Phacochoerus, 632.
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Platycopes
686,

688.
prasinus,

639, 686,
687.
rubicundus, 639, 687.
viridis, 688.

Piazomias

Phalangista
xanthopus, 475.

palliatus, 919.

Phasf!oga,le

p>ratensis, 911, 919.

ftavipes, 477.
lewcogastra,

—

771.
ingrmni,
543.

deceptor, 911, 918.

mWcoto', 911, 918,919.
477,

Pieris
brassicce,

537,

macdoniiellensis,

— siUcimensis, 480.

540,

ranidia
480.

541.

480.
melete ajaka, 480.

(Apobia)

bicolor, 806.

colchicus, 635.

Phauda

(Atrina) nigra, 806.
) vexilhim, 806.

flammaiis, 493.

Phelsuma

(

Phidiana
imilineata, 685, 691.

Philopator
basiriiacida, 493.

Phlegmodoris, 657.

abramus, 471.
470.
— fuscatus,
780.
/^w^/?;

natms, 780.
regtdus, 470, 471, 764.
tasmaniensis, 470, 471,
764.
Pityophis, 523.
bellona, 524.
catenifer, 524.
melanoleucus, 524.

mephitica, 660.

Placenta

Phlyctrenodes
rhabdalis, 495.

494.
xiUhusalis, 494, 498.

sticticalis,

Pholas
786.
orientalis, 786.
baJceri,

845.
dactylus,

orbicularis, 793.

Placida, 686.
tardyi, 686.

Placobrancbus, 688.
Planaria
brachycephala, 779.

neumanni, 779.

baJceri,

(Dactylina)
845.
)

orientalis, 845.

Pliolidauges
leucoqaster, 760.

tanganyikcB, 777, 778,
779.
venusta, 779.
Planocera, 718.
graffii, 706.

Platy copes

Phyllidia
673.
rosans, 674.
varicosa, 673, 674.
zeyla.nica,
673, 674,
coelestis,

'690.

Phylliroe, 674.

Phyllium
sp.,

—

Pipistrellus, 853.

madagascaricnsis, 618.
Phestella, 686.
Phialodoris, 656, 657,
670.
podotrla, 657.

—

dubernardi

cJmmbiensis, 480.

Pinna

Phasianus

(

palcBarctica,

Icoslovi,

mimitissima, 541, 542.
penicillata, 771.

(Barnea)

480.

541,

mimulus, 540.

533.

Pbyllobranchus, 1000.
borqninii, 688.

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1906,

alfredensis, 915, 917.

alternans, 917.
argyrellus, 917.
gonopterus, 917.
gravidiis, 916, 917.
p)rasinattis, 917.
'pygm<Bn,s, 917.
spiatlmlatus, 916.
squalidus, 917.
tuberculatus, 916, 917.

No.

iurgidus, 917.
virens, 917.

LXIX.

Platydoris, 645, 654.
f/r^o, 645, 656.
arrogans, 1003.
cruenta, 1003.
e/^io;'2, 639, 647, 1000,
1003.
flamimdata, 645, 647,
1003.
formosa, 636, 646,691,
1000, 1002.
papillata,
636, 639,
648.
ijzcte, 1003.
sanguinea, 645, 646.
scahra, 646.
spinulosa, 646.
wriate, 645, 647, 1000,
1003.
townsendi, 651.
variegata, 649.

Platy mops

macmdlani, 541.
Platyurus, 499.
col'ubrinus, 520.
Platyzygfena
molleri, 493.
Plecotiis

auritus, 850.

Pleuracanthus, 722.
Pleuroleura, 676, 677,
678.
ff^'ja, 678.
pallida, 678.
7j/ci;e;f«, 677, 678.
suliiensis, 678.
walteri, 678.
Pleurophyllidia, 676 678.
californica, 679.
ceylanica, 679.
compta, 677.
cygnea-, 678, 679.
foronosa, 678, 679, 685,
690.
lugubris, 677.
marmoraia, 677.
natalensis, 678, 679.
pallida, 677.
rose«, 677.
stenidia, 677.
tcBniolata, 678, 679.
undulata, 678.
Pleurophyllidiella, 676,
677.
,

horatii,

Q'J'J.

Pieuroplax, 723.

Pleurotoma
baynhami, 784,
catena, 784.
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Pleurotonia

Proterusuchus. 594,

recchi, 784.

navarchus, 848.
poiUoensis, 784.
variabilis, 7?'4.

Plenroxus
unciiiatus, 693.

Plicatula
dejpressa, 811.

permda, 811.
ramosa, 812.
Pliotrema, 72.", 748.
Plocamopbenis, 070.
Phitella, 496.
a/inulaieUa, 497.

497.
viatica, 496.
Poecilodus, 723.
J'oecilotheria, 903.
Pceocepbalus
f-enileUa,

rohustiis, 759.

lV)lyaiilax

castaneipeiiuis, dnij.

Polycera, 667, 670.

Polygon ia

Polyphemus

Occident a I is.

469,
770.
Pseudotriacis, 723, 737,
742.
microdots 745.
PtPi-ia, 802, 803.
Pterocliilue, 686.
viridis, 686.
Ptei-odoris, 641.

Pterogastron
Ptfii'oplatea, 724.

Ptychodus, 724, 756.

pediculus, 693.

Piitorius

Pongo, 465.

itasi,

Porcellio

861.

861.
Pyctodua, 724.
Pygopiis
lepidopus, 899, 900.
sibiricus, 858,

703.

Potamocboerus
choeropotamiis, 632.

—

Pseudochirus

ornat'um. 688.

c-alb'um tihefana, 484.

scabei-,

i>96,

600.
Protoptenis, 898, 1033.
Psannnobatis, 724, 755,
756.
Psammobia, 786, 823,
841.
elcgans, 784.
occidens, 784.
Psecadia, 496.
liocJcingella, 496.
Psephodus. 723.
Pseudoceros. 706.

dcemonis, 632.

jolinstoni, 632.

Pyrameis
cardui, 484.

larvatus, 632.
porcus, 632.

iiidica,

484.

Pythina

723, 733,
737, 740. 746. 747,
749, 750, 757.
Pristis, 724, 733, 751,
754, 755.
Pristiurus. 723, 730, 736,
737, 742, 743. 745.
Pri.'sfciopboi'us,

Procavia
591.
capensis, 591. 782.
Procolopbon, 592, 594,
596, 599.
trigoniceps, 600.
Proctonotus, 687.
brticei,

jiniila,

—

816.

peciiiiaris, 816.

Pytbon, 499, 500, 514.
515, 516, 517, 518,
531.
onolurus,
511,
512,
515, 517, 531.
reqius, 504, 512, 514,
'515, 517, 531.
seh(B,
504, 511, 513,

515,517,527,531.
spilotes, 515,

518.

59L

ruddi, 779. 782.
Propristis, 724.

Prostbecerteus
rubrcqjuncfatiis, 714.

Prosthiostomiun
714.
dohrnii, 714.
liphuHvtdus, 7(.)6, 714.
sp.,

1011.
1016,
1013,
1017,
1019,
1018,
1020,
1021,
1022.
1023.
1026,
1025,
1027, 1028, 1029.
claniata, 1008, 1009,
1010,
1015,
1016,
1020.
1018,
1019,
1022,
1023,
1021,
1026,
1027,
1025,
1028, 1029.
cscHhnta, 1008, 1016.
1020.
1018,
1019,
1024,
1026,
1027,
102S.
hr.vad act Ilia,
1008,
"
1013.
1009,
1010,
1019.
1016,
1018,
1020,
1022,
1021,
1023,
1024,
1025,
1026,
1027,
1028,
1029.
si/lvatica, 1008.
icmporaria, 884, 901,
1011.
1008,
1010,
1012,
1014,
1015,
1018,
1016,
1017,
1019,
1020,
1022,
1023,
1024,
1027.
1028,
1030,
1031,
1032.
tiqrina,
1008,
1009.
1010,
1015.
1013,
1016,
1018,
1019,
1020,
1022,
1023,
1026, 1028, 1029.
Kiipbicei'us

iievmcmni, 585.

—

capricornis, 584.
s/mtpei, 576, 583, 584.
colonicus, 583.

—

Ivcgalecus, 544-556.
urgenteiis, 544, 555.

544, 546. 547,
548, 549, 550', 651,
552, 553, 554, 555.
griUii, 544.
liucificiis, 544, 555.
I>ar'keri, 544, 645, 546,
547, 548, 550, 551,
553, 555.
lihina, 724.
Elnnobatus,
724,
7'>9,
751, 754, 755, 756.
i/i'esne;

.

Pronolagus
erasaicaiulatuf,

Eiina, 900.
catcsbiana. 1008, 1009,

Raeta
abercrombiei,

784,

828.
bracheon, 828.
canaliculata, 828.
Eaia, 724, 755. 756.
987.
clavata, 734,
Kaju, 878.

Rhinoceros
tiicornis,

760.

llbiuoehiLutera, 724.
Rbiuodon. 723.
tgpicits.

745.

.
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Illjinolophus
augur, 780.
darlingi, 780.

Scintilla

ferrum-equitiwm, 850.
hipposiderus, 849, 858.
minutus, 849.
Rhinomys, 577.
Rhinoptera, 724.

—

Rliinoptilus

giottiferus, 920.

911,

920,

Rhynehoeyon
996.

rhriji^iijitjifits,

osseosa, 1005.

Sclerorhynclius, 724, 754,
755.
Scoteinus
^re^i, 472, 537.
Scotopliilus
uigriia, 577.

— dingani, 577.
— planirontris, 577.
diMtata, 851.

995.
petersi, 995.

Scyliorhinus,

atuMmanni, 995.

—

nudicaudata,
996.
Rliynchodu?, 724.

Rhvnchosaurus,

995,

598,

599.

Rliyparo-somus
93.3.

911,

933,

Rimula
cumingi, 848.
Rissoina
pachystoma, 784.
I'i'guemiana, 784.

723, 730.
735, 738, 745.
Scyllijea, 668, 674.
hicolor, 675.
draccsna, 675.
eleganiula, 675.
w.arnufrata, 675.
pelagica, 675.
viridis, Gib.
Scyllium, 730, 984.
canicula, 869, 878.
Scymnodon, 723.
iScymnorhinus, 723, 742,
749.

.Scyraniis
//cZ!?a,

Rcjstellaria

874, 882.

iSeiiiele

784.

cxirdifwmis, 824.
crenata, 824.

rurvirostris, 784.

delicatula, 789.

regidaris, 825.
Seniipeeten
forbesianuH, 785, 808.
Sepedoii
hmnachaies, 528, 529.
Septifer
hilocularm, 785, 799.
exciaus, 784, 799.

Saocostonins
rarrcpesitris,

Sciurus
ehcqjmani, 760.
Sclerodoris

Scotosia

ciriici,

r,-Krto,

niiela, 542.

halstoni, 472, 764.

Rliynchites
algoenms, 957.
RIiyncLiobatus, 724. 734,
753.

inmqnalis,
rnashumis,
958.

murina, 477, 772.

layardi, 818, 824,
pulchra, 818, 848.

(Peronodoris) tuhen-ulaia, 667.

a.fric^nus, 760.

Rliinosomphiis
mutabilis,
958.

Hiiiinthopsi.s

callipareja, 818.

590.

Saltatoi'

mwjnus, 759.
Saiiila

annuliqcra, 638, 685.
^-zco^w' 638, 685, 690.
parvnni, 907, 911.
vnjvillii, 906, 911.

iSiuiiu,

decussata, 784.
Jiieneri, 784.

iSirnocephalns
(jibhosuH,

Scapanorhvuchus,
744, 757.
mvstoni, 744.

72.:

693, 694.

'ohtusatus, 693, 694.
veitdus, 693.

Sminthopsis

Scapharca

Jiirtipeii.

794.

reg'mm, 784.
Solecurtus, 844, 855.
philippinamm, 855.
Sol en
ucinaces, 856, 857.
breuis, 844.
corneus, 844, 856.
(?«.s'/.s, 857.
philippiamis, 857.
doaiiii, 857.
drigilatus, 855.
vagina, 856.

Sulenocurtus
coarctatus, 844.
exaraius, 844.
Solenoir.ya, 786.
P'ltagonica, 793.
Soletellina
a^'rato,

842.

bkmfordi, 842.
di'pJios, 842.
viokwea, 842.
Sdiiiniosus, 723, 733, 739,

757.
iaicroccphulns, 87 1

So rex
annexus, 859, 860.
araneus, 860.
huxtoni, 859, 860.
wacropygmceun, 859,
860.
iidnutus, 859.
Spliairodoris, 666.
Spher.acanthus. 723.
Sphenodon. 592,
593,
598, 599, 600.
piuictafun, 600.

Sphenophorus
rMiiloMeipennis,

956,

957.

Sphyrna, 723, 746.
Spill ax
Mi^er, 869, 872,
Spirula, 783.

Spondylus

465.

vcUerusiig, 4(i7.

— fuliginoms, 467.

iScalaria

Solarium

acanthiaa, 878.

crysf,allina, 693.

Siliqua, 855.

Sai-cobotrylloicles

in<eqHit'ri(!p(r/.

Sida

psavimophilus, 543.
sialkeri, 543.

543.

ho'apiiifa, :A'2, 543.

fj.77/s, 786, 806,811.
gadarojms, 786, 811.
rjloriandus, 786, 811

848.
811.
rubicundus, 811.
Squaloraia, 724.
Squah!.s, 723, 737, 747,
748, 749, 750, 751.
'iiicobaricus,

—

—
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Squalus

Squatina, 723, 733, 734,
736, 737, 739, 746,
747, 748, 749, 751,
872.
angelus, 734.
Sfcandella

(Merope) cBgyptiaca,

—

capillacea, 828.

pelhocida, 828.
Staarodoris, 654, 666.
(

)

pust'ulata, 653.
Tusticata,
639,

652,
1000, 1005, 1006.
verrucosa, 1006.

Steatomys

Sus
leucomystax, 759.
722,
758.

Symmorium,

Sympiezorrhynchus, 924.
Sympterygia, 724, 756.
Syndestnya
opaiina, 825.

Synecliodus,
750.

linearis, 958.

Stereosternum, 596.
Stigmatotrachelus
quttiferios, 920.
Stiliger, 686.
viridis, 639, 686, 690.

589.
747,

incrustans, 908, 911.

Syntbocus

Sypna
punctosa, 491.

Syrnium

fusiformis, 784.

Strophosomus
911,

914.

Tacbyglossus

abyssicola, 787.

(Amygdala)

/«;;«.,

911, 914,

958.
Styela
corriigaia, 908.

partita, 904, 910.
Stylocbocestus, 711.

Stylochoplana
sargassicola, 707.

Sfcylocbus, 714.

—

)

(—

)

indica, 833.
o«co&s, 833.
(Hemitapes) co?-, 833.
(

—833.flammea radiata,
833.
— marmorata,833.
— pinguis,
833.
— radiata, 833.833.
— virgineus, 833.
—
(Parembola) corruqaia,

832.
831.
831, 832,

sericata,

(

)

ticaonica,

(

)

(

—
—

)

)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

riinularis,

—

)

deshaz/esi, 832.

(— )
(— )

obsolka, 832.
turgida, 832.
(Testrix) malabarica,

832.

822.

821.
(

(

832.

831,

rz«6TO,

)

822.
—
— unifasciata,822.822.
—
(Arcopagia) capsoides,

(

(

wzYe??*,

rubella, 822.

(

(

orientalis.

822.

)
)

(— )

(—
(—

(

784,

822.

)

(

neapolitanus, 707.

Sunetta
contempta,

jlorida.

832.

plumbeus, 914.

sulcatifrons,

obtusalis, 821.
pharaonis, 784, 819.
pygmcsa, 821.
tiCOTCM, 820, 821.

(—
(—

lineatus, 913.

strigifrons, 914.

murrayi, 818, 819.

Taonius

832.
recens, 833.

913.

metJioria, 784.
raicans, 784.

(Angulus) iridesccns,

binoiatus, 911, 913.
hrevicoUis, 915.

salisburiensis, 911, 912,

821.

malaccana, 821.

setosus, 477.
TEeniura, 757.

Tapes

958.

Tellidora
pellyana, 824.
Tellimya, 816.
Tellina, 786.
(?«7«te, 820.
kolabana, 784.

lechriogramma, 820,

—
—

heluchiensis, 784.

Taurotragns
ory.T, 463, 632.
Teius, 527.

Syn styela

acideatus, 477.
ineptus, 477, 772.

Stramia, 958.

Strombus

/«"a«.S

723,

nuchale, 849.
Systates
amplicollis, 922.
dentipes, 911, 921,
958.

Stenopbida

annidaris, 618.
Tarsipes
rostratus, 475. •
spensercB, 475, 770.
Tatera
brantsii, 582, 589.
miliaria salsa, 582,

prisviatica, 825.

nigropictus, 957.

pratensis, 583, 782.
Stegostoma, 723.
Stenometopon, 598.

effossa.

Tareutola
731,

Sagittarius, 957.

hocagei, 583.

acuticollis,

—

c/ifw/a, 824, 825, 848.

828.
)

(Texrrix) sulcosa, 832.
(— ) i;ea;^rj.r, 832.
(
) imdulata, 832.
Tarbophis, 527, 528, 530.
obtusus, 527.

meroe, 831.
j^jzc^'a, 831.
solandri, 832.

maximus, 87B.

—

Tapes

kiirachensis, 831.

acanthias, 738.
canicula, 876.
catulus, 876.

(

.

)

concentrica, 821.

)

habrot'ima, 821.

)

issfZz, 821.
821.
perplexa, 821.
savignyi, 821, 823.

) MM.t^,
)

— scohinata,
821
—
822.
— siamensis,
(Metis) angidaia, 823.
— lactmosa, 82y.
turgida, 823.
—
(Moera) aciinota, 819.
— lechriogramma,
819.
metlwria, 820.
— miracyllium,
C

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(—

)

848.

820,
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Tellina
(Moera) ohtusalis, 820.
-) pygmaa, 820.
-) rhomboides, 820.
-) rosamunda, 820,
848.
-) semen, 821.
(Peronsea) erythrceensis, 823.
) micans, 823.
(

—
(Tellinella)

asmena,

818, 848.
(
(

—
—

)
)

(_)

cruciata, 819.
dissimilis, 819.

injlaia, 819.

Tcolabana, 819.
pharaonis, 819.
-) rasteUum, 819.
) mgosa, 819.
(
) virgata, 819.
(
-) vulsella, 819.
(Tellinides) emarginata, 822.
— ) opalina, 822.
-) oya/is, 822.
— ) sinuata, 822.
— ) thymares, 822.
— ) truncat'tda, 822.
— ) vestalis, 823.
(Tellinula) claudia,
823, 848.
) exigiia, 823.
(
-) temds, 823.
Temera, 723.
-)

—
—
—

(

)

—

Tenagomysis
novce-zealandicB,

694,

702, 703, 704.

Terebra
fiiscocincia, 848.

nassoides, 784.
joe«y2, 784.

Tethys, 676.

Thalacomys, 475.
%oz;2S,469,475,769,770.
Thalassorhinus, 723.

Tbauinalea
picta, 761.

Theates
angustieoUis, 957.
cristatus, 957,

magus, 957.
Theropitbeeus
obscurus, 760.

Thimna, 669.
Tbordisa, 654.
carinata, 654, 655.
caudata, 638, ()54, 655,
657, 659, 660.
clandestina, 654, 655.
crosslandi, 639, 654,

655, 656.

Proc. Zool.

Tbordisa

Tricliosurus

dubia, 654, 655, 657.
hilaris, 654, 655.
ladislavii, 654, 655.
macuUgera, 638, 654,
655, 656, 657, 1000,
1006.
maculosa, 654.
onillegrana, 654.
pallida, 654, 655, 657.
stellata, 654, 656.
i'm^is, 651, 655.
t;2Wosa, 638, 654, 655,
1000, 1006.
Tbracia, 787.
adenensis, 784, 845.
salsettensis, 845.
Tburidilla, 688, 690.
Tbylacis, 476.
Thylacomys, 475.
Tbylax, 476.

Tbysauozoon
brocchii, 713.

Timandra
correspondens, 492.

Timola, 948.
Tivela
po7iderosa,

784,

786,

828.
trigonella, 829.

Torpedo, 723, 730, 753,
755, 967.
Tortrix, 498.
sp., 498.

argentana, 498.
plumbeana, 498.
Tracbypterus, 547.
Traiinfelsia, 718.
elongata, 714, 715, 719.
Trevelyana, 667, 668.
aZ6a, 668.
bicolor, 668.
ceylonica,
667,
638,
668, 669, 1000, 1007.
citrina, 668.
coccinea, 668.
concijina, 668.
crocea., 668.
defensa, 668.
inornata, 668.
picto, 668, 670.
plebeia, 668.
rubra, 668.
nibromaculata, 638,
668, 669.
rubro'papulosa, 668.
Triads, 723.
Triteiiodon, 723, 746.
Tricbanarta, 487Trichoclea
albicolon. 490.

Soc— 1906,
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vulpecida, 475, 770.

—

arnhemensis, 540.
Tricbotropis
pulclierrima, 848.
Tridacbia, 688.
crispata, 688.

Tridacna
crocea, 840.

Tringa
cunutus, 901.
Triopa, 668.
Trippa, 657.
afinis, 657.
anceps, 658.
areolata, 657, 660,
1000, 1006.
hispida, 657, 658.
leoparda, 657, 660,
1007.
^z<;feofe, 638, 655, 657,
658, 690.
onephitica, 657, 1000,
1006.
raonsonl, 639, 657, 660,
690, 1007.
ornata, 639, 657, 658.
sponqiosa, 657, 660,
69a, 1006.
i'r2Si;2s, 1006.
(Doris) areolata, 660.
Tristycbius, 723.
Tritonia, 678.

Trocbilium
lasicera, 495, 498.

Trocbus
fitltoni, 806.

Tropidonotus, 505.
natrlx, 499.

Trygonorhina, 724, 755.

Trypanosoma
balbianii, 901.

Tnrritella

macidata, 784.
Tylonycteris
pachypus, 541.

Ungalia, 529, 530.

Urogymnus, 724.
Urolophus, 724.
Ursus
japonicus, 759.
malayamis. 997, 999.
wWi, 998, 999.
torquatus, 997, 999.

—

Vanessa
kashmirensis, 483.
ladakensis, 483.

70
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Vanessa

Veuerupis

urtica, 483.
ckinensis, 483.
riff ana, 483.

—
—

Vanikoro

Xiphocaris

obesa, 836.
jntlcherrima, 836.

Venus

jiuviatilis, 703.

Xiphotrygon, 724, 756.
Xystrodus, 723.

marica, 785.

Venusia

cancellata, 784.

Varanus, 507, 601, 603,
604, 605, 606, 607,
609, 610-619.
arenarius, 603, 610,
612.
hcngalensis, 616, 617.
exanthetnaticus, 612,
614, 615, 616, 617,
618.
gouldi, 617.
griseus, 603, 610, 613,
614, 615, 616, 617,
618.
M&ificMs, 611, 612, 614,
615, 616, 617, 618.
ocellatus, 616, 617.

Yenerupis
macrophylla, 836.
monstrosa, 836.

cotiisaria, 492.
Verticordia
sp., 846.
deshayesiana, 846.
muUicostata, 846.
Vespertilio

capensis, 780.
pumilis, 470, 764.
tamnaniensis, 470.

Vesperugo

Yoldia, 786.
cZa?-a, 792.
lepidula, 792.
nicobarica, 792.
serotina, 792.
tenella, 792.
tropica, 792.

Zamenis

470.
scotinus, 576.

gemonensis, 505.

/«-e#?;M",

Vola
doroihecB, 786.

Xenacanthus, 722.
Xiphocaris
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CHALMEES MITCHELL,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Secreta7'y.

3 Hanover Square, London, W.,
April, 1907.

MEETINGS
OP THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
roR

SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS.
(AT

3

HAWOVEK SQUARE, W.)

LIST OF

THE PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The

scientific publications of the Zoological Society of London
are of two kinds
"Proceedings/^ published in an octavo
form, and " Transactions," in quarto.
According to the present arrangements, the '' Proceedings''
contain not only notices oi: all business transacted at the scientific

—

meetings, but also

all

the papers read at such meetings

and recommended to be published in the '^ Proceedings'^ by
the Committee of Publication.
A large number of coloured
plates and engravings are issued in the volumes of the
" Proceedings/'' to illustrate the new or otherwise remark-

Amongst such
able species of animals described in them.
new or rare species acquired in a
living state for the Society's Gardens are often given.
The "Proceedings" for each year are issued in four parts,
on the first of the months of June, August, October, and
April, the part published in April completing the volume
for the last half of the preceding year.
From January 1901
they have been issued as two half-yearly volumes.
The " Transactions " contain ^uch of the more important
communications made to the scientific meetings of the Society

illustrations, figures of the

on account of the nature of the plates required to illustrate
them, are better adapted for publication in the quarto form.
as,

They are issued

at irregular intervals.

Fellows and Corresponding Members, upon payment of
a Subscription of One Guinea before the day of the Anniversary Meeting in each year, are entitled to receive the
They are likewise
Society's Publications for the year.
entitled to purchase the Publications of the Society at 25 per
cent, less than the price charged for them to the Public.
further reduction of 25 per cent, is made upon purchases of
Publications issued prior to 1881, if they exceed the value of
five pounds.
Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to the
Annual Volume of the Zoological Record for a sum of 30.9.
(which includes cost of delivery), payable on the 1st July
in each year ; but this privilege is forfeited unless the
subscription be paid before the 1st of December following.
The following is a complete list of the publications of the

A

Society already issued.
{^April, 1907.]

,

TRANSACTIONS^ OF THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
4<to.

Vol.

I.,

II.,

.

III.,

"
"

IV
v'
Vl"

;;

vVi:;

„

vm.,

„

^-j

16 vols, and Index.

contaiuing 59 Plates.
71
„

63
77
67
92
73
82
99
95

Index, Vols. I.-X.
Vol.

XL,

„

XII.,

cont£ ning 97 Plates

„ XIIL,
„
„
„
,,

XIV,
XV.,
XVI.,
XVII., Pt.

„XVII., „
„XVII., „
„XVII., „
„XVII., „
„XVII., „

1

2
3

4
5
6

.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS OF THE
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 8vo. 40 vols, and 4 Indices.

PROCEEDINGS of the GENERAL MEETINGS for SCIENTIFIC
BUSINESS OF THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
8vo. 11 vols.
Price to
Fellows.

„

1
11

„

1

„
„
„
„

II

1901, vol.

„
1902,
1903,

1

II
I
„ II
„
1
1905, „
„ II
„
1906, 2 vols

1904,

LISTS OF

,

Price to the
Public,

18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
18s
36s

THE ANIMALS IN THE SOCIETY'S GARDENS.

List of the Yertebrated Animals now or lately Living in the Gardens
(Eighth Edition.) 8vo.
of the Zoological Society of London.
Cloth, 4.9. 6d.
1883.

List of the Yertebrated Animals now or lately Living in the Gardens
(Ninth Edition.) 8vo.
of the Zoological Society of London.
Cloth, 6s. ; Paper, 5s.
1896.

Catalogue of the Library of the Zoological Society of London.
Cloth, 6s.
Paper, 5s.
8vo.
1902.
(Fifth Edition.)
:

These publications may he obtained at the Society's Office
(3 Hanover Sqvare, W.), at Ilessrs. Longmans' {Paternoster Row,
E.G.), or through any bookseller.

24s.

24s.
24s.
24s.
24s.
24s.

24s.
24s.

24s.
24s.

48s.

THE ZOOLOGICAL RECORD.
^^HE

object of the Zoological

Record

annual Volume, complete
relating to Zoology in

its

all

lists

is

to give,

of the AYoiks

by means of an
and Publications

branches that have appeared during

the year preceding the issue of the Volume, together with full

information as to the points they deal with, arranged in such a

manner

an Index

Zoology in

all

parts of the globe, and thus to form a repertory that will retain

its

as to serve as

to the literature of

value for the Student in future years.

The Zoological Record is published by the Society at the price
But all Members of the Zoological Society of
London have the privilege of receiving it, including the cost of
'

'

of 40s. per volume.

deliver)',

at a subscription price of 30s. per

scription

is

due on the 1st

of Subscription

December

1st of

The
the

is

forfeited unless the

This Sub-

amount be paid before the

Zoological Society, having purchased the entire stock of
is

able

Volumes to tbe end
Index-Volume (1880-1900) in

thirty-seven

net (or

annum.

July in every year, and the privilege

following.

Zoological Record,'

'

of

ivitliout

to

supply complete

and the

addition, will be supplied for

last five

£15

Volumes of

the Index-Volume, for <£14 10s. net).

any single year (exclusive of the

The

sets.

of the nineteenth century,

volumes and Vols, 4 and 6)

can likewise be supplied at 10s. per volume net.

The
is

price of the

20s., to

Index Zoologicus (Index- Volume 1880-1900)

Fellows 18*.

Members

of the Society

wishing

to subscribe to the

are requested to apply at this office for a

when

filled

up and signed by the subscriber.

Form,

supplied to those

when

filled

registration

who

prefer that

mode

of

payment.

Record

'

be returned

to

In order

the payment of the subscription, a Banker's Order

'

to facilitate

Form

is

also

This order,

up and signed, should be sent to the Society's office
it will then be sent to the Agents named therein.

for

;

Learned Societies and Institutions and members of the former
Zoological Record Association are permitted to subscribe to the
'

Record

'

on the same conditions as are accorded to Members of

the Zoological Society.

The
Vol. 39,

divisions

commencing with
shown on the next page.

of the 'Zoological Record,'

may be obtained

separately as

—

.

SEPAEATE DIVISIONS OF THE ZOOLOGICAL RECOIID.
At present each Yolume

of the Zoological IIecord consists of

20 separately paged Divisions. These may be obtained separately,
in paper covers, stitched and lettered.

The following are the Divisions and

their net prices, viz.
s.

I.

II.

:

—

General Subjects

2

6

Mammalia

2

6

HI. Avcs
lY.

6

lleptilia

and Batraehia

V. Pisces

6

1

10

IX. Bryozoa

2

X. Crustacea
Arachnida

XL

6

2

XII. Myriopoda

,

.

16

.

12

XIII. Insecta

XIV. Echiiioderma

3

XV. Vermes

6

3

XVI. C'oelenterata
XVII. Spongite
XVIII. Protozoa

On

6

2

4

VII. iloilusca
VIII. Brachiopoda

nev^^

2

10

TI. Tuiiicata

Index of

d.

2

List of abbreviations of journals, etc

Special Records, viz.

:

1

6

2
2

names of genera and subgenera

.

.

2

receipt of the price any Division will be forv^arded as soon

as ready.

These separate Divisions can be obtained from the Zoological
3 Hanover Square, London, and also from Messrs. Fried-

Society,

& Sohn, 11 Carlstrasse, Berlin. Cheques and Post-Office
Orders should be made payable to " The Zoological Society," and
crossed " Drummond's."

lander

P.

CHALMERS MITCHELL,

M.A., D.Sc, F.B.S.,

Secretari/.
April, 1907.

Zoological Society of London,
3 Hanovkr Squaue, W.

LIST OE

VOLUMES

The

oe the

llecord of Zoological Literature,

and 1868, Vol.

v.

IV.,

1864-1866,

Vols, i.-iii.,

Edited by Albert C. L. G. Gunther, M.A.,
Price 10*. each Volume.

M.D., Ph.D., E.Z.S., &c.
Vol.

'ZOOLOGICAL EECOED.'

Net.

(1867,

supplied with sets onlj-.)

The Hecord of Zoological Literature, 1869, Vol. vi. Edited by
Albert C. L. G. Gunther, M.A., ll.D., Ph.D., E.ll.S., F.Z.S., &c.
London, 1870.

Price 30s.

The Zoological Record for 1870-1872, Vols, vii.-ix. Edited
by Alfred Newton, M.A., F.ll.S., F.L.S., V.P.Z.S., &c. Price lOs.
each Volume. Net.

The Zoological Record

Edward Caldwell Rye,

for

The Zoological Record
by F. Jeffrey Bell, M.A.

for

1

Price

10s.

The Zoological Record
Volume.

for

1891-1900, Vols, xxviii.-xxxvii.
Price 10s. each

Net.

The Zoological Record, Volume the Thirty-eighth
Records of Zoological Literature relating chiefly
J.

each

Net.

Edited by D. Sharp, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., &c.

Ry

Edited

Net.

1886-1890, Vols, xxiii.-xxvir.

for

Edited by Frank E, Reddard, M.A., F.Z.S.

Volume.

Volume. Net.

884, 1885, Vols, xxi., xxii.

Price 10s. each Volume.

The Zoological Record

Edited by

1873-1883, Vols, s.-xx.

F.Z.S., M.E.S. Price 10s. each

to the

;

being

year 1901,

A. Thomson, R. Lydekker, R. Rowdier Sharpe, G. A. Boulenger,

Alice L. Embleton, E. R. Sykes, E. A. Smith,

S.

Brown, D. Sharp, F. A. Bather, and E. A. Minchin.

Pace, Albert

Edited (for

the Zoological Society of London) by David Sharp, M.A., F.R.S.
F.Z.S., &c.

The

London, 1902.

Zoological Record,

Price 30s.

Volume the Thirty-ninth

of Zoological Literature relating

chiefly

to

;

being Records

the year 1902.

By

D. Sharp, R. Lydekker, R. Rowdier Sharpe, G. A.. Boulenger, W. T.
Caiman, E. R. Sykes, E. A. Smith, Alice L. Embleton, F. A. Bather,
E. A. Minchin, and H. M. Woodcock.
Society of

Edited (for the Zoological

London) by David Sharp, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., &c,

Loudon, 1903.

Price 30s.

The Zoological Record, Volume the Fortieth

being llecords of

;

Zoological Literature relating chiefly to the year 1903.

By D.

Sharp, R, Lydekker, R. Eowdler Sharpe, G. A. Boulenger,

W.

1\

Caiman, E, R. Sykes, E. A. Smith, Alice L. Embleton, E. A. Bather,
E. A. Minchin, and H. M. Woodcock. Edited (for the Zoological
Society of London)

London, 1904.

The

by Layid Sharp, M.A., E.R.S., F.Z.S., &c.

Price 30*.

Volume the

Zoological Record,

Forty-first

;

being Records

of Zoological Literature relating chiefly to the year 1904.

By D.

Sharp, R. Lydekker, R. Bowdler Sharpe, G. A. Boulenger,

W.

Caiman, E. R. Sykes, E. A. Smith, Alice L. Embleton, F.
E. Simon, F. A. Bather,

T.

Silvestri,

W. Woodland, and H. M. Woodcock.

Edited (for the Zoological Society of London) by David Sharp,

M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., &c.

The

London, 1905.

Volume

Record,

Zoological

Price 40s.

the

Forty-second

;

being

Records of Zoological Literatiire relating chiefly to the year 1905.

By
W.

D. Sharp, R. Lydekker, R. Bowdler Sharpe, Igerna B.
T.

Caiman, E. R.

F. Silvestri, A.

S.

Sykes, E.

A.

Hirst, Margaret Grant, Cora B. Sanders, E. A.

Minchin, and H. M. Woodcock.

Edited (for the Zoological Society

of London) by David Sharp, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., &c.

1906.

J. Sollas,

Helen P. Kemp,

Smith,

London,

Price 40s.

Lidex Zoologicus.

An

alphabetical

list

of

names

of genera

and subgenera proposed for use in Zoology, as recorded in the
Zoological Recoi'd, 1880-1900; together with other names not
included in the
piled

'

N omenclator

Waterhouse and
Record.

Zoologicus

'

of S.

H. Scudder.

the Zoological Society of London) by Charles

(for

edited by

London, 1902,

David Sharp, Editor
Price to

Fellows,

Com-

Owen

of the Zoological

18s.

;

price to

public, 20s.

Ihi'Sc publicaiions

may

(o

he ohtained at the Society's

Hanover Square, W.).

Office

the

—

—
No. 31.

ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON;"
May
Dr.

HsxRY Woodward,

1st, 1906.

F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the mouth of March
1906, which stated that they were 124 in number.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., exhibited the skin of a remarkable new Duiker from Nyasaland, which had been presented
to the British Museum by Mr. S. W. Frank.
It was (by Mr. Frank's request) named as follows
:

Cephalophus walkeri,

sp. n.

medium.

General ground-colour dark greyish brown,
darkening almost to black on the back. Under surface scarcely
lighter.
Whole of foi'ehead deep glossy black, connected by a
narrow dark line down the nape with the black of the back.
Cheeks and chin pale fawn. Limbs dai-k throughout.
Hah. Tuchela River, S. Nyasa.
Type. B.M. No. 6.4.21.1.
Size

The Hon. Walter Rothschild, M.P., F.Z.S., read a short
paper entitled " Further Notes on Anthropoid Apes," and exhibited five mounted specimens, one skeleton, six skulls, and a
photograph of the following races
Gorilla gorilla dark-headed
race, G. gorilla red-headed race, G. gorilla matschiei, G. gorilla
cliehli, Simia vellerosus, and S. vellerosus ftdiginosus.
:

Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., read a paper on Mammals
Mr. W. E. Balston.

collected in South-west Australia for

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the Proceedings
but it may be obtained on the day of publication
at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
'

'

;

Mr. Balston had been good enough to defray the expenses of a
Mr. G. 0. Shortridge, for the exploration of Southwest Australia, in the interests of the National Museum, and
the present paper gave an account of the Mammals thus obtained.
Tlairty-two species and subspecies were enumerated, of which
the following were described as new :—
collector,

SCOTEINUS BALSTONI,

Sp. n.

but the fur bicolor,
Allied to ^S'. greyi
pale brown terminally.
;

smoky brown

basally,

Forearm 36 mm.
Hah. Laverton, West Australia.
Type. Female. Original number 170.

Tachyglossus aculeatus ineptus, subsp.

Yery

spinous, the

n.

Snout unusually

spines with dark tips.

short, the rostral index 77-80.
Greatest length of typical skull
47-8 rostrum 43-5.

104

mm.

;

greatest breadth

;

Hah. Parker's Range, Southern Cross.
Type. Male.

number

Original

123.

A series of papers was read on the Lepidoptera collected in
South Tibet by the olhcers during the recent expedition to that
country under Col. Sir Frank Younghusband. Mr. H. J. Elwes,
F.E..S., gave an account of the Butterflies contained in the
collection, which comprised 33 species and varieties, four of which
were described as new. The Moths, exclusiA^e of the 2'ineidce,
liad been wTorked out by Sir George Hampsox, Bt., who
e \umerated the 63 species of which specimens were obtained.
O: these, examples of 36 species were taken at moderate
elavations in Sikhim, and belonged to the Indian fauna, two
27 species belonged to the Palteaictic
being described as new
fauna, of which 9 were widespread and 18 Tibetan; 10 of these
were described as new. An account of the Tineidce was supplied
by Mr. J. Hartley Durrant they were referred to 4 species,
;

:

two

of

which were new.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., read a paper entitled " Contributions to the Knowledge of the Yascular and Respiratory
Systems in the Ophidia and to the Anatomy of the Genei-a Boa
and Goralhhsr

—

—

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will
be held on Tuesday, the 15th May, 1906, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made
:

—

Halbert. Zoological Results of the Third
1. Mr. J. IST.
Tanganyika Expedition conducted by Mr. W. A. Cunnington,
1904-05. Report on the Hydrachnido}.
On Mammals from ISTorthern
2. Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S.
Australia presented to the National Museum by Sir William
Ingram and the Hon. John Forrest.

—

3. Prof. W. B. Benham, D.Sc, and Mr. W. J. Dunbar.— On
the Skull of a young Specimen of the Ribbon Fish {Begcdecios).

The following Paper has been received
Dr. VON LiNSTOW.

:

— Gordiiden aus Korea.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings
Zoological Society of London should be addi-essed to
P.
3

CHALMERS MITCHELL,

Hanover Square, London, W.
Sth May, 1906.

of the

Secretary.

No. 3S.

ABSTRACT OF THE PHOCEEDmGS
OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON*
May

15tli,

1908.

Dr. J. Rose Bradford, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of April
1906, which stated that they were 171 in number.

Mr. F. E. Bbddard, F.R.S., exhibited a nearly full-time fostus
Lemur rufifrons, and called attention to the carpal vibrissa?,
which were extremely conspicuous, though the rest of the ventral
surface of the arm was devoid of hair.
of

Mr. Beddard also exhibited, on behalf of Dr. C. G. Seligmann,
a cock of mixed breed which had been caponised for commeicial
purposes whilst young. The bird, which had been under observation for over a year, at no time showed any evidence of sexual
attraction for or towards either sex.
On dissection, there was no
trace of testicular tissue.
The head was hen-like, but the bird
possessed well-marked and rather stout but short spurs, whilst
the tail, which contained sickle-feathers, was " over-furnished."

Mr. R.

PocoCK, F.Z.S., Superintendent of the Gardens,
made remarks upon a specimen of a Leaf-insect
{Pliylliiivh) fi-om the Seychelles, which had been brought to the
Gardens by Mr. E. G. B.' Meade- Waldo, F.Z.S.
I.

exhibited and

Mr. Henry Munt, F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Bussell,
a skin of the Spotted-necked Otter {Lutra macidicollis) obtained

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refei-s. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
but it may be obtained on the day of publication
along with the Proceedings
at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
'

'

;

—
6

The skull and carcase had been
Uganda.
extracted through the mouth, thus leaving the skin intact.

at Fort Johnston,

A

communication from Mr. J. N. Halbeet contained descriptwo species of Water- Mites {Hydrachnidce) collected
by Mr. W. A. Cunnington in Lake Nyasa during the Third
Tanganyika Expedition 1904-05.
tions of the

Mr. Olofield Thomas, F.R.S., read a paper on a collection of
Stalker in the Northern Territory
of South Australia, and presented to the National Museum by
The
Sir William Ingram, Bart., and the Hon. John Forrest.
collection included 16 species, of which the two following were of

Mammals made by Mr. W.

special interest

MUS

:

FORRESTI, Sp. n.

Colour drab-grey above, white below. Teeth
Size medium.
with their laminse peculiarly twisted, the first molars with lai-ge
lingular ledges.
Head and'body 104 mm. tail 72 hind foot 19.
;

;

Type. B.M. No. 6.3.9.39.

Phascogale ingrami,

sp. n.

Size minute; the teeth and feet smaller than in any
Australian Marsupial. Head peculiarly flattened.

Head and body 80 mm.

;

tail

60

;

hind foot

known

10.

Type. B.M. No. 6.3.9.77.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., communicated a paper by Prof.
B. Bei^ham and Mr. W. J. Dunbar dealing with the skull of
a young Ribbon-Fish [Regalecus).

W.

communication from Dr. von Linstow contained descriptions
two species one of them new— of Hair- Worms of the family
The specimens had been obtained in Korea by
Gordiidce.
Mr. Malcolm Anderson, who was making collections of the fauna

A

—

of

of Eastern Asia for the

Duke

of Bedford.

A

communication from Mr. G. A. Boulenger contained denew Lizard, a new Snake, and a new Toad collected
in Uganda by Mr. E. Degen, F.Z.S.

scriptions of a

Mr. R.
of certain

PococK read a paper on the gestation and parturition
Monkeys that had bred in the Society's Menagerie in

I.

the spring of the present year.

—

—

Tlie next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will
be held on Tuesday, the 29th May, 1906, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made
:

—

Oldpield Thomas and Harold Schwann. The
Y. List of Mammals obtained by Mr. Grant in IST.E. Transvaal.
1.

Messrs.

Rudd

Exploration of South Africa.

—

2. Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S.— On the Yascular System of
Heloderma, with Notes on that of the Monitors and Crocodiles.

The following papers have been received
1. Dr. R. Broom, C.M.Z.S.
saurian Reptile Hoivesia.

2.

— On

:

the South African Diapto-

Dr. G. Stewardsom Brady, F.R.S.
of the New Zealand Lakes.

— On the Entomostracan

Fauna

—

3. Dr. Charles Chilton.
Note on some Crustacea from the
Freshwater Lakes of New Zealand.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings
Zoological Society of London should be addressed to
P.
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CHALMERS MITCHELL,

Hanover Square, London, W.
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29th, 1906.

Frederick Gillett, Esq., Yice- President, in the Chair.

Mr. R. H. BuRNE, F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of Prof. Stewart,
some dissections prepared for the Museum of the Royal College of
Surgeons from material derived from the Society's Gardens. The
specimens included the head of a K.i-wi(Apteryx mantelli) in sagittal
section, showing the relatively large size of the olfactory parts of
the brain and the complexity of the olfactory chamber the head
of a Crowned Crane {Balearica regulorum), showing the dilatable
pharynx, which by its inflation when the bird crows causes a
sudden distension of the gular wattle, and apparently acts as a,
preparations of the cheek-pouches of a.
resonating- chamber
Spotted Cavy {Godogenys paca)
and the stomach of a foetal
;

;

;

Giraffe {Girafa camelopardalis

antiq'((,07'icm

(5

X

G.

c.

ioardi $

).

Mr. R. E. Holding exhibited,. and made remarks upon, the
and horns of a male, so-called " Wild " Irish Goat, also th e
skull of a Domestic Cat in which the posterior border of the orbit
was complete.
skull

Dr. L. W. Sambon exhibited a series of diagrams illustrating*
the transmission of diseases by Insects and Ticks.
Prof. Robert T. Jackson exhibited a photograph of the
Champley collection of eggs of the Great Auk taken before the
collection was dispersed, and made remaiks on specimens of the
He also exhibited a
bird that had lately come under his notice.
long-focus lens for museum work and dissections.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London^
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It wilt
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the Proceedings
but it may be obtained on the day of publication
'

'

at the

;

price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.

sum

of Six-

—

—
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The Secretary exliibited the skull of a Wild Boar that had
been dug up during building operations in James Street,

lately

Oxford Street,

W.

Mr. Harold Schwann, F.Z.S., read a paper prepared by
Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., and himself, on Mammals collected
by Mr. C. H. B. Grant in the Zoutpansberg district of the
Transvaal, and presented to the National Museum by Mr. C. D.
Eudd.
The collection had been obtained at two localities Klein
Letaba at 1000' altitude and Woodbush at 4500', and so gave a
good general idea of the fauna of the region. In all it consisted
of about 250 specimens belonging to 51 species and subspecies, of
which seA^eral were described as new. In addition, the old genus
Macroscelides was broken up into three, the new name ElephanTULUS being given to the group of which M. rupestris was the
type, and Nasilio to that typified by M. hrachyrhynchus.
Of the species the following was specially notewoi'thy

—

:

Helogale brunnula,

sp. n.

Allied to H. parvula, but. with the head paler than the body,
a suffusion of buffy in the general colour and with the limbs not
darkening terminally.
Hah. Klein Letaba.

Type. Male.

B.M.

5.12.9.22.

Eight specimens examined.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., read a paper entitled " On the
Vascular System of Heloderma, with Notes on that of the Monitors
and

Crocodiles."

Mr. Beddard also read a paper containing a description of the
external characters of an unborn foetus of a Giraffe {Girafa
camelopardcdis antiqiborum ^ X G. c. tvardi 2 )•
Dr. A. Smtth Woodward, F.R.S., communicated a paper by
Dr. Robert Broom, C.M.Z.S., on the South African Diaptosain-ian Reptile Hoiuesia.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business (closing
the Session 1905-06) will be held on Tuesday, the 19th June,
1906, at half-past Eight o'clock p.m., when the following communications will be made
:

1.

Sir

Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G.— The Nudibranchs

India and Ceylon.

of

South

11
2.

new
3.

The Hon. Walter Rothschild,

F.Z.S.

— Description

of

a

Species of Zebra.

Dr. G. Stewardso>^ Brady, F.R.S.
of the New Zealand Lakes.

— On the Entomostracan

Fauna

—

Note on some Crustacea from the
4. Dr. Charles Chilton.
Freshwater Lakes of New Zealand.
5.

Mr. C.

Tate

Regan,

F.Z.S.

—A

Classification

of

the

of

the

Selachian Fishes.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings
Zoological Society op London should be addressed to
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Sir

Edmund

G. Loder, Bart., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a Beport on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of May
1906.

Dr. W. T. Calman, F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of Dr. A. Duges,
C.M.Z.S., a specimen of the Crustacean Palcemon jamaicensis
Herbst, from the Atoyac River, Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Dr. Calman also exhibited a photograph of a Lobster with

abnormal

chelee.

Dr. C. G. Seligmann, F.Z.S., the Society's Pathologist, exhibited
of a Tiger that had died in
the Society's Menagerie.

and made remarks upon the heart

Dr. Seligmann also exhibited some feathers from the tail of a
cock Pheasant which were gradually assuming the pattern of the
feathers of the hen bird.

W.

Saville Kent, F.Z.S. exhibited a series of lanternfrom photographs in natural colours, illustrating the
Fish and associated fauna of the Polynesian Coral Reefs.

Mr.

,

slides, ta,ken

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the Proceedings' but it may be obtained on the day of publication
at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
'
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—
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Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G.,

F.Z.S., communicated a paper
the Niidibranchs of Southern India and Ceylon,
with Special Reference to the Collections and Drawings preserved
in the Hancock Museum at Newcastle-on-Tyne."
This paper was
an attempt to settle the synonymy of various Nudibranchiata
of the Indo-Pacific with the help of Kelaart's drawings and
the collections made by him and Walter Elliot, and now preserved
at Newcastle.
It also contained some new information as to the
anatomy of several species (particularly Plcdydoris formosa,
P. pcqnllata, Dorio2)silla miniata, Kalinga ornata, and several

Sir

entitled

"

On

Pleurophyllidiidfe).

Of the identifications suggested, the following were regarded as
more or less certain
(1) Rexahranchus rtiai-ginatus (Q. & G.) =
Doris gloriosa Kel. (2) Chromodoris diardii {Ke\.)—C. semperi
Bgh. (3) Casella maccarthyi {Ke\.) = C cincta Bgh. (4) Kentrodoris maculosa (Cuv.) = A''. anmdigera Bgh.; (5) Discodoris
concinna (A. & H.)=Z). concinniformis Bgh.; (6) Archidoris
violacea Bgh. = ^. africana Eliot
(7) Thordisa villosa A. & H. =

—

:

;

.

;

;

;

T. inactdigera Bgh.;

=

Trippa luteola (JLq\.) Thordisa ? cauc^frfffl Farian
(9) Trevelyana ceylonica Kel. = :7^. ruhromacvlata
Bgh.
digitata Ad. & Reeve = B. hancockana
(10) Bornella
Kel.; (11) Sa'mlahicolor(K.e\.) = S,anmdigeralig]i.; (12) Elysia
ccerulea
Kel.
U. lineolata Bgh.
(13) E. punctata Kel, =
E. nigropunctata (Pse.).
The following were regarded as probable, but not certain until
further specimens could be examined
(1) Cliromodoris fiddis
(K.e\.)=C.^flavimtdata Ugh.
(2) Hoplodoris desmoparypha Bgh.
= Platydoris papillata lEiliot (3) Asteronoius hemprichi Ehrenb.
= Doris exanthemata ^e\. (4) Thordisa crosslandi^Xiot, 1904 =
Diaidida? gigantea Bgh., 1905; (5) Doris intecta lLel. = Trippa
ornata Bgh.
(6) Doris leojjarda Kel. = Trippa monsoni Eliot;
(7) Doridopsis tuhercidosa (Q. & G.) var. = Doris carbioncidosa
Kel.
(8) Diphyllidia mMronorata ^e\. = LinguelUi cinerea Farran
(9) Phyllobranchus orientalis (Kel.) = P. prasimis and P. rubicundus Bgh.
In both these lists the first specific name had
(8)

;

;

=

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

priority,

if

established.

The following

references to genera were cei'tain or probable
C. amabilis (Kel.)
C. tennantana
(Kel.); Platydoris {\\ot Discodoris) ellioti (A. & H.)
Halgerda?
apictdata (A. &, H.)
Staurodoris ricsticafa (A. & H.)
Doriopsilla
miniata (A. & H.) ; Stiliger 1 viridis (Kel.).
:

Chromodoris gleniei (Kel.)

;

;

;

;

;

TheHon.WALTER Rothschild, M.P., F.Z.S., exhibited specimens
and described, a new species of Zebra, intermediate between
Equus zebra and E. burchelU, from N.E. Rhodesia, and a new Bushof,

buck from Portuguese East Africa.

Mr Rothschild also exhibited specimens of the Forest- Pigs,
Hylochcerus ineinertzhageni, Potamochoerus joh^istoni, and P.choeropoiamus dasmonis, and described certain distinctive features.

—

.
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A

paper was read from Dr. G. Stewardson Brady, F.E. S.,
O.M.Z.S., which contained an account of the Entomostraca taken
during a bathymetrical survey of the New Zealand Lakes, and a
comparison of this fauna with that of the English Lakes, which
appeared to present very similar physical conditions.

A

paper by Prof. Charles Chilton, F.L.S., dealing with the
higher Crustacea obtained during the same survey, was also read.

Mr. C. Tate Regan, B.A., F.Z.S,, read a
"

A

Classification of the Selachian Fishes."

paper entitled

The author

stated

that the Selachii were regarded as entitled to rank, at least, as a
well-marked subclass, and he divided them into two principal
groups, viz. Trematopnea and Chasmatopnea, the latter including
the single order Holocephali. The Trematopnea were arranged
as follows

:

Suborder.

Order.

Family.

Division.

PLEUROPTERYGII

SCJadoselachidcB.
(_ Vladodontida.

ACANTHODII
ICHTHYOTOMI

{SSS"'
rHEXAi^CHOiDEi.

\
1^

I

SubfaTnil3^

FleuracantUdce.
Chlamydoselacldd^.
J±exancinda.
'Odontaspididae.

Lavmida.

Galeoidei

OretolobidcB.
Scyliorhinidce.

-

-Pleueotremata.

Car char iidce.

C Cai'cliariinfe.

\ Sphyrninag.

f CocJiIiodontidiB.
Syhodoiitidce.

Is QUALOIDEI

C Hybodontinaj.
\ Palajospinacinas.

Cestraciontidee.

EUSELACHII

SqualidcB.

C

Squalinag.

X Pristiophoriiife.
SquatinidcB.

Naecobatoidei.

NarcohatidcB.

^Htpoteemata.

RhinohatidcB.

]
I

Batoidei

<

-D

,

f Rhiuobatinse.

\ Pristinse.

{JDasyhatidcB.

A

paper by Mr. F. F. Laidlaw gave an account of the Polyclad
Turbellaria from the Cape Verde Islands collected by Mr. C.
The collection showed that, on the whole, the
Orossland, F.Z.S.
fauna of this region of the Atlantic agreed closely with that of the
Mediterranean so far as the Polyclads were concerned. The most
interesting of the 16 or 17 species represented in the collection
were, perhaps, a species of Anonymus (of which several specimens
were taken) and Traunfelsia elongata, gen. et sp. nov. The latter
was an elongated form remarkable for the possession of marginal
tentacles, which were not usually associated with a long narrow
unique feature in this genus was the presence
body in this class.

A

16

a pair of alveolar glands, each with a long duct opening on either
antrum masculinum. The genus was referred to the
Diposthiidce of Wood worth.

of

side of

Messrs. E. G. B. Meade- Waldo, F.Z.S., and Michael J. Nicoll
gave an account of a large unknown marine animal they had
observed off the coast of Brazil during their cruise in the Earl of
Crawford's yacht the Yalhalla.'
'

This Meeting closes the Session 1905-06.
(1906-07) will commence in November next.

The next Session
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Howard Saunders,

13tli, 1908.

Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a Report on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of June,
July, August,

and September, 1906.

Mr. A. DiCKSEE exhibited a living specimen of the Golden
Pheasant {^Thatimcdea picta) in abnormal plumage.
Mr. H. C. Beck, F.Z.S., exhibited a skull of the Capybara
{Hydrochoerus capyharcC) showing an elongation of the first premolar in the lower jaw.
Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, F.Z.S., exhibited some diagrams of Trypanosomas from Tsetse-flies and made remarks on the dissemination
of diseases by these insects,

A

communication was read from Prof. R. Burckhart, C.M.Z.S.,
containing a short account of a very young embryo of the Okapi
{Ohapia johnstoni) obtained by his correspondent Dr. T. David
from a specimen which had been shot in the Semliki Forest.
The object not being well preserved and in an early stage, it
could only be stated that all the particulars ascertainable wei-e
specially

Ungulate in character.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the Proceedings' but it may be obtained on the day of publication
at the price of SiAyence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of iSix
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
'

;

—
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Dr. P. L. ScLATER, F.R.S., made some remai-ks on tlie letter
from Oapt. P. H. G. Powell-Cotton, published in the Times of
Sept. 27th, 1906, on the Okapi.
'

'

A

communcation Avas read from Mr. F. F. Laidlaw which
contained a description of a new species of Turbellarian obtained
during Dr. W. A. Ounnington's expedition to Lake Tanganyika.

A communication from Mr. Oldpield

Thomas, F.R.S., contained
a second collection of Mammals made in Western Australia
for Mr. W. E. Balston, with Field-notes by the collector, Mr. G.
a

list of

C. Shortridge.

This second collection had been made in the Aa^ou watershed,
of about 350 specimens, of which a fine series had
been presented to the National Museum by Mr. Balston.
In all 42 species were enumerated, and of these Mr. Shortridge
had given notes on the distribution and comparative rarity at the
present time, such notes being of particular value in the case of a
disappearing fauna like that of Australia.
An appendix dealt with a small series obtained on Bunier
Island, Shark's Bay, on the N.W. coast of Australia.

and consisted

The

sixth instalment of the results of the

Rudd

Exploration of

South Africa, prepared by Messrs. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., and
Harold Schwann, F.Z.S., was read. It contained an account of
the Mammals obtained by Mr. 0. H. B. Grant in the Eastern
Twenty-one species were represented in the collection,
Transvaal.
of which one was new.

Mr. J. Cosmo Melvill, F.Z.S., read a paper prepared by himself
and Mr. Robert Standen of the Manchester Museum, entitled
" The Mollusca of the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, and Arabian
Sea, as evidenced mainly through the Collections of Mr. F. W.
Townsend, 1903-1905, with descriptions of new Species.
Part

II.

Pelecypoda."

was a continuation of the enumeration of the Mollusca of
the above-named seas published in the Proc. Zool. Soc. vol. ii.
1901, and completing the Catalogue, the total number embraced
being nearly sixteen hundred species, many of these being found
It

to be

new

to science.

Amongst the Pelecypoda,

Tellina held the

most orders and families wei-e, however, represented, and the result was a very I'efined and varied molluscan
Some interesting forms occurred amongst the Lardiacea
fauna.
while the Pectinidm showed alliance and, in some cases, specific
identity with the Erj^thrsean faixna, lately so ably monographed
by Dr. Stura,n3^
premier place

;

;

—

•
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The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will be
held on Tuesday, the 27th November, 1906, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made
:

1.

Mr. T. A. Coward, F.Z.S.

— On some Habits

of

—

Rhinolophus

Jtipposiderus.
2.

I.S.O., F.Z.S., and H. H. Bloomer.
Fauna of Zanzibar and British East Africa, from
made by Cyril Crossland in the Years 1901 and 1902.

Messrs.

Edgar A. Smith,

—The Marine

Collections
On some Species of Solenid(«.

—

Suggestions concerning the
3. Mr. W. Woodland, F.Z.S.
Origin and Significance of the " Renal-portal System," with an
Appendix on the Production of Subadominal Veins.
4.

Mr.

W. Woodland,

F.Z.S.

— On

Anatomy

the

of

Ce7itro-

phorus calceus {crepidalhus Bocage and Oapello) Giinther.

The following Papers have been received
F.R.S.— The Duke of Bedford's
1. Mr. Oldfield Thomas,
Zoological Exploration in Eastern Asia.— II. List of small
Mammals from Korea and Quelpart.
2. Messrs. John Rennie, D.Sc, and Harry Wiseman, M.A.
On Collections of the Cape Yerde Island Marine Fauna made by
:

—

Cyril Crossland from July to September 1904.
3.

Mr. Lionel K. Crawshay, M.A.

—

On

Ascidians.

Variations in the

Arterial System of certain Species of Anura.
4.

Mr. Guy A. K. Marshall, F.Z.S.— On new Species of

African

Gitrculioiiidce.

Dr. R.
Tubinares.
5.

W.

Shtjfeldt,

O.M.Z.S.— On the Osteology

of the

—

The Cranial and Spinal
6. Mr. 0. A. Merritt Hawkes.
Nerves of Chlmnydoselackus anguinerts.
Descriptions of two Mammals from the
7. Mr. R, Lydekker.

—

Ituri Forest.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the
Zoological Society of London should be addressed to
P.
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Howard
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Sauxders, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read
Repoit on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the mouth of October
a.

1906.

Mr. E. T. Newton, F.R.S., exhibited the leg-bones of two
Foxes that had been caught in snares. The wire in each case
had cut through the skin and was drawn tight round the bone,
which in course of development had grown over the wire and
enveloped

it.

Mr. T. A. Coward, F.Z.S., read some notes on the habits of the
Lesser Horseshoe Bat, Ehinolophus lii'pi:)os%der%is, in the course of
which it was stated that this Bat usually occupied different
retreats in summer and winter, and that during the earlier period
of occupation of the winter retreat sleep was not profound.
The
Bats fed probably in the caves or retreats, and the food was
at times, if not always, consumed when the animal was at rest
and not on the wing. When feeding it did not probably could
not make use of the interfemoral membrane, after the manner
of the Vesper tilionidce, but, as a substitute, the interbrachial
membrane was employed.
These facts suggested that the
hibernation of this species, and probably of other cave-haunting
Bats, was not really a profound winter sleep.

—

—

A communication from Messrs. Edgar A. Smith, I.S.O., and
H. H. Bloomer contained an account of four species of Solenidce
contained in the collections ma,de by Mr. Cyril Crossland in
Zanzibar and British East Africa in 1901-02.
* This Abstract is published by the Society at .3 Hanover Square, London
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
but it may be obtained on the day of publication
along with the Proceedings
at the price of Six^yence, or, if desii-ed, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
'
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;

—
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Mr. W. Woodland, F.Z.S,, read a paper in which an attempt
"
was made to explain the existence of the so-called " renal-portal
system. Arguments and facts were adduced to prove that the
venous blood supplied to the " portal " kidney was not used for
excretory purposes. On the other hand, it was suggested that
the "renal-portal" system was solely due to the fact that the
lumen of the venous sinus oifered a convenient space for the
kidney-substance to intrude upon, the kidney developing under
conditions in which space was extremely limited, and consequently under pressure. This view, which was justified by
all known morphological and physiological facts, implied that all
kidney-elements in the Vertebrata had a similar vascular supply.

Mr. Woodland also read a paper on the anatomy of Ceidrophorios calceus, the Author describing in particular the anatomy
of the alimentary tract, which differed in several respects from
that of most Selachians and, as regards the length of the bile-duct,
from most Vertebrates,
Mr. Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., read a paper on mammals colKorea and Quelpart Island by Mr. Malcolm P. Anderson
for the Duke of Bedford's Exploration of Eastern Asia, and
presented by His Grace to the National Museum.

lected in

The collection consisted of about 130 specimens, belonging to
nine species, of which four were described as new.
Quelpart Island proved to contain a very poor mammal-fauna,
and the only specimens obtained there were a Fiotorius and a
Microm.ys, both identical with forms found on the Korean
Peninsula.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will
be held on Tuesday, the 11th December, 1906, at half -past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made
:

1.

On

Messrs.

—

John Rennie, D.Sc, and Harry Wiseman, M.A.
Cape Yerde Island Marine Fauna made by

Collections of the

Cyril Ci*ossland from July to September 1904.

Ascidians.

—

On Variations
2. Mr. Lionel K. Crawshay, M.A.
Ai'terial System of certain Species of Anura.
3. Mr. Guy A. K. Marshall,
African Curculionidce.

F.Z.S.

—

— On

new

Species

The Cranial and
4. Mrs. 0. A. Merritt Hawkes.
Nerves of Chlamydoselachus angidneus.
5.

Mr. R. Lydekker.

Ituri Forest.

in

the
of

Spinal

— Descriptions of two Mammals from the

—
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The following Papers have been
1.

Mr.

J.

received

:

Lewis Bonhote, F.Z.S.— On a Collection

made by Dr. Yassal in Annam.
2. Mr. P.H.Bahr,F.Z.S.— On the "Bleating"

or

of

Mammals

"Drumming"

of the Snipe {Gallinago coelestis).
3.

new and insufficientlyMarmoset Monkeys from the Amazonian

Dr. E. A. GoELDi, O.M.Z.S.— Some

known

Species

of

Region.
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ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.^
December 11th, 1906.

Henry Woodward,

Dr.

F.R.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The Secretary exhibited a drawing, by Mr. Carton MoorePark, F.Z.S., of " Martha," the young Gorilla that had recently
died in the Society's Menagerie.

Mr. H. B. Fantham, B.Sc, F.Z.S., exhibited original drawings
Trypanosoma " halhianii (Certes), showing apparent cilia,
which might, however, be only threads of the sheath or undulating
membrane which had become ruptured. These w-ere first seen in
this organism by M. Fred Yl^sand himself at Roscoff this summei-.
This parasite, which occurs in the crystalline style of the Oystei-,
was compared with various Spirilla and Spirocha^tes, and its systematic position among the Protista was discussed.

of "

The Secretary

exhibited, on behalf of Dr. C. G. Seligmann, two
Domestic Sheep, one of which was of a normal male
and the other of a male castrated in youth, and called attention
to the differences in the bones apart from those directly associated
with the absence of the hoi'ns in the castrated specimen.
skulls of the

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., exhibited some examples of the
[Benha/tnia johnstoni) from Mt. Ruwenzori, which
had been entrusted to him for study by Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant.

Earthworm

Mr. J. L. BoNHOTE, F.Z.S., exhibited one of the innermost
secondaries of the Knot {Tringa canutus) taken from a bird in
The feather was remai-kable from the fact that the
his aviaries.
summer feather instead of being cast at the autvimn movilt w««
continuous with the new autumn feather
it did not mei'ely
adhere to the tip of this latter, but the shaft was continuous and
;

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It ^-ill

be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
but it may be obtained on the day of publication
along with the Proceedings
'

'

;

at the price of Sixpeiice, or, if desired, sent post-free
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.

for

the

sum

of Si.v
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the barbs forming at the proximal extremity, the white tip of the
winter feather formed also the light base of the summer feathei'.
The summer feather was rather shorter than the normal, and
possibly was not fully grown when the autumn moult intervened.

Mr. R. I. PococK, the Superintendent of the Gardens, exhibited
the tail of a Crested Porcupine to show the peculiar structure of
the quills which constituted the animal's so-called " rattle."

A communica.tion was read from Messrs. John Rennie, D.Sc,
and Harry Wiseman, B.Sc, of the University of Aberdeen. It
contained an account of the Ascidians of the Cape Yerde Marine
Fauna collected by Mr. Cyril Crossland, B.A., B.Sc, F.Z.S., and
recorded the occurrence of ten species of Ascidise Simplices, of

which three were described as new.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.E..S., communicated a paper, on behalf
Mr. Lionel K. Crawshay, on variations in the Arterial System
of certain species of Anura.
of

A

Guy A. K. Marshall,
new species of African

commiuiication was read from Mr.

F.Z.S., containing descriptions of fifty-three
Coleoptera of the family Curculionidse.

A

paper by Mrs. 0. A. Merritt Hawkes, B.Sc. (Lond.), on the
Cranial and Spinal Nerves of Ghlamydoselachus anguinei(,s, was
read. It contained a description of these nerves and discussions of
them from the point of view of the nerve-component theory, and
showed that the nervous as well as the other systems of Chlamydoselachus combined specialized and primitive features
that the
nervous system was intermediate in position between that of
ScylliuTn and of Chimoira
that the trigemino-facial complex
exhibited but few signs of the primitive that the ti'ue facialis
was interesting owing to the presence of pre- and post-trematic
rami apart from the.truncus hyomandibularis that there was a
chorda tympani
that the giossopharyngeus probably supplied
two neuromasts that the vagus was disappointing in that its
ganglia were mostly indistinguishable, but this was probably due
indirectly to the marked backward swing of the jaws.
On the
other hand, it showed that there was a sixth ramus branchialis
vagi to the I'emnants of a seventh arch that a hypoglossal nerve
was present thit the acoustico-lateralis rami were closely related
to one another, their distribution showing the close functional
relationship of neuromasts and ampullae of Lorenzini and that
both the lateral line system and ampullae wei-e primitive and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

remarkably unstable.

In a communication regarding two mammals obtained by Major
Powell-Cotton in the Ituri Forest, Mr. R. Lydekker, F.Z.S.,
referred a dark-coloured Cat's skin to a race of Felis chrysothrix,
and also described a giant Elephant-Shrew as new.

—
"
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In a second paper Mr. Lydekker described tlie skull of a
Bruang, or Malay Bear, fi'om Tibet, which he proposed to regard
as representing a distinct race.

In continuation of his paper on South-Indian JSTudibranchs
(Proc.Zool.Soc. 1906, pp. 636-691), Sir Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G.,
presented a supplementary account of the radulse of various
species based on microscopic slides prepared by Alder and
Hancock, which had just been discovered in the Hancock Museum
at Newcastle on-Tyne.
These slides confirmed many of the identifications suggested in the first paper, and in particular showed
that Doris glenei was a Chromodoris, and that Doris villosa was
Thordisa maculigera Bgh.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will
be held on Tuesday, the 15th January, 1907, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made
:

1.

Mr.

J.

Lewis Bonhote, F.Z.S.

made by Dr. Vassal

in

— On a Collection of Mammals

Annam.

Mr. P. H. Bahr, F.Z.S.— On the " Bleating" or " Drumming
(Illusti-ated with lanternthe Snipe {Gallinago coelestis).

2.

of

slides.)
3.

—

Some new and insufficientlyMonkeys from the Amazonian

Dr. E. A. GoELDi, C.M.Z.S.

known

Species

of

Marmoset

Region.
4.

Mr.F. E. Beddard, F.R.S.

— Contributions to the Knowledge

of the Systematic Arrangement
and Species of Squamata.

and Anatomy

The following Papers have been received

:

of certain Genei'a

—

—

On new or rare Cumacea from
1. Dr. W. T. Oalman, F.Z.S.
the Collection of the Copenhagen Museum. Part I.

—A

List of the Pyralidce, with
2. Mr. G. H. Kenrick, F.Z.S.
Descriptions of new Species, collected by A. E. Pratt in British
New Guinea in 1902-03.
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NOTICE.
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'

for the year are issued in foxw parts, forming

two voluuies.
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,,
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.
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Proceedings,' 1906, pp. 463-758, were published on October 10th, .1906.

The Abstracts of the papers read at the Scientific Meetings
Ndvember and December are contained in this Part.
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